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118 82 MS., R.I.A., No. p^gp. 79.

83 Ibid.

„ 84 MS., R.LA., No. p?^g p. 79 ; and MS. 22. 5, p. 79.

119 85 Vellum MS., H. 2. 15. f. 181.

120 86 MS., R.I.A.,
p^Jg p. 99.

121 87 MS., R.LA., No. g' and No. 32. 5, p. 70.

88 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of BaUymote, f. 16, a. b.

123 90 MS., Brit. Mus., Bibl. Egerton. Plut. el, xvi.. Miscel-

lanea Hibernica, fol. 18.

124 91 MS., Brit. Mus., Egerton 90, f. 17, a. b.

125 92 Ibid.

127 94 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 15, p. 181.

128 95 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 15, f. 181.

129 97 MS., R.LA., No. ^^^^ p. 166 ; and No. 2. 25, p. 165.

135 102 M.S., Brit. Mus., Harl. 5280.

142 108 Vellum MS., Book of Ballymote, f. 204, a. a.

143 110 Brit. Mus., Bibl. Egerton Plut el, xvi. fol. 18.

144 111 M.S., R.LA., No. p. 8.

112 Ibid.

145 113 Vellum MS., Book of Ballymote, f. 221, a. a.

148 114 VeUum MS., T.C.D , H. 2. 18, f. 17, a. b.

149 115 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of BaUymote, 225, a. a.

150 118 Vellum MS., R.LA., Book of Lecan, f 28, a. a.

119 Ibid., f. 24, b. b.
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151 122 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18, f. 14, a. b.

123 Vc4lum MS.. R.I.A., Book of Ballymote, f. 225, a. a.

124 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18, 147. b. b.

153 125 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of Ballymote, f. 223, a. b.

154 126 Vellum MSS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18 ; and R.I.A., Books of

Ballymote and Lecan.

155 127 Ibid.

„ 128 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18, f. 146, b. a.

156 129 Vellum MS., R.I. A., Book of Lecan, f. 68, b. a.

130 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18, f. 147, a. b.

159 132 Ibid., f. 104, a. b.

133 Ibid., f. 148, a. b.

160 133 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of Lecan, f. 44 b., col. 4.

„ 134 Ibid., f. 20, a. a.

135 MS., R.LA., No.

136 MS., R.I.A., No.

137 MS., R.I.A., No. p^^g fol. 39. a. b.

162 138 MS., R.I.A, No. p^g

163 140 Ibid., f. 47.

164 141 Ibid., f. 40, b. b.

165 142 The O'Conor Don's Vellum MS., p. 160 ; and M.S., R LA.

No. p^g fol. 47, a. b.

145 Vellum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18.

166 146 Vellum MS
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R.I.A., Book of Lecan, f. 58, b.

172 1 52 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of Ballymote, Leabar Olloman.

175 154 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Lehor Brec and facsimile, part I.,

published by the Royal Irish Academy, 77.

176 156 MS
,
T.C.D., H. 2, 18.

192 — See Vol. ii., p. 192.

237 177 Vellum MSS., T.C.D., and R.I.A. ; H. 2. 18, and Books

of Ballymote and Lecan.

252 — Mason MSS., toI. iii., and Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book
of Lecan, f. 231, b. a.

263 191 Vellum MS., R.I.A., Book of Lecan, f. 231.

„ 192 Battle of Magh Tuired, MS., Brit. Mus., Harleian, 5282.

254 193 Ibid.

257 199 VeUum MS., R.LA., Book of Ballymote, f. 191.

„ 200 Keating's MS., Hist. Cath. Univ. of Ireland, p. 85.

260 — VeUum MS., T.C.D., H. 2. 18, f. 42, b. b.

275 213 MS., R.I.A., No. 205. H. and S.



INDEX TO THE

FIGURES OF SPEARS AND OTHER WEAPONS OF WARFARE
GIVEN IN VOL. I. (introduction), AND REFERRED TO IN THIS VOLUME.

In writing the Introduction, it was found inconvenient to adhere to the

order of subjects originally intended, and consequently the numbers by which

the figures are referred to in the notes to the Lectures, do not correspond

to those attached to them in Volume I.

VOL. II. VOL. I. (introduction).

Page Note No. of Fig. No. of Fig. Page

240 180 I

5' >»
2 10

QO not given

1 ft9 1 7
>>

>> 6 1 R

243 184 7 1 i. CCCCXXXVlll

" 1 oo Qo o\j rtrknnA XT

q 51
' 1

»>
1 CiHJ 52

18G 11 53

244 187 12 59 cccclxii

188 13 32 ccccxlix

M 14 33 ccccl

245 •> 15 35

>» 16 55 ccccli

» )> 17 36

18 37

>> 19 38

>t 20 39

>) 189 21 41 cccclii

V 22 . 40

23 42

255 194 24 18 ccccxl

•> 25 19

»> 26 no figure

27 21 • >

}» 28 22

>> 29 20

30 23



INDEX TO FIGURES GIVEN IN VOLUMES I. AND II. XVU

VOL. II. VOL. I. (intkoduction).

Pag« Note No, of Fig. No. of Fig. Page

255 294 31 24 ccccxl

» • 32 25 >»

33 26 ccccxli

11 • » 31 27 »»

255 195 40 28 ccccxlii

259 202 41 29 „

265 2G7 42 64 cccclvii

>» >» 43 55 M

272 210 44 43 ccccliii

>» >» 45 44 „

„ • >» 46 45 it

211 47 46 >»

>» >> 48 56 cccclix

» • » 49 57 >>

)> >»
50 47 ccccliii

V • >> 51 49

» 212 52 48

» 53 58 ccccbt

The numbers 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, used in note 194, page 194, refer to the

same figures as Nos. 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34, namely, figures 23, 24, and 25,

page ccccxl, and 26 and 27, page ccccxli.
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CORRIGENDA.

The following errors have been noticed in preparing the Index :

FOB READ

*age 11, line 24, heads. descendants.

» note 4, riAm, IriAn.

15, line 43, Chonnachtact, Chonnachtach.

>y 33 M 11, Caelain, Caelan.

)> 35 )» 22, of seven, twice seven.

» 40 „ 3, Mes Sedttf Misroeda, Messed, Mesroed, Mes-

Mesdeda, ded.

»> 50 » 13, Ugain€ Mdr, Eogan Mdr, and wherever

the genitive, Ugaine, oc-

curs.

„ 61 „ 9, Lecain, Lecan, and wherever the

genitive case, Lecain, oc-

curs.

>> » 35, Bncrinn, Bricriu, the nominative,

should be substituted for

this or the other form of

the genitive, Bricrind,

wherever it occurs.

V 67 32, Daire Cearba, Dair€ Ceaj-b.

>> 81 45, Finguine, Finghin.

>» 83 34, Fionntain, Finnian.

>> 91 >> 19, nine "waves", " nine waves".

>> 92 6, fifth, eleventh.

„ 104 20, Gormliath, Gormlaith.

»> 133 35, Suimhair€, Snimhair€.

>> V 3G, Suathad, Snathad.

» ff 40, truaircnigh, tuaircnighe.

150 17, who were warmed by

fire. who showed emulation.

»» 151, note 122, CA -06 AC, CAt) eAC.

» 153 »> 125, e aIcai^, eAicAig.

»» ,,

>> 161, line 26, Fiacha, Fiachra.

162 41, chiefship. chieftainship.

» 172 15, Enan, Eman.

>» 187 41, Cesarn, Fatliach, Cesarn.

207, line 11, southward. westward.

»» 21, but, said he. no matter, said she.

22, I am preparing incan- I am putting incantations

tations, said he. in that wisp which is in

my shoes.
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Page 213 >> 33,

i> 218 )t 20,

>i 236 18,

V 245 " 12,

254 >> 193,

>>

»J
276

>>

>j

>»

214

>> 284, line 12,

>> 295 » 11,

- 303 24,

>» 304 >> 24,

M 309 2,

317 >> 7,

M 333, note 37,

339, line 36,

» 340
„ 7,

(note 243,

FOR

Magh Ruith,

Albain,

Sreng his two SUglis,

Northern Battle of

IMagh Tuireadh,

i 3, n-oe^^nA-o,

,
cid'cnib,

, 2, hifgAite,

four Colmans,

blade.

Missive Shields,

sent share,

chastises you as a lov-

ing woman would her

son,

loga should perhaps be

H. 2. 16,

shield,

READ
Mogk Ruith,

Alba, the nominative, and

wherever the genitive,

Albain, occurs.

Sreng one of his two Sleghs.

Battle of Northern Magh
Tuireadh.

n-'oe|\nA'o.

ctoi'omib.

h-i-p5Aibe.

two Colmans.

blades.

turned handled missive

darts,

sent a share.

throws you as a lewd wo-

man would throw her son.

foga.

H. 2. 18.

sword.

The stanza given here is made up of two half quat-

rains, and is consequently incorrect. The following is

the correct text and translation :

lemi'A cectiA bA ctA'p 'di|\cac,

If c]\o|' cboce.

Ifpet) mo citncAc -poboi im Ch]Mm-

cbAti

1 CAC Oce.

It was by me an oratory was first

built,

And a stone cross.

It was my cloak that was upon Crim-

thann

In the battle of Oche.

mo buT\ec 1A1|M1, mofciAc uitia. My Lorica of iron, my shield of bronze,

mo cnef mo ca|\ac, My skin [protection], my friend,

"bA^voccAbc feiti, -pep ha n-Ai|\ec He admitted himself the chief of the

chiefs,

Ifpe-o fonAtiAcc. Thas it was it that saved him.

Cnes means literally skin, but here and in the Tain Bo Chuailgne, and

other places, it is put for skin protection in the sense of a shirt of mail.

Hence he describes his " Lorica of iron", as " My skin, my friend". See

Lectures on the Manuscript Materials of Irish History, p. 488.

FOR READ

„ 364, Hne 34, fifteen, . seventeen.

378 „ 6, the wisely and arrogant, arrogant counsellors.

„ 381 „ 13, Ceann/eadhua, Ceannfeadhna.





LECTURE I.

[i^Urerod 2Sth Ma/, 1357.]

Introduction. The subject of the former course. Subject of the present

course :—The Social Life, Manners, and Civilization of the people of ancient

Ennn. Of the existence of a definite system of Civilization in Erinn at an
early period. The Milesian monarchy

;
Amergin, son of Milidh (or Mile-

sius), a Judge and a Poet. Of Professors of "^'.usic and Poetry among the

early Milesians. Of the working of gold mines by Tighearnmas, b. c. 915.

Of the introduction at the same time of ornamental di inking cups, and of

coloured dresses. Of the law of Eochaidh Edgudhach as to colours in

Dress. Silver Shields introduced by Enna Aighnech ; Chains of gold, by
Muinemon. The first Ogham inscriptions by Cetcuimnigh. a. m. 39-11. Of
Ollamh Fodhla. Antiquity of the Feis of Tara. Of the three Ferceirtn€s.

Of the name of the province of Connacht. Of the Feis of Tara. Of the

institution of a military organization by Ollamh Fodhla. Keting's descrip-

tion of the Feast of Tara. Of the Kingdom of Oirghialla (or Oriel). Of
the Dal Araidhe. Description of Cormac MacArt at the Feast of Tara.

Keting's authorities. Traditions of the bringing of the law of Moses from
Egypt. The Profession of Poet-Judses deprived of their privileges, temp.

Concobar MacNessa. Account of the more remarkable of the early Judges
of Erinn, from the Senchus Mdr.

In my former lectures I entered, as fully and minutely as tKe

natui'e of an Introductory Course on tlie Manuscript Materials

of our History would allow, into the extent, cliaracter, and
details of tlie large and valuable mass of tliat ancient historic

literature, which the wreck of ages, and an accumulation of

national disasters almost unparalleled in history for duration

and severity, have still left us.

I endeavoured in those Lectures to trace the progress and
history of that Literature, in all its varied forms, from the

remotest period to which existing authority and reasonable

deduction could carry us back, down to our own times. I en-

deavom'ed to impress on the minds of my hearers, and I wish I

could succeed in impressing it on the minds of all the rising

generation of Irishmen, the great educational importance of

cultivating the ancient Gaedhelic Language, and of working as

they ought to be worked, the mines of philological, ethnological,

and historical treasures which that language preserves. And I

cannot help expressing the pride I felt in observing that, not-

withstanding the great deficiencies of the humble advocate to

recommend it, this venerable cause was heard by my audience
with an attention so cordial, as to induce the liope that some of

VOL. I. 1



2 OF THE CIVILIZATION OF THE PEOPLE OF ANCIENT ERINN.

^^^"^^ ^- them at least, if not many, will soon turn their practical atten-

tion to a study now acknowledged by the most distinguished

scholars in Europe as one not only of an extraordinary local

national interest and importance, but even of paramount neces-

sity in the investigation of the philology, the ethnography, and
the history of the family of European Nations at large.

Subject of The subject of the course of Lectures which it is now my
course!^^'^*^ duty to opcn is different. I hope I have already proved that

the materials for a copious history of our ancient nation exist

in abundance, although it is true that as yet nothing deserving

of the name of a History of Erinn has been written ; for it must
now at least be admitted that the various compilations published

at different times (though often by men of considerable ability),

under the name of" Irish History", are not only entirely unde-

serving of that ambitious title, but are full of mistakes so gross

and of omissions so very large as to convey, I will not say merely

an inadequate, but an altogether false view ofwhat that History

really was. The accounts which all the writers upon the sub-

ject have ventured to give ofLife and Manners in Ancient Erinn,

are, of course, yet more meagre than their statements of historic

events, and they are, if possible, still more false—perhaps, be-

cause those who have treated of this latter subject, (till the

commencement of the publications of the Irish Archaeological

Society), have been still more ignorant of that which they

have pretended to explain to the world. And as the History

V of a nation can be but little understood without some acquaint-

/ ance with the Life, the Habits, and Social Ideas—in a word,
/ the peculiar Civilization of the people whose actions are re-

corded in it,—it appears to me that my next duty, in connection

with the Chair I have the honour to fill, is to give some account

of the authentic materials we possess towards the illustration of

the Social Life, Manners, and Civilization of the People
OF Ancient Erinn. This shall, then, be the subject for our

consideration diuing the present session.

Existence of It is but reasonable to think that such a people as the

system o^fci-Gaedhils of Erinn, whose love of literature and support of

Erinn*it°an" htcrary institutions are now universally acknowledged by his-

eariy peiiod. torians to havc been so remarkable during the darkness of the

middle ages, must have commenced at a very early period to

construct some kind of social and political system, regulated

by fixed and determinate rules, and suited to foster and protect

the exercise of their peculiar genius, not only in the walks of

literature, but in the various other arts of civihzation without

the presence of which literature could never have been appre-
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ciated much less rise to maturity among a people, nor even ^^ct-

gain a footing so as to live, had it been imported in full

maturity from some other country.

That such a social system and such rules or laws, were in

fact in existence, and efficiently sustained, in this country, at a

very remote period, and were carried down without material

alteration in their peculiar spirit (though with some modifications

of course, and subject to many vicissitudes), even to the close

of the sixteenth century, I shall, I think, be able to demonstrate

beyond any reasonable doubt. And without further preface I

shall proceed with tliis design, following the same course I

adopted, for clearness' sake, on the former occasion : that, namely,

of tracking out the path of our investigation from the authorities

themselves, and in their chronological order.

According to the chronology of the Annals of the Four ^o^J^^^^^"

Masters (that founded on the Septuagint), the jNIilesian colony sian sove-

arrived in Erinn in the year of the world 3500—that is, about 1694"*^'

1 694 years, according to that computation, before the Incarna-

tion of our Lord.

According to all our most ancient writings and traditions,

the Milesians found before them here, and conquered, the

Tuatha DS Danann colony,—a people remarkable for their

knowledge of the domestic if not the higher arts of civilized

life, and apparently in a higher state of civiHzation than their

conquerors. So little, however, is certainly known of the

Tuatha De Danann^ that it would be impossible for me, on the

present occasion, to treat at large, with any sufficient distinct-

ness, of this interesting people, who so mysteriously disappear

as a nation from our history immediately on their subjugation.

I shall therefore defer to some future lecture any further refer-

ence to what is recorded of their skill in the arts, and shall

proceed at once to draw from the more tangible history of the

Milesians the main body of my illustrative facts with reference

to the Education and Manners of our early ancestors.

We have it on the authority of the "Book of Invasions", ^^^^''^s^tn.^^

contained in the Book of Leinster (a collection be it remem- sius),aJudge

bered compiled from more ancient books about the year
*

1150), that Amergin, one of the Milesian brothers who led the

colony into Erinn, was a Judge and a Poet; and indeed some
small fragments of legal decisions, .and of verses, ascribed to

him, are found in our oldest manuscripts. A short primary
grammar of the GaedheHc is also attributed to him, of which
some traces are preserved in the very old grammatical tract

preserved in the Books of Ballymote and Ijecain, as well as

in other ancient books. So that, even with the very coming of
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the Milesians, they must have hronght with them some system
of positive Law, and some definite literary Education.

Mu^ufand
'I'licre is, also, another record or tradition, belonging to the

Poetry Same remote period, with regard to the original existence and

ear?"Ime- causcs of Certain marked tastes wliich characterize the Northern
sians, ^ud Southcm Inhabitants of Erinn, from which the same con-

clusion may be drawn. For we find it stated in our very oldest

books, that when the two surviving leaders of the first Mile-

sian colony—the brothers Eher and Eremon—had obtained pos-

session of the island, they divided it into two parts between
them, the former taking the southern, and the latter the

northern half ; that they then divided between the two por-

tions of their kingdom the surviving oflacers, soldiers, and
civilians of the expedition ; and that after this division there

remained two distinguished personages, who belonged to none

of those classes ;
namely, a learned poet named CzV, the son of

Cis; and a celebrated Cruitire^ or harper, named Ona. And it

is recorded that for these noble followers the two brothers cast

lots, by which the poet fell to Eremon, and the harper to Eber;

and that it was from this circumstance that the Ercmonians, or

northerns, continued to be distinguished for their poetry, and

the Eberians, or southerns, for their music.

This statement is supported by the following short ancient

poem, found in the " Book of Conquests", which Dr. Keting

quotes from the Saltair of Cashel, and of wliich the following

1 is a literal translation

:

*' The two renowned sons of Milesius,

Who conquered both Erinn and Alhain;

With them hither there came
A comely poet and a gifted harper.

Cir, the son of Cis, was the fair-haired poet

;

The harper s name was Ona the fair-haired

;

For the sons of the noble renowned ^lilesius

Was the harper wont to tune his harp.

" For the chiefs, who by battles many and fierce

Had conquered the sovereignty of Erinn,

Their sweet and well-timed notes they raised,

—

For Eher, and for Eremon.
" They in a friendly way cast lots

For these professors of the sweet arts,

Until to the southern chieftain fell

The accomplished and most dexterous harper.

** Sweetness of string-music, comeliness of race,

Belong to the southern parts of Erinn

;

Thus shall it be to the end of time.

With the noble race of valiant Eber.
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" To tlie lot of the northern chieftain fell t^Ecr. i.

The poet with all his varied gifts

;

And so, without contest, to the north belongs

The palm of poetry and the chief of poets".

Trifling as these few lines may appear as mere specimens of

ancient poetry, still they bring down to us valuable evidence to

show, (and I offer it here for no other purpose than to show),

that whatever may have been the quality of the poetry and
music of the Gradelian race in Erinn, they themselves at all

events believed, at a very early period, that the cultivation of
'

music and poetry among them was as old even as their own
conquest and occupation of the country.

Of what immediate steps the new and successful colony took

to preserve and perpetuate such literature and ci^dlization as

they may have brought with them into this country, as well as

their own history and that of their predecessors, (the Firbolgs,

Tuatha De Danann^ etc.), our ancient records preserve no
evidence.

The next entry to be found in our ancient authorities, throw- gom mines

ing any light upon the progress of our early civilization, \sl:^ghearvl

found in the records of the reign of Tigliearnmas Mac FoUaigh^^^^^l^ ^^

one of the earliest Milesian kings of Erinn. Tigliearnmas^ who
was of the race Eremon^ became king in the year of the

world 3580, according to the Annals of the Four Masters, or

3089 according to the chronology followed by MacGeoghegan

:

that is about 1620 years before Clirist, according to the former,

or 915 years before Christ, according to the latter authority.

And this king is everywhere recorded as having been the first

to discover gold, and to work gold mines, in this country. The
[^^^f^^

precise situation of these original gold mines is not laid down worker in

for us ; but it is recorded that it was in the forests standing on
the east side of the River Liffey that the ore was smelted for

Tigaearnmas ; and that it was smelted by a worker in metals, of

the name of lucJiaddn, who was a native of that district.

We may, therefore, fairly infer that the gold itself was dis- Oow in

covered in Leinster ; and this opinion is strengthened by our

finding the people of LaigJiin, or Leinster, called afterwards

Laighnigh-an-dir, or the Lagenians of the Gold ; because (as

it is stated) it was in their country that gold was first disco-

vered in Erinn.

Two other short but significant entries respecting the reign
^^^^^.^^^1,°°

of Tigliearnmas are recorded, which are similarly useful as mark- ted drinking

ing the advance of the arts of mere luxury at this early period. cokiurs in

He is distinctly stated to have been the first that introduced
j'J^^ga^.^

ornamented drinking cups, or horns, into Erinn ; and it is also mas.

BOSTON COLLEGE LIB-RARY

CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.
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^'^CT I. recorded that lie first caused colours and borders to be worn in

clothes, as well as ornaments and brooches of gold and silver.

It would appear that, at this time, some system of idolatrous

worship was either established, revived, or continued ; since we
find that this same King Tighearmiias^ together with a vast

number (three-fourths, say the annalists) of the people of

Erinn,—men, women, and children,—died in the plain called

Magh Slecht (that is, the Plain of Adoration), in the present

county of Sligo, while engaged in the worship of the great idol,

Crum-Croich^ which stood in that plain; the same idol it may
be remembered which is said to have continued to receive the

homage of the Milesian race, down to the coming of St. Patrick,

by whom, only, it was at last destroyed for ever.^'^

Death of The death of Tighearnmas and his people happened accord-

masXn'^' uig to the Auuals on the ancient festival of Samhain (our

SoS'^'^' November eve), in the year of the world 3656, and in the

seventy-seventh year of his reign.

ofEochaidh Tiglieammas was succeeded in the monarchy by Eochaidhy

L&^^ai'tT^ surnamed Edgudhachy (that is, Eochaidh of the Robes),—who

dress^^**
descended of the Ithian race of Munster. He obtained the

surname of Edgudhach (i. e. of the Robes) because he first intro-

duced a sumptuary law, as effective as it was simple, bywhich the

people were divided into different classes, distinguished by the

colours of their clothes. Eochaidh ordained one colour for the

clothes of servants ; two for husbandmen ; three for soldiers and
warriors; four for gentlemen; five for captains, or military

leaders; six for the chief poets, or ollamhs; and seven for

kings and queens : and it is from this circumstance, says the

Book of Leinster, (folio 8), that all those colours have come into

the vestments of a Bishop at this day.

Other ancient authorities ascribe the institution of this sump-

tuary laAV to Tighearnmas^ but I have followed the Book of

Leinster.

After a reign of four years, Eochaidh was slain in the year

of the world 3667.

Proceeding with the early Annals, we find the following

entries in succession.

Silver In the year of the world 3817 died the monarch Enna
Aighnech, of the Ercmonian race. It was this Enna that first

necT ^'^^'niade Silver Shields, {sit Airget Eos) , and bestowed them on

the men of Erinn, together w^ith horses and chariots. [^Airged

Hos (that is, the Silver Wood) was situated in the present

See as to this Idol, the author's Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient

Irish Historyy—^. 103,—and App., pp. 538 and 631.
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county of Kilkenny. The ancient fort of Rath Betha, (in the lkct. i.

present parish of Rath Beth, in the barony of Galmoy, near

Ballyragget), in which Eremon died and was buried, stood in it.]

In the year of the world 3872 died the monarch Afmnemon, Ch&im ot

of the race of Uber. It was this Muinemon that first caused Sade under

Chains of Gold to be worn on the necks of kings and chiefs ^«^««'"<'«-

in Erinn.

About the year 3879 lived Mainmairic, King of Munster,

of the line ofEber, He was the first that purchased gold and
silver in Erinn.

In the year 3882 died the monarch Fail-dearg-doid (that is,

the man of the Red-ringed Hands), of the line of Eher. He
was the first that caused Rings of Gold to be worn on the fin-

gers of nobles of Erinn
About the year 3941 flourished Cetcuimnigh^ King of Mun- The first

ster, of the line of Eber. He was the first that inscribed fcriptToS'by

Ogham memorials in Erinn. fS"!^'^'
Highairled, son to this Cetcuhnnigh, succeeded his father, and

was the first who had Chariots built in Erinn.

In the year of the world 3991 died the monarch Fiacha
Fimiailghes, of the race ofir, after a reign of twenty years. He
was the first that dug Spring Wells in Erinn.

In the year of the world 41 76 died the monarch Roiiheach-

taigh, of the line of Fber, after a reign of seven yeai:^. He
was the first that drove a chariot with four horses in Erinn.

In the year of the world 4463 died the monarch Lughaidh
LaighnSj of the line of Eber, after a reign of seven years. He
was the first that "invented" Bronze and Bronze Spears in

Erinn.

There are difierent versions of this list of " inventors" ex-

tant ; but I have followed the Book of Leinster and the Annals
of the Four Masters ; and as criticism upon their entries would
be out of place here for my present purpose, I shall, with your
permission, reserve what I have to say as to the accuracy of the

traditions thus recorded, for a future occasion.^^j

Rather than interrupt the foregoing list, I have been obliged

to carry it down to a later date in the march of the country's

progress in civilization ; and I shall now go back again from the

year of the world 4463, where I stopped, to the time of the

great Ollamh Fodhla, who is recorded to have succeeded to the

[Professor O'Curry intended to have concluded the whole series of these

Lectures by a critical examination of the authorities whose statements he fol-

lowed in the course of his work. Unfortunately, the whole series was not des-

tined to be completed before he was taJcen from amongst us.]
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^ '-CT- 1' monarcliy in the year of tlie world 3882, and died in the year

3922, after a reign of forty years.

or oiiamh The original name of this prince was Eochaidh; but, from

nar?i!'A?ii°" his great learning he obtained the distinction of Oiiamh^ or
3882-3922). Doctor, bcforc his accession to the throne ; and after he became

King of Erinn, he was called Ollamh Fodhla, or " the Doctor
of Fodhla", which was one of the ancient names of Erinn.

Ollamh Fodhla erected a new court at Teamair, or Tara, which
ever after was called Jllur Ollamhan, or " Ollamh^s Court". This

court has been often represented to have been a college of 01-

lamhs, or learned Doctors
;
such, however, is not the meaning of

the name, but, simply, the Court of King Ollamh himself.

That Ollamh Fodhla was a man of power and distinction as

a legislator and a scholar, may be, I think, very fairly allowed,

as we find this character given to him in a very ancient poem of

thirty-two lines, preserved in the Book of Leinster, and ascribed

to the Ultonian poet FerceirtnS, who was attached to the Court of

Conor 3IacNessa, the celebrated King of Uladh, and flourished

so long since as about the time of the Incarnation of our Lord.
Antiquitv of Tliis little piccc contains evidence of the high antiquity of

Taraf^'*"^ that Fcast of Tara, which we shall presently see was, in fact,

the supreme legislative assembly of ancient Erinn; and thus

refers {o a very remote period indeed the existence of an insti-

tution which necessarily implies that high degree of civilization

which the annalists always attribute to our early ancestors.

The poem was written to commemorate the name of Ollamh
Fodhla^ his three sons, and his descendants, who succeeded

him one after another and occupied the sovereignty 210 years

without interruption from any other family. As this poem
appears to me to be certainly authentic, and of great historic

value, I am tempted to give here a literal translation of the

whole of it. It is as follows :

—

Ollamh Fodhla, of furious valour.

Who founded the Court of Ollamh^

Was the first heroic king

That instituted the Feast of Teamair.
" Forty sweet musical years

He held the high sovereignty of Erinn

;

And it was from him, with noble pride.

The Ultonians [or OUtonians] took their name.
** Six kings of vahant career

Of OllamKs race reigned over Erinn

;

For two hundred and ten full years,

No other person came between them.
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*' Finnachta; and Slanoll tlie gifted;

And Geide of the great sweet voice

;

Fiag; Ailill of tlie sharp gifted weapons

;

And the fierce warrior BerngaL
** He was an Ollamli (Doctor) by natural right,

The powerful son of Fiacha Finscotliach

;

Nobler than any king,—royal his face,

—

Of the race of //•, son of Milidh.
** The great Clann Rudhraidhe of brilliant fame,

The vahant heroes of the Royal Branch,

With all their loud deserved renown,

Are, now, the descendants of Ollamh.
" Lahhradh Loi?igseach, with his ample force,

Slew King Cobhthach in Diimrigli^

With a lance-armed host from beyond the sea;—
From him the Lagenians [lit. lancemen] are named.

" Eoclio 3IianJio, greater than any other man,
King of Erinn, son Mofemis;—
From him Momonia of old was named.

The name of Ultonia is from Ollamli\

To those who have felt the difficulty of authenticating the

early history of Erinn, this short simple poem will afford much
more important information than may at first appear.

Of the identity of the author, Ferceirtjie, and of the time

at which he lived, no reasonable doubt can exist.

There are three poets and historians of this name found in

& list of writers of Pagan Erinn, preserved in the Book of

Ballymote. The first Ferceirtne (as I have shown in a former

lecture), was attached to the person and fortunes of Lahhraidli

Loingsech, King of Leinster ; the second, the present Ferceirtne^

was attached to Conor MacNessa's court at Emania ; and the

third was attached to the court and person of Curoi MacDair^^
King of West Munster, at Cathair Conroi (near Tralee, in

Kerry). Curoi was of the Ultonian race, one of the heroes of

the Royal Branch, and contemporary with Conor ; and after

the great champion's treacherous death at the hands of the

other celebrated Ultonian warrior, Cucliulainn, Ferceirtne com-
posed an elegy for the fallen hero, in which he celebrates his

valour, his dignity, his honour, and his munificence to poets

and scholars, besides describing in a long list his gifts and pre-

sents to himself.

There are two copies of this most curious and ancient poem Difficulty of

preserved : one in a manuscript in the British Museum, (Eger- of poems at-

ton, 88), and another in Trinity CoUege, DubHn, (H., 3, 18)

;
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LECT. I. but their style and diction are so antiquated as to place them
beyond the comprehension of those Irish scholars who have
either not been able, or have not undertaken the labour, to

prepare for themselves glossaries and concordances from such

.
other very ancient pieces of composition as have come down
to our time. For, let me observe, that no acquaintance with
the coiTupt writings of Irish Bards of the last two hundred
years, and no lexicon yet published, will be found of any
value in dealing with this piece and others of its class, written

as they were in forms of language so ancient and now so very
obscure ; and yet there are pretended Irish scholars of the pre-

sent day, who never saw these most ancient writings, nor ever

even heard of them but casually, and who nevertheless affect a

familiarity with them, nay actually pretend to translate them,
with a confidence in the public credulity which only ceases to

surprise us because we know how often it has been successful

in imposing on the ignorant.

But to return to the poem on Ollamh FodJila: the points in

it to which I would particularly desire attention are these:

—

the existence and antiquity of the great Feast of Teamair in

the author's time (that is, the time of the Incarnation) ; the

existence ofthe Craebh Ruad/i, or House ofthe " Royal Branch",

at the same time, at Emania; and, among other things, the

origin of the names ofLaighin (Le'mstei)^ Mumhain (Munster),

and Uladh (Ulster).

Of the name Why, it may be asked, is not the origin of the name of

viiice'^o^/c'on. Coniiackt foimd with the other three provincial names in this
nac/it. poem ? This is a curious and I can assure you an important

question in relation to the antiquity of the piece ; but it can
be answered positively by the fact that the name " ConnacM^
had not yet existed in the poet's time.

You will have seen that FerceirtnS derives the names of the

three provinces from the names of distinguished men ; but tlie

province of Connacht, as it happens, was at this time called

Ollnegmaclit^—and did not receive the name of Connacht (or

" the land of the descendants of Conn''), until after the time of

Conn of the Hundred Battles, who died, Monarch of Erinn, so

late as the year of our Lord 157.

It is true that it was attempted in later times to give a

romantic, or rather mythological, origin to the name Connacht.

For in the same Book of Leinster we find recorded an ancient

legend, which tells us that there ruled over Connacht^ at some
unknown period, a King whose name was Conn; that this King
was one of the greatest Druids of his time ; that not only was
he able to resist all the druidical power of the Tuatha De
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Danann, though often attempted against him, but became in

turn their assailant with their own chosen weapons
;
that, hav-

ing on one occasion carried off all their cattle, and pillaged

and ruined their dwellings, in order to protect himself and to

confound them the more, he enveloped himself and the whole
province in a snow several feet deep ; that thereupon the Tuatha

DeDanann addressed themselves to Dalach^ the King's brother,

who was also a Druid ofhigh renown ; that Dalach ordered them
to slay three hundred white cows with red ears, to take out their

livers, and heap or spread them upon a certain plain (in the

present county of Roscommon), where he pronounced druidical

orations on them ; and that immediately their heat melted the

snow all over the plain and the pro^dnce ; that this plain there-

upon received the name of Magh Aoi, or the " Plain of the

Livers", which it retained ever after ; and that the province re-

ceived the name of Conn-sneachta^ or Conn's Snow, which name
was afterwardsreduced to the more euphonious foim ofConnachta.

It requires, I need hardly say, no argument to show the purely

poetic character of this derivation of the name Connacht; and
I think all will agree with me in preferring the authority of

the illustrious scholar, the King-Bishop Cormac MacCullinan,

who, in his celebrated Glossary, at the word Iclit^ derives the

name Connacht as follows

:

" Icht, id est, heads or children, ut est, Connachta^ id est,

Cond-IcJita, id est, the Children of Conri'P^

This derivation is found more copiously sustained in the very

ancient tract called Coir Anmann^ or the Explanation of

Names, ofwhich copies are preser^^ed in the Books of Ballymote,

Lecain^ etc. Thus says this tract

" Connachta, that is, Conn-Ichta, that is, the Ichta of Conn
of the Hundred Battles ; that is, the Children of Conn ; for

Icht is the same as Children, or Race.
" Or: Connacht, that is, the Acht of Conn; that is, the Act

(or Deed) of Conn; because it was Conn that made forcible

Bword-land of it ; and Acht is the same as a deed".

Here, then, are two important authorities—(Cormac Mac-
Cullinan, in the ninth century,—and the Book of Lecain),—to

show that the name Connachta, (the People), and Connacht, (the

Country), are derived from Conn of the Hundi'cd Battles, who
died in the year of our Lord 157 ; so that this name could not

(^)lc'hr, e-oon cir»n, no clAnn, uc e^c, CotroAclicA ex)on cotro-iclic, e-oon
clA\nn CuiiTO.

" ConriAclicA .1. ConmcTicA .1. IclicA cVitntro cec cacViaicTi .1. clAnt)
CVitiitTo. Haid icVic .1. ciAnn, no cenet. Tlo ConnAcVic .1. acVic cViuinx) .1.

5nini cViiunt), a^a i^- 6 "oo ixom-oi ci]\ clAi-oem -01 'DO|Aeicin, Ap if inAn-o
AcVic octif gnim".
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LRCT. I. be found in Ferceirtnes poem, who must have been dead about

the same number of years before ; and thus the tradition of the

Feast of Teamair, found in Ferceirtrn^'s verses, would be traced

back at least to a period anterior to the Incarnation,

of Turaf^"
According to Ferceirtne^ then, Ollamh Fodhla was the first

monarch that instituted the Feast of Teamair, or Tara; and
besides the many allusions to this Feast, and to the authority

of the triennial assembly of the powerful and learned men of

Erinn, we have the positive statement taken by Keting from
ancient books (of which I on a former occasion^^^ gave an ac-

count as ha\ang been still in existence in the time of that

learned priest, though since lost to us), that the assembly of

Tara was held at the beginning of November, every third year,

and that it was a sort of parliament, at which all the nobles

and principal scholars of Erinn met, to institute new laws,

or to renew and extend old ones, and to examine, to com-
pare, and to correct the national annals and history of the

country.
Miritary Or- Ollamh Fodlila is stated^^) (by the same authorities) to have
uude- 01- been the first that ordered a military leader, or captain, in every
lainh Fodhla.

(.^ntred, and a chief, or gentleman-farmer, in every village ; all

of whom were to do service to the monarch of Eiinn. He also

ordered a particular place, according to rank, for every class

that attended the great Feast of Teamair, an arrangement that

continued mthout material alteration down to the abandonment
of that ancient seat of the monarchy, in 'the sixth century of

our era.

Of the still existing authorities on the subject of the Feast of

Tara, as it was celebrated by the successors of Ollamh Fodhla,

I shall here refer to some of the most important.

The following extract from a poem of Eocliaidh O'Ciarain

(who lived about the year of our Lord 1000) will give you an

idea of the sort of order which was observed during the holdiug

of the feast:—
" The Feast of Teamair every third year,

For the preservation of law and rule.

At that time was proudly held

By the illustrious kings of Erinn.
*' Cuthair [J/Jr] the popular held

The far-flimed Feast of Royal Teamair;

There assembled unto him, to his delight,

The men of Erinn, to the one place.

(') See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Iri^h History^ p. 21.

Annals of the Four Masters; a.m 3922.
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" Three days before Samhain, at all times, ^-^^"^

And three days after, by ancient custom,

Did the hosts of high aspirations

Continue to feast for the whole week.
*• There was no theft, no wounding of the person,

Among them, during all this time

;

No plying of weapons, no cutting,

No evil word, no threatening boast.
** Whoever was guilty of any of these

Became a mortal, venomous foe

;

No gold for such crime was from liim received,

But his life on the immediate spot".

This quotation is taken from the tliixteenth stanza of a poem
of fifty-one stanzas written by OCiarain^ on the origin of the

name and ancient history of Loch Garman (now Wexford),
preserved in the Books of Ballymote and Lecain.

Although we have sufficient authority to show the time at

which, and the person by whom, the great Feast of Teamair
was instituted, still we have no detailed account, that I have
seen, of the legislative arrangements of the meeting but what
the Rev. Dr. Geoffrey Keting has left us ; and although that

honest compiler had access to many ancient and important

books that aie now lost to us, there is good reason to think that

his account of the Feast of Teamair was obtained particularly

from the ancient Leahliar na li-Ua Chonghhala, or Book of

Navan, wliich was preserved at Kildare in his time.^^^

It may be observed that the arrangement of which Keting
has preserved a detailed account could not have existed so

early as in the time of OUamh Fodlila; because the provincial

kings were not yet fully estabhshed, nor down to the reign of

the monarch Eochaidh Feidhlech, in the century immediately
preceding the Incarnation.

The royal domain of Teamair was but of limited extent, down of the

to the time of the monarch Tuathal (about the year of ourTara.

Lord 80). With the restoration of the legitimate monarchy,
and the suppression of the democratic revolution, Tuathal esta-

blished the kingdom of Midhe, or Meath, to be the mensal lands

of the future monarchs; and this he did ^vithout much injury

or violence to the ancient provincial di^dsions originally made
by the Firbolgs; for, as the provinces of Ulster, Leinster,

Munster, and Connacht, met in a single point (at a great stone

which stood upon the liill of Uisnech in Westmeath), so he cut

See Lectures on the MS. Materials, etc.
; p. 13 (etc.).
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^' off from them their converging points, to a certain extent, and
joined these to the old and limited territory of Bregia, in which
Teamair originally stood ; and it was after this that the old and
new divisions of the new province took the geographical names
of East and West Meath. Tuathal afterwards built a palace in

each of these divisions cut off from the four provinces/*^

Keting'8 de- The following is the description of the Feast of Teamair

,

the Feast of in the reign of Tuathal Teachtmar, as preserved by Keting:

—

'ruathoT^'
" The fourth of these royal residences was Teamair^ which

Teachtmar. ig situated in the part which was added from Leinster to Meath,
where the feast of Teamair was held every third year, after

they had made offerings to all their gods at Tlachtga^ as we have
said above, preparatory to that Royal Convocation which was
called the Feast of Teamair^ at which they were accustomed to

order laws and customs, and to test the Annals of Erinn ; so

that such parts of them as were attested, were written by the

chief ollamlis (or doctors) in the Roll of the Kings, which
was called the Saltair of Teamair; and any other custom, or

history of Erinn which did not agree with this chief book, was
not estimated as of truth. We shall not here recite particularly

the laws or the customs which were ordered at the Feast of
Teamair^ because the Book of the People's Laws is full of them.
I shall, however, set down here the order which was established

at the Feast of Teamair for the distribution in their banquet
halls, of the nobles and the warriors, when assembled at the feast.

*' There was no Territorial Ollamh in History and Genealogy
in Erinn who did not write in the Roll of Teamair the names
of the nobles who were lords of Territories, each according to

his rank, as it was ordered at the Feast of Teamair; and every

chief (or leader) of warriors who Tvas retained to guard and
protect the land of Erinn had his name enrolled by the

ollamh in like manner ; and there was not one of these, either

Lords of Territories or leaders, who was not attended by a

shield-bearer.

" The form of their banquet halls was long and narrow,

with tables at both sides of the house, and a rack on eacli

side over the seats of the company, having only the breadth of

a shield between every two hooks of it; and upon those hooks
the genealogist suspended the shields of the nobles and warriors

before they took their seats, each of them under his own shield,

both noble and warrior. The lords of Territories, however,
had a choice of the two sides; and the leaders (or captains)

occupied the other ; while the ollamhs and chief poets (his-

(8) Vide MS. H. 3, 17. T.C.D.
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torians, genealogists, judges, musicians, etc.) occupied the ^^ct. i.

upper end ; and the attendants who waited on the guests, the the feis

lower.

It was the custom, too, that no one of them sat opposite to

another, but every one with his back to the wall, both lords of
Territories and leaders, under their own shields.

" It was not their custom to have women in their banquet
halls

;
thej had a separate place for themselves, where they were

attended to.

" It was their custom also, that preparatory to the serving

of the banquet all should leave the house but three,—namely, a

genealogist ; a marshal of the house ; and a trumpeter with his

horn, to call the company in. This trumpeter sounded his horn
three times. At the first blast the shield-bearers of the nobles

assembled round the door of the banquet hall, and the marshal

of the house received the shield of each noble, and under the

direction of the genealogist placed each shield in its own proper

place. The trumpeter then sounded the second blast, when
the shield-bearers of the warriors came to the door of the ban-
quet hall, and the marshal received the shields from them, and
placed them, under the direction of the genealogist, on the

other side of the house, over the table of the warriors.
*' The trumpeter afterwards sounded the third blast, at which

the nobles and warriors assembled in the banquet hall, and each
took his seat under his own shield, so that there was neither

confusion nor contention for places among them".

So far Dr. Keting, from his ancient authorities, on the ordi- Keting's de-

nary festive arrangements of the great Feast of Teamair^ in the the same

time of Tuathal Teachtmar; but he quotes another short article zTegiJ^^'
on the arrangements of the feast on a state occasion of special -^"^^

importance, under LaegliairS MacNeill^ who was the monarch
of Erinn at the time of Saint Patrick's arrival :

—

** The Feast of Teamair was convoked by LaeghairS to renew
the customs and the laws of Erinn, in conformity with the prac-

tice of the monarchs who preceded him.

When the nobles and learned men of Erinn came to this

assembly, the chief King, or Monarch, with his court, occupied

a separate palace, namely, the Teach Miodhchuarta^ or great

Banqueting Hall; and each of the provincial kings had a

separate palace too. The King of .Munster had the Long
Mumhan^ or Munster House ; the King of Leinster had the Long
Laighean^ or Leinster House ; the King of Connacht had the

Coisir Chonnachtact, or Connacht Banqueting House ; and the

King of Ulster had the Eachrais Uladhy or Assembly House of
Ulster.
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^ " There were three other buildings at Teamair at this time.

OF ifKA^"'
'^^^ Carcair na n-Giall, or the Prison of the Hostages,

where the monarch's hostages were kept. The second was
Realta na bh-Fillodh, or the Star of the Poets, where the

judges and poets of Erinn sat to dispense justice to those who
were charged with breaches of the laws and regulations of the

country. The third was Grianan na n-Inghean^ or the Sunny
House of the Women, where the provincial queens were lodged,

each with her own attendants, in separate sections of the esta-

blishment.
" When, however, the great assembly sat to enact or confirm

the national laws and customs, the Teach 3Iiodhchuarta, or great

Banqueting Hall, was the seat of their deliberations. The fol-

lowing was the order in which they sat in that house :—The
King of Erinn sat in the centre of the hall, with his face to the

west; and the King of jNIunster on the south side of him, for

it was to the east and to the west that the two ends of the

house looked ; the King of Leinster sat opposite him ; the

King of Connacht behind him ; and the Ollamhs (or learned

Doctors) of Erinn behind the King of Connacht; while the

King of Ulster sat on the north side, on the Monarch's right

hand; those kings being each attended by a select party of

their most distinguished nobles. And this arrangement is

manifest from the old heraldry which had been established

in Erinn in the ancient times. The following is an exem-
plification of this fact, as given briefly by an ancient

poet:—
'* The men of Munster on the south side,

Without injustice, without constraint;

And the men of Leinster, full of strength,

Face to face with their High King.
" The Connacht men at the monarch's back.

They who in history preserved all truth

;

The chief Dal AraidhS^ among the rest,

Sat in a distinguished separate place.

" The right hand of Teamair s powerful king.

Without injustice, without reproach.

To the Orieilians doth belong,

Without decision of law, without dispute".

So far Keting. The three verses which he quotes are the

second, third, and fourth stanzas of an anonymous poem of

thirty-two stanzas, which describes the pecuHar privileges of

the Orieilians, or Clan Colla; as granted to them by Diarmait^

the son of Fergus Cerrbheoil (the last monarch that resided
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at Tara, and who died in the year 558), and confirmed to t-^cx. i.

, them by the monarch Z>omnaZ/, son o£ Aedh, (who died, 639)/**^

These stanzas are of very great interest, not only in carrying

back Keting's account of the Feast of Teamair more than a

thousand years beyond his own time, but because also they
present two historical facts on which it is to be regretted that

that honest writer and profound Irish scholar did not offer some
criticism or explanation, as they do not exactly agree with the

prose account. An examination of this discrepancy will be
found important in connection with my present purpose.

It will have been perceived that while the prose piece places

the King of Ulster on the monarch's right hand in the great

council of the nation, according to the strict precedence of
more ancient territorial designation, the poem gives that place

to the King of Oirghialla, or Oriell.

This discrepancy proves that the prose is the more ancient

composition ; indeed that it must originally have been written

before the year of our Lord 331, for it was only down to that

time that the ancient kingdom of Ulster remained intact, and
had its proper royal representative at Teamair. In that year,

331, the three brothers CoUa, of the Eremonian race, overthrew
the Ultonians (who were of the Irian race) at the great battle

of Carn Achaidh Leihdefrg^ (in Famey, in the present county
of Monaghan), and wrested the sovereignty of the province from
them, excepting only the parts comprised in the present coun-
ties of Antrim and Down ; and into that district they drove the of the King-

surviving remnant of the Irians, over the river Eigh. This^^S«°i, or^'

smaller territory, inhabited by the original race of Ulster, de- ^"^^

nominated Ulidia by modern writers (to distinguish it from
the rest of the province of Ulster), subsequently obtained the

distinctive, though not permanent, name of Oirghially (Angli-

cised Uriell and Oriell).

The people of Ulidia, too, or the true Ultonians, received of the z)<x«

another name—that of Dal Araidhe, (Anglicised or Latinised

Dal Aradia)—from Fiacha AraidhS, King of all Ulster about
the year of our Lord 240; whose descendants continued to

be petty kings or lords of the smaller territory of Uladh down
to the Anglo-Norman invasion ; and who are represented at the

present day by the Mac Ennises, or Magennises, of Iveagh, in

the county of Down.
The last Feast of Tara was held a.d. 554, and the last king

of the Dal Araidhe died in 558, the same year in which died

There is a copy of this poem preserved in the Royal Irish Academy,
beginning:

—

A eolcA An •ooniAiti -otiAnAis.—("Ye learned of the poetic
world".)

VOL. I. 2
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T^rcr. I. the monarcli Diarmait, son of Fergus, in whose time Teamair
was cursed by Saint Ruadhan, and with whose death it ceased

to be a royal residence.

It is evident, then, that this poem must have been originally

written after the year 332, when Colla Uais took the dignity

of king of Ulster, and before the year 558, the last year in

which the petty king of Dal A raidhS could have occupied the

distinguished separate place at the Feast assigned to him by it.

^Pj^f^c ^^ac The following brief sketch ofthe celebrated monarch, Cormac
Feast of ^ Mac Airt, as he appeared at one of those Feasts of Teamair

^

Tara.
-g preserved in the Book of Ballymote, in the Royal Irish Aca-
demy (folio 142), and taken from the more ancient Leabhar
na h- Ua Chonghhala, or Book of Navan, already mentioned

'* A noble illustrious king took the sovereignty and rule over

Erinn at another time
;
namely, Cormac, the grandson of Conn.

" The world was replete with all that was good in his time.

The fruit and fat of the land, and the gifts of the sea, were in

abundance in this king's reign. There were neither woundings
nor robberies in his time, but every one enjoyed his own in

peace.
" The nobles of the men of Erinn came to drink the Feast of

Teamar at a certain time. These were the kings who presided

at the Feast, namely : Fergus the Blacktoothed, and Eochaidh
Gunnat, the two Kings of Ulster

;
Dunlaing, the son of Enna

Niadh, King of Leinster ; Cormac Cas [the ancestor of the Dal-

cassians], son of Oilill Oluim, and Fiacha Muilleathan, the son

of Eoghan [son of Oilill Oluim~\ , the two Kings of Munster

;

Nia M6r, son of Lughaidh Firtri, the son of Cormac's own
mother, and Aedli, the son of Eochaidh, son of Conall, the two
Kings of Connacht; Aengns Gaifuiltech [or of the Bloody
Spear], King of Bregia [or EastMeath]; and Fearadhnch, the

son of Assal, son of Co7in the Champion, King of [West]
Meath.

" This was the state in which fairs and assemblies were

attended by the men of Erinn at this time: Every king was
clad in his royal robes, and Avith his golden helmet on his head

;

for they did not put on their royal crowns but in the field of

battle only.

" Splendidly did Cormac come into this great assembly ; for

tlie equal of his form had not appeai'cd, excepting ConairS Mar,
son of Eidersgeal; or Concobar, the son of Cathbadh; oiAengiis,

the son of the Daghda.

('°) The original of this extract has been printed in the Appendix, No xxvi.,

to the former course of Lectures; (fjecinres on the MS. Materials of Ancient

Irish History, p. 510).
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** Beautiful was the appearance of Cormac in that assembly, lect. t.

Flowing slightly curling golden hair, upon him. A red buck-
ler, with stars and animals of gold and fastenings of silver, upon
him. A crimson cloak in wide descending folds upon him, fas-

tened at his breast by a golden brooch set with precious stones.

A neck-torque of gold around his neck. A white shirt, with a

full collar, and intertwined with red gold thread, upon him. A
girdle of gold inlaid with precious stones around him. Two
wonderful shoes of gold, with runnings of gold, upon him.

Two spears with golden sockets, in his hand, and with many
rivets of red bronze. And he was, besides, himself symmetrical
and beautiful of form, without blemish or reproach".

I have quoted, it will be observed, in the course of this Lec- Ketinz-s

ture, from the Rev. Geoffrey Keting's History of Erinn,—a work
written in the native Gaedhelic about the year 1630,—as an
authority ; and as the authorit}^ of that eminent scholar is even
still but very insufficiently acknowledged at the present day,

and lest any one should be led to suppose that he took occasion

to draw on his imagination, for want of original authorities, in

the compilation of the valuable work to which I have referred,

I shall here repeat a list, which I gave on a former occasion, of
the great ancient books which he had before him :—The Book
of Armagh ; the Book of Di^omsnechta, or extracts from it ; the

Saltair of Cashel; the Leahliar na h-Uidhre of St. Ciaran; the

Red Book|of the Mac Egans ; the Book of Glenn-dd-Loclia; the

Book of Lecaoin (in Ormond) ; the Annals of the ancient

Church of Cluain Eidnech; the Book of the Ua Chonghhail (or

of Navan) ; the Book of St. Fintdn, of Cluain Eidnech; the

Yellow Book of St. Moling; and the Black Book of St. Molaga.
His authorities were more full by far than those which now
remain to us ; and of the credit due to a man of Dr. Keting's

character as well as learning I apprehend no one can suggest a

doubt. It is perfectly certain that he has told us only what he
found recorded.

I have so far endeavoured to abstract as authentic, clear, and
concise an account as I could, of the institution and arrange-

ments of the great Feast or Convocation of the States of Erinn,

at Teamar; which continued to meet, and to make or renew
the general laws of the country, during the long term of 1800
years, according to the chronology of the Four Masters. We
have seen who the personages were who, in right of their rank
or their profession, sat as legislators in that famous assembly in

the time of paganism. They were : the Monarch ; the Provin-

cial Kings; the nobles, or Chiefs of Territories; the chief

2b
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'-gcT. 1. Judges ; the chief Poets ; and the chief general Scholars of the

nation. In short, the legislative assembly appears to have been
at this remote period not only a representative assembly, but
one as popular as the existing distinction of classes could with
any propriety have allowed it to be.

Tradition of It is Stated in very old copies of the " Book of Invasions", and
of the law of other ancient documents, that it was the Mosaic law that the

Egypt
^^^^ Milesians brought into Erinn at their coming ; that it had been

learned and received from Moses, in Egypt, by Cae " Cain Brea-
iliac1i \ \_Cae^ " of the Fair Judgments"], who was himself an
Israelite, but had been sent into Egypt to learn the language of

that country by the great Master Fenius Farsaidk^ [Fenius

"the Antiquarian"], from whom the Milesian brothers who
conquered Erinn are recorded to have been the twenty-second

generation in descent; and it is stated in the preface to the

Seanchas M6r that this was the law of Erinn at the time of the

coming of St. Patrick, in 432.

It is also stated in the preface to the Seanchas M6r^ as well as

in a quotation in the Book of Ballymote, in the Royal Irish

Academy, and in the Yellow Book of Lecain (H. 2, 16, in Tri-

nity College Library), [taken from the more ancient Leabhar
na h-Ua Chonghhala^ (or Book of Navan)], that from the time

that Amergin^ the son of Milesius, gave judgment between his

brothers Eher and Eremon^ on their arrival in Erinn, concern-

ing the division of the produce of a certain chase in which their

respective people took part, the office of Brehon or judge was
conceded to the poetic or philosophic profession ; and that it so

continued down to the time of Concobar Mac JVessa, King of

Ulster, who was contemporary with our Saviour,

sion of ?oet*
would appear that for some time before this period the

Judges de- " Icamcd Poct-Judgcs were accustomed to deliver their judgments

their pHvi- in language so obscure as to be almost unintelligible to the kings,

^concobar^'
^oblcs, and chiefs, who attended at the Airechts, or courts. It

Mac A'essa. happened that a gi'eat contest took place in Concobar s, time,

at Emania, the royal palace of Ulster, between Aithmie, the

chief poet and satirist of that province, and NeidhS, the son of

Adhna; as to which of them should w^ear the Tuidhen Filidh^

or poet's gown, and occupy the poet's chair at court, a post

which had been just left vacant by the death of Neidhes
father. This contest or discussion was a public one ; and it

was carried on between the learned antagonists in so obscure a

style of language and construction, that the attending multi-

tude must have felt disappointed at not being able to under-

stand it. King Concobar^ who was present all the time, felt

so much annoyed at not understanding the discussion himself,
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that, with the consent of his assembled people, he made an

order, that for the future the office of judge should no longer

be confined to the professors of the poetic art, but should be

open to all who qualified themselves for it, not however exclud-

ing the poets in their natural turn. This order was adopted

throughout the whole nation, and produced immediate and
wonderful effects. The office of judge became thenceforth an

object of ambition and emulation, and numbers of talented men,
as well as even some women too, were called to it, by the una-

nimous voice of kings, chiefs, and peoplo.

Of some of the more remarkable of these judges a short list

has been preserved in the preface to the Seanchas M6r; but
the greater number of those whose names are. preserved in these

MSS., belonged chiefly to Ulster, and to the first century.

Among these were the parties in the above discussion, NeidhS
^^^^^^^[^

and AithirnS, who had of course to change their language ]n markable

future. We have then : Fergus the poet, son ofAithirne;—Sean E?fnn^^from

MacAidhnS;—Seancha;—and Brigh, ins daughter, who criti-
*J^J^'^^«"*^'"

cisedand corrected her father's errors;

—

Fachtna the wise, son

of this Seancha

;

—Eoglian Mac Durthacht^ King, or Chief of

Fearnmhaighe (now Farney in the county Monaghan) ;

—

Eoch-
aidh Mac Luclita^ King of North Munster ;

—

Fergus FiannaitS^

from the district of Fiannait (near Tralee, in Kerry) ;—and
Conrda Cain-Breathach [i.e., " of the mild judgments"] of Con-
nacht It was this Connla that held a celebrated contest with

the Druids, who asserted that they were the creators of the

heavens and the earth; but they were defeated by Connla^ who
challenged them to prove their great powers by causing the

sun and moon to appear in the north
;

this, of course, was not

done, and the Druids were confounded.

In the first century also flourished FeradliacJi ''''Finn Feaclit-

nacK\ \_Le. "the fair and righteous"], who became monarch of

Erinn in a.d. 36. He is mentioned in the preface to the Seanchas
Mdr, as well as in all our ancient books, as an eminent judge.

The celebrated Morann—(of the fabulous collar, which is said

to have tightened on his neck when falling into the delivery of

an en'oneous judgment),—was the official judge and adviser

of this monarch Feradhach. Morann's instructions to his son

and successor, NerS^ on the qualifications and duties of a judge,

are still extant, and will, probably," appear in the forthcoming

publication of the Brehon Law Commission.
We next find Sencha^ the son of Ailill^ occupying the place

of Judge to the monarch Tuathal Techtmar, whose reign closed

in the year of our Lord 106.

Feidhlimidh Rechtmhar, the son of Tuathal^ succeeded to the
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LECT. I. monarchy in the year 111, and died in the year 119. He re-

ceived the surname o£ EechtmJiar^ (or " the lawgiver"), from his

having in his reign introduced into Erinn the Lex Talionis,

which ordered payment in kind for all injuries; such as, an eye

for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, an arm for an arm, a cow for a

cow, and so on.

Conn " ofthe Hundred Battles" succeeded to the monarchy in

the year 123. Conn had, attached to his court, a remarkable

chiefjudge, a wealthy member of his own family—who bore the

strange name of Caratniad " of the false judgments". This
title referred only, however, to the unusual literary form in

which he delivered them, which appears to have been of the

strangest. For we are told that every cause that came for

adjudication to the monarch was handed over by him to

Caratniad^ who delivered his decisions in such a way as that

they always appeared at first to be false and unjust, but which
decisions upon critical examination were always found to be
strictly just and legal.

We may pass over the reign o{ Art^ son o^Conn; and of his

immediate successor, MacCon, who was his own Judge; and
come down to Cormac, the son of Art, and grandson of Conn,

who came to the monarchy in the year 227, and died in the

year 266.

So much has been said of Cormac, in my former lectures,

that I need only repeat here that he was one of the ablest, if

not absolutely the wisest, of all the monarchs of Erinn down to

his time. He was not only a judge and lawyer, but he himself

compiled an abstract of all the ancient laws of the country for

the special use of his son and successor Cairhre Liffeachair.

This book was compiled at Acaill (now the hill of Screen,

near Tara), and has on that account been called the " Book of

Acaiir. There are copies of large fragments of it, if not of

the whole book, extant at this day ; but as I have described it

in a former lecture, it is not necessary to do more than refer to

it here.^'^^

Cormac, thou^^h himself, according to Cuan CLochahis
poem, a most eminent judge, had also an eminent chief judge
and adviser in the wise and acute Fithal, and after him in his

prudent and learned son Flaithri.

There is a curious and very ancient little tract preserved in

the Book of Lcinster, under the name of Sean-raidhU FitJiil

(that is, *' the old, or wise, sayings of FithaV), consisting of a

series of moral, philosophical, and legal maxims, said to have
been spoken by the wise Fithal to his great master Cormac.

See Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish History, pp. 47,49.
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It was King Cormac^ according to Keting, that made an order lect. i.

that all future monarclis of Erinn should be at all times accom-
^^"A^ordei

panied by ten persons, consisting of a chief, a judge, a druid, a regulating

doctor, a poet, an historian, a musician, and three servants. ho?d^of*a'

The chief was to sit at the king's shoulder; the judge, to ex-^°°'*''°^

plain the laws and customs of the country in the king's pre-

sence ; the druid, for sacrifice and prophecy, of good or evil, to

the country, by his pagan knowledge ; the doctor, for attending

to the health of the king, queen, and household ; the poet, for

lauding or satirizing all persons according to their deserts ; the

historian, to preserve the genealogical branches, and the history

and actions of the nobles, from time to time ; the musician, to

play the harp, and sing songs and poems before the king ; the

three chief servants, with a sufficient company of assistants, to

attend on the king and his company at table.

This order continued in force from Cormac's time to the

death of the great monarch Brian BoroimhS, in the year 1014

;

but in the Christian times a bishop took the place of the druid

among the king's attendants.

Keting quotes an ancient poem for this arrangement, but
the extract contains nothing more than he gives in this prose.

We have no account of any change in, or addition to, the

ancient laws of the country, from the time of Cormac to the

coming of St. Patrick and the compiling of the Seanchas M6r.



LECTURE II.

CDelivered 28th May, 1857.1

(I.) Legislation
;
(continued).—Of the existence of a regular System of Laws

in Erinn before the time of St. Patrick. Of the revision of the Laws, temp.
St. Patrick. TheljSiw of Adamnan. Of the Seanc/ias Mor : Criminal Law-
Code ; Law of Contracts ; Law of Ranks in Society

;
Military Laws ; Laws

as to the Land ; various Special Laws. Law of Eric (or composition for

murder) introduced with Christianity. Of the mode of Legislation, in the
passing of new laws. Of the Meill Bretha, (temp. Conn). Of local Legis-
lation by the several Tribes, Mode of making the Nos Tuaith^, or Local
Law. Of the Twelve Books of Laws of West Munster (a.d. GOO). Of some
Laws not passed in assembly ;—e. g. the Cain Domhnaigh, or Law of Sunday.
(11.) System of Classes of Society. Of the division of Classes of society

in ancient Erinn. Of the FIdith, or noble. Of the Ceil^, or tenant. Of
the Four Classes of Bo-Airech. Of the Seven Classes of Flaith. Of the Fair
of Carman (Wexford^ ; ancient accounts of the Legislative Assembly of the
Kingdom of Leinster held there.

In my last lecture I opened the subject of the ancient civili-

zation of Erinn, so far as we can with certainty trace the

evidences of it in the comparatively meagre annals existing

concerning the very early eras of our national history. And
as the growth of some System of Law, and its gradual progress

to maturity, affords the best history of the civilization of every

nation,—as it is also the most important of all the results of

that civilization,—I applied myself in the first instance to tliis

branch of the subject selected for the present course.

Laws™efo're
That somc systcm of law—and by this I mean, not merely

St. Patrick's somc body of separate enactments, but really a system—existed

amon^ the Milesian race, from a period contemporary with, if

not anterior to, their original landing in the island, is perfectly

plain from all their traditions and records. I have as yet only

touched on the most important proofs ofthis fact, in pointing out

to you the existence of a national LegislativeAssembly, certainly

some centuries, probably many, before the era of the great

revision and completion of the Irish code in Saint Patrick's time.

As this is the Code of which the greater part still remains to us,

now happily destined to see the light imder the direction of

the Brehon Law Commission, I cannot pass over so shortly the

history of its construction. Pending, however, the expected

publication, it is not my intention, because it would not be

proper for me, to enter at all into the details of these ancient

Laws ; full though they are of the most minute and the most
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interesting proofs of that civilization I have spoken of, in all i-^cr-

the details of domestic as well as of poHtieal hfe. I proceed,

then, to take up my narrative where we left off.

On the estabHshment of the Christian religion in Ireland by Revision of

Saint Patrick, in the reign o^Laeghair^ MacNeill^ it was found tSrop.*M!'

necessary to modify many of the ancient Pagan enactments,

particularly in the criminal code, in order to bring them into

closer harmony with the milder spirit of the Christian dispen-

sation. To this end the monarch Laegliaire (according to the

preface to the Seanchas M6r)y on his conversion, convoked the

national assembly to the Feast of Teamar; and after sufficient

consideration it was decided that the whole of the ancient code
should be submitted and explained to Saint Patrick, in order

that he might point out such parts of it as it would be desirable

to expunge.

It will be observed that this statement implies, of course, the

previous existence of a complete Code of Laws ; and the convo-

cation of the assembly of Tara to re^dse and republish the laws
gives confirmation to the account quoted by Keting of the

legislative powers of that assembly in earlier times.

For this purpose, the three most distinguished ollamhs (or

doctors) in Poetry, Literature, and Law, then attached to the

court of Teamar^ were selected, namely, Duhhthach, the oUamh
of poetry and written history (the first convert in Teamar); Ros
MacTrichim, ollamli of the Berla FeinS, or technical law ; and
Fergus, ollamh in poetry. These three having made a general

arrangement of the laws, and Duhhthach having explained
them to Patrick, the saint then proceeded to mark out every-

thing that was repugnant in them to the teaching of the Gospel.

Having done this, the assembly proceeded to appoirit what may
be called, in modem language, a Committee of nine, to carry out

fully the new revision. This committee consisted of three kings,

three learned ollamhs^ and three Christian bishops. The three

kings were

—

Laeghaire, the monarch
;
Daire, King of Ulster (or

Oriell) ; and Core, King of Munster. The three ollamhs were
the above three learned men

—

Duhhthach^ Ros^ and Fergus.

The three bishops were—Patrick, BeJien, and CairnechS^'^

These authorities seem, however, to have only had power to

consider and recommend the necessary changes.

The next step recorded proves that the supreme legislative

power rested only with the whole body of the assembly con-
voked to the Feast. For we find that, after the revision of the
laws had been completed by the personages just mentioned, the

Leahhar na h-Uidhr^, [R.I.A.] fol. 76, b.
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user. 11. purified code was next laid before the National Assembly, and
received its formal assent ; and thus it was that the revised Code
became the law of the land, preserved under the distinctive

name of the Seanchas Mor, or Great Body of Laws ; a name
which it received, I should tell you, not from the magnitude of

the work, but from the greatness in number and nobility of the

assembly that passed it. And it was under this great body of

laws that this country continued chiefly to be governed, under
native judges, from the year 439, in which it was revised, down
to the year 1600, when it practically ceased to exist in my native

county of Clare ; the last, I believe, in Ireland, that retained it.

It was at this time of Saint Patrick, too, of course, that the

ecclesiastical element entered into our native legislation
;
but, as

Teamar ceased to be the seat of government in the year 558,

and as no one particular locality was ever after chosen for the

monarch's residence, the long-revered Feast of Teamar ceased

thenceforward to be held, as far as I have been able to ascer-

tain, excepting in one single instance; and that was when
The UAvof Saint Adamnan procured the convocation of the states of the

nation there, in the reign of the monarch Loingsech^ between
the years 694 and 701, for the purpose of enacting a special

law to prohibit the presence of women in battle.

A copy of the curious law-tract containing this law, made
by Father Michael O'Clery from the ancient Book of Rath
Boith [Raphoe], in Donegall,— (a church founded by Saint

Adamnan himself),—has been lately recovered, I think I may
say through my own perseverance, by the Brehon Law Com-
mission ; and of this I have made a transcript and translation,

which will appear along with the other parts of the ancient

Institutes of Erinn in the forthcoming publication under the

direction of the commissioners. I may add, as an interesting

feature of this curious tract, that it contains the names of all

the personages, lay and ecclesiastical, who were present at the

passing of the law, and who gave it their assent.

TirE ^^.i.v- Of the detailed contents of the laws passed by LaeghairS^ I

am not at liberty, as I have already observed, to give any account

at present, even could the limits of these lectures allow of it.

But, as a proof of that civilization ofwhich it appears to me that

the existence of a matured system of law is the greatest test

and consequence, I shall only say, that when this Seanchas M6r
sliall be brought out by the Brehon Law Commission, it will be
found to contain all the details of a general legal system.

Criminal It includes, in the first place, a System of Criminal Law, in

which crimes of every sort are defined, and under which each

has its special punishment; by which judges and ofiacers are
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empowered by the state to inquire into all crimes and acc-usa- ^^-ct. h.

tions ; and under whicli legal punishments are enforced in every the seax-

case of crime proved, by the power and authority of the state.

I should observe that our ancient Criminal Law, as it now
stands, dates from a period much older than the time of Lae-

ghairS and Saint Patrick ; for this very criminal code, or the

greater part of it, is clearly laid down in the Book of Acaill,

a legal tract compiled by the monarch Cormac Mac Airt, one

hundred and seventy-four years before the compilation of the

Seanchas M6r.
In the second place, the Seanchas M6r contains a System of LawofCon-

Law respecting Contracts, in which every species of Contract,
^'

bargain, or engagement is defined, and the competency or

incompetency, and the rights and duties, of the contracting

parties made clear
;
by which a penalty is incurred for the non-

performance of every separate kind of contract ; false and frau-

dulent contracts annulled, and fraud punished; and under

which judges and officers are provided to decide all disputes

concerning contracts, the decisions of such judges being in all

cases enforced by the power and authority of the state. It is

curious to remark that, under this ancient system, neither the

judge nor the advocate,—of the latter of whom there were, it

appears, three grades or classes,—was held harmless in cases of

false or corrupt judgments, or faulty or incompetent advocacy.

It included, thirdly, the definition of a very nice and some- Law of

what comphcated System of Ranks of Society, from the king society,

down ; each rank or class having its own peculiar privileges, on

the one side, while on the other the rights of the inferior classes

are equally clearly defined and protected.

In the fourth place, the laws included a Military System, ^^r Ji^iit^aiy

the Defence of the Country, and for the support of the powers

and authority of the law and of the rulers throughout the

island, according to the peculiar principles of the constitution

under which the nation was governed.

Lastly, the Seanchas Mor settles the division of the whole Law as to

island between the various tribes or families, and assures the
^'

right of every tribe and family to the possession of particular

lands, and as to some particular tribes to particular privileges

or immunities.

Among the most remarkable of these laws, both in point various spe-

of principle and for the minute attention to all the details of

circumstances which they display, I may particularly allude to

:

The laws defining all the different species of Bargains, Con-
tracts, and Engagements between man and man.
The laws respecting Property entrusted or given in charge
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t^gcT. 11. by one man to another ; and the Liability of the person trusted,

thk SEAy. in case of loss or damage, whether by accident or design.
cjiAi Mob. ipj^^

i^^g respecting Gifts and presents, and respecting Alms
and Endowments.
The laws as to Waifs and Strays, Derelictions, and the Aban-

donment and Resumption of Property.

The law of Loans, Pledges, Accommodations, and Securities.

The law of Prescription, of Lapse, and of the Recovery of

Possession of Property.

The laws concerning the relation of Father and Son, and
the legal and illegal contracts of the son as connected therewith.

The laws respecting Illegitimate Children ; and as to Affilia-

tions, and the Adoption of children.

Laws minutely regulating the Fees of Doctors, Judges,

Lawyers, and Teachers, and of all other professional persons.

A series of laws concerning the varied species of Industry

;

such as Weaving, Spinning, Sewing, Building, Brewing, etc.

;

concerning Mills and Weiis
;
concerning Fishing

;
concerning

Bees, Poultry, etc., and so on
;
(full of most interesting details).

Laws with respect to Injuries to Cattle
;
by neglect, by over-

driving, etc.

Laws concerning Fosterage, and the relative duties of Parents

and Children, Foster-fathers and Foster-mothers; including

details of a very curious kind, respecting the training, food,

clothing, etc., of all foster-children, from the king to the peasant.

A very complicated, yet clearly defined series of laws upon
Landlord and Tenant, and Master and Servant

;
explaining the

different species of lords and of masters, of tenants and of

servants; and the origin and termination of Tenantry and
Service.

Laws concerning Trespass and Damage to Land, whether by
man or beast.

A curious series of laws concerning Co-Occupancy of Land

;

and concerning the dividing, hedging, fencing, paUng, ditching

and walling, and the ploughing and stocking of land.

Laws of Evidence; of Corroborative Testimony; and of

Compui'gation.

The law of Distress and Caption
;
including most minute

details, which appear to embrace almost every possible point

that could be made concerning the legality or illegality of

a Distress or Seizure.

The laws of Tithes and First Fruits ; and concerning the re-

lations of the Chm'ch with the state or nation (a law, doubtless,

introduced at the direct suggestion of Saint Patrick).

Laws concerning the regulation of Churches and the tenants
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of Cliurch lands, and the servitors of Churches and EcclesiasticalJ^lJh^
establishments.

. , ,
IZsl^

In Criminal Law: complete laws respecting Manslaughter

and Murder, distinguishing accurately between principals and
accessories before and after the fact.

Laws concerning Thefts, and the receiving and recovery of

stolen property ; in the greatest possible detail.

Laws concerning the infliction of Wounds and the shedding

of Blood; and with regard to the commission of violence by
insane as well as sane persons.

And, lastly, laws concerning Accidental Injuries; as from
sledges, hammers, flails, hatchets, and other implements con-

nected with peaceful labour.

In the preface to the Seanchas M6r we find it stated that Law of ^wc

before Saint Patrick's coming over with the Christian faith, there So^S"^'*

was no mercy or composition in cases of wilful murder, but
g^^'^^^n'tro-

death was paid with death, as under the ancient Hebrew law.
p^^ff^jj^^

He, however, in the spirit of the new Gospel, introduced the

law of Composition, or -E'nc, in mercy to the criminal
;
by which

law the life of the homicide was saved, should the aggrieved

parties consent to accept the Eric^ and that he or his friends

were able to pay it. If they were not, however, he should

die ; but it seldom happened that he was not redeemed, by
either friends or neighbours

;
(sometimes by an individual ; in

which latter case he became the bondman of him who redeemed
him, until such time as he should be able to redeem himself, or

should receive voluntary manumission).

In cases of aggravated manslaughter, when a man could not

pay the Eric^ he was put into a boat and set adrift on the sea.

The similarity of the ancient Milesian to the Hebrew law isLawof con-

also observable in that of Contracts. For, according to the that of the

Seanchas Mdr, a man who failed to fulfil his lawful contracts, vSor
or who was guilty of any fraud, ifnot able to pay the legal fine, ^®^*->

was obliged to go into the service of the plaintifl" or person
whom he had wronged, until by the profit of his labour he
should liquidate the debt and expiate the crime he had com-
mitted.

There are scarcely any particular records of the passing ofAccounts of

any special laws at the national convocation or parliament ofof particuilr

Tara. We know only that, so long as the palace of Tara conti-

nued to be the seat of the central government, laws continued
to be made there, or the more ancient laws revised and added
to, by the assembled magnates of Erinn. The general levision

in Saint Patrick's time matured and completed the whole body
of law up to that generation : and the same code seems to have
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LECT. II. been found sufficient (and reasonably, as its publication will soon

abundantly demonstrate,) for the social and political wants of

the people for many centuries afterwards. Some few instances

there are, however, of special laws having been subsequently

added to the code, such as that of Adamnan, (in the year 699),
to which I have already alluded.

The codification (if I may call it so) under King Laeghaire,

was of course the re-arrangement of a vast number of specific

laws that must have been passed from time to time during pre-

vious generations. Of the passing of one of these laws (of

itself indeed a system of law with respect to a certain class of

subjects) long before the great revision of which I have spoken,

a very curious hint is preserved to us in an allusion to the legis-

lative meeting of Tara, which is contained in the following

entry in a MS. in the British Museum [Egerton, 88].
ofthe.i/«« »'The Meill Bretha ("Good Judgments'), written at Tara,

(temp. Conn),m the time of Conn of the Hundred Battles, by Bodainn or

Modan,
" The cause of making this book was a quarrel that hap-

pened in the middle of the plain of Bregia, on November Day,
between two parties of the youths who were fostered at Tara,

under the care of Fuaimnech, daughter of King Conn. For
she extorted a promise from the kings and nobles of Tara not

to enter on the solution of the law questions of Erinn until

reparation was made for her foster-children. And they sub-

mitted the case to Bodainn, the judge, who gave judgment,
and drew up this sclieme of law for the future government of

juvenile sports".

Such is the short history of this law ; but whether or not

these are the laws provided for such cases, and to be found in

our present collections, it is now impossible to say.

So much for the laws of Tara,—the laws regulating the entire

people of ancient Erinn.

Of local But, though the general system of law (law of contracts,

by^tilesevc- Criminal law, etc., etc.) had need to be the same throughout
rai Tribes. whole island, yet many local rules and laws must have

been required to meet the exigencies of particular tribes, cir-

cumstanced with reference to property or otherwise in some
peculiar manner. And so we find that, according to the ancient

constitution, every tribe or territory under the government of a

Righ, or king, could make local laws for itself, binding only, of

course, within the territory. Such laws were necessarily sup-

plemental only to the general law of the whole nation ; and

they were, in fact, framed solely with a view to the special
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circumstances and peculiar wants of tlie tribe. With respect to lect. n.

these local laws, we find an interesting entry explaining exactly

the manner in which they could be passed. And in an extract

which I shall also presently refer to, it will be seen that in

addition to the labours of a Committee (such as that by which
the Seanchas Mor was revised), a public general assembly of

the tribe seems to have been necessary to give the required

sanction to these local laws also.

It is stated in the MS. H. 3. 18, T.C.D., that the A^os Mode of

TuaithS^ or Local Law, was made by a committee of nine per- 5?o5 ^tIoum,

sons
;
and, moreover, that no one could abolish it until they Law?^^*

all resolved to do so without a dissentient voice,—for if there

was even one of the nine disposed to retain it, it could not be
abolished.

** If the people made an illegal custom, however", says this

authority, " they may with safety abolish it" ;—that is, of course,

illegal in the sense of being contrary to the general law of the

whole island.

The nine persons who were required to make a lawful local

custom were—a King, a Poet, a Brughaidh (a certain rank of

farmer), a Bishop, a Teacher or Professor of literature, a Judge,

an Advocate, an Aire Forgaill (an official answering to a she-

riff), and an Airchinnech (or lay vicar).

The instance to which I have alluded, of the passing of one The Tw elve

of these local laws (in that case, indeed, a code or body ofLaws^or

laws for the tribe or territory) is as follows: The committee ofg^^^j^^^^^J'^'^*

nine appear to have been dispensed with, in veneration of ^^'^yj";^;
jurist of singular reputation, whose skill and learning seem to gaidh), circa

have been considered so great that the people consented to^"°'^^*^"

accept him as their lawgiver, though subject to the assent of a

general convention or assembly of the tribe. The account in

question is preserved in the MS. H. 3. 18, in the Dublin Uni-

versity Library. It is that of the compilation of Twelve Books
of laws for West Munster, by Amargin, son of Amalgaidh,
son of Maelruan, a native of the Decies (a district which
included the modern county of Waterford, together Avith parts

I

of Tipperary), in the time of FinginS, King of Munster, who
i died in 694.

Amargin was a distinguished scholar and poet, and the men
of West Mimster pressed him to go and learn for them the

Feinechas, or national law. To this he consented, but on con-

dition that when he had finished his studies and compiled a

code of laws, the men of Munster should assemble in one plain

and adopt them. Amargin returned in due time with twelve
books of laws, of his own compilation ; and the men of Mun-
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ster, under their king, at once proceeded to select a plain exten-

sive enougli for their multitudes to assemble in, and convenient

enough for fish, fowl, water, venison, etc., during their assem-

blage. This plain they found between the Lake of Killarney

and the Mangerton mountain. The land, however, being the

inheritance of a local chief, named Cormac, he refused to grant

the use of it on any other condition than that of having

the body of laws ratified there named after himself and the

land. To this the assembly were accordingly obliged to assent

;

and the compilation has ever since been known not only as Cain
FuithrimS, that is, the Law Fiiithrime, (that being the name
of the plain), but by the name of the Cain Chormaic, or

Cormac's Law ; and also by that of the Da Leahhar deag na
FuithrimS, that is, the Twelve Books of FuithrimS.

Edward O'Reilly, in his " Lish Writers", at the year 696,

calls this a law tract on the privileges and punishments of persons

in different ranks in society. I am sorry to be obliged to say

that I fear O'Reilly had no authority for this very loose descrip-

tion, as, unfortunately, not a page remains that can be recog-

nized with certainty as any part of the Twelve Books of

JF'aitIiri7nS.

The Rev. John Lynch (better known as " Gratianus Lucius")

ives, in his " Cambrensis Eversus", a list—unauthorized and
efective indeed— of ancient law tracts, among which he

places the Cain FuithrimS: but he ascribes its compilation to

the time of Cathal, son of FinginnS, King of Munster, who
died in 737.

Of the Laws Before I leave the immediate subject of Legislation, I may
ces not

' observe that several rules or laws are to be found in our records,

Aasembiy. which wcrc not passcd at any such assemblies as those to which
I have alluded. These laws or rules are generally quoted in

connection with the names of the persons by whom they were
introduced ; and they could only have come into force, of course,

by having been accepted, whether formally or not is another

question, by the princes or tribes amongst whom they are re-

corded to have been put in force. Of this class of law or rule

I shall just give you one example, interesting chiefly because

it illustrates the strictness of thought which characterized the

early ages of Christianity in Erinn.

There is a law tract or rule extant, entitled Cam Dornhnaigh,

or Law of Sunday, but the precise time at which it was pro-

mulgated is not exactly known ; neither was it a law enacted

by the states of Erinn, nor by any section of them, but simply

a rule brought over from Rome for the observance of Sunday
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as a day totally free from labour, with certain unavoidable jjfcrji.

exceptions. The prohibitions of this law, and the fines for its The cain

transgression, would in our days be felt exceedingly severe. ^^rZ&Tlf'

For example, " No out or in-door labour, not even sweeping Sunday,

or cleaning up the house ; no combing ; no shaving ; no clipping

the hair or beard ; no washing the face or hands ; no cutting ; no
sewing ; no churning ; no riding on horseback ; no fishing ; no
sailing or rowing ; no journeying oftravellers,—but wherever a

man happened to be on Saturday night, there was he to remain till

Monday morning", etc. This Rule was brought over from Rome
by Saint Conall, the son of Caelain, founder of the ancient

church of Inis Cail; (now the island of Iniskeel, near the mouth
of the Gweebarra bay, in the barony of Boylagh, and county

of Donegal).

I have not been able to ascertain the precise date of Saint

Conall's death, but it must be anterior to the year 594, as

Dalian Forgaill the poet was killed on this island, in or about

that year, and buried at Saint Conall's church, according to the

ancient preface to that poet's celebrated Elegy on Saint Colum
Cille. There is, however, good reason to think that the rule

was not promulgated until more than a century after Saint

Conall's death.

There are imperfect copies of this most cunous tract pre-

served in the Leabhar Mor Duna Doighre (commonly called

the Leabhar Breac) in the Royal Irish Academy, and in the

Yellow Book of Lecain \ (classed H. 2. 16, in Trinity College

Library); and a perfect copy in MS., Egerton, 5280, in the

British Museum.

With this short account, or rather with these few observations, Division of

upon the Legislation of ancient Erinn, I pass now from this sub- society in

jectto another, which is, however, very nearly allied to it, that, Ei-lnn."*

namely, of the System of Classes into which society was
divided in those early ages. The contents of the Seanchas M6r
will, when published, prove abundantly sufficient (as will I am
sure be at once acknowledged) to substantiate all that I can say

respecting the very early civilization which distinguished this

country of ours among the nations of Western Europe. And
if I could with propriety make use of the materials in the study
of which I have been engaged for the Brehon Law Commis-
sion, I should be able to occupy far more space than the whole
of the present course can extend to in profitable description of
the state of society which those materials abundantly disclose.

This portion of our inquiries must, however, be postponed for

the present; and as even that division of the general subject

VOL. I.
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LECT. II. just alluded to is itself also closely bound up with tKe laws wKicli

the labours of the commission are to illustrate, I must take leave

to content myself, just now, with a very short statement of the

nature and division of the various classes of which ancient Irish

society was constituted. Some short description of them is

essential to our being able to take even the most general view of

the state of society in the early ages of our history
;
but, tempt-

ing as the subject is, I must nevertheless dismiss it here with a

very few words indeed.

Rank in society in ancient Erinn, as in almost every other

part of the world, depended upon the quantity of a man's pro-

perty (particularly in land), and the nature of his ownership
of it.

^

It is not very easy to translate into modern language the

technical terms of the ancient laws of Landlord and Tenant ; but

a very well-matured system existed, at a very early period in-

deed, under which, although there was no such thing as abso-

lute property in land in any individual, independent of his tribe,

still, within the tribe, individuals held exclusive property in

land, and entered into relations with tenants for the use of the

land, and these again with under-tenants, and so on, much as

we see it in our own days. Now these relations constitute the
The Fiaith, fipst tcst of rank or condition. The Flaith,—a word which in

owner. " some senso may be translated the Lord, or Nobleman,—was dis-

tinguished by being the absolute owner (within his tribe) of

land for which he paid no rent ; so that, if a man possessed but

a single acre in this way, he was a Fiaith. All other persons

holding land held it either from a Fiaith or from some tenant

of his ; and the rank and precedence of these persons depended
upon the amount of their possessions. Tenancy {CeilsinS)

The Ceiu, again, was of two kinds. One may call the two classes of CeilS
or Tenant.

tenant. Free Ceiles and Bond Ceiles^ for want of better names
in English. The Bond CeiU was, however, by no means a

slave, though he was bound to assist or follow his landlord in

war-time ; he was merely a tenant, paying a higher rent (in kind)

than the other. The true distinction was simply this :—the

Free CSiU took the land which he stocked himself, and paid for

it a rent in kind, the value of the occupation or use of the

land ;—the Bond CeiU took land without stock, and his landlord

stocked it for him ; so that he paid a greater rent in kind, as he
paid for the use of the stock as well as the land ; and at the

end of his term of tenancy (which was generally for seven

years), he had to give up not only the land, but also stock of the

same number, kind, and value as had been originally supplied

to him, if required. This distinction of tenancies applied to
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all tenancies, however large the quantity of land taken, and ^^^t. h .

however rich the tenant.^^^^
ANT"cLLr'

In distinguishing the classes of society who enjoyed legal

honours or privileges, we may, of course, pass over that large

majority of the people who then as now occupied the honour-

able but humble position of tenants of very small holdings

;

and equally with them the labouring class, servants and bond-

men. In so general a view as that to which I must confine my-
self, I shall only speak of those classes already high enough to

hold a certain social rank, and to be entitled to a certain fixed

precedence.

In a fragment of the CritJi GahJilach,—of which I have for i. The no

many years possessed a copy,—the scale of rank, beginning
"

from below, commences with the degree of JBo Aireach^ or

Gentleman Cow-owner. Of these there were several classes

;

but all Bo Aireachs were tenants, paying rent in kind for all the

land they held. They were distinguished by the quantity of

property they had ; and were bound to have always at least a

certain quantity of property, houses, etc., in order to continue

entitled to the rank and privileges appointed them by law.

The lowest of the Bo Aireach was the Bo Aireach Febhsa. i. i -T^e. b,,

He had land of seven CumJial; [a CuinJial was three cows . Febiua.

and land of seven Cumhal meant land sufficient for the grazing

of three times seven, or twenty-one, cows.] He should have a

sleeping-house and an eating house of certain dimensions, being

liable to receive visits from strangers and others privileged by
law to be entertained for a certain time. He had a certain share

in the mill of the district; and he had of his own a kiln, a barn,

etc. Certain fees also were payable to him for the exercise of

certain legal privileges, such as that of being legal witness to a

contract, and so on.

The next rank of Bo A {reach was the Bruighfer; who was t- ^

-J'
*"

distinguished by the extent of his farm, which should consist
'^^^

of twenty-one Cumhal; (that is, enough to graze sixty-three

cows). And, as being what would now be called in Munster a
** strong farmer", he was to set an example to his neighbours

;

for it was part of his duty to instruct the people by the arrange-

ments of liis house and establishment ; and a list is given of all

the various household and farm utensils and conveniences

which he was hound " to have always, without borrowing". He
was also bound by law to have always a stock of certain spe-

cified provisions, " to sustain the visit of a king, or bishop, or

poet, or judge, fro;iithe road". His property is fixed at much
('3) [It is worthy of remark that a very similar system of tenancy exists in

France, under the Code NapoUon.']

3 B
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LECT n. higher than the Bo AireacJi Fehhsa, and his fees are in pro-

AKT classT P°^^^°^' trespass upon his house or stock was punished by
* severe fines, prescribed for every case ; and there is a curious

list of irregularities, injuries, and offences which might be com-
mitted by such visitors as those just alluded to, or their attend-

ants, while sojourning at his house, and which should be paid

for according to a fixed scale of fines or compensation. The
Bruiglifer was already on the way to hereditary nobility ; for

the law required that he should have for wife " only the

daughter of an equal, and one who had never been married

before".

1. 8.—The The next rank ofBo AireacJi was the Fer Fothla, or leader

or A)uFiaith. of Bo Aiveach ; who was wealthier than the Bruighfer, for he
had a greater quantity of cattle than he could support on his

own land, and so let them to other persons, who became his

tenants or vassals (if that be an ap})ropriate word) in return for

the stock they hired from him. One remarkable privilege

appears to have been attached to this class o£ Bo Aireach;
namely, that although an Aithech or tenant, he became a

Flaith or noble, from being a tenant, in the progi-ess of his

grazing, whenever he should have amassed property to the

amount of double that which marked^ the lowest order of

nobility among the Flaith^ namely, the Air6 Besa, of whom
I shall presently speak. This Fer Fothla was called an
A ?i-Flaith, and was in fact a sort of rich middleman. He was,

however, only entitled to one-half the amount of compensation

which a full Flaith might claim, for property injured, or insult

or injury to his person.

AirTc^s
^ highest rank of Bo Aireach was the AirS Coisring; one

ring, (the who bouud (that is, entered into engagements with) the king
Airi Find).

peoplc ou bchalf of the particular tribe, name, or family

to which he belonged, they having consented to grant him the

leadership and power to speak for them. This Representative

Bo Aireach was the AirS Fin^^ or family chief, who answered
to the king or chief for the obedience of his tribe to the law.

But any complete account of the nature of his rank would lead

me too far into the details of his functions, and the peculiar

system of law of which they formed a part.

The same law which defined the different degrees of Bo
Aireach^ and appointed to each its rank and privileges, pre-

scribed, too, the punishment of degradation for any breach of the

Bo Aireach's official duties. The list of the misdeeds by which
this officer became degraded, and the mode by which he was
permitted to make amends before the people, and so to recover

his honour, are very interesting, and throw a great light indeed
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upon the spirit of the times in which they were prescribed by t^Ecx. u.

a national law.
land"oro

According to the same fragment, the order o^Flaith comprised cl1?3.

Seven Degrees of Nobility. The Aire Desa; the Aire Echtai;

the Aire Ard; the Aire Tuisi; the xiire Forgaill; the Ta«azse seven de-

Righ (or tanist of the king) ; and the Righ^ (or kintj). The fiauu.

Deis was his Estate, and the right to protect his privileges;

and the privileges of the Flaith were those of tlie ancient Pro-

tection of the people of his territory, the exercise of his Office

under the law within the territory, and that of Leader or Tanist

Leader, in war ; and to have Serving Vassals and Free Vassals,

and Sin Cleithe (a class of tenants distinguished, and having

legal rights and responsibihties, as having been upon the land

for three generations, either as tenants or as squatters, undis-

turbed). And the nobility of the Flaith was in these Estates

and Privileges.

The AirS Desa was so called, as distinguished from the Bo
^^^^'^J*^®

Aire, l5ecause he was paid Dire (duty, rent, value), on account

of his Deis, and not for his cows (bo) , Uke the other. He had Ten
CeiUf or tenants ; five free and five hond.- Ceiles;—and from each

ofthese he was entitled to fixed annual supplies of food and cattle,

as rent and tribute. Certain houses and property were pre-

scribed by law in the case of the Aire Desa, as necessary to

his rank; just as in the different orders oi Bo Aireach;—and
besides these he should have certain state equipments, (such

as a riding-steed with a silver bridle) ; and he wore a precious

stone brooch, worth an unga, [about ten shilhngs]. His wife

should be " a lawful wife in first marriage", of equal rank with

himself, and equally richly dressed. But his rank and prece-

dence among the Flaith were according to his deeds : according

to what he had done to deserve honour. The Aire guarded at

law the rights of tenants among one another, and saw the law
carried out between them.

The Air6 Echtai was an AirS, or chief, of five
"i^^^^JJjJj

equipped for war; with whom he was in time of peace to

avenge and punish all insults, and particularly violence by
murder, done to his tribe.

The Aire Ard (or High Aire) preceded the Air6 Desa. He s.-'nie

had twenty CeiU;—ten bond, and ten free. His various pos-

sessions were greater in proportion.

The AirS Tuisi (or Leading Aire) took precedence over alUj-.^^j-^^^

the former, by being of superior race or family. He had
"

twenty-seven CSites, of whom fifteen were hondi-CeilSs. His
wealth and privileges were proportionately greater ; but what-
ever the wealth of an Aire, it was family alone that could give
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LECT. n. him this rank. He wore a golden bridle on his riding-steed,

landlobd
^^^^ ^ silver one.

clIss.] The AirS Forgaill was so called because ^\fortgeir\—^he tes-

tified,—to the character of the other Flaiths in court. The

^Aird'Far-^
dutics and legal privileges of this high functionary would also

f/aiii. require, for proper description, a much more detailed exami-
nation of the laws than I can make here. The AirS Forgaill

was richer than the preceding orders. He had forty CeiUs;—
twenty bond and twenty free. His property in land and stock

was very extensive ; his houses large and richly appointed ; and
his following powerful.

^TandiS^^
The TanaisS Righ^ (or Tanist of a King,) was next in rank,

Righ (Tanist standing ouly second to the king himself He was so called
of tt King).

4 4 because" (as the fragment already referred to explains it)

" the whole territory" (or people) " adhere to him without

opposition". He had five Sen CUiilU more than the Aire For-
gaill^ and was always attended by ten men. In all the other

points as to wealth, etc., the Tanais6 Righ stood far higher than

the other nobles.

ii.7.-The Next comes the Riqh (or Kinff); but it is not necessary for
iitVA. (King).

. JU' c-L' x.
^

me to say anythmg oi him here.

I have now concluded what I had to say upon the general

system of Legislation and Law, and the division or distinction

of Classes in ancient Erinn. It is to be remembered that I

introduced the subject only as so inseparably and importantly

connected with the history of our ancient civilization, that it

could not be omitted altogether : and I think I have said enough
to lead to an expectation from the forthcoming pubhcation of

the Laws of the most conclusive proofs of a civilization long

denied by our enemies in modem literature, and doubted by
our own writers.

fh^Sof When speaking of the convocation of Tara,—the Fair or

Carman; Fcast of Tara, anciently held every three years,—I had at first

1023).^^^' intended to illustrate the account of it preserved by Keting, by
reference to a very ancient poem upon a similar assembly, held

as anciently for the province of Leinster, but which continued

to be celebrated long after the abandonment of the ancient

centre of government of all Eiinn. I allude to the Fair of Car-
man (now Wexford), which was revived, a.d. 718, by Duncliadhy

King of Leinster, and last celebrated in a.d. 1023, by Donagh
Mac Gillapatrick. There is preserved in the Book of Leinster

(a MS. known to have been compiled about the year 1150),
a great part of a celebrated old poem upon this fair ; which I
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believe to have been contemporary with the last celebration of lect. ti.

the feast, if not of even a more ancient date. And, on reflec- [^^^p^"*

tion, this poem seems to me to be of so much importance to carmdl
°

the general scope of the present course, that I have preferred to iS).^^'
reserve it for the conclusion of this lecture, in order that I may-

give it in full. For though the allusion it contains to the legis-

lative action of these assemblies is confined to a single verse,

there is a vast quantity of important historical matter in the

whole of it, to which I shall have frequent occasion to refer.

The tract in the Book of Leinster is unfortunately not all

legible ; but about a third part of it is legible. It will there-

fore be more convenient if I precede my reading of the frag-

ment of it still decipherable, by the account or version of the

same piece which is preserved in the Book of Ballymote.

The latter is, literally translated, as follows

:

*' Three men who came from Athens, and one woman; these

were the three sons of Dibad^ son of Dorcha, son of Ainches;

Dian^ Dubh, and Dothur^ were theii names ; and CarmSn was
the name of their mother.

" The mother, wherever she went, blasted and blighted

everything by spells, charms, and incantations ; and it was by
magical devastation and dishonesty that the men dealt out de-

struction.
** They came into Erinn to bring evil upon the Tuatlia DS

Danann, by blighting the fertility of the coimtry against them.
" The 2\atha De Danann were incensed at this; and they

sent against them Ai, the son of OUamh, on the part of their

Poets; and Cridenbel on the part of their Satirists; and Lug
Laeban, the son of Gaicher, on the part of their Druids ; and
BecuilU on the part of their Witches, to pronounce incantations

and satires against them; and they never parted from them
until they forced the three men over the sea, leaving behind
them their mother CarmSn as a pledge that they should never
again return to Erinn; and they also swore, by the divinities

which they adored, that they would not return as long as the

sea flowed around Erinn.
" Their mother, however, soon died of grief of her hostage-

ship ; and she requested of the Tuatha DS Danann that they
would institute a fair and games in her honour wherever she

should be buried, and that the fair and the place should receive

and retain her name for ever; and hence Carman^ and the

Fair of Carmen. And the Tuatha De Danann observed this

Fair as long as they occupied Erinn".
" Another version is, that old Garmdn had followed the

seven cows of Eochaidh BelbuidhS^ King of CeanntirS [Kintiie
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or Cantire, in Scotland,] wliich cows had been carried off by

the tSof^ the son of Mesroeda, whose mother was Uca, daughter
carmdn; of Osca, King of Cevta, for she was the wife of Misroeda,

1023)0
" son of Dathoy King of Leinster; [about the time of the

Incarnation]

.

*' There were along with Lena, at driving these cows away,
Sen, the son of Durh; and Lochar the Swift, son of Smirach;
and Gunnat, the son of Succat; and Altach^ the son of Dalhh;
and Motliur, the son of Lorgach.

" Old Garmctn discovered them at the south side of Datho's

Dun ; and he killed Lena, with his women and the men who
assisted him to carry oif the cows. And old Garmdn then

carried away his kine to Magh Alisca [that is, Mescas Plain,

where Wexford now stands] ; and she, Mesca, was the daughter

of the great chieftain Bodbh, of the hill of Finnchaidh, in the

mountain Monach, in Scotland; who had been carried off by
him (old Garmdn), in a trance; and Mesca died of shame in

this place ; and her grave was made there, namely, the grave of

Mesca, daughter of Bodhhh.
"And the four sons of King Datlio overtook old Garmdn at

this place, namely, Mes Seda, and Misroeda, and Mesdeda, and
Mesdelmon; and old Garmdn fell by them there; and they

made his grave there ; and so he begged of them to institute a

Fair (or games of commemoration) for him there, and that the

fair and the place should bear his name for ever : and hence

the Fair of Carmdn, and old Carmdn have their names".

"And the people of Leinster observed this fair in tribes

and families, down to the time of the monarch Cathair Mdr;
[in the second century]. Cathair left the privileges of Carmdn
but to his own sons and their families, giving precedence to

the race of his son Rossa Foilghe, their dependent branches,

and their exiles, to keep the fair in perpetuity; namely, the

Leinstermen proper, and the Fotharts' ; [the present baronies of

Forth].
" There were seven days for sport, or racing, there ; and a

week for considering and proclaiming the privileges and laws

of the province for the three years to come.

"It was on the last day that the Leinstermen south of

Gahhar, [the men of Ossory], held their fair or racing; and

hence it was called the steed-contest of the Ossorians. The
seat of their king was on the right hand of the King of Carmdn
or Leinster; and the seat of the King of OFailghe [Offaly], on

his left ; and it was the same case with tlieir wives.
" It was on the Kalends of August they assembled at it ; and

it was on the 6th of August they left it; and it was every third
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year it was held ; and the preparations were going on for two ^ect. ii.

years. [Account of

" It was five hundred and eighty years since the first fair carmdn;

was held there, to the fortieth year of the reign of Octavius 1^23)'/^

Augustus, in which Christ was born.
" The Leinstermen were promised abundance of corn and

milk for holding it, and that no other province should 'control

them; and that they should enjoy righteous laws, and comfort

in every house, and fruit in great abundance, and their har-

bours, lakes, and rivers teem with water (and fish). And if

they did not observe it, that failure and early grayness should

fall upon themselves and their kings".

Then comes the same, but much expanded, in verse, as

follows

:

" Listen, Lagenians of the monuments,
You host who never opposed justice,

Until you hear from me, in all directions,

The etymology of far-famed Carman.
Carman^ the hill of a noble fair,

With a wide-spread unobstructed green

For the hosts who repaired there to occupy it,

On which they contested their noble races.

** It is the cemetery of noble, valiant kings,

The dearly-loved of admiring hosts

;

There are many, under the meeting mounds,
Of their ever-loved departed ancestors.

" To mourn for queens and kings.

To sing forth great valour and great deeds

;

Often did the fair hosts of autumn assemble

Upon the smooth cheek of noble old Carman.
*' Was it a man, or was it men, of great valour,

—

Or was it a woman of violent jealousy,

—

That gave name, not contemptible, pleasing,

That gave its true name to lovely Carman ?

" It was not men, and it was not angry man,
But a single woman, fierce and vengeful.

Loud her rustling and her tramp,

From whom Carman received its first name.
Carmen^ the wife of great Dihad's son.

The son of Dorcha, of armies and hospitality.

Son of Ainceas, of abounding prosperity,

Who commanded armies in many battles.

*' No pursuit of profit could they pursue.

For ardent love of noble Erinn,
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'-^CT- For they were at all times supine in the East,

the S?of*^
The sons of Dibad, and their mother.

Carman; " At length thoj wcstwards took their way,
1023)0^^' DiaUj and Dublin and Dothur,

From delightful Athens in the East,

By their mother Carmen accompanied.
" They worked against the Danaan race.

These newly-come mahgnant men,
Destruction to their lands' produce

:

It was a dreadful, unjust evil.

*' CarmSn, by a wonderful series of spells

Consigned all milk and fruit to ruin.

By the unlawful arts pursued
By the sons, in their unjust warfare.

Soon the Tuath-DS-Danaan perceived

What robbed the land and soil of bloom

;

And for every evil by them wrought.

They hurled an equal deed upon them.
** Crithenbel,—no silly personage,

—

And Lug^ the crooked-eyed son of Caicher, *

And BecuiU^ in every field attacked them.

And Ai^ the son of Ollamh.
" Death to ye (said the Dananns)^ we choose not nor desire,

We seek it not of our free choice

;

Cheerfully, then, leave us a proper pledge,

And depart from Erinn, each man of you three.
*' These men then from us departed,

—

Their expulsion was acliieved by mighty force

;

Though it was a woman they left as pledge,

—

Carman, ahve, in her narrow cell.

" All their known oaths they gave as security,

—

The sea, the fire, and the fair-faced earth,

—

That they would not come back, in power or in

weakness.

As long as the sea encircled Erinn.
" Carmen^ who caused death and battles,

Who once so worked her necromancy.
Received the fate which she deserved.

Among the oaks of these firm mounds.
" Hither came to mourn her fate,

To lament her, and to bemoan,
The Tuath-De-Danann^ upon the noble plain

;

And this was the first proper fair of Carman.
'* The mound of Carman—by whom raised?

Ye have not found, ye do not know

;
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According to our beloved forefathers, lect. n.

It was by BreaSy the son of Ealathan. Listen ye ! [Acconut of

" Four score and fair five hundred Carman ;

Is what was spent, in truth, of years, loS)?^
From Carmen of demoniac spells.

Altogether to the computed time of Jesus.
" Two years, thirty, and four hundred,

From the birth of Christ—no small progress,

—

To Crimhthann^s reign over lovely Carmdri,

To Patrick the great and glorious.

" Five kings and thirty, without sorrow, here.

Of the Leinstermen, before the Faith of Christ,

Their pride over Erinn had spread,

From thy sweet-sounding harbour, O Carmdn!
*' Five kings that have governed to this,

Of the champions of Christianity,

The competent country of the wounds,
Do^vn to the upright Diannaid of DuirgSn,

** The Leinstermen continued to hold this fair,

By their tribes, and by their famiHes,

From Labraidh Loingsech—theme of poets

—

To powerful Cathair of red spears.
*' Cathair bequeathed Carmdn

But to his own great and powerful sons

;

And as the head of these, in ample wealth,

The race of Eossa Failglie held it.

" The seat of the king of noble Airget-Ros [Ossory].

On the right hand of the noble king of Carmdn;
On his left, for every happy enjoyment,

The seat of the smooth-speared king of Cruachan, (i. e.

Cruachan Claenta,) [Offaly].

And behind him the numerous race of Lugaidh;
Laigsech of the large head, son of Conall;

And the Fotharta^ rich in jewels

No want of wealth with both these guardians.
" In the Kalends of August ^ without fail^

They assembled in every third year;

They arranged seven well-fought raceSf

In the seven days of the week.
" Here they proclaimed in flowery words

^

The Privileges and Laws of the Province;

Every rule of over severe law^

In every third year they adjusted.
" Com, milk, peace, ease, prosperity,

Waters full in all abundance.
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LBCT. n. Righteous rules, and loyalty to kings,
[Account of With troops to coerce fi- e. to rule overl Erinn, (were
the tair ot . ^1 . L J » V

Carman; itS rCWards).

loisVV^' " The hospitality of the Hy-Drona,
And the steed- contests of the men of Ossory,

And the clash of spear handles

From the entire host, was its termination.
" There comes of its not being holden.

Baldness, cowardice, early grayness,

With other numerous disasters,

To the noble Leinstermen. Listen

!

*' Though we had called it Mescas Mound,
It should not be in mockery or in enmity,

Who, with old crooked Garmdn, her husband,

Here was buried in far ancient time.

" Even though [we admit that] from these it were named,
Among the etymological writings.

It were due, without doubt, and were right,

O Leinstermen of the monuments. Listen I

This fine version is from the Book of Ballymote. The
following is (so far as can be deciphered) a translation of what
is preserved in the still earlier Book of Leinster

:

*' The Leinstermen held this, the fair,

Both as tribes and as householders,

From Lahraidh Loingsech of the shining hosts,

To the powerful, red-speared Cathair.
" Cathair bequeathed not Carmun

But unto his great and mighty sons

;

At the head of whom—with varied wealth,
^ ^ ,

Are the race of Rossa FailgM^— as you see. ly)^^
" The throne of the King of noble Argat-Ros, ^^'^ ^

Stood at the right of the powerful King of Car mun;
On his left hand, in his hereditary place.

The throne of the King of the plain-woody GaihJiU.
" Following these were the great race of Lugaidh

Laighsech, the son of the powerful Conall;

And the Fotharts who knew no thirst.

In no paucity of splendour behind these.

" On the Kalends of August, without fail,

They repair thither every third year

;

Here they proclaim boldly and loudly

The privileges of every law, and their restraints.

*' To sue, to levy, to controvert debts.

To abuse steeds in their career
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Is not allowed here by contending racers
;
[nor] lect. n .

Elopement, oppression, or arrest. [Acconnt of

TVT
' f 4.1. ' -Ll

the Fair of
" No man goes into the women s assembly, Carmdn;

No women into the assembly of fair clean men
; loiSj^*^

No abduction here is heard of,

Nor repudiation of husbands nor of wives.

Whoever transgresses the Law of the Kings,

Which Benen so accurately and permanently wrote /^^^

Cannot be spared upon family composition,

But he must die for his transgression.

" Here follow its gi'cat privileges [i. e. the splendid sights

and enjoyments of the fair].

Trumpets, harps, wide-mouthed horns

;

Cusiglis, timpanists, without fail

;

Poets, and groups of agile jugglers.
" Finian Tales,

—

Finns career, without limit;

Destructions of courts,^^^^ Cattle-Spoils, Courtships

;

Inscribed tablets, books of ' trees' [_ocfhams]
;

Satires, and sharp-edged philippics.

" Proverbs, Maxims, royal Precepts;

And the truthful Instructions of Fithal;

Occult poetry, topographical Etymologies;

The Precepts of Carhre and of Cormac.
" The Feasts, with the important Feast of Teamar;

Fairs, with the great Fair of Emania

;

Annals there verified too

;

And all the divisions into which Erinn was divided.
" The history of the Hill of mighty Teamar;

The knowledge of every Territory in Erinn;

The history of bands of noblest Women

;

Courts; Enchantments; Conquests.

t'*) This Law of Benen is the Leabhar na g-Ceart before mentioned—(pub-
lished by the Celtic Society, Dublin, 1 847.) [The Lmhar na g- Ceart (" Book
of Rights") contains a great portion of the law which in ancient Erinn settled

the relations between the several classes of society, and especially the relations

between the local authorities and the Central and Provincial kings. " It

gfives", (says the Introduction to the edition just referred to, p. vi.), "an ac-

count of the rights of the monarchs of all Ireland, and the revenues payable to

them by the principal kings of the several provinces, and of the stipends paid
by the monarchs to the inferior kings for their services. It also treats of the
rights of each of the provincial kings, and the revenues payable to them from
the inferior kings ol the districts or tribes subsidiary to them, and of the sti-

pends paid by the superior to the provincial kings for their services",—(etc.).

The admirable edition of this work by the Celtic Society was prepared by the
late J. O'Donovan, with the assistance of Professor O'Curry ; the valuable In-

troductions were the work of the late W. E. Hudson, who superintended the
publication on the part of the Council of the Society.]

See an account ofthese various classes of " Historic Tales", in the Lectures
on the MS. Materials of Ancient Iriah History ; pp. 241, et seq.
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^^^^ " The noble Testament of Gathair the Great,

Jite Fa"?of
^ To his sons who excelled all wealthy kings

;

ud^tiV
Every one's inheritance, as he lawfully inherits,

1023) 1 That all of them should hear and know.
" Pipers, fiddlers, banded-men,

Bonemen, and fluteplayers

;

The host of chattering bird-like flyers

;

Shouters and loud bellowers.
" These all exert themselves to the utmost

For the impetuous King of the Barrow

;

And the noble king by estimate bestows

Upon each profession its rightful honour.
" The history ofElopements, Conflagrations, musical Concerts

;

The accurate Synchronisms of noble races

;

The Succession oftheir gifted \img^inBregia\i.e. Tetnar]
;

Their battles and their hardy valour. ('^)

" Such is the arrangement of the fair,

By the lively ever happy host ;—
May they receive from the Lord,

A land teeming with choicest fruits.

The saints of Leinster, on a certain day,

The saints of the alliance without guile,

Over the court of Carmdii's bright lake.

Celebrate mass, genuflexions, and psalms.
*' They fast in the autumn—it is true

—

At Carman, all of them together.

For the people of Leinster, against a season of scarcity

;

Against tyranny
;
against oppression,

le clergy and laity of ."" The clergy and laity of Leinster, together,

Are a compact body of worthy men

;

God, who knows how well they merit,

To their noble prayers will listen.

*' The hospitality of the Ui Drona next

;

And the steed-battle of the Ossorians;

And the clash of the shafts of spears

From the hosts, then, is the end.
" Though we should call it the mound of Mesca,

It would not be in idleness nor in enmity

;

It was old Garnidn—true is the knowledge,

—

That there was buried a long time ago.
** Though [we should admit] it was from him it was named,

Among the hosts who there were placed

;

That name it deserved and was its due ;

—

O Leinstermen of the tombs, pray listen

!

Tliis verse is evidently misplaced.
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*' Twenty-one raths of lasting fame [there are],

In which hosts are laid [there] under ground

;

A psalm-singing cemetery of high renown [there is]

By the side of beloved noble Carman.
*' Seven mounds without touching each other,

For the oft lamenting ofthe dead:

Seven plains, sacred, without a house.

For the sports ofjoyous Carman were reserved.
*' Three markets were held within its borders

;

A market for food ; a market for live cattle
;
[and]

The great market of the foreign Greeks,

In which are gold and noble clothes.

*' The slope of the steeds; the slope of the cooking;

The slope of the assembly of embroidering women.
No man of the happy host

Receives adulation, receives reproach.
" There comes of not celebrating this feast

Baldness, cowardice, early grayness

;

A king without wisdom, without wealth,

Without hospitality, without truthfulness.

" Hitherto they have been powerful and warlike,

The numerous hosts of Labhraidlis house

;

Every host which is not aggressive is like a deer

;

It is dared, but dares no one.

" May I be welcomed by the saintly Host of Heaven,
And by the beautiful, all-perfect God

;

The King of graceful Hosts may I reach,

—

To all our prayers He will listen !—Listen
!"

It would be out of place to enter into any criticism on these

singularly interesting accounts of the Fair of Carman, or even
to point out (as I should wish to do) the particular importance
and value of a vast number of allusions made in the poems. I

have only translated them here for the sake of the light they
throw on what was called the Fair of Tara ; and because they
show the nature of these Assemblies, and how the grave busi-

ness of legislation was performed on appointed days, in the

midst of others set apart for pleasure or reserved for mercantile

pursuits.

LECT. II

[Account of

the Fair of
Carman

;

U.i>. 718-

102.1).]



LECTURE III.

[Uelivered2ndJunc, ls*57.]

(TIT.) Education, and Liter vture. Of Education in Erinn in the early
ages. Schools of the Fikadh, or Poets. Account of some of the more
distinguished men of learning in the early ages in Erinn. Of the Historians
of the Tuatha De Danann. Of the Historians and Poets of the Milesians
Of the ancient Genealogical Poem by Finn, father of Concohar Abhradh-
Ruadh, (Monarch, b.c. Q.). Of Adhna, chief Poet of Concohar MacNessa.
Of a very ancient GaedheUc Grammar. Of literary offices connected with
the Courts of the early monarchs. State of learning in the time of Con-
cohar MacNessa. Of the "Pot of Avarice" of the Fileadh. List of eminent
men of learning (continu?d). Poems of King Oilioll Oluim. Poems of King
Art " the Solitary". Foundation of a University by Cormac MacAirt, in

the third century. Of the Book of O'Duvegan. Of the hterary education
of Finn Mac Cumhaill. Of Torna Eigeas; and of learning temp. Niall Of
the presence of King Core at Tara, at the time of the revision of the Sean-
ckas MSr. ( )f the Succession of the Kings of Munster.

After having dwelt so long on the Laws and Institutions of

Ancient Erinn, and on the Classes who were qualified to take

part in enacting them, as well by right of social as of intellectual

rank, it is now time to give some short account of the Literary-

Institutions, or other sources of Literary Instruction, at which
those who drew their social position not from the possession of

land or wealth, but from intellectual acquirements alone, learned

to become qualified to sit in the courts of kings and nobles, and
to take part in the national deliberations.

?urean?'
It is much to be lamented that of distinct references to the

Education in character and extent of literary Education in this country, in

eadier ages!* remote timcs, but few comparatively have come down to us.

As far, however, as we can collect from these few references, it

would appear that, down to the introduction of Christianity, in

the year of our Lord 432, the instruction of youth was entirely

in the hands of two classes of men : the Fileadh , or Poets ; and
the Druids; but it very often happened that these two cha-

racters were united in the same person.

Of the Druids I shall have to give some account on another

occasion, in a future Lecture.

Derivation Some of our old glossarists explain the name Druid by

ando^f'-™'', '* learned; and Fili, a poet, by philo\ '* amator", a
(Poet), lover of learning.^''^ But Cormac MacCullinan, in his Glossary,

See Note 2 (p. 2), and Appendix No. I. (p. 461), to Lectures on the MS
Materials of Ancient Irish ITLitori/.
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(one of the most reliable authorities we possess, and one of the lt^ct. m.

earliest), derives the word Fill from Fi^ poison, or venom, and
Li, brightness, or beauty; meaning that the poet's satire was
venomous, and his praise bright or beautiful.

The Poet (and the Druid), according to Seanchan, when schools of

attached to the court of a king or chief, had his pupils about (Poets>!""

him, and taught and lectured them wherever he found it con-

venient, often within doors, but often in the open air; and
when he travelled through the territory, or from one territory

to another, his pupils accompanied him, still receiving his in-

structions. When, however, they exceeded the number which
he was entitled by law to have accommodated as his own com-
pany at a respectable house, the excess were almost always

freely entertained by the neighbours in the locality. The chief

poet appears to have been always accompanied by a number of

assistants of various degrees, who had not yet arrived at the

highest rank in their profession. Of these, with their several

attainments, I gave some account in a former Lecture.*^^®^

The Druid, in his simple character, does not appear to have The Druids,

been ambulatory, but stationary. He is not recognized in any
of our existing ancient laws as entitled to any privileges or

immunities such as the Poets, and Brehons or Judges, enjoyed;

but he had his place at court, and ranked with a particular de-

gree of the nobility in the Teach Midhchuarta, or Banqueting
Hall, of Tara

;
and, like the Poet, he appears to have been ac-

customed to instruct his pupils in the open air as well as wi-

thin doors. As the general subject of what is known concer-

ning the Druids, however, will be treated of in a subsequent

Lecture, I shall pass it over here, and confine myself for the

present to the consideration of the means and extent of general

Education in the country, in the earlier ages of our history, so

far as the facts recorded in our various historical writings will

enable me to deal with the subject.

It would be futile, at this distance of time, and considerinxr Account of

» » some Oi tiiG

the destruction and dispersion that for ages have befallen our most distin-

ancient Books, to attempt to find or to give any close and de- of leami^^^"

tailed account of the exact state of Education in this country
Erjn"^

before the beginning of the Christian era, or, indeed, I might
say, before the establishment of Christianity in it, in the fifth

century. Almost all that can be done here is to recount a short

list of the most eminent of those whose names have come down
to us as distinguished in the several sciences of Law, of Poetry,

('^) See Lect. xi. of the Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish

History
J (p. 239, et seq.).

VOL. I. 4
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LECT. Ill, (if indeed the Gaedhelic Filedlieacht is to be translated by this

insufficient name^'^^), and History. And in giving such account

of these learned men as the materials we yet possess may allow,

I shall in fact have furnished the most reliable sketch of our

early civilization ; because almost all of them are recorded as so

distinguished in consequence of their having been themselves

the teachers of those who came after them, while they are also

examples of the cultivation of the respective ages in which they

lived.

The earliest period at which I can begin to note any details

of authorship and learning, so as to carry down the chain with

some connection, is not more remote than the reign of the

great monarch UgainS Mor^ who flourished (according to the

Annals of the Four Masters) some six hundred years before the

Christian era. There are, however, some records existing of

the celebrity of many learned men, even before that distant age.

The following list of some of the persons who were believed

to have preserved the ancient history of Erinn, is found in the

Book of Ballymote, a manuscript volume compiled, indeed, as

has been abeady stated, so lately as in a.d. 13i)l, but from va-

rious very ancient Irish manuscripts now lost for ever. This
list is not chronologically arranged, but 1 have thrown it into

chronological order, as far as I have been able to identify the

persons whose names are set down in it. The list is confined

to the Tuatha De Danann and Milesian colonists, and preserves

no names of the Firbolgs, Nemedians, and Partholanians, who,
according to our old writings, preceded them. It is a rather

meagre yet an important catalogue, and looks like the skeleton

of one of the early histories of Erinn, commenced by some old

author, but never finished. Indeed, in a notice at the end of

the list, but which was intended to be placed at the head of the

list of Milesian writers, the author says: " These are the his-

torians of the Gaedhils, who formed the Historical Books, in

Histories and in Annals".

The tract begins by stating that " ancient men preserved

history from the beginning of the world" ; and then follow the

Irish Historians thus

:

The Histo- Daghda the great King of the Tuatha DS Danann^ about the

^T^^thlot year of the world 3304. The Mor JRigaji, or great Queen, his
Danann. ^fg^ ^^^JJ^ ^]^q Poctess, daughter to Diancecht, the Tuath DS

Danann Physician, of the same period. Coirpre^ tlie Poet, son

of the Poetess Etan. Senbec the grandson ofJEbricy of the same

See Note 2 (p. 2), and Appendix, No. I. (p. 4G1), to the former course cf

Lectures, already referred to.
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period. Ogma (the inventor of the alphabet called Ogham), lkct. tti.

son of Elathauy son of Delbaeth, of the same period.

These were the Historians of the Tuatlia De Danann; and Historians

after these come, (of the Milesians) : Amergin, one of the Mile- ?he Mne*^

sian Brothers, and their Poet, Judge, and Druid, a.m. 3500.
fl^"^^^ {j^'j^^

Roigline *' Hosgadach", or " the Glossarist", -who invented the of Baiiy-

alphabet called the Wheel Ogham, and who was the son of

Ugaine Mor, Monarch of Eiinn, a.m. 4600.

The Books of Lecain and Ballymote contain a short piece, in

measured prose, ascribed to this RoighnS Rosgadach, son of King
Ugaine^ in answer to his brother Mai, on the peregrinations of

his Milesian ancestors, from their departure from Egypt to their

arrival in Erinn, with the names of their chiefs and leaders. The
language and construction of this piece bear, as far as I am able

to judge, evidences of a very remote antiquity ; and it was, I

have no doubt, preserved in the ancient chronicle of Teamar,

as well as in the Book of Drom Sneachta.

We have seen in a former Lecture*^^"^ that the Monarch Lahh-
raidh Loingseach, the great-grandson of Ugaine Mor, (and Mon-
arch of Erinn, about a.m. 4677,) was in his boyhood placed

under the special tuition of the Poet Ferceirtne and the Harper
Craiftine; and that these tutors so successfully conducted his

education as to enable him while still a mere youth, unknown,
and a fugitive, to win honour at a foreign court, and even to rise

there rapidly to distinguished military command.
To return to the List in the Book of Ballymote ; it proceeds

after Ferceirtne to name Morann the son of Maen, the cele-

brated Judge, about the year of our Lord 14 ;
Neva, the Druid

and Lawgiver, son of Morann; Cathbadh, the royal Druid and
Philosopher of Ulster, about the year of our Lord 40 ; Concohar
(or Conor) MacNessa, King of Ulster, at the same period ; Fer-

ceirtne, King Conor s chief Poet
;
Ferceirtne, the cliief Poet to

Curoi MacDaire, King of West Munster, at the same period

;

Athairne the Satirist of Ulster, and his school, of about the same
period ; Bricrinn the Satirist, son of Cairbre, of Ulster, at the

same period
;
Amargin the son of Ecsolach, " the smith", of

Ulster, about the same period ; CritinS the Poet, [whose precise

time I have not ascertained]
;
Sencha, the son of Ailill, chief

Judge of Ulster, in Conor MacNessa's time ; Dublidaclionn the

Royal Satirist ; Munnu the learned ; Beathach the grandson of

Buiredach; Luigech the Poet, and Fuatach the Poet "of the true

problems", whose times and places I have not ascertained ; Cor-

mac MacAirt, who was Monarch of Erinn in a.d. 266 ; Fithal

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Lish History ; Lect. XII.,

(p. 252, et seq.).

4b
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I.ECT. ni. " the true and wise, of heroic words", King Cormac's chief

an^Poets"^
Judgc

;
Finn-Ua-Baiscm^ or Finn 3IacCumhaill, Connacs con-

of the Mile- temporary; Nei^a the son o£ FinchoU, of Sidh Femin (in the
•ians.j

present county of Tipperary), whose time 1 have not ascer-

tained ; Morann the son of CairbrS, the stooped ; Bresal the

farmer of hundreds of cows ; and Eithne the daughter ofEman'
gaeth^ whose time I have not ascertained ; Cairhre Liffeacltair,

Monarch of Erinn (son to King Cormac), a.d. 284; Tuan the

son of Cairell, who compiled the History of Erinn from the

Deluge, about the year of our Lord 430 ; Dubhthach the son

of Lugar, of Leinster, the chief Poet and Historian of Tara,

and the first who received the Christian faith from Saint Patrick,

at Tara, about the year 432 ; the Committee of Nine who drew
up the Seanchas Mar, or Great Body of the Laws of Erinn, of

whom the Monarch Laogliaire and Saint Patrick were the chiefs,

about the year 441 ; Saints Colum CilU and Finnia, of Magh
Bile

J
after Patrick ; Dalian Ua Forgaill the Royal Poet and

Great Scholar of Erinn, who wrote the celebrated Elegy on
Saint Colum Cille, in the year 592 ; Finntan the son o£ Bochra,
after him; "and various Sages, Poets, and Druids, beside these",

adds the writer of the tract. He then goes on to name Colman
the son of Comgellann, one of the Dalriada of Scotland, who
arranged the misunderstanding between the Monarch of Erinn,

Aedh son of Ainmire^ and the King of Scotland, Aedhan son of

Gahran^ at the great meeting at Drom Ceaty in the year 590

;

Cennfaeladh the learned, about the year 640 ; Seanchan son of

Cairhre^ the Royal Poet, about the year 670 ; Cormac MacCul-
linan, who compiled Cormac's Glossary, about the year 900 ; etc.

The extent of the List in the Book of Ballymote is very con-

siderable ; and notwithstanding all that may be said as to the

remoteness and improbability of that part of it which refers to

the TuatJia DS Banann, it presents an important record of a

number of persons, stretching over a period of a thousand years,

whose names come down to comparatively late times as persons

who had by the means of prose or verse contributed to the

preservation or perpetuation of the history and antiquities of

their country.

Beside this List, I may mention that there is another List of

men, (and some women), eminent as judges and expounders of

the Law in Ireland, anterior to the coming of Saint Patrick;

but as this List will appear in the publication of the Brehon Law
Commission, J shall omit it here.

Proceeding from that part of the List in the Book of Bally-

mote, which brings us down to the commencement of the

Cliiistian era, we shall find a greater abundance of detail in
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Other authorities ; and among the earlier authors of this period,

we find one of the most distinguished on the throne of Erinn.

According to the Annals of the Four Masters, Concobar of Conco-

Ahradh-ruadh [Conor " of the red eje-brows"] was Monarch o^r^Iad?/^

Erinn in the year of the world 5193, that is, six years before S°"5ia3%r
the Incarnation, according to the chronology followed by the

Annalists. Conor was the son of Finn (also a poet and philo-

Bopher), King of Leinster, who at this very remote period wrote Ancient ge-

a genealogical poem on his own ancestors, the Kings of Leinster, potm^by*^

from his grandfather the Monarch Nuadlia Necht up to Adam. £ther*o/

This poem is a most curious and important piece of ancient King c^ico-1*1 1 rm 1 n '
-I t i oarAoradh-

history and genealogy, ine only copy ot it that ever 1 nave ruadh.

seen or heard of, is preserved in the Bodleian Library in Ox-
ford (RawHnson, 502), a manuscript compiled about the year

1100, and written in the most splendid angular Irish hand
that I have ever seen. There are many other ancient poems in

this volume that I have never seen elsewhere, and by writers

quite strange and new to me, whose time I have not yet been
able to fix.

Immediately after the time of Concobar Abradh-ruadh, that of.^^t'^na^.

is, about the time of, and immediately after, the Incarnation, Ulster under

flourished Adhna, a native of Connacht, who was chief Poet ^^ssa

of Ulster, and attached to the court of the celebrated King
Conor Mac Nessa, at Emania. Adhna was succeeded by his

son Neidhe, who maintained and won the extraordinary literary

contest for his father's chair, against the learned Ferceirtni,

which contest is still extant, and known as the Dialogue of the

Two Sages, (or Professors), a Tract which has been often men-
tioned in my former com'se of Lectures.*^-'-'

I have already discussed the genuineness of the poem on the

Monarch OUamh FodJda, ascribed in the Book of Leinster to

this Ferceirtne; but this is not all that is known of his literary

works, as will be presently seen.

There is extant, in the Books of Ball3miote and Lecain^ as

well as others, an ancient tract on the Grammar of the Gaedhelic Grammar;

Language
;
comparing it, to some extent, with the Hebrew and buted to"/-*.

Greek Languages ; but more particularly and copiously with "^"j/pg^

the Latin. This Tract is divided into Four Books. The to Amergin,

authorship ofthe FirstBook (first in point of composition, though ^ceirtrU,Y,lxl

last in the present arrangement), is ascribed to Fenius Farsaidh
^lad/u"^'^^^

[Fenius the Antiquarian"], the ancestor of Milesius, and, ac-

cording to the very early Milesian traditions, the first person

that founded the Great School on the Plain of Shenar, where an

f'') See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Iri^h History^ p. 383, (etc ").
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LECT. Ill, attempt was made to collect and teach scientifically tlie various

Gaedheiic
Languages, after the Confusion at the Tower of Babel. The

Grammar.] sccond book, in point of composition, but the third in the pre-

sent arrangement, is ascribed to Amergin, the son of Milesius,

Poet and Judge of the Milesian Colony
;
who, it is stated, com-

posed it at' the Tochar of Inhlier 3Idr, (which is the place now
called Arklow). The third book, in point of composition,

but second in the present arrangement, is ascribed to the above

Ferceirtne^ in the following words

:

" The place of writing this Book was Emania; the time was
the time of Conor MacNessa; the author was Ferceir tnS the

Poet ; and the cause of composing it was to bring the ignorant

and barbarous to true knowledge".

The fourth book, in point of composition, but the first in

the present arrangement, is the well-known book of Cenn-

faeladh the Learned, (of whom more hereafter), who died in the

year 678.^
It is quite true that not one of these four parts of this curious

grammatical tract can now be found in its piimitive simplicity

of composition. This tract, as it now stands, was evidently

compiled in the ninth century, when the writings of Isidore,

Priscian, and Donatus, became so familiar in the Irish Schools

;

and the object of the writer appears to have been to extend the

comparison of the Grammar of the Gaedheiic Language with

that of the Latin, which it would seem had been already touched

upon by Gennfaeladh about the year 650.

This grammatical tract bears, I think, internal evidence of

its having been written in its present shape either by the cele-

brated Cormac MacCullinan, King and Archbishop of Cashel,

or by some one of the noble school to wliich he belonged, to-

wards the close of the ninth century.

This tract is too important to be treated of casually, while

speaking on other subjects; and I cannot help remarking it as

a singular circumstance, that none of the numerous Irish Gram-
mar writers of the last two centuries even refers to its existence,

much less to having made any use of it. Indeed I believe I

would not be in error if I should say that there are not three

Irish Grammar writers, or rather compilers, now living, who
ever read it, or even ever heard of it ; nor is there now, perhaps,

any one man living who could individually make it accessible

to the student by reducing it to proper order, though there are

scholars capable of accomplishing the task conjomtly ; and yet

until this is done, and Cormac's and other Glossaries published,

it is, I think, premature to talk of a complete grammar of the

Irish Language.
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There is no doubt that from a very early period of our his- lect. m.

tory , it was the pride of the chief Monarch of Erinn not only Literary

to maintain at his own court, but also to encourage at those of "^^"^{^0^

the Provincial Kings and other great local Lords, Poets, His- with the

torians, and Lawyers, as well as Druids and Musicians; and if couXin'

this were the proper place for doing so, I could show the exist-

ence of a succession of these officers, from an antiquity long

before the time of the Incarnation down to that period when
Criomthan Nia Nair was Monarch of Erinn, and Conor Mac-
Nessa King of Ulster. An early recorded instance of the ex-

istence of such officers is to be found in a very ancient tract,

called the Battle of Ros-na-Righ^ a battle fought between this

Monarch of Erinn and Conor King of Ulster ; in wliich it is

stated that Eochaidh the Learned, Diarmaid the Poet, and
Fergus the Novelist, or Romance writer, of the King, were
killed in that battle, by Conall Gearnach.

At this time, that is, in Conor's reign, so far had the taste for state of

learning of all kinds, but poetry, music, and druidism in parti- th^tiSfe of

cular, seized on the national mind, that it is recorded that more ^essl*^**

than a third of the men of Erinn had then given themselves up
to the cultivation and teaching of these seductive sciences ; and
by being admitted into the ranks of the Fileadh and Ollamhs,

(whose educational organization was explained in a former Lec-

ture), they were enabled to gain legal privileges which secured

them the enjoyment of sustenance and rank, at the expense
of the unlearned portion of the community. The producing
classes soon began to feel the weight of supporting, in unpro-

ductive pursuits, so large a section of the population ; and the

complaints against them speedily became loud and threatening,

throughout the East, South, and West of Erinn. The profes-

sional chief Poets, therefore, called a meeting of their body to

take measures for their own safety, and to consider whether
they should not even take refuge in banishment, passing into

Scotland until the storm should have abated. When, however,
the learned as well as powerful King Conor MacNessa heard of

their distress, he, with the consent of his people, invited them
into Ulster ; and here, it is recorded, the legion of learned men
and scholars were hospitably entertained for the space of seven
years.

On two subsequent occasions the poets received again the

protection and hospitality of the old Ultonians in their more
limited territory of Uladh or Ulidia; namely, once in the time
of Fiachna son of Baedan, King of Ulidia, who was slain in the

year 622 ; and again in the time of his successor, Maelcobha,
who was slain in the year 646 ; but the greatest danger that
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LEOT. Ill, ever threatened them arose in the reign of the Monarch ^ec?A

son of AinmirS, son of Sedna, who reigned over Erinn from
A.D. 568 to 594. And though it is anticipating a little the

chronological order, it may be as well to mention here this in-

stance, in connection with those just alluded to, as an illustra-

tion of the consequences of the ancient system of encourage-

ment to learning, even when education had already become so

generally diffused throughout the island.

Of the*; Pot At this time the Fileadh, or poets, it would appear, became
of Avarice ' , . ^

i i • i
of the /-I- more troublesome and importunate than ever. A smguiar cus-
^* torn is recorded to have prevailed among their profession from

a very early period. They were in the habit of travelling

through the country, as I have already mentioned, in groups or

companies, of thirty, composed of teachers and pupils, under a

single chief or master. In these progresses, when they came
to a house, the first man of them that entered began to chant

the first verse of a poem ; the last man of the party responded

to him ; and so the whole poem was sung, each taking a part, in

that order. Now each company of Poets had a silver pot, which
was called Coire Sainnte^ literally the Pot of Avarice

;
every pot

having nine chains of bronze attached to it by golden hooks

;

and it was suspended from the points of the spears of nine of

the company, which were thrust through the links at the other

ends of the chains. The reason—(according to the account of this

custom preserved in the Leahhar Mor Dana Doighre, called the

Leahliar Breac, [R.I.A.])—that the pot was called the " Pot of

Avarice", was, because it was into it that whatever of gold or

silver they received was put ; and whilst the poem was being

chanted, the best nine musicians in the company played music

around the pot. This custom was, no doubt, very picturesque

;

but the actors in it were capable of showing themselves in two
different characters, according to the result of their application.

If their Pot of Avarice received the approbation of the man of

the house, in gold or silver, a laudatory poem was written for

him ; but if it did not he was satirized in the most virulent terms

that a copious and highly expressive language could supply.

Now, so confident always were the Poets in the influence

which their satirical powers had over the actions of the people

of all classes, that, in the year of our Lord 590, a company of

them waited on the Monarch ^ (or Hugh) son o{ AinmirS^

and threatened to satirize him if he did not give them the Roth
Croi itself,—the Royal Brooch,—which from the remotest times

descended from Monarch to. Monarch of Erinn, and which is

recorded to have been worn as the chief distinctive emblem of

the legitimate sovereign. Aedh (Hugh), however, had not only
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the moral courage to refuse so audacious a demand, but in Lis

indignation he even ordered the banishment of the whole pro-

fession out of the country
;
and, in compliance with this order,

they collected in great numbers into Ulidia, once more, where
they again received a temporary asylum.

In the proper order of time, we shall have to return again to

this King AedJi, in reference to the General Revision which
took place, in his time, of the Laws concerning Education and
the Profession of Learning.

Having so far adduced what I trust will be found satisfactory List of emi-

evidence of the cultivation of the native Language and Liter- "ewnSgcon.

ature of Erinn centuries before the introduction of Christianity, "^^^ed.

I proceed to name a few of the prominent Scholars, lay and
ecclesiastical, from Ferceirtne^ and those already mentioned,

down through the second, third, and fourth centuries ; in short,

to the arrival of Saint Patrick, in the fifth ; and to continue the

list of the more eminent lay and ecclesiastical writers, in the

Gaedhelic Language, from that period down to the eleventh

century.

In the list of writers of Ancient Irish History, in the Book
of Ballymote, we find the Poet and Satirist Athairne and his

school or pupils about the middle of the first century; suc-

ceeded by his son Fergus^ and his pupils, who must have con-

tinued their teaching down to and into the second century.

We find from the ancient tract called BaiU an Scdil, de-

scribed in a former Lecture,^^^^ that Conn of the Hundred Bat-

tles, (who began his reign a.d. 123), had always in liis company
three Poets. Those mentioned in that tract were named Ethan^
Corb, and Cesarn; and we have it from other authorities, that

Eocliaidh^ the Righ Eigeas or Royal Poet, was also attached to

his court.

Oilioll Oluim^ King of Munster (who flourished from a.d. 186
to 234), was the author of several poems, three of which are oiuim.

preserved in the Book of Leinster. The first appears to have
been addressed to the chiefs of his own family or race, imme-
diately before the Battle of Ceann Abj^at, (or Feabhrat^ which
took place near Cill Finan (but in the county of Cork), and
in which he defeated his stepson MacCon; the second, on the

death of his seven sons, in the Battle of Magh Mucroimhe (in

the county of Galway), fought in the year 195 ; and the third

was addressed to his grandson Fiacha Maillethan^ whose mother
died at giving him birth, and whose father, Eoghan M6r^
eldest son of the old king, was slain in the above battle. There

Lectures on the MS, Materials of Ancient Irish History^ p. 385, (etc.).
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Poems by
King Art
"the Soli-

tary".

Foundation
of a Univer-
sity by Cor-
mac Mac
Airt; (third

century).

can be no doubt of the great antiquity of these pieces ; and
scarcely any, in my opinion, of their authenticity. It is true

that some Christian allusions enter into the third poem ; but I

am disposed to believe that these were introduced at a much
later but still remote time, though for what special purpose can-

not be now divined. But it would be impossible, consistently

with the plan of these Lectures, to enter into any minute cri-

tical investigation upon such a subject; and I am forced to

content myself for the present, with the expression of the opi-

nion at which I have arrived as to the authenticity or antiquity

of the various tracts of which I have to speak. To proceed:

The Monarch Art " the Solitary", son and successor to Conn
of the Hundred Battles, and who, with his nephews the seven

sons of Oiliolly fell in the Battle Magh Muicroimhe, just men-
tioned, was the author of a poem on the place of his own sepul-

ture (Treoit, now Trevit, in Meath). A very ancient copy of

this curious poem, with a gloss, is preserved in Leahhar na-h-

Uidhre (R.I.A.), a manuscript compiled before the year 1106.

The ilonarch Cormac, the son of ^4^^ the Solitary, occupied

the throne of Erinn from the year 227 to the year 268; and
enough has been said in several former Lectures to prove that

our national literature attained to the highest degree of culti-

vation during his illustrious reign, which covers so great a por-

tion of the third century. It may be interesting, however, to

introduce here a single extract respecting this king, because it

contains an instance of the very early organization of Educa-
tion, and its division into several departments ; in fact, an early

instance of a species of University, founded by Cormac at Tara,

the seat of the monarchy. I quote from O'Flaherty s Ogygia

(Holy's translation, vol. ii., page 239):
" Cormac exceeded all his predecessors in magnificence,

munificence, wisdom, and learning, as also in miHtary achieve-

ments. His palace was most superbly adorned and richly

furnished, and his numerous family proclaim his majesty and
munificence; the books he published, and the schools he en-

dowed at Temor bear unquestionable testimony of his learning

;

there were three schools instituted, in the first the most emi-

nent professors of the art of war were engaged, in the second

history was taught, and in the third jurisprudence was professed.

There is a poem consisting of 183 distichs of these three uni-

versities, of the grandeur of Temor in the reign of Cormac,

and of his encomiums and exploits ; this poem is compiled in

O'Duvegans book, fol. 175, which begins thus:
" Teamhair na riogh rath Chormaic".'^'

[" Temor of the Kings is Cormac'3 royal seat".]
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This poem is, I should observe, of great authority. The lect, m.

Book of O'Duvegan was that compiled by the celebrated scho- The Book of

lar &eaan Mot OBuhliagan, Ollamh of Ui MainS (or O'Kelly's ^'^^^^s^"-

country), in Connacht, who died in the year 1372. This book
is now in the enlightened keeping of Lord Ashburnham, and is,

accordingly, inaccessible to the historical student.

Contemporary with Cormac was the celebrated Finn Mac Literary

Cumhaill, the poet and warrior. Finn, according to an ancient Flnni/ac^^

poem in my possession, was educated for the poetic profession,

and studied under CetJiem the son of Fintan; but having

taken more freedom with one of the daughters of the Monarch
Conn, at Tara, than hei father approved of, the young bard was
obliged to fly the court and to abandon his gentle profession for

the more rough and dangerous one of arms. Fi7in lived to the

year 283, when he w^as slain, at a very advanced age. I gave
in a former Lecture a very full list and description of the pieces

of poetry that are ascribed to him in our old books.^^*^

Finn was succeeded, at least in his literary profession, by his

sons Oisin and Fergus, and by his cousin CailU; from the com-
positions of all of whom quotations are made in the ancient

topographical tract called the Dinnseanclias.

That the fourtb century was not more deficient in native of learning

scholars we have undoubted authority. The celebrated Niall ^aoi-Ghial
*' of the Nine Hostages" was born in the second half of this

century. He succeeded his father in the monarchy in the year geas.

379, and was slain on the bank of the river Loire, in France,

in the year 405, by his old enemy and competitor for the throne

of Erinn, Eocliaidh the son of Enna Ceinselach, a prince of

Leinster. Niall was fostered and educated in the ancient dis-

trict of Ui Torna (in which is situated the well -known " Abbey
O'Dorney", in the modern county of Kerry), by Torna Eigeas
(or Torna '* the learned poet"), from whom this district derives

the name whicli it bears even to this day. Torna Eigeas fills

a very high place among the learned poets of ancient Erinn.

Of Torna'^ reputed compositions, I am acquainted with five

sbort pieces, two of which are of undoubted antiquity ; but the

three others, thougli still of an old date, must nevertheless have
undergone great modification in style, if ever they were written

by so early an author.

The first of the two really ancient poems to whicli I refer, is

one consisting of thirteen stanzas, or fifty-two lines, composed by
Torna alternately with his son, on the untimely death of the
great King Niall, as already described. The son opens the
lament in the following lines

:

See Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish Hiitory, pp. 301 ; 395

;

(etc.).
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LECT. III. " When we used to go to the assembly
[Of Torna Along with the son of Eochaidh Muighmlieadlioin,
^^^^^^-^ As yellow as shining SohairchP^^ was the hair

Upon the head of the son of Cairenf^^^

Torna is pleased with the similitude; and answers:

" My worthy son, so well hast thou spoken,

A Cumal [three cows] to it is meet to be given

In honour of that hair which thou hast compared
With the [golden] top of the Sohairche\

Torna then describes the King's eyebrows, his eyelashes, and
eyes; comparing them in colour with certain berries of the

woods. The son replies by describing his cheeks, comparing
them to the opening blossoms of certain trees. Torna next

describes his pearly teeth and red lips, his countenance like the

moon, like the sun, like a glowing fire. The son then compares
the lamentation of the people of Erinn, for Niall, with the

moaning of the wind over a desert island ; and says that now,
when he is gone, the Saxons, the Albans, and the Gaedhils

will roam uncontrolled in all directions. Torna says that the

screaming Saxons, and parties of the Lombards " from Latium",

will now seek to oppress the Gaedhils and the Picts. The son

then bears witness to the bravery of NialVs sons; JEoghan,

LaeghairejEnna,Fiacha^Conallj£LndCairpre. And Tbma finally

winds up by bearing testimony to the happiness which he him-
self, and all men enjoyed, when they went to the Assembly of

Tara with King Niall.

There is one point in this poem which would appear to bear

something against its authenticity, namely, the introduction of

the Lombards into it, at a time in which it is supposed, though
not clearly established, I believe, that they had not received

that name. And with this, which in my mind is not however
an exception, there is nothing in this curious poem to deduct

from it a single year of the remote antiquity to which it is

referred, namely, the year of our Lord 405, or twenty-seven

years before the arrival of Saint Patrick.

This poem is to be found in the Library of T.C.D. (in the

Yellow Book of Xecam", H. 2. 16.).

The next poem in point of antiquity, which I find ascribed

to Torna Eigeas, is one which I shall reserve imtil I come to

speak presently of the death of the Monarch Bathi, who suc-

ceeded Niall, and who was slain in the year 428.

Of the other three poems ascribed to Torna, two of them, if

(25) The " Sobairch^'' was the plant called" Herba Sancti Petri" IHypericum
quadrangulum—Jji's.']

The mother of Niall.
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genuine, should date farther back than NialVs death, and one lect. nr.

after. The first of these poems consists of thirteen stanzas, or ^/^^^"^

fifty-two lines, beginning:

Receive my precept, O noble Niall".^'^'^

The poet then proclaims his love and affection for his two
royal pupils, Niall^ the future Monarch of Erinn, and Core,

the future King of Munster ; and says that each possesses half

his heart. The learned tutor then addresses himself particu-

larly to Niall, and in good and forcible language lays down for

him a set of philosophical instructions or rules for the govern-

ment of his kingdom, as well as for his own government.

The oldest version I know of this poem is that in a vellum
manuscript in T.C.D. (H. 4. 22) ; one not older than the fif-

teenth century. The poem, however, is much older than that

century; but certainly in its present style and diction, not

within some hundreds of years of Tortia's time. Indeed I am
inclined to look upon it rather as an imitation, on a very small

scale, and in quite an inferior style, of Fotha-na-Candines

inaugural poem of Instructions, written for his pupil Aedh
Oirdnidhe, on his elevation to the Monarchy of Erinn, in the

year 793.

The second of these three poems, in order of date, is one of
fifty-six stanzas, in which Torna relates, that on one occasion

it came to the ears of his pupil Niall that his other pupil Corc^

King of Cashel, had boasted of his intention to put forth his right

to the monarchy, and his determination to enforce that right

by force of arms. He proceeds : As soon as King Niall had
heard of his foster-brother's designs, he raised an army at Tara,

and vowed that he would march into Munster, and reduce him
to more becoming obedience. When Core received this account,

he immediately marshalled four battalions of brave warriors,

at Cashel, determined to meet his great opponent on the borders

of his province, and to prevent his entering it, with all his

might. Torna relates that when he found matters come to this

point, he presented himself to the King of Cashel, and begged
of him, for the love and duty he bore and owed to him, Torna,

as his foster-father and tutor, to stay his march, and allow him
to repair to Tara to heal the wounded- pride of Niall, and dis-

suade him from carrying his intended invasion of Munster into

effect. This request was granted ; and Torna repaired to Tara
on his mission of peace, where he ascribed Cores ambitious
declarations to his more youthful inexperience, and to a boastful

or braggart disposition in his race. To these unwarranted and

(27) original :
—" ^aI) tno cegAj-c, a 116111 nAi)\".
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LKCT. Ill, damaging excuses, Niall added very reproachful words against

Eiglas^^
tKe King of Cashel; and having consulted the wishes of his

people, it was unanimously decided to undertake the expedi-

tion. The army, consisting of nine battalions, marched for-

ward until they arrived at Lothra, in Ormond (in the present

county of Tipperary), where Niall pitched his camp, from
which he pillaged and ravaged all the territory of Ormond and
Ely, around him. Here Torna^ who still continued with Niall,

was sent by Brian, the Monarch's brother, and the actual leader

of the expedition, to Core, calling upon him to come in and
deliver hostages, before the army marched further into the

country. Torna went, and met Core, nothing daunted, at the

head of his troops, at Bearnan EiU, (now called the Devil's

Bit), where he delivered his message to him, and urged him to

agree to it, which he found himself compelled to do. Core
then, at the head of five hundred horsemen, went forward to

NialFs camp, where he was joyfully received, and peace and
amity were re-established between them; after which, Co7x

returned to Cashel, leaving hostages in the hands of Niall,

and receiving from him a present of " one thousand horses, five

hundred suits of armour, nine score rings of gold, and fifty

costly drinking horns".

This poem is well known in the south of Ireland ; and the

more so, because about the year 1604, it gave rise to the curi-

ous and valuable tract so well known by the title of the " Con-
tention of the Bards", a series of liistorico-controversial poems,

which sprang out of a poem written by Tady MacBruody, one

of the last, if not the last, of the hereditary poets and historians

of the O'Briens, and the other Dalcassian families ofThomond.
In this piece MacBruody severely criticises Torna poem;

—

admitting its genuineness ; but charging the author, who was
of Ulster extraction, with partiality for Niall, and the northern,

or Eremonian, races. MacBruody was learnedly answered by
Lugaidh O'Clerigh, of Donegal, and several other northern

scholars ; but as I have given a pretty fair description of this

controversy in a former Lecture,*^^®^ I shall not follow it far-

ther on the present occasion. As the genuineness of Tomans

poem, however, has for more than two hundred years been
made the subject of criticism and doubt, I shall translate here

the first stanza, for the purpose of identification ; and the two
concluding stanzas, for the purpose of offering a few remarks

upon them.

The poem commences as follows

:

'^^ See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History^ p. 141.
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" A meeting of battle between Core and Niall,

Whether at hand, or whether far distant
; SS"''

Fierce the tramp over every shore.

Of Niall^ the son of Eocha MuighmheadhoinS^^^

The two concluding verses run as follows

:

" Sad is my condition, now, at last,

All my relatives have passed away,

In bitter grief for Core and Niall;

Receiving neither gifts nor spoils.

" The Assembly of the world's men, at the end,

Upon the summit of Mount Sion,

Rendering an account to all-just Christ,

—

May I be brought to that great Assembly"/^"-*

Now there is nothing in the whole of this certainly very old

poem,—making allowance for the present corrupt copies,

—

which could be deemed inconsistent with its being the genuine

composition of Torna Eigeas, excepting these two concluding

stanzas ; the first of which makes the poet alive after the year

438, in which year Core, King ofCashel, is said to have attended

the great Feast of Tara, to give his assent to the Seanchas Mor,
six years after the arrival of Saint Patrick ; and the last stanza

of all, which speaks the language of mature Christianity.

It is not easy to believe that Torna, who was the foster-

father and tutor o£ Niall, who was slain in the year 405, and of

Core, who lived down to the year 438, at least, could have sur-

vived his two pupils ; but if we could believe that he survived

Core, the difficulty of his having been a Christian would be
obviated.

The learned O'Flaherty, in his Ogygia, at the reign Niall ^l^^^J^;^^
of the Nine Hostages, denies the possibility of Torna having

Jj^JJ^yjJJ^j^

been alive at the coming of Saint Patrick, in 432, or of Core of of the ^an-

Cashel being alive in 438, to give his assent to the Seanchas (I^d. 43s)!

M6r. After describing the present poem, he disposes, as he
thinks, of its authenticity, in the following words

:

" But to return to the poem. I am of opinion that Core^

(39) original :
—" "OaiI caca i-oi^a Coi\c if tliAtt,

A b-pogu-p n6 A n-ei'Dii\ciAri
;

iDo-pb A upveAcAn cApv 5A6 cpAi j,
niAli mAc Oacac m-uigmeA'ooiti".

(30) u c-ptiAj tro 'o'ai'L-'P "Deoi-o,

CA-pgA mo c|\AoljA ceine6ii
;

Cu-mAix) cui^xc If rteilt -pom c^AAi-d

Hi 'b-f'A§Aitn Ag riA eA-oAil.

"OaI -p|\ n-'ooniAin -po 'oeoi'o

tritittAc Steibe Si6in,
CAbAipVC C1]\C -OO CVipVlfC CAIlJ,

"beApvtApv mip Y^''^ ^^6? "6All".
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^gcT. II. wKo, as he \_Torna] declares, was very young in school, and in

[Of the pre- his youth a contemporary with Niall in the kingdom, was much
corc^atTara, oldcr, as lic was cousiu to the father-in-law of Niall; and I
A.D.438.J convinced he died before the commencement of NialVs

reign, because King Crimthann, the successor of Niall, had
substituted Conall Eacliluaith in the government of Munster,

after the decease of Core, as Dr. Keting assures us in his account

of the reign of Crimthann, extracted from Cormac O'Culennan,

Bishop and King of Munster,who was exceedingly well informed
in the antiquities of his country.

" Wherefore their mistake appears the more manifest in

Colgan, who insinuates that Core was coeval with Saint Patrick,

in the year of Christ 438 ; whereas Aengus, the grandson of

Core, was the first King of Munster, according to the account

of all our antiquaries, who, by the means of Saint Patrick, em-
braced the Christian religion.

" Whether Torna was the author of that poem, or in what age

he flourished, and whether he was a Christian, are matters with

which I am not acquainted ; this only I shall beg leave to incul-

cate, that it has been a practice among the ancients to publish

their works under the names of others, that their assertions might
gain the greater weight and authority, as Cicero declares, de

Senectute.—I shall also insinuate that Torna lived after Dathi,

the successor of Niall, if that poem concerning the sepulchre
• of the Kings of Cruachan be ascribed to him, which I am very

confident is of a later date".^^^^

It will have been seen that OTlaherty in these passages endea-

vours to show that this poem could not be genuine, because, in

the first instance, Core, the King of Munster who is mentioned

in it as contemporary with the Monarch Niall, must have been

much older than him, and died long before him ; and he gives

as the grounds of this opinion, a passage in Keting, in which it

is stated that the Monarch Crimthann, the grand-nephew of Core,

and who died in the year 378, had given the government of

Munster to Conall Eachluaith of the Dalcassian race, after the

death of Core, and consequently long before the death of King
Niall, which took place in the year 405.

O'Flaherty is right in his calculations here, as far as Keting

may be correct; for Keting states that the throne of Cashel, or

Munster, having become vacant in the INIonarch Crimthamis

reign, the latter appointed to it his own foster-son Conall Eaeh-

luaith, of the Dalcassian race ; that the nobles of the Eugenian

or South Munster race felt displeased at this, alleging that they

had of their own line a most eligible person to elect as their

(30 Ogygia, vol. ii. p. 340; Hely's (very inaccurate) translation.
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King, and one who had a prior right to the succession, namely, i^ect. ht.

Core, son of Lugaidh; that the monarch referred the question [Ofthepie-

to the learned men of Munster; and that they decided that Core at Tara,

Core should succeed to the government of the province, in the

first instance, with reversion, on his death, to Conall Eaclilnaith^

or if he should not be li\ing then, to his next heir ; and that

this decision was acted upon, that Core assumed the government
(but his years are not given), and that on his death Conall Each-

luaitli succeeded.

Such is the account given in all the copies of Keting that I

am acquainted with, and some of these are as old os the author's

time
;
(though we have never seen his autograph, so as to be able

to state positively that these are his words.)

The statement, however, is not correct ; since it is well known
that Conall Eacliluaitli never was King of Munster, and it is

indeed more than probable that he died before Core.

Of the oldest authorities for the succession of the Kings of Tiie sncces-

Munster with which I am acquainted, the first is Seaan Mor K^iS'gs^o?^

O'JJubhagains poem, who died in the year 1372 ; in which he ^^iiister.

sets forth the names and the length of the reifjn of each of the

Kings of Cashel, or Munster, from Eoghan JIdr, who was slain

in the Battle of Magh Lena, in the year 153, down to Domhiall
M6r O'Brien, the last of the Kings of Munster, who died in

the year 1194. The poet does not give the years of Eoghan 3

reign, but begins his computation with his son, Oilioll Oluim,

who reigned sixty years, and died in the year 234, of extreme
old a^e. The reis^ns then counted are as follows

:

Cormae Cas, forty years; Fiacha JIuillethan, forty years;

Mogli Corh, twenty years ; Oilioll Flann M6i\ twenty years

;

Oilioll Flann Beg, tliirty years
;
Eochaidh, fifteen years ; Core

(the subject of our discussion), thirty years.

Now, if to the year 234, in which Oilioll Oluim died, we add
the seven succeeding reigns, including that of Core, they bring

us down to the year 429, or three years before the coming of

Saint Patrick, in the year 432, and nine years before the reputed

compilation of the Seanchas Mor, at which he is said to have
been present.

After Seaan ODuhhagain, the next .authority is the Book of

Ballymote, compiled in the year 1391, at foHo 38 of which is

found this same list of reigns, in prose, and agreeing exactly

with the poem, except in the matter of one year : for the poem
makes the reign of Eochaidh, Core's immediate predecessor,

fifteen years, while the prose makes it sixteen, thus bringing
Core s death down to the year 430.

My third authority is Duhlialtach Mac FirhisigJi, who com-
VOL. I. 5
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^ECT. TIT, piled his great genealogical Book in tlie year 1650. At page
[Of the pre- 688 oftliat woi'k tliis list is to be found, agreeing exactly with

r-orc at Tara, O'Duhhagain's Poem. The original list was also preserved in
A.U. 4;i8.]

^i^g ancient Book of Leinster ; but the earlier part of it is now
lost, as well as many other important articles from that valuable

manuscript.

This list of reigns, extending from the year 174, in which
Oilioll Oluim began to govern, down to the death of Core, in

the year 429 or 430, disposes, I think, of O'Flaherty's assertions,

founded on an erroneous passage in Keting:—that Core died be-

fore the death of the Monarch Crimthann, which happened in

the year 378 ; and that Conall Eacliluaith, of the Dalcassian

race, whose name is not found in any of the three copies, suc-

ceeded Core before that year
;
and, therefore, that Core could

not have been present at, or have given his assent to, the

Seanehas 3I6r.

O'Flaherty argues also that Core could not have given his

assent to the Seanehas Mor, because he could not have been a

Christian ; since his grandson, Aengus the son ofNatfraeeh, who
succeeded in 422, was the first Christian King of Munster,

having been baptized by Saint Patrick in person. Now, this is

not sound reasoning; for it is very clear that the six years

which intervened between Saint Patrick's coming and the year

assigned to the compilation of the Seanehas M6r, were quite

insufficient for the conversion of the Irish people and their

Kings and Chiefs. It is, therefore, quite possible, if not posi-

tive, that numbers of those who attended the Great Feast of

Tara, on that occasion, were still unbeHevers; and there is

every reason to believe that the Monarch LaegliairS himself,

who convened the meeting, and professed himself a Christian,

did so more in obedience to the growing moral influence and
popularity of Saint Patrick, than to the dictates of conscience,

or any vivid appreciation of the Gospel.

It was stated in a former Lecture, that the compilation or

revision of the laws of the land had been entrusted, by the

Kings and Nobles who attended at this great assembly, at

Tara, to a Committee of Nine, to be composed of three Kings,

three Bishops, and three Poets, or lay Philosophers; and that

the nine persons so selected were, LaeghairS the Monarch, Core

King of Munster, and DairS King of Ulster, to represent the

Kings and Nobles; Saint Patrick, himself, Saint Benen (or

Benignus), his pupil, and Saint Cairneeh, to represent the

Christian Church; and the Poets Duhhtliaehy Bos, and Fergus,

to represent the lay hterary professions. Now, it is very

doubtful, as I have already said, that Laeghaird himself was a
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true believer at this time, or indeed at any time. His son and lect. m.

subsequent successor, Liigaidli, certainly was not. It is also [Of the pre

-

quite certain, according to tlie Tripartite Life of Saint Patrick, cor?atTara,

that Baire, the King of Ulster, one of the Committee of Nine, ^^^-^

was not a Christian at the time, nor for nineteen years after, till

the year in which Armagh was foimded
;
though he had, indeed,

some time previously, given Saint Patrick the site of a church,

in the same neighbourhood. It is certain that the Poet Diibh-

tJiach had been converted previously to the meeting ; and there

is good reason to believe that the Poet i?os also had been con-

verted previously ; but there is no reason whatever to believe

that the third Poet, Fergus, had become a behever at the time.

Having now shown that some members, at least, of the Com-
mittee of Nine, were still pagans at the time of its constitution,

I have, I trust, satisfactorily removed the second of O'Flaherty's

reasons why Core the King of Cashel could not have been one
of them, namely, that he could not have been converted at the

time. And this altogether passing over the possibility of Core

ha^dng become a Christian (which he is recorded to have done,

in one ancient account of the Seanchas Ildr^), as many others

had done, in Erinn, before Saint Patrick's coming. If the Seaji-

cJias Mor was compiled at all, at the time and under the cir-

cumstances laid down by all our ancient authorities without a

single dissenting word, whoever was the King of Munster pre-

sent must have been a pagan, since the baptism, but certainly

not the conversion, by Saint Patrick, of Aengus King of that

province, did not take place (supposing his grandfather Core

to have died in 430), until the year 442, or four years after the

universally acknowledged date of the compilation.

Next it is argued that Core could not have lived so late as the

year 438, because his nephew, the Monarch Crimthann (son to

DairS Cearha, his younger brother), was cut off in the prime of

life, in the year 366. This argument, however, falls to the

ground at once, if we place any rehance on the Chronology of

O'Dubhagairis poem, and the list in the Book of Ballymote

;

in both of which the death of Oilioll Flann Beg, the grandfather

of Core, is brought down to the year 384 ; and surely there is

nothing wonderful or incredible in the fact that a man should

live fifty-four years after his grandfather's death (that number
being the difference between the years 384 and 438, in which

, the Seanchas Mor was compiled) ; neither is there anything

unreasonable in the belief that the gi^andson's tutor might, by
{)ossibility, survive his pupil say by a single year, and have
ived to lament his death and that of his other and older pupil,

the Monarch Niall, who was cut off prematurely in the year 405.

5b
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It is a curious coincidence, too, t[mi A engus, tlic grandson of
[Of the pre- Co?'C, was, accordlng to the Annals of the Four Masters, killed

Core at Tara, at tlic Battle of Cell Osnadh, near Leithgldinn (in the present
A.D. 4S8.] county of Carlow), in the year 488, just fifty-eight years after

his grandfather Corc^ supposing him to have died in 430 ; and
still, Aengus, as I have said, was killed in battle.

Having thus satisfactorily, I hope, though tediously, I fear,

demonstrated the perfect possibility of Core King of Cashel

having been present at the compilation of the Seanchas M6r,
it only remains for me, now, to dispose of the discrepancy of

eight years, between the time of that compilation and Core's

death, as found in the authorities already quoted. On this part

of the argument I need, I think, say but little, having already

shown, in one of my early Lectures, how, in the lapse of cen-

turies, chronology, which requires so much accuracy in its

transmission, (and particularly with regard to mere numbers),
was so very liable to irregularity and error ; error arising both
from the obscurity of old manuscripts, the carelessness or un-

avoidable mistakes of translators, and the probably inaccurate

calculation of broken years, not to say anything of the use,

from time to time, of different systems of computation.

It is, therefore, not a matter of suspicion, but a matter of

admiration, that in a series of events, commencing in the year

234, and handed down, by manual transcription, to the year

1391, these accounts should, in one particular instance (or in-

deed in many), differ to the extent of some eight or nine years

from the date of one or more other events transmitted through

a medium equally liable to slight inaccuracy of this kind.

This, I find, has been a much longer and more unreasonable

digression than I had at all intended ; but as the subject has been
discussed adversely by O'Flaherty, in his Ogi/gia, by the Rev.
Dr. Lanigan, in his Ecclesiastical History ^ and by Dr. Petrie,

in his valuable Essay on the Antiquities of the Hill of Tara^ as

well as by others ; and as it will come under a more thorough

examination in the forthcoming publication of the Brehon Law
Commission ; I have been tempted to throw together some of the

more important ofthose facts which my own considerable reading

and many years' attention to the subject have enabled me to

collect; in order that such as have studied, or may hereafter

devote attention to, this important event in our history, may see

and know that there is a great deal more to be said on it than

has been thought of in modern times.



LECTURE IV.

(Delivered 4t;i June, 1857.]

(III.) Education, and Liteuature; (continued). Of Laidcenn the Poet.
Popular belief in the power of a Poet's Satire. Of Finncliaomh, Poet of

King Datlii. Torna Eiqeas' Poem on RoUig na Righ. Of the Poets of the
Court of King Laeghaire, (temp. St. Patrick). Druids of King Laeghaire.
Of the cultivation of the Gaedhelic language in the early ages of the Church
in Erinn. Of the early Gaedhelic writers after the introduction of Chris-
tianity;—Bishop Fiacc, etc. The Ecclesiastical Schools of the early period
not exclusively ecclesiastical. Of secular National Schools in the early

Christian ages in Erinn, Of the Feis of Drom Ceat (a.d. 590) ;—revision

there of the National system of Education. Of the Chief Poet Dalian For-
gaill. Of Laws concerning the Profession of Teaching. Of the nature of

the lay instruction in the early Christian Schools. Origin of " Sizars", or

"Poor Scholars". Story of St. Adamnan and King Finnachta. Early Edu-
cation of St. Colum Cille. Students' Hut- Encampments. Of the foreign

students at Armagh; (temp. Bede.) Of Secular Education in Ancient
Erinn. Of Finntain the Poet, and Cathal the son of King Ragallach, (a.d.

645). Of the qualification of a Fer-Leighin, or Head Master of a Public
School. Of the Professors in a Public School or College. List of early

Ecclesiastics distinguished as Men of Letters. Of the Poet Seanchan Torpeist

(a.d. 600). Story of Seanchan and King Guair€. Legendary account of

Seanchan's recovery of the heroic Tale of the Tain Bo Chuailgne.

In giving an account of tlie succession of learned men by
whom our ancient Literature and History were preserved and
carried down, and in whom we have examples of the education

of our people in ancient times, I had reached the reign of Niall
*' of the Nine Hostages", (at the end of the fourth century),

before the digression which I was obhged to make in order to

clear up an embarrassing difficulty as to the appearance of King
Core at Tara in Saint Patrick's time. I had just spoken of the

celebrated scholar of that age, Torna Eigeas.

Contemporary with Torna was Laidcenn, the son ofBairced, Of Latdcenn

a distinguished poet and scholar who was also attached to the

court of the Monarch Niall at Tara, but whose private resi-

dence was at Rath Becce, (a place now called Rathbeggan, near

Dunboyne, in the county of Meath).

Of Laidcenn we have at least one anecdote. Among other

hostage-prisoners Niall had at his court Eochaidh, the son and
hostage of Enna Ceinnseiaigh, King of Leinster. This young
prince after some time became unhappy at his condition, and at

last took an opportunity to escape from Tara, and fly to the south,

to his own country. He had run as far as Laidcenn's residence
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Datlii.

IV. (at Ratlibeggan), when feeling exhausted he entered the house

and requested refreshment ; but it was refused him. Eochaidh
was accordingly obliged to proceed on his way towards home

;

but he soon returned with a band of followers to the poet's house

to punish him for his inhospitable conduct ; and he burned doAvn

the house and slew in it Laidcenn^ only son. The poet, we
are told, for a full year after that continued to satirise the men
of Leinster

;
and, (according to the belief of the time), by his

satires to bring fatalities upon them, "so that neither corn, grass,

nor f'oHage could grow for them, during the whole year".
Popular be- The subicct of this strange belief in the power of a poet
licf in the »^ _ . o . . r ..r.
p.).vui ofa would be one oi great mterest to mvestigate. riut its mvesti-
i'oet 3 satire

g^^j^j^ could Only be satisfactorily made by a minute compari-

son and examination of all the instances recorded of it in our

numerous records and tales. And in the present course of Lec-

tures such an inquiry would be manifestly out of place.

The reign of Niall came to an end in the year 405 ; and he
was succeeded by his cousin the celebrated warrior-king Dathi^

who was killed, after a reign of twenty-three years, at the foot of
Of Finn- thc Alps, by a flash oflightning. Dathi is recorded to have been

*^'"'Kh,g^
''^'^ accompanied on this his last continental expedition by his Poet
Finchaomh; of whose compositions there are three short pieces

quoted in the prose account of this expedition described in a

former Lecture,^^^^ as well as three or four short extempore pieces,

ascribed to Dathi himself JDathis body, it is recorded, was
brought home by his faithful officers Dungalach, Flanngas,

Tomaltach, and Tuathal; and buried at Relig-na-Righ^ (" the

Cemetery of the Kings'), at the ancient Palace of Cruachany in

Connacht, (near the present town of Carrick-on-Shannon), under
the CoirtJie Dearg, or " Red Stone", as mentioned in the Lec-

ture just alluded to.

^eal' Po?m
Somo ycars after the interment of Dathi^ the Poet Torna

Vn^ieiiglla Eigeas, already mentioned, who appears to have lived to a great

age, happened, we are told, to be present at the Great Fair of

Cruachan (which was held at the Cemetery) , at a time when some
doubts were entertained as to whether King Dathis body had
been buried there at all ; and the people requested the learned

poet to discover for them, " through the magic of his poetic art",

(as they said,) whether such was the fact or not. Upon this

Torna pointed out the Monarch's grave, beneath the Goirthe

Dearg, (or Red Rock), in the Cemetery ; and at the same time he
addressed the following poem, often stanzas, to the Old Palace

and Cemetery, in which he enumerates a few of the more remark-

^^2) See Lect. xili. ; Lecturea on the MS. Materials oj Ancient Irish Histori/,

p. *J84-, et seq.
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able personages who Had been previously buried tliere ; from ^-"-ct. i v.

wliicn poem it would appear that the Hiil of Cruaclian (which Toma Ei-

at first was called Druim na n-driiadli, or the " Hill of the Vn^ReUg^n

Druids"), must have been a pagan cemetery long before the

building of the first Royal Palace there by the Monarch Eoch-
aidh FeidlecU^^

This poem never having been published (except a spurious

and defective version by Dermod O'Conor in his inaccurate

translation of Doctor Keting's History of Ireland, in the year

1721), I may venture to give here the following literal trans-

lation from the best copy of it now extant. It is found in the

ancient Leahhar na h-Uidhre, in the Royal Irish Academy. It

will be remembered that the verses are addressed to the Palace

and Cemetery of Cruaclian:
" There lies under thee the King of the men of Inis Fail,

Datlii the son of Fiachra the triumphant,

O Cruaclian, which doth this conceal

From foreigners and from the Gaedhils

!

" There lies under thee Dungalach the vehement,

Who brought the king home over the trackless sea

;

There lie beneath thee, too, with similar renown,
Tuathal, Flanngiis, and Tomaltach.

*' The three fair sons of Eocliaidh Feidleach

Lie within thy mound, in thy pleasant mound

;

And Eoclia Airemh, lying low,

Who was killed by Mael Mor.
" Eocho Feidlileach the kingly is

In it ; and Deirhrin the beautiful

;

And Clotlira, no reproachful fact

;

And Medhli; and Muircsg.
" Eire, and Fodlila, and Banhha,—

Three young women, beautiful, admirable,

—

Though it was not here they lived, \lit. spent their

weahh]
Yet it is Cruaclian that [now] conceals them.

" MacCiiill; MacGreine, of bright career;

MacCecht, whose grave is not less famed;

In the Rath of Cruachain they are concealed.

Not a few does the single flag conceal

!

" Lahraidli Loingsecli, no niggardly king;

Midiv, of the Tuatlia De Danann race

;

(33) 'pjjQ Palace of Cruachan was erected by Eochaidh for his daughter, the
celebrated Medhbh, or Meave, whom he had set up as Queen of Olnegmacht, as

the province now called Connacht was then named, about fifty years before
the Incarnation.
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LECT. IV. Cohlithacli Gael Breagh^ of dubious fame,

The ambitious, lies under tliee.

" Side by side reclines tliat king
And Eoclio Feidlech in his beauty;

And Eoclio Airemh is there too,

In the north side, O Cruacha !

" The saint, upon his house being demolished,

Said unto him \_Dat]ii\^ mysteriously,

That his grave [or his monument] here

Should not be illustrious, O Cruacha !

*' There are fifty mounds around Cmachan's hill,

Upon the grassy sloping plain

;

There are, of men and women.
Fifty buried in each mound".

After what I have already said on the probability of Tornas
surviving his pupil Corc^—wdio must have been alive after 430,

at least,—there is no reason to think, as O'Flaherty does, that

he did not survive King DatJii^ who' died in 428, nor that he
had embraced the faith before writing this poem.

There is another very ancient poem on other interments at

Cruachan (among which are mentioned those of several ancient

poets of Connacht), preserved in the same old book, and
ascribed to the Poet Dorhan^ of whose time I am ignorant. It

is pubhshed, with a translation, among other curious pieces in

Dr. Petrie's Essay on the Round Towers of Ireland.

We now pass from the reign of Niall, which terminated in

the year 405, and of Daihi, his successor, which ended in the

year 428, to that of Laeghaire, who succeeded Dathi, and in

the fourth year of whose reign, that is, in 432, Saint Patrick

arrived from Rome, upon his mission to convert our pagan an-

cestors to the Clii'istian faith.

Poets, etc., of Saint Patrick found the country teeming with men distln-

Zae^^jai;i at guished for their acquirements in the native language and lite-

ofst^^Pa-"°
I'ature, if not in other languages; philosophers, poets, druids,

trick. judges, etc. On his first appearance at Tara, he found the poet

Dubhthach installed there as the Monarch's chief Poet; and we
have seen already that Has and Fergus were also distinguished

poets and scholars, learned in the laws and history of the coun-

try, as w^ell as Dubhthach. We have also seen that LaeghairS
The Druids had his Druids, who contended with Saint Patrick ; and it ap-

oiLaegh^ri, pcars that lie had entrusted the education of his two daughters
(A.D. 4ao.) druids Mael and Coplait, even at such a distance from his

court at Tara as his Palace of Cruachain^ (in the present county

of Roscommon). From all our ancient records we have abun-
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dant reason to believe that these as well as all the other druids, lect. iv.

with whom the country abounded at this time, were men learned

in the literature and poetry of the country as well as in druid-

ism ; and we have reason to believe that their druidic system was

a more refined and a more philosophic one than that of their

neighbours the Britons and Gauls. So, as these men as well as

the poets were all active teachers to all comers, it is not to be
wondered at that Saint Patrick found before him on his arrival

many men among the people of Erinn of cultivated mind, sharp-

ened by study, capable of appreciating new ideas, and thus

quick to recognize the sublime truths of Divine revelation in

preference to the unsatisfactory mysteries and secret ceremonies

of their ancient mythology, however venerable it had become
in their eyes.

(
My object in dwelling so long on the learning and cultiva-

tion of the period of our history before the coming of Saint

Patrick, is, to show upon authority that we were, even at that

remote period, a nation not entirely without a native literature

and a national cultivation, sufficient to sustain a system of so-

ciety, and an internal political government so enlightened that,

as our history pro\'es, Christianity did not seek to subvert but
rather endeavoured to unite with it ; a system, moreover, which
had sufficient vitality to remain in full force through all the vi-

cissitudes of the comitry, even till many ages after the intrusion

of the Anglo-Normans, in the twelfth century,—who themselves

indeed found it so just and comprehensive that they adopted it

in preference to the laws of the countries from which they came.

Having said so much on this important subject, let me now,
J^^J*^^*^*.'/'"

with' as much brevity as possible, adduce some proofs that dheiic Ian

although Erinn adopted a new creed, whose preachers intro- farivViJls^f

duced a literature new perhaps, as well as splendid, and one
f^^^J^^^

which was cultivated with a fervour not often exceeded, still

her own ancient language was not abandoned or neglected but
rather even cherished and cultivated with more ardour, if

possible, than ever. For it is certain that the ancient language
and literature continued to be taught in all the schools and col-

leges, both lay and ecclesiastical; and that there never was a

priest or bishop educated in Erinn, from Saint Patrick's time
down to the year 1600, who had not deeply studied the

Gaedhelic literature and history, as part of his college course.

And thus it is that so many of the most learned and wise eccle-

siastics who have adorned the Catholic Church of Erinn, and
taught in its seminaries, have left us more memorials of their

piety and wisdom in their native language, than even in the
Latin itself; though the Latin tongue had in other countries
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T.KCT. IV. SO generally usurped tlie literature of tire Christian world for

many ages, and thougli our native clergy were educated in tliat

language also, as many historical facts might be quoted to prove.

The introduction of Christianity, and with it of the classical

languages, did not supersede the cultivation of the Gaedhelic,

then, but on the contrary it appears to have encouraged and
promoted it. And this can be very clearly proved by the

fact that several if not all our most eminent classical scholars

and divines were also the greatest Gaedhelic scholars of whom
we have any reliable account. From the long array of bright

names among these venerable men I shall mention a few, of

whose writings some pieces more or less numerous still remain.
Eaiiy Gaed- The first distinguished writer in the native tongue,— after the

after the in-
' three poets and scholars, DiMthach, Bos, and Fergus, who

of"chru"ian. wcrc engaged on the Seanchas Mor,—was Fiacc, Bishop of
ify- SleibhU (in the Queen's County), the first Bishop of Leinster.

Saint Patrick, we are told, having made a journey from Tara
into South Leinster, converted the people of that country,

namely, the Ui Ceinnselaigh. Here he paid a visit to his dis-

tinguished convert Duhhthach, whom he requested to recom-
mend to him, from among his pupils, a proper person to appoint

as bishop over the newly-converted people ; a man (he required

him to be) without blemish of person, or stain of character, of

easy circumstances, who had been the husband of but one wife,

and to whom was born but one child. Dubhthach answered

that he knew but one person who fully satisfied this descrip-

tion, namely, Fiacc, the son of Fro, who had shortly before

gone into Connacht, with a poem to the kings of that province.
" But", said Saint Patrick, as we are told, " even if he were
here, would he consent?" And just then they perceived i^z'aco

coming towards them, on his return. Upon which Dubhthach
said to the saint, " Pretend to cut off my hair". This the saint

was preparing to do, just as Fiacc came up, and he said: " Why
do you tonsure Dubhthach? thousands would feel his loss

;
why

not take me ?" Accordingly, Saint Patrick gave baptism and
the tonsure to Fiacc; and so considerable was the young man's

previous learning, that he is said (in the Tripartite Life of our

saint) to have learned to read the Psalms (in Latin of course) in

fifteen days, no inconsiderable feat of application.

tr-^7\\ if? of
^^^^^ writings of Bishop Fiacc nothing is known, to me at

st'patrick." Icast, to bc uow cxtaut, but his metrical Life of Saint Patrick.

This poem, which consists of thirty-four stanzas, or one hundred
and thirty-six lines, is written in the most ancient style and
idiom of the Gaedhelic, and in the ancient rhythm and measure

culled. Cetal Noiih, or the ** illustrious narrative measure"; a
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term, I may remark, with wKicli the Irish grammarians of the ^^c'^- ^v-

present day seem to be totally unacquainted. [Fiacc-s iie--

The narrative is, of course, sliort and simple. It recounts st.^Patrick!]

the saint's baptismal name,—the names and rank of his father

and grandfather,—his captivity in Erinn,—his passing over the

Alps into Italy, for his education,—his return again to Erinn,

in the reign of Laeghaire MacNeill^ to convert the descendants

of Eber and Eremon,—how King Laeghaire^ Druids foretold

his success, and the destruction by him of the pagan system,

—

the foimding of Dun-da-leathglilas (now Downpatrick) and of

Armagh,—his last illness,—his receiving the communion from

the hands of Bishop Tassach,—the wonders that happened at

the time of his death,—and of his spirit passing " into the lov-

ing friendship of the Son of jMary".

Much of learned discussion has been expended on a minor
but still important point connected with this poem,—namely,

whether France was not the country of Saint Patrick's birth,

—

by the late Dr. Lanigan, in his Irish Ecclesiastical History.

Much ingenuity, too, has been expended upon it by those who
have imphcitly followed his authority, but pretend to make the

doctor's case stronger, for the purpose of carrying themselves

forward to new discoveries and to an ultimate dogmatic decision

on this secondary point. Now it is somewhat remarkable, that

writers who have pedantically crowded together heaps of irre-

levant classical and French authorities on this secondary point,

never thought of asking themselves, or that other people might
ask them, a simple question as to what were the authorities to

show that the poem was authentic at all ; and yet this is a very
important question, and has moreover been put by Dr. Petrie,

in his Essay on Tara ; but it is one which our modern anti-

quarians are far too patriotic or too confident to pretend to

see. It is, however, a question that has occupied a great deal

of the time of such mere Irishmen as myself for many years,

and, with a result quite favourable to the character of tliis vene-

rable poem, and its no less venerable ancient aimotators, who
have been so unjustly criticized by Dr. Lanigan and his fol-

lowers, though none of them could read or understand either

the poem or the annotations upon it.

I am, however, precluded from entering further here into the

detailed discussion of this curious poem, by the circumstance

that the Liber Hymnorum,—a manuscript more than a thou-

sand years old, and which contains the oldest and most accurate

copy of the poem now known to be extant,—is at present in

course of publication by the Irish Archjeological and Celtic

Society ; and I cannot here anticipate the conclusions which will
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LKCT. ly^ there, I Hope, be satisfactorily elucidated. The second part of

the Book of Hymns is already at press ; and when it appears

every student will be able to satisfy himself at full length upon
the interesting subjects to which I have alluded.

Th • Ecciesi- After tlic introduction of Christianity into Erinn, the enthu-

schoois of siasm which marked its reception by the people, and more par-

cirrfstilnpe
ticularly by the more learned and better educated among them,

ciusi?civ?c S^^^ almost all the great schools a certain ecclesiastical cha-

cicsiabticai. " racter. The schools of the early saints were, however, by no
means exclusively of this kind ; but as the most learned men
were precisely those who most actively applied themselves to

the work of the Gospel, and as it had always been the habit of

students to surround the dwelling of the most learned, to dwell

near the chosen master^ and thus (somewhat as in ancient Greece)

to make for themselves a true Academy wherever a great master

was to be found, so did the laity also as well as those intended

for the sacred ministry gather in great numbers round the early

saints, who were also the great teachers of history and general

learning. And so, while from such academies naturally sprang

hundreds of priests, saints, and rehgious, there also were the

great bulk of the more comfortable portion of the lay popula-

tion constantly educated. Every part of educated Europe has

heard of the great University of Ardmacha^ where so much as a

third of the city was appropriated even to the exclusive use of

foreign, but particularly of Saxon and British, students, so great

was the concourse to its schools from all the neighbouring

nations. Who has not read of the great schools, with their

himdreds and their thousands ofscholars, o^Beannchoir [Bangor,

county Down], under Saint Comgall and his successors; of

Clonard^ under Saint Finen; of Lothra^ under Saint Rxmdan;
of Glas-Naoidhen [Glasnevin, near Dublin], under Saint Mohi;
of Clonmacnois^ under Saint Ciaran; of Tallaglit^ under Saint

Maelruain^ and the learned Aengus Ceile De; of Birra [Birr]

and Cluah^ferta [Clonfert], under ^dint Brendan; of Roscrea,

under Saint Cronan; of Iniscelltra, under Saint Caimin; of

Killaloe, under Saint Flannan; of Mungaret [Mungret, near

Limerick], under the holy Deacon Nessan; of Emiligh [Emly],

under Saint Ailbhi, where the students were so numerous in

the reign of Cathal MacFinguine (about the year 740) that they

were forced to live in huts in the neighbouring fields ; of Samt
Finnharrs^ in Cork; of the great lay school of Colman OClu-
asaigh^ in the same place; of the great school of Cluain

Uamha [Cloyne], under Saint Colman MacLenin^ tlie converted

poet ; ofRossAilithri^ in the same county, under ^ami Fachtna^—
(I possess, myself, a copy of a most curious poem on universal
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geography written and of course tauglit in this great school by lect iv.

A/acCoise, one of its professors, about the year 900) ;—of Glenn-

'

da-locha^ under Saint Caeimldn [or Kevin] ; of Tuam, under

Saint larlaithe; of Swords, under the successors of Saint Colum
Cille; of Monasterboice, under the successors of Saint Bxdte; of

Tuaini Drecain, under Saint Brian; of Louth, under Saint

Mochta; and of Kildare, under Saint Brigid, where Saint Finnen

taught and preached before the foundation of Clonard by him.

While, however, these establishments, chiefly though not
^^^^^^^^

exclusively ecclesiastical, were under the vigilant supervision of Schools, in

the bishops of the Church, there were also at the same time a clfrisua?!

succession of great secular schools, from the time of the great ^

meeting of Drom Ceata down to the sixteenth century, and
which continued under the inspection of the most distinguished

lay scholars in the country. The office of teacher in these truly

National Schools was ably discharged in the latter times by
various members of the families of O'Mulchonry, O'Higgin,

O'Coffey, etc.

The meeting at Drom Ceata was the last great occasion on The Feis of

which the laws and general system of education Avere revised. a.d. 59of"
'

It took place in the year 590, in the reign ofthat Aedh the son

ofAinmire, whose resistance to the impudent demands of the

profession of poets, I had occasion to refer to in the last Lecture.

Very soon after the refusal of the king to submit to the threats

of satire on the part of the poets, and the consequences then

supposed to follow from poetical incantations, he happened to

be involved in two important political disputes. One of these

was touching the case of Scanlan 3f6r, King of Ossory, who had
been unjustly made a prisoner by the monarch some time before,

and kept in long and cruel confinement ; the other concerning

the right to the tributes and military service of the Dalriadian

Gaedhelic colony of Scotland, to which King Aedh laid a

claim that was resisted by A edan Mac Gahhrain, the king of that

country. For the more ample discussion of these weighty mat-

ters, Aedh convened a meeting of the states of the nation at

Drom-Ceata (a spot now called Daisy Hill, near Newtown-
Limavady, in the modern county of Derry) ; which meeting
took place, according to O'Donovan's Annals of the Four Mas-
ters, in the year 574.

This great meeting was attended by all the provincial kings,

and by all the chiefs and nobles of the island : and Aedh invited

over from lona the great patron of his race. Saint Colum Cille,

to have the benefit of his wise counsels in the discussion, not
only concerning the special subjects for which the meeting was
first intended, but many others of social and political import-
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i,F.cT. IV. ance. And so it happened that at this meeting the affairs of

the poets and the profession of teaching were also discussed.

Revision of It was solcmnly resolved at this meeting that the general

svstemof systcm of cducation should be revised, and placed upon a more

Drom^cTJl soHd and orderly foundation ; and to this end the following

scheme (according to Keting) was proposed and adopted. A
special Ollamh^ or Doctor in Literature, was assigned to the

Monarch, as well as to each of the provincial kings, chiefs, and
lords of territories; and to each Ollamh were assigned free

lands, from his chief, and a grant of inviolability to his person,

and sanctuary to his lands, from the monarch and men of Erinn
at large. They ordered also free common-lands, or endowments,
to the OllamJiSj for the purposes of free education, in the manner
of a University,—(such as Alasraighe in Breifne^ or Breifney,

—

Bath-Geannaidh, in Meath, etc.),—in which education was gra-

tuitously given to such of the men of Erinn as desired to

become learned in history or in such of the sciences as were
then cultivated in the land.

ToetDauln
'^^^^ ^^^^^^ Ollamh of Eriuu at this time was EocJiaidh, the

Forgaiu, Poet Royal, who wrote the celebrated Elegy on the Death of

tmy)! Saint Colum Cille, and who is better known under the name of

Dalian Forgaill; and to him the inauguration and direction of

the new colleges were assigned. Eochaidh appointed presidents

to the different provinces. To Meath he appointed Aedh (or

Hugh), the poet; to Munster he appointed Urmael, the arch-

poet and scholar; to Connacht he appointed Seanchan Mac
Cuairfertaigh; to Ulster he appointed Ferjirh MacMuiredhaigh;
and so on.

It will have been observed that the endowed educational

establishments placed under these masters were in fact National

Literary Colleges, quite distinct from the great literary and
Ecclesiastical schools and colleges which about this time, form-

ing themselves round individual celebrity, began to cover the

land, and whose hospitable halls were often (as we know)
crowded with the sons of princes and nobles, and with tutors

and pupils from all parts of Europe, coming over to seek know-
ledge in a country then believed to be the most advanced in the

civilization of the age.
Laws con- That sccukr education was constantly recooniized as a part of
cerning the - ^^•4 . ^
profession of thc mstitutions 01 the country, and that it was sustained and pro-
reaching.

^qq^^q^ "by the laws of the land for centuries after as well as before

the meeting o£Drom Ceata^ could be easilyshownfrom the Brehon
Laws,—revised, it is to be remembered, with the introduction of

Christianity, and constantly in force during the early ages of the

Church ; for instance, in the following short but important pas-
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sage, (MS. H. 3. 18, T.C.D., 438 a.), wMch I quote here because ^^^t. iv.

it sliows the legal existence of a profession of teaching, and the

legal provision for the remuneration and privileges ofthe teacher

:

" The poet (or tutor) commands his pupils. The man from

whom education is received is free from the crimes of his pupils,

if they be the children of natives [i.e., of the district], even
though he feeds and clothes them, and that they pay him for

their learning. He is free, even though it be a stranger he
instructs, feeds, and clothes, provided it is not for pay but for

God that he does it. If he feeds and instructs a stranger for

pay, it is then he is accountable for his crimes".

It appears, also, from the Brehon Laws, that the pupils were Nature of

often the foster-children of the tutor. The sons of gentlemen tion in the

were taught not only Literature, but Horsemanship, Chess, the eariy^

Swimming, and the use of Arms, chiefly casting the spear. j^*^*"

Their daughters were taught Sewing, Cutting or fashioning, and
Ornamentation, or Embroidery. The sons of the tenant-class

were not taught horsemanship, nor did they wear the same
clothes as the classes above them.

All this has, in the law, distinct reference to Public Schools,

where the sons of the lower classes waited on the sons of the scholars",

upper classes, and received certain benefits (in food, clothes,

and instruction) from them in return. In fact the sizarships"

in our modern colleges appear to be a modified continuation of

this ancient system.

There is a very curious illustration of this custom in a short saint Adam-

account of the reign of Finnaclita "the Festive", Monarch o^TinnacMa'^^

Erinn from a.d. 673 to 693. The story is preserved in an an-
tJe^^''^*

cient vellum Irish manuscript, lately in the possession of Mr.
William Monk Mason, in England ; of which a duplicate version

or copy is preserved in Duald MacFirbiss's Annals, in the Bur-
gundian Library at Brussels.

Before Finnaclitahdi^ come to the throne, he received an invi-

tation from his sister to visit her. He set out with a cavalcade

;

and as they were riding in the direction of Clonard (I should

think), in Meath, they came up to a young student who was
trudging along the road, with a small cask or churn on his back.

The youth, on hearing the tramp of the horses, made a hurried

attempt to move off the road, but having struck his foot against

a stone, he fell, breaking the cask to pieces, and spilling the

milk with which it was filled. The cavalcade passed on at

quick speed ; and the student recovering himself, set out along

with them, and notwithstanding their speed and liis own grief,

kept pace with them, with a fragment of the cask at his back

;

until at last he attracted the notice of the king, who smiled
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LKCT. IV. wKen lie saw tlie excitement under whicli he laboured. Tlien

liiamnan^' ^^"^ accostcd him (continues the story), and said: " We
and King will make thee happy again, for we have sympathy with the
Fmnachta.']

ujifQj-^unate and the powerless ; thou shalt receive, O student
!"

said he, " satisfaction from me". And he continued to soothe

the student in this way. The youth (who was afterwards no
less a person than the great scholar and divine Saint A damnan^
the founder of the ancient church of Rath-Botha, or Raphoe,
in Donegal, and afterwards Abbot of lona), then spoke thus to

the king, whom he did not know at the time :
" O good man",

said he, " I have cause to be grieved, for there are three noble

students in one house, and there are three lads of us that wait

upon them, and what we do is, one of us three goes round the

neighbourhood to collect support for the other five, and it was
my turn to do so this day ; but what 1 had obtained for them has

been lost, and, what is more unfortunate, the borrowed vessel

has been broken, while I have not the means of paying for it".

Finnachta kept his word with Adamnan, and it appears more-
over that he kept his eye upon him afterwards ; for after the

conclusion of his studies and receiving holy orders, the king,

seeing his wisdom and sanctity, took him to his court and
appointed him to be his chief counsellor and director.

Here, then, we have a curious and a clear instance of the

remote antiquity of the " poor scholar" system in Ireland. Here
were six youths who came for their education to this famous
school ofClonard [a school founded by Saint Finnen, who died

A.D. 548], from some distant country or province, and who
whether they paid for their education or not were supported by
the bounty of the generous residents of the district. If they

had not been, as well as many others, all strangers, like Adamnan
(who came from Donegal), they would according to the system

in force at this time have been either pensioners living freely

at the college, or else they would be residing with their parents

or friends in the town or surrounding district.

The house mentioned by Adamnan, in which they resided,

could scarcely be the dwelling of any of the resident families,

as it would be too much to suppose that any family could

accommodate six or perhaps more such strangers at a time.

However, whether such were the case or not, in the present

instance we have abundant authority elsewhere to show that at

and before and after the time Adamnan (who died in the

year 702), such in fact were the crowds of stranger students

that flocked to some of our great schools of lay and ecclesiastical

learning, that they were generally obliged to erect a village or

villages of huts as near to the school as they conveniently
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could
;
and, as in Adamnanh case, to find subsistence in the lect. iv.

contributions of the surrounding residents.

Of this custom we find an interesting example also in an early
^^'^f^jjj*^*'

anecdote of Saint Colum Cille, in an ancient Irish Life of that coinm cm.

saint, from which it appears that after having finished his prepara-

tory course of education, under a local master in Donegal, he went
to the same Saint Finnen, to Clonard, to enter upon his divinity

studies, while that college was yet in its infancy. On his arrival,

it is recorded that the young student asked Saint Finnen where
he should erect his hut " At the door of the church", said Saint

Finnen; whereupon Colum Cillevreni to a considerable distance

off from the door, and fixed on a spot there. " You have not fol-

lowed my directions", said Saint Finnen; " that spot is not at the

door". " True", said Colum Cille, " it is not, but the door will

be at this place hereafter". And so it came to pass, says this old

authority ; for the school wliicli at first was kept in the small

church, in a short time after, from the literary fame and the sanc-

tity of the founder, became so crowded as to include sometimes
three thousand youths and adults, so as at last to require the

extension of the establishment to the very spot at which Colum
Cillt had set up liis hut, as he had thus prophetically foretold.

Again, we find in the same Irish fife, that Colum Cille after

some time left Clonard, and came to the select school of Saint

Mohi of Glas-Naoidhen. (now the little town ofGlasnevin, on the

east bank of the river Tulchlaen, or Tolka, near DubHn). The
number of di\'inity students at this school, at the time, was fifty

;

among whom were Cainnech (or Canice), the founder ofAchadh
Bo and of Kilkenny

;
Comgall, the founder of Bennchuir (Ban-

gor, in Down)
;
Ciaran, the founder of Clonmacnois, etc.

A curious story is recorded in this ancient Life. The huts of

the pupils are stated to have been situated on the west side of

the river. On a certain night, we are told, the church bell was
rung for matins. There was a smart fi:ost, and the river was
frozen over, but Colum Cille -psissed with his clothes through it;

and then, continues our authority ;
" Bravely hast tho-^ acted, O

descendant ofNiair\ said Saint Mobi. " God is competent", said

Colum, " to relieve us of this difficulty". And so, as we are told,

it proved, that upon the return of the students from the church
they found all the huts planted upon the east bank of the river,

convenient to the church.

That these students' hut encampments were not confined to students-

any particular pro\dnce or locahty, may be seen from the fol- mentr"*™^"

lowing facts found in a very ancient tract in the Leabhar Mor
Duna Doighre (commonly known as the Leabhar Breac), in
the Royal Irish Academy. Cathal the son of FinguinS, was

VOL. I. 6
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LECT. nr. King of Munster from the year 717 to the year 737, when he
died. This prince was afEicted with the disease of a voracious

unappeasable appetite, which he is stated to have got from eat-

ing some apples into which certain " druidical charms" had been
conveyed by an Ulster scholar. And we are told that such was
the violence of his voracity, that the king, who sometimes resided

at Imluich lohhair, [the ancient ecclesiastical city of Emly, in

Tipperary] , was accustomed frequently to wrap himself in a com-
mon gray cloak, and rush through " the huts of the students", (as

the story calls them), witli his drawn sword in his left hand, and
to sweep aw^ay the cakes and fragments of bread from their tables.

Foreign Stu- I havc already alluded to the appropriation of one-third part

magh. Bede's of the great seat ofeducation at Armagh to foreign students, espe-

saxorTand ^ially tliosc from the neighbouring Saxon nation. I may, per-

Bji^t^h^stu- haps, here quote what Bede (himself a British priest) says, con-

Eiinn. ccming this period. (His death is recorded on the 2(3th of May,
A D. 736):

" In the year of our Lord's incarnation, 664", he says, " there

happened an echpse of the sun, on the 3rd of IMay, about ten

o'clock in the morning. In the same year a sudden pestilence

(called the " Yellow Plague") also depopulated the southern coasts

of Britain, and afterwards extending into the province of the

Northumbrians, ravaged the country tar and near, and destroyed

a great multitude of men. To which plague the aforesaid priest

Tuda fell a victim, and was honourably buried in the monastery
of Pegnaleth. This pestilence did no less harm in the island of

Ireland. Many of the nobility and of the lower ranks of the

English nation were there at that time, w^ho in the days of the

Bishops Finan and Colman forsaking their native island retired

thither, either for the sake of divine studies, or of a more con-

tinent life ; and some of them presently devoted themselves to

the monastical life ; others chose rather to apply themselves to

study, going about from one master's cell to another. The Scots

[that is, the Irish, then so called] wilhngly received them all,

and took care to supply them with food, as also to furnish

them with books to read, and their teaching gratis. Among
these were Ethelhun and Egbert, two youths of great capacity,

of the English nobility; the former of whom was brother to

Ethelwin, a man no less beloved by God, who also afterwards

went into Ireland to study, and having been well instructed

returned into his own country, and being made bishop in the

province of Lindsey, long governed that church worthily and
creditably".^^*^

See Bede's Ecclesiastical History^ chap. xxii.
;
(Bohn's edition, edited by

Mr. Giles; p. 162).
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It is ludicrous enough tliat even tliis very matter of fact tribute lect iv.

of truth paid by the venerable Bede to our nation was deemed
by the latest EngHsh editor of Bede, (Mr. J. A. Giles, D.C.L.),

too favourable an evidence of our early civilization, without some
neutralizing comment* The reader", says Mr. Giles, in a note,

" who has heard much of the early civilization of Ireland will

remember lhat the description given in the text applies to a

period no earlier than the seventh century". As the vindication

ofthe more ancient civilization ofIreland has not, however, much
to fear from the remarks of this gentleman, I only allude to his

observation here with a view to put students on their guard
against similar expressions in English works, in which the

subject of Irish history or antiquities may be alluded to. The
truth is, that modern writers, not only in England but in Ireland,

are very ignorant of our early history ; and if ignorance or pre-

judice often prompts them to a sneer, let us Irishmen, on our

side, answer it by making ourselves better acquainted with that

history of which our critics are unwise enough to speak thus

idly in the dark.

Some may imagine from much that has been said of our great
^IJi^^^'j^ffJ*

ecclesiastical establishments in early times, that their course of cient Erinn.

instruction was merely classical, ecclesiastical, and biblical or

theological; and that no secular sources of education then

existed in the country. That such, however, was not the case,

we have ample evidence in our old writings. The Annals of

tbe Four Masters, at the year 645, record the death of Ragh-
allach " the wicked". King ofConnacht, who was ignominiously

killed by a man named Maelbrighde, and a party of labourers,

in a dispute about a stag which the king had pierced with a

spear, but which, having run in amongst them, they killed and
divided amongst themselves, refusing to restore the prey at the

king's command. I have in my possession a copy of a very
curious and important elegiac poem written on this king by of Fwnn-

Fionntain, the king's poet, at the royal palace of Cruachain. ^oiKiugiia-

This poem records the more important events of the king's ^45^"'^^' ^"^ ^

reign ; and among the many other valuable facts and allusions

preserved in it, we find that Cathal, who was the king's second
son, was at this time pursuing his studies at the great school of Edncation

Clonard ; and that when he had heard of his father's death, he set son ot King

out from Clonard, at the head of seven-and-twenty students of

his own people, and came directly to the house of the regicide

MaelbrighdS, the son of Motldachar; and attacking him with
sixteen of his accomplices, he cut off his head and carried it, on
the top of a holly stake, to the palace of CruacJian^ where he

G B
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^^^"^^ suddenly appeared with his trophy before his mother, in the

midst of the astonished court. In this anecdote we have a very
distinct instance of the use made even of the ecclesiastical schools

by the young nobles o'^ the laity.

tio^rofS-cr
'^^ remembered that the chief Professor or Master of

Leighinn, or cvcry ouc of the diviuity colleges was fully educated in the

in^a^puwic*'^ native as well as in the classical and foreign languages. For, to
School. ^ Fer-Leighinn^ Drumclili^ or Chief Master in a college or

great school, the candidate was obliged by law to be master of

tlie whole course of Gaedhelic literature, in prose and verse,

(besides that of the Scriptures, " from the Ten Commandments
up to the whole Bible"), as well as the learned languages, as

already said. The legal arrangement of these great public

schools was as follows

:

The College Professors, (according to law), included;

flsSJJrs^o?' ^' '^^^ Caogdach, or " fifty-man"; who was the lowest, hav-

IpubHc*'
*^^^y chant the 150 Psalms.

School, or 2. The Foghlantidh, or scholar; who taught ten out of the
lay College,

^^^eiye books of the college course of the FochoirSj or native

education.

3. The Staraidh, or historian ; who had also besides history,

thirty lessons of divinity in his course.

4. The Foircetlaidh, or lecturer ; who professed grammar, or-

thography, criticism, enumeration, the courses of the year, and
the courses of the sun and moon, (i. e. astronomy).

5. The Saoi Canoine, or professor of divinity; who taught
*' the Canons and the Gospel of Jesus, that is, the Word of God,
in the sacred place in which it is ; that is, who taught the

Catholic Canonical Wisdom".
6. The Drumchli^ or chief head; a master who knew the

whole course oflearning, "from the greatest book, which is called

Cuilmenj down to the smallest book, called the Ten Command-
ments, in which is properly arranged the good Testament which
God prepared for Moses".

As a fm'ther proof that the native language and literature

made no inconsiderable part of the divinity student's college

course of education, there is scarcely one of our most eminent
Irish ecclesiastics, from Saint Patrick in the fifth century down
to the eighteenth, that was not distinguished for his knowledge
of the GaedheHc language and history.

I shall content myself by enumerating a short list ofthe names
of those among these early ecclesiastics whose verses are quoted

in the notes and commentaries on a single work, the Festology

of Aengus CeiU Be, (or *' the Culdee"), in the Leabhar M6r
Dana DoighrSy (or Leabhar Breac).
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Saint Patrick himself in the fiftli century ; Saint Ciaran of ^ect. iv.

Saighir, of the same period ;—Saint Comgall of Bennclndr; List of early

Saint Colum CilU; Saint Ite the virgin, (of Cill Ite^ in the distSgSsh!

county of Limerick) ; Saint Caeimhghin of Glenn-da-locha; men"! (fro'S^

Saint Ciaran of Cluainmacnois; Saint Jfolaise of Daimhims, in j^^^^^*^
^^^^

Loch Erne ; ail of the sixth century :—Saint Mochuda of Lis-

more ; Saint Moling of Saint Mullins, in Carlow ; Saint Fechin

of Fahhar (now Fore, in Westmeath) ; Saint Aireran the

wise", of Clonard ; all of the seventh century :—Saint Maelruan
of Tamhlaghtf (or Tallaght) ; Saint Adamnan of Rath Boith

(Raphoe), and / Colum Cille^ (lona) ; and Saint Aengus the

Culdee" himself, of the eighth century.

It is to be recollected that these are but names found among
those quoted in the notes and commentaries on Aengus's work,

which was written in the year 798. But if I were to swell the Hst

from other available sources, it woiiid occupy the greater part if

not the whole of the space allotted for this Lecture. Now these

Wiiters were all Iiiah scholars and iiierary teachers, as well as

eminent divines ; and we may be certain that that which they

were taught themselves, and the language in which they con-

tinued to write during their lives, they taught to their pupils

again in like manner.

From the VoetFlonntain, we shall pass now to the celebrated ofthePoet

Seanchan Torpeist, who flourished nearly at the same time, that rTrpli^f!

is, about the year 600. Seanchan was by birth a native of Con-
nacht, and by election chief poet of Erinn. He was the pupil of

Eochaidh Righ Eigeas (that is, Eochaidh " the king ofthe poets"),

more popularly kno^vn as Dalian Forgaill, author of the cele-

brated poem on the death of Saint Colum CilU. On the death

o£ Dalian, the chief provincial poets of Erinn held a meeting
at his residence in Breifne (Breifney), for the purpose of elect-

ing a successor to him ; and their unanimous choice fell upon
Seanchan, who, after his inauguration, was requested by them
to pronounce an elegy over the body of their late lamented chief

To this request Seanchan assented; and the following is a

literal translation of the short poem, as I have found it:

*' Beloved the body that has fallen here

!

Though a weighty man, he was a light man,
Light in body, weighty in followers

:

Numerous were the schools of which he was the master
" Thrice fifty of us were his constant pupils,

Learned youths perfecting our knowledge.
And even though we had been more in number,
New learning he had to give us each day.

(circa a.u.

600).

BOSTON COLLEGE LIBllAKY

CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.
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LrxT. IV. Xhe ocean's caverns, which armies dare not,

—

The mighty cataract of the great Eas Ruadh;—
The rolling wave of a spring-tide's flow,

—

"Were the meet images of Dalian s intellect.

*' Until the shining sun is surmounted,

Wliich God has created above all creation,

No poet from north to south shall surpass

Eoc/iaidh, the serene royal poet.

" He was sage, O God of Heaven

!

He was a noble and a chief poet

;

Until the wave of death swept placidly over him,

Uch ! he was beautiful, he was beloved".

The only historical piece of Seanchans composition that I

am acquainted with, is a poem of seven stanzas, or twenty-eight

lines, which gives an account of the battles fought and won by
the Monarch Rudhraidhe, who reigned over Erinn from the

year of the world 4912 to the year of the world 4981, in which
he died, according to the Annals of the Four Masters. This

poem was evidently written for the descendants of Fergus, the

grandson of Rudhraidhe, who is mentioned in the first line of

it, and who, in Seanchans time, had become possessed of large

territories in Connacht and Munster, where they are now repre-

sented by the families of O'Ferrall and MacRannall (or Rey-
nolds), in Longford and Leitrim

;
by the O'Conors in Kerry

;

and by the O'Conors, the O'Loughlins, and the O'GnobJithas

(or Griflins), of Clare; the last-named clan rendered illustrious

in our day by the name of the late distinguished writer Gerald

Griffin.

The copy of this poem to which I refer is that preserved in

the Book of Leinster, beginning

:

" Fergus fought twenty battles ;

—

It is to be remembered".^^^^

Edward O'Reilly, in his Irish Writers, at the year 647, says

that this poem gives an account of the battles of Fergus son of

Hossa, grandson of Roderick the monarch ; but this is an error,

as the only mention Fergus, in this poem, is what appears in

the above lines, whereas his grandfather's battles are given with

the names of the places in which they were fought.

The Seandian to whose poems I refer here was the same of

whom is related the recovery of the celebrated tale of the Tain
Bo CImailgne, of which I gave an account on a former occasion.

There is, however, another version of that account too interest-

ing to be passed over in connection with him.

(«) original Ho f^c V^^n^t^V pcic caca,—
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In the very curious tale to whicli I now allude we are told tliat i-^^t. r v.

after Seanchan's election to tlie rank of chief Ollamh of Erinn, story of

and the formation on the usual scale of his household, his retinue, and Kiiijr

and his band of pupils, he consulted with them as to what king
i^osp/tubie-^.^

they should honour with their first or inaugural visit, according

o ancient custom ; and they agreed to pay their visit to GiiairS

surnamed " the hospitable", King of Connacht, who held his

court alternately at Govt Insi Gua{7'e (now Gort, in the county

of Galway), and Durlas Muaidhe or Durlas Guaire, on the

banks of the river MuaidM^ (now the Moy, in the county of

Sligo). SeancJian, however, took with him but two-thirds of

his establishment, consisting, indeed, of one hundred and fifty

learned poets, and one hundred and fifty pupils, with a corre-

sponding number of women, servants, dogs, etc. He and his

company were joyfully received by King GuairS, and hos-

pitably entertained (according to the story) for a year, a quarter,

and a month/^^^

At last SeaiicJiari's followers became so troublesome at the

court of King GuairSj that the king's brother, the saintly Mm^-

(36) It is in the introduction to this story of Seanchan, that the very odd anec-
dote occurs illustrative of the bardic legend of the poet's power to rhyme to

death vermin and the lower animals, alluded to in a curious paper read by
the Rev. Dr. Todd before the Royal Irish Academy in 1853 (Jan. 23rd). The
passage is substantially as follows

:

It happened that during the poet's sojourn at Gort (says the story), his wife,

Brigid, on one occasion sent him from her own table a portion of a certain

favourite dish. Seanchan was not in his apartment when the servant arrived
there ; but the dish was left there, and the servant returned to her mistress.

On his return he found a dish from his wife's table on his own
;
and, eagerly

examining it, he was sadly disappointed at finding that it contained nothing
but a few fragments of gnawed bones. Shortly after the same servant returned
for the dish, and Seanchan asked what the contents had been. The maid
explained it to him, and the poet eyed her with an angry look of suspicion.

She at once protested her own innocence, and assured him that as no person
could have entered the apartment from the time that she left until he returned
to it, the dish must have been emptied by rats. The poet beUeved the girl's

account, and vowed that he would make the rats pay for their depredations,

and then he composed a metrical satire upon them. Of this we have but two
and an half quatrains, of which the following is a hteral translation

:

** Rats, though sharp their snouts,

Are not powerful in battles

;

I will bring death on the party [of them]
For having eaten Brigid's present.

" Small was the present she made us,

Its loss to her was not great;

Let her have payment from us in a poem,
Let her not refuse the poet's gratitude

!

" You rats which are in the roof of the house
Arise, all of you, and fall down".*****

And thereupon (we are told) ten rats fell dead on the floor from the roof of

the house, in Seanchaii's presence. And Seanchan said to them : It was nut
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LKCT. IV. IJian^ a holy hermit, laid an obligation on them to depart, and
engaged them to devote themselves to the discovery of the

ancient tale of the Tain Bo Chuailgne, which had been long pre-

viously carried " eastward over the sea", as has been stated in

a former Lecture. Seanchan wag much grieved that the unrea-

sonable conduct of some of his party should force him to leave

Ihirlas under such unsatisfactory circumstances; however, go
they should ; and upon his departure the arch-poet presented

the following short farewell poem to King Guair^

:

We depart from thee, O stainless Guaire!
We leave with thee our blessing

;

A year, a quarter, and a month,
Have we sojourned with thee, O high-king!

" Three times fifty poets,—good and smooth,

—

Three times fifty students in the poetic art.

Each with his servant and dog

;

They were all fed in the one great house.
" Each man had his separate meal

;

Each nan had his separate bed

;

We never Cirose at early morning,

Without contentions without calming.
" I declare to thee, O God

!

Who canst the promise verify.

That should we return to our own land,

We shall visit thee again, O GmirS^ though now we
depart".

Account, of Seanchan then set out with his company in search of the tale

bv%7a»n?J^ of the Tain Bo Chuailgne, which they thought might be pre-

xlxeT^nhf served in Scotland ; but after visiting that country, and after-

chuaiigiu. wards the Isle of Man, without success, he returned again to

Erinn, and repaired to Saint Caillin of Feenach, of Magh Rein,

(in the county of Leitrim), who was the poet's brother on the

mother's side, and to whom he complained of his difficulty.

Saint Caillin and Seanchan then proceeded to Guaires palace

at JDurlaSy where they were well received ; and the king having

invited his brother, the holy hermit Marhhan, from his hermit-

age in Glenn-an-Scail, they held a consultation as to the most
promising steps to be taken for the recovery of the lost tale of

the Tain Bo Chuailgni.

you that should have been satirized, but the race of cats, and I wiU satirize

them. And Seanchan then pronounced a satire, but not a deadly one, on the

cliief of the cats of Erinn, who kept his residence in the cave of Knowtb, near

Slane, in tlie county of Meath, etc.

Tiiis ancient tale appears to have been the origin of the well-known practice

of "rhyming rnts to death", in Ireland, to wliich reference is so often made in

the works oi" Shakespeare and other eminent writers of his day.
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The wise Marhhan gave it as Ms opinion that the tale in its it.

purity could at this time be received only from the lips of

Fergus MacRoigli^ who had been himself a chief actor in the

cow-spoil of Cuailgne^ and who, there was reason to believe,

wrote the narrative of the expedition ; and Marhhan proposed
that they should call together the chief and most holy saints of

Erinn to fast, and pray to God that He would raise Fergus
from the grave, to reveal to them this important ancient tale.

This counsel was adopted ; and the saints who were called

together were Saint Colum Cille; Saint CailLin; ^^miCiaran of

Clonmacnois ; and Saint Brendan of Clonfert. These repaired

to the tomb of Fergus on the brink of Loch En (in the county
of Roscommon)

;
and, after fasting and praying, their petition

was answered, for Fergus (we are told) did appear to them, and
related the tale, which was written down by Saint Ciaran and
Saint Caillin, on the spot ; after which Fergus disappeared.

I have already given you the substance of this account of the

recovery of the tale of the Tain Bo Chuailgne, in one of my
early Lectures, but the present version is taken from an ancient

tract entitled Imtheacht na Trom Daimhe,— (literally " the Ad-
ventures of the great company of Learned Men"). ]\Iy copy
of this tract is, I am sorry to say, but a modem and inaccurately

transcribed one, nor do I know where an older can be found.

This circumstance, however, does not affect the antiquity of the

original composition of the tract, as I find in the Book of

Leinster a satirical poem on this " great company" of Seanchan,

written by Flann of Monasterboice, who died in the year 1056 ;

and one in Cormac's Glossary, which was compiled in the ninth

century. I also find (under the wordprwZQ a quotation from it

of that part which describes Seanchans \isit to Scotland, with

a company of fifty learned men and fifty pupils.

The whole tale forms a very curious specimen of an ancient

myth, poetically conceived, to accoimt for the want of proof of

the authorship of the celebrated Tale,—the histoi^ of the Irish

Trojan war;— a tale already so ancient even in ages before the

time of Flann and of Cormac^ that the prosaic truth of its

authorship was already lost in antiquity.



LECTURE V.

[UeUvercd 9fU June, 1857.]

(III.)

—

Education AND Literature; (continued). Poems of Colman O'CIua-
salgh, (vii, century). The " Liber Hymnorutii". Of Cennfaeladh " tlie

Learned". Of the School or College under St. Bricin, (vii century). Of
Ruman, "the Virgil of the Gaedliil". Of Aengus Ceile D^. Oi Fothadli " na
Caiioin^". Of Flannagan, son of CeaUach, (ix. century). Story of the lady
Blanaid, and Ferceirtn€ the bard of Curoi Mac Dair€. Of Maelinuir^ of

Fathan. Of the poetess Laitheog. Of Flann Mac Lonain. Topographical
poem by Mac Liag. Poems by Mac Lonain. Of Cormac Mac Cullinan.

Of learning in the x. and xi. centuries. Of Dalian Mac More Of Cormac
''anEigeas^. Of C/Haef/A O'Hartagan. Of Cormac " Fiir. Ot Eochaidh
O'lTlinn. Of -EocAaiofA i^o^acA (" the learned") O'Ceirin.

Following the order wHcli I have prescribed to myself, the

next distinguished writer who is to claim our attention is Colman
O'Cluasaighy the Fer-leigldnn , or head master, of the great semi-

nary of Saint Finnhari\ in Cork, who died about the year 666.
Poems^of Of the poetical compositions of O'Cluasaigh I know of but two
o'ciuasaigh, spccimcns remaining. The first is a fragment oftwelve lines of an

tury)!*^^ Elegy written on his pupil Saint Cumain Foda (son of Fiachna^

King of West Munster), who was Bishop of Clonfert, and died

in the year 661. This fragment is given in the Annals of the

Four Masters, who record the death of the author under the

same year; but this date must be a mistake, as will appear

presently.

The second piece by G'Cluasaigh is a Hymn, of twenty-seven

stanzas, or one hundred and eight lines, which is preserved in the

ancient " Liber Hymnorum", in the Trinity College Library.

Tliis is an important piece with respect to ecclesiastical if not

general history, as it distinctly shows w^hat the teaching of the

ancient CathoHc Church of Ireland was on the doctrine of the

invocation of the saints ; the same, from the very infancy of the

faith, as it has unswervingly continued from that time to the

present day.

The Liber Thc Libcr Hymnorum,—a MS. written in a magnificent Irish
Hymnorum

. "^^^^^ ^^^^ Splendidly illuminated—is now eleven or twelve

hundred years old, and with its arguments or prefaces to each

of tlie hymns contained in it, and the scholia with which it is

thickly enriched, is certainly one of the most valuable eccle-

siastical documents in Europe. It is deeply to be regretted,

however, that we have but a fragment of the ancient book here
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in Ireland,—and that altliougli tliere is another large fragment lect. v .

of it mouldering uselessly in the Irish College of Saint Isidore [Poems of

at Rome, we have as yet failed to procure even the loan of it
[^vi?c''ent'.;']

here, where it might have been turned to the most important use.

The argument of O'CluasaigJis Hymn, which is, of com'se,

as old at least as the book, declares that it was written by Col-

man Ua Cluasaigh, Head Master of Cork, " as a shield of pro-

tection" to himself and his pupils against the mortality called

the Buidhechair, or Yellow Disease, which ravaged Erinn and
Britain in the time of Diarmaid and Blatlimac. Diarmaid
and Blatlimac were the two sons of the monarch Aedh Slaine;

and they reigned as joint sovereigns of Erinn from a.d. 657 to

664, in which year they both died ofthis " Yellow Plague". The
hymn states, further, that it was in the year of their death that

Colman wrote this poem. He wrote it, it is stated, on the eve

of preparing to leave his college with his pupils, and repair to

an island of the sea at no great distance from the land ; the

popular behef being that no plague, mortality, or distemper

could extend beyond the distance of nine " waves" from the

land.

It is stated in the preface that some persons supposed that

Colman wrote but the two first stanzas, and that liis pupils wrote

the other twenty-five, by two fines, or half a stanza, each,

—

which would show that the number of the pupils was fifty.

This is curious, as supplying a fact analogous to what we have
seen in a former Lecture,^^"^ as to Saint j\Jobis school at Glas-

Naoidheny near Dublin, where Saint Colum Cille was one of
" fifty" students who fled from an earHer visitation of the same
dreadful mortality ; and also as to the number of students attend-

ing an individual master, with respect to which, passing over

other instances, we may likewise refer to the case of the poet

SeanchaUy who, on his visit to Scotland, was, according to Cor-

mac's Glossary, attended by " fifty" lay students.

O Chiasaiglis poem, consisting, as I have abeady stated,

of twenty-seven stanzas, or one hundred and eight lines, begins

as follows:

" The blessing of God come upon us;

May the Son of Mary screen us

;

May He protect us this night,

'

Wherever we go,—though great our numbers"*^

(37) Ante, p. 81.

original :—Sen "Oe 'oon)re ^o]\ "oonce;

jpoe-pi^Am -oun innocVic

C1A ClAffA CAin Cim<\-OA|\.
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^' The writer then invokes the intercession of the Patriarchs,

the Apostles, the Blessed Virgin Mary, Saint Joseph, Saint

Stephen, and many other saints of the New Testament by name.
Another important feature in this poem is, that although the

text is mainly Gaedhelic, it is interspersed with Latin lines and
phrases, as for instance, the fifth stanza i"^'^^

I should feel tempted to enter much more at length into the

character and composition of this very ancient and authentic

poem, were it not that it is now actually printed, with its argu-

ments and glosses, and elucidated by learned notes by the Rev.
Doctor Todd, in the second fasciculus of the Liber Hymnorum,
shortly to be published by the Irish Archaeological and Celtic

Society.

Of cenn/ae- The ncxt distinguished Gaedhelic and general scholar to

Le'ani'ed'\ whom I havc to Call your attention is Cennfaeladh " the learned",

of whom mention has been already made in this, as well as in

some of the former course of Lectures/**^^

Cennfaeladh was one of the most remarkable men of his age.

His early life was devoted to military service
;
but, having re-

ceived a dangerous wound in the head at the celebrated battle of

Magh Rath—(now Moira, in the county of Down),—in the year
634,^*'^ he was carried from the field of battle to Armagh, to

the Primate Senach, the representative and successor of Saint

Patrick. The Primate had him conveyed immediately to Saint

Bricin^ the learned Abbot of Tuaim Drecain—(now Toomregan,
in the county of Cavan),—who appears to have combined high

medical proficiency with his profound literary acquirements.

Cennfaeladh remained under Saint Bricin's care for twelve

months, until he was finally curcdj but cured not without the

loss of a part of his brain from the wound.
Tiie School Saint Bricin at this time, we are told, conducted a College,

SnderSri- wliich cousistcd of thrcc distinct Schools, in the town of Tuaim

fm Drecain Bvecain; and these three schools were carried on in three dis-

(vii^cen- '

tinct houscs, situatcd at the converging points of three streets,

and placed under the immediate superintendence of three dis-

tinct professors; namely, a professor of Feinechas or Brehon
Law; a professor of Poetry and general Gaedhelic learning;

and a professor of the Classics.

) in the original as follows :

—

Kegem regum rogamus, Auac noe a tucclAc
In nostris sermonibus Diluvii temporibus.

(40) See Lectures on the 31S. Materials of Ancient Irish History
^ pp. 48,

418, etc.
(*') See Battle of Magh Rath, published by the Irish Archicohjgical Society

n 1842.
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VVlien Cennfaeladh became convalescent, he appears to have v.

been in the habit of listening to the lectures and lessons com- [of cenn/ae-

mimicated by Saint Bricin and his assistants to their pupils ;

^"'^'' ^

and so clear and retentive had his mind become, that it is said

to have retained everything which he had heard from all of

them ; so that we learn that he became himself afterwards the

master of three similar schools.

The passage in which this is recorded—(MS. H. 3. 18. T.G.D.,

fol. 399.)—is as follows:
^

" And the place in which he was cured was Tiiaim Dregan^

at the meeting of the three streets, between the houses of the

three professors, i.e., the professor of Feinechas [Law], the pro-

fessor of Poetry, [which included, in fact. Philosophy and ge-

neral native Literature^*^^] , and the professor of Classics. And
what was recited by the three schools, each day, he had [ac-

quired] by the acuteness of his intellect, each night; and so

much of it as he desired to show [or teach] he arranged in

poetical order, and wrote into a white [or blank] book".^*^^

The " Three Schools", spoken of in connection with Saint

Bricin and Cennfaeladh^ always, and even to a comparatively

late period, formed the necessary parts of a lay College among
the Gaedhils. So, in the middle of the fifteenth century, Diar-

matt O'Clerigh,—the ancestor of the celebrated Michael,—and,

after him, his son Tadhg Cam O^Clerigh,—acting in his capa-

city of hereditary chief Ollamh of the Cinel Conaill, (i.e., the

race of the O'Donnells), in Donegal,—kept also Three Schools

:

for Literature, for History, and for Poetry. In this division,

"Literature" would include the Latin and other literatures,

apart from the Gaedhelic : while Seanchas, which is translated
*' History", certainly included the study of the Feinechas or

Brehon Law.
An interesting summary of the history of the O'Clerys (and

in which this fact is stated) will be found in the Irish Pennij

Journal, for January 16th, 1841 (p. 226). It is given in con-

nection with Kilbarron Castle, in the county of Donegal,

—

once the residence of this great family of scholars.

Cennfaeladh revised the ancient Gaedhelic grammars of

Amergin and Ferceirtne, and was perhaps the first person to

See note C^) p. 2 ; and Appendix, No. I., p. 461, to Lectures on the 31S,
Materials ofAncient Irish History.

^^-i original:—Ocuf if Atro "oo ju^net) a leiji^' A UtiAini tTOjAegAin a
com|\AC riA C]M fpAi-oeio i'oi|\ cijib iia C]m fUA-6 .i. fAi Ve-inecliAi-p, ociif
pti-oeccA, ocuf fAi teijitro. Ocur ir» rteocli "00 c*.\nt)if nA cm -p^olA
gAch l,Ae -00 bi§ Aijipvjm x:\^e Jei-pe in iritJcteccA jAch riAi-ocne, ocuf
in tieocVi bA VimcAiffencA leif -oe "oo benM-o slunpiAiclie pli-oechc^
ITAi, ocu-p i^^ibcA Aice lie a fiAibc LibAi^p.
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^'ECT. V. lay tlie foundation of comparative pliilology in Erinn, after-

[(*f cenn/ae- wards Cultivated by Cormac Mac CuUinan. He, too (unless we
attribute it to Cormac himself), was probably the original

writer of the Grammatical Tract preserved in the Books of

Lecain and Ballymote, of which some account was given in

the last Lecture.

Besides this grammar, Cennfaeladh compiled a Law Tract

which is still extant, and which will make part of the publi-

cation of the Brehon Law Commissioners.

Cennfaeladh was also author of a well-known poem, of four-

teen stanzas, or fifty-six lines, on the migrations of Golamh, or

Milesius, from " Scythia" into Spain, and the subsequent expe-

dition of his sons, with their Milesian colony, into Erinn, and
their conquest of and permanent settlement in the country.

This celebrated poem begins as follows

:

*' Golamh departed out of Scythia".^"^

Edward O'Reilly, in his Irish Writers, at the year 678, states

that in an old manuscript, in the possession of Mr. William
Monk Mason, the authorship of the ancient poem describing

the internal arrangements of the Teach Ilidhchuarta, or Great

Dining Hall, at Tara, was ascribed to Cennfaeladh; but,

although there are two copies of this ancient and most curious

poem still extant, one in the Book of Leinster and the other in

the Yellow Book o£ Lecain ^ both in the Library of Trinity

College, Dublin, (the latter of which, with an English trans-

lation, and with corrections from the former, is published in Dr.

Petrie's Essay on the Hill of Tara), in neither of these books

is the poem ascribed to Cennfaeladh.

There is, however, in the Book of Leinster, an extract of

twenty-four lines, from a poem of Cennfaeladli. This poem is

entitled Aidedhaihh Uladh, or the Deaths of the Ultonians;

but I have never been able to discover any more of it than that

extract; and from the character of that, the poem must have

been a most valuable historical one, since it is evident that it

contained a full description of the great achievements, the

manner of death, and the places of sepulture of the series of the

great Ultonian Champions of the " Royal Branch". The extract

I allude to is introduced into a very ancient prose account of the

death of Cuchulainn^ the great Ulster champion of the Tain Bo
ChiiailgnS. It gives the name of the spot in which he fell, and
of the man who slew him, the number of the men he slew, and
the monument of his head and hand at Tara, whither they had
been carried from the field of battle. I feel perfect confidence

original:—X)o ttiit) jJotAm Ay in SciclnA.
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in expressing my conviction tliat tliis extract is preserved in its lect. v.

original purity, and that it lias not undergone the alteration of,

perhaps, one single word, since it passed from the hand of its

author.

From Cennfaeladh^ who died in the year G78, we pass now to oiRuman,

Human, a native of Meath, who died in the year 742, and who onhe^Gae"^

is styled '* the Virgil of the Gaedhil" by Aengus CeileDe, in his

pedigrees of the Irish saints. Humans writings are now, unfor-

tunately, lost, or not known ; but there is a notice of two or

three poems of his preserved in an ancient manuscript in the

Bodleian Library at Oxford.

After Human comes Aengus Ceile De himself, a celebrated of Aengus •

and saintly priest, and a great Gaedhelic scholar ; the author

of the celebrated Felire^ or Festology, and of the other impor-

tant Irish compositions which I have so often spoken of in the

course of my former Lectures. But I need not repeat what I

then mentioned of his life, and of the position which he occu-

pied in our literary history. Aengus Ceile De died some time

about the year 815.

ConjBning ourselves still to those of our distinguished men oiofFothadh

learning who may be considered the representatives of the edu- ot"?'.

cation of their time, the next great name in the succession

would be that o£ Fothadh na CanoinS, of whom also I have
already given some account in one of my former Lectures, when
speaking of the reign of Aedh Oirdnidhe, Monarch of Erinn
from A.D. 798 to 818.

Nearly contemporary with i^oi/iac?A, and after him, flourished
^l^f^^^'^l]

Flannagan, the son of Ceallach, King of Bregia; who, as well ceahach;

as Fothadh, survived the Monarch Aedh Finnliath, who ruled i^y,^^'

from A.D. 861 to 877, in which year he died, at Druimines-
clainn, in Louth, on the 20th day of November.
The Annals of the Four Masters, at the year 876, give two

quotations from two poems written on this monarch's death, the

one by Fothadh, and the other by Flannagan. The extract

from Fothadh's poem consists of twelve lines, beginning

:

*' Five years over seven times ten,

Ten hundred and five thousand
From Adam, without falsehood.

To the death of Aedh are reckoned.
" Seventy over eight hundred

With six years, are reckoned,

From the birth of Christ, without reproach,

To the death of Aedh of AilecK\
The quotation from Flannagan^ poem consists of twenty-

four Hnes, beginning

:
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^^cT. V. Long is tlie wintry night,

[Of Fianna- With ficrcc gusts of wind,
^ Under pressing grief we have to encounter it,

Since the red-speared king of the noble house liveth not.
" It is awful to observe

The waves from the bottom heaving,

To these may be compared
All those who with us lament him".

The same Annals contain, at the year 890, a quotation from
a poem by Flannagan^ on the death of his son Ceallach, who
was treacherously killed, in this year, by Fogartach the son of

Tolorg. The quotation consists of the eight following lines

:

" This is Ceallaclis servant coming from the west.

Leading CeallacKs steed by hand

;

The dreadful news is cause of tears,

It is no falsehood, the son of Dearhhail is dead

!

" No son of a king reigned over chiefs

Nobler than Ceallach of the pure blushing face

;

A household nobler than the household of that man
Exists not under Heaven of brilliant rays", [i. e. under

the bright shining heaven.]

This is immediately followed by a quotation from Flann
Mac Lonain, on the death of the three sons of Flannagan^
(whom he calls Flann), including the above Ceallach; each of

whom he surnames after the place of his residence.

This quotation consists of the eight following lines

:

*' Illustrious three, the three sons of Flann,
Who coursed over Odhbha;
CongalacJi of Colt; Ceallach of Cearna;

And Cinaedh of Cnodhbha.
" Though Ceallach for his faults may have been slain.

It is a pity he should have fallen but in battle

;

Alas ! that his fate was so premature

That he has not lived the life of an historian".

MacLonain must have written these lines in the y^ar 891,

as we find that in that year Flannagan himself was killed by
the Danes, at Olhha; and his son Cinaedh, who is mentioned
in these lines, died at Dun Brie. Congalach, Flannagan'3

tliird son, died in the year 889.

Besides these quotations from lost poems o£Flannagan, there

is a perfect poem of his preserved in the fine old manuscript

called the Leahhar Buidhe Lecain, (H. 2. 16, in the Library of

Trinity College.) In this poem the author enumerates a few of

the great historical tales which an Ollamh, such as himself, should

be able to recite ; after which he gives a long list of the deaths
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of persons eminent in Irish history, and the day of the week lect. y.

upon which each of them died, from the Monarch Conaire Mor
down to Flannabhra^ Lord of Gahhra^ in Meath, who was killed

in the year 876.

This poem is written in very ancient diction : it consists of

twenty-eight stanzas, or one hundred and twelve lines, and
begins

:

" Let us relate the history of noble chiefs

Who bore over Erinn illustrious sway,

Of Curoi who in the conflict fell.

Which was the tragic death of three"/*^^

The three whose tragical deaths are spoken of here were : story of the

Curoi MacDair (King of West Munster, at the period of the ^mlFlr
^" "^

cein-
e bardIncarnation, who was treacherously killed at his Court of

ciroti/ac

Cathair Conroi, near Tralee, on account of his wife Blanait, by
Cuchulainn, the great Ulster Champion),—the lady Blanait her-

self,—and Ferceirtne the poet.

After the death of Curoi^ Cuchulainn carried the lady Blanait

with him into Ulster. Curois faithful poet and harper, Fer-

ceirtne, who had fled to the mountains of Kerry on his mas-

ter's death, soon bethought himself of taking vengeance of the

woman who betrayed him. He accordingly set out for the

north, and in due time arrived at Emania, the royal palace of

Ulster, where he was joyfully received by his former mistress,

Blanait, and her new husband, Cuchulainn. In a short time

after Ferceirtne^ arrival at Emania, King Conor and the Ulto-

nians held a great assembly at a place called Rinn Chinn Bear-

raidhe, on the brink of a high cliff. At this assembly, FerceirtnS

took an opportunity of engaging the lady Blanait in conversa-

tion, during which he imperceptibly drew her to the brink of

the precipice, when he suddenly clasped his arms around her,

and flung himself with her over the cliff, where they were both

killed : and this was the tragical death of " the three" ; that is, of

Curoi Mac DairS, his faithless wife Blanait, and his faithful poet

and harper Ferceirtne.

This is a valuable poem, bearing undoubted evidence of the

remote antiquity of a great number of historic facts, as well as

of many of our historic tales such as those of which I formerly

gave an account.

After Fothadh-na-Canoine and Flannagan, we find in
^Y°/?'a»

same century several contemporary teachers, of whom the most

original :—Inm-o feel fCAi"lce|\ tiAi|\ic,

VOL. I. 7
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LECT. V. distinguislied was Maelmura^ the priest, poet, and historian of

Falian Mura, in Ulster. He was the author of a celebrated

poem in praise of Flann Sionna, Monarch of Erinn from the

year 877 to 914; and of a more celebrated and historically

important poem, on the origin and migrations of the Milesians.

The latter poem has been published, with the Irish version of

Nennius, by the Irish Archaeological Society (for 1847).
Of the poet- In tliis ccntury also flourished the poetess Laitheog, mother
ess Laithc6g

-i^qgI Flann Mac Lonain^ already spoken of ; but of her

compositions one piece only has ever come under my notice.

This is a short poem addressed by her to her son Flann, ex-

horting him to liberality and generosity, such as became a

distinguished poet and scholar as he was : that he who received

whatever he asked from others ought himself to be bountiful,

keep a house ofhospitality, and have a welcome for learned and all

other guests. She advises him to write a poem, and go with it

to the north, to the four brave and generous chiefs of Tirconnell,

namely : Maeldoraidh [ancestor of the O'Muldorys]
;
Eignea-

clian [ancestor of the O'Donnells] ; Flaitlihhertach [ancestor of

the O'Lavertys] ; and Canannan [ancestor of the O'Canannans]

:

but she gives the preference to Eigneclian.

This curious poem consists of twelve stanzas, or forty-eight

lines, beginning

:

*' Blessing upon thee, O Flann of AidhnS

;

Receive from thy mother counsel

;

Let not thy noble career be without hospitality,

Since to thee is granted whatever thou seekest".^^^^

This poem is quoted (and the poetess styled " the Nurse of

the Learned") in a poem written by Brian Muadh Mac Con-

midJiS, in praise of Neachtan O'Donnell, chief of Tirconnell,

who fell in battle in the year 1452.

^wTmain ^^^^ ccutury also, as we have seen, flourished Flann Mac
Eonain, who was a native o^Aidhne, or South (yonnacht,and chief

poet of all Erinn. He was author of several poems still extant.

Two of the existing poems were written for Lorcan, King of

Munster, the grandfather o£ Brian Boromha; and a third, a de-

scription ofthe Palace o^Ceann Coradh, at Cill-da-lua (Killaloe),

in the days of Ceinneidigh, the son of Lorcan and father of

Brian. These poems are described by Edward O'Reilly, in

his Irish Writers, at the year 891 ; but I have, in my own

original betiriAcc 0]\c a Vtonin Ai-otie,

o'-o niACAiiA cotriAi]\'Le

njk b'l cAn gA^c AT)' jnim 5I6
Oip ij- Vac tii dmnge.
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possession, copies of four other poems, attributed, in ancient lect. v.

manuscripts, to this author, which O'Reilly had not met. The
first of these poems has a curious legend prefixed to it, by way
of poetical preface to the topographical narration of which the

piece consists:

It happened (we are here told) that on one occasion the poet Topojn-aphi-

Mac Liaff, who was the successor of 3fae Lonain^ went from his Mlc^Li^g^^

residence at Loch Riach, in the county of Galway, on a visit to

King BrianBoromha^ at Ceann Coradli^ accompanied by hisusual

company of learned men and pupils, and attended by Ilhreclitach

the harper, who had also been harper to his predecessor Mac
Lonain. Their path lay over the high and dreary range of

mountains, called Sliahh EchtgS, which separate the present

couAties of Clare and Galway. In the course of their journey

they sat, to rest and refresh themselves, on the side of one of

the numerous hills of the range, called Ceann Crochan, or

Crochan Head. Here, as they looked out over the prospect,

Mac Liag said :
" Many a hill, and lake, and fastness, in this

range ; and it would be great topographical knowledge to know
them all". Upon which llbrechtach the harper said: " If it

were 3fac Lonain that were here, he could name them all, and
give the origin of their names besides". Let this fellow be
taken and hanged", said Mac Liag. The harper begged a

respite till next morning, and he was granted it. When the

morning came they saw the form of Afac Lonain coming to-

wards them ; and on his nearer approach he said :
" Permit your

victim to escape, and I will give you the name and origin of

every remarkable locality in this range of Echtge'\ His request

was of course complied with ; and thereupon he recited a poem
of thirty-three stanzas, or one hundred and thirty-two lines, be-

erinning

:

" DeHghtful, delightful, lofty Echtge\^''^'^

The poet goes on then, in a vigorous and clear style, to give

some account of the history of the mountain, and the tribes and
warriors who in succession occupied it, made it their hunting
ground, and left their names on some parts of it;—among
whom he mentions Finn Mac Cumhaill^ and his warriors. He
then enumerates by name all the remarkable places ; the hills,

peaks, lakes, rivers, fords, woods, etc; and he concludes with
a vigorous eulogium on the Dalcassians of Clare, their munifi-

cence, and loftiness of soul, ofwhich the poet gives a very curious

specimen. He relates that, on one occasion, he met a Dalcas-

sian at Magh Fini^ in the county of Galway, who had just con-

original :—Aibin-o, Aititit), edcp ^^-o.

7b
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LEf^T. V. eluded a service of twelve montlis to a man of that county, from
[Of Mar. whom lie received a cow and a cloak for his wages:—Having
Lonam.]

poct, on his way home, he addressed him in these

words, as he tells us

:

" He said to me, in pinident words:
' Sing to me the history of my country

;

* It is sweet to my soul to hear it' ;

—

And the composition he instantly purchased.
" Thereupon I sang for him the poem.

Nor then did he show aught of loth

;

All that he had earned,—not mean or meagre,

—

To me he gave without deduction.
" The upright Dalcassians heard of this;

They received him with honour in their assembly

;

They gave to him—the noble race

—

Ten cows for every quarter of his own cow.
*' No dearth of raiment or food has been heard of,

Upon the Dalcassians, or upon their king

;

That friendly race, as I well know.
Are never without their sweet happiness".

The poem is thus carried on to the end, as if composed and
recited by Mac Lonain after his death. His death had been
a violent one ; for he had been killed, in the county of Clare,

by a party of robbers from the county of Waterford ; and he is

made to mention this circumstance, and the names of the party,

here.

This, as I have already said, is a very curious poem
;
but,

unless Mac Liag is taken to have recited but a known poem of

Mac Lonain^ and to have introduced it in the picturesque way
described, it is clear that it was written by Mac Liag himself;

and if so, then probably at the suggestion, and from the remi-

niscences, of Ilbrechtach the harper, who must himself have
been no ordinary personage to be selected as the constant com-
panion of two such men as Mac Lonain and 3fac Liag.

Poem by The second, hitherto unknown, poem of 3fac Lonain^ is a
Mac Lonatn. ^'^^ romautic ouc too, as may be understood from the fol-

lowing prose legend, which is prefixed to it:

At a certain time that Mac Lonain and his company were
passing through a desert place on these mountains, they were
overtaken by a tempest, and detained so long that at last their

stock of food was exhausted, and still the weather had not im-

proved. Wliile they were in the act of saying among them-
selves, that if they had food they would at least make an attempt

to move notwithstanding the storm, they saw coming towards
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them a great, rude, burly clown, holding a fat cow by the tail lect. v.

with one hand, and a forester's axe in the other. The poet[Ofi/ac

asked him if he were wilHng to sell the beef He answered
^^^'"'^

that he would not, but that he would barter it for a cow such

as he himself shoidd choose. 3fac Lonain said that he would
give him such a cow if he would but give time. The clown

agreed to do so ; but requested to be allowed to slaughter and
cook the beef himself, a request that was gladly granted him.

The cow was killed and cooked accordingly ; and the poet and
his company ate heartily and were satisfied, and they heaped
gifts and presents on their benefactor.

The clown, after this, departed ; but at the end of a year he
came to Mac Lonain s house, accompanied by four others hke
himself, each carrying a woodman's axe in his hand ; and they

were a rude, fierce, party of five men, (says the poet); and
large was the space which they took up in the poet's house

;

and great and voracious was their feeding ; and they beat and
abused the women, and servants, and dogs, in and about the

house ; and they declared they should have nothing less than a

cow which should never run dry, or to remain altogether in

the house.

Mac Lonain then asked the chief of them his name: " I am
Forester, the son of Entangled Forest", said he.

Mac Lonain then addresses Forester, in a poem of twenty-

five stanzas (or one hundred lines), on the unreasonableness of

his demand, the impossibility of complying with it, and the

weight of himself and his companions on the establishment. In
the course of the poem the author pays a handsome compHment
to, and pronounces a benison on, the Dalcassians, men, women,
children, and clergy, for their hospitality and Hberahty ; from
which it may, perhaps, be inferred, that the poet's (fifficulty

with the fabled Forester, was an innocent hint to afford the

Dalcassians another opportunity of indulging in their wonted
munificence.

The authenticity of the poem is well attested by the fact that

the author pays in it a particular compliment to Sida-an-Eich-

BhuidhS (that is, " Sida of the bay steed"), the chief of the Clann
Cuilein, (the tribe-name of the Mac Namaras of Clare), and to

his son Aisidh^, who must have been very young at the time

;

two well-known personages in the pedigree of the MacNamaras,
and who must have been both Hving, about the time of the

poet's death, in the year 918.

The poet also bears evidence to the learning and literary,

labours, historical and critical, ofhis contemporary, Cormac Mac-
CuUinan, King of Munster and Archbishop of Cashel ; while he
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V- celebrates the valour and mimificence of the reigning monarcli,

Flann SmnaS*^^

"^em on't?e^
The third of these hitherto unnoticed poems is one of twelve

sons of Each- stanzas, or forty-eight lines, in praise of the five sons of the

mheadhdin.' Monarch Eochaidli Muiglimlieadhdin; namely, Brian, Fiacha,

Fiachra, A Hilly and Niall (" of the Nine Hostages"). This rare

poem begins :
—

" The sons of Eocliaidh,—high their renown".

e^gy^oTth'e
'^^^ fourtli of thcse very rare poems of Mac Lonain, and

death of £:iv- One of curious historical value, is his elegy on the death oi' Fig-

of Dahic^^ necJian, the son of Dalacli, hereditary Prince of Tirconnell (now
Donegal), and ancestor ofthe great O'Donnell sept ofthat ancient

territory. The chief of Tirconnell died in the year 902 ; and on
hearing of the sad event, from his servant, Mac Nagcuach, the

poet, who, it appears, was no stranger to his mansion and his

hospitality, wrote these verses, consisting of sixty-four stanzas,

or two hundred and fifty-six lines, which he sent forthwith to

the north; and in them he dwells, with considerable minute-

ness, on his own reception in former times by the deceased

chief, and on the various gifts and presents which he had re-

ceived from him. From the nature of the presents thus de-

scribed, and the circumstances under which they were given,

and sometimes procured by the donor, this poem presents to

us a very interesting glimpse of the mode of life at the court

Fignechan at the time.

The most curious part of this poem, however, very valuable as

it is in a historic point of view, is that in which we are told that

the chief found himself compelled to purchase peace and ex-

emption from plunder and devastation for his territory from the
'* Danish pirates", who were at this time committing fearful de-

predations along the sea-board of the island. This peace and
exemption were purchased by the chief consenting to the mar-
riage of his three beautiful daughters,

—

Diiibhlinn, Bebuadha,
and Behhinn,—to three of the pirate commanders, whose names
were Cathais, Turgeis, and Tor. After the marriage the pirates

sailed away with their wives and their booty to Carraic Bra-
craighe, in Inis Fogliain (now called Innishowen, in Donegal.)

Here, however, the Lady Duihlilinn^ who had been married to

«8) This curious poem begins

:

Ipi-obA-oAc tDAc fe-oA Forester, the son of the Entangled "Wood,

•OufcAib coti^db jteo'o, Has taken upon him to make battle,

—

1]'A1§ ill AC A bo -00 biwoA, He will eat the value of his cow in food,

be|AAi*6 A bo -pA "oeoij. And he must have his cow besides,

original:—niAicne echAch, AjxT) a rt-gb^.
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the pirate chief Cathais, eloped from him while he lay asleep,

.

taking with her a casket containing trinkets to the amount of

one thousand ungas of gold; and she succeeded in safely

making her escape to the house of Cathelan, son of Maelfah-

haill, the chief of that district, who had been formerly her lover,

and under whose guardianship she was the more ready to place

herself. When the pirate awoke and found his bride and his

casket gone, he flew in a rage to her father, and threatened to

have his territory ravaged if he did not restore to him his casket.

This Eignechan undertook to do ; and he invited the Dane to

come on a certain day, with his brother commanders, and all

their immediate followers, to his court at Ceann Maghair^ (in

Donegal,) where the gold should be restored, and the company
royally entertained. The Danes arrived, and were well enter-

tained accordingly; after which the company retired to the

lawn of the court, where stood a tree upon which the Tircon-

nellian warriors were accustomed to try their comparative

strength and dexterity, and the metal and sharpness of their

swords, by striking their mightiest strokes into its trunk. The
company, by Eignechan^ arrangement, sat in circles around

this tree, for the usual purpose ; the chiefs of both parties stand-

ing nearest to it. Eignechan then stood up to open the sports

;

and drawing his sword, he struck at the tree, but designedly

missed it; and the weapon glancing oj0f with immense force,

struck his reputed son-in-law, the Dane Cathais, on the head,

killing him on the spot. This was a preconcerted signal for the

Tirconnellians, who instantly rushed on the rest of the band of

their enemies, and quickly put them all to the sword.

The number of the Danes on this occasion may be inferred

from the stated number of their ships, which was one hundred
and twenty ; and it is stated that not one of their crews escaped.

Eignechan then demanded and received the casket of gold

from his daughter ; and he gave it all away on the spot, in proper

proportions, to the tribes and to the chief churches of his prin-

cipality. Just, however, as he had concluded the distribution

of the whole of the piratical spoil, Mao Lonain with his com-
pany of learned men and pupils happened to arrive on the lawn,

on a professional visit to his patron. •And here we have a cha-

racteristic trait of the manners of the times. When the chief

saw the poet, and found himself with empty hands, he blushed,

and was silent; but his generous people perceiving his con-

fusion, immediately knew the cause, and came forward to a man,
placing each his part of the gold in the hands of his chief.

Eignechan'^ face brightened ; he re-divided the gold, giving the

poet a share of it proportionate with his rank and profession,
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LgcT. V. and disposing of the remainder among those who had so gene-

rously relieved him from his embarrassment.

This curious poem contains very many other points of inte-

rest,—and amongst them JEignecharis pedigree. It begins as

follows :

—

" Fearful the news, O Mac na-g-Cuach,

Which thou hast brought us,—O sad fact !

—

That JEignechan, the son of beloved Dalach,

Is buried beneath the heavy green earth"/^"^

I have now traced down the stream of learning, (more rapidly

as I have approached the better known eras of our history), to

a period from which O'Reilly and other writers have so far

illustrated the Literary History of Erinn that I shall only refer

ofcormac to a vcry few names more. Contemporary with Flann Mao
fthic cuui- jr.^^^j-^ ^^rg^g celebrated Cormac MacCullinan, King of Muns-

tcr and Archbishop of Cashel, who was killed in the year 903,
at the battle of Bealach MugJma, fought by him against the

Monarch i^/aMW Sionna. Of Cormac's previous history some ac-

count has been given in a former Lecture and his connection

with the eventful story of Queen Gormliath, Flann Sionna^s

daughter, will be remembered. Cormac s fame is, however, so

very generally familiar, that I need do no more than recall

here that he has always been regarded as one of the most dis-

tinguished scholars in Europe of his time. He was educated in

the Church of Disert Diarmada, (now Castle Dermot, in the

county of Kildare) ; and besides the knowledge which he is

recorded to have acquired of the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,

the British, the Saxon, the Danish, and other northern Ian

guages, he is regarded as having been one of the greates

Gaedhelic scholars that ever lived.

Of learning The tenth and eleventh centuries produced a very large num-
aiid xi. cen- ber of men deeply versed in our native language and literature,
tunes.

^^^Yl as in the classical literature of the times. Of these, the

space allotted to the present portion of our inquiry will permit

me to give here but the names of a few, some portions of whose
works, and whose dates, are given by Edward O'Reilly, in his

Irish Writers, and a few more, whose precise time within

tills period I have not been able to ascertain, but whose names,

(50) original :—A^vo -oo tS^^^ ^ mViic ha 5-CtiA6,

X)o -out fo'n cAl-TTJAin c|\OTn jiU

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish Ilistory.—Lect. vi.;

p. n2.
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as well as those of the others, and some parts of their works, are lect v

preserved in the Book of Leinster. Of these, I may particularly

mention

:

Dalian Mac More (who is not mentioned by O'Reilly), a poet of Daiian

of Leinster, who was attached to the Court of Cearbhall, the king
^

of that province, at Naas, and the recorder of his patron's achieve-

ments. He appears to have been present at the battle of Magh
A ilbh e, inwliich Cormac MacCu11 inan was killed, in the year 903.

And I should not pass over Cormac " an Eigeas^\ a poet who
.9^,f^^^',"^.

was attached to the celebrated Palace of Ailech, near Derry, the

royal residence of the Kings of Ulster, and who was the author

ofa long poem commemorative of the expedition made by Muir-
chertach, son of Niall " Glun-DuhK\ about the year 940, into

Leinster, Munster, and Connacht,—from which that prince re-

turned home with the hostages of these provinces, all of which
he placed in the hands of his father-in-law, the monarch. This
poem has been pubhshed by the Irish Archaeological Society, in

the first volume of their pubhcations ; and it is now pop\ilarly

known as the " Circuit of Mortogh of the Leather Cloaks".

The next great name at this period is that of Cinaedh O'Har- ^^Ha*"^
tagan, a distinguished poet and scholar, who died in the year

975 ; he was author of several poems, copies of which have come
down to our times, and of which Edward O'Reilly, in his Lish
Writers, at this year, gives a description,—which is sometimes,

however, incorrect.

1st, A poem of twenty-eight stanzas, or one hundred and
twelve lines, on the splendour of the Tech Alidhchuarta, or

Great Banqueting Hall, of Tara, in the time of Cormac Mac
Art,—Monarch of Eriim, in the third century,—and of the

magnificence of that celebrated monarch's household appoint-

ments ; beginning

:

" World of perishable splendour".^^^

The oldest copy of this poem that I have seen, is preserved

in the Book of Leinster ; but it is there ascribed to Coi^nac Fili

(Cormac "the Poet") , awriter with whose time Iam unacquainted.

2nd, A poem of twenty-six stanzas, or ninety-six lines, on the
origin of the name of Rath Essa^ an ancient court in Meath.
Eochaidh Airemh^ Monarch of Erinn about a centuiy before the

Incarnation, had a favourite daughter named Essa, to whom he
ofiered her choice of any situation in his kingdom, for her resi-

dence ; and she selected a spot south of Tara, from which she
could see not only Tara, but Brugh-na-Boinne (the Palace of the

original :
—'Dom^n oucAiti AUiir>x)e.
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LECT. V. Boyne), and Beinn Edair (the Hill of Howth). Here, tliere-

t?u2tagl1Ii]
father built a court for her, which ever after bore the

name of Rath Essa, or Essas Court. This poem begins

:

She stood here to observe"/^'>

This poem is preserved in the DinnseanchaSj in the Book of

Ballymote ; but with no author's name.

3rd, A poem of eighteen stanzas, or seventy-two lines, of the

origin of Dumha Eire, or Ercs Sepulchral Mound, and of the

Hill of Acaill (now the Hill of Screen, near Tara, in Meath),

beginning :

*' Acaill near unto Tara".^^*^

This poem is also found in the Dinnseanchas.

4th, A poem of thirteen stanzas, or fifty-two lines, on Brugh-
Mic-an-Oig (the ancient Tuatha De Danann Palace, on the

Boyne, near Slane), and several of the mounds and wonders of

that extraordinary locality. This poem begins

:

"Noble thy appearance, O plain o{ Alac-an-Og

The oldest copy of this very curious poem that I know, is

preserved in the ancient Leahhar na h-Uidhrd, in the Royal
Irish Academy.

5 th, A poem of thirty-two stanzas, or one hundred and
twenty-eight lines, on the origin of the name of Tara, beginning

:

" It reflects credit on the women".^^^^

The " credit reflected on the women", according to this poem,
arose from the fact that the name Teamuir, (now, corruptly,

Tara), comes of 2ea, the name of King Eremon's wife, and Ifwr,

a mound ; and it means Teas Sepulchral Mound, because she

was buried on this hill, at her own special request.

6th, A poem of fourteen stanzas, or fifty-six lines, on the

manner of the death and place of sepulture of each of the six

sons of Aedh Slaine, Monarch of Erinn, who was slain in the

year 600. This curious poem begins:
*' Oilioll repaired into Cailledh^'S^'^

7th, A poem of thirty-six stanzas, or one hundred and forty-

four lines, on the manner and places of death of a great number
of the warriors whose names occur in Irish history, chiefly

Ultonians, from Conor Mac Nessa, King of Ulster, at the time of

the Crucifixion, down to the Monarch Einnaclita the Festive",

who was slain at Grellach Dollaigh, in Meath, in the year 693.

This poem begins

:

original :
—

"Oefi-o •oo nnmiiniA^A.
(60 original :

—

AcaiLL Aice Uem|\A6.
(65) original :

—

An fin, <\ niAj, niic aii Oj.
(56) original :

—

X>o beii\ tiiAin -00 riA ninAib".
(67) original :—X)o tui-o Oilitt ipti diAilli-o.
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*' Champions who flourished at Emania; lect. v.

In the palace of Cruachain; at Tara; lOiCinaedh

T T 1 • 1 f 1 O'Hartagan.]
In Jbuachair^ renowned tor heroes

;

In Ailinn^ in West Munster".*^^^^

Of this most rare and valuable poem, which O'Reilly had not

seen, I am well acquainted with two authentic copies. One of

these copies was made by myself in the year 1849, from an
ancient vellum manuscript, now in the possession of a private

gentleman in England. This copy consists of thirty-eight

stanzas, or one hundred and fifty-two lines, interlined with most
valuable notes and commentaries to all excepting the last four

stanzas.

The second copy is preserved in the Book of Leinster, but
without the interhned notes. This copy, in its present

condition, consists of forty-seven stanzas, two of which are

mutilated ; the stanzas, from thirty-six to forty-six, both included,

are interpolated, and bring the history down from the death of

Finnachta in 693, to the great battle of Moin Mor 'm Munster,
which took place in the year 1151. This battle was fought by
Torlogh O'Oonor, King of Connacht, and Dermot Mac
Murrogh, the infamous King of Leinster, with all their forces,

against Torlogh O'Brien, King of Munster, and his Dalcassians

;

and seven thousand of the latter were slain in it.

It is noticed in the margin of the Book of Leinster, in the

original hand, that these verses were added by Finn (Mac
Gorman), Bishop of Kildare, who, we know, was the transcriber

of a great part of this old volume, and who died in the year 1160.

Still the two concluding stanzas are O'Hartagan's, and conclude,

according to ancient usage, with the first word of the piece, to

show that the poem is perfect.

8th, The next is a hitherto unknown poem of O'Hartagan's,

which consists of eleven stanzas, or forty-four lines. Its subject

is the pillow of Saint Buite, in his ancient church of Mainister

Butte, in the county of Louth, (now incorrectly called Monaster-
boice). The legend referred to in this poem is not sufficiently

expressed in the text; but, as far as it is given, it contains a fair

account of the cause and manner of the death of Conor Mac
Nessa, King of Ulster, who had been struck in the head by the

Connacht warrior Ceat, son of Magach, with the fatal ball which
had been formed from the brain of Mesgedhra, King of Leinster,

when he was killed by the great Ulster champion, Conall Cear*

^^^^ original:—t^iAtitiA Tdaua^ in etriAiri,

1 flAic C|\tiACAr), Til Uem<M|\,

111*0 -AUito, in lA|\-mutn<Mn.
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LECT. V. nach^ as has been related in a former Lecture/^^^ But the part of

the story which is not sufficiently explained in this poem is where
the author calls this ball a stone,—saying that it lodged seven

years in King Conor's skull,—that it fell out on the day of the

Crucifixion,—and that this stone was afterwards the pillow upon
which Saint Buite was accustomed to lay his head when taking

his scanty sleep ; and as such, the poet addresses to it these most
curious verses, which are preserved in the Book of Leinster, and
begin as follows

:

" Thou, yonder stone, on which often lay

BuitS the good, the son of Bronach the fair

;

Thou wert often a diadem in battle-fray.

When lodged in the head of the brave MacNessa/^®^

9th, The last of O'Hartagan's poems which I feel called upon
to mention, has also been unnoticed hitherto. It is one of

seventeen stanzas, or sixty-eight lines, on the death of Niall
*' of the Nine Hostages", and his sepulture at Ochun in Meath.
This poem is preserved in the Book of Leinster, beginning

:

" Behold the warrior-grave of j\iairS'^^^

I think I need hardly call attention to the historical value

of poems such as these, in which so many detailed references

are to be found to some of the most interesting and important

facts of our early history.

Of Eochaidh After this Cinaedh O'Hartagan, the next celebrated Gaedhelic
* scholar on our list is Eochaidh O'Flinn, an eminent writer of

historical poetry, who died in the year y84. Edward O'Reilly,

in his Irish Writers, at this year, gives a list of this author's

poems, as found by him in various manuscripts, and describes

them fairly enough; but he sometimes translates the opening

line inaccurately.

The following are the poems ascribed to this author by
O'Reilly:—

1st, A poem of fifty-six stanzas, or two hundred and twenty-

four lines, mterlined with a gloss, upon the invasion of Erinn

by Partholan;—giving an account of the place from which he
first set out for Erinn ; the places he stopped at in his passage

;

the period at which he arrived in Erinn ; the chief persons that

(59) Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish History
^ p. 636. Ap-

pendix, No. CLVI.

^^°> origiual :—A clot tAll -po^ 6 t^i-d tiAip,

"btiice buAin, tn^c "b^AoriAij bAin,

UopfA mint) A]\ c]AeffA c6i|\,

X)i<x m-hi, 1 CHIT) mic TleffA

(61) original :
—

"OedAi'd fe|\cA tiitAig neiLl.
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accompanied Kim in his expedition ; the invasion of the Fomo- lect v.

rians ; the number of their ships and people ; and the battle of [Of Eochaidh

Magh Itha^ fought between them and Fartholan's people. This
^

poem begins:

PartJiolan,—from whence came he"/^^^

This poem is preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions,

in the Royal Irish Academy ; and copies are to be found (but

without the gloss), in the Books of Ballymote and Lecain;

though in none of these three books is it ascribed to O'Fhnn.
2nd, A poem, interlined with a gloss, containing twenty-six

stanzas, or one hundred and four lines, on the Colonizations of

Erinn, first by the lady Ceasair, and again \>j Partholan; giving

an account of the times in which both these colonies arrived in

Erinn ; the niunber and names of the lakes and rivers discovered

in Erinn, in the time of Pariliolan; and the extinction of the

entire colony. This poem begins:
*' You learned men of Conns beautiful even land".<^^^^

This copy is to be found in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions

;

and copies (without the gloss), in the Books of Leinster, Bally-

mote, and Lecain; in all of which it is ascribed to O'Flinn.

3rd, A poem of seven stanzas, or twenty-eight lines, upon
the division of Erinn between the four sons of Partholan^

marking the places where the boundaries of each met. This
poem begins

:

"Four sons of Griffin-like voice".^®*^

This poem is found in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions, and
in the Books of Ballymote and Lecain; but in neither of the

two last is the author's name given.

4th, A poem of seventeen stanzas, or sixty-eight lines, giving

the names of the Druids, artizans, farmers, etc., who accom-
panied Partholan to Erinn. This poem begins:

*' Good were the great family".^^^'

This poem is found in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions,

under O'Flinn's name; and also in the Books of Ballymote
and Lecain^ but with no author's name.

5th, A poem of fourteen stanzas, upon the destruction of

Conaing's Tower, (on Torry Island, on the coast of Donegal),

and the battles fought between the Fomorians and the Neme-
dians. This poem begins

:

" The destruction of Conaing's tower by valour".^^®^

original:—pA-ptotAti, CAr» cAitiic.

(63) original:—A CAetriA cVilAi-fv diuiiro ioemfeir^j.
(61) original:—CeAC|\A-p triAC bA 5|\i'b'6A sto-p.
(S5) original:—tlo bo mAic An -mtiitinci-p trio-p.

(66) original :—CojAii ctii]\ CoriAin^ co n-jAil.
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^' This poem is found in tKe O'Clerys* Book of Invasions, under
lot Bochaidh O'FHnn's name ; and in the Books of Leinster, Ballymote, and

jbecaiTij but with no authors name given m those manuscripts.

6th, A poem of one hundred and ninety-six lines, interhned

with a gloss. In this poem O'Flinn mentions the creation of

Adam, and the time which elapsed from that era to the time

at which the lady Ceasair is said to have landed in Erinn ; the

number of years that expired between the universal deluge and
the colonization of Erinn by Partholan; and the interval be-

tween the destruction of PartJiolan^s colony, by the plague,

and the arrival of Nemedh. He then gives an account of the

Nemedian colony ; of their coming from Scythia, and their pas-

sage to Erinn ; and recoimts the number of their ships, and the

names of their leaders. The transactions of the Nemedians
after their landing in Erinn are then related ; such as the clear-

ing of several plains by cutting down the timber, with which
the country was overgrown ; the discovery and bursting forth

of lakes and rivers ; the hardships the Nemedians suffered from
the Fomorians; the battles they fought with them; and the

destruction of Conaing's Tower; the return of part of the

colony to Greece ; and the retirement of another portion of it

into Britain, under their chief, Britan Mael, from whom that

country is said to have derived its name. This poem begins

;

" Great Erinn, made illustrious by the Gaedhirs^^^

This poem is preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions,

under O'FHnn's name; and in the Books of Leinster, Bally-

mote, and Lecain; but in these with no author's name.

7th, A poem of eighteen stanzas, or seventy-two lines, giving

an account of the Invasion of Erinn by the Tuatha De Danann,
who were the descendants of another son of the above Nemedh,
who passed out of Erinn after the destruction of Conaing's

Tower. This branch of the Nemedians, according to the poem,
seated themselves in the northern islands of Greece, and now
returned under the above name. The poem recounts their

subsequent travels through the north of Europe ; their battles

;

their proficiency in magic and other sciences; the names of

their chief men, women, poets, poetesses, doctors, druids, arti-

ficers, etc. ; the magical or talismanic articles that they brought
with them into Erinn, namely,—the Lia Fail, or Stone of

Destiny, as it is generally called by Latin and English wi'iters,

on which the Monarch s of Eiinn were anciently crowned at

Tara; the wonderful spear of the champion Lug; and the

gifted caldron of their King, the Daglida M6r; their manner

(87) original : — ei^e ott oit\T)nic ^AeiT:)!^
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of coming into Erinn ; their battle with, and overthrow of, the lect. v»

Firbolgs, at Magh Tuiredh; the institution of the public games ^^^^^^^'^^'^^

at TaUten in Meath, on the first day of August in each year

;

and many other curious things. This valuable poem begins

:

Erinn the proud and the warlike"/^®^

This poem is preserved, with an interlined gloss, in the

O'Clerys' Book of Invasions ; but the copy there contains but

fifteen stanzas ; and there are full copies m the Books of Lein-

ster, Ballymote, and Leoain; in all of which O'Flinn is set down
as the author.

8th, A poem of seventeen stanzas, or sixty-eight lines,

giving the names of the principal leaders that came with the

sons of Milesius into Erinn, and also the names of the places

where several of them died. This poem is preserved in the

Books of Leinster and Lecain^ in both of which its authorship

is ascribed to O'Flinn. It begins

:

** The chiefs of the expedition from beyond the sea".^^^^

9th, A poem of eighteen stanzas, or seventy-two lines, on
the accession of the brothers Sobhairce and Cermna (of the

Irian race), to the government of Erinn, about fifteen hundred
years before the Incarnation, according to the chronology of the

Annals of the Four Masters ; the partition of the island between
them, by a line drawn from Inhlier Colpa (the mouth of the

River Boinn), to Limerick; the Raths or Courts erected by
them, particularly those of Dun-Sobhairce (now Dunseverick,

in the county of Antrim), and Dun-Cearmna (on what is now
called the Old Head of Kinsale, in the county of Cork). This
poem begins

:

*' Dun SobJiaircS of the numerous host".*^'*'^

It is preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions, with an
interlined gloss, and under O'Flinn's name ; and in the Book of

Lecain, without either gloSs or author's name.

10th, A poem of eighty 'two stanzas, or three hundred and
twenty-eight lines, giving an account of the coming of the

Gadelians or Milesians into Erinn, " at the time that the Greeks
held the sovereignty of the world" ; and an account of all the

invasions of Erinn, from beginning to end; but particularly

that of the sons of Milesius of Spain. This poem begins

;

" Let the sons of delightful wisdorri listen" .^^'^

Copies of this important poem are preserved in the O'Clerys'

Book of Invasions, with an interlined gloss; and in the Books

(68) original:—ei^Ae co n-tJAitt co n-'io-oiiAib.

(69) original: —Uoifi§ riA toinjp ca)\ ieA|A.
(70) original:

—"Oun So'bA1|^ce 'oia|\ ftuAj titin.
(7>) original:—ei|'ceA'd Aef ejtiAi Aibitro.
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LF.cT. V. of Ballymote and Lecain, without the gloss, and less perfect,

[Of Eochaidh but uudei the name of O'Flinn in all.
oFiinn.]

11th, A poem of twenty-seven stanzas, or one hundred and
eight lines, giving an account of the building of the Palace of

Emania in Ulster, by Queen Macha and her husband Cimhaeth

(six hundred and forty-five years before the Incarnation, accord-

ing to the chronology of the Annals of the Four IMasters) ; the

kings that ruled there from the time of Cimhaeth to the reign

of Conor Mac Nessa (contemporary with our Lord) ; and from
the death of Conor to the destruction of Emania by the three

Collas (immediately after the battle of Achadh-leith-dearg ^ in

which they defeated and slew Fergus Fogha, King of Ulster,

A.D. 331). It also gives the names of the provincial Kings of

Ulster who became Monarchs of Erinn. This poem begins

;

*' O delightful Emania of the spears".^^^^

This poem is preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of Invasions,

with an interlined gloss, and in the Book of Lecain (but there

without the gloss), in both of which it is ascribed to OTlinn.
It is also preserved in the Book of Leinster, without gloss or

author's name.
12th, A poem of eighteen stanzas, which gives the names of

the fifteen kings that reigned over the province of Ulster, from
the time of Cimhaeth to that of Concohar Mac Nessa^ and the

number of years that each king reigned there, from the time of

Concohar Mac Nessa to the destruction of that palace by the

three Collar. This poem, which appears to be a supplement to

the last described, begins

:

Cimhaeth^ the chief of the young warriors of Emania"/"^

Copies of this poem are preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of

Invasions, the Book of Lecain^ and the Book of Leinster, but

without any author's name ; there can, however, be little doubt
that it was written by O'Flinn. •

13th, A poem ofsixteen stanzas, on the reign of the Monarch
Ugaine M6r^ who is stated to have extended his rule over the

whole of the West of Europe, as far as the Mediterranean Sea.

UgainS had to wife Ceasair, the daughter of the King of France

;

by whom he had twenty-two sons and tliree daughters, among
whom he divided Erinn into twenty-five parts ; and it is these

divisions and their names, and the names of UgainS's children,

that form the principal subject of this poem, which begins:
'* UgainS the proud and illustrious".^'*^

Copies of this poem are preserved in the O'Clerys' Book of

(72) original:

—

A eniAin i-otiAi Aibmt?.
(73) original:—CitnbAecVi cteicVie n-6c ti etiiriA.

(7*) original:—U501ne uo^ttAt Ain|\Ok.
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Invasions, the Book of Lecain, and the Book of Leinster ; all of t-p-ct- v»

which give O'Flinn as the author. [Of Eochaidh

14th, A poem of fifty-eight stanzas, on the creation of the

world ; the names and ages of the patriarchs who lived before the

deluge ; the building and dimensions of Noah's Ark ; the deaths

of Noah and his sons ; the building of the Tower of Babel ; the

confusion of languages ; and the settlement in Egypt of Niul^

son of Fenius Farsaidh, ancestor of the Milesians. This poem
begins

:

" The Lord of Heaven is the Father of all men,
The gracious Son of Mary the Virgin,

Our chief, our safety, our head.

Without beginning, without limit, without end"/^^^

There is a fine copy of this poem preserved in the Book of

Lecain, but no author's name. Edward O'Reilly, however, in

his Irish Writers, ascribes it to O'Flinn.
" There is", says Edward O'Reilly, another poem that by

some persons is attributed to this author, beginning :
* The

king of lakes is this southern lake'.^^*^^ But it is by others, per-

haps more properly, ascribed to Flann of Buitd. It is to be
found in the Dinnseanchas"

.

O'Reilly, and those who with him attributed this poem either

to Eochaidh O'Flinn, or Flann of Monasterboice, are, however,
entirely wrong ; as it now clearly appears that neither of them
was the author. And not only were O'Reilly and those other

persons to whose opinions he refers, wrong, but even the gene-

rally accurate and cautious Keating, who ascribes it to O'Flinn,

was also mistaken. In the concluding stanza of several of the

poems just described, Eochaidh O'Flinn avows himself as the

author ; but in the present poem, (which is one giving an account

of the origin of the name of Loch Carman, now the Harbour
of Wexford), the poet concludes by stating that Eochaidh Eochaun

Eolach, or " the Learned", wrote this poem. Now, this is a dis- ''^he^iearn-^

tinction that we never find given to O'Flinn, though I believe >

he was equally deserving of it; nor was there any Eochaidh
of the tenth or eleventh century, who bore this distinction, but

Eochaidh *' the Learned" OCeirin, who was the contemporary
of Flann of Monasterboice, who died in the year 1056.

The compiler or transcriber of the ancient Leahhar na
h'UidhrS, who died in the year 1106, states that the curious

(75) original :

—

Ac1iai|\ c1iaic1i comifig nnrie,

true rriAicli tnui]\e ingine,
A|A ctungiT), A]\ coimp, a|\ cenn,
Cer» cu)', cen c^icVi, cen foi]Acer»n.

(761 original :—tlig tiA tocVi iti IocIi^^a ceAf.

VOL. I. 8
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t-ECT. V. Tract on the ancient Pagan Cemeteries of Erinn, preserved in

[Of Eochaidh th.2it Valuable book, had been compiled and collected by
oTiinn.]

Eochaidh " the Learned" OCeirin, and by Flann, from the

Books of Eochaidh O'Flannagan, at Armagh, the Books of

Monasterboice, and other choice books besides. There can,

then, be no doubt that this Eochaidh " the Learned" O'Ceirin

was the author of this poem on Loch Carman,
It was from this poem that Dr. Keating took the extract, of

three stanzas, on the triennial holding of the Great Feast of

Tara, as given in a former Lecture f^^ and it is on this occasion

that he ascribes the poem to Eochaidh OElinn^ in place of

Eochaidh O'Ceirin, the true author, of whom I shall have occa-

sion to speak more hereafter.

(7^) See ante, p. 1 2 ;
[and see same in Keating, (edition by John O'Mahony,

New York, 1857 ;) p. 232.]



LECTURE VI.

[DeUvered 16tb Jane, ld57.]

(III.) Education, and Literature
;
(continued). Of Mac Liag^ and hia

works [circa a.d. 1000]. The History of the "Wars of the Danes". Lite

of Brian Boromha; by Mac Liag. Poems by Mac Liag. Of Poems of

this writer not described by O'Reilly. Of the history of Cam Conaill. Of
Mac Cois^, and his Poems. Of a prose piece by Mac Cois€, Of the Tale
of the " Plunder of the Castle of Maelmilscothach",

We come now to MacLiag^ the chief historical Poet of Erinn,

in his time, who died in the year 1015. This remarkable man
was a native of South Connacht, and had in his early profes-

sional career been attached to the court of Tadhg O'Kelly, the

hereditary prince of Ui MaitiS^ an extensive territory of south-

eastern Connacht, bordering on the River Shannon
; (a chieftain

whose family is now represented in direct line of descent, by
my esteemed friend, Denis Henry Kelly, Esq., of Castle Kelly,

in the county of Roscommon).
On the death of jVIahon, King of Munster, the elder brother

ofBrian Boromha, in the year 974, he was succeeded by the

immortal Brian himself, who was then in the forty- eighth year

of his age, having been born in the year 925.

Wliether it was on his accession to the •

"^^ rone of Mimster, in

the year 974, or to the throne of all Erirui, in the year 1002,
I that Mac Liag became attached to i3rian, I am not able to say

;

1
but I believe it was at the latter j^eriod, and that it was then

j

also that Brian raised him to the chair u.. .ne monarch's Ollamh,

I

or chief Poet of Erinn, after which lived in the monarch's
i residence of Ceann Coradh (at Killaloe, in the presen^ county of

i Clare).^^«^

Edward O'Reilly, in his Irish Writers, at the year 1015, (^[MacLiag

\
gives a list of seven pieces, prose and verse, which he ascribes Sofatd his

to Mac Liag.

^'") It is to be remembered that no monarch of Erinn held his residence at

Tara, the ancient seat of the monarchy, ever since the death of Diannait, the
son Fergus Cerrbhedil, in the year 558, in whose reign the hill and palace wore
cursed by Saint Ruadan of Lothra (in Ormond) ; so that, after the desertion

of the ancient city, the monarch, of whichever of the different native families

he happened to be a member, fixed his residence wherever he pleased, but
generally if not invariably within his immediate piovincial territory. And it

was so with Brian, who fixed liis residence on the plain of Kiilaloe, in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of his own ancestral residence of Grianan Lachtna,—
the ruins of which are still to be seen, on the south shoulder of the Hill of

Craig Liaih, about a mile north-west of Kiilaloe.

8 B
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LKCT. vr. 1 st,—A book of tKe History and Annals of the wars and battles

[Of Mac of Erinn; but whicli, notwithstanding its title, was, he says,
^'"''^

confined to an account of the battles of Munster during the

time Brian Boromha. O'Reilly says that he had a copy ofthis

book in his own possession, made by John Mac Solly, of Stack-

alien in the county of Meath, in the year 1710. Now, it hap-

pens that this identical book is at present in the Royal Irish Aca-
demy, (under the class-mark of 13. 5, in the original collection

of the Academy) ; but the book of the Wars ofMunster, of which
O'Reilly speaks, forms but a single tract, making but fourteen

pages of the volume ; and there is not a word in it to show that

this tract was compiled by Mac Liag. Indeed, on the contrary,

there is internal evidence to show that it was written long after

Mac Liag^s death, and that it is no more than a well-known
popular abstract of the Battle of Clontarf, taken chiefly from the

more important tract known as the " Wars of the Danes and
Gaedhil", of which so much has been said in the course of my
former Lectures.^^^^

of\^iie -'^wars
i¥ac Liag, then, was certainly not the compiler of the parti-

ofthe cular tract which O'Reilly without any authority ascribes to

him. It is not, however, so certain that he was not the author

ofthe more important tract of the " Wars of the Danes" itself, in

.which the career of his great patron Brian is so faithfully and
so copiously recorded, and in which the terrible battle of Clon-

tarf, where the power ofthe Danish invaders was for ever annihi-

lated, is described in such graphic and minute detail that even
some Danish words spoken on the battle-field are preserved in

it. We know indeed from Mac Liag himself, that he was not

present at the battle of Clontarf; but we know that his inti-

mate friend, and fellow-poet and historian, Errard Mac CoisS^

of whom we shall presently have to speak, was present in the

train of the treacherous Malachy, King of Meath ; and we also

know that Mac Liag actually received from Mac CoisS a detailed

account of the battle, a fact wliich is to be learned from a poem
which I shall have presently to describe. We may suppose,

then, that Mac Liag had this tract on the Wars of the Danes
written, from the first coming in of the Danes, down to the

battle of Clontarf; and that, not having been himself present

at that battle, he sought from 3fac CoisS the details of it, which
the latter, as an eye-witness of the scene, must have been so

capable of furnishing to him.

ufeo/sriiin
—'^^^ second piece attributed to Mac Liag^ described by

Boromha. O'RciUy, was a Life of Brian Boromha; an extract from which,

^^'^ See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 232.
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he states, had been given by General Vallancey, in the first lect. vr.

edition of his Irish Grammar. Of this Life of BrianBorornha, [OfMao

I have never been able to see, or ascertain the existence of,
^*

any entire copy; but fortunately a very small fragment (the

very last leaf of it) remains in the well known hand of the last

great Irish scholar, Duhhaltach Mac Firhisigh; and this copy

must have been written by him before the year 1650, as he

changed the character of his handwriting in or about that year.

This single small leaf, which was discovered by me some years

ago, was merely laid in between two folios of the Leahhar
Buidhe Lecain (H. 2. 16, T.C.D.). But although this is an
old piece of composition, it is quite certain, I think, that it could

not have been written by Mac Liag. Indeed, from this little

fragment, it would appear to have been a later semi-religious life

of the great warrior,—something more in the nature of a sermon
on his life and death than a historical biography. This is, how-
ever, but a mere inference from the little that remains of it.

3rd,—The third piece described by O'Reilly, and attributed Poemsby

by him to Mac Liag, is a poem of forty stanzas, or one hundred
^^'^

and sixty lines, giving the names of the twelve sons of Cas, ^from

whom the Dalcassians of Thomond derive their tribe designa-

tion), and the different families which descended from each,

down to the sons of Brian Boromha, in whose time the poem
was evidently written. This poem begins

:

" Twelve sons that sprung from Cas'}-^^^

It is more than probable that Mac Liag was the author of this

poem ; but though there are copies of it preserved in the Books of

Ballymote and Lecain, they are not accompanied by any author's

name ; nor does O'Reilly give any authority for his statement.

4th,—The fourth piece of Mac Liag\ described by O'Reilly,

is a poem of eight stanzas, giving the names of the twelve sons

of Ceineidigh (Kennedy), the father of Brian Boromha, and
the manner of the death of each. This poem begins

:

'* The twelve sons of brave CeineidigK'

There are copies of this poem preserved in the Books of Bal-

lymote and Lecain. It is in the latter only that it is ascribed

to Mac Liag.

5th,—The fifth piece of Mac Liag\ described by O'Reilly, is

a poem of eleven stanzas, written on the fall of Brian Boromha,
with his eldest son Murchadh, and the flower of the warriors of

Munster and Connacht, at the battle of Clontarf, in the year
1014; and on the consequent desolate state of the fallen mo-
narch's palace at Ceann Coradh. This poem begins

:

(801 original :

—

T)a iii<lc -065 "oo cinn 6 cVi<\f.
^81) origiual:

—
'0<\ itiac -065 Ceitiei'015
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i.ECT. VI. Ceann CoradhI where is Brian?
IHAfac Or where is the splendour that was upon thee?

Where are the nobles and tlie sons ofkings,
With whom we drank wine in thy halls ?"^^^^

The concluding stanza of this plaintive poem shows plainly

enough who the author was. It runs as follows

:

" Woe that I live after Brian !

I am Mac Liag from the lake

:

To invite me into his treasury,

He would come an hundred times, O Ceann Coradh r^^^

An imperfect copy of this poem, with an English translation,

was published by my late lamented friend, James Hardiman,
in his Irish Minstrelsy ; and a full versification of it, by the late

James Clarence Mangan, from a literal prose translation ofmine,

was published in the Irish Penny Journal, No. 28 (Saturday,

January 9, 1841).

6th,—The sixth piece attributed to Mac Liag by O'Reilly, but

which he does not describe, and of the first line of which he
gives an incorrect version in text and translation, is a poem of

twenty-six stanzas, beginning

:

From the east has come the news of Brian's fall,

Alas ! that I am in this world after him

;

Thou messenger, who comest from the east,

Tell me, has Murchadh been slain too?"^^*^

The messenger here addressed by Mac Liag was Urard,

JErrardf or Errad Mac CoisS, poet and historian to Maelseach-

lainn, or ]\Ialachy the Second, King of Meath.
Malachy, with a thousand of the chosen warriors of Meath,

marched to Clontarf along with Brian to aid him ; but when
the battle commenced, he and his division fell out of the ranks,

and remained idle spectators of the bloody fight till its termina-

tion. Mac CoisS the poet, who accompanied his patron on the

occasion, had the best possible opportunity of witnessing the

details of the battle ; and as his person was held sacred and in-

violable by both natives and foreigners, we may suppose that

(82; original :—A CViinn C'ho]\A'6 CAi-ii "bjMAn
;

n6 CAi-oi in fciAiri -oo "bi o|\c,

CAi"Di triAice no tneic jMj,

5a n-i"bmir pn At) \>o^t: ?

»83; original:—1f triAipj acA De6 jAn "b^MAti,

1]* mifi niAC tiAj o'n "Linn
;

oom co5Ai)\m 50 cij riA -p^-o,

•DO cije-o yo cet), a cinn.
f"* original:—An oi)\ cAinic cuicim bViiMAin

tnAip5 ACA A]A 'OOniAn tlA "OlAlj

A cedcAipe C1C Anoi|v

inx)i)' 'ouinn niApbA-d mliuiAclioi-o.
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he availed himself of that circumstance to mix with the com- lect. vi.

batants as much as was consistent with his safety from the acci- [of Mac

dents of a battle-field, so as to collect all the detailed information
^^"^'^

that could be useful to his task of recording a full account of

the great scene at which he assisted.

At what place or time after the battle 3fac CoisS visited his

friend Mac Liag^ and related to him the particulars of the great

overthrow of the Danes, and the sad news of the fall of Brian,

of Murchadh, and of the flower of the Dalcassian army, does

not appear; but it is most probable that it was at Ceann Coradh;
and it must have been immediately after the battle, since Mac
Liag himself, as I shall soon show, visited the scene ofthe conflict

so early as before the interment of the slain had been concluded.

It is very probable that on the occasion of this visit Mac Liag
was able to collect a great many additional details of the battle

from the survivors of both parties, and that on his return home,
either by himself or assisted by Mac CoisS, he compiled from the

beginning this " History of the Wars of the Danes", or else added
to the part which he had already compiled the accoimt of the

Battle of Clontarf as collected by Mac CoisS and himself

But to return to the dialogue between the two poets. Mac
Coise, in the fourth and fifth stanzas of this poem, bears testi-

mony to the bravery and nobleness of Brian; and in the exag-

geration of his feehngs, goes so far as even to assert that so great

a sacrifice as his had not been offered on the altar of Justice,

Truth, and Religion, since the Great Sacrifice on Calvary
itself. Mac Liag, then, in the sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, and
tenth stanzas, continues his inquiries as to whether Murchadh
and many other leaders whom he names, had really fallen.

And in answer to these questions, Mac CoisS, at the eleventh

stanza, gives the names of several of the chiefs who fell, and
describes the position in which they lay dead on the battle-field.

At the eighteenth stanza he launches out into exclamations of
despairing grief; and he then continues to the end to review
the most important incidents in Brian's life and reign. This
interesting poem concludes with the following curious stanza:

*' There were found at St. Feichins frigid bed,

Wells of overflowing blood.

The sign of kingly Brian's death.

In the western border land of Erinn".^^*)

The place mentioned here as Saint Feichin's bed is the an-

(ss) oiiginal:

—

Ipy^t in lom-ooig V^eicin piA^\\

cobAi|\ 'tiA b-fttil ^o'bAi]\ b^UAij
;

coniA|\cA hiAX bViiMAin riA tn-beAiin

1 5-C|m6 iAfvcAi]\ riA Ti-eii\eAr»ri.
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i.ECT. VI. cient abbey of Cong, in the county of Mayo, wliich was founded
[()f Mac by Saint Feichin, who died in the year 664 ; but of the legend

ofthe bloody wells, and their connection with the death Brian
Boromha, I have never met any other account.

7th,—The seventh and last piece which O'Reilly attributes to

Mac Liag, is a poem of five stanzas, or twenty lines, beginning

:

It is a long time to be without happiness,

Such as I never thought I should be

;

When I was at the splendid Ceann Coradh,

Little did I fear that any one should rob me".^^^^

O'Reilly states that: This poem was written by the author

when he had retired to Innse Gall, (the Hebrides), after the

death of Brian Boromha^ and in it bitterly laments his absence

from Ceann Coradh, and his want of the pleasures he was there

accustomed to enjoy". He is mistaken as to the place at which
3Iac Liag is said to have written the poem, which was *' Inns6

an Ghaill BuibJi^ (i. e. the Island of the Black Foreigner), in

the Upper Shannon, and not Innse Gall, the Hebrides—a region

with which for the rest Mac Liag had no connection.

If 2fac Liag was the author of this poem at all, it is the worst

preserved, and the most corrupt and insipid, of all liis poems
with which I happen to be acquainted.

Poems of So much for those of 3Iac Liag's works mentioned in the

1^^(10-^^ list by O'Reilly; but I have also to mention a few more un-

tf'KdK
doubtedly genuine pieces of that celebrated bard's composition,

which are not described by that collector.

The first of these pieces of 3fac Liag's is one which O'Reilly

had seen, though he has not described it,—a poem of thii-ty-

three stanzas, or one hundred and thirty-two lines, which gives

an account of why and when Brian's town and palace of Ceann
Coradh had received the alias name of Boromha. The poet

describes in this piece how he happened to have been at Ceann
Coradh, on one occasion when Brian's tribute of cows from

Leinster and Ulster was being driven home ; that he went out

from the court to look at them ; and that he returned again, and
said to Brian-. "Here comes Erinn's tribute of cows to thee:

many a fat cow and fat hog on the plain before thee". " Be
they ever so many", said Brian, " they shall all be thine, O noble

poet !" Whereupon it was that Mac Liag gave the name of

Boromha to the town and plain ; a name which htcrally means
nothing more than a multitude of cows, either paid as tribute

originiil : — V'^-OA beic Aibtie<\]',

iii<x|\ -oo biof A 5-Cev\iin-CVio]\<.\-6 CAitii
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by, or carried off as prey from, an enemy. It is probable that lect. vi.

it was upon this occasion also that Brian himself received the rofif^c

addition to his name of Boromha, or " of the Tribute of Cows", ^^^ ^

though the fact is not stated in this copy of Mac Liag's poem.

The poet proceeds to give an account of the amount and kind

of the tribute sent to Brian to Ceann Coradh from the various

tribute-paying provinces and territories of Erinn
;
among which

we find an item of one hundred and fifty butts of wine from the

Danes of Dublin, and one of a tun of wine per day from the

Danes of Limerick. He then describes the order in which the

royal and noble guests of Brian sat around him in tlie great hall

of Ceann Coradh. Brian himself, we are told, sat at the head,

with the King of Connacht on his right hand, and the King of

Ulster (UHdia or West Ulster) on his left, and the King of

Tir-Eoghan opposite to him. At the door-post, nearest to

Brian ^ sat the King of Leinster, and at the other post of the

open door sat JDonnchadh (Donogh), son of Brian, and Mael-
seachlainn (Malachy) the King of Meath. Murchadh (Mo-
rogh), Brian's eldest son, sat in front of his father, with his back
to him ; with Aenghus, the son of Carrach, a valiant prince of

Meath, on his right hand, and the King of Tir Conaill on his

left. This position of Murchadh would seem to imply that Brian
occupied a seat elevated above the rest of the seats in the hall.

Tadhg, son oi Brian, and Tadhg O'Kelly, King of Ui Maine,

sat at the end or side opposite to the door, on Brian's right

hand ; and Maelruanaigh, chief of Ui Fiachra (in South Con-
nacht), sat on Tadhg's right hand. Such, then, was the arrange-

ment, so far as this poem goes ;—a poem of which, I am sorry to

say, I know but of one copy, and that a bad one, made by
Edward O'Reilly, now in the library of the Royal Irish Aca-
demy. It begins

:

" Boromha ! home of the kings

!

City of the renowned warriors of Munster

!

Since Brian the illustrious has sprung up,

The noble chief of free-born clanns".^^^^

2nd,—The second piece by Mac Liag, not described by
O'Reilly, is a poem of twenty-five stanzas, or one hundred fines,

on the origin and history of an ancient sepulchral heap of stones,

called Cam Chonaill, situated in the present county of Galway.
This poem begins:

*' Know ye the history from which", etc.^®^^

(8/) original :— boyvoiriA b^ile riA jMg,

|DO|\c riA tTluimiied:, -poclA An pc,
6 "oo ei^uj b^MAn b)\e§x)A,

cenn ]'o6ai|\5Ac fAoip fenex)A.
(88) original ;—ptroAit) iti ]'eAncA|"oiA ca.
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LECT. VI. The history of Cam Chonaill is shortly this. After the defeat

The history of the Firholgs by the Tuatlia Danann, in the great battle

nat/?Ti'oem of the southom Magh Tuiredh (as described in a former Lec-

°Liag!)
ture),^*^-* they fled the country, and a part of them took refuge

in the Hebrides, where they remained until driven out by the

Picts; upon which they returned to Erinn, in the reign of

Cairhre Nia-fear (a short time before the Incarnation). At
this time they were known as the Sons of Um6r (Clann
Umoir)^ and were led by their native chief Aengus, the^^son of

Um6r. On their arrival in Erinn, they went directly to Tara,

and besought the King, CairbrS, to give them some rich lands

in Meath, for which they were willing to pay him a fair rent.

The King complied with their request; but obliged them to

give him securities for their good conduct and integrity. They
vouched to him, then, as pledges, the celebrated warriors Ceat

Mac Magach, of Connacht, Boss Mac Deaghaidhj of ]\Iunster,

and Cucliulainn and Conall Cearnacli^ of Ulster. The Umo-
rians, however, soon found that the burthens which the avari-

cious king laid on them were too heavy; and they therefore

resolved secretly to fly from Cairhre s rule, and to pass into

Connacht, where they had contrived to conciliate the favour

of Ailill and Medhbhy the King and Queen of that province.

They set out, accordingly, by night, with all their property;

crossed the Shannon in safety, and were allowed to settle them-
selves in the southern parts of Connacht, more particularly in

the present counties of Galway and Clare, the latter forming

at that time part of Connacht.

Aengus, the chief of the Clann Umoir, settled himself in

the islands of Arann, and built the noble stone fortress which
bears his name to this day. Dun Aengus^ in the Great Island of

Arran
;
Cutra, the son of Umor^ settled at Loch Cutra (now

called Lough-Cooter, in the present county of Galway)
;
Conall^

son of Umor, in AidJinS in the same district; Adhar, son of

Umor, at Magh Ad/tair, the celebrated place of inauguration of

the Dalcassian chiefs (in the present county of Clare)
;
Dael^ son

of Umor, at Daelach, to the north of Ennistimon (in the same
county) ; and so on as to the several other chiefs of the party.

In the meantime the King of Tara demanded of his securi-

ties their pledge, and the four warriors passed into Connacht,

to take the sons of Umor; but the answer which they received

was, an offer of combat to each. The combatants met; and
Cing, the son of Umor, fell by the hand ofMossa Mac Deadliaidh,

the Munster security
;
CimS, the son of Umor, by Conall Cear-

(89) See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 215.
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??rtc/i; largas, the son of Urnor, by Cet Mac Magach; and Conall i^ect. vi.

Gael ("the slender"), son of Aengus^t\iQ chief, by Cuchulainn; [Of i^ac

and it was over this young chief that his father and friends
^^''^'^

raised the heap of stones, which from him took the name of

Cam Chonaill. Such is the history of that Carn, as related by
Mac Liag in this poem.
There are copies of this curious poem preserved in the Books

of Leinster, Ballymote, and Lecain; and in all these copies in

the concluding stanza Mac Liag avows himself as the author.

3rd,—The third piece of Mac Liag\ which O'Reilly omits,

is one which he had not seen ; it is a poem of forty-four stanzas,

or one hundred and seventy-six lines, in praise of Tadhg O'Kelly,

chief of Ui Maine ^ which begins

:

" The blessing of Abruin be upon Brighit^

In my house is no small number of her gifts

;

But Ahruin ! I say without anger,

That my friend excels your friend.
*' Tadhg the prosperous is my friend,

On whom poems by qualified bards are made

;

He is the bravest man to guide a ship

;

He is the distributor of small spoils".^^"^

(The poet does not mean to assert in this last line, that the

spoils which O'Kelly was accustomed to distribute were small,

or of little value ; but that his patron's soul was so great that

the richest spoils and preys were but trifles in his eyes.)

It would appear from the opening of this poem, that Mac
Liag addressed it to his own wife Ahruin; who, it would also

appear, had recently received some important marks of favour

from O'Kelly's wife Brigliit^ to whom he makes acknowledg-
ment, but hinting at the same time that as O'Kelly was a better

friend to the poet than O'Kelly's wife to the poet's wife, it was
fairly to be expected that O'Kelly's next exercise of his bounty
in favour of his bard would be liberal in proportion.

It appears also that at some previous period the poet's home-
stead had been plundered of its cows, by a party from West-
meath ; and that the plunderers were followed across the Shannon
by Tadhg O'Kelly, with his household troops, and many of the
other chiefs of Ui MainS, who recovered and restored them.

(90) original:—ben riAcc Ab|\uiii b^Mjic,

•00 cuAi-o, A Abt\oin, gAti bA]\d,

mo CA]^A CA|\ "oo ca^aic
Ca|\a •oAtri-pA UA-og coi]AceA6,

x>A n-t)encA]\ "OAn bAyvt) n-'oleceAc,

ife \x V^-Apt^ ICC im A|\ct\Ac

If6 TnAi\bcA6 tiA niin6^eA6.
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LEcrr. VI. The names of tlie chiefs of Ui MaM who took part in this en-
[of Mac terprise are given in the poem, and the two concluding stanzas

contain a handsome apostrophe to Brian Boromha, his son 3fur-

chadh, and his nephew Conaing; indicating that the poem was
written before the fatal battle of Clontarf, in which these three

warriors, as well as O'Kelly himself, lost their lives in the de-

fence of their country.

4th,—The fourth piece ofMac Liag's which O'Reilly had not

seen, is a poem of sixty-eight stanzas, or two hundred and
seventy-two lines, in praise of Tadhg O'Kelly and some of his

allies on the east side of the Shannon ; such as the chief of north

Eile (in Tipperary), and the chiefs of Delvin, and Teffia, (in

Westmeath). This poem is something in the nature of a call

to arms ; in which all the chiefs of Ui MainS, as well as their

friends in South Connacht and on the east of the Shannon, are

called upon by their respective names, to burnish their shields

and prepare for battle. Many of the successful battles, preys,

and plunders of Tadhg O'Kelly are given ; and the poem ends

with a call on Brian Boromlia and his son Murchadh to bur-

nish their shields and stand as usual to the defence of their

country. This most curious and historical poem begins

:

" Let the King of Gaela's shield be burnished

;

Bring dazzling flashes from its face

;

Nine score and one shields that have been
Abandoned to the shield I now see".^'^^

O'Kelly is here spoken of as King of Gaela, merely because

the word Gaela, which was a minor chieftaincy in the territory

of Ui MainS (situate in the present barony of Leitrim, in the

county of Galway), suited the measure of his verse.

5 til,—The fifth piece of Mac Liag's which O'Reilly had not

seen, is a poem of unknown length, as, unfortunately, only the

first fifty-four stanzas, or two hundred and sixteen lines, of it

remain accessible to modern investigators. This fragment, as

well as the two poems of iliac Liag's, which have been last de-

scribed, are preserved in a few folios of the ancient Book of Ui

Maine ^ now in the British Museum ; a volume which was com-
piled by Seaan M6r 0'Duihhagain^ chief poet and historian to

the princely house of O'Kelly, chiefs of Ui MainS, who died in

the year 1372. This ancient book, by some chance, passed into

the hands ofthe late Sir WilHam Betham,who sold it to the Duke
of Buckingham for one hundred and fifty pounds ; and at the

(5') original :

—

SciacTi ^AelA, jlAncAix \\S

ct^AeDA cAitce i:6|\ a cUu ;

]'ciAcV\ A]\ tiAi v^<ii^it I'CIACH

TX) '5<^" fCIAcVl A-ociu,
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sale of the magnificent library of Stowe, in London, in the year lect. vi.

1849, it passed by private sale, along with the other valuable [Of Mac

collections of the Stowe Irish Manuscripts, into the possession

of Lord Ashburnham. In his possession all Irish MSS. are con-

cealed, as I had occasion to observe with sorrow before, with a

churhsh jealousy greatly at variance with what might have
been supposed to be the intellectual cultivation of the owner, and
in a spirit very hostile, indeed, to the general desire of the pre-

sent age to facilitate the efforts now being made throughout the

whole of Europe to investigate all such sources as can be deemed
likely to throw new light on the migrations of men, and the

march of civiHzation, in times long gone by. How or when
the few folios now in the British Museum were parted from the

original book, I cannot say ; but they passed into that noble

institution some twenty-four years ago, among the collection of

Irish MSS. sold to it by the late James Hardiman. The frag-

ment in the Museum contains these poems of Mac Liag and
some other pieces, and breaks off from the original book just

where the present poem stops, where the chasm appears to be
a comparatively recent one; so that there is every reason to

hope that the concluding part^of this most curious poem, and
several others of the same authors, remain still in the book itself,

though it is to be feared it is doomed never to be made acces-

sible in our time. This poem begins

:

" Heavily,—yet lightly,—have I come to Dublin,

To the Court of Amlaihh of the golden sliields

;

From Dublin of the swords and the graves,

Swiftly, yet slowly, shall be my departure.

O men of Dublin of the bells

!

Including abbots and bishops.

Raise not the earth over Tadhg [O'Kelly],

Until I have bestowed upon him a last look.
" Ye sons of Harold ! ye reddeners of spears

!

Ye remnant of Denmark's heroic bands

!

Ui Maine s chief is of no foreign growth.

Or a remnant of an ignoble spurious race".^^'^

(92) original :—te^-pj, AtnleAf^, fin-o AzM CtiAcVi

CO "oun AtTiLAili) riA n-6]\ I'ciAc'h

o Ach cliAcVi riA lAn-o 'ffiA lecu
11* "01An 1-p mAil tno iincecc.

A ttlCC ACA c"LlAC tlA ctog
ei'oi|\ AbAif) \x eA-pbo^
riA c^^^\^ tii|\ ca]\ UA-or coi^
CO CAif5 •oumn A-oechfAin.

A fit A^AAiic, iMiA-oAf rvAtro,

A lAixftnA-tAec-pAix) LocLaito,

Til ^aII "OA rriAij, 6 tTlAine

ni pAn-o "OAiix tiA "oeAi^gAine.
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LECT. VI. Xhe poet then goes on to lament that O'Kelly had not taken
rof i/ac the advice of his maternal uncle, MaelseacMainn (Malachy),

the deposed monarch, (then King of Meath), who pressed him
to abandon Brian and the Munstermen before entering the

battle, offering him more substantial marks of his royal favour

and consideration than he could expect to receive from Brian;
all of wliich overtures the noble O'Kelly rejected with scorn,

sealing with his life on the bloody field of Clontarf liis fidcHty

to his honour, to his friend, and to his country. Maelseach—
lainn's overtures to Tadhg O'Kelly (who was his sister's son)

are fully described here; and they form the most complete

evidence of the treachery of the King of Meath at Clontarf that

has ever yet come to light.

After this the poet goes on to declare that he will not live

after Brian and Tadhg. He then proceeds to bid adieu to va-

rious places in Connacht and Munster ; after which he mentions

several of the battles, plunders, and preys, won by Tadhg
O'Kelly, and portions of the spoils of which were always be-

stowed upon himself. He then recounts a characteristic story

concerning a meeting of the provincial kings and nobles of

Erinn which, on a certain occasion, assembled at Brian's court

at Ceann Coradh; among whom were Maelseachlainn, King of

Meath; Aedh O'Neill, King of Ulster; Tadhg O'Kelly, King
of Ui MainS, and several others. It happened, we are told, on
this occasion, that while the henchmen of Brian and of Tadhg
O'Kelly were burnishing the shields of their respective masters,

a dispute arose between them, as to the claims of precedence

respectively of the noble owners of the two shields. The dis-

pute ran so high that at last Tadhg's page raised his arm and
struck Brians page a violent blow with his fist on the mouth,

from which the blood flowed freely over the richly ornamented
dress he wore.

Here, however, the poem breaks off abruptly : the remainder

of it is, unfortunately, m the possession of Lord Ashburnham.
Were it in that of any real lover of literature, he would surely

send the fragment, and the old Book of Ui Maine which contains

it, over here, to be at least transcribed, so as to be made available

for the important purposes of our antiquarian researches. But
it is idle to expect so much of public spirit or scholarUke feehng

at the hands of such a collector as the nobleman just refen-ed to.

It is probable that the Book of Ui Maine contains many more
of the poems of Mac Liag and his contemporaries ; but we can

only surmise about them for the present.

From Mac Liag we now pass to JErrard Mac CoisSj who was
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chief poet to the couit ofMaeIseachlainn Qilalsichj), the prede- lect. n.

cessor, and afterwards the successor of Brian Boromha in the of .vac

monarchy of Erinn, who died in the year 1022. S r'otms.

Of Mac Coises compositions I know but five pieces to be now
extant, four poems and one prose piece. Of the first two of

these poems and of the prose tract I possess correct copies. Of
the third poem there is a copy in the Royal Irish Academy, as

well as an imperfect copy of the prose tract. Of the foiu'th

poem there is, I believe, a copy in the possession of John
O'Donovan, LL.D.^^^^

The first of these poems is one of twenty-seven stanzas, or

one hundred and eight lines, in praise of the same king Jlael-

seaclilainn^ and of the chief princes of Erinn his cotemporaries,

among whom were Brian Boromha and Tadhg O'Kelly, who,
it appears, however, were both dead at the time of writing this

poem. This very scarce and valuable poem begins

:

" MaeUeachlainn^ the senior line of the Gaedhils,

—

It is fit that all men should celebrate him,

—

The fierce destroyer of his foes,

—

The brown-haired heir of BomhnairS^*^

2nd,—The second poem, which perhaps ought to have been
the first described, consists of fifty-two stanzas, or two hundred
and eight lines, and opens by way of a dialogue between Mac
Liag, already mentioned, and Mac Coise. This poem appears to

have been written in Dublin, where both the bards must have
been sojourning together at the time. Mac Liag opens the dia-

logue with a warm eulogy on Brian Boromha and the Dalcas-

sians, and boasts loudly of the veneration he enjoyed, and of the

favours and gifts which he was at all times sure to receive from
them. Mac Coise interrupts him at the seventh stanza by asking

some details of the Dalcassian munificence. Mac Liag answers
in two more stanzas ; and then at the tenth stanza Mac CoisS

takes up the cause of the kings and nobles of Meath, Ulster,

and Connacht, and in the remaining part supplies a number of
curio as instances of the hospitality and munificence which he
had himself in his professional chai'acter received from those

various personages. This poem begins

:

" Long be thy life, O generous Errard!
Mac Coise of the splendid inteillect

;

ts-') [This great Irish scholar was still living when this lecture was dehrered.
He died in November, 1861, at the comparatively early age of fifty-three

—

only a few months before his distmguished brother-in-law, Professor O'Curry.]
(.94) original :—niAelfecUMnn pnn]'ejk|\ jAoi-oeAt,

c6ip t)0 CAC A coniTTiAOi'oeAiri

foil fojUid nok foiixne, ua rUMnti
oi5|\e 'oonno.'b]\o^c X)onniAill.
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LECT. VI. It is time that we return to our homes

;

coisf^
We have been here a whole year.

cois^.}
^^ "pj^Q^gi^ short to you and to me may seem

This our sojourn in Dublin,

Brian of Banha deems it too long

That he listens not to my eloquence.
" Not to hear the history of the great sons of Milesius,

And of the brave and beautiful Tuatha Be Banann,
And along with these that he hears not

The conquests of the noble monarchs of Erinn".^^*^

This poem affords us what may be called a living illustration

of the important office which the court poet filled of old, and of

the style of the social enjoyments of our ancient kings and
princes. It affords also a clear verification of that part of the

tract on the *' Seven Degrees of the Poets", which relates to the

office of Ollamh, or chief poet, to which reference has so often

been made in the course of these Lectures.^^^^

Edward O'Reilly, in his Irish Writers, at the year 990,

mentions this poem ; but he appears not to have read it with

sufficient care, since he says it was addressed to 3fac Coise him-

self, and that it is more likely it was written by some one of

his contemporaries. O'Reilly also felt some difficulty about the

identity of Errard Mac CoisS; because Tigliernach the annalist

mentions the death of one great scholar of the name at the year

990, while the Four Masters record the death of another great

scholar of the same name and in the same words at the year

1023. But whether there were two poets named Errard Mac
CoisS^ and whether they died in those respective years, or not,

does not affect the authorship of these two poems, as they bear

internal evidence of their having been written by the same man,
and that that man lived shortly after the death of King MaeU
seachlainn, which took place in the year 1022.

3rd,—The third is a poem of twenty-six stanzas, or one hun-

dred and four lines, in praise of 3Iaelruanaidh, the second son

(95) original:—mA|\cAin •ouic a I^aai^xt) fei1,

A triic Coife go ccAitri ceill,

MC Tniti'o -ouinn ceAcc -D'Ap C015,
AUAtnAi-o A'bu|' btiA'6oin.

^^^6 jAiiMt) leACfA Aj;iir iinn,

itToenuf pnn A5 "Oui otinti

If fA-OA te "biviAn "bAnbA
jAti ei-pceAcc ]\em' tiixtAbixA.

^An 'pc6l;A iriAC mili-o m6]A

If CuAc "Oe "OAiiAnn -ofeAc tiiof

,

jau a 5-ctoifceAcc ceAnn a cceAnn,
^AlbAlA Anit>-|M§ ei|\eAnn.

^58) See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History
; p. 220, 240

;

and Appendix, No. I., p. 461-3.
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of Tadhg of the Tower, King of Connaclit, and ancestor of the lect. vi.

O'Conor family, who died in the year 954, and was succeeded [Prose piece

by his eldest son Conor. Maelruanaidh, the second son, became coii]*^

lord of the territory ofMagh Luirg in East Connacht, and was
the ancestor of the families of Mac Dermot and Mac Donagh,
of that country. The poet describes a visit which he paid to

this chief at his princely residence, and the entertainment and
gifts which he received on the occasion. Among these presents

were, a chessboard ; ^ valuable sword
;

fifty milch cows ; and
thirty steeds, "fit to appear at fairs and assemblies". This
curious poem begins

:

" Thou warrior of Queen MeadhbJis plain,

—

Thou king of popular Cruachaji,—
Thou valiant guardian of thy people,—
Thou brave protector of Milesian Erinn".^''^

Edward O'Reilly had not seen this poem ; and the only copy
of it that I know to be extant is one in the Library of the Royal
Irish Academy.
4th.—The fourth piece o£Mac Coise's compositions, is a poem

of twenty-two stanzas, or eighty-eight lines, written by him on
the death of old Fergal O'Buairc, King of Connacht, (the an-

cestor of the celebrated family of the O'Ruaircs of Breifne, or

Breifiiey), who was killed in battle in East Meath, a.d. 964, ac-

cording to the Annals of the Four Masters. This poem begins

:

" A poet is sorrowful after his king".^^®^

I am not aware of any existing copy of this poem but one,

which is in the possession of John O'Donovan, LL.D,, and
which I have not been able to examine. O'Reilly, in his Irish

Writers^ at the year 990, seemed to think that Mac Coise, the

author of this poem, (who, according to TighemacJis annals,

died in the year 990), was a different person from the 3Iac CoisS

of whom we have been just speaking, who died in the year 1023.
" The Four Masters", he says, " under the year 1023, record

the death of an Erard Mac Coise; but from the poem on the

death ofFergal O'Ruairc above-mentioned, written immediately
after the fall of that king in 964, when the writer must have
been of full age, it would appear that the Erard Mac Coise of

the Four Masters, and the JJrard Mac Coise of Tighernachj were
two distinct persons".

(97) original :

—

A ceA^iriAit) nituje tYleA-o'bA,

A^Aig C]\UACAn comi|:eA'6mA,
A buACAlil CA^vb-OA tiA ct;|\eAb,

A 'Dioti bAnbA iriAC miteA-o,
C> original:—t)|A6iiAc ottAtri •o'^i|' a

VOL. I. 9
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LECT. VI. I have already stated my belief that O'Reilly was mistaken
[Prose pieco in liis Opinion ; and that the Mac Coise of Tighernach and the

elm/}" Mac Coise of the Four Masters were one and the same person.

For, supposing, as O'Reilly says, that 3fac Coise must have been

a man of full age in the year 964, when he is believed to have
written this poem, and supposing him to have been then twenty-

four years of age, old enough to be a writer, and that he died

in 1023, his age would be but eighty-two, or at most eighty-

three years: but the Chronicon Scotorum gives the death of

Fergal O'Ruairc at the year 966, which, on the same hypo-

thesis, would reduce the poet's age to eighty, or at most eighty-

one years, a span of life no way extraordinary in that age any
more than in this. But whether or not a Mac Coise died in the

year 990, according to Tighernach and the Chronicon Scotorum,

there is evidence enough remaining to prove that the Mac CoisS

who died in the year 1023 was the author of the poem on

Fergal O'Ruairc; for in the poem which Mac Coise wrote on

King Maelseachlainn (or Malachy) and his contemporaries,

which I have already described, Mac Coise mentions by name
all the great Irishmen who had lived within Malachy's life-time

;

and among these he gives a distinguished place to old Fergal

O'Ruairc, and winds up with a sorrowful expression of regret

that he himself, who had been their contemporary, should have
outlived them all.

5th.—The fifth and last piece of Mac CoisS's composition, is a

prose tract of a very extraordinary character ; and though it is

m some sort a digression from the more direct subject of the

present Lecture, I cannot refrain from giving some account

of the details of a piece which contains so much, both in its

matter and in its form, that is particularly interesting, in refe-

rence to the manners and habits of the time. The following

short account of the cause of its composition is prefixed to the

tract, in language as old as the original text, and, in my belief,

in Mac CoisS's own words.

This account states that it was Urard Mac CoisS that framed

this piece of composition for the O'Neils of Ulster, who had
unlawfully plundered his castle at Clartha (now Clara, in the

county of Westmeath), in revenge for his having wounded
one of their people, named Miiiredhach, son of Eoghan. They
demolished the poet's castle, and carried oS* his household furni-

ture and his precious jewels, as well as his cows and his horses. !

The poet was absent at the time ; and on his return to his fa- •

mily, he saw no prospect of redress against enemies so powerful,

unless by the exercise of his art and the influence it gave^^him

;

and to this he had recourse. After some time, then, he set
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out to the palace of Aileach (near Derry), tKe ancient residence vi-

of the Kings of Ulster of the Clann Neill line, and at this time
[^y^^^J*

the abode of Domhnall O'Neill Monarch of Erinn, (who died coisi}

in the year 978).

The poet arrived at Aileach rather early in the day, and be-

fore the king had risen; but when the monarch had heard of

the arrival of such a guest, welcome as a great poet and histo-

rian was, everywhere, in those days, he at once ordered him to

his presence ; and having warmly received him, he proceeded

to demand of him what tales he had to recite in the exercise

of his art. Mac CoisS answered that he had a great many, and
begged that the king would select from the ancient chiefhistoric

tales of Erinn, one or more that he should wish to hear. The
king requested the poet to give him the names of those great

tales, in order that he might be the better able to make a selection.

Mac Coise then repeats the list of those great tales, under the

various heads, such as I have already presented them, when
speaking ofthe particular qualifications of each of the seven de-

grees of the poets/^^^ He began with the death of Cuchulainn;

Cuchulainns decline after the assault of the two Ben-Sidhes; the

Tdin-Bo-Chuailgn6; and so on through the whole list;—into

which, however, Mac Coise introduces many tales not mentioned
in the ordinary lists. With all these the king seemed to be
familiar, except the last on the poet's list, to which he had given

the title of :
" The Plunder of the Castle of Maelmilscotliach, the

son of the Venerable Name, son of the Noble Teacher of the

Hosts, son of the Ollamh in Poetry, son of Legitimate Poetry,

son of Lugaidh, Master of all the Arts, son of the Red Man
of all Knowledge, son of the Faith of the Holy Spirit with the

Father and the Son".('°°>

These were the wild names, and such was the symbolical MacCoise a

pedigree, which Alac Cozs^ made forhimself; while the "Plunder "pfunderof

of the Castle of MaelmilscothacJi\ of which he proposed to j?aJmi/ico"'

give the history, was in fact but the plunder of his own castle

at Clartha.

The name Maelmilscotliach^ which Mac CoisS gave himself,

means Mael "of the honeyed words", from mil^ honey, and scoth^

a word. Lugaidh, " Master of all the Arts'', whom he counts

among his ancestors, was the celebrated Tuath De Danann
chief, Lug^ the son of Cian^ more commonly called Lug Mac

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 220, 241,
(>oo) origiual:—OiAjAin CAct\Acli tTlAOil, niilfcocAig, mic AnniA •Ai]Atnice

inic SocAi-pc SodAToe, mic OitAiTiAin Ai^cecAit, micX)AnA "OiigeA-oAig, mic
tuijxtec it'OAHAij, niic tluAit) RofefA, nnc C|\eiciiie in SpiyxicA riAini, v\cai]\

•pee TriAc,

9 B
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LECT. VI. CeithlenUf from his mother, of whom a full description was

Till (?tiT? P^^^ speaking of the Battle of the Northern Magh luiredh,

"Plunder of in a former Lecture.^"**^ The Ruadh Bofheasa^ or " Red Man
A/ae^ZhcJ'J of all Knowledge", was the celebrated Tuath Be Danann king,
thach:\ ^-^Q great Dayhda. And Mac Coise makes use of the names of

these two personages to symbolize hig intimate acquaintance

with all the pagan literature of ancient Erinn, in the same way
that he makes his descent from the Holy Spirit, the Father, and
the Son, the symbol of his intimate knowledge of the Christian

literature of the time.

When the king, Domhnal O'Neill heard the title of this tale,

and the name and pedigree of the lord of the plundered castle,

he declared that he had never before heard of it, and eagerly

desired to hear the full history of the plunder alluded to. Mac
CoisS then commenced the tale, by relating the circumstance

that led to his loss, and describing in a very imaginative style

the character and prowess of the parties who took part in the

violence of which he complained. It was somewhat as follows

:

At the approach of the hostile party to the castle, the beau-

tiful nymph Poetry, daughter of tlie Arts, who resided within,

ascended to the top of the building, to beseech them to spare it

on her account; for she believed that her inviolability would
save it from any injury. With this view she accosted the

spokesman of the party, asking who and what they were, what
they wanted, and what were the names of their leaders. The
spokesman answers by giving their names according to their

etymological signification; such as ^'TenS n-aen heime'\ which
means literally " fire of one stroke", that is, the fire struck by one

stroke on a flint. This fire is evidently but a spark ; and the

Irish for a spark of fire is Aedli^ or Udh^ as it is pronounced

;

and Aedh is the proper Christian name of a man, (now Angli-

cised Hugh). The name of the second chief man of the party,

he said, was Nuall Domain, (from nuall, " noble", and doman^
" the world",) that is, the noblest of the world ; of which two
words the Christian name DomJinall, (now Anglicised Donnell),

is but a condensed transposition. The name of the third cham-
pion, he said, was Nel Mac Laeich Lasamain, that is, Light, the

son of the Blazing Warrior, (from nel, *' light", laech, " a cham-

pion", and lasamain, *' blazing" or radiant). This Nell (or Niall^

as the name is more commonly written), was son of the Aedh
mentioned above, whose name was interpreted fire or flame;

etc. And so the spokesman goes on to give the names of the

chief men of his party under these obscure designations.

See Lecturen on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish History, p. 249,250.
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The nymph Poetry then inquires whether the assailants lect. vi.

would not prefer the precious jewels of poetic eloquence and Mac coisss

eulogium, to the torturing lashes of poetic satire, of both of " phmdS^of

which she had, she said, an abundant stock to bestow, from the ^^l^imuslo^J'

laudations of Mac Lonain^ the satires of Mordn, the eloquence -

of Laidech^ the stories of Laecli Liathmhuim^ the obscure pro-

verbs of Fithaly the philosophy of the Ferceirtnes^ the intellect

of the poetess Edain^ the brilliancy of Nera^ the clear truths of

the Princess M6r Miimhan, etc.

The answer which the plunderers made to this inquiry was
a furious assault on the mansion, which they soon entered and
proceeded to strip of all its movable property. Having emptied
the house above ground, they next approached the cellar un-

der groimd ; and here they were met at its doors by Dathghel^

the guardian of that important place. The assailants ask

Dathghel who were the defenders of the cellar, and if they
were brave. And Dathghel tells them that it was defended

by the best and bravest of Maelmilscothach's household, both
men and women; and Dathghel gives them the names of a

formidable band, by personifying the various articles of fur-

niture, etc., in the house; such as Criol mac Craeslinaidh^

that is, Chest, son of Fill-mouth; Bole mac Bith-thellaigh,

that is. Bellows, son of Constant Fireplace; Breacan mac
Ban-ghresa, that is. Blanket, son of Woman's Work ; Fidhhha
mac Fo-chraehhaighy that is. Hatchet, son of Tree Cutter;

Lesan mac Dagh-shuaithS, that is. Bag, son of Good Yarn;
Coire mac Cruadh-ghohhann^ that is, Pot, son of Hardy
Smith

; Cuagh mac Tornora^ that is, Wooden Mug, the son

of Turner; Loimdha mac Lomhthogha^ that is, Churn-stafF,

son of Choice Hands;—and so on. Such were the names of a

few of the male defenders of Maelmilscothach's cellar ; and the

following were the names of a few of its female inmates : Lenn
inghen Lamhthoraidh, that is, Mantle, the daughter of Manu-
facture; LeM inghen Lin-ghuirt, that is, Shirt, daughter of

Flax-field; Ceirtle inghen Suimhaire, that is, Ball, or Bottom,
daughter of Distaff ; Suathad inghen Inuamaiy that is, Needle,

daughter of Stitcher; Corthair inghen DruinighS, that is,

Fringe, daughter of Embroideress
;
.Scuap inghen Gaironta,

that is. Broom, daughter of Tidiness ; Cir inghen Scrihaire, that

is, Comb, daughter of Scrubber; Sust inghen Tren-truaii'cnigh^

that is. Flail, daughter of Powerful Thresher ;—and so on
1 have dwelt at greater length than I intended on the names

of these fanciful guardians of MaelmilscothacKs cellar, because,

though I have given but a few of them, they will serve to show
how the castle was furnished in articles of domestic conve-
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^-ECT. VI. nience, so as to afford some interesting examples (which, though
^fac coisfa somcwhat out of place here, I should be loth to pass over) of

"pfunde/of the ordinary appliances of domestic industry in the home of

Mte^mulco^^ an Irish housewife a thousand years ago. But on this subject
thach-. I mean to speak at some length on a future occasion.

In the piece which I am now describing, Mac CoisS con-

tinues to relate, with much force, the progress of the plunder of

the castle. The enormity of the act is considerably increased

in his account, by his stating that it was while Maelmilscothach

himself had been engaged in attending on the king in one of

his expeditions, and in the kings presence, that an accoimt of

the plunder of his mansion reached him. Upon hearing this,

continues Mac Coise, the king exclaimed: "Reproach me not;

for the sky shall fall on the earth, the sea shall overleap its

boundaries, and the human race shall be swept away, or thou

shalt have restitution of the plundered property, together

with full compensation for the violation of thy castle, in such

manner as the men of Erinn shall adjudge, in my presence".

The king having thus promised material redress to Maelmil-

scothacJi, the latter then recalls the " six bloodhounds" which the

just administration of the king had induced him to banish from

him twenty years before. The names of these hounds in the

story are Satire, Disgrace, Shame, Abuse, Blush, and Bitter

"Words; and these he sent after the plunderers to bring them
immediately before the king. They were foiled, however, by
'* six fanciful pigs", which the plunderers sent against them ; so

that the king had, at last, to send out his own herald to com-
mand them to his presence. In the meantime the king called

a council of the chiefs of his country, to take their advice as to

what should be done for Maelmilscothach ; and they unanimously
recommended that full restitution should be made to him.

When Mac CoisS had thus fully described the wrongs done
to Maehnilscothach^ and the justice rendered him, he ends by
avowing to the monarch that he was himself the plundered

Maelmilscothach^ and that Domlinall O'Neil himselt was the

king whose people had plundered him. He then addressed

the person whom he supposed to have been the leader of the

plundering party, in a poem of eighteen stanzas
; but, though

addressed to this person, it was intended as a panegyric on the

king himself, and his family and race (the Clann Neill of

Ulster) ; and he takes care to remind the king that Mac Coise

had been the tutor of himself and his brother, and that he had
been reared by their father, the cQXehmia^ Miiircheartach *' of

the Leather Cloaks", son of Niall Glunduhh. This curious poem
begins

:
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" O tliou, yonder man, by our words of knowledge, lect. vi.

If it be thou that hast caused this disturbance ; Mac cois^-s

Verily it is not without punishment [or] without battle, » pfuncier^of

That MaelmilscothacJis cattle shall have been plun- JJaeSJeo"^
dered"/>°''

After this King Domhnall G'Neil really did call a council,

to advise with them upon what should be done in Mac Coise's

case ; and the chiefs left it in the king's own hands to inflict

what punishment he should think proper on the guilty parties,

but offered from themselves a cow for every commander and
royal champion in all Tir-Eoghain^ to Mac Coise, as restitution.

In the meantime the chief historians, poets, and judges of Erinn
repaired to the king's presence, to demand, if necessary, a com-
pensation proportionate with his rank for Mac Coise, for the

insult and violation offered to his sacred person and dignity

;

but the king having already conceded this, he had now only

to call upon them to " assess the damages", according to the

ancient law which provided for such cases. All parties, there-

upon, agreed in requesting to have the case submitted to the

decision of Flann " the eloquent", the head professor of the

great school of Clonmacnois. This was done accordingly ; and
Flann awarded the poet full restitution of his property, full re-

pairs of any injuries which his house might have sustained, and
in addition fourteen Cumals (of three cows each), or forty-

two cows, and " the breadth of his face of gold", as compensa-
tion for the violation of his personal and professional dignity.

And the learned men present on the occasion confirmed this

decision, and, with the consent of the king and his chiefs, fixed

these as the damages to be ever after paid in all similar cases,

but to such poets only as were capable of composing the " hn-
bas Forosnai", the ''^ Dichetul-do-Chennaibli \ and the " Teinm
Leaghdha^' ; three species of composition, the nature of which
I have described in a former Lecture.^'°^^

This tale is remarkable for the vigour and purity of the lan-

guage in which it is told ; but it is especially useful to the pur-

pose of our present inquiry for the important corroboration which
it contains of the authenticity of other ancient tracts and pieces,

which go more or less into minute descriptions of the state of

civilization and the social economy of the Gaedhil at the period

spoken of ; 'that is, so far back, at least, as a thousand years ago.

(102) original :

—

A fi]\ caII "oa^ i:e]\'bA pr,
TTIA^A CU "OO An m-DUA1'D]Mf,

Af 'oe]Ab m gAti cin ^An cacIi

•oo Aiyvge'd TilAe'Lnii'L^cocAc'h.

See Lectures on the MS. Materials, etc.; p. 24:0. See nlso, Lect. x.

;

post, p. 208, et seq.



LECTURE VII.

tUeUvered 18th June, 1857.]

(III.) Education, and Literature; (continued). The Profession of Learn-
ing in ancient Erinn established by law. Professors sometimes employed
as rulers, or ministers of state. Of Cuan O'Lothchain

; (ob. a.d. 1024).

Descent of the O'Lothchains from Cormac Gaileng. Of the Poems of Cuan
O'Lothchain. Of the Legend of the origin of the name of the river Sinann
^Shannon). The Eo Feasa (" Salmon of Knowledge",)—alluded to by Mac
Liag ; and by Aevgus Finn O'Daly. Legend of the " Seven Streams of

the Fountain of Connla'\ Of the History of Druim Criaich, (temp Eoch-
aidh Feid/ilech, circa b. c. 100). Of the History of the Cath Atha Comair.
Of the history of Nial "of the Nine Hostages". Of the origin of the Fair
of lailten. Poems of Flann Mainistrech. Of the origin of the Palace of

Aileach. Of the Poem on Aileach by Cuaradh, (x. century).

In tracing tlie evidences of literary cultivation among the

Gaedhils, and the education which it implies, I could not but

take the opportunity of recording more precisely than those

who have gone before me, the principal specimens which have

come down to us of the learning and literary ability of the more
remarkable professors in each century. The examples I have
referred to ought, I think, to satisfy every one that the Gaed-
helic language was always carefully cultivated, not only as the

ordinary medium of instruction, but also of the preservation of

historic facts, even centuries after the introduction of the Latin

language with Christianity among the learned. It is to be re-

The Profes- membered that every one of the Ollamhs or Fileas,—(Poets they

ligmlicient called in English, because they wrote in verse, but they

usiied r*"^
i^ore properly correspond with the Philosophers of the classic

law? ^ nations)^^°*^—every one of these writers, whose lives and whose
works I am here shortly recounting, was a learned man by pro-

fession
;
every one of them had successfully studied for a regu-

lar legal rank or degree ; and every one of them was entitled

not only to fees for his labour as a teacher, but to important

privileges and to other advantages under the law, in order to

enable him to devote himself the better to the investigation of

legal science and history, and to, the public exercise of his

literary powers, for the benefit of the people. Accordingly, it

is not unusual to find these " Poets", (Philosophers, or Profes-

sors of Literature,) associated with the governing powers as

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History; p. 2, note;

and App. No. I. p. 461.
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political advisers to the king ; and sometimes even themselves lsct. vn.

entrusted for a time with the cares of government, when parti-

cularly remarkable for their wisdom and ability. An instance

of this honour is supplied in the case of the writer of whom I

now proceed to speak, and whose name has been frequently

mentioned before in the course of these lectures.

Next after Urard MacCoise^ the most eminent historical poet. Professors

in the order of time, was Cuan O'Lothchain, whose death is re- I^SyTd^as

corded in the following words in the Annals ofLoch Ce (in Ros-
fi^n^JteJ^^of

common,) at the year 1024 :
" Cuan O'Lothchain, Chief Poet state,

of Erinn, was killed by the people of Teffia, [in Westmeath].
God manifestly wrought a poet's power upon the parties who
killed him, for they were put to a cruel death, and their bodies

putrefied until wolves and vultures had devoured them".

All the other annals record the poet's death in nearly the

same words.

Edward O'Reilly, in his Irish Writers", (at the year 1024) ofCnan

speaks thus of O'Lothchain: (ob.A.D.

" Cuan OLochain^ the most learned and celebrated anti-

quarian and historian of Ireland in his time, was killed in

Teathhha [Teffia], this year, according to the concurrent testi-

monies of the Annals of Tighernach, Inisfallen, and the Four
Masters. His talents and his virtues were so highly appreciated

by his countrymen, that he was made joint-regent of Ireland

with Corcran ' Cleirech\ (or ' the Clergyman'), after the death

of Maolsechlainn'\

Dr. John O'Donovan, at page 42 of the Introduction to the
*' Book of Rights", (so ably edited by him for the Celtic

Society, in the year 1847,) has the following remarks on
O'Lothchain, whose poem on the Privileges and Restrictions of

the Monarchs of Erinn, is prefixed to that most curious and im-

portant Book

:

*' Cuan O'Leochain, or O'Lothchain, as he is sometimes called,

or, as the name is more generally spelled, O'Lochain, was chief

poet to Maelseachlainn (Malachy) II., monarch of Ireland, who
died in 1022. After the death of this monarch, there was an

interregnum of twenty years, and we are informed that Cuan
O'Lochain and Corcran Cleireach were appointed governors of

Ireland ; but Cuan did not long enjoy this dignity, for he was
slain in Teabhtha, (Teffia) A. d. 1024. Mr. Moore states, in his

History of Ireland, vol. ii. page 147, that— ' for this provisional

government of Cuan he can find no authority in any of our re-

gular annals' : and it is certain", continues Dr. O'Donovan, '* that

no authority for it is found in any of the original Irish annals,

nor even in the Annals of the Four Masters ; but the fact is
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T.ECT. VII. stated as follows in Macgeogliegan's translation of tlic Annals
Of ciifjn of Clonmacnoisc

:

(ob.!A.D.'''"' " * A. D. 1022. After the death of King Moyleseaghljn, this
10240 kingdom was without a king twenty years, during [a portion of]

which time the realm was governed by two learned men, the one
called Cwan O'Lochan, a well-learned temporall man, and chiefe

poet of Ireland ; the other Corcran Cleireogh, a devout and holy
man that was [chief] anchorite of all Ireland, whose most
abideing was at Lismore. The land was governed like a free

state, and not like a monarchic by them.
*'

' A. D. 1024. Cwan O'Loghan, prime poet of Ireland, a

great chronicler, and one to whom, for his sufficiencie, the

causes of Ireland were submitted to be examined and ordered,

was killed by one of the land of Teaffa; after committing of

which evill fact, there grew an evill scent and odour of the

party that killed him, that he was easily known among the rest

of the land. His associate Corcran lived yett, and survived

him for a long time after' ".

It is a remarkable fact that the government of Ireland con-

jointly by the poet Cuan O'Lothcliain and the priest Corcran^

should be asserted or assented to by Charles O'Conor of Bela-

nagare, in his pamphlet Avritten against Sir Richard Cox, in

1749,—by Edward O'Reilly in his " Irish Writers", published

in 1820,—by Thomas Moore in his History of Ireland, pub-
lished in 1836,—and by John O'Donovan in the " Book of

Rights", published in 1847,—without any more certain autho-

rity in support of it. It is probable, indeed, that Charles

O'Conor was acquainted with the authority; but it is clear that

none of those who followed him were so. It is undeniable that

this fact is not to be found in any of our regular annals ; it is,

however, recorded in an older authority than any of the exist-

ing copies of our regular annals, namely, in the Book of Lein-

ster itself, which was written about the year 1150. In a list

of the succession of the Christian monarchs of Erinn, from

Laeghaire Mac Neil down to Roderick O'Conor, preserved in

this valuable book, the death of king Malachy the Second
{MaelseacJdai7in), is recorded in its proper place (at the year

1022) ; and the following entry appears immediately after it:

" A joint government of Erinn during forty-two years, or

fifty, Cua7i O'Lothchain and Corcran the cleric"/^**^^

Along with the doubt of the scribe in the text of this article,

as to whether the term was forty-two or fifty years, there is

another correction or suggestion in the margin, in the original

0"-"^) Original:—" ComfU\ciU)* ^cp lieixmn |:pi ]\c "OA bliA-o^Mn .x\,. no 1.,

CiiAii OtoclicAirt, Co]\cpAn cleiAoc''.
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hand and in the same Roman numerals, making the number of ^ ect. vti.

years sixty-four. ofcuan

Here, then, is a most respectable authority for this pro\a- ^0^°!!!^'"^"

'

sional government of Erinn; and one which Moore, with all^^"^*^

his scepticism, would have gladly recognized. The doubt of

the scribe as to the exact number of years could apply only to

Corcran, in whom the term was prolonged, and must have

arisen from some mistake or obscurity of the preceding scribe,

which he endeavoured to correct.

From anything that I have been able to discover, Cuan
O'Lothchain had never been chief poet to King Malachy

;
nor,

indeed, could he have been so, since his contemporary MacCoise
had held that distinguished office down to the monarch's death.

The 0'Lothchains were a family of distinction, and chiefs of Tiie descent

the territory of Gailenga Mora^ or Great Gailenga
;
(situated in ^Lotlchains

Mcath and Longford, and now known in the former county as
^l^g^l^^*^

the barony of Morgallion) ; but they were first settled in the

district ofEiU, (in Tipperary and King's County). The history

of their descent is worth alluding to for more than one reason.

The O'Lothcliains were descended from Cormac Gaileng,

the son of Tadhg, son of Cian, son of Oilioll Oliiim, king
of Munster. Tadhg's father Cian and his six brothers were
killed in the battle of Magh Macruimhe, (near Ath-an-Rigk,

in the county of Galway), in the year 194, while maintaining

the cause of their uncle Art (the father of the celebrated

Cormac Mac Airt), the monarch of Erinn, who also fell there,

against Mac Con, their step-brother and Arfs nephew.
After the death of Art and the prolonged reign of 3IacCon,

Cormac the son of Art at last came to the throne ; but he

was almost immediately attacked and expelled from power
by Fergus Dubli-deadach, {i.e. " of the black tooth"), an Ulto-

nian prince, who attempted to seize on the government of the

nation by force. In this extremity Cormac went into Munster
to seek assistance from Oilioll Oluiin, the king of that province,

who was married to his aunt Sadhbh, the daughter of Co7m
" of the Hundred Battles".

With the consent of the old king Oilioll, his grandson Tadhg
the son of Cian already mentioned agreed to come to the as-

sistance of his cousin Cormac with such forces as he could raise

in Munster ; but on the condition that if he were successful in

driving out Fergus and his brothers from Tara, he should have
a recompense out of the land wliich his valour had recovered

;

terms to which Cormac was but too glad to assent. Tadhg ac-

cordingly mustered as large a force as he could within his native

province, and among the leading chiefs who joined his standard.
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LEOT. VII. -we are told, was his grandfather's brother, the aged warrior

Lugaidh Lagha, who had been present at the battle of Magh
MacruimM, and who had himself actually cut off the head of

the monarch Art on the battle-field, but who now resolved to

make amends to his son Cormac by using his best endeavours

to restore him to the throne of his ancestors. Thus prepared,

Tadhg marched with his forces into Meath, and came up with

the army of the usurper at Crinna^ (near the place where now
stand the noble ruins of the ancient abbey of Mellifont, on the

bounds of Meath and Louth). Here a battle was fought in

which the Ultonians were defeated by Tadhg, and Fergus the

usurper and the other two Ferguses his brothers slain and be-

headed.

Cormac having been thus restored to his throne gave Tadhg
the promised territory, extending along the sea from the river

Glais Nera, (at Dromiskin in Louth,) to the Liffey ; a terri-

tory which was ever afterwards known by the name of Ciann-

achta, in memory of Tadhg's father Cian; and in which his

descendants, (of whom the families of Mac Cormac are the re-

presentatives), continued to flourish as chiefs down to the tenth

century, when they were at last reduced by the Danes.

Tadhg'^ second son, Cormac, had received the surname of Gai-

leng, {Cormac Gaileng, that is, Cormac " Shame-spear"), from
having on a certain occasion made a treacherous use of the

favourite spear of his father. And it is from this Cormac and
his descendants that the territory of the Great and Little Gai-

lengas (in Meath), as well as of Luighne (or Lune or Leney, in

Meath and Sligo,) derive their names ; and it is from him that

the famiUes of Lothchain in Meath, and O'Hara and O'Gara
in SHgo, descend. From Conla, the elder son of Tadhg, sprang

all the O'Carrolls, O'Reardons, and O'Meachars of Tipperary

;

and of his race too was the celebrated poet and scholar Flann,

professor in the ancient abbey of Monasterboice, in Louth, of

whom I shall have more to say hereafter.

Poems by Of Cuan 0'Lothchain's works I have met with but six his-

(ytothchuin. torical poems, but these are all of great value.

The first is a poem of forty-seven stanzas, or one himdred
and eighty-eight fines, in praise of the monarch Cormac Mac
Airt, who died a.d. 266 ;

describing by name and situation

every chief building and monument, every remarkable spot

and object, within the precincts of Tara, in Cormac^ time

or added afterwards; and not only those then remaining in

ruins, but all those described in writings from the time of

Cormac down to his own. This poem, with an English trans-

lation, (and a map of the ruins of Tai'a, deduced from it), is
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printed in Dr. Petrie's History and Antiquities of Tara, pub- lect. vti.

fished in the year 1839, in the Transactions of the Royal Irish Poems by

Academy, (vol. xviii. part ii.) ; a work to which I would direct (yi^thchain.

the special attention of all who feel any interest in the genuine
investigation of the antiquities of Ireland. As Dr. Petrie's

published version of this most curious and important poem, and
my own analysis of it in a former Lecture/"'^'' are abeady before

the public, it is not necessary that I should dwell on it further

here.

The second piece of O'Lothchain is a poem of thirty-seven

stanzas, or one hundred and forty-eight lines, on the pecuhar
privileges and prerogatives, as well as restrictions and prohibi-

tions, of the monarch and provincial kings of Erinn. Accord-
ing to this poem, the monarch was subject to seven " prohibi-

tions", and had seven prerogatives, and each of the four pro-

vincial kings had five of each. The origin of those proliibitions

(which are very analogous to those of our modern " lucky" and
unlucky" days), is lost in the obscurity of ages; but doubtless

they had their rise in some untoward accidents or events which
were at the time of sufficient importance to be handed down in

warning traditions to generations long subsequent.

The " prohibitions" of the monarch of Erinn were such as

the follo^ving : He should not let the sun rise upon him in his

bed in the plain of Tara; he should not alight on a Wednes-
day in the plain of Bregia ; he should not traverse the plain of

Cuillenn after sunset ; he should not urge his horse on the slope

of Comar; he should not launch his ship on the Monday next

after May-day ; and he should not leave the track of his army
on the plain of Maigin on the Tuesday next after All Hallows.

His seven " prerogatives" were : To be supplied with the fish

of the river Boyne to eat; the deer of Luihnech; the fruit of

Manann^ (the present Isle of Man) ; the heath-fruit of Bri-

Leith; the cresses of the river Brosnach; the water of the

well of Tlaclitga; the hares of Naas. It was on the calends of

August all these were brought to the king of Temair (Tara).

And by way of a blessing on the king, it was said that the year

in which he eat of these did not count in his age, and he de-

feated his foes on all sides.

The " prohibitions" and " prerogatives" of the provincial

kings were of the same character as these
;
but, as they are pub-

lished in the Book of Rights, already mentioned, I shall pass

them over here.

From the opening lines of the poem it would appear to have

(lo^) See Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish History; pp. 9, 10;
and A pp., p. 496.
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LECT. VII. been addressed to the door-keeper of King Malachy the Second,

cwan^^^
who first assumcd the monarchy in the year 979 ; and it seems

O'Lothchain. that the object of the poet was to introduce himself to the notice

of the monarch for the purpose of being chosen by him as chief

poet; but whether he was successful in this object or not, we
nave now no means of knowing. The poem begins

'* O noble man who closest the door

!

I am OLothchain of the poems.

Allow me to pass by thee into the strong house

In which is the high monarch of Erinn.
*' With me for him will be found

The knowledge—which is not a fiction

—

Of his seven prerogatives of many virtues,

With the seven prohibitions of the high king".

In the last stanza but one we have a confirmation of what
was stated in a former Lecture, that an accurate knowledge of

these prerogatives and prohibitions was indispensable to the

candidate who sought the distinction of Ollamh or chief poet

and historian,—either to the monarch or to any of the pro-

vincial kings,— or to a free visitation of their provinces. This
stanza is as follows

:

*' He is not entitled to the free visitation of a province,

Nor to the Ollamh-sh.i'p of Erinn,

Nor almost to anything he asks,

—

The poet with whom these are not found".

The third piece of OLothchain's composition is a poem of

sixteen stanzas, or fifty-six lines, on the origin of the name of

the Sinann^ now the river Shannon. This poem begins

:

*' The noble name of Sinainn seek ye from me

;

Its bare recital would not be pleasant,

Not alike now are its action and noise

As when Sinann herself was free and alive"

Legend of The legend of the Shannon's origin affords an interesting

ni'iSe of example of the style of our very ancient literary compositions.

It is shortly as follows

:

Sinann was the daughter of the learned Lodan, who was
the son of Lear^ the great sea-king of the Tuatha De Danann
colony of Erinn, from whose son and successor Manannan the

('°^) See Leahhar na g-Ceart (Book of Rights), published by the Celtic Society,

1848
; p. 9.

(108) original:

—

Sac^v Amm SmriA fAigtn-o uAim
riAjk-OA-o toitro a tom tuAit)

ni li-iriAiTO A yiiin gl-^o

•01A iTibAi SitiAtTO CO fAe]\ beo.

the origin of
tlie

tlie liver
Sinann,
(Shannon)
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Isle of Man derives its name and ancient celebrity /^''^^ In those lect. vn.

very early times there was a certain mystical fountain which
was called Connlas Well, (situated, so far as we can gather, in

Lower Ormond). As to who this Connla was, from whom the

well had its name, we are not told ; but the well itself appears

to have been regarded as another Helicon by the ancient Irish

poets. Over this well there grew, according to the legend,

nine beautiful mystical hazle-trees, which annually sent forth

their blossoms and fruits simultaneously. The nuts were of the

richest crimson colour, and teemed with the knowledge of all

that was refined in hterature, poetry, and art. No sooner,

however, were the beautiful nuts produced on the trees, than

they always dropped into the well, raising by their fall a suc-

cession of shining red bubbles. Now during this time the

water was always full of salmon ; and no sooner did the bubbles

appear than these salmon darted to the surface and eat the nuts,

after which they made their way to the liver. The eating of

the nuts produced brilHant crimson spots on the bellies of these

salmon ; and to catch and eat these salmon became an object of

more than mere gastronomic interest among those who were
anxious to become distinguished in the arts and in literature

without being at the pains and delay of long study ; for the fish

was supposed to have become filled with the knowledge which
was contained in the nuts, which, it was beheved, would be
transferred in full to those who had the good fortune to catch

and eat them. Such a salmon was, on that account, called the

JEo Feasa, or *' Salmon of Knowledge" ; and it is to such a

salmon that we sometimes meet a reference among our old

poets, where, when speaking of objects which they pretend to

be above description, they say, " unless they had eaten of the

salmon of knowledge they could not do it justice".

Thus 3Iac Liag in the poem on Tadhg O'Kelly, who was Mac uag ai-

killed in the battle of Clontarf, and whose body was laid on the '-"saimSn of^

shields of his clan, the warrior chiefs of TJi MainS:—
Se^i?/^'''

'

" I am not able to describe their shields,— Feasaj.

But the vultures are joyful through their means;
Unless I had eaten the Salmon of Knowledge,
I never could accomplish it".^'^°^

And thus again Aengus Finn (or the Fair) O'Daly, popu- Allusion to

Wly called Aengus-na-Biadhachta, (" of the Divinity"), and F^eafa hy

who flourished about the year 1400, applies this term to the i-Ji^iy f^Jo'

J 1400.)
¥^(•09) See " Note on Manannan Mac Lir'*\ Atlantis, vol. iv. p. 226.

(uo) original:—Tli C15 "oin-o Ai|\eAiri a fciAu

tnutiA ecAitTO in c-eo pf,
x\\ -pec-pAin-o beAcVi ^^y^ co b]\<\cVi.
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T.ECT. VII. Blessed Virgin Mary, in one of his many hymns to her praise,

which begins

:

" Often is a kinswoman espoused", etc/*"^

The following is the fourth stanza of this graceful poem

:

" Mary is not like unto ordinary women,
In regard to the love that I have contracted with her:

I assert that no cloud ever obscures

The Salmon of Knowledge through whom God became
man"/»i=^^

To proceed, however, with the legend of the Shannon

:

It was forbidden to women to come within the precincts of

Connlas wonderful well; but the beautiful lady Smann, who
possessed above every maiden of her time all the accomplish-

ments of her sex, longed to have also those more solid and
masculine acquirements which were accessible at Connlas well

to the other sex only. To possess herself of these she went
secretly to the mystical fountain ; but as soon as she approached

its brink, the waters rose up violently, burst forth over its banks,

and rushed towards the great river now called the Shannon,
overwhelming the lady Sinann in their course, whose dead
body was carried down by the torrent, and at last cast up on the

land at the confluence of the two streams. After this the well

became dry for ever ; and the stream which issued from it was
that originally known by the name of the lady Sinann or

Shannon ; but having fallen into that great succession of lakes

which runs nearly through the centre of Ireland, the course of

lakes subsequently appropriated the name to itself, which it

still retains, whilst the original stream is now unknown. The
original Sinann is, however, believed to have fallen into the

present Shannon, near the head of Loch Dearg, not far from
Portumna.

Legendary Accordiug to legendary tradition, there were seven secret

tKevTii''^ streams of knowledge flowing from Connlas sacred fountain;

?he*K<?inuin
^moug which wcrc the rivers now known as the Boyne, the

of connia. Suir, the Nore, the Barrow, and the Slaney. And it is in allu-

sion to this tradition that Cormac Mac Chuillennaiii, in a poem
written by him a short time before his death, says, that he found

his '* nut of knowledge on the waters of the river Barrow" ; for

it was at Disert Diarmada, (now Castle Dermot, near that river,

in the county of Kildare), that he studied in his youth.

(•11) original:—meinic be|\Ai|\ heAn jAOit.
(••3) original:—Hi coi'triAiL muipe if tiA mnA

rAti cuniAnn -00 pinneAf )ma
bim ^if riAd a^a ciAuinnig c6o
All c-60 fif o^A oinnig -oiA.
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This then is the ancient legend which Cuan G'Loilichain has lect. vit.

handed down to us. Poems by

Edward O'Reilly, in his " Irish Writers", at the year 1024, oTothchain,

makes a short mention of these three poems of O'Lothchains ;
(continued),

but of the following poems he appears to have known nothing.

The fourth piece of O'Lothchain's composition is a poem
of fifty -three stanzas, or two hundred and twelve lines, on the

origin of the name and the ancient history of the Hill ofDruim
Criaich, (now Drum Cree, in the parish of Kilcumney, barony
of Delvin, and county of Westmeath). This poem begins:

" Druim Criaichf meeting-place of an hundred hosts

!

Though now a desert, thy fame fades not,

Though thou art now JDruim Criaichf thou wert once

also Druim- Cro;
As well as the cold Druim A irthir on the same day".^*'^^

Druim CriaicJi, the first of these three names, is composed of

druim^ a hill, and criaich; which is composed of crz, the heart,

and ach, a sigh or moan; because, ever after the monarch
Eochaidh Feidhlech received the heads of his three rebellious

sons on this hill, sighs and moans never ceased to issue from his

heart. Druim Cro, the second name, means the Gory Hill;

from all the blood that was shed there on the day of the great

battle. Druim Airthir, the third name, means simply the

Eastern Hill ; doubtless in reference to some other remarkable

hiU which must have stood to the west of it. The story told

in the poem is shortly this

:

Eochaidh Feidhlech was monarch of Erinn about a century be- History of

fore the Incarnation. Besides the celebrated Medhhh (or Meave,) cHaich

;

queen of Connacht, and other daughters, he had three sons,
aidh^Feidh-

born at one birth, who were named Lothur, Nor, and Breas, i^dh, circa

and who are better known in Irish history by the names of the

Tri Finn Eamhna, or the Three Fair Twins, (or Triplets).

When these sons grew to man's estate, they became impatient

of their father's rule, and proposed to dethrone him and seize

on the sovereignty for themselves. For this purpose they mus-
tered a large force of adherents at Emania, in Ulster, where
they had been educated, and marched through the northern

province westwards to Eas-ruadh, (Easroe,—Ballyshannon), and
Sligo, and from that to Rath Cruachain (in Roscommon), to

Athlone, and so across the Shaimon (into Westmeath). Their
father in the meantime having received information, at Tara, of

(113) original:
—

"Ofmm cyviaicVi c6ce cec cuAn
cencop [ce|\fA

—

Lecain] X)\t\\\x\i ni "oimbuAn

If -oiMJitn ntiAiYv riAipcip in Aen 16.
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LECT. VII. their movements and designs, hurriedly collected such forces as

time would allow, and marching at their head to meet his un-

natural enemies, encamped on Druim Airthir, to watch their pro-

gress and await their arrival. The young princes learning this

movement, advanced directly to the king's camp, and a fierce

battle immediately succeeded, in which they were entirely de-

feated, and forced to fly westwards across the Shannon. In this

flight they were overtaken, made prisoners, and beheaded ; and
their three heads were carried back to their father, whose heart

however never after ceased to lament over their loss, and their

and his own misfortunes.

History of By thosc who fccl an interest in the authenticity of ancient

Alia comair. Insh history , and the class of native original documents upon
which it is mainly founded, this poem will be regarded as a

document of deep importance. The details to be sure are not

many, and the topography of the march of the king's rebelHous

sons is scanty
;
yet still are they most valuable, because they

afford strong evidence of the antiquity, and, as I am convinced,

the authenticity, of a detailed prose version of this historical

transaction which is still extant, though in a very corrupted

form as to language, under the title of Cath Aiha Comair^ (or

the battle of the Ford of Comar), the only copy of which that I

am acquainted with is preserved in the Royal Irish Academy,
in the handwriting of John Mac Solly of the county of Meath,
copied by him in the year 1715.

The poetic history of Druim Criaich^ however, is continued

to a period far later than that which forms the subject of the

prose tract, coming down indeed to the time of the poet himself,

The circumstances of the later transactions recorded in it are

not sufficiently detailed in this poem, nor are they preserved in

the Annals of the Four Masters. It appears that from some
cause, which is not explained, Domhnall the son of Donnchadh
(or Donogh)^ son oiFlann Sinna^ monarch ofErinn, (who died in

the year 914), was driven out from Tara, the patrimony of his

ancestors ; that in his difficulty, accompanied by only three fol-

lowers, he took a prey from O'Duhan o(DruimDairbreach ^ in the

neighbourhood of Druim Criaich; that he was pursued and over-

taken at the latter hill by O'Duhan, accompanied by nine men

;

that a fight took place between them on the hill, in which
ODuhan was slain ; that he was buried on the spot ; and that

his tomb was erected there by his vanquisher, to be preserved

for after ages as a memorial of the victory. This Domhnall
was father of the celebrated monarch Maelseachlainn^ (or

Malachy), who died in the year 1022 ; and his pedigree, a very

valuable piece of history, is preserved here, being carried
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up through thirty generations to the above-named monarch lect vn.

Eochaidh Feidhlech.

There is a fine copy of this poem preserved in the Book of

Leinster ; and it is also to be found in the Books of Ballymote

and Lecain, but without the author's name, and wanting also

the twenty-three last stanzas which record the second battle of

Druim Criaicli.

The fifth piece of Cuan O^Lothchain^s composition is a poem Poems by

of eighty-one stanzas, or three hundred and twenty-four lines, (/tothchain

in praise of ancient Tara, and of the person, prowess, and life of Ccontmued).

Niall of the Nine Hostages, monarch of Erinn, who was slain

in France A. d. 405. The poet gives a graphic account of the

birth, education, and succession to the throne of his father, of

the celebrated Niall.

NiaWs mother was a Scottish princess who had been taken
^l^l^^YJ^/^^

captive by his father Eochaidh, whose "married queen" was Nine Host-

Mongjinn, a South-Munster princess, by whom he had several
'*

sons older than Niall. When Niall was born, we are here told,

the jealous queen had him conveyed out of the palace of Tara
and exposed on the green side of the hill, where he was taken

up by the celebrated Munster poet Torna Eigeas, the same of

whom we had occasion to speak in a former Lecture. Torna
took him home to his residence in • Kerry, where he nurtured
and educated him, and afterwards brought him to Tara and pre-

sented him to his father and his friends. The beauty and pro-

mise of the youth at once found favour with his father ; and on
comparing his appearance with that of his four elder brothers,

the comparison was entirely in his favour. Now the king
looking for some chance opportunity to try the comparative
temper and bravery of his sons, it so happened that one day he
found them all together in the forge of his chief smith

;
upon

which he set fire to the building, and called upon his sons to save

the smith's property. Immediately Brian, the eldest, rushed
out with the smith's chariot, which happened to be in the forge

;

Ailill, the second son, carried out the smith's shield and sword

;

Fiachra, the third son, took out the forge trough
;
Fergus, the

fourth son, took out a bundle of fire-wood ; but Niall carried

out the bellows, the sledges, the anvil, and the anvil-block.

The story proceeds to recount, that when the old king saw
that each of his elder sons had shunned the danger as much as

he could, and ventured on saving but the lighter articles of the
smith's property, while Niall seemed not to see danger at all,

and chose the weightier and more important articles, he imme-
diately made up his mind to adopt him as his successor. The
other sons, either really feeling his superiority, or in obedience

10 b
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LECT.vii. to the general voice, quietly assented; and thus did Niall^

though the youngest of all, succeed his father in that monarchy
on which he shed a lustre that has not faded from the page of

Irish history even to this day.

The only copy of this fine old poem that I have seen, is

preserved in the Book of Leinster, and begins

:

Teamair of Bregia, home of the brave

;

Desert is thy state ; it was God that brought thee low

;

The inheritance of Niall, so well worthy of thee

;

The noble great mansions of the Sons of Milesius

The sixth and last piece of Cuan O'LoihchairCs composition

that I have met, is a poem of fifty-eight stanzas, or two hundred
and thirty-two lines, on the ancient history of the Hill of

TailUn^ (now Teltown, in Meath,) and the institution of its

ancient games and sports, from the destruction of the Firbolg

power, in the battle of Magh Tuiredh, down to the last great

fair held there by JDonnchadh^ or Donagh, the son of Flann
Sionna, king of Meath, who died in the year 942.

Origin of the The Origin of the name of TailtSn (now Teltown), is shortly

tIuiL. this. Eochaidh Mac Ere was king of the Firbolgs in Erinn
when the Tuatha DS Danann colony arrived ; and it was he
that headed the former against the latter in the great battle of

the southern Magh Tuiredh^ in which he was slain and his

people all cut ofi* or routed. This king Eochaidh had to his

queen Taillte, the daughter of Magh M6r^ " king of Spain"

;

and she had been the fostermother and tutoress of Lug^ son of

Cian^ the most valorous and talented of the Tuatha DS Danann^
who, in due time, after the triumph of his own people, became
king of Erinn, and held his court chiefly at iVas, (now Naas,

in the present county of Kildare). It was during his reign

that his fostermother, TailltS, died ; and he buried her in a
plain (in the present barony of Kells, in the county of Meath

;)

where he raised over her a large artificial hiU or sepulchral

mound, which remains to this day ; and where he ordered a
commemorative festival, with games and sports after the fashion

of other countries, to be held in her honour for ever. These
sports were appointed to commence each year in the middle of

July, and end in the middle of August.

But as the matter of this important poem does not come
within the scope of the present course of Lectures, and as its

details will form part of, if not a whole Lecture, in another

original;—CenlA1|^ '^x^et bAile riA pAti,

lAO|nDe •OA1L x>^A •oomiA'O,

oile-p neitl triAt) ctjbAit) cell,
tninlef mo|\ wac mile^.
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section of our National History, I shall pass it by for the J££21ZI£i
present with this brief notice. For sake of identification, how-
ever, I may quote the first verse, which begins,

** You learned men of the land of brave Conn,

Listen to me awhile, and take my blessing,

Until I relate to you the ancient history

Of the institution and arrangement of the fair of Tail-

ten''S'''^

The beautiful copy of this poem preserved in the Book of

Leinster contains fifty-eight stanzas ; while the copies of it

preserved in the Books of Ballymote and Lecain consist of but

forty-three, and want the author's name.

I have now brought down my list of the chief professors ofthe

ancient Irish Schools of Learning, almost as far as I need conti-

nue it for the purpose of the present Lectures, the illustration

of the proofs of our ancient national civilization. I shall only

add one other name, but it is one upon which I have still some- of Fiann of

thing to say, although in a former Lecture I had occasion to speak toice?^^'^'

of this great teacher and historian in reference to his authority

respecting the facts and chronology of our ancient history ; 1

allude to the next great historical poet, in order of time, after

O'Lothchain;—I mean Flann 3Iainistrech, or " of Monaster-

boice", as he is commonly called;

—

Flann, the chief professor or

head master of the great lay school at the monastery of Saint

Buite, (now called Monasterboice, in the present county of

Louth),—who died in the year 1056.

I have in a former Lecture given a somewhat detailed account
of the historical synchronisms compiled by this celebrated

scholar but, besides these, he has left us a vast quantity of
valuable contributions to the illustration of our history, as well

as specimens of the cultivation of the native language of Erinn
in his time.

Flann of the Monastery, as he is popularly called, was, Hke
Cuan OLothchain, of Munster extraction, and descended from
the same ancestor,— Tadhg, the son of Cian, son of Oilioll

Oluim,—but through a difierent line from the 0'Lothchains

;

Lind he was not the only distinguished scholar of his immediate
iamily.(''7^

(115) original :

—

A cVioeniA c]\icV\e cViuiiro caih,

eicpT) bic A|\ be-ntiAccAiii,

CO ti-t)ecni*p "ouib fencu-p fen,
•puiTDijce oeriAij cAibueti.

<"S) See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History ; p. 53.

See the Genealogical Table appended to the " Battle of AJayh L^na'\—-
published, with an English translation and notes, by the Celtic Society, in the
3 ear 1855.
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LKCT. VII. Of Flann MainistrecJis historical poems, those comprised in

Poems ..f the following list are preserved in the Book of Leinster, which

SrS/^""'' was compiled in less than a century after his death.

The first is a poem of forty stanzas, or one hundred and sixty

lines, on the manner of death and place of sepulture of the most
distinguished persons, male and female, of the ancient Tuatlia

De Danann colony of Erinn. This poem, of which there is

a copy also in the Book o£ Lecain, begins:
" Listen, O ye learned ! without blemish".^"®^

The second is a poem of thirty-seven stanzas, or one hun-
dred and forty-eight lines, gi'V'ing the length of the reigns and
the manner of death of the Pagan monarchs of Erinn, from
Eochaidh Feidhlech, in the century before the Incarnation,

down to Dathiy the last of the Pagan rulers, who died " at the

foot of the Alps", A. D. 428. This poem, of which there is also

a copy preserved in the Book of Lecain, begins :

*' The kings of Teamai\ who weie warmed by fire"^"^\

The third is a poem of fifty-two stanzas, or two hundred and
eight lines, giving the names and manner of deaths of the Chris-

tian monarchs of Erinn, from Laeghaire^ who began his reign

428, to Maelseaclilainn or Malachy the Second, who died 1022.

This poem, of which the Book of Lecain also contains a copy,

begins

:

*' The powerful kings of Teamar afterwards"

These three poems are described by Edward O'Reilly in his
*' Irish Writers", at the year 1056 ; but with the following ten

poems he appears to have been unacquainted, nor are they

found in any other book that I am aware of, but the Book of

Leinster alone, excepting two which shall presently be ob-

served on.

The fourth is a poem of twenty-six stanzas, or one hundred
and four fines, on the names of the persons who composed the

Trdm Ddimh, or Great Company, of Poets, pupils, women, and
attendants, which accompanied the chief poet Seanchan Torpest

on his visit to the court of GuairS^ king of Connacht, at Durlas,

in that province, some time about the year 600, a visit which
has been described in a former lecture.^^^'^ It is diflficult to dis-

cover what could have been the object of the author in writing

this poem, unless we take it to have been a display of his rhyth-

mical powers ; for it contains no real name or useful fact, but

consists chiefly of a harsh collection of fanciful descriptive names,

(119) original:—^^"^15 a eoldA cen 6n.
CH9) original :—Tlig cetripA "oia ceA^'bAnn cnu.
(120) original:—TI15 cetn^AA cAebAige iatacahi.
(•21) See Ante, Lect. iv.; p. 87.
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set down in good rKyme, but in tiresome alliteration. THs lkct. vn.

poem, wliich appears to have been addressed to one of the roemsof
, '

, -1 TL^ • PlcLnn Main.
author s pupils, begms : istrech.

*' Thou youth of many high degrees,

Among the crowd of learned assemblies,

What were the names,—relate to us,

—

Of the people of the Great Company /^^s)

The fifth is a poem of fifteen stanzas, or sixty lines, on the

names, length of reign, and manner of death, of the Christian

kings of Munster, from ^7igus, son ofNatfraech, (who, with his

wife, was killed in the battle of Cell Osnadh^ [in Carlow,] in the

year 489,) down to Donnchadh, (or Donagh,) son Brian Bo-
romha, who succeeded to the government of Munster about the

year 1023. This important poem begins:
*' Are ye acquainted with the ancient history .""^'"^

The sixth is a poem of fifty-one stanzas, or two hundred and
four lines, chiefly on the monarchs of Erinn and kings of Meath
who descended from Niall of the Nine Hostages ;—from Conall

Cremthainni^ son of JViall, (the first king of Meath separately

and as distinguished from the monarchy,) down to Co7ichobhar,

king of Meath, who was slain by his kinsman Morogh the son

of Flann 0'Maelseacldainn^ about the year 1030. This poem
gives the name, length of reign, and manner of death, of each of

these kings, forty-seven in nimiber, and begins

:

" Meath, the home of the race of Gonn^—
The beautiful seat of brave NialFs sons,

—

The heart of far-renowned Erinn

;

Meath, the plain of the great marshalled troops".^*^*^

The seventh is an interesting poem ofthirty-five stanzas, or one

hundred and forty lines, on the origin and liistory of the ancient

Palace of Aileach, (near Derry ; in the present county of Done-
gal). The origin of this celebrated palace, according to this

account of it (containing a specimen of poetic etymology which
I only quote for what it is worth), was shortly this:

When the Great Daglida was chief king of the Tuatlia DS Origin of ti.e

Danann in Erinn, holding his court at Tara, he on one oc- ^£5."*

casion entertained at his court Corrgenn, a powerful Connacht

(122) original :

—

A 51Ha j^i^Mn n-ilgivA-oA,

CA "oe AC Aiinu\n-o uiid-oe,

tnuiicipe tiA cj\oiii OAtiiA.
(123, original ;—1n eot -oib in 'pencu]' yen.
('24) originul :— rui-oe iriAigen ctAitme Cuiito,

CAin foixoT) clAinne llcilt iieA|\c-luiii-o,

c^M-oe bAtibA b]\icce,

Itli-oe iriAg 11A mop cipe.
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LECT. VII. chief, and his wife. During their stay at Teamair, Corrgenria

Origin of the wife was suspected of being more famiHar with the monarch's

/iieach. joung son AedJi, (or Hugh) than was pleasing to her husband,

who in a fit of sudden anger slew the young prince in the very

presence of his father. Corrgenns life would have paid for

the mui'der on the spot, but that the old monarch's sense of

justice was too strong to kill a man for avenging a crime so

heinous as he believed his son to have been guilty of; but,

although he would not consent to have his guest put directly

to death, he passed on him such a sentence as, whether he
intended it so or not, ended in the same manner. The singu-

lar sentence which the king passed on the unfortunate Corr-

genu was, (according to th^ story,) to take the dead body of the

prince on his back, and never to lay it down until he had found

a stone exactly to fit him in length and breadth, and sufficient

to form a tomb-stone for him ; and then to bury him in the

nearest hill. Corrgenn was obliged to submit, and accordingly

set out with his burden. After a long search he found at last

the stone he sought for, but found it only so far off as by the

shore of Loch Feabhail, (now called Loch Foyle, at Derry.)

Here, then, depositing the body on the nearest eminence to

him, he went down, raised the stone, and carried it up to the

hill, Avhere he dug a grave, and buried the prince; and with

many an ach (or groan) placed the stone over him
;
but, wearied

by his labour, he had hardly done so before he dropped down
dead by its side. And it was from these achs or groans of

Corrgenn^ that, (compounding the word ach with ail^ an ancient

Gaedhelic name for a stone,) the old monarch, when informed
of what had happened, formed the name of Ail-ach for his

son's grave ; that is stone and groan ; a name that the place has

ever since retained. It was the custom in ancient times in

Erinn, when a great personage had died, to institute assem-

blies and games of commemoration at his grave ; and this was
done at his son's grave at A ileach by the monarch Daghda.
The poem, however, contains two furtlier explanations of

the name ofAileach. In some time after the death of Corrgenn,

it is said, Neid, son of Indai, (a semi-mythological personage,

who may be called the Mercury of the Tuatha Be Danann^
brother to the monarch the Daghda^ built a palace and fortress

here, after which it was called Aileach Neid. Neid was himself

afterwards killed by the Fomorians or Pirates ; and the place

having gone to ruin, its history is not recorded from that

time down to the reign of the monarch of Erinn Fiacha

Sraibtine, who was slain at the battle Duhh-Chomar, a. d.

322. In this Fiacha s reign, however, it is stated that Frigrinuy
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a young Scottish chief, eloped with AilecJi, *'that is, * the ^^^cr- v"-

splendid'", daughter of jPw6imV^, the king of Scotland; brought origin^ofthe

her over to Erinn; and put himself under the Irish king's Aileach.

protection. And it is said that King Fiacha gave the youthful

lovers the ancient fortress of Aileach for their residence and
security ; and that here Frigrinn built the magnificent house

which is described in this poem, whence the place got the name
Aileach Frigrinn^ as well as the older name oi Aileach Neid.

FlanrCs curious poem begins

:

" Should any one attempt to relate

The history of host-crowded Aileach,

After Eochaidh the illustrious,

—

It would be wresting the sword out of Hector's

hand"/»='^>

1 must observe here, however, that the ancient name of

Aileach was certainly Aileach Neid; and the investigations of

antiquaries, (including the cautious Dr. Petrie,) have led to the

same conclusion to which we should come by following the

ancient manuscript authorities,—that the stone ruins at Aileach^

as well as several other similar stone erections in several parts

of Erinn, must be referred to the Tuatha De Dafiann, if not to

the Firholgs; certainly to a race prior to the Milesians. A
simpler etymology may easily be suggested for the name ; for

when we remember that the Milesians always used wooden
buildings, in preference to the stone used by their predecessors,

we can easily understand why they should emphasize such an
erection under the name of Aileach. The word aileach itself

may in fact signify simply a stone building" ; since ail is a

stone, and ach the common adjective termination ; so that ail-

each would literally signify " stony", i.e. of or belonging to, or

made of, stone.

Who the Eochaidh was to whom Flann refers as having al-

ready written copiously of the history of Aileach, I cannot with
certainty say ; but I believe him to have been Flaiin's own con-

temporary, Eochaidh (called the " Learned") O'Ceirin; and that

he was the author of the long poem on Aileach, preserved in the

Book of Lecain, and published (with an English translation)

by Dr. Petrie, in 1837, in the Ordnance Memoir of Derry.

I believe that this very poem was the " copious history" to

which Flann bears such honourable testimony ; and this belief

is the more Hkely to be well-founded, when we find that the

original— CiA c^iaIIai-o ne6 Aifttei|*

l^eticAif Aitit e AlcAij
•o'eif eAccAcn Air»,

1|^ 5AIC A ctoi'oib AllAiin l"leccAi|\.
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LECT. VII. author of this long poem states, in the sixty -seventh stanza, (the

Origin of the last but eight), that the monarch of Erinn then reigning was the

Aiieach. sixtccnth of the Clanna Neil line who had arrived at this high

distinction; for we very well know that Dornlmall O'Neill

grandson of Niall '• GlunduhK\ was the sixteenth monarch of

his line, and that he died and was buried at Armagh in the

year 1)78. That the long poem on Aiieach was written in the

reign of Domhnall ONeil is, therefore, pretty plain ; but the

author, whoever he may have been, does not set himself down
as the chief author of the ancient history of that celebrated

place, but quotes Cuaradh^ some still more ancient writer of

whom I have no other record, as the original compiler of its

Dinnseanchas, or etymological history.

Of this short poem of Flann^s^ on Aiieach^ there are copies

preserved in the Books of Ballymote and Lecain^ in the Royal
Irish Academy.

Poems of The eighth poem of Flanris is one of thirty-four stanzas, or

(coniSiued). One hundred and thirty-six lines, also on Aiieach^ and apparently

a continuation of its history, from his former poem. It gives the

names, and the lengths of the reigns of every king of the race

of Eoghan, son of Niall of the Nine Hostages, who reigned in

it as king of the northern O'Neills, from Eoghan himself down
to the Domhnall 0'Neil mentioned above, who died in the

year 978. This poem begins:
** Four generations after Frigrinn^

By valiant battle,

The noble Aiieach was taken by the warriors

Of the hosts of Eoghan''.'''''^

The Eoghan mentioned here, whose clann took possession of

Aiieach under compact with his other brothers, was Eoghan the

son of Niall " of the Nine Hostages", who gave name to the

territory which ever after bore his name, as Tir Eoghain, (or

Tyrone ; a name, however, now applied to a more limited dis-

trict.) This Eoghan was visited at his palace o£A iieach by Saint

Patrick, when he embraced the Christian faith, and received

baptism at the hands of the great apostle.

It would be difficult to discover the reason which induced

Flann to write these two poems, so closely trenching on the poet

Eochaidh's history ofAiieach, to the value ofwhich he bears such

honourable witness, were it not that we know, that it was part of

Flanns system of teaching, as well as of all other teachers in

(H6) original :—Citro ceic|M ii-'oiiii ia)\
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tliis country, to throw theii' lessons of history into poems of easy lect. vti.

measure and rhyme, in order that their immediate pupils might
with greater facility commit it to memory.

There is another very ancient poem on the origin ofAileach

preserved in the Book of Leinster, but without any author's posed to be

name, and agreeing exactly with the history of the place given ^cuarJdh,

in the published poem, as well as in Flanns. This poem comes
down, however, but to the time of its passing into the possession

of Eoglian^ son of Niall; Saint Patrick's visit to him there ; and
the blessing which he left upon Eoghan and liis descendants.

It is probably Ciiaradlis poem, referred to in EochaidJis longer

composition. The writer of this poem was evidently of the

Clann Neill, as he calls Saint Colum Cille his kinsman, alludes

to his mission to Scotland, and invokes his intercession for his

soul. This poem consists of twenty-eight stanzas, or a hundred
and twelve Hnes, beginning:

" Behold Aileach from all sides ai'ound

!

Home of the hosts of NiaW^ brave race,

Mound of the assemblies of noble Erinn,

Grave of Aedh, son of vehement Daghda"S^^^^

The ninth poem Flaiiris is one of twenty- three stanzas, or Poems of

ninety-two lines, on several of the battles and deeds of valour Mainistrerh,

gained and performed by the descendants of Eoghan, son of

Niall,—more familiarly known by the name of the Cinel Eogh-
ain)—from the battle of Sliahh Cua, (in the County of Water-

ford), gained over the men of Mimster in the year 593 by
Fiachna, son of Baetan, king of Ulster, to the battle of Cill-na-

nDaighre, (near Drogheda), gained by the Monarch Aedh
Fmnliath in the year 866, over Flann son of Conaing, lord of

Bregia, and a great force of the men of Leinster and the Danes
of Dublin, to the number of five thousand. This valuable

poem begins

:

" Let us follow,— it is no patli of ease,

—

Our history without faintness,

Until we relate, without omission,

The deeds of the race of Eoghari' S^^^^

The tenth poem ofFlanns is one of sixty-eight stanzas, or two

(127) original:—"Oeci-o Aitecli n-imcViiVL n-iiAib,

i:e]\c fOT) AeriAig b^nbA m-b<Mn,
Ae-OA tnic OAj'OA -oein.

(128) original ;—A-pcriAtri ni xeoV \ax>a\\j

lA]\]"Ain xXac-c ceti b|\eobAil.

CO 11-ecfem cen •oi'OAib

•oo gnimAib fib CojAin.
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LKCT. VII. hundred and seventy-two lines, on several other of the battles

Poems of gained, and deeds of valour performed, by the Cinel Eoghain,

MaiHisirech fto"^ the abovo battle of Sliahh Cua, gained in the year 593,
(continued). Jown to the battle of Magh Adiiair by Mac Lochhxinn, the

battle of Ceann Coradh by Domhnall, and a battle over the Uli-

dians by Mac Lochlainn in the end of the tenth century, in

which that Donnsleibhe, king of Ulidia, was slain, whose head
was carried to Armagh to be buried. The record by Flann of

these three battles is the more important, as none of them is

recorded in the Annals of the Four Masters. This valuable

poem begins:

" What they have performed of valour,

These clanns oi JEoghan^

Though it be attempted it cannot be
Recounted by the poets" .^^'^^^

The eleventh poem of Flann's is one of sixty-nine stanzas, or

two hundred and seventy-six lines, also on the Cinel Eoghain.

This poem gives an account of the life of the celebrated Muir-
chertach, son of Muiredhach^ son of that Eoghain from whom
descend the Cinel Eoghain. He was more popularly called

Muirchertach Mac Erca, after his mother, who was Ercy daugh-

ter of Loam M6r^ King of Alhain^ (Scotland). Muirchertach

reigned as monarch of Erinn twenty-four years, imtil he was
burned to death in the palace of Cleitech, on the Boyne, in the

year 527. The history of the elopement of his mother, Ere,

with his father Muiredhach,— his birth, life, battles, and death,

—are well described in this poem ; as are also a great number
of the victories of the Cviel Eoghain, down to the time of

Flaithbhertach O'Neil, king of Aileach, who died in the year

1036. This most important historical poem begins:

** The deeds, the victories,

The devastations were so numerous
Of those men, so far renowned.

That even the poets cannot recount them ".^^^^

It would be difficult to over-estimate the historical value of

these three poems. They are precisely the documents that

supply life and the reality of details to the blank dryness of our

(129) original:—An vo yiOnyAc x>o d-AttriA,

CiA Tne]\A"oi-o ni ecAC,
A AjMiii eoLAij.

tJ30) original :—A ti-gtuitix), a n-edcA,
A 1vo|^5n^ bACAi\
in ir tiA ciipim,

connAcn Afctuini'o o pbi).
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skeleton pedigrees. Many a name lying dead in our genealo- LF.cr. vn.

gical tracts, and which has found its way into our evidently

condensed chronicles and annals, will be found in these poems,
connected with the death or associated with the brilliant deeds

of some hero whose story we would not willingly lose
;

while,

on the other hand, many an obscure historical allusion will be
illustrated, and many an historical spot as yet unknown to the

topographer will be identified, when a proper investigation of

these and other great historical poems preserved in the Book
of Leinster shall be undertaken as part of the serious study of

the history and antiquities of our country.



LECTURE VIII.

CDelirered 23rd June, 1867.]

(III.) Education, and Literature
;
(continued). Of the Poems of Flann

Mainistrech (continued). Of the History of Aedh Slain^, (Monarch, vi,

century). Of some Poems of Giolla-Brighd€ Mac Conmidh^ (xiii. century),

attributed by O'Reilly to Flann. Of a Poem by Eoghan Ruadh Mac an
Bhaird (or Ward), attributed by O'Reilly to Flann. Of Flann's Poem on
the Pedigree of the Saints of Erinn. History anciently taught in verse.

Of Flann and his descendants. Of general education in Erinn in early

times. Continued cultivation of the Gaedhelic, after the introduction of
Latin. Of the system of Academic Education in early times. The ancient
Academic or University course. Of the legal relations between Teacher
and Pupil. Teachers often employed as Ministers of State by their former
pupils ; Fothaidh " na Canoin^". The Profession of Teaching not confined

to the clergy in early Christian times. Maelsuthain O'Carroll, Teacher and
afterwards Secretary of Brian Boromha.

There remain still some poems of Flann of Monasterboice to

be mentioned before I close with him the sketch I proposed to

trace of the succession of distinguished scholars and teachers in

the Gaedhelic language during the earlier ages of our history.

The cultivation of our ancient language, it need hardly be
observed, by no means ceased with Flann. On the contrary

it continued for centuries after his time to flourish vigorously

;

and it was during the succeeding ages to that of Flann that the

greater portion of the extensive works still existing in the

Gaedhehc were composed. But of the chief part of these an

account has been given in a former course of lectures^^^'^ in so

much detail, that for my present purpose of illustrating the

early civilization of Erinn, I need not repeat myself by con-

tinuing the chain below the eleventh century.

rlann Alain- The twclfth pocm o£ Flann s, not noticed by O'Reilly, is one

tSed).^^°"' fifteen stanzas, or sixty lines, on the birth and history of

Aedh SlainSj (a name commonly written Hugh Slaney), son of

Diarmait, monarch of Erinn, who was slain in the year 558,

after a reign of twenty years. This story of Aedh SlainS is as

follows

:

^^edh^sialu, Diarmait had to his second wife Mughain, the daughter of

efhcTntury)
^o^^^^^^^h, king of South Munster. Now, Mughain^ as it hap-

pened, had no children for several years after her marriage

;

and as this was always considered as a reproach to our queens

in ancient times, just as to those of the Hebrews, Mughains

(131) Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History.
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life soon became an unhappy one. To cure her grief, therefore, lkct. vm.

the queen, with the consent of her husband, piously besought

the prayers of two holy saints, the bishops Aedh^ of Rath Aedh^

(in Meath), and Finnen, of Magh-BilS, (now Movilla, in the

county of Down). And it is recorded that soon afterwards she

conceived, and in due time bore a son, the above-named Aedh
SlainS^ who subsequently succeeded to the monarchy in the

year 595, and who was slain the year 600. Flann ^ poem re-

counting this story begins

:

*' Mughain, the daughter of worthy Concraidh,

Son of Duach^ king of South Munster,

Who followed munificence without guile.

The wife of Diarmait Mac Cerbhaiir.^'^'^

The thirteenth poem of Flann's is one of thirty-five stanzas. Poems of

1 T T 1 c • ^• 1 n ^ • *!• Flann Main-
or one hundred and lorty lines, composed lor his pupils in utrech (con-

history. In this poem he gives a list of the monarchs of Erinn ti^^^^d).

and of the kings of Meath of the race of the above Aedh
SlainS; together with the length of the reign and the manner
and place of death of each, down to Donnchadh, who was
slain by the Clann Colman, and Muirchertach^ who was slain

by Maeheachlainn; both of whom must have been kings of

Meath, and both of whom must have flourished down to the

close of the tenth century, though their names are not found in

the Annals of the Four Masters. This valuable poem begins

:

" The race of Aedh Slaine of the Spears,

Of whom grew many noble kings,

I will relate of their actions good,

Their deaths, and their lordly reigns".^^^^^

This is the last of the thirteen poems of Flann Mainistrech

preserved in the Book of Leinster; but of the following list of

poems, in addition to those already noticed, printed by O'Reilly

and ascribed to him, some are genuine and some are not, as I

shall now proceed to show.

The fourth poem of Flann's in O'Reilly's list is one of thirty-

three stanzas, or one hundred and thirty-two lines, on the

family or household of Saint Patrick ; in which the name and
office of each person, male and female, are given ; such as, his

chaplains ; his judges ; his advisers ; his workers in gold, silver,

(132) original:—mtijAin injen Clionc|\Ai'o cAin,
mic "OtiAc "oo •oe)'-intitnAin,

no c\\em -piAi^AixcA cen 'PAi'Lt,

DeAn "OiAivrnACA mic CejAtDAilt.
(133) original :—SiL Aex>A SlAine riA f^ej,

A n-Ai-oe-o, A ri-A|\'oi:lAiT:'hitif.
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LECT. vm. bronze, and iron; his embroidresses ; his chariot-drivers, etc.

Poems of etc. ; and among the rest, singularly enough, appears the name
iJtrechfcon- o£ Aedli, the keeper of his Tooth, a relic which was after his
tinued). death preserved in the church ofAcJiadh A bhall, (or the " apple-

tree field"), in Connacht, and the curious ancient shrme of which
is now in the museum of the Royal Irish Academy. The
only ancient copy of this curious poem of Flann'Sf that I have
ever seen, is preserved in the Book of Lecain^ and begins

:

*'The household of Patrick of the Prayers".^^^^)

The fifth poem of Flanns in O'Reilly's list, is one of three

hundred and five stanzas, or one thousand two hundred and
twenty lines, beginning

:

*' Make clear my way, O God of Heaven l"^'^*^

In this elaborate poem, (which is also a purely educational

one, and intended for his class), he gives the names and reigns

of the emperors and kings of the Assyrians, Persians, Greeks,

and Romans, from Ninus to the Emperor Theodosius; the

invasion of Britain by Constantine the Great ; his adoption of

the sign of the cross on his banner ; his conversion ; and various

Christian acts of his subsequent life. The only copy of this

metrical abstract of ancient universal history with which I am
acquainted, is preserved in the Book of Lecain.

The sixth poem ofFlanns in O'Reilly's list, is one of eighteen

stanzas, or seventy-two lines, on the taxes and tributes paid to the

king of Tir-Chonaill, (Tir-Connell) from the subordinate chiefs of

his territory, and the stipends paid by him to them ; the receiving

of which stipends by them was, according to the legal customs of

the time, the acknowledgment on their part ofhis superiority, and

the earnest oftheir own fealty to him. This curious poem begins

:

*' There is here a history not trifling".^^^^^

The seventh poem of Flaim's in O'Reilly's list is one of

eighteen stanzas, or seventy-two lines, on the Rights and Pri-

vileges of the kings of Aileacli^ or the O'Neil line, and of the

kings of Tir-Chonaill, or the O'Donnell line. It begins:
" O book ! there is in thy middle

A consistent, perfect history,

For the valiant king of great Eoghan's race,

And for the king of the brave Cinel Chonaiirs^^^^

From this valuable poem it appears that the sovereignty of

(133) original :—muinnreyv Pac]aaic riA pAice|\.

03<) original:—Tlei-oig •oAtn a -06 -00 nini.

036) original:—AcA-punn I'encu^ hac fUAitl..

(136) original :

—

A liubAiA aua a|v -do tA^A,

•peAncuf comcubAi-o coTntAfi,

x>o eAccAc eojAiii tutl/.

If "DO ceneoii ClionuilL.
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Aileach was common to the Clann Eoghain and the Clann Cho- r^ECT. vm .

naill; and our author sets forth the tributes paid by either Poems of

clann, when the king of the two races was chosen from the SrS'Tcon-

other, as well as when he was chosen from itself This poem ti^'^ed).

appears to have been addressed by Flann to his own Book

;

which Book, it would appear, or at least this part of it, he had
copied from the ancient book of Cill-Mic-Nenain, the principal

and patron church of Tir-Connell. In the last stanza of this

poem, Flann avows himself as the author of it.

The eighth poem of Flann's, given in O'Reilly's list, is one

of fifty -eight stanzas, or two hundred and thirty -two lines,

chiefly in piaise of Conall Gulban. the ancestor of the O'Don-
nells and all the Cinel Chonaill, who conquered from the Clann
Colla and the tribes of North Connacht a territory for himself

and his brothers, CairbrS, Enna, and Eoghan. Conall, it ap-

pears, was induced to go on this expedition during his father's

lifetime and against the will of the king, because the northerns

had slain his tutor, Fiacha, who was a Connacht-man. His
father, Niall " of the Nine Hostages", prevailed on his three

other sons, Conall CremJithainnS, Fiachra, and MainS, not to

join their brother Conall in what at first appeared to him to be
a wild enterprise ; and in order the more to encourage them in

withholding their countenance from their brother, he gave them
all lands in Meath. There, accordingly, Conall Cremhthainne

became the founder of the great line of monarchs and kings of

Meath ofthe CMaelseachlainn line
;
there, also, from Fiacha de-

scended the Mac Eochagans, O'Mulloys, and others ; and from
MainS the OCethernaighs of Teffia, (who earned the name of

Foxes), and various other families in Westmeath and Longford.

These several clanns in aftertimes became distinguished in Irish

History as the " Southern Hy-NialV\ while the descendants

of the northern brothers, (^Conall Gulban^ and Eoghan), are

known as the " Northern Hy-Niair. The boundaries of the

territories of the northern brothers are distinctly laid down in

this valuable poem, which contains, besides, many other curious

Mstorical references. It begins

:

" Conall, the chief of the sons of Niall,

Went forth from Tara's pleasant hill,

To wreak his vengeance on the northern land,

In the province of Ulster of the red weapons" .^'^''^

It is stated in the concluding stanza of this poem that it was

(137) original:—ConAil cvunji-o ctoitine n6i'Lt,

CAinic A UetnpAi§ cA01b-|^61•o,

VOL. I. 11
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LEOT. vin. written in Monasterboice, by ^ngiis ondi Flavin; but of the
u^ngus here mentioned we have no particulars.

Of some Edward O'Reilly says that there is another poem on this sub-
poems of.

-\ t ' ' • ^ ^ T • iy-».77
Qioiia- ject, and begmmng with the same words, written by (jrioUa'

conmidhf,'^'^ Brighde Mac ConmidhS, of whom he gives some account in his

tiryx'^attri-
" ^^^^h Writers", under the year 1350. O'Reilly is not altoge-

o^Refu^^to
^^^^ correct in this assertion. The two poems agree exactly

Flann. ouly in the first fine. Mac ConmidJws poem recites a good
deal of what is recorded by Flann of the career of Conall Gul-
ban, and he places in a clearer light some unexplained passages

in it ; but the main part of it is devoted to the history and praise

of MaeheacJilam O'Donncll, lord of Tir-Connell, who was slain

by Maurice Fitzgerald at the battle of Fas Euadh, (now Bally-

shannon), in the year 1247. As O'Donnell's reign commenced
in the year 1241, and ended in the year 1247, it is evident that

Mac ConmidM wrote this poem between these two years ; and
as he was also the author of several poems of an earUer date,

(of one in particular, written in praise of Donnchadh Cairbrech

O'Brien, who was lord of Thomond about the year 1208), it is

very clear that O'Reilly is inaccurate when he makes him flou-

rish in the year 1 350. Having in my own possession fine copies

of all these poems, I have no difficulty in showing their dates

and where they differ.

The ninth poem ascribed to Flann in 0'Reilly*s list is one.

of thirty-one stanzas, or one hundred and twenty-four lines, on
Dalach, son of Muirchertach, chief of Tir-Connell (directly

descended from Conall Gulban), who was slain in the year 868.

It appears from this curious poem that Muirchertach had five

sons, among whom he divided his moveable property at the

time of his death. Of these five sons, Dalach was the fourth,

and Brodigan (from whom descend the O'Brodigans of the

north), was the fifth. Dalach being more ambitious than the

rest, employed the property bequeathed to him in the purchase

of the succession to his father's chieftaincy from his elder bro-

thers ; and in this manner he became chief before his regular

time. This Dalach was the immediate ancestor of the great

O'Donnell family of Tir-Connell. This poem begins

:

Ye musical poets of Tir-Connell,

Inform us,—a matter of no small account,

—

By what right did Dalach the beloved assume

Chiefship over all his brethren ?"^''®^

(138) original :—A eolcA ConAilL ceotAij,

dull' 'pA]\ ]gAb oaIac •oil,
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This poem, interesting as it is as an historical tract, bears ^^^t. vm.

internal evidence, however, from its style and diction, that it of some

was not written by Flann of Monasterboice. The author pro- oVSlf

fesses in it to have obtained his historical materials from the clnmiLX'^^

ancient Book of Cill-Mic-Nenainy already mentioned ; and he
J^^^^ ^

professes to quote from it a prophecy of Saint Colum CilU^ con- buted by

ceming the reign and fame of Dalacli and some of his descen- ^S!^
dants,—two of whom, Eignechan and Cathbharr^ were destined

to be kings of Ulster, and the other two. Conn, and another

CathbharVf were to be monarchs of Erinn. Of the first two,

Eignechan, the son of Dalacli, succeeded his father as king of

Tir-Connell, and died in the year 901. It was on his death

that Mac Lonan wrote the remarkable elegy described in a

former lectm^e. Cathbharr, the second of these destined kings

of Tir-Connell, died in the year 1106 ; and it was under the

direction and at the expense of this Catlibharr that the beau-

tiful shrine of Saint Colum Ciller copy of the Psalms, now
known as the Cathach or Book of Battles'- '^^^ (at 'present tem-

porarily deposited in the museum of the Royal Irish Academy),
was made. Conn and the second Catlibharr, who were, accord-

ing to the supposed prophecy, promised to be monarchs of

Erinn, do not appear in any list of the chief kings ; but I be-

lieve the Cathbliarr the son of Domlinall M6r O'Donnell, who
was expected to succeed his father but was killed prematurely

in battle in the year 1208, was one of them. And this surmise

would exactly agree with the time to which I am disposed to

assign the writing of this poem, which I believe to have been
written about the same time as the poem on Donnchadli Cair^

hrecli O'Brien, and by the same author, Giolla-BriglidS Mac Gon^
midlie. No Conn O'Donnell appears in our annals at or about
this period.

The tenth poem ascribed to Flann in O'Reilly's list, is one
of twelve stanzas, or forty-eight lines, beginning

:

" Cairbre, Eoghan, Enda the brave.

And great Conall, the sons of Niall,

Where, O you learned of noble Erinn

!

Are the boundaries of their territories and lands ?"^'*°^

Edward O'Reilly, in his account of this poem, falls into a

slight mistake when he says it was written on the territories of

four of the sons of Conall Gulban, son of Niall *' of the Nine
<'^) See Lectures on the MS. Materials ofAncient Irish History, pp. 327, 331

;

and App., p. 598.
(140) original :— CAi]\'b|A6, eorAti, en-oA 6iiti,

ocvuf CohaI'L mo|v rriAC tleill,

CAi-oe, A eotcA bAtilDA binn,
c]AiocA A c|ModA i:eA-)\Ainn.

11 B
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vin. Hostages" ; it was in fact written on Conall Gulhan himself,

Of some and his three brothers just mentioned, all the immediate sons of

^GMia- Niall. We have seen, in a former poem, that these four con-

Tjnmidhf'^^ quered a territory for themselves in Ulster and North Connacht,
(J^thccn-^ without the assent or assistance of the monarch their father;

buied by ' this pocm profcsscs to lay down the respective situation, limits,

?/anrt.'^
*° and boundaries of each brother s separate division of the con-

quered lands.

This is a curious and valuable poem ; but with respect to this

also it bears internal evidence that it was not from the accurate

pen of Flann. Indeed there can be no reasonable doubt of its

having been written by Giolla-Brighde Mac ConmidhS, and that

it was one of the series of historical poems which he wrote for

the northern Hy-Niall (the O'Donnells and O'Neills, etc.), in

the early part of the thirteenth century. Of this I have, besides,

some direct evidence; for, in a curious collection of ancient

poems on the O'Donnell family and genealogy, now in my pos-

session, Mac Conmidhe is actually set down as the author of tliis

poem.
The eleventh poem ascribed to Flann in O'Reilly's list, is

one of forty-five stanzas, or one hundred and eighty lines, be-

ginning :

" Enna^ the ward of hardy Cairhre,

Took to his share Tir-Enna of the red arms

;

The chieftain left his noble sons

Under the protection of the sons of ConaWP^^^
This poem, which was was also written by Mac ConmidM,

and not by Flann, gives a very curious and valuable history of

the territory, and of the immediate descendants of Enna, one of

the three brothers of Conall Gulhan^ who aided him in his

conquest in Ulster, and received for his share of the conquered
lands a territory which after him was called Tir-Enna, or

Enna's land, extending from the river Suilidh (or Swilly) west-

wards to the well-known mountain- pass of Bearnas M6r, in

Donegal, and across from the present Lifford to Letterkenny.

This is one of the most curious pieces that I am acquainted

with, in relation to the immediate branching off of the Northern

Hy-Niall famihes from the above four brothers, Conall^ Eoghan,
Cairbrd, and Enna.
The twelfth poem ascribed to Flann in O'Reilly's list was

also written by Mac ConmidhS. It is one of twenty-two stanzas,

(HI) original :—OnriA "OAtcA CA1^b]^e cjAUAiT),

po tAb cip emiA A]\ni|\iiAi-6,

faSduix) At) cuiii5i"6 A clomn,
A ]:o|-CA'6 cimt) Cnonuill.
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or eighty-eight lines, and represents the discussion "which is lbot. nii

supposed to have taken place between Conall Gidban and his

brother Uoghan, respecting the division of the territory which
they had conquered in Ulster. This poem, which is one of no

great value, begins

:

** Listen ye to Conall the valiant,

And to Eoghan the noble and admirable.

How they held their council meeting

Upon the top of Drom Cruachain Hill"/^*^^

The thirteenth poem ascribed to by O'Reilly is merely Of other

x'j-Li- • c ^^ poems attn-

Doticed by him as commencmg as loilows : buted to

Here is a catalogue of the kings''/^"^
^

Of this poem I know nothing more than what is said here,

never having met a copy of it.

The fourteenth and last poem ascribed to Flann in O'Reilly's

list, is one of fourteen stanzas, or fifty- six lines, upon the bap-

tism of Conall Gulhan by St. Patrick ; on which occasion the

saint presented the chieftain with a shield and a crozier as

symbols of the support which he was to give to the civil and
ecclesiastical dignities. St. Patrick at the same time inscribed

the sign of the cross on the shield with his sacred crozier, called

the Staff of Jesus and he solemnly promised Conall that

such of his descendants as should carry this sign in a just battle

should be always victorious. And the Tir-Connellians did

always inscribe this sign and the words that accompany it on
their banner. The poet quotes the 137th chapter of Jocelyn's

Life of St. Patrick as his authority for this story. This poem
begins:

" Among all that has been written

:

By the monk Jocelynus,

Of the works of Patrick, one with another.

Throughout the broad plains of Erinn".*^^*^^

It will be seen at once, when the author of this poem
; quotes Jocelyn, a writer of the latter half of the twelfth cen-

tury, as his authority, that that author could not have been
Flann; since Flann died more than a century before that time.

original:—^fcig ]\e CotiAll CAlm^i,

ocu-p ixeVi-eogAti Apt) <xm|WL,

A multAC "O^AOTnA C|vuACAin.

original:

—

Aca -pun-o imiILa-o tia -jMoj.

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History
; p. 338, and

App., p. 600.
11*6) origiual :—Gi'oip 5a6 obAi]\ I'riMo'bu'p,

An mAriAch lo'peLinu]',

•DO yeA^ACAib pViAcpAic ceAnn a ceAtin,

ile^dc tTiuig fAt)bAi5 ei]\eAnn.
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LECT. VIII. Neither could Mac ConmidhS have been the writer of this

poem, differing as it does most remarkably from his style.

Poem by The real author of it was, in fact, Eoghan Ruadh Mac An-
Ruadh Mac Bliaivd^ OX Ward, the chaplain and faithful companion of the

?o'r fva/d? gi-eat Red Hugh O'Donnell, who, after the battle of Kinsalein

oSi^^o^^ 1602, went to Spain, where he died. I have a copy of this

Fiann. pocm in my own possession, made by James MacGuire in the

year 1727, from the book of the family poems of the O'Donnells

;

and in this copy, its authorship is ascribed, and I have no doubt

properly, to Father Ward. The legend on which the poem is

founded, however, is much older than Jocelyn, as it is preserved

in the oldest copy now known of the Tripartite Life of St.

Patrick.

poenTon the
There is another very remarkable poem, of which there ia

Pedigrees of rcasou to believc that Flann was the author. This poem is

Erini'''''
°^ noticed as follows in O'Reilly's " Irish Writers", at the year 908

1

At the same time", he says, " with Cormac Mac Culhnan
lived Sealbhach, the secretary of that prince. He wrote a poero:

reciting the names of the saints of Ireland, and distinguishing*

the tribe to which each saint belonged. It begins

:

" * The sacred pedigree of the saints of Ireland'

This valuable poem is very properly described by O'Reilly

^

but he gives no authority to show that it was written by
Sealbhach, while we have the distinct authority of the Annals-,

of the Four Masters that it was written by FLami^ for, at thej

year 432, the annals contain the following entry: " Ath Truimi

(now Trim, in Meath) was founded by St. Patrick, the place

having been granted by Feidhlim, son of [the Monarch] Lae-
gJiairS, son o{Niall, io God, to Patrick, to Lonian^ and to Saint

Fortchern. Flann of the Monastery cecinit". And they then

give the following pedigree of St. Patrick, from this poem, be-

ginning at the eighth stanza, leaving us no room to doubt their

accuracy in ascribing it to Flann :

Patrick, Abbot, or Christian chief of all Erinn,

Son of Calphrann, son of FotidS,

Son of DeissS,—not liable to reproach,

—

Son of great Cormac, son oi Lehrinth^

Son of Ota^ son of Orric the good.

Son of Moric, son of Leo, full of prosperity,

Son of Maximus, why not name him ?

Son o£ Encretta, the tall and comely,

Son of Philisti, the best of men,
Son of Fereni, of no mean repute,

{»*«) original:—" tlAeiri fendui- tiAetii VaiV*.
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Son of Brittan, otter of the sea, lect. m.
From whom the passionate Britons descend.

Cochmas was his modest mother,

NemthoT was his native town

;

Of Munster not small his share.

Which Patrick freed from all sorrow"/**'-'

I must observe here, that in a copy of this poem, in the

handwriting of the Rev. Michael O'Clery, the chief of the

Four Masters, described by me in a former lecture, and now
preserved in the Burgundian Library at Brussels, Eochaidh
OCldrcein is set down as the author, and under the peculiar

distinction of " Eochaidh of the battle of Craebh Tulcha'\ The
Four Masters record this battle of Craebh Tulcha, (which was,

I believe, in the county Antrim), as having been fought be-

tween the people of Down and Antrim, in the year 1003 ; but
there is no mention of this Eochaidh in their account of it.

It is probable that the metrical compositions of Flann were History

much more numerous than we know of now. It was the uni- taught in

versal practice of the teachers of history, and of the language

in the early schools in Erinn, to compose their lessons in

verse, according to the very artificial system of the Gaedhelic

prosody ; and in this manner it was that the student learned

not only the facts which he was required to know, but also

that dexterity in wielding the language which he was obliged

to acquire before he could take even the lowest of those profes-

sional ranks of privileged men of learning, of whose distinc-

tions an account has been given in former lectures And
the poems of Flanuy as well as of the other historical writers

before referred to, are all of this class.

In his Synchronisms, of which an account was also given on

original:—p^ctxAic, Ab ei-penti uite,

true 'Oeifi'e, tiA-p "0015 -oo bu-o,
rrnc Co|vmAic moi]\ tnic teibpiuc,
mic Oca, mic Oi]\iaic triAic,

mic moi|\ic, mic leo in Iah |vaic,

mic triAximi, mAi]\5 riA -ptoinn,

mic enc|\ecuA Aift) aIaiito,

mic pitifcii' f^T^f ^t^ A15 CAC,
mic i:e|\eni ^ah An^^AC,

mic biMrAHi, -oo "bjVA riA mAi\A,
o CAic "bixecAin b]\ucmApA,
CocVimA'p A mACA|\ mAilA,
tlemcViop A bAite bAjA,
Don mumAin ni CAeb a ctut),

|\0 fAOn A|\ -ptl'DA^A PAC|\A1C.
0*9) Lecfures on the 31S. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 168.

Idem. p.p. 2, 204, 219, 220, 239, 241, 243, 255; and ante p. 84
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LECT VIII . a former occasion,^^'"^ Flann also followed the system of teaching

pursued by his predecessors. He, however, greatly enlarged

the scope of their labours, corrected still more their chronology,

and compiled at last a body of general comparative history,

which was found by scholars five centuries after him not only

full of valuable matter, but presenting that matter perfectly ar-

ranged and in shape ready to their hands. These Synchronisms
consist of parallel lines of the kings and chiefs of all the ancient

nations, both of Asia and of Europe, from the very earliest re-

cords of the human race, their proper dates being assigned to

each, and the parallel line of the monarchs of Erinn carried

down in regular order, corresponding to their dates, as far as the

year 918. For the better understanding of these Synchronisms,

or perhaps for their more convenient arrangement in les-

sons or lectures, these chronological lines are divided into

periods of a century each. And in addition to these Synchro-

nisms of general history, the master has also transmitted to us

similar parallel lines of the provincial kings of Erinn, and of

the kings and chiefs of those tribes of the Gaedhils who had
migrated into, and settled in Scotland,

Of these important works of Flann I gave some description

before ; but I could not properly describe here his character as

a teacher, nor make clear the nature of the education dispensed

through the medium of the Gaedhelic language in our ancient

schools, without recalling these labours also of one of the most
remarkable men of learning, of his day, in Europe.

Of the life So much for what remains to us of all the learning which

MaiSt'rech; One of the greatest of our mediaeval scholars left behind him;

.sonsafter
fortuuatcly for his particular reputation, on the one hand, and

hiin. to serve as a witness of the nature and extent of the learning

taught in the secular schools of Erinn in his time on the other.

Of Flann's private life or history nothing remains to us; of

his public life we have on record the fact of his having risen

to the highest position in the profession of learning* being a

Fer-Leighinn^ or head professor or master in the great school

of Monasterboice : and we have evidence of his great celebrity

in after ages, in the high compliment paid to him by the Four
Masters (whose words of praise are always very measured), in

the following entry of his death, with the stanza from some
cotemporary bard, recorded in the annals at the year 1056

:

" A.D. 1056. Flann of the Monastery, chief professor of

Saint BuitS's Monastery, the wise master of the Gaedhils in

literature, history, philosophy, and poetry, died on the four-

teenth of the kalends of December ; as it is said

:

OW) Lectures ott the 3fS. Matenals of Ancient Irish History
; p. 53.
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" Flann ofthe chief church of holy BuitS^ lect. vm.

Still is the brilHant eye of his noble head

:

An enchanting poet was he whom we deplore,

The last great professor of Erinn, our FlanrH'.

In a former lecture it was shown that Flann was not an ec-

clesiastic,^^^^-* but only the principal teacher, head master, or rec-

tor of a great lay school or college, at Monasterboice. It is

interesting to know that learning did not die in his family

with Flann himself. He had three sons named Eochaidh
Erann^ Echtigliern, and Feidlimidh. Eochaidh Erann, the

eldest, appears to have left no issue, nor does his name occur at

all in the Annals of the Four Masters ; but the deaths of both
the other sons, and of the sons of one of them, are honourably
recorded, as follows

:

" A.D. 1067. Echtighern^ son of Flann of the Monastery,
Airchiniiech, [or land-steward] o£ Saint Buite's monastery, died.

*' A.D. 1104. Feidlimidh, son of Flann of the Monastery, a

faithful soldier of Christ, who was an illustrious senior and an
eminent historian, died.

"A.D. 1117. Eoghan, son of Echtighern, lay successor or

representative of Saint Buite, died.

"A.D. 1122. Feargna, son of Echtighernj successor of Saint

Buite, a wise priest, died".

The list of teachers and learned men could, of course, be very
much extended, after Flann, and down to the time of the Four
Masters and Duald Mac Firbis. The names of the principal of

these are to be found in O'Reilly. I have, however, I think,

abundantly proved not only the existence of an early and ge-

neral education in Erinn, but the continued exercise also of the

practice of it in the Gaedhelic tongue, without interruption, to

a comparatively recent period,—which was all I proposed to do
at present.

The existence of a line of learned men in Erinn, through General eda-

successive generations, beginning from the early colonization of SS/Jtiie
the country by the Milesians, is evidence of the existence Q^^^^^y^^^

means and opportunity for education, and of its encouragement
at a very remote period. The constant succession, down to quite

modem times, of men of learning formally honoured as well as

protected by the laws, and equally so by the usages of society,

no matter what the wars, invasions, or other troubles by which,
on so many occasions, the country was torn during the lapse of

centuries, proves how constant and how general was the re-

spect for education among the whole people. I have, however,
not rested solely upon this fact alone, in endeavouring to con-

(151) Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 56.
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LEOT. VIII. vey something like a sketch of what social life must have been
of old among our Milesian ancestors. I have shown from the

ancient laws, as well as by examples of their operation, the

nature of the Profession of Learning in Erinn before the Chris-

tian era ; and I have shown that on the arrival of Saint Patrick,

he found in the country many learned men, and a system of

education flourishing on such a scale as to prove how well the

wise encouragement of learning, instituted by our earliest law-

givers, had been carried out in practice for ages previous to his

Continued arrival. In those ages it will not fail to be observed, the know-
of the Gae- ledge of the Latin tongue not having penetrated so far west,

guageifter learning and literature of the Gaedhils was naturally pre-

ductio? of
s^^"^^^ their own rich and beautiful language alone. And I

Cbristianity. have shown that subsequently, when Saint Patrick and his cleri-

cal followers and successors introduced Latin with Christianity,

it never superseded our native language in the works even of

ecclesiastical writers, much less in the schools. All the early

GaedheUc saints and ecclesiastics had been, in their boyhood,
educated in the Gaedhelic tongue; and all the more distin-

guished of them were poets and historians, who wrote ever in

their own idiom in preference to that which the rest of Europe
already appropriated to learning. And this general use of our

native language by men of cultivation continued, it is to be ob-

served, even down to the seventeenth century ; so lasting was
the influence of those early institutions which I have endea-

voured to describe.

In the course of the chronological account I have shortly

given of the more remarkable of the learned men among the

Graedhils, I mentioned that each of them (with few exceptions)

was a teacher, or lecturer, as well as a poet and historian. And
in fact most of the metrical compositions which I have men-
tioned as the existing literary remains of so many of these pro-

fessors, were nothing more than lessons of historical knowledge,

composed in Gaedhelic verse for the use of the students over

whose education they presided.

I have also called attention particularly to the fact that in

Christian times the seminaries of education ever since so cele-

brated, in connection with the great ecclesiastics under whose
fame they successively grew up, were by no means merely eccle-

siastical colleges, but general schools for the laity at large. And
it is this fact that explains the recorded accounts of the vast

numbers of students who attended certain of these colleges at

the same time, numbers only surpassed by the still more exten-

sive establishments of Paris, and one or two other great seats

of mediaeval learning, some centuries afterwards.
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Lastly, in describing the nature of the profession of teacher as lect. vm.

such, and as distinguished from the File, Ollamh, or Philoso-

pher, I have explained, from the ancient laws themselves, the

nature of the rank and duties of the different professors and
masters of a college, as established under the regulations pre-

scribed by the national legislature of the period.

So far, the records of our ancient legislation v^hich have system of

escaped from the wreck of so many ages, supply us with sure Educauon

and minute accounts. And it so happens, that upon the labours t"mesy
of the student, and even upon the course of his studies, the

academic curriculum of the time, we are fortunate enough to

possess equally clear and precise contemporary information.

For, in the Book of Ballymote there is preserved a long

and important tract upon this subject, under the name of the

Leabhar Ollamhan, or Book of the OUamJis, a tract which,

singularly enough, appears to have escaped the notice of

modem Gaedhelic scholars, so many of whom are, I regret to

say, more inclined to invent general theories of our ancient

modes of life, to the taste of the modern public, than to seek

the real truth by examining the ancient books themselves, in

which it is abundantly recorded. This curious record of the

system of instruction of the schools, will best speak for itself.

It begins as follows

:

" The authority and order of the learning of the Gaedhil are,

the twelve divisions (or books) of Filedecht'^, [that is, properly,

as I have before explained, Philosophy, though ordinarily

translated Poetry] ; and each book contains a year's learning

(or lessons), as the ancient poet DithirnS says to his pupil

Amergin : O praiseworthy Amergin ! dost thou know the dif-

ferent divisions of poetry, the true knowledge of the Dian of

the Fochlachan, the Mac Mecnachan of the Fuirmid, the Drou'
cherd of the Dos^ the Ardreth of the Cana, the Cinntech of the

Cli, the Adbreth of the Anradh, the Brosnacha of the Sai, the

Feis Comarca of the Filidh, the Fochairech of the Eiges, the Sen-

data of the Seaghdair, and the Anamain of the Ollamh 9 Name
for me each of the different degrees of these twelve kinds of

exercise up to the OUamIi\—And so on.

The twelve divisions, books, or stages, of the native ancient The ancient

collegiate study extended over twelve years ; but as a full ex- or univer-

planation of the nature of the study of each year would neces-

sarily occupy the space of nearly a whole lecture, we must, for

the present, pass them over lightly, and I can do little more
than give here the original names of the different kinds of com-
positions which the student read, and by the gradual acquire-

ment of which he ascended the ladder of mtellectual cultivation.
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LECT. VIII. from the degree of FoMachan^ or mere learner of words, to tKat

The ancient of the Ollamh, who was master of the entire course,

untversity,^'^ The first jcar's study, then, is stated to have embraced fifty

course. <t Qg]iams'\ or alphabets, and the Araicecht, or Grammar of the

pupils
;
together with the learning of twenty Tales, and some

Poems.
The second year's study consisted of fifty Oghams more ; six

minor lessons of Philosophy
;
thirty Tales ; and some Poems.

The third year's study embraced Fifty more Oghams or alpha-

bets ; the learning of the correct diphthongal combinations ; the

six minor lessons of Philosophy; Forty Tales; and various

Poems.
The study of the fourth year was Fifty Tales ; then the Bretha

Nemidh^ or Laws of Privileges ; and twenty poems of the spe-

cies called Enan.
The study of the fifth year was Sixty Tales ; and the critical

learning of the adverbs, articles, and other niceties of grammar.
The study of the sixth year consisted of Twenty-four great

NathSf and Twenty- four small Naths (certain kinds of poems)

;

the style of composition called the Secret Language of the Poets

;

and Seventy Tales.

The study of the seventh year was the Brosnacha of the Sai

(or professor) ; and the Bardesy of the Bards ; "for these" (says

the writer of the tract from which I am abstracting) " the poet

is obliged to know ; and so they are the study of the seventh

year".

The study of the eighth year was the knowledge of Prosody,

or the Versification of the Poets ; of Glosses, or the meaning of

obsolete or obscure words ; of the various kinds of Poetry ; of

the Druidical or Incantatory compositions, called Teinm Laegh^

dha, Imbas Forosnai, and Dichetal-di-Chennaibh (which I ex-

plained on a former occasion) ; also the knowledge of Dinn-

seanchus or Topography ; and finally, of all the chief Historical

Tales of Erinn, such as were to be recited in the presence of

kings, chiefs, and good men; "for without this" (continues the

tract) " the poet is not perfect, as the poetical proverb says:
"' It is no palace without kings

;

He is no poet without stories

;

She is no virgin if not modest

;

He has no good sense who does not read' ".^'^^^

The studies of the ninth and tenth years consisted of Forty

original rii bA -o^nAT) jAn ^aisu*

ni bA pbi cen fc6l.A,
rtH bA ningen miriAp fiAt,

ni triAicli ciaII tieicVi iiax) iejA.
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Sennats; Fifteen Luascas; Seven Nenas; and an Eochraid of lect. vm.

sixty words, with their appropriate verses ; Seven Sruths; and The ancient

six Duili Fedha. Unt^ersity°'^

The study of the eleventh year was Fifty great Anamains, comae.

and Fifty minor Anamains. The great Anamain was a species

of poem which contained four different measures of composition

;

namely, the Nath, the Anair, the Laidh, and the Email ; and
it was composed by an Ollamh only.

The study of the twelfth year was six score great Ceatals

(measured addresses or orations) ; and the four arts of Poetry

;

namely, Laidcuin Mac Barceda's art ; Ua Crotta's art ; O'Bric-

ne's art ; and Beg's art.

The author of the tract does not favour us with any speci-

mens of these " arts" of poetry, nor any further clue to their

authorship than the mere names just quoted.

Of the first of them, Laidcenn, son of Eairced, some account

was given in a former lecture,^'^^^ when speaking of the mo-
nai'ch Niall of the Nine Hostages, to whom he was court poet

about the year 400. Ua Crotta, and Ua Bricne I never heard

of before ; nor of the fourth, who is called Beg^ unless he was
Beg Mac De^ a famous poet and " prophet" of Munster, who
was attached to the court of the monarch Biarinait, at Tara,

about the year 550. And I may observe here that the names
given to all these different kinds of compositions are merely
arbitrary, and quite incapable of any appreciable analysis ; and

this, even the great etymological glossarist, Cormac Mac^
CuUinan, acknowledges in his glossary, written about a thousand

years ago, in which at the word Anair, a species of negative

laudatory poem, he says: "It was the ingenuity of the poets

that invented these names for their compositions, to distinguish

their various species, and it was not their nature or character

they took into account".

The curious tract, of the contents of which I have here only-

given a very meagre abstract, is of considerable extent, and is

copiously illustrated with examples of all the different kinds of

compositions known to, and taught by, the ancient Gaedhelic

masters before the introduction of Christianity. The length

of the academic course will, perhaps, be deemed subject of

surprise, in comparison with those of modern colleges. But
it is to be observed that it begins at the very beginning of

literary education, and concludes only with an amount of

critical education carried far beyond the wants of any students

but those who aspired to becoming themselves, in their turn,

Teachers or Ollamhs in learning.

^"^3) ante; p. G9.
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LECT. vni. One tiling only remains for observation, before I pass from
Of the legal the subjcct of education, to pursue the remainder of the present

betVeen courso of Icctures on the civilization and manners of life in

PupiL^'^
ancient Erinn : I mean the social relation between master and
pupil, as established by the law. That relation was a very

close one, and was the subject of enactments of a very stringent

kind. The whole subject cannot be properly treated until the

publication of the general code of Laws enables the student of
Irish history to take a general view of all the various relations

of society for which that code was formed. But I cannot

properly omit it altogether, though I shall for the present

content myself with quoting but a short extract from one of

the Law MSS., (H. 2. 15. in the Library of Trinity College).

The passage literally translated is as follows

:

" The union (says the legal writer) which is recognized

between the pupil and the tutor, or instructing father, as he
was called, was this: the tutor bestowed instruction without

reservation, and correction without violence, upon the pupil;

and he supplied him with food and clothing as long as he
continued to pursue his legitimate studies, if he did not receive

them for anybody else".

This rule, it is stated, was derived from the great school of

Fenius Farsaidh^ the remote ancestor of the Milesians, who was,

according to the ancient traditions, the first to collect and teach

the various lanfmaores after the confusion at Babel.

The pupil so supported during his pupilage by the tutor, was,

on his side, legally bound to assist or relieve the tutor in case

of his being reduced in circumstances, and to take care of him
in his old age ; and whatever profession the p\ipil might adopt,

the tutor was entitled, at the hands of strangers, to a certain

fine, or " logh enec]i \ appointed to him by law, for any insult

or bodily injury which should happen to be offered to the pupil

in that profession. The tutor was also entitled to all the profits

arising from any literary or other work of the pupil so long as

he continued under his instructions, and also to the first fees or

fruits of his profession after quitting his school.

Such relations as these between tutor and pupil, as laid down
strictly in our ancient laws, surely bespeak, like many others of

our social institutions, a people deeply impressed with the value

of education ; and such laws afford curious proof of the equitable,

if not grateful, remembrance in Avhich the pupil was bound
to hold the important care, solicitude, and benefits which the

master had bestowed upon him in his youth. And it is well

to remember that such was the ancient Irish law, as well as

practical custom, upon the important subject of Education,
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wKen we find our ancient laws so often ridiculed as " barbarous", lect. vin.

by those whose ancestors took such pains to suppress every

vestige of education among us, and who so lamentably succeeded

in bringing down the civilization of the Gaedhil.

Of the kindly obedience of some of our greatest scholars to

tlie law by which they were bound to cherish the old age of

their teachers, an interesting instance may be pointed out in an

allusion contained in one of the oldest of the existing Gaedhelic

writings, an allusion explained distinctly by a very ancient scho-

liast. Every Irish student is famihar with the name Aengus CeiU
De, or the " Culdee", so often spoken of in the course of my
fonner lectures. He was the pupil for a time of Saint Maelruan
of TallagJit^ near Dublin ; and the following stanza (which is the

fifty-seventh of the metrical preface to his Festology, where he

gives a list of illustrious Irishmen who had then recently died,)

alludes to his performance of the duties just mentioned, during

the last years of the aged teacher's life

:

Maelruan
J after our nursing of him,—

The shining sun of Meath's southern border,

—

At his undefiled sepulchre

The wounds of all hearts are healed"

And beside the direct assertion ofAengus in the text, the scho-

liast explains that it was Aengus's part, in particular, among all

his pupils to take care of the beloved tutor in his old age.

In the case of kin^s and great chiefs, the pupil was not of Teachers

11 1 , y^i ,1 employed as
course supported by the master. Un the contrary, the master Ministers of

was supported at the court of the prince, where he generally SeirSrmer

occupied the highest rank. And on the termination of the p^^p^'s.

education of a king, and his succession to power, it often

happened, very naturally, that he availed himself directly of

his former master's wisdom by making him at once his chief

counsellor, or, as we should call it, his prime minister ; and this

he did entirely without regard to the family or original rank
of the man of learning, or even his connection with the king's

own name or clann. Instances of this kind occurred, for ex-

ample, in the case of Fothadh na Canoine, and king Aedh Oird-

nidhS, and in that of Maelsuihain O'Carroll, and king Brian
Boromha, of both of whom I gave some account on a former

occasion.^'"^

Cia*) original:—mAel^vuAn riA jAiyve,

j-piAn triA^ •oef mtuje mi-oe,
OCA leAchc CO n-jLAine,
iccViA|\ cneAC cecli c|Mt)e.

(^**> See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 76; and
App. p. 529.
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LEOT. vni. Foiliadh na CanoinS was abbot Fathan Mura (now Fahan,
Fothadh^a in the county of Donegal), and he had been the tutor of Aedh
the*chief' (oi Hugh) Oirduidke^ who was monarch of Erinn from the

theTionarch 7^^^ '^^3 to the year 817. On the elevation of his pupil to the

mScch-ca
^^^^^'^^7' learned tutor, as was customary, wrote a Royal

A.D. 800), Precept, or Rule of Government for him, in a vigorous poem
of seventy-two stanzas, a fine copy of which is preserved in the

Book of Leinster. And it appears that after this the king took

him altogether to himself, and introduced him into his council

as his chief adviser. Accordingly, we find the monarch, in the

year 799, submitting to him for decision, the controversy

respecting the compulsory presence of the clergy in battle, as

part of the army of the king, a controversy which arose between
Aedh and the body of the clergy of the north, whom he had
compelled to accompany him upon an hostile expedition into

Leinster. On this occasion, it will be remembered that Foth-

adh decided in the metrical sentence, or " Canon", from which
he has since been called by the name just referred to, in favour

of the exemption of the clergy from such attendance ; and the

monarch having acquiesced, this decision continued ever after

to be the legal I'ule upon the subject throughout the island.

In the metrical precept, or poem on the duties of a king, com-
posed by Fothadh for King Aedh, occurs a very interesting

allusion to what has been mentioned as to the office of teacher

continuing to be a layman's function, even after the introduc-

tion of Christianity ; and as this fact seems to be little regarded,

I may quote here the explicit testimony of this very early autho-

rity. The passage occurs in the nineteenth stanza of this curious

poem addressed to the king, which runs as follows

:

" Your own tutor, [or adviser],

Let your alms be in his hand,

Whether he be a pure wise priest,

Or a layman, or a poet".^'^^^

Tiie Profes- In this stauza the writer, though himself a priest, lays down
TeacMng not the rulc as lic thought it ought to be, in accordance with the

the ci'en'y*'in
^^^cicnt piacticc. The objcct of the sentence is to recommend

early Chris- the kiuff (and in these precepts addressed to youno^ kine^s, the
tiiin times.

1 J 'i i
poet always spoke generally, and traced as it were a general

system of conduct for all kings to come), always to entrust to

the wisdom of the learned man to whom he had looked up as

his literary and philosophical instructor, the task of acting as his

('56) original;—u-Anmc*i]AA -pA-o^in,

51-6 io^ecli, 5i"6 feok]A 5^^1-6.
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almoner : an office implying in those days far more than the lect. vm
dispensation of charities, for it included also the distribution of

rewards, the payment and entertainment of vassals and follow-

ers, and perhaps most of the duties of a royal Treasurer and
Minister of Finance of the present time. And this office the

teacher advises should be conferred on the king's tutor, whether
priest or layman ; for the office was a secular political office, in

effect ; and on the other hand, the Profession of Teaching, the

practice of Philosophy, and the acquirement of Literature and
Learning, were by no means confined to the priesthood. In
the time of Foihadh and king Aedh it continued to be what it

was long before the introduction of Christianity, the crowning
prize of schools which were open to all alike, and in which all

the knowledge of the age was publicly taught to the laity at

large, whether intended or not for the sacred mission; and
taught, not through the medium of the Latin tongue, as in many
other countries, but through that of the ancient language of the

GaedheHc race itself.

The other example to which I have referred of the teacher MaeUiuhain

of a king being honoured as his minister, happens also to be an ?he chS'

instance of a lay teacher, though one possessed of ecclesiastical
^Qf^Brian^

property. Brian Boromha^ who was monarch of Erinn from Boromha.

the year 1002 to the year 1014, was educated at the ancient

monastery of Inis Faithlenn, [Inisfallen] in the Lakes of Kil-

lamey, by the learned Maelsuthain O'Carroll, who was chief of

the Eoganacht of Loch Lein, and hereditary lay abbot for the

time (for he was not a priest) of that monastery.^^^^^ Brian's

education must, it is true, have been imperfect, as the con-

stant disturbances arising from his wars with the Danes called

him away from his studies to active life at the too early age of

sixteen years, and from that moment to the end of his long

life it is little likely that he could have ever found leisure to

resume them. For the Dalcassian clanns, over whom his

brother Mahon presided as king of Munster, were, dming the

whole of the next half century, engaged in almost incessant

war, and Brian early became one of the most distinguished and
indefatigable of their warriors. Mahon's career was closed by
captivity and death about the year 974, upon which Brian
succeeded to the government of Munster ; and it was not with-

out stin more constant toil that he maintained that rule, as he
did with skill and bravery, from that period down to the year

1002, when he assumed the government of the whole kingdom.
At what time Brian called to his councils his old tutor, the

sage O'CarroU, I cannot say ; but in or about the year 1002
(^''') See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish History ; p. 76 ; and

App. 529 et seq. and 653.

VOL. I. 12
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LECT. TiTi . we find him in the position of secretary to the king, in which
capacity he accompanied Brian to Armagh, when Maelsuihain

made that memorable record in the ancient Book of the Canons
of St. Patrick, of which I gave some account in a former

lecture,—in the presence, as he states, ofBrian^ " the Emperor
of the Gaedhils", [" Imperator Scotorum"]/'^>

I have referred to these familiar instances in our history, of

the practical respect in which the profession of teacher was held

of old, merely as instances. I need hardly repeat that the high

social position of the teacher was the rule, not the exception

;

and such instances serve to show how those relations, which
were determined by an enlightened system of law in the earhest

ages, still continued to be cherished down to a comparatively

modem period. In fact they flowed from the law and system of

Gaedhelic society itself. And it is in this that we find so strong

a proof of the real love of learning, the true civilization of our

remote ancestors.

I have now concluded what I had to say upon this branch
of our general subject. When I stated, at the commencement
of the present series of lectures, that I proposed to deal with

the interesting theme of the social customs and manner of

life in ancient Erinn, it was probably expected that I should

at once take up those branches of it which relate to the in-

ternal family life of the people; their habitations and furni-

ture ; their dress and ornaments ; their arms and mode of war-

fare ; their music and musical instruments ; and other similar

matters. And these subjects will necessarily occupy an im-

I)ortant portion of the present course. But to give anything
ike an adequate idea, however roughly sketched, of the nature

and value of the kind of civilization enjoyed by our fore-

fathers, it was indispensable to begin with the graver parts of

their social system, upon which all else was founded. And
therefore it was that I had first to deal -svith their system of

Legislation and their Code of Laws
;
and, after this, with their

system of Education, and the fruits it bore. This portion of

my subject has, of necessity, occupied a somewhat longer space

than I had originally expected ; but is now at last concluded,

and we approach the consideration of topics of, perhaps, more
general interest.

See Lectures^ etc., ubi supra.



LECTURE IX.

[Delivered 25th June, 1857.]

(IV.) Of Druids and Druidism in ancient Erinn. Vague statements as to

Druids and Druidism in the Encyclopaedias. Account of the British Druids
in Eees's Cyclopaedia. Rowland's account ofthe Druids of Anglesey. Nothing
precise known of the Druids in Britain. Druidism originated in the East.
Of the origin of Druids in Erinn, according to our ancient writings. Of the
Druids of Partholan ; of the Nemidians, and the Fomorians ; etc. Expla-
nation of the name of Mona ; (the Isle of Anglesey). Of Druidism among
the Tuatha De Danann;—among the Firbolgs;—among the Milesians. In-
stance of Druidism on the occasion of the landing of the Milesians. The
Incantation of Amergin. References to Druidism in ancient Irish writings

the Dinnseanchas (on the names of Midhe and Uisnech). Druidical fire.

Of the story of King Eochaidh Airemh, and Queen Edain (circa b. c. 100).

The Irish Druid's wand of Divination made of the Yew, not Oak. Use of
Ogam writing by the Druids. Of the story of Cuchulainn and the lady
Eithn€ (circa A. d. 1). Of the Sidhe or Aes Sidhe,—now called "Fairies".

Of the story of Lughaidh Reo-derg. Of the school of Cathhadh^ the cele-

brated Druid of king Conchobar Mac Nessa. The Druids Teachers in an-
cient Erinu.

Of all the systems of Religion or Worship, mixed with Phi-

losophy and Science, of which the fertile mind of man was the

parent, from the earhest period to the present day, there is not

one perhaps which has obtained more early and lasting cele-

brity than that which has passed under the somewhat indefinite

name of " Magic", as the description of the very imperfectly

investigated Religion or Philosophy of the more ancient nations

of the East. And there is, unfortunately, no system of which
fewer satisfactory vestiges, or authentic historical details, have
come down to our times.

The compilers of modern Encyclopaedias have, I suppose, vague state,

exhausted all the ancient classical writers in an effort to present SruuL^and

to the world some intelligible view of the Religion or Philo- ^^EnJ.™ jj.

sophy of " Magic" under one of its most interesting forms, and paedias.

one that seemed the least unfavourable for historical investigar

tion, that, namely, of Druidism ; to which, as that form of the

Eastern Philosophy or Religion which prevailed in early ages

in our own as well as other western nations, I have now to

direct attention. The best English article I have found on the

subject, because free from the gross fabrications of Vallancey
and Toland, touching Irish Druids, is to be found in Rees's

Encyclopaedia. Yet, after all the labour of the learned writer,

and although he has devoted many closely printed pages to the

12 B
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LECT. IX.
- subject, liberally quoting liis autKorities, still when we come to

Vague state- look for some specific description of Druids and Druidic Rites,

SSs^and we find nothing but the most vague and general assertions:

the Encycio-
Druids wcro Pricsts who sacrificed human and other

paedias. victims ; but how, or to whom, we are not satisfactorily told ;

—

that they were Teachers of occult Sciences, and the favourite

tutors of the children of the higher classes ; but no instances

are given ;—that they were absolute Judges in cases of fife and
property ; but by whom constituted, or under what laws, we are

not told ;—that they practised Magic and Augury ; but we are

not given any particulars ;—not even furnished with so much
as the name of any one great master of those arts among them,

nor with any remarkable instance of their application.

As to the origin and history of Druidism, where and how it

originally sprang, such books of reference as those I have al-

luded to, are equally unsatisfactory. Yet, perhaps the best ge-

neral introduction by which I can preface what I have to say

on the subject of Druidism in Erinn would be to quote the

substance of the account given by the essayist in Rees's Cyclo-

paedia; for we shall then see to what extent our Gaedlielic

authorities will enable us to define what this learned writer has

been unable to make clear, and to supply what he has failed to

discover from classical authorities.

" The Druids" (says this writer), " are said by some to have
been a tribe of the ancient Celts or Celtae, who emigrated, as

Herodotus assures us, from the Danube towards the more wes-

terly parts of Europe, and to have settled in Gaul and in Bri-

tain at a very early period. Accordingly, they have traced

their origin, as weU as that of the Celts, to the Gomerians or

the descendants of Gomer, the eldest son of Japhet. But little

certain is known concerning them before the time of Caesar,

who says that they were one of the two orders of persons that

subsisted in Gaul, the other being the Nobles. The case was
the same in Britain, where it is supposed the principles and
rites of Druidism originated, and from which they were trans-

ferred to Gaul. This seems to have been the custom according

to the account of the historian : Such of the Gauls as were de-

sirous of being thoroughly instructed in the principles of their

religion, which was the same with that of the Britons, usually

took a journey into Britain for that purpose. It is universally

acknowledged that the British Druids were at this time very

famous, both at home and abroad, for their wisdom and learn-

ing as well as for their probity, and that they were held in

high estimation as the teachers both of religion and pliilosophy.

But it has been disputed whether they were the original in-
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ventors of tlie opinions and system wliich they taught, or re- lect ix.

ceived them from others. vague state-

" Some have imagined that the Gauls and other nations in SSs^nd
the west of Europe derived the first principles of learning and

[i'^Enc^cio-

philosophy from a Phoenician colony which left Greece and paedias.

biiilt Marseilles in Gaul, about B.C. 540. Others have sug-

gested that the Druids derived their philosophy from Pytha-
goras, who flourished about five hundred years before Christ,

and taught his doctrines at Crotona in Italy.

It does not appear how widely the Druids were dispersed

through Britain and the adjacent isles; but it is well Known
that their chief settlement was in the isle of Anglesey, the

ancient Mona, which they probably selected for this purpose,

as it was well stored with spacious groves of their favourite oak.
" As one principal part of their ofiice was to direct the wor-

ship and rehgious rites of the people, the service of each temple

required a considerable number of them, and all these Hved to-

gether near the temple where they served. The Arch-Druid
of Britain is thought to have his stated residence in the island

of Anglesey above mentioned, where he lived in great splen-

dour and magnificence, according to the custom of the times,

surrounded by a great number of the most eminent persons of

his order.

" The Druids were also divided into several classes or branches,

viz., the Vacern', Bardi, Etcbages, Semnothii or Semnothei^ and
Saronidae. The Vacerri are held to have been the priests ; the

Bardi^ the poets ; the Euhages^ the augurs ; and the Saronidae,

the civil judges and instructors of youth.
" Strabo only distinguishes three kinds : hardi; mhages^ or

**

vates^ and Druids
; though the last name was frequently given

to the whole order.
** As several monuments were erected by the Druids for reli-

gious and other purposes, to say nothing of Stonehenge, we
cannot question their having made great progress in the science

of mechanics, and in the mode of applying mechanical power,

80 as to produce very astonishing effects.

" Medicine, or the art of healing, must also have been the ob-

ject of attention and study among the Druids, for they were the

physicians as well as the priests both of Gaul and Britain. To
this purpose, being much addicted to superstition, those who
were afflicted with a dangerous disease sacrificed a man, or pro-

mised that they would sacrifice one, for their recovery.
" The British Druids were great magicians, and much ad-

dicted to divination, by which they pretended to work a kind
of miracle, and exhibited astonishing appearances in nature, to
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LHCT. IX. penetrate into the counsels of Heaven, to foretell future events,

and to discover the success or miscarriage of public or private

undertakings.
* In Britain', says Pliny (N. H. 1. 30, c. 1.) ' the magic arts

are cultivated with such astonishing success and so many cere-

monies at this day (a. d. 60), that the Britons seem to be ca-

pable of instructing even the Persians themselves in these arts'.

Of the British Academies the most considerable were
situated in the isle of Anglesey, near the mansion of the Arch-

Druid. Here is a place that is called Myfyrion, that is, the

place of meditation or study; another called Caer-Edris, that

IS, the city of astronomers ; and another Cerrig-Brudyn^ or the

astronomer's circle.

Their great solemnity and festival was that of the cutting

the mistletoe from the oak. This festival is said to have been
kept as near as the age of the moon would permit to the 10th

of March, which was their New Year's Day. The first of May
was also a great festival, in honour of Bellinus or the Sun.

" Of the Druidical creed it was an article that it was un-

lawful to build temples to the gods, or to worship them within

walls, or under roofs. (Tacit, de Mor. Germ., c. 9.)

" The Druids, says Pliny, have so high an esteem for the

oak, that they do not perform the least religious ceremonies

without being adorned with a garland of its leaves.
'* The Druids had no image, but they worshipped a great oak

tree as a symbol of Jupiter.

" They were selected from the best families. They were
chief judges, and held their high court in Anglesey, in a

cirque. One of these is called Brein Gwyn, that is, the

supreme tribunal, in the townland of Fer Dryid".

acc^nt^'Jf
article in Rees's Encyclopaedia on the Druids

;

tlic Druids of but let us see what Rowland, another and older Welshman, a
AiigUsey.

native, too, of Mona itself, or Anglesey, says of the sort of

authority which existed for these glowing accounts of the

Druids of that island.

" I think I may take it for granted", says this very candid

writer, that it is tli'e generally received account, among all

sorts of people in Wales who pretend to anything of antiquity,

that the Isle of Mona or Anglesey was anciently the seat of the

British Druids : nay, there is not a book of late written of his-

tory or geography, which touches the isle of Anglesey, but
gives the same account; though the opinion, for all I could yet

see, rather seems to have been taken upon trust, passing from
hand to hand, among the authors who had lately mentioned it,

than well settled upon its due foundation and evidence. 'T is to
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no purpose to recite instances whicK are too many, and which lect. ix.

only serve to prove a consent, and that it has not been till of

late years contradicted, which is all I propose in this part of

the proof

So far, then, Rees and Rowland upon the general character

of the British Druids, their reputed learning and religion, and
their establishment in the island of Anglesey ; and I have here

introduced so much on the subject, in order that we may be

able to judge by comparison how far, and where the few notices

of our Irish Druids which I have been able to collect, will agree

with them.

We see from these English articles that nothing precise is Nothing pre-

known in England of the origin of Druids and Druidism in ofThe"^"'"

Britain ; no native authorities of any kind quoted ; in fact, BSain.^"

nothing but a few opinions derived from foreign writers, and
elaborately stated on trust by modern English authors, as

Rowland so honestly admits.

It must occur to every one who has read of Zoroaster, of Druidism

the Magi of Persia, and of the sorceries of Egypt mentioned in S'the^ast.

the seventh chapter of Exodus, that Druids and Druidism did

not originate in Britain any more than in Gaul or Erinn. It is

indeed probable that, notwithstanding Pliny's high opinion of

the powers of the British Druids, the European Druidical

system was but the offspring of the Eastern augury, somewhat
less complete, perhaps, when transplanted to a new soil than in

its ancient home.
I shall not, however, here attempt to trace the first origin

of Druidism in Europe; nor shall I even endeavour, at pre-

sent, to suggest any theory of what exactly constituted our own
Druidism in ancient Erinn. Perhaps the time is not come for

satisfactory inquiry, either into the nature of the Druidical Philo-

sophy, (or "Religion", if it be proper so to call it), or into the de-

tails ofthe rites and ceremonies used by the Druids. For my own
part I feel that I have at present more to do with the materials

upon which hereafter to found a theory concerning this difficult

subject of history, than with the imagination of one for myself
And so, merely calling attention to the rashness of such spe-

culators upon Druidism as the writers I have just referred to,

I shall confine myself here to a simple narration of what is to

be found, upon Druids and Druidism, scattered over our own
annals and earlier historic pieces ; and that entirely apart from
any comparison of the results of such an inquiry with what
is to be found in the classic or other foreign authoiities. Be it

Rowland's Mona Antigua, p. 89 (Dublin: 1783).
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for others to undertake the task of a final and exhaustive ex-

amination of the subject of Druidism in Europe generally.

Let us begin with the earliest mention of Druids as preserved

in our annals and historical traditions.

The origin of Druids in Erinn is carried back by our ancient

writings, (and I am convinced with great probability), to the

earliest colonizers of the country, who were all, it is to be re-

membered, referred to the race of Japhet ; and whether there

was or was not in the more ancient times anything more than

traditional authority for this belief, it is, I think, sufficient to

show that the ancient Gaedhils never assumed the origin of the

Druidic system themselves, nor acknowledged to have received

it, any more than any other part of their social system, from any
neighbouring country.

Farthalon is by our most ancient authorities recorded to have
come into Erinn about three hundred years after tlie deluge.

He is said to have come from Migdonia'\ or Middle Greece,

with a small company; but among these we are told that there

were three Druids,—whose names are given: Fios, Eolus^ and
Foclimarc; that is, if we seek the etymological meaning of the

words. Intelligence, Knowledge, and Inquiry. We have no
record of any performance of these Druids of Parthalon.

The next colony, led by Nemid and his sons, is said to have
come from " Scythia", about three hundred and thirty years

after the coming of Parthalon. Nemid's sons were: Starn,

larhonel " the Prophet", Fergus the Half-Red", and Aininn.

And this colony soon, according to our oldest records, came in

contact with the power of hostile Druidism, to which they

opposed their own. Nemid, it appears, had not remained long

in peace in the country, before he was disturbed by the incur-

sions of the sea rovers, who are known in our old writings

under the name of the Fomorians. These adventurers, under

a valiant leader named Conaing, son of Faebhar, took pos-

session of Tory Island (on the north-west of the coast of

Donegal), which they fortified, and converted into a sort of

citadel or depot, and by this means made themselves most
formidable and oppressive to the Nemidians on the main land.

The Nemidians, driven to despair at last, assembled all their

forces, men and women, from all parts of the country, on the

shore opposite Tory Island ; which the Fomorians perceiving,

sent their Druids and Druidesses, we are told, to confound

them by their Druidic spells ; but these were met by the Ne-
midian Druids and Druidesses, under the leadership of Reilhed,

" daughter of the king of Greece", Nemid's wife, and chief of
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the Druidesses. A fierce contest of spells as well as of blows lect. ix.

ensued between them, in which the Fomorian party were de-

feated. A general battle ensued then, which resulted in the

utter rout of the Fomorians, whose tower or fortress on Tory-

Island was demolished, and their chief leader, Conaing, and his

sons, were killed.

The Nemidians did not long enjoy the peace and freedom
which this victory brought them ; for More the son of Dela,

another famous rover or Fomorian chief, came, with sixty

ships, took possession again of Tory Island, and renewed the

oppressions practised by his predecessor upon the Nemidians.

This led to another great battle, in which the destruction of

the parties was mutual ; More and a few of his followers, only,

escaping to the island, and but one ship of the Nemidians, with

only thirty warriors and three leaders on board, escaping to the

land. These three leaders were : Beothach, the son of larhonel
" the Prophet", son of Nemid; Simeon Breae (or " the speck-

led"), son of Starrij son of Nemid; and Britan Mael (or " the

bald",) son o£ Fergus the Half-Red, son of Nemid. And it is to

these three cousins that the races of the Tuatha De JDanann, the

Firholgs^ and the Britons, are traced by our early genealogists,

from whom we learn that the three soon afterwards left Erinn,

and proceeded to seek a better fortune elsewhere. Beothach, we
are told, with his clann, went to the northern parts of Europe,
where they made themselves perfect in all the arts of Divina-

tion, Druidism, and Philosophy, and returned, after some gene-

rations, to Erinn, under the name of the Tuatha De Danann.
Simeon Breac with his clann wandered southward into Greece

;

and in many generations after, returned to Erinn under the

name of the Firholgs. And we learn that Britan Mael, with
his father Fergus, and his clann, went to Moinn or Mainn Cho-
naing, the present Island of Mona (or Anglesey) ; "from which",

says the Book of Ballymote (folio 15), " their children filled the

great Island of Britain, which they inhabited until the coming
in of the Saxons, who drove the descendants of Brutus to the

one border of the country, and the descendants of Britan Mael
back to Moinn Chonaing [or Anglesey], on the other border \

And here, let me observe that it seems strange that Rowland Explanation

and the other Welsh writers of modern times have not at- ol ^LoT^
tempted to make any guess at the etymology of the name of

of Anglesey)
Mona. This name is indifferently written in our ancient Irish

manuscripts as Main, Main, Moein, and Maein, and never but
in connection with the name of Conaing, the great Fomorian
chief already mentioned, who had occupied and fortified Tory
Island on the coast of Donegal, from which he ravaged the
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LKCT. IX. mainland of Erlnn, and perhaps other countries also. And it

Of the Name was from the tower or fortress erected by him there, and which

(Augiesey.) has bccn always called Tor Choiiaing, or Conaing's Tower, that

the island received the name of Tor Itiis^ or Tower Island,

a name modified by the Danes, to Tor-eye, (eye being the

Danish name for an island), and adopted in sound, and nearly

in orthography, by English writers and speakers.

When we remember, then, that Torry was called Tor Inis

Chonaing^ or Conai7ig's Tower Island (and also, for brevity,

Tor Chonaing or Conaing's Tower) ; and that in like manner
we find the Island of Aiiglesey invariably written Moin or

Moen Chonaing; we have established an analogy between the

origins of both names, which to understand fully requires but

to explain the word Moin or Moen through the medium of

some recognized language. This we can well do
;

for, in an
ancient Gaedhelic glossary (preserved in MS. H. 3. 18, T.C.D.)

we find the following words and explanation

:

** Moen': from [the Latin] Moenia, [signifying] a structure

of walls [or ramparts]".'^'^"^

Now, if Tor Chonaing meant, as it is well known it did, Con-

aing's Tower or Fortress, Moen Chonaing^ or Conaing's " Moen",
must have had simply a corresponding meaning ; and that such

it had, I have, I trust, sufficiently shown, from an authority

that cannot be questioned. Moen Chonaing, then, means simply,

Conaing's Fortress, or fortified island; in the same way that

Tor Chonaing meant Conaing's Tower, or Tower Island.

It is also but rational to suppose that the strait or channel

which divides this Island ofMona from the mainland of Britain,

and which is now called the " Menai Strait", did not derive

that name from any independent source, but that it borrowed it

from 3faen, the name of the island. And in fact it was anciently

called Sruth Moena, or Muir Moena; that is, the River or Sea
of Moen; the nominative moen taking a final a in the genitive

case, and forming Moena or Moenai, the correct form of the

present name of Menai. That channels of this sort were named
after the islands wliich they cut off from the main-land, and not

from the land itself, could be shown by many examples if it

were necessary ; but it is too well known a fact to require illus-

tration here.

It appears then that it was from Erinn that the Isle of Mona
(or Anglesey) received its earliest colony ; and that that colony

was of a Druidical people.

Now going back to the ancient legendary history of the

Gacdhils, it is to be remembered that on the flight of Nemid'a

(isj) Qrigiu^l^.—nioeii .1. A luoeniA, iiiupo]\utn AetupciA.
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three grandsons from Erinn, one of tliem, Simeon Breac, the l^ct. ix.

son of Starn^ is said to have gone with his clann into Thrace,

that is into Greece. There, we are told, they remained and
multiplied during more than two hundred years ; when at last

they fled from the oppression which, it seems, held them there

in a state of slavery, and after many wanderings returned to

Erinn again, and with little trouble made themselves masters

of the country. These were the Firholgs. These again, in

their turn, were soon after invaded by the Tuatha De Danann,
the descendants of lobath, the third grandson or great-grandson

of Nemid; and their power and rule were overthrown in the

great battle of Magh Tuireadh^ of which some account has been

given in a former lecture.*^^^'^

The Tuatha De Danann^ or Dadanann tribes, as we have Drnidism

already seen, during the long period of their exile from Erinn,

devoted themselves much to the cultivation of Divination, -o*""""-

Druidism, and the Philosophy of the northern and eastern parts

of Europe ; so that they appear to have returned perfectly ac-

complished in all the secrets and mysteries of the occult sciences

of those times. They had a druidical chief or demigod, the great

Daghda, as he was called, who was also their military leader.

They had, besides him, three chief Druids : Brian, lucJiar, and
lucliarha; and two chief professional I^ruidesses: Becuill ojid

Danann;—besides a great number of private Druids and Druid-

esses, mentioned by name in the early accounts of the coming
of this race.

On the first arrival of the Tvxitha De Danann^ they took up
their position in the fastnessess of Middle Connacht, but soon

discovered that the country was inhabited by the Firbolgs

;

they then moved farther south and west, to the plain called

Magh Tuireadh, near Cong, in the present county of Galway,
as described on a former occasion. The ancient tales record

that while they were making this important movement three of

their noble non-professional Druidesses, namely, Bodhbh, j\Jacha,

and Mor Rigan, went to Tara, where the Firbolg hosts weie
assembled in a council of war ; and that there, by their Drui-

dicial arts, they caused clouds of impenetrable darkness and mist

to envelope the assembled multitudes, and showers of fire and
blood to pour down upon them from the heavens, so that for

three days all business was suspended ; that at last the spell was
broken by the Firbolg Druids, Cesarn, Gnathach, and Ingna-
thach ; but that during this time, the Tiiatlia De Danann had
already estabhshed themselves without opposition in a new de-

fensive position at a safer distance from their enemies. This
(•61) Lectures on the MS, Materials, etc., p. 243 et seq.
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LECT. IX. may serve as one instance of the ancient tradition of the

practical use of Druidical magic at a very early period in

Erinn.
Dniidism Again we are told, in the oldest accounts, that previous to the

Firboigs.
^ invasion of the Tuatha De Danann, the king of the Firbolgs,

Eochaidh Mac Ere, had an unusual dream, which he submitted

for interpretation to his chief Druid, Cesarn. The Druid is

said to have had recourse to the secret agencies of his art, and to

have discovered from a vision the approach of a powerful enemy

;

and this he is said to have communicated to the king in a series

of short simple sentences, of whicli a few are preserved in the

account of the great battle of Magli Tuireadh, of which so much
was extracted on a former occasion.^'^^^ The great battle came
at last; and it is stated that the men of science and *' know-
ledge" of both parties took up their positions on rocks and
stages on the battle-field, practising their druidic arts in favour

of their friends and against their foes respectively ; imtil at last

the Tuatha De Danann prevailed, and the Firbolgs were de-

feated.

I need not describe here the curious druidic medical foun-

tain or bath prepared by the Tuatha DS Danann physicians on
this occasion, having gone fully into the whole subject of the

battle of Magh Tuireadh in a former lecture.^'^^-'

So much for what is found in the few records we possess of

our very early colonists.

fradSns of
comc to the Milcsiau Colony. According to our an-

theMiicsiau cicut traditions, these people, who were also Japhetians, passed
Colony.

-j^ their migrations back from Scythia into Greece, out of which
they had previously come ; then into Egypt ; then into Spain

;

and so, from Spain into Erinn, which tliey reached about two
hundred years after the conquest of the Tuatha DS Danann;
that is, in the year of the world 3,500, or above 1,530 years be-

fore Christ, according to the chronology of the Annals of the

Four Masters.

amolf'^ile
"""^ entire course of the migrations of this people, the

Milesians. Druids hold a conspicuous place. Among the most remarkable

was Caicher, who is said to have foretold to them, on their way
to Spain, that Erinn was their ultimate destination.

The chief Druids of the Milesians, on their arrival in Erinn,

were Uar and Eithear (who were both killed in the battle of

Slibh Mis, in Kerry), and Amergin, one of the Milesian brothers,

who was the Poet and Judge of the expedition, and a famous

Druid, though not by profession.

0^2) See Lectures on ike MS. Materials, etc., ubi supra.
('63' Ibid.
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A remarkable instance ofDruidism is stated to Kave happened ^ect. ix.

even on tlie very occasion of tlie landing of the first Milesian instance of

colony. Having landed in Kerry, they marched direct to the the^ocSo^n

seat of sovereignty, now called Tara, a place which at the time ^g'JJ

we are speaking of was called Cathair Crojinn^ or Crofinri^ MUesians.

Court, from a Tuaiha De Danann lady of that name, who had
previously resided there/^"^ On arriving at Tara, the IMilesians

demanded the sovereignty of the country from the three joint

kings of the TuatJia De Danann^ the brothers MacCuill, Mac
Cecht, and MacGreinS. These complained of their having been
taken by surprise, alleging that if they had had notice of the

coming invasion they would have prevented it, and oflfering to

leave it with Amergin to give judgment between them. To
this proposition the Milesians are said to have consented ; and
Amergin is recorded to have made the very singular decision

that himself and his friends should reenter their ships, and
should move to the distance of ''nine waves", (as the authori-

ties agree in stating), out from the land ; and then that if they

were able to land despite of the De Danann, the sovereignty

of Erinn should be surrendered to them.

This decision, according to this most ancient tradition, was
accepted by both parties; and the Milesians reentered their

ships, and went out the prescribed distance upon the sea. No
sooner, however, had they done so, than the De Danann
Druids raised such a tempest as drove the fleet out to sea, and
dispersed them. One part of the fleet was driven to the south,

—

and so round the island, to the north-east again,—under Ere-

mon, son of Milesius. The other part was suffering dreadfully

from the tempest, when it occurred to them that the storm was
raised by Druidical agency. Donn, the eldest of the Milesian

brothers, then sent a man to the topmast of his ship to discover

if the power of the wind extended as high as that point. The
man ascended, and announced that it was quite calm at that

elevation
;

upon hearing which, Donn cried out :
" It is

treachery in our men of science not to allay this wind". [By
this expression, " men of science", the Druids are referred to

here, as well as in many other places]. " It is not treachery",

said his brother Ainergin; and he- arose and pronounced a

Druidical oration,—of the ancient gloss on which the following

(164) The Hill of Tara had five names. The first was Druim Decsain, or the
Conspicuous Hill ; the second was Liath Druim, or Liath's Hill, from a Fir-
holg chief of that name who was the first to clear it of wood; the third "was

Druim Cairiy or the beautiful Hill ; the fourth was Cathair Crofinn, as shown
above; and the fifth name was Teamair (now Anglicised Tara, from the geni-
tive case Teamhrach of the word), a name which it got from being the burial
place of Tea, the wife of £remon, the son of Milesius.

BOSTON COLLEGE LIBliAKY
CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.
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I.KCT. IX . is a literal translation, taken from the Book of Invasions of the
O'Clerys, in the Royal Irish Academy

:

Theincanta- *' I pray that they reach the land of Erinn, those who are

Amrrgin. liding upon the great, productive, vast sea.

*' That they be distributed upon her plains, her mountains,
and her valleys

;
upon her forests that shed showers of nuts and

all other fruits
;
upon her rivers and her cataracts

;
upon her

lakes and her great waters
;
upon her abounding springs, [or,

upon her spring-abounding hills].

" That we may hold our fairs and equestrian sports upon her
territories.

" That there may be a king from us in Tara; and that it

(Tara) be the territory of our many kings" .^^^^^

*' That the sons of Milesius be manifestly seen upon her ter-

ritories.

" That noble Erinn be the home of the ships and boats of the

sons of Milesius.
" Erinn which is now in darkness, it is for her that this ora-

tion is pronounced.
" Let the learned wives of Breas and Buaigne pray that we

may reach the noble woman, great Erinn.

Let Eremon pray, and let Ir and Eher implore that we may
reach Erinn".

At the conclusion of this oration the tempest ceased, accord-

ing to our authority, and the survivors landed again. And
then Amergin^ upon putting his foot on dry land, pronounced
another propitiatory oration (couched in the same obscure and
general language), on the land, and on the waters, to render

them more prolific.

In this example we have a curious instance of the very form
of words in which it was anciently beHeved that, in still more
remote ages, the Druids framed their incantations. We cannot,

however, perceive anything of druidic or magical power, or

character, in this oration—nothing, in short, to distinguish it

from the prayer of any Christian of the present day, so far as

the expression of the speaker's wants and desire. It does not

clearly appear to whom the prayer was addressed, or that any
ceremony or rite accompanied the delivery of it. I do not,

of course^ quote it as the certainly genuine prayer of Amergin;
but it is, without any doubt, a very ancient piece of composi-

tion, and it must, I am persuaded, have been written either by
some ancient Druid, or by some person conversant with the

(165) The Hill had not at this time received the name of Teamair or Tara

;

but Amergin is made to speak of it by the name by which it was subsequently

known.
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Style of Druidic practices, and probably at a time long before lect ix.

Druidism became extinct in this country. And as regards tbe

intrinsic innocence of the words used, it is curious enough that

the Irish people to this day have an old tradition, that in the

most profane and forbidden performances of sorcery and witch-

craft, harmless and blessed words have been always used. The
common proverb still is: " Blessed words and cursed deeds".^^®^^

All that I have set down here is taken directly from our most

ancient manuscripts, or those compiled from them; and they

show clearly as the historical tradition of the country that each

of the older colonies in Ireland was accompanied by its Druids

;

so that the suggestion of modern British writers that Druidism

came first from Britain, or from Anglesey, into Erinn, is totally

unfounded. I now proceed to select from the long list of

Druidic references found in our old books, such as may serve to

characterize the profession, so far, at least, as the limits of these

lectures will allow. Very many other references there are, no
doubt, which ought all to be gathered, aU to be arranged and
compared, if the subject of Irish Druidism, or indeed of Druid-

ism at all, is to be completely investigated. But in these lec-

tures I can hardly be expected to do more than give the general

results, and to show where further information in detail may be
obtained.

The allusions and instances to which I shall refer are very References

much scattered, and I cannot promise much arrangement in i;, anSeilt"^

my treatment of the subject. I only propose to myself to t^Sngs.—
ffive a few specimens of what was called Druidism by way of Thei)tnn-
° , TTin 1 •• n 1 seanchas, (on

example : and i snail commence by citmg irom the earliest the names of

authority. The ancient tract called Dinnseanchas^ (on the uunech!^^

Etymology of the names of several remarkable places in Erinn),

gives the following singular legendary account of the origin of

the names of Midhe (now Meath), and of Uisnech, in Meath.
Midhe the son of Brath, son of DetJia (says this legend), was

the first that lighted a fire for the sons of the Milesians in

Erinn, on the Hill of Uisnech in Westmeath ; and it continued

to bum for seven years ; and it was from this fire that every
chief fire in Erinn used to be lighted. And his successor was
entitled to a sack ofcom and a pig from every house in Erinn,
every year. The Druids of Erinn, however, said that it was
an insult to them to have this fire ignited in the country;

and aU the Druids of Erinn came into one house to take
council; but Midhe had all their tongues cut out, and he
buried the tongues in the earth of Uisnech, and then sat over
them

;
upon which his mother exclaimed :

** It is Uaisnech
(166) original:—biMAc^AA beAnriAigce Ay ^movnA^tA mAlh^^^te.
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t-gcT. IX. p.e. proudly] you sit up there this night";— and hence the

names of Uisnech, and of Midhe (or Meath).
Druidicai This, I believo, is the first reference to a Druidical fire to

be found in our old books.
The story of The ncxt remarkable allusion to this subject that is to be
aidh Airemh found is the account of King Eochaidh Airemh.

SdL?n,7circa It "^^s ^ century before the Incarnation that Eochaidh Airemh
B.aioo.) -^as monarch of Erinn; and his queen was the celebrated

Edairiy a lady remarkable not only for her beauty, but for her

learning and accomplishments. One day that Eochaidh was in

his palace at Teamair, according to this ancient story, a stranger

of remarkable appearance presented himself before him. Who
is this man who is not known to us, and what is his business ?"

said the king. " He is not a man of any distinction, but he has

come to play a game at chess with you", said the stranger. " Are
you a good chess player?" said the king. " A trial will tell",

said the stranger. " Our chess-board is in the queen's apartment,

and we cannot disturb her at present", said the king. " It matters

not, for I have a chess-board of no mferior kind here with me",

said the stranger. "What do we play for?" said the king.
*' Whatever the winner demands", said the stranger. [They
played then a game which was won by the stranger.] " What
is your demand now?" said the king. " Edain^ your queen",

said the stranger, " but I will not demand her till the end of a

year". The king was astonished and confounded; and the

stranger, without more words, speedily disappeared.

On that night twelvemonths, the story goes on to tell us, the

king held a great feast at Teamair, surrounding himself and his

queen with the great nobles and choicest warriors of his realm,

and placing around his palace on the outside a line of expe-

rienced and vigilant guards, with strict orders to let no stranger

pass them in. And thus secured, as he thought, he awaited

with anxiety the coming night, while revelry reigned all round.

As the middle of the night advanced, however, the king was
horrified to see the former stranger standing in the middle of

the floor, apparently unperceived by any one else. Soon he

advanced to the queen, and addressed her by the name of BS
Finn, (Fair Woman), in a poem of seven stanzas, of which the

following is a literal translation

:

" O Befinn ! will you come with me
To a wonderfill country which is mine.

Where the people's hair is of golden hue,

And their bodies the colour of virgin snow ?

• " There no grief or care is known;
White are their teeth, black their eyelashes

;
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Delight of the eye is the rank of our hosts, lect. ix.

With the hue of the fox-glove on every cheek. The story of

*' Crimson are the flowers of every mead, oSf Mremh

Gracefully speckled as the blackbird's egg
; EdaiSH^icLa.

Though beautiful to see be the plains ot lnisfail, b.c.io6.)

They are but commons compared to our great plains.

" Though intoxicating to you be the aledrink of Inisfaily

More intoxicating the ales of the great country

;

The only land to praise is the land of which I speak,

Where no one ever dies of decrepit age.

Soft sweet streams traverse the land;

The choicest of mead and of wine

;

Beautiful people without any blemish

;

Love without sin, without wickedness.

We can see the people upon all sides,

But by no one can we be seen

;

The cloud of Adam's transgression it is.

That prevents them from seeing us.

^' O woman ! should you come to my brave land.

It is golden hair that will be on your head

;

Fresh pork, beer, new milk, and ale,

You there with me shall have, O Befinnl^
At the conclusion of this poem, the stranger put his arm

around the queen's body, raised her from her royal chair, and
walked out with her, unobserved by any one but the king, who
felt so overcome by some supernatural influence, that he was
unable to offer any opposition, or even to apprise the company
of what was going on. When the monarch recovered himself,

he knew at once that it was some one of the invisible beings

who inhabited the hills and lakes of Erinn that played one of

their accustomed tricks upon him. When dayligh-t came, ac-

cordingly, he ordered his chief Druid, Dalian, to his presence,

and he commanded him to go forth immediately, and never to

return until he had discovered the fate of the queen.

The Druid set out, and traversed the country for a whole
year, without any success, notwithstanding that he had drawn
upon all the ordinary resources of his art. Vexed and disap-

pointed at the close of the year he reached the mountain (on the

borders of the present counties of Meath and Longford) subse-

quently named after him Sliahh Dallain. Here he cut four

wands of yew, and wrote or cut an Ogam in them ; and it was
revealed to him, through his keys of science and his ogam!\ that

the queen Edain was concealed in the palace of the fairy chief^

Midir, in the hill of Bri Leith, (a hill lying to the west of Ar-
dagh, in the present county of Longford). The Druid joyfully

VOL I. 13
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1.ECT. IX. returned to Tara with the intelUgence ; and the monarch
Eochaidh mustered a large force, marched to the fairy mansion
of Bri Leithf and had the hill dug up until the diggers ap-

proached the sacred precincts of the subterranean dwelling;

whereupon, the wily fairy sent out to the hill side fifty beau-

tiful women, all of the same age, same size, same appearance in

form, face, and dress, and all of them so closely resembHng the

abducted lady Edain^ that the monarch Eochaidh himself, her

husband, failed to identify her among them, until at length she

made herself known to him by unmistakable tokens,—upon
which he returned with her to Tara.

The Irish This tale exhibits two curious and characteristic features of

Wand of Di- Irish Druidism ; the first, that the Irish Druid's wand of divi-

niade of the
^^^^^^ formed from the yew, and not from the oak, as in

Yew, not tiie Other countrics ; the second, that the Irish Diniid called in the

aid of actual characters, letters, or symbols,—those, namely, the

I'se of the forms of wliich have come down to our own times cut m the

\nghy^ihQ imperishable monuments of stone, so well known as Ogam stones,
Druias. (many of which may be seen in the National Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy.)
The antiquity of this story of Eochaidh Airemh is unques-

tionable. There is a fragment of it in Leahhar na-h- Uidhre, in

the Royal Irish Academy, a manuscript which was actually

written before the year 1 ] 06 ; and it is there quoted from the

Book of JDrojnsnechta, which was undoubtedly written before

or about the year 430. There is a better copy, but still not

perfect nor so old, in the collection formerly in the possession

of the late Mr. William Monk Mason, in England.

The story of From the reign of Eochaidh Airemh we now pass down about

fudtheTldy a century for our next remarkable instance in poetic tradition of

ca'f
D

'

\^)^' ^^^^se early examples of druidical magic
;
namely, to the com-

mencement of the Christian era, at which time Cuchulainn the

great Ulster champion flourished. This Cuchulainn^ [or Cuchu-

laind] of whom so much has been said in former lectures,^'^^^ was
as much celebrated for the beauty and symmetry of his pereon as

for his bravery and military accomplishments. It is not to be
wondered at, therefore, that, in the ages of romance, so renowned
a warrior should have had many personal admirers among the

fair dames of his own and other countries, and that attempts

should be made to attract his attention, and to secure his devo-

tion, by those secret arts of sorcery, in the efficacy of which
every one beheved in those times. I gave, in a former lec-

ture,^'^^^ a free analysis of the ancient historic tale of Cuchalainn's

See Lectures on the MS. Materials of Anciejit Irish History, p. 37 et seq.

('«8)/6i(/.,p. 281 et seq.
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successful courtship of the lady Emer^ the daughter of Forgall lect. ix.

Monach of Lusk,— (in the present county of Dublin). The Tho story of

following occurrence is reported in one of the same series of a^d^tT/eSy
historic tales^'®^^ to have taken place subsequently to his marriage

^^^pf'i.)""^'

with that lady.

At one time, says this ancient story, that the men of Ulster

were celebrating a fair in the plain of Muirtheimne^—{Cuchu-

lainn^s patrimonial territory, which was in the present county
of Louth, and comprised the district in which the present town
of Drogheda is situated),—a flock of beautiful birds appeared on
the loch (or expansion of the Boyne) before them. Cuchulainn

gave the birds a peculiar blow with the flat of his sword, called

taitlibeiniy so that their feet and their wings adhered to the

water, and they were all caught. Cuchulainn then distributed

them among the noble ladies at the fair, two to each, until he
came to EithnSy his own lady-love at this time, when he found
that he had none left to give her. So Eithne complained bit-

terly of her lover's neglect, in thus preferring the other ladies

to her. "Don't be cast down", said Cuchulainn; "should any
more beautiful birds visit the plain of Muirtheimne^ or the river

Boind^ [or Boinn] you shall have the two most beautiful among
them". Shortly after they perceived two beautiful birds upon the

lake, linked together by a chain of red gold. They sang low
music, which cast all such of the assembly as heard them into a

profound sleep. Cuchulainn^ however, went towards them, and
putting a stone into his crann tahhaill^ or sling, cast it at them

;

but it passed them by. He threw again, and the stone went
over and beyond them. " Alas !" said he, " since I first received

the arms of a champion, I did not ever make a false throw be-

fore this day". He then threw his spear at the birds, and it

passed through the wing of one of them
;
upon which they im-

mediately dived under the water.

Cuchulainn, proceeds this singular tale, went away dispirited

at his failure, and after some time, resting his back against a

rock, he fell asleep. Immediately afterwards, two fairy women
approached him, of whom one wore a green, and the other a

crimson cloak, of five folds. The woman with the green cloak

came up and smiled at him, and struck him a little blow with
a horse-switch ; then the other went up to him and smiled at

him, and struck him in the same way ; and they continued to

do this for a long time, each striking him in turn, until he was
nearly dead. All the Ultonians saw what happened, and they
proposed to awaken him. " Not so", said Fergus, " let him not

(169) TdlQ of Seirglige Conchulainn, or " The Sick-bed of Cuchulainn and
only jealousy oj Eimer'\ in the Atlantis, vol. i. p. 362, et seq.j and vol. ii. p. 9G.

13 B
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i^gcT. IX. be touched till we see what shall happen". He soon after started

The story of up tlirough his sleop. "What has happened you?" inquired

ShetaSy the Ultonians. " Take me to the Teti Breac, [i.e. the speckled

c&a"viT' P^i^ted court,] at Emania", was all that he was able to say

to them. He was therefore taken thither ; and he remained there

a whole year without speaking to any one.

One day, at last, (the tale goes on), before the next November
eve, the Ultonians were assembled about him in the house:

Fergus between him and the wall; Conall Cearnach between
him and the door; Lugaidh Reo-derg (or "the red-striped")

at the head of his bed ; and Eithnt in-gubai (or " the sorrow-

ful"), his mistress, at the foot. While they were thus placed, a

strange man came into the chamber, and sat on the side of the

bed or couch on which Cuchulainn lay. " What has brought
you there?" said Conall Cearnach. "Now", said the stranger,

" if this man were in health, he would be a protection to all

Ulster, and even in the illness and debiHty in which he lies, he
is still a greater consolation to them. I have come to converse

with him", said the stranger. " You are welcome then", said

the Ultonians. The stranger then stood up, and addressed

Cuchulainn in the following stanzas

:

" O Cuchulainn! in thy illness.

Thy stay should not be long

;

It they were with thee,—and they would come,

—

The daughters of Aedh Ahrat.
" Libdn, in the plain of Cruaich, has said

—

She who sits at the right of Lahraid the quick

—

That it would give heartfelt joy to Fandy
To be united to Cuchulainn.

" Happy that day, of a truth.

On which Cuchulainn would reach my land

;

He should have silver and gold,

He should have abundance of wine to drink.

" If my friend on this day should be

Cuchulainn, the son of SoaltS,

All that he has seen in his sleep.

Shall he obtain without his army.
" In the plain of Muirtheimne, here in the south,

On the night of Samhuin [November eve], without ill

luck,

From me shall be sent Libdn,

O Cuchulainn! to cure thy illness".^

This, it will be perceived, was no other than a poetical invi-

tation to Cuchulainn from Aedh Abrat, a great fairy chief, re-

(170) See original in Atlantis, vol. i. p. 378.
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questing him to visit his court, at the approaching November lkct. ix.

eve, and to take his daughter Fand [or Fami] in marriage. The story of

promising that he would be then cured of his illness. anStheLady
*' Who are you ?" asked the Ultonians. " I am Aengus, the son ^"^ot i^f

*"*

Aedh Ahrat'\ said he. The man then left them; and they

knew not whence he came nor where he went to, says the tale.

Cuchulainn then stood up and spoke. " It is time, indeed'', said

the Ultonians; " let us know what happened you". I saw",

said he, " a wonderful vision about November eve, last year*';

—and he then told them all that happened, as related already.

The tale proceeds. " What shall I do now, my master,

Conchobar ?" said Cuchidaimi to the king [Co/2cAo5ar Mac S^essa].

" You will go'', said Conchobar, " to the same rock again".

Cuchulmnn, therefore, went till he reached the same rock again,

where he saw the woman with the green cloak coming towards

him. *' That is well, O Cuchulcnnnr said she. " It is not

well'', said he. " What was your business with me last year?"

said Cuchulainn. " It was not to injure you we came'', said

she, " but to seek your friendship. I have come now", said she,

"from Fand, the daughter of Aedh Abrat, who has been
abandoned by Manannan Mac Lii\ and who has fallen in love

with you ; Libdn is my own name, and I salute you from my
husband, Labraid of the quick hand at sword, who will give

you the woman in marriage for your assistance to him in one
day's battle against Senach the distorted, Eochaidh n-Iuil, and
Eoghan I bhir''. " I am not well able to fight this day", said

Cuchulainn. " Short is the time until you are'', said Libdn.
" You ^vill be quite restored ; and what you have lost of your
strength will be increased to you. You ought to do this for

my husband LahraidP, said she, " because he is one of the best

champions amongst the warriors of the world"'. Where is he ?"

said Cuchulainn. He is in Magh Mell, [i.e. 'the Plains of Hap-
piness']"', said she. " It is better that I depart now", said Libdn
"Be it so", said Cuchulainn; " and let my charioteer, Laegh,
go along with you to see the country''. Laegh was accordingly

conducted to a certain island, where he was well received by
Labraid " of the quick hand at sword''. He then returned to

Cuchulainn, and (in a very curious poem oftwenty-eight stanzas)

he describes to him his journey and Labraid's court. Cuchu-
lainn himself then goes to visit the lady Fand, and to fight the

battle for her brother Labraid; which they won.
Meanwhile, continues the story, the lady Emer, Cuchulainn'^

most cherished of women, was pining in grief and jealousy at

her court at Dun-delca (now Dimdalk)
;
but, unable to brook

her miseries in silence any longer, she at last repaired to
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LECT. IX. Emania, to King Conchohar^ to crave his assistance for the

recovery of her husband, who was now living with the lady

Fand in Fairyland. Just at this time Manannan Mac Lir, the

famous Tuatha DS Danann (fairy)-chief, the former husband, as

we have seen, of the lady Fand, repented his repudiation of

her, and came and invited her to accompany him back to his

court in the isle of J/awamn, (now Man, which bears his name),

to which she consented. Cuchulainn, upon her desertion, seems

to have lost his senses, and fled in a delirious rage to the moun-
tains, where he remained for a long time without eating or

drinking. Emev, therefore, informed King Conchobar of his

condition, and Conchobar, we are told, sent the poets, scholars,

and Druids of Ulster to seek out the champion, and bring him
to Emania. He thereupon attempted to kill them, but they pro-

nounced *' Druidic orations" against him, until he was caught

by the hands and feet, when at length a glimpse of his senses

returned to him. He was then taken to Emania, where, as he
was begging for a drink, the Druids gave him a " drink of

oblivion", and the moment he drank it he forgot Fand and all

that had happened. The Druids then gave Emer also a drink,

"to cause oblivion of her jealousy"; for she was in a state of

madness hardly less extravagant than that of her husband.

And finally, when Manannan was going olF with his wife

Fand, it is stated that he shook his cloak between her and
Cuchidainn", so that they should never again meet. " And

The 5i(i'/i«, or tliis", continucs the tract from which I quote, " was the vision

now calieV of bcwitching Cucliulainn, by the A es Sidhe, or dwellers in the
"Fairies."

}^iiig . for the dcmoniac power was great before the introduc-

tion of the Christian faith, and . so great was it, that they (that

is, the demons) used to tempt the people in human bodies, and
that they used to show them secrets and places of happiness,

where they should be immortal, and it was in that way they

were believed. And it is these phantoms that the unlearned

people call Sidhe or fairies, and Aes SidhSor fairy people".

This curious and very ancient medley of Druidism and fairy-

ism I have abridged from the ancient Eeabhar na-h- Uidhre, so

often referred to in these lectures. I have given it at greater

length than the plan of the present lecture would, perhaps,

strictly warrant; but as it affords a fair specimen of true

ancient fairy doctrine, as well as an instance of Druidism, aa

described in a very ancient writing, I trust the digression will

not be thought too long.
The^stoi7 of The ucxt cxamplc of a druidical performance that presents

ReVderg. itsclf lias rcfercucc also to Cuchulainiis time ; for the young
prince Lugaidh Reo-derg, (Lugaidh " the red-striped"), grand-
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son of the monarch Eochaidh Feidlilech^ was educated in t-ect. ix.

literature and the science of arms by Cuchulainn. This druid- The story of

ical story (one of the most curious in detail which remains to S-derg.

us) runs as follows

:

** A meeting of the four great provinces of Erinn was held

at this time (at Teamair), to see if they could find a person whom
they could select, to whom they would give the sovereignty of

Erinn ; for they thought it ill that the Hill of Sovereignty of

Erinn, that is Teamair, should be without the rule of a king in

it; and they thought it ill that the people should be without

the government of a king, to administer justice to them in all

their territories. For the men of Erinn had been without the

government of a monarch upon them during the space of

seven years^ after the death of Conaire Mdr, at Bruighin Da
Derga^ [Brudin Da Derca'] until this great meeting of the four

great provinces of Erinn, at Teamair of the kings, in the court

of ErCj son of Cairbre [or Coirpre] Niadh-fear.
*' These were the (provincial) kings who were present in

this meeting, namely, Medlibh (or Meave), queen of Connacht,

and Ailill^ her consort; Curoi (Mac Daire), king of South
Munster

;
Tighernacli Tetbannach^ son of Luchta, king of North

Munster ; and Find or Finn Mac Rossa^ king of Leinster. These
men would not hold kingly counsel with the men of Ulster at

all, because they were unitedly opposed to the Ulstermen.

There was a Bull-feast made by them there, in order that

they might learn through it who the person was to whom they

would give the sovereignty. This is the way in which that

bull-feast was made, namely, a bull was killed, and one man
eat enough of its flesh and of its broth; and he slept under that

meal ; and a true oration was pronounced by four Druids upon
him : and he saw in his dream the appearance of the man who
would be made king of them, his countenance and description,

and how he was occupied. The man screamed out of his

sleep, and told what he had seen to the kings, namely, a soft

youth, noble, and powerfully made, with two red stripes on his

skin around his body, and he standing at the pillow of a man
who was lying in a decline at Emain Macha, (the royal palace

of Ulster).
^

" The kings then sent messengers immediately to Emania,
where the Ultonians were assembled roimd Concliobar, (their

king), at this time; and Cuchulainn was lying in a decline

there", (as stated in the story the substance of which was given
in the last lecture). The messengers told their tale to Con-
chobar and to the nobles of Ulster. " There is indeed with us",

said Conchobar, a noble, well-descended youth of that de-
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LECT. IX. scription, namely, Lugaidh Reo-derg, * the son of the three

twins*, Cuchulainns pupil, who now sits over his pillow yonder,

. as you see, cheering his tutor".

The tale goes on to say that Cuchulainn then arose, and de-

livered a valedictory address to his pupil, (a very curious piece),

chiefly on the conduct which should distinguish him in his

new character of monarch; after which Lugaidh repaired to

Teamair, where he was fully recognized as the person described

in the vision, and proclaimed as monarch; after which the as-

sembly broke up.

This Lugaidh was the father of the monarch Crimhthann
Niadhnair^ who had a famous court at Beinn JEdair,—(now the

Hill of Howth, the site of the court being that of the present
*' Baily" Light-House, according to Doctor Petrie),—where he

died and was buried ; and it was in the ninth year of his reign

that our Saviour is supposed to have been born.

Of Cathbadh, At the time of which we are speaking, that is, about the time

brat ed Druid of the lucamation of our Lord, Cathbadh, of the province of

dioba?Mac Ulstcr, and chief or royal Druid to king Conchohar, at Emania,

hi?schooi
perhaps the most celebrated professor of the i >midic order

in Erinn. There are a great many reference? to this Cathbadh
in his Druidic character, but of these I shall content myself

with one only, and translate from the ancient history of the

7ai7i £o ChuailgnS (cattle spoil of Cuailgne) a short extract:

One day that Cathbadh was outside Emania, on the north-

east, lecturing his pupils, who numbered one hundred, (that

being the nimiber which Cathbadh taught), he was questioned

by one of them as to the signs and omens of the day, whether
they were for good or for evil, and for what undertaking that

day would be propitious. The Druid answered that the fame

and renown of the youth who should take arm^<^ upon that day
should last in Erinn "^o bratK'—that is, in Erinn " for ever".

Cuchulainn, the great hero of the cow-spoil, of whom so much
has been said, and who was one of the pupils, immediately

begged of his master to recommend him to the king as a candi-

date for championship, or knighthood, as we should now call it,

to which Cathbadh assented. Cuchulainn then repaired to the

king, and in the proper manner solicited him for the arms of a

champion. " Who instructed you to seek them ?" said Conchobar.

''^CathbadK\ said the youth. " You shall have them", said the

king ; and Conchobar then presented him with a sword, a shield,

and two spears,—a form which constituted him thenceforth a

knight or champion at arms.

From this extract we may see what the character of Catk-

ladh's school was,—it was evidently one of those institutions so
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often referred to in our ancient writings, an academy for in- lect. ix.

struction, not only in poetry and Druidism, but also in military

accomplishments.

That the Druids shared largely in the instruction of the youth The Druids

of Erinn, of all classes, in ancient times, could be shown from Incien"

innumerable passages in our old writings, (to which I shall

make further allusion before I leave the subject); but one re-

markable instance, from the ancient Tripartite Life of St.

Patrick, will be sufficient for the present. According to this

most ancient authority, St. Patrick, having overcome and con-

founded the monarch LaeghairSs chief Druids at Tara, passed

over the Shannon into Connacht, to prosecute his apostolic la-

bours. Now, at this period, it happened that at Magh Ai,

(a district of which the modern county of Roscommon forms

part), in the royal palace of Cruacham, there resided two other

of king Laeghaires Druids, the brothers Mael and Coplait;

and that, to their joint tuition the monarch had committed his

two beautiful daughters,

—

Eithne^ the fair", and Fedelim^ " the

rosy". When the Druids, in whose charge the king's daughters

were brought up, heard of St. Patrick's coming into their country,

and of his success against the Druids at Tara and elsewhere,

they resorted to their magical arts to defeat him, and by an
exertion of their demoniac power, brought a dense darkness

over the whole of Magh Ai during the space of three days and
three nights. Patrick, however, prayed to God, and blessed

the plain ; and it so befell that the Druids alone remained in-

volved in the darkness, while all the rest of the people had the

light restored to them.

Shortly after this, the saint, we are told, came to the palace

of Cruachain ; and the following incident, which is related to have
occurred on the occasion, throws a curious light on the sort of

theological education which the young princesses received from
their Druidic preceptors. Thus says the Life

:

*' Patrick then repaired to the fountain called Clihecli^ at the

side of Cruachain^ at the rising of the sun. The clergy sat at

the fountain ; and while they were there the two princesses, the
daughters of LaeghairS Mac Neill, came at an early hour to the

fountain, to wash, as was their custom ; and encountering the

assembly of the clergy at the fountain in their white vestments,

and with their books before them, they wondered much at

their appearance. They thought that they might be men from
the hills, i.e. fairy-men, or phantoms. They questioned Patrick,

therefore, saying :
' Whence have ye come ? whither do ye go ?

are ye men of the hills? or are ye gods?' To which Patrick

answered :
' It would be better for you to believe in God than
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LECT. X. to ask of what race we are?' The elder daughter asked:
The Druids ' Who is your God, and where is he ? Is he in the Heavens,

in ancient Or IS he in the Earth, or under the Earth, or upon the Eartli,
Ennn.

g^^^^^ ^j, -j^ ^^le Streams, or in the mountains, or in the

valleys ? has he sons and daughters ? has he gold and silver ? Is

there abundance of all sorts of wealth in his kingdom ?' " To
these questions Patrick made, of course, suitable answers ; and

the end of the conversation was, that not only the two princesses,

but even their tutors, the two Druids, were soon afterwards con-

verted to the true faith.

Here we have an example of the active influence of Druids

in St. Patrick's time. But it is to be observed, that Dmidism
by no means ceased, even with the introduction and establish-

ment of Christianity in Erinn, as we have ample proof in the

old books. For instance : in an ancient Life of Saint Colum-

Cille, preserved in the Leahhar M6r Duna Doighre (commonly
called the Leahhar Breac)^ in the Royal Irish Academy, it is

stated, that his mother even consulted a Druid as to the proper

time to put him to the work of his education ; and that this Druid

was in fact his first tutor.



LECTURE X.

[Delivered 2nd 3uly, 1857.]

(IV.) Druids, and Druidism
;
(continued). Of Druidical Charms. Of the

DM FuUa, or " Fluttering Wisp",—(b c. 600). Story of Prince Comgan,
(vii. century). Story of the Princess Eithne Uathack, and the Deisi; and of

the Druid Dill. Of the Imhas Forosnai ; or " Illumination" by the Palms of

the Hands. Of the Teimn Laeghda ; or '* Illumination" of Rhymes, of the

Fileadk ; and of the Dichetal do Chennaibh. ^tory of Finn Mac Cumhaill

and Lomna the jester. Story of Mogh EimM^ (the lap-dog). Story of the

Siege of Drom Damhghair€

;

—Druidic Fire. Of the use of the Roan- (or

Rowan-) tree, in Druidical rites ;—in the ordeal by Fire. Of ancient Poetical

Satire, as a branch of Druidism. Of the Gla7in Dichinn
; or *' Satire from

the Hill Tops". The Glann Dichinn (or Satire) of the Poet Neidhe—iirom
Cormac's Glossary). Story of the Druid Lughaidh Delbaeth (or " the Fire-

Producer"), son of Gas. No instance of Human Sacrifices at any time in

Erinn. One instance, at least, among the Druids of Britain
;
(recorded by

Nennius). Of Divination by interpretation of Dreams and Omens, in ancient

Erinn. Of Auguries from Birds ;—the Raven ;—the Wren. Of Augury
from the Stars and Clouds, by night. Recapitulation.

In the last Lecture,—after having shown from the most ancient

historical MbS. the existence of Druids as a profession in the

early ages, and among all the races which successively inhabited

Erinn,—I collected a few instances of their professional interpo-

sition so as to show by example what was the nature of their

knowledge or their power as far as we find it recorded. 1 pro-

ceed now to make a selection of some characteristic examples
ofDruidism as it is referred to in the old books. I have already

observed that no definite account of the rites, any more than oi*

the belief or of the magical or other powers of this mysterious

order, has come down to us ; it is only from a number of isolated

examples and mere allusions in the historical tales and poems
that we can form any conc3ption, even the most general, of

what Druidism really was.

One of the most remarkable of the druidical rites thus re- Druidical

corded was that, for instance, of the charmed handful of straw, ^ui^^Fuiia,

or hay, to which allusion is made in more than one place as " ^i.""er-

having been made use of with the most powerful effect by these (b.c. 609.)

magicians of the early ages. We learn from several authorities

that the ancient Druids here had a curious practice of pro-

nouncing an incantation or charm on a wisp of straw, hay, or

grass, which, thus charmed, they used to throw into a person's

face, and so, (as it was believed), cause him to become a lunatic
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t-gcT. X. and unsettled wanderer. This wisp or handful was called Dlui
Fulla, or " fluttering wisp".

The first reference that I find to the exercise of this piece of

Druidism, goes as far back as the time of Nuadha Fullon^ one

of the early kings of Leinster, who flourished so long since as

about 600 years B.C. It is stated in an ancient tract on the

etymology of ancient Gaedhelic surnames, that this NuadJia
Fullon had received the addition of Fullon to his first name on
account of his having been educated by a celebrated Druid
named Fullon, who was the first person that practised the art

of pronouncing druidical incantations on a wisp of straw or hay,

of such a character as that, when thrown in any one's face, it

caused him to run, jump, or flutter about, like a lunatic. And
this was the origin of the Dlui Fulla, or Fullo7is " fluttering

wisp".

The story of The sccoud reference is to the affecting case of the young

gan^\y!'i"" prince Comgan, son of Maelochtair, king of the Decies,—the
century), king who bcstowcd the site of the great ecclesiastical establish-

ment of Lismore, in the county of Waterford, on St. Mocliuda^

who died in the year 636.

Comgan was the son Maelochtair by his first wife, and was
remarkable for beauty of person, grace, and manly accomplish-

ments. His stepmother, (for Maeloclitair remarried when ad-

vanced in life), "W^o was much younger than his father, con-

ceived a criminal passion for him, and made advances which he
rejected with horror; upon which her love was converted into

the most deadly hatred, and she sought anxiously for an oppor-

tunity to be revenged upon him. Now it so happened that, on
one occasion, a fair and assembly having been held by the men
of Munster, in South Tipperary, prince Comgan carried ofl" the

victory in all the sports and exercises of the day, and won the

applause of all spectators. His father's Druid was especially de-

lighted with his prowess, and celebrated his praises above all

the rest. The malicious stepmother, seeing this, accosted the

Druid, and said to him, " You are the last person who ought to

praise Comgan^ for he is in love with your wife, and has access

to her at his pleasure. Observe him when he rides around to

receive the congratulations of the fair ladies, and you will see

that your wife regards him with peculiar favour". " If this be

so", said the Druid, " his power of acquiring favour with her, or

any other woman, shall soon cease for ever".

Soon after, Comgan came up at the head of a troop of ca-

valry and rode around the assembly, according to custom, to

receive the congratulations of the fair ladies who were wit-

nesses of his success ; and he addressed to each some courteous
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words, and to tlie Dmid's wife among the rest. Although the lect x.

unsuspicious Comgan in reality paid no more court to her than

to others, yet to the Druid's eyes, already filled with jealousy,

his passing compliment seemed an undoubted confirmation of

all the suspicions with which his mind had been poisoned; and
when Comgan retired to wash his horses and himself in a neigh-

bouring stream, the Druid followed him, and suddenly, we are

told, struck him with a druidic wand, or, according to one ver-

sion, flung at him a tuft of grass over which he had pronounced

a druidical incantation. The result, according to the story, was,

that when Comgan arose from bathing his flesh burst forth in

boils and ulcers, and his attendants were forced to carry him to

his father's house. At the end of the year he had wasted away

;

his hair fell oS*; his intellect decayed; and he became a bald,

senseless, and wandering idiot, keeping company only with the

fools and mountebanks of his father's court.

Such was said to have been the fate of prince Comgan,
brought about by apparently a very simple druidic process.

This Comgan was brother, by his mother's side, to the holy

bishop St. Cummain Fada (" Cummain the Tall"), of Clonferta,

in the county of Galway, who died a d. 661, and of whose his-

tory and hfe the full particulars will be found collected in Dr.

Todd's Notes to the first part of the Liber Hymnorum, lately

published by the Archaeological Society.

There is yet another curious instance of the use of the magic
wisp, recorded, as having occurred shortly before the period

just referred to ; one which I cannot omit as an illustration of

this form of Druidism, because the account is one given with so

much detail.

The simple incident itself could be told in a few words, but

it would scarcely be intelligible without some account, (which
shall be as condensed as I can make it), of the circumstances

which led to it. And first a few words as to the Deisi claims,

—

for this tale also is connected with their eventful history.

The Deisis (Decies or Deasys) of Munster, just mentioned, The .story o{-

were originally a tribe located in the present barony of Deisi, EithnTuaih^

or Deece, in Meath, which derives its. name from them. They ?,'^-,?"lnJ of

were the descendants of Fiacha Suidhe, (brother to the monarch
Conn of the Hundred Battles,) and his followers. One of the

chiefs of this people was u!Fngus Gae-huaifnecli, {^engus " of

the Poisoned Spear"), a valiant and high-minded man, and the

champion of his tribe at the time their cousin Cormac Mac Airt
was monarch of Erinn. Cormac had, besides Cairbrd Lifea-
c/iaiV, his successor in the monarchy, another son named Ceallach,

or " the Diviner". This Ceallach took away, by force or fraud.
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LECT. X. a young lady of ^enguss people, who was also a near relative of

The Story of his own. j^eugus^ enraged, followed the offender to Tara itself,

^Eithniu^ath- entered the royal palace, and killed Ceallach in the very pre-

S3si"and of
father the king, after which the champion escaped

the Druid unhurt» King CormaCf however, immediately prepared for ven-

geance, and raised a force sufficient to drive the Decies out of

Meath southward into Leinster, in which province they so-

journed for some time, and from which they afterwards passed

into Munster to king Oilioll Olum, who was married to Sadhbh,

one of the three daughters of Conn of the Hundred Battles, and
consequently cousin to the Decian chief. Oilioll Olum gave

them the territory which still bears their name, in the present

<ioimty of Waterford ; and here and in other parts of Munster
they remained for about two hundred years, until the reign of

u^ngus, son of Nadfraech^ king of Munster, who was converted

and baptized by St. Patrick. It is to about this latter period

that the events recorded in the following story are referred.

About this time the Decies felt the need of a more extensive

territory, to meet the wants of their growing numbers. They
accordingly consulted, we are told, their Druid, who told them
that the wife of Crimhthann, king of Leinster, was then preg-

nant ; that she should bring forth a daughter ; that they should

contrive to procure that daughter in fosterage ; and that when
she should get married, her husband would extend their terri-

tory. All was done according to the Druid's directions. The
Decies received the young princess, whose name was JEitJine, in

fosterage ; and under their assiduous care she grew up to be-

come eminent for ability as well as beauty. Some of our old

romances assert that her growth was promoted by her being fed

on the flesh of infants, from which she got the nickname of

Eithne Uathach, or " the Hateful" ; the only allusion that I am
aware of to any instance of similar barbarity ;—for as to the ex-

istence of cannibalism to any extent whatever among the Gae-

dhils, even in the most remote ages, I am bound to declare at once

that there is no vestige of authority whatever. However, be this

shocking story of the princess EithnS as it may, having now
grown to womanhood, she attracted the notice of u^ngus, king

of Munster, who sought her hand in marriage. His suit was
promoted by the Decies, and gladly accepted by her father,

and they were forthAvith married ; after which uEngus did grant

the Decies an addition of territory, lying north of the river Suir,

in the present county of Tipperary, provided they drove out

some tribes from the neighbouring district of Ossory, who had
some time previously settled themselves in it.

Now, these Ossorians had a famous blind Druid named Dill,
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the son of Ui Creaga. And Dill had a daughter who attached i-ect. x.

herself to the person of the newly-married Eithne^ queen of The story of

Cashel, who in return provided her with a husband of the Eithnl^uatT-

Decies, and a settlement at her court. *' Good, now", said the
lfisT;inaoi

queen to her one day, " your father is not kind to our people the Druid

the Decies". *' I have not the power to change him", said the

Druid's daughter. " Go from me", said the queen, " with rich

presents to him, to know if he will consent to turn away his en-

mity from us ; and you shall also have an additional reward for

yourself".

The daughter (the tale tells us) accordingly proceeded south-

wards from Cashel, and so reached her father's residence.
*' Whence have you come, my daughter?" said the Druid.
*' From Cashel", said she. "Is it true that you are attached to

that hateful queen, EiilinSr said he. " It is true", said she.

" Good, now, DilV\ said she, " I am come to offer you wealth".
" I will not accept it", said he. " I will Hght a fire for you",

said she, *' that you may eat, and that I may obtain your bless-

ing". He raised his voice then, and said: "These (meaning

the Deisi) are a bad swarm, who have planted themselves on

the borders of the territory of Cashel; but", said he, "they
shall depart at mid-day to-morrow. I am preparing incanta-

tions", said he: " the Innedin (the name of a town at a certain

hill near Clonmel) shall be burned on to-morrow ; I shall be
on the west side of the hill, and I shall see the smoke; a

hornless red cow shall be sent past them, to the west; they

shall raise a universal shout, after which they shall fly away

;

and they shall never occupy the land again". " Good", said

the daughter; " sleep, now, when you please". He then slept;

and the daughter stole the wisp of straw out of his shoes, and
fled with it to Cashel, and gave it to queen EithnS, who imme-
diately set out with it to the south, and stopped not until she

reached the Decies, at their town of Inneoin. " Here", said she

to the Decies, " burn this wisp, and procure for us a hornless

red cow". Such a cow could not be procured. Upon which
one of the Druids of the Decies said: " I will put myself into

the form of the cow to be slain, on condition that my children

be made free for ever". This was done; and the red cow
passed westwards.

The Druid Dill, who at some distance was watching the
effect, as he thought, of his own spells, now addressed his at-

tendant: "What is doing now?" said he. "A fire is being
lighted", said the attendant, " and a hornless red cow has been
sent over the ford from the east side". " That is not desirable"^

said Dill; '* is the wisp here?" said he. "It is not", said the
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LKCT. X. attendant. "Bad", said the Druid; "do the men wound the

cow?" " They have let her pass, but the horseboys are wound-
ing her"; said the attendant. " What shout is this I hear?"
said the Druid. " The shout of the horseboys killing the cow",
said the attendant. " Yoke my chariot for me", said the Druid,
" the town cannot be damaged, nor can we withstand it". The
Decies rushed past him eastwards ; the Ossorians were attacked

and routed
;
they fled like wild deer, and they were followed

till they reached a place called Luininn, where the close of the

day put an end to the pursuit ; and this place became the boun-
dary for ever after between Munster and Leinster. And the

Ossorians, concludes the tale, who were previously called the

descendants of Bresal Belach, after a remote ancestor of theirs,

were from this time down called OssairghS, from Os, a wild

deer, and the wild-deer-like precipitance of their retreat.
Of the rmbas '^\^q next instaucc of Druidism in the selection I have made is

" iiiumina- that of a pcculiar rite ot divmation, which it seems might be per-

Paims^of the formed by either a Druid or a Poet ; it is described in the Glossary
Hands. ^£ ^Yie holy Cormac MacCullinan, King and Bishop of Cashel,

compiled about the year 890. The article is an explanation of

the words Imhas Forosnai, or (literally) Illumination by the

Palms of the Hands". At this word (Imhas Forosnai) he

says :
" This describes to the Poet what thing soever he wishes

to discover; and this is the manner in which it is performed:

The Poet chews a bit of the raw red flesh of a pig, a dog, or a

cat, and then retires with it to his bed, behind the door, where
he pronounces an oration upon it, and ofiers it to his idol gods.

He then invokes his idols ; and if he has not received the ' illu-

mination' before the next day, he pronounces incantations upon
his two palms, and takes his idol gods unto him (into his bed),

in order that he may not be interrupted in his sleep. He then

places his two hands upon his two cheeks, and falls asleep. He
is then watched, so that he be not stirred or interrupted by any

one, until every thing that he seeks is revealed to him, at the

end of a day, or two, or three, or as long as he continues at his

ofl^ring; and hence it is that this ceremony is called Palm Illu-

mination, that is, his two hands upon him, crosswise, that is, a

hand over and a hand hither upon his cheeks. And Saint

Patrick prohibited this ceremony, because it is a species of

Teinm Laeghdha; that is, he declared any one who performed it

should have no place in Heaven, nor on Earth". Such was

the Imhas Forosnai.

The Fileadh, (" poets", or rather " philosophers'', as they ought

more properly to be called), had another very curious secret

and druidical rite for the identification of dead persons, such as
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those who had been beheaded or dismembered. This art was i^ect. x.

called Teinm Laeglidlia^ that is, the " Illumination" of Rhymes. ofther«tnm

When the performance of this art was accompanied by a Sacri- plf^^^"'^uimn

fice to, or an Invocation of, Idols, it was called Teinm Laegh-
ii^ly[^^^)

dha^ or the Illumination of Rhymes, and came under Saint t'je/'i7ear?A;

Patrick's prohibition; but when not so accompanied, it 'W2i^ DUhetai do

called Dichetal do Chennaibh, or the Great Extempore Recital,

and was not prohibited.

Of the Teinm Laeghdlia we have at least two instances on
record, of nearly equal date, and referred back to the second

and third centuries of the Christian era.

In one of those instances the celebrated Finn Mac Cumliaill

was the performer; for Finn^ as was shown in a former lecture,

was a Poet and a Philosopher, as well as a Champion or knight-

at-arms. Finn, from his infancy, was intended for the military

profession, and in compliance with the Fenian rules must have
studied philosophy, and letters also, to a certain extent; but
after having made his profession of arms, and received a higli

appointment at the court of Tara, from the monarch Conn of

the Hundred Battles, the young champion became involved in

an affair of some delicacy with one of the king's daughters,

which made it prudent for him to retire awhile from court.

Abandoning, then, for a time, his military course, he placed

himself under the tuition of Cethern Mac Fintaiti, a celebrated

Poet, Philosopher, and Druid, under whose instructions he is

said to have soon made himself perfect in occult studies. This
curious statement is preserved in a very ancient poem, a copy
of which is to be found in the Book of Leinster.

The account, however, in which Finns performance of the The story of

Teirim Laeghdlia is recorded, is preserved in Cormac's Glossary, cumhiui

at the word Ore Treith, and may be shortly told as follows: andiomna.

Finn, at the time that we are speaking of, had to wife a lady

of the tribe of Luighne (now Lune, in Meath) ; and he had in

his household a favourite wit or bulFoon, named Lomna. Now
Finn chanced to go on one occasion on a hunting excursion

into Teaffia (in Westmeath), accompanied by his wife, and at-

tended by his domestics and his buffoon, whom he left in a

temporary house or hut in that country, while he himself and
the chief part of his warriors followed the chase One day,

during Finn's absence, Lomna the buffoon discovered CairhrS,

one o£ Finn^s warriors, holding a rather suspicious conversation

with Finn's wife. The lady prayed him earnestly to conceal

her indiscretion, and Lomna reluctantly promised her to do so.

Finn returned after some time, and Lomna felt much troubh d
at being obliged to conceal a secret of such importance ; and at

VOL. I.
^ 14
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^' last, unable any longer to do so, he shaped himself a qua-

drangular wand, and cut the following words, in ogham charac-

ters, m it: " An alder stake in a palisade of silver; a sprig of

hellebore in a bunch of cresses ; the willing husband of an im-

faithful wife among a select band of tried warriors ; heath upon
the bare hill of UalannmLuighnS\ Lomna then placed the wand
in a place where Finn was sure to find it. Finn soon did find

it, and immediately understood its metaphorical contents, which
gave him no small imeasiness. Nor did his wife long remain
ignorant of the discovery, which she immediately attributed to

Lomna; so she forthwith sent privately for her favourite to

come and kill the buffoon ; and Cairbre came, accordingly, and
cut off Lomnas head, and carried it away with him. After-

wards Finn came, in the evening, to Lomna's hut, where he
found the headless body. " Here is a body without a head")

said Finn. *' Discover for us", said the Fians, his warriors,

" whose it is". And then, says the legend, Finn put his thumb
into his mouth, and spoke throughthe power of the Teinm
Laeghdha, and said:

—

" He has not been killed by people ;

—

He has not been killed by the people o{ Luighn6;—
He has not been killed by a wild boar;

—

He has not been killed by a fall :

—

He has not died on his bed,

—

Lomna !

" This is Lomna's body", said Finn; " and enemies have
carried away his head".

This piece of sorcery differs in one instance from any other

that we know of; namely, that instead of a bit of any other

kind of flesh, Finn chews his own thumb, which, of course, he
thus makes his sacrifice to his idols.

TJi^e story Another instance of the Teinm Laeghdha occurs also in

Cormac's Glossary, at the word Mogh Eimht ("the Slave of the

Haft") ; and thougli this story will seem in this place a little

longer than I should wish, still, as it contains other curious and
important historical facts, I am tempted to give a translation of

it at length.

" Mogh Eimhe \ says Cormac^ " was the name of the first

Oircne, or lap-dog, that was known in Erinn. Cairbre Muse was
the man who first brought it into Erinn, out of the country of

Britain. For at this time the power of the Gaedliils was great

over the Britons; and they divided Albion among tliem in

farms, and each of them had his neighbour and friend among
the people ; and they dwelt no less on the east side of the sea,

than in Scotia",— [that is, the land of the Scots or Gaedhils, a

term then only applied to Erinn]. " And they built their resi-
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dences and their royal Duns (or courts) there ; as, for instance, i-kot. x.

Dun Tradin^ or Dun Tredin, [the three-walled court] of nie stmy of

Criomhthann M6r Mac Fiodhaid/i, monarch of Erinn and A l-
^^^^ ^""^ '

hain [Scotland], as far as the Ictian sea; and also Glastimberi

[Glastonbury], now a church on the brink of the Ictian sea, in

the forest of which dwelt Glas Mac Cais, swine-herd to the

king of IrfuatS, to feed his pigs on the mast,—the same who was
resuscitated by St. Patrick six score years after he had been
slain by Mac Con's huntsmen. And one of these divisions [of

land] is Dun Map Lethan, at this day, [a.d. 890], in the country

of the Britons of" Cornwall ; that is Du7i Mac Liathain. And
so, every tribe of them [i.e. of the Scots, or Gaedhils of Erinn]

divided the lands into portions on the east side of the channel

;

and so it continued for a long time after the coming of St. Patrick

into Erinn.
'* It was on this account, therefore, that CairhrS Muse was in

the habit of going over frequently to visit his family and his

friends. Down to this time no lap-dog had come into the

country of Erinn, and the Britons commanded that none should

ever be given, either for satire, or for friendship, or for price,

to the Gaedhils.

The law which was then in force in Britain was, that every

transgressor became forfeited for his transgression, if discovered.
*' At this time a friend of CairhrS Muse was possessed of a

celebrated lap-dog in the country of Britain ; and CairbrS pro-

cured it from him in the following manner. CairhrS went on
a visit to this man's house, and was received with a welcome to

every thing but the lap-dog. Now Cairbre had a costly knife,

the handle of which was ornamented with gold and silver; a

most precious jewel. In the course of the night he rubbed the

knife and its haft thickly over with fat bacon and fat beef, and
laid it at the lap-dog's mouth, and then went to sleep. The
dog continued to gnaw the knife until morning; and when
CairhrS arose in the morning, and found the knife disfigured,

he made loud complaints, appeared very sorrowful, and de-

manded justice for it from his friend; namely, Hhe transgressor

in forfeit for his transgression'. The dog was accordingly given

up to him, then, in satisfaction for its crime; and thus it re-

ceived the name of Mogh EimM^ or * the Slave of the Haft',

from mogh, a slave, and eimh, a haft.

'* It so happened that dog was a female, and was with
young at the time of its being brought over. Ailill Flann Beg
was the king of Munster at the time, and Cormac Mac Airt
monarch of Tara. Each of these claimed the dog, but it was
agreed that she should remain for a certain time, alternately,

14 B
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LECT. y. in the houses of Cairhre himself, and of each of the two kings.

In the meantime the dog brought forth her whelps ; and each

of the royal personages took one of them ; and it was from this

little dog that sprang all the breed of lap-dogs in Erinn. The
lap-dog died in a long time after ; and in many years after that,

again, Connla the son of Tadg^ son of Cian^ son of Oilioll Oluim^

king of Munster, found the bare skull of the lap-dog, and
brought it for identification to Maen Mac Etnaey a distin-

guished poet, who had come with a laudatory poem to his

father.
*' The poet had recourse to his Teinm Laeghdha; and he

said:
*' Sweet was your drink in the house of Eogaris grandson

;

Sweet was your flesh in the house of Coiiris grandson
each day;

Fair was your bread in the house of CairhrS Mitsc,

OMoghEimher
" This", said the Poet, " is the skull of Mogli EimM, the first

lap-dog that was ever brought into Erinn".

CairhrS Muse, by whom, by no very fair means, this first

Oircne or lap-dog was brought into Erinn, was son of ConairS,

monarch of Erinn. He fought at the battle of Ceann Abrat,

A.D. 186 ; and he was ancestor to the O'Connells, the O'Falveys,

the O'Sheas, and other families of ancient distinction in West
Munster, as well as of others in East Munster.

So much for the Teinm Laeghda, which seems to have been
a charm of rhyme, by which it was supposed that the rhymer
would be led to name the name of that which he sought by a

sort of magic inspiration, the nature of which is not indicated

to us save by such examples as that contained in this short

legend.

The story of To this period may be also referred another occurrence of

Drom Damh- ancient historic interest, namely, the Siege or Encampment of

DniidicFire. T)rom Damhgliaire, of which some account was given in a for-

mer lecture^^^'^, and in the Historic Tale concerning wliich some
wild druidical performances are described in some detail. To
this Tale, therefore, as containing another series of examples of

what was called Druidical Art, I have next to refer.

The Encampment of Drom Damhghaire took place under
the following circumstances. The celebrated Cormac Mac Airt

commenced his reign as monarch of Erinn at Tara, a. d. 213.

It would appear that his hospitahty and munificence soon ex-

hausted the royal revenues, so that in a short time he found it

necessary not only to curtail his expenditure, but to seek im-

C-'*) Lectures on the MS. Materials of Ancient Irish Histoiy, p. 271.
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mediate means of replenishing his coffers. In this difficulty lect. x.

he was advised to make a claim on the province of Munster for The story of

a double tribute, on the plea that although there were properly ^Brom^DamL

two provinces of Munster, yet they had never paid more than
^^[^^j. ^i^^

the tribute of one. Cormac, therefore, on these very question-

able grounds, sent his messengers into Munster to demand a

second tribute for the same year. Fiaclia Muilleatlian (the son

of Eoghan M6r^ son of Oilioll Oluim) was king of Munster at

the time, and he received the messengers of the monarch (at

Cnoc RaffaJin, in Tipperary) with all the usual honours and
attention. He denied the justness of Cormacs demands, but

offered to send a sufficient supply of provisions to him as a pre-

sent, for that occasion. The messengers returned to Tara with

this answer, but Cormac would not listen to it, and he consulted

his Druids on the probable success of an expedition into Mun-
ster. They, however, after having recourse (as we are told) to

their divinations, gave him an unfavourable answer. Still, he
would not be persuaded by them, but insisted on undertaking

the expedition. He therefore mustered a large force, and
marched directly to the hill of Damlighaire (now Cnoc LuingS,

or Knocklong, in the south-east part of the county of Limerick,

bordering on Tipperary). Here Cormac fixed his camp ; and
from this, with the aid of his Druids, by drying up the springs

and streams of the province, he is said to have brouglit that

great distress on the people of Munster which was described in

a former lecture.^'^^^ Ultimately, the monarch and his Druids
were overmastered by the superior power of the great Munster
Druid, Mogli Ruith. This celebrated sage, one of the most re-

nowned of those ages, is recorded to have completed his Druidi-

cal studies in the east, in the school of no less a master than
Simon Magus ; and it is even stated in this tract, that Simon
Magus himself was of the race of the Gaedhils of Erinn.

After Magh Ruith had relieved the men of Munster from the

drought and famine which Cormac^ Druids had brought upon
them, Cormac again took into council his chief and oldest

Druid, Ciothruadh, and inquired of him what was best to be
done. Ciothruadh answered, that their last and only resource

was to make a druidic fire against the enemy. " How is that

to be made?" said Cormac. "In this way", said Ciothimadh:
" let our men go into the forest, and let them cut down and
carry out loads of the quickbeam, (i.e. the Mountain-Ash, or

Roan-tree), of wliich large fires must be made ; and when the
fires are Hghted, if the smoke goes southwards, then it will be
well for you to press after it on the men of Munster ; and if it is

('^2) Lectures on the MS, Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 272.
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i^EOT. X. hither or northward the smoke comes, then, indeed, it will be full

The story of time for us to retreat with all our speed". So, Cormacs men
forthwith entered the forest, cut down the wood indicated,

liSc fire,
brought it out, and set it on fire.

Whilst this was going on, Mogh Ruith^ perceiving what the

northern Druids were preparing for, immediately ordered the

men of Munster to go into the wood of Lethard^ and each man
to bring out a faggot of the roan-tree in his hand ; and that the

king only should bring out a shoulder-bundle from the side of

the mountain, where it had grown under three shelters, namely,

shelter from the (north-cast) March wind, shelter from the sea

wind, and shelter from the conflagration winds. The men soon

returned with the wood to their camp ; and the Druid Ceanri'

mhair, Mogh EuitJis favourite pupil, built the wood up in the

shape of a small triangular kitchen, with seven doors ; whereas

the northern fire, (that prepared by Cioihruadh), on the other

side, was but rudely heaped up, and had but three doors. " The
fire is ready now", said Ceannniliaii\ " all but to light it". Mogh
Ruith then ordered each man of the host to give him a shaving

from the handle of his spear, which, when he had got, he mixed
with butter and rolled up into a large ball, at the same time

pronouncing those words in rhythmical lines

:

'* I mix a roaring powerful fire

;

It will clear the woods ; it will blight the grass

;

An angry flame of powerful speed

;

It will rush up to the skies above,

It will subdue the wrath of all burning wood.
It will break a battle on the clanns of Conn' ;

—

and with that he threw the ball into the fire, where it exploded

with a tremendous noise.

*' I shall bring the rout on them now", said Mogh Ruith;
" let my chariot be ready, and let each man of you have his

horse by the bridle
;

for, if our fires incline but ever so little

northwards, follow and charge the enemy". He then blew his

druidical breath (says this strange tale) up into the sky, and it

immediately became a threatening black cloud, which came
down in a shower of blood upon the plain of CldirS before him,

and moved onwards from that to Tara, the Druid all the time

pronouncing his rhythmical incantations. When the rushing

of the bloody shower was heard in the northern camp, Cormac
asked his Druid, Ciothruadh, what noise it was. *' A shower
of blood", said the Druid, " which has been produced by a

violent cflbrt of Druidism. It is upon us its entire evil will fall''.

After this, (the tale proceeds)
,
Mogh Ridth said to his people

:

What is the condition of the flames from the two fires now?"
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[for Mogh Ruith was blind]. They are", said they, chasing ^-ect x.

each other over the brow of the mountain, west and north, The story of

down to Druim Asail^—[now Tory Hill, near Croom, in the ^ilrom'^Dlmh-

county of Limerick,]—and to the Shannon, and back again to
^iJi^c Fire

the same place". He asked again the state of the flames.

" They are in the same condition", said they ;
" but they have

not left a tree in the plain of middle Munster that they have
not burned". Mogh asked again how the flames were. His
people answered that "they had risen up to the clouds of

Heaven, and were hke two fierce angry warriors chasing each

other". Then Mogh Ruith called for his dark-gray hornless bull-

liide", and " his white-speckled bird-headpiece, with its flutter-

ing wings", and also *' his druidic instruments", and he flew up
into the air to the verge of the fires, and commenced to beat

and turn them northwards. When Cormacs Druid, Cioth-

ruadh^ saw this, he also ascended to oppose Mogh Ruith; but the

power of the latter prevailed, and he turned the fires northwards,

and into Cormac's camp, Tvhere they fell, as well as [i.e. where
also fell] the Druid Ciothruadh. Cormac, on this, ordered a

quick retreat out of the province.

They were hotly pursued, (we are then told), by the Mimster
men, led by 3Iogh Ruith in his chariot drawn by wild oxen,

and with his druidic bull-hide beside him. The pursuit conti-

nued beyond the border ofthe province, and into Magh RaighnS^

in Ossory. And here Mogh Ruith asked, though he well knew,
who were the nearest parties to them of the retreating foe.

" They are three tall gray-headed men", said they. " They
are Cormacs three Druids, Cecht, Ciotha, and Cioihruadh'\ said

he, " and my gods have promised me to transform them into

stones, when 1 should overtake them, if I could but blow my
breath upon them". And then he " blew a druidic breath"

upon them, so that they were turned into stones ;
" and these

are the stones that are called the Flags o^Raighne at this day"

—

and so on.

This extraordinary tale contains more of the wilder feats of

Druidism than any other Irish piece known to me. But not

only is the main fact recorded in it true, but some of the prin-

cipal personages, at least, are historical ; for it is a curious fact,

that the great Druid, so celebrated in this piece, 31ogh Ruith,

for this or some other singular piece of druidic service rendered

to the men of Munster, is recorded, in truly historic docmnents,

to have received from them the extensive territory anciently

known as Magh MeinS, or the " Mineral Plain", (now the dis-

trict of Fermoy, in the county of Cork) ; a territory which the

race of Mogh Ruith, moreover, continue to inhabit even to this
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X- day, in the families of O'Dugan, O'Cronin, etc., of that and the

neighbouring districts,

use^on^e The use of the quicken or roan-tree in druidical rites is a cir-

iv'owan-tiee, cumstanco hj no means incidental to this tale alone, since many
ritesl""^'^*^ of its uscs for superstitious purposes may be found in our old

writings, and some of them have come down even to the pre-

sent day, in connection, for example, with the superstitions

peculiar to the dairy. I have myself known some housewives

in Munster who would not have a churn for their dairies with-

out at least one roan-tree hoop on it,—or without having a twig

of that sacred tree twisted into a gad, and formed into a ring

placed upon the churn-staff while churning,—for the purpose of

putting it out of the power (as they conceived) of some gifted

neighbour, to deprive them of the proper quantity of butter, by
any trick of witchery,

in tiic ordeal The following short article from an ancient manuscript (H.
by file.

^
-^rj^

T.C.D.) is conclusive, on the use of the roan-tree in

druidical rites. It is the case of a woman clearing her character

from charges affecting it, by an ordeal, when she had failed to

find living compurgators. The ordeal she was to go through

was, to rub her tongue to a red-hot adze of bronze, or to

melted lead (but not, it appears, to iron), and the adze should

be heated in a fire of blackthorn, " or of roan-tree"; and this,

says the book, was a druidical ordeal.

pJeucaf sa
When St. Patrick had purified the laws and the course of

tire, Hs a
" education in Erinn, in the ninth year of his mission (about the

liSdism. year 443), he, of course, prohibited all druidical rites and per-

formances, but particularly those which required sacrifices to

idols. He left, however, to the lawfully elected territorial

poet, liberty to write satires, according to ancient custom, upon
the kings or chiefs in whose service he was retained, whenever
the poet wrote an historical, a genealogical, or a laudatory poem
for his patron, and was not paid for it the reward which custom

or the law of the land had provided in such cases. How far

the spirit of Druidism may have pervaded these compositions

it is now out of our power to ascertain
;
but, considering the

prevailing belief in the effects ascribed to them, it is very pro-

bable, to say the least, that in such incantations the satirical

poet must have dealt largely in Druidism as known or practised

in times not yet far removed from his own.
The Giam Somc curious, thougli apparently simple examples of this

" sV"r"fm;i spccics of poctry have come down to us ; and the following

tops".*''
account of the ceremony of its composition, (from the Book of

Ballymote), stands, perhaps, unique in the annals of satire.

The composition was called Glam Dichmn, or Satire from the
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Hill-tops ; and was made in this way. The poet was to fast lect x.

upon the lands of the king for whom the poem was to be

made; and the consent of thirty laymen, thirty ecclesiastics,

(bishops, the tract says), and thirty poets, should be had to

compose the satire ; and it was a crime foi them to prevent it

when the reward for the })oem was withheld. The poet, then,

in a company of seven, (that is, six along with himself), upon
whom had been conferred literary or poetic degrees,—namely,

a " Foclilac \ a " MacFiurmedK\ a " Doss'\ a " Ca/ia", a " CIC\

and an " Anrad'^ with an " Ollamli' as the seventh, went at

the rising of the sun to a hill, which should be situated on the

boundary of seven farms, (or lands), and each of them was to

turn his face to a different land ; and the OllamJis face was to

be turned towards tlie land of the king who was to be satirized

;

and their backs were to be turned to a hawthorn which should

be growing upon the top of the hill ; and the wind should be
blowing from the north ; and each man was to hold a perforated

stone and a thorn of the hawthorn in his hand ; and each man
was to sing a verse of this composition for the king,—the

Ollamh or chief poet to take the lead with his own vei-se, and
the others in concert after him with theirs; and each, then,

should place his stone and his thorn under the st^m of the haw-
thorn ; and if it was they that were in the wrong in the case,

the ground of the hill would swallow them ; and if it was the

king that was in the wrong, the ground would swallow " him,

and his wife, and his son, and his steed, and his robes, and his

hound". The satire of the Mac Fiurmedli fell on the hound

;

the satire of the Foddac, on the robes; the satire of the Doss,

on the arms ; the satire of the Cana^ on the wife ; the satire of

the Cli^ on the son ; the satire of the A nrad, on the steed ; and
the satire of the Ollamh, on the king.

This is a very singular instance of Druidism, as it was be-

lieved to have prevailed in Erinn even after the introduction of

Christianity.

It is now too late in the world's age to canvass the power
and nature of Satire ; all that I can say on the subject is this

:

that from the remotest times down to our own, its power was
dreaded in Erinn; and that we have niunerous instances on
record of its having driven men out of their senses, and even
to death itself.

Of the antiquity of satire in Erinn, and ofthe bebefin its veno- The Giam

mous power, we have the very important authority of Gormacs satire,"V the

glossary, in which the word Gaire is explained and illustrated ff%m co?*'
in the following manner : mac's gios-

'* Gaire; that is, Gair-secle (short life] ; that is, Gair-re; that
^^'^
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LECT. X. is, re-gliair; ut est, in the satire which the poet NeidhS^ son of

The Giam Adlina^ son of Guthar, composed for the king of Connacht, who
haDire!"'f^tJve was his owH father's brother, namely Caier^ the son of Guthor;

armifS-^' Caier had adopted Neidhe as his son, because he had no
inac'8 Gios- sons of his own.
sary.)

^^ ^^^^^^>^ wife", (continucs Cormac) *' conceived a criminal

passion for NeidM, and offered him a ball of silver to purchase

his love. NeidhS did not accept this, nor agree to her pro-

posals, until she offered to make him king of Connacht after

his uncle Caier. ' How can you accomplish that ?' said

NeidhS. ' It is not difficult', said she ;
' make you a satire for

him, until it produces a blemish upon him, and you know that

a man with a blemish cannot retain the kingly rule'. * It is

not easy for me to do what you advise', said Neidhe, * because

the man would not refuse me anything ; for there is not in his

possession anything that he would not give me' ". [The poets

only fulminated their satires in case their privileges were vio •

lated, or their requests refused.] " ' I know', said the woman,
' one thing that he would not give you, namely, the knife

which was presented to him in the country of A Ibain [Scot-

land] ; and that he would not give you because it is prohibited

to him [i.e. because he is under a vow or pledge not] to give

it away from himself. Neidhe went then and asked Caier

for the knife. * Woe and alas', said Caier, ' it is prohibited to

me to give it away from me'. Neidhe then", continues Cormac's

authority, " composed a ' Glam Dichinn\ or extempore satire for

him ; and immediately three blisters appeared upon his cheek".

This is the satire

:

" Evil, death, and short life to Caier;

May spears of battle slay Caier ;

The rejected of the land and the earth is Caier;

Beneath the mounds and the rocks be Caier

Caier, we are then told, went early the next morning to the

fountain to wash ; and in passing his hands over his face, he

found three blisters on it, which the satire had raised : namely,

(says the story), " disgrace", "blemish", and "defect",—in colours

of crimson, green, and white. On discovering his misfortune,

he immediately fled, in order that no one who knew him should

see his disgrace ; and he did not stop until he reached Dun
Cearmna, (now the Old Head of Kinsale, in the county of

Cork), the residence of Caichear, son of JEidirsgul^ chief of that

('"3) original :—tllAib, bAi]\e, 5Ai]Ae C<Me]A;

coc in beociii\ ceAtc]AU CAt^e C<mo|\;
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district, where he was well received, as a stranger, though his lect. x.

quality was not known. Neidhe^ the satirist, then assumed the

sovereignty of Connacht, and continued to rule it for a year.

The conclusion of this strange story, (the historical meaning
or foundation of which is now lost to us), is worth telling.

After a year's enjoyment of his ill-gotten rank, NeidhS^ it is

said, began to repent ofhaving unjustly caused so much misery

to Caier, and having after some time discovered his retreat, he
resolved to visit him. He set out accordingly in the favourite

chariot of Caier, and accompanied by the king's treacherous

wife ; and he arrived in due time at Dun Cearmna. When the

beautiful chariot arrived on the lawn of the Dun^ its appearance

was curiously examined by Caicliear and his people. " I won-
der who they are", said every one. Upon which Caier rose up
and answered :

" It is we that used to be driven in its champion's

seat, in front of the driver's seat". " Those are the words of a

king", said Caicliear^ the son of Eidersgul^ who had not recog-

nised Caier until then. " Not so, alas !" said Caier;—and he
rushed through the house, and presently disappeared in a large

rock which stood behind it, in a cleft of which he hid himself.

Neidhe followed him through the house; and Caier ^ gray-

hound, which accompanied him, soon discovered its master

in the cleft of the rock behind the house. Neidhe approached
him, but when Caier saw him he dropped dead of shame. The
rock then boiled", we are told, blazed", and " burst", at the

death of Caier; and a splinter of it entered one Neidhe^ eyes

and broke it in his head; whereupon Neidhe composed an ex-

piatory poem,—which is, however, omitted by Cormac, and by
all the authorities that I am acquainted with.

This extravagant legend is valuable as exhibiting one of

the earliest illustrations of that peculiar belief, in Erinn,

concerning the satire of a Poet, of which I have before given

more than one less singular and more modern instance. This

belief also may be taken to have preserved to us one of the

traditions ofthat Druidism into whose mysteries we are unable

to prosecute inquiries exact in detail.

1 have now given instances of almost all the kinds of Druidism The story of

to which we find allusion in any of our Tales or any of our His- Lughaiith

torical pieces. And I shall add but one other example, which, ^tife Kh-e*^^

as usual, I shall give in the form of an abridgment of the ac-
Jjj'g

g'^*^®'

count itself, as it has been handed down to us. It is an instance cas,

of the mention of a Druid and some druidical operations of his,

preserved in the history of the Dalcassian race of Thomond.
The story is shortly as follows :

—
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'-gcT. X. CaSj (from whom the Dalcassians derive their distinctive

The^story of race-name), was the son of Conall "of the swift steeds", who
Lnghaidh was contcmporary with the monarch Crimhthann, who died a.d.

^'tSfr^ue-' 379. Cas had twelve sons, from whom descend all the Dal-

the sono^f
'

^^^^^^ tribcs ; and of these twelve Lugaidh Delhaethy (or Lu-
c^^^^ ° gaidh " the Fire-producer"), was the twelfth. This Lugaidh had

six sons; and one daughter, whose name was AeifS. The sons

were named: Gno Beg, Gno Mar, Baedan, Samtan, Aindel-

badh, and Sighi. Lugaidh the Fire-producer had received a

large territory from his father ; and in time gave his daughter

AeifS in marriage to Trad, son of Tassach, who was a kingly

chief and Druid, but without much land.

After some time Trad found himself the father of a numer-
ous family, with but little provision for their support and ad-

vancement in life. Accordingly he said to his wife, Aeifi : " Go
thou and ask a favour from thy father ; it would be well for us and
for our children to get more land". Aeife, therefore, went and
asked her father to grant her a favour. "Then Lugaidh consulted

his oracles", says the writer of this account, " and said to his

daughter :
' If thou shouldst order any one to leave his country

now, he must depart without delay'. ' Depart thou, then',

said she, ' and leave us the land which thou inheritest, that it

may be ours in perpetuity' ". Whereupon, we are told, Lugaidh
her father immediately complied, and with his six sons left the

inheritance assigned to him by his father to his daughter Aeif(^

and* her husband Trad. And 1 may add that this territory, even
to the present day, retains the name of T^^ad, forming, as it does,

the deanery of Tradraidhe, in the present barony of Bunratty,

county of Clare (a tract which comprises the parishes of Tuaini-

finnlocha, Cill-ogh-na-Suloch, CiLl MailuighrS, Cill CoirnS,

Cluain Lochain, Drom Lighin, Fiodh?iach, Bunratty, and Cill

Eoin, and the island of Liis-da-dhrom, in the river Fergus).

The story proceeds to inform us that the Druid Lugaidh,

having been thus deprived of his inheritance by his selfish

daughter, crossed the Shannon with his sons and his cattle,

and passed into the south-western district of Westmeath, to

Cam Fiachach; where Fiacha was buried, the son of the mon-
arch Niall of the Nine Hostages, (ancestor of the families of

Mac Eochagan-, O'Mulloy, etc.). On arriving at this Cam he

built up a large fire ; and this, we are told, he ignited by his

druidic power,—from which circumstance he acquired the title of

Delhhaeth, or " the Fire-producer"; a name that to this day is

preserved both in that of the territory and in the Tribe name
of his principal descendants, the family of Mac Cochlann of

Dcalhhna, (now called Delvin), in Westmeath. The legend,
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however, does not stop here. From this fire we are told there lect. x.

burst forth five streams of flame, in five different directions ; The storj- of

and the Druid commanded his five elder sons to follow one

each of the fiery streams, assuring them that they would lead
or t^e'-hre-

them to their future inheritances. The two elder sons, Gno
fj^'^go^jf

^j*

Beg^ and Gno Ifor, accordingly followed their streams across cas.

the Shannon into Comiacht, where they stopped in two terri-

tories, which retained these names down to the sixteenth cen-

tury, when they were united under that of the Barony of Moy-
guUen, in the county of Galway ; a district of which 2Iac Conrai

(a name now Anglicised King) was the chief in ancient times.

The three other sons were led by their streams of fire to various

parts of Westmeath, where they settled, and after whom those

territories took the name of DealhJma, (Anghcised the Delvins),

from their father Delhaeth the Druid. Of these " Delvins",

Dealhlina Etlira was the most important, of which Mac Coch-

lann was the chief, whose residence was at the town now called

Castletown-Del™, in Westmeath; a house that preserved a

considerable degree of rank and importance down even to our

own times. Sighi, the sixth son of Lughaidh Delhaeth^ re-

mained in his father's neighbom'hood ; and it was to his son

Nos that belonged the place in which the celebrated church

of St. Ciaran of Cluain-muc-Nois was built. The field in which
the church was built had been appropriated to the use ofthe hogs

of Nos^ son of Sighi, and was therefore called Cluain Mug Nois,

or the field of the hogs of Nos; and the present name of Clon-

macnoise is but a sHghtly Anghcised corruption of the old name.
In fine, the old Druid Lughaidh Delhaeth himself settled on the

brink of a lake near Cam Fiacha,—which lake was thence-

forward from him called Loch Lugh-phorta, or the lake ofLugh-
aidh's Mansion ;—and after his death his people buried him on
the brink of this lake, and raised over him a great heap of stones

which was called Sidh-an-Caradh, or the Friendly Hill.

In this story of Lughaidh we have allusion to two separate

arts of professional Druidism ; the one, that of ascertaining Fate

by consultation of" oracles", that is. Soothsaying, I suppose ; and
the other, the production of the magical Fii-e, of which we have
already had so many other examples in these ancient legends.

From these various instances recorded or alluded to, either

in the ancient annals, on the one hand, or in ancient tales which
at least preserve what men beheved of the Druids, on the otlier,

we can gather much information as to the rank and authority,

and something, at least, as to the ceremonies of the Druids of

ancient Erinn. We have, indeed, no precise record of their

specific rights, powers, or privileges ; nor of the forms in which
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No Instance
known, or
even alluded
to, of the ex-
istence of

human sa-

crifices at
any time in
Erinn.

One In-

stance, at
least, re-

corded of

human sa-
crifices

among the
Druids of

Britain,
(from Nen
nius.)

they exercised their magical arts ; nor of the nature of the su-

perstitions or religious belief which they taught. But the ex-

amples I have collected, (mere examples out of a great number
of similar cases to be found in ancient MSS.), will at least prove

that the liistorical student has a vast quantity of materials to

investigate before he can pronounce with any confidence upon
any of the details connected with this subject, much less theo-

rize upon it with any safety as a whole.

It is a matter worthy of remark, that in no tale or legend of

the Irish Druids which has come down to our time, is there

any mention, as far as I know, of their ever having offered, or

recommended to be offered, human sacrifices, either to appease

or to propitiate the divine powers which they acknowledged.

Not so, however, as to the British Druids, of whose acts so very

few also have come down to us, voluminous as are the essays of

modem " antiquaries" on their history. One reference, reliable

for its antiquity at least, and well worthy of notice, is found in

the Historia Britonum of Nennius, a work believed to have

been written about the year 800. Of this ancient British his-

tory the oldest version now known, I beheve, is the Irish trans-

lation of it made by the learned Poet and Historian, Giolla

Caeimhghiti, who died in the year 1072. This translation has

been published, with an English translation and notes, by the

Irish Archaeological Society, in the year 1848, under the able

editorship of the Rev. Doctor Todd, assisted by the labours of

the late learned, but sometimes very fanciful, Rev. Algernon
Herbert. At page 91 of this volume, where the distress of the

British king, Gortigern, pressed by the treachery of the Saxon
invaders, is related, the old author speaks as follows

:

*' Gortigern, with his hosts and with his Druids, traversed

all the south of the island of Britain, until they arrived at

Guined; and they searched all the mountain of Herer, and
there found a hill over the sea, and a very strong locaUty fit

to build on, and his Druids said to him :
* Build here thy for-

tress', said they, ' for nothing shall ever prevail against it'.

Builders were then brought thither, and they collected mate-

rials for the fortress, both stone and wood ; but all these mate-

rials were carried away in one night, and materials were thus

gathered tlirice, and were thrice carried away. And he asked

of the Druids, ' Whence is this evil ?' said he. And the Druids

said, ^ Seek a youth tchose father is unknown^ kill him, and let his

blood be spj'inkled on the fort, for by this means only it can be

buiW\—The youth thus indicated proved afterwai'ds, as we
know, the celebrated philosopher Merlin, of whom so many
poetical legends are current among the traditions of Celtic Bri-
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tain. The Druids' recommendation was not carried into effect ;
lkct. x.

and this is, I think, the only instance of ancient allusion to

human sacrifice even in Britain. In Erinn, as I have already

said, there appears never to have been an instance even of a

proposition made to take such means of propitiating the Fates,

or the Deity.

I have now, I think, given specimens of all the magical arts of Divi»a-

referred distinctly to the Druids, as such, in our old books, terpretation

Whether the interpretation of dreams and of auguries drawn and^omens,

from the croaking of ravens, the chirping of wrens, and such

like omens, (of which we find, of course, a great many in-

stances alluded to), formed any part of the professional office of

the Druid of ancient Erinn, I have not been able to ascertain.

But whoever it was, or whatever class of persons, that could

read such auguries, there is no doubt that they were observed,

and apparently much in the manner of other ancient nations.

There is indeed a small tract devoted specially to this subject,

among the valuable MSS. preserved in the library of Trinity

College, Dublin, to which I may direct attention in connection

with the general subject. This tract is divided into three sec-

tions, which contain the three classes of Omens I have just

alluded to ; that concerning Dreams and Visions, being, how-
ever, much more copious than either of the others. As it would
not be possible, perhaps, to investigate the subject of the

Druids and their rites without reference to whatever can be
traced of the superstitious beliefs and observances of the people

of their time, I cannot wholly pass by this matter in concluding

what I had to say, though I shall not do more than to mention
generally what it contains.

And first, as to Visions or Dreams : the list of them is in ex-
^^^^^^^

tent very copious, though the subjects are very meagrely VMons.

treated ; and though the connection between the several articles

mentioned and the vision of the dreamer to whom they may
occur does not seem very clear, it may however, perhaps, be-

come so when all the various examples of such visions preserved

in the Tales, etc., are critically considered. For the present

purpose I need do no more than give a literal translation of some
few of the entries or memoranda in the tract, as specimens of

this interesting record. Those on dreams run as foil.ows:
'* A dead King denotes shortness of life. A King dying de-

notes loss. A King captured alive denotes evil. A brilliant

Sun denotes blood. A dark Sun denotes danger. Two Suns
in one night, disgrace. The Sun and Moon in the same course,

battles. To hear Thunder denotes protection. Darkness de-
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Auguries
from Birds.

Tlic Raven.

notes disease. To cut the Nails denotes tribulation. A golden

Girdle around you denotes envy. To sow Tares denotes com-
bats. To catch Birds by night denotes spoils by day. Birds

flying from you by night denote the banishment of your ene-

mies. To carry or to see Arms denotes honour";—and so on.

The divisions of the tract concerning Auguries from the

Croaking of Ravens and the Chirping of Wrens, are in the

same style, but more specific, because the subject is so. Some
of the distinctions taken respecting the sounds made by birds

are very curious, almost suggesting the recognition of some
species of language among them. I should observe that both

the Ravens and the Wrens, whose croaking and chirping was
the subject of the augury, seem to have been domesticated birds,

(probably domesticated for the very purpose of these auguries),

as will be perceived at once^ even in the few examples I am
about to select. These, as before, shall be literally translated.

Of the Raven the writer says: " If the Raven croaks over a

closed bed within the house, this denotes that a distinguished

guest, whether lay or clerical, is coming to you. But there is a

diiference between them. If he be a layman that is to come,
it is * hacach ! hacach !' the Raven says. But if it be a man in

holy orders, it is * gradh ! gradh f it says ; and it is far in the

day that it croaks

it is ' grog !

behind you

If it be a soldier or a satirist that is coming,

grog f or ' groh / groh P that it croaks ; and it is

that it speaks, and it is from that direction the

guests are to come And If it be in a small voice

The Wren.

Augury from
the Stars and
Clouds by
night.

that the Raven speaks", says this tract, " namely, ' err! errP or

* ur! ur!\ there is sickness to come on some person in the house,

or on some of its cattle. If it is wolves that are to come to the

sheep, it is from the sheep-pens, or else from beside the woman
of the house, that he croaks, and what he says is ' carna! carnar
*grobf grobr coin! coinP ; (that is, wolves, wolves)". And
again : If the Raven should accompany or precede you on an

expedition, and that he is joyous, your journey will be prosper-

ous. If it is to the left he goes, and croaks at you in front, it

is at a coward he croaks in that manner, or his croaking denotes

disgrace to some one of the party" ;—and so on.

Of the chirping of the Wren a similar Kst of observations is

recorded, and in the same manner ; but I need not give details

of further specimens of this class.

As may be imagined, the practice of Augury, or Soothsaying,

was not confined to these observations, and one instance may be

remembered of another class of Auguries as already described in

a former lecture I mean that of the auguries taken from

See Lecturer on the MS. Materials, etc. pp. 284-5.
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observation of the stars and clouds by night, by the Druids of i^^ct. x.

Dathi, the last of our pagan monarchs. In that instance the

divination is stated to have been conducted by the Druids by
name. And I suppose it is but probable that all such Au-
guries as those of which I have just been speaking were gene-

rally practised by the same influential order. I have, however,

(as already remarked), no positive proof that these divina-

tions were confined to the class of Druids. Indeed, this class

of learned men is not anywhere sufficiently defined to us in the

old MSS., either as to their privileges, their doctrines, or their

system of education ; and we have, as may be observed, many
instances of kings and chiefs who happened to have been also

Druids, though no instance of a Druid, as such, arriving at or

exercising any civil or military authority.

In this too short account of what is really known from
authentic histories of this mysterious class or order of men,
I have, as I already observed, by no means exhausted the sub-

ject ; on the contrary, there are vast numbers of allusions to

the Druids, and of specific instances of the exercise of their vo-

cation,—be it magical, religious, philosophical, or educational,

—

to be found in our older MSS., which in a course of lectures

like the present it would be quite impossible to unfold at full

length, ^or these examples generally occur in the midst of

the recital of long stories, or passages of history ; and they

could not be made properly intelligible without giving the

context at so much length as often to lead us entirely away
from the more immediate subject. And yet, considering the

meagreness of facts and of any specific statements in all that

has been yet published concerning the Druids of Britain and
of Gaul, (who, I may observe, appear to have differed materi-

ally from those of our island in many of their most important

observances), I believe I have already described so many in-

stances of Druidism as recorded in Gaedhelic MSS. as will be
found to throw a great deal of light upon the path of the in-

vestigator of this difficult and curious subject.

From the records of the earlier stages of our history instances Recapituia-

have been adduced of the contests in druidical Spells between
the Nemidians and Fomorians ; of druidical Clouds raised by
the Incantations of the Druidesses before the celebrated battle

of Magh Tuireadli; of Showers or Fire and of Blood said to

have been produced by the same agency on that occasion

;

of the Spells, broken, after three days, by the counter arts in

magic of the Firbolg Druids ; of the Healing Fountain gifted by
Druidical spells, at the same battle ; and of the Explanation of

VOL. I. 15
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^^cT. X. the Dream of tlie Firbolg King Eochaidli Mac Ere, through
Recapituia- the mcans of a Vision raised by the " prophetic ai t" of his

' Druid Cesam.
After this period we have, on the coming of the Milesian

colony, the Tempest raised by the Druids of the Tuatha DS
Danann, when they had persuaded their invaders to take to their

ships again; and the discovery of the magical nature of this

tempest by that observation from the topmast of one of the

vessels, which proved that it only extended a few feet above
the level ofthe water. And I quoted from an ancient authority

the very words attributed to Amergin the Druid, one of the

sons of Milesius, in the druidical oration by which he allayed

this magical tempest.

Passing on in the course of time we had an instance of the

druidical Fire, in the story of MidhS, the son of BratJi, son of

Detha; and in the singular tale of Edain {Be-finn), the queen
of Eochaidh Airemh, (in the first century before Christ), an

example of Druidical Incantation ; of the early science of Ogam
letters ; and of the use of the Yew-wand, which, and not the

oak, nor the mistletoe, seems to have been the sacred Druidical

Tree in Erinn.

In the stories of Cuchulainn, again, we had an instance of a

Trance produced by magical arts ; of the mad rage of the hero,

and of how, in the midst of that rage, he was caught as it were
by the hands and feet, through druidical Incantations; and
another kind of druidical charm instanced by the Drink of

Oblivion, finally given to the hero and to Eimir, his wife.

In the account of the means taken to discover the des-

tined successor of king Conaire Mor, we had then in some
detail the description of a Vision produced by Druidical In-

cantations ; and of the Omens of a day, an instance in those

observed by Cathbadh, the Druid, on the day of the admission

of Cuchulamn to the arms of knighthood ; while of the general

observation of the Stars and Clouds, those made by the Druids

of king Dathi, before his foreign expedition, and described in

a former lecture, afford a very distinct example. Of Druidical

Oracles, that which I have just referred to in the story of

Lugliaidli Belhaeth, and Aiefi, his daughter, is a fair specimen.

The singular sorcery of the *' Wisp of Straw", occurring in

the curious stories of Nuadha Fullon and of the prince Gomgan,
son of Maeloclitar, is another remarkable case of Druidical

ceremony, very minutely described. And in addition to this

example, we had that, in full detail, of the use of the Wisp in

connexion with the Druidical Fire, in the story of the Ossorian

Druid Dill and queen Eifhn^ of Cashel, so lately as the fifth
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century. Lastly, the very extraordinary account of the siege i-^ct. x.

o^Drom Damhghaire, or Knocklong, with the druidical contests

o£ Mogli Ridth and Ciothrnadh, proved even still more specific

in the details of the same kind which it preserves to us. And
the stories of Saint Patrick's contests with the Druids again

afforded instances cf Druidical Darkness magically produced,

even in his time.

Closely connected with the druidical rites and belief were
the systems of poetical divination, such as the Imhas Forosnaiy

and the Teinm Laeghdha, prohibited by Saint Patrick, as con-

nected with idol worship; and this species of Druidism we
found practised by the famous Finn MacCumhaill in the third

century. Another curious instance of it was preserved in

that story of the recognition of the skull of Mogh Eimhe^ the

lap-dog, two centuries after its death, by the poet Maen Mac
Etnae. Lastly, of the effects of the poetical satires I gave
some further instances, as they were evidently the remains of

the more ancient magical usages.

It is unfortunate that we have no certain account of the Reli- As to the

gion of the time of the Druids. We only know that they wor- and ?he' or-

shipped idols, from such examples as that of the Idol Gods the*'°°

taken into the Druid's bed, so as to influence his visions, as Druids,

described in Cormac's Glossary, and that of the invocation of

idols in the case of the Teinm Laeghdha; and we know that

in certain ceremonies they made use of the Yew tree, of

the Quicken or Roan tree, and of the Black-Thorn, as in

the instance of the ordeal or test of a woman's character

by means of fire made of these sacred woods. That the

people of ancient Erinn were idolaters is certain, for they
certainly adored the great idol called Crom Cruacli^ in the

plain called Magh Slecht, as I showed on a former occa-

sion.^""^^ But it is remarkable that we find no mention of

any connexion between this Idol and the Druids, or any
other Class of Priests, or special Idol-servers. We have only

record of the people, generally, assembling at times, to do
honour to the Idol creation.

As little, unfortunately, do we know of the organization of

the Order of the Druids, if they were indeed an Order. They
certainly were not connected as such with the orders of learned

men or Profession of Teachers, such as before explained. The
Druids were often, however, engaged in teaching, as has been
seen; and it would appear that kings and chiefs, as well as

learned men, were also frequently Druids, though how or why
I am not in a position to explain with certainty at present.

See Lectures on the MS. Materials, &c. p. 103 ; and App. pp. 538, 631-2.

15 B
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^ECT. X. I have, therefore, simply endeavoured to bring together such

a number of examples as may give some general idea of the

position and powers of the Druids, so far as special instances

are preserved in our early writings, of their mode of action and
position in society And I have refrained from suggesting any
theory of my own upon the subject. This negative conclusion,

nevertheless, I will venture to draw from the whole : that not-

withstanding the singularly positive assertions of many of our

own as well as of Enghsh writers upon the subject, there is no
ground whatever for believing the Druids to have been the priests

of any special positive worship,—none whatever for imputing to

them human sacrifices,—none whatever for believing that the

early people of Erinn adored the sun, moon, or stars,—nor that

they worshipped fire ;—and still less foundation for the ridicu-

lous inventions of modem times, (inventions of pure ignorance),

concerning honours paid to Brown Bulls, Red Cows, or any
other cows, or any of the lower animals.

There are in our MSS., as I have already observed, a great

number of instances of Druidism mentioned besides those I have
selected. I have merely taken a specimen of each class of

druidical rites recorded. I only hope I have so dealt with the

subject as to assist the student, at all events, in attaining some
general idea of our ancient life in respect of the superstitious

observances of the people, though I cannot satisfactorily specify

the forms and doctrines of our ancient system of paganism.

There are some curious allusions to an educational connexion
with Asiatic Magi, in some of the stories of the very early

Gaedhelic Cbampions, many of whom seem to have travelled

by the north of Europe to the Black Sea, and across into Asia.

But these will, perhaps, more properly come under our con-

sideration in connexion with the subject of Military Education,

and especially that of the professed Champions.



LECTURE XI.

[Delivered 1st June, 1858.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare. Scope of the present lectures. The earliest

positive descriptions of Weapons, in Irish History. The first settlers.

The colony of Parthalon. The colony of Nemidh. The Tuatha D€ Da-
nann and Firbolg colonies. The first battle of 3fagh Tuireadh ; (b.c. 1272).

Of the arms of Sreng, the champion of the Firbolgs. The Craisech ; or

"thick-handled spear". Hurling- match between the armies of the Tuatha
D€ Danann and the Firbolgs. Of the construction of the arms used at the

Battle of -Ma^'A Tuireadh. The iia/jais ; or " trowel"-shaped spear. The
Fiarlann ; or " curved blade". Difference between the arms of the early

Tuatha Danann and Firbolgs. Of the arms of the Firbolgs ;—the Crai-

sech

;

—the Fiarlann. Different shapes of ancient Sword-blades. The Iron-

mounted Club, or Mace, of the Firbolgs, (the Long-Iarainn.') Of the

arms of the Tuatha De Danann ; (Tale of the Battle of Magh l^uireadh na
b-Fomhorach.) The Spear of the Tuatha De Danann. Of Nuadha of the

Silver Arm. Of the Three great Artificers of the Tuatha D€ Danann. Of
the Forge of Goibniu.

In the preceding lectures we Lave disposed of the more impor-

tant general subjects connected with the present inquiry, in

their legitimate order, in relation to the CiviHzation of the

people,—the system of Legislation in ancient Erinn,—the divi-

sion of society into Classes,—the system of Education,—and the

system of religion, if Druidism is to be so considered. I have
not allowed myself to theorize upon any of them. I have
strictly confined myself to an inquiry as to what is to be
gathered on each of these subjects from the histories and lite-

rature which have come down to us in the ancient language,

and the authorities recognized by the earhest writers and
teachers of the country. I only regret that it was impossible

for me, within the necessary limits of such a course as the pre-

sent, to do more than merely present the results of my exami-
nation of those authorities, together with some examples of

each of them selected from a great store which has yet to be
searched out completely before a full history of the Civilization

of ancient Erinn can be properly undertaken. We come now
to another class of subjects in the consideration of details equally

important in connexion with the yet undeveloped study of our
early history, and in themselves, perhaps, Hkely to prove even
more generally interesting than the contents of the preceding
lectures.
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LECT XI. The first class of these details forms the necessary preliminary

0/ Warfare^
to the subjcct of the Military Institutions of the country

;
that,

namely, which embraces the Description and Classification of

the various Weapons of Warfare, ofiensive and defensive,

known in ancient Erinn. And the interest which I hope every

student will find in forming some acquaintance with these wea-
pons cannot fail to be increased by the opportunities which
every one in this city possesses of visiting the museum of the

Royal Irish Academy in which is preserved so great an abun-

dance of specimens of almost all the various arms which I shall

have occasion to mention, including even those of the very ear-

liest ages of our history.

Scope of the To tracc the history of a people's progress in the arts of civi-

iectu"es. lized life, through a long series of generations, from the first

settling down in some temporary hut on the brink of a river or

on the skirts of a forest of one or more poor families, ignorant of

the proper implements for the cultivation of the soil, the fishing

of the rivers, the clearing of the forest, the housing and clothing

of themselves,—the history of the gradual progress of a people

from so helpless a beginning, to its eventual developement in a

populous and prosperous nation not only possessing an excellent

system of agriculture, but skilled in all domestic and ornamental

manufactures (including that of the finest weapons of military

warfare), enterprising in commerce, and happy in free institu-

tions, good laws, and a vigorous national government,—such a

history, (if the liistory of Ireland could be so described), would
be, indeed, a subject highly worthy[of the study of the philoso-

pher, and of the indefatigable labours of the antiquarian and
historical student. It is well that I have not to deal with such

a history, or the task would be but poorly performed. As it is,

it is not without great difiidence that I venture to approach the

examination of even a section of our primitive history, con-

scious as I am of my inadequacy to do anything like justice

to a subject now so difiicult and obscure, and one which has

already engaged the attention of so many scholars and investi-

gators, both at home and .abroad. And this difiidence is in-

creased by the consciousness that the conclusions I have ar-

rived at, after the most mature consideration, arc often totally

at variance with the opinions of many of the writers I allude to.

It docs not come within the scope of my lectures to discuss

the various ethnological hypotheses which from time to time

have been proposed regarding the origin, or condition of the

earliest inhabitants of Europe or of Erinn. The course I

have strictly prescribed to myself is simply to set down the

results of such positive information as I have been able to
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collect from our own early authoiities, taken in connexion lect. xi.

with tlie positive remains of genuine ancient workmanship
preserved in our museums and elsewhere. I shall thus dis-

tinctly state all the foundations for my own conclusions, and
I shall leave it to others to examine the value of these for

themselves
;
fully trusting that when the authorities and remains

to which I shall refer shall be investigated as they deserve, the

truth will at last come out in its proper colours. Nor is the

subject interesting to us alone ; for it has a direct bearing upon
similar investigations in the history and antiquities of other

nations also, and in particular of France, of Northern Germany,
of Denmark, and of Norway, as well as of Great Britain; so

that I would earnestly claim the assistance also of all sincere

students of early history in these different countries, for their

own sake as well as ours. When each produces the evidence

which his own lansjuasfe can afford of the state of civilization in

arts and manufactures during the first ages, then and not until

then historians will really be able to sift and compare the scraps

of knowledge so preserved, and really to undertake the true

solution of these interesting questions of archceology.

Whether our remote colonists brought with them military

teachers, or at what time, if ever. Military Schools were first

established in Erinn, it would be vain to pretend to lay down,
with any degree of certainty, or upon any rehable authority

;

but upon this part of my subject I shall have sometliing to say

on a future occasion. All that I propose to do at present is to

give, from ancient Irish writings, as many references as may seem
necessary to explain what was known or believed many centuries

ago, relative to the use, material, and manufacture of the Mili-

tary Weapons of ancient Erinn, and the times and the people to

which such references belong, according to our native books of

history, chronology, and genealogies. And in order to do this

in something of a regi.dar order, I believe it will be convenient

in as brief a manner as possible to refer chronologically to the

unanimous ancient accounts of our early colonists, and of the

countries from which they are stated to have come, introducing

what is said of the various weapons and their uses just as they

occur in the accounts of the successive contests here recorded.

The earliest positive description of the forms and nature
^^^^jt^^iffg^®"

the weapons used by the primitive races in Erinn, is found in scription of

the tracts concerning the two battles oiMagh Tuireadh, ofwhich Sish'Sls.'^

I had occasion to speak at some length on a former occasion

;

the first of these battles having been fought between the Fir-

bolgs and the Tuatha De Danann, (two races long anterior to

the ^lilesian Gaedhils in the occupation of the country) ; and
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LECT. XI. the second between the latter people and the northern sea

rovers, known in our history as the Fomorians. But the early

annalists and ancient historians make very positive record of

the existence in the island of more than one tribe long before

even these, in the successive march of the waves of population

towards the west from the cradle of the human race in western

Asia. And these early tribes also had arms and implements,

of which they appear to have made active use.

Tiacesof a Evcn bcforc the coming of Parthalon,—call him too but a

beSthat" legendary character if you will,—mention is made in very
o^pariha- aucicut story of a previous colonization, under the guidance of

a chief sprung from the ruler of '* Sliahh Ughmoir\ which was
the ancient Gaedhelic name for the Cailcasus. This people is

said to have lived here for some generations, imtil they were
defeated and ahnost extirpated by the followers of Parihalon

at a battle fought by him, on his landing, in the plain of Magh
Ita, in Ulster. Perhaps the statement of the existence of this

first colony may be more satisfactory to the advocates of the

theory of primitive barbarism, when I add that they are said to

have lived only by fishing and fowling. The legendary ac-

count of them is extravagant enough ; but so much, at least, may
certainly be gathered from it with some degree of certainty.

Colon""^^^
After this most ancient colony, the next historical or legen-

"
"° * dary tribe that appears on the scene is that of Parthalon^ whose

genealogy is minutely given by the old historians, and who is

said to have landed in Erinn so long ago as in the eighth

generation after the general deluge. He is explicitly recorded

to have come from " Migdonia", or Middle Greece ; and to

have landed, with about a thousand families, at lids Saimer, a

small island in the River Erne, near Ballyshannon, in the

preseiit county of Donegal. No detailed accounts of Par-
thalon's exploits is to be found ; but he is stated to have fought

not only the battle in which he subdued the tribe which had
settled in Erinn before him, but two great battles with different

parties of the Fomorians or northern Sea-Rovers, in which he
was victorious. The arms used on these occasions ai'e not,

however, mentioned. But that his people were provided with

implements of peace, as well as warlike arms, and were so far

civilized as to be acquainted with the practice of agriculture, is

proved by the record which states that it was by that people

that the plains called 3fagh JEithrigh^ in Connacht, Magh Ita

in Ulster, Magh Lir in Meath, and Magh Lathairne in IJal

A raidh6 in Ulster, were cleared from forest and brought into

cultivation. And he is distinctly stated to have possessed oxen,

and ploughmen, (which, I presume, implies also ploughs).
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The colony of Parthalon is recorded to have been almost lect. xi.

entirely cut off by a plague or mortality which destroyed about

nine thousand of tliis people, in the plain of the Life, or Liffey,

about three hundred years after the first landing of the tribe in

Erinn. And the early histories note that the remains of this

people are mai'ked by those very moimds which still exist on

the hill of TamJilacht, or Tallacht, in this county ; a place, in-

deed, whose very name is derived from this account, being

called in the Gaedhelic ^imh-Leachta Muinntwe Phartalain

;

or, literally, The Mortahty-Tombs of the People of Parthalon;

a name by which it has been known from the earHest ages.

After Parthalon yet another wave of population reached our
JJ^^^^™QQy

shores, before the coming of the Firbolgs and the Tuatha De
Danann; a people, indeed, who were said to have been not only

the predecessors but the actual progenitors of both these tribes.

These were the " Nemidians", or followers of Nemidh, a chief-

tain of the same Japhetic race, who is said to have come out of
*' Scythia" into Erinn, with about a thousand followers, some
thirty years after the Partholanian mortahty. This nation seems

also to have been comparatively civihzed ; for it is recorded in

all the ancient books that these Nemidians built two royal Raths

or Courts in Erinn ;—one called Cinneich^'m the territory

of Uihh Niallain, (now the barony of Hy-Nelland, in the county

of Armagh); and the other called Raith Cimbaeth, in Leimne,

(on the east coast of the present county of Antrim). And under

them, too, the improvements begun by Parthalon were imme-
diately resujned ; for Nemidli^ people are said to have cleared

twelve great plains, from the forest, in different parts of the

Island. The Nemidians also fought several fierce battles against

the Fomorians or Sea Rovers of the time ; but no account has

come down to us supplying any details regarding their military

weapons, any more than the agricultural and other domestic im-

plements used by them. This colony is recorded to have held the

country for more than two hundred years, until they had at last

become so enfeebled by the frequent descents of the Fomorians,

(particularly after the great battle of Torry Island, on the north-

west coast of the present county of Donegal, in which they

suffered most severely), that their leading men fled out of the

island, leaving behind them but a few defenceless famihes. Of
the fugitives one party is said to have taken refuge in Britain

;

and another to have made its way into Thrace ; while a third

passed into the north of Europe, and is reported by some writers

to have settled in Bosotia. The party which passed into Thrace
are recorded to have been the ancestors of the Firbolgs ; and
that which passed into the north of Europe the ancestors of the
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LECT. XI Tuatha Danann. The Firbolgs are said to have returned in

about two hundred years after the flight of the Nemidians, and
the Tuatha De Danann thirty-seven years later : and this last

date is placed by the Four Masters about eighteen hundred
years before Christ.

Tiie Tuatha There seems to have been no intercourse between these two
and Firbolg great branches of the early colonists of Erinn during all the two
Colonies.

ccnturics and a half which elapsed since their common ancestors

had abandoned the island. During^hat period it would seem
that the branch since known as the Tuatha De Danann had in

their residence in the north of Europe attained a much superior

degree of civilization to that of the Fiibolgs, who lived in

Greece, according to the national traditions, in a state of mere
slavery for the greater part of this time. Certain it is that all the

very early traditions respecting the Tuatha De Danann indi-

cate that they were a people possessed of an amount of me-
chanical skill and philosophical knowledge, as well as of a

degree of general refinement, so much greater than that not only

of the Firbolgs whom they subjugated, but even of the subse-

quent Milesian immigration by which in their turn they were
themselves subdued, that for ages afterwards they were currently

believed by their less-educated successors, and enslaved or ob-

scure descendants, to have been gifted with supernatural powers.

Tiie Tuatha It is much to be deplored that so few historic vestiges remain
Di Danann.

tcstify the vcry remote civilization of this ancient people.

Unfortunately the Annalists and Historians whose works have,

in the whole or in part, come down to us are of the conquer-

ing Milesian race alone; and the notices they give of their

conquered predecessors are very slender. Perhaps indeed the

investigation of those very arms, of which I am now about to

report the very little that is known, will be found to embrace
almost all that can with certainty be gleaned from our records

concerning them. For it is in the account of the two great battles

in which, immediately after their arrival, they established them-

selves in sovereignty, against the Firbolgs on the one side, and

the northern sea rovers on the other, that we find almost all the

particulars known to Irish history of the Tuatha De Danann:
and it is in the details of this account also that the only minute

description of the various ancient arms is preserved.

On a former occasion I described at length the recorded ac-

count of the two battles of Magli Tuireadh /^^^^ and I need do no

more now than shortly refer to them before I extract from these

ancient histories what specially relates to the arms used on the

occasion.

c'76> See Lectures on tht MS. Maierials, etc., pp. 244, 247, etc.
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The first Battle of Magh Tuireadh was fought between the lect. xi

Firbolgs and the Tuatha De Danann^ shortly after the former The First

discovered that like themselves the latter people had also re- ^Ifh

turned into Erinn to take possession of the ancient inheritance

of their common ancestors. Its date is fixed, according to

O'Flaherty's chronology, a.m. 2737, or B.C. 1272; and accord-

ing to the chronology followed by the Four Masters, a.m. 3303,

or B.C. 1890.

The Firbolgs had settled their seat of sovereignty at Tara,

where they lived under the government of a distinguished

warrior, king Eocliaidh Mac Ere, when they heard of the ap-

pearance of their rivals, who had entered the island on the

north-west and had established themselves in the strongholds

of the present county of Leitrim. The Firbolgs, on consulta-

tion, determined to send a picked champion of their force to

enter into communication with the strangers, and to ascertain

what their intentions were ; and their choice fell upon Sreng,

the son of Sengann ; and it is in the description of the meeting
of this warrior with Breas, the equally redoubted champion
messenger of the Tuatha De Danann, that the first description

of the weapons on both sides, both offensive and defensive, is

found Without occupying any unnecessary space, then, in

detailing the description of the battle itself, I shall proceed to

refer to those passages only which contain any description of

the shape, size, construction, and use of the various arms em-
ployed; and I shall afterwards endeavour to classify these, as

well as I can, with reference to the collection of specimens open
for examination in the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy.
Upon the selection of Sreng by the council of the Firbolgs : Anns of

*' he arose then", says the ancient writer, " and took his hooked, chSuion of

firm, brown-red shield ; and his two tliick-handled spears, called
(J 0^1272 f''

Craisechs; and his keen-gliding sword ; and his elegant quad-

rangular [square ?] helmet ; and his thick iron club ; and he set

out from Tara",— etc. And when Sreng arrived in sight of the

camp of the Tuatha De Danann, Breas, the champion of the

latter, came out to meet and speak with him,—" with his shield

upon him", proceeds the history, " and his sword in his hand,
and having two huge spears with him".

The two champions, we are told, wondered each at the pecu-
liar arms of the other, their form and character being different

;

and when they came within speaking distance, each of them, it

is said, " stuck his shield firmly into the ground", to cover his

body, while he looked over the top of it to examine his op-

ponent. On conversation they agree to raise and put away
their shields ; and Sreng observes that he had raised his in dread
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T.KCT. XI. of the " thin sharp spear" of his adversary ; while Breas ex-

presses similar respect for the " thick-handled spears" of the

Firbolgs, and asks if all their arms are like them. Then to

The Crai. give Bveas an opportunity of examining them, Sreng '* took

the tieings off his two thick-handled Craisechs'^ (or heavy
spears), and asks Breas what he thinks of them ; who replies in

surprise and admiration of the *' great, pointless, heavy, thick,

sharp-edged arms", and refers to the sharpness of their touch,

their power when cast at an enemy, the wounds that would
come of rubbing to their edge, and the deadhness of their

thrust ; thus describing both the form and modes of use of this

peculiar kind of spear. Sreng then explains that the name of

the weapon is Craisech; that they are "gorers of flesh", and
" crushers of bones", and " breakers of shields", and that their

thrust or stroke is death, or perpetual mutilation. On separat-

ing they exchange weapons, we are told, that the hosts on each

side might thus form an opinion of the other, by examination

of a specimen of the arms. Breas gives Sreng his two Sleghs

or spears, and sends word by him that the Tuatha DS Danann
will insist on half of the island; that they would take so much
in peace, but if so much were not conceded by the Firbolgs

they must try the issue of a battle between them. Sreng then

returns to the Firbolg camp, and it is in his account of the

champion of the Tuatha JDe Danann that we have a description

of their weapons. " Their shields", he says, " are great and
firm ; their spears are sharp, thin, and hard ; their swords are

hard and deep-edged". And Sreng recommended his people

accordingly to agree to the proposed terms, and to divide the

country equally with the strangers. This, however, they would
not consent to do, for they said if they gave the Tuatha D6
Danann half, they would soon take the whole.

On the other side, the Tuatha De Danann were so much
impressed with the report of Breas., and with the appearance of

the terrible Craisechs, that they resolved to secure themselves

by taking up a better military position before the impending
battle, and they retired, accordingly, farther west into Con-
nacht, where they fixed their camp in the plain of Magh Nia,
(close to the present church and village of Cong, in the modem
county of Mayo) ; and at the west-end of this plain they en-

trenched themselves, we are told, so as to have the fastnesses of

the great mountain, Belgatan, in their rear, through which their

retreat could be safely made, if necessary.

The Firbolgs, (continues the story,) subsequently assembled

their levies and encamped " in eleven battaHons", at the east

end of the same plain. Then Nuadha^ the king of the Tuatha
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DS Danann^ (the celebrated Nuadha " of the silver hand"), lect. xi.

sent envoys to make the same proposition formerly made
through Breas. King Eochaidh Mac Ere referred them for an
answer to his nobles present, and these at once declared that

they would not consent. The Poets, (that is, the envoys), asked
in reply when then did they propose to give battle ; and the

Firbolgs made the very remarkable answer, that " delay is

necessary, for", said they, " we require time to put in order our

spears, to repair our armour, to burnish our helmets, and to

sharpen our swords, and to make proper preparation for battle

;

and we require too", said they, " to have spears like yours made
for us, and ye require to have Craisechs like ours made for you".

So they agreed on a delay of 105 days for preparation.

From this passage it would appear that the Firbolgs had no
l^f^^^

other spears but the Craisechs^ which were *' pointless". How- known also

ever, the writer of this history observes that the Firbolgs toig^g?

must have had pointed spears too, (or at least must have been
acquainted with them)

;
because, he says, the weapon had been

introduced among them by their former king, Rinnal^ the

grandfather of king Eochaidh. And that this was the common
belief of other ancient writers, is evidenced by an ancient tract

on the etymology of proper names (called Coir Anmann), of

which copies are preserved in the books of Leinster, Lecain^

and BallyTQote, from which the following stanzas are quoted
from a poem on the reign of the Firbolg kings, written by
TanaidheO'Maelchonaire\0'M.v\Qomj]^{who died A. d. 1136):

" Until Rinnal arose, there were no points

To arms, at first, in Erinn

;

Rude spears without smooth handles.

And they only like forest-axes". * * *

" The brave Tuatha DS Danann brought

Pointed spears in their hands with them.

Of these was killed king Eochaidh^

By the victorious race of NemidS^'''^^

The day of battle came at last ; the first day of the sixth week Hurling

of summer. The battle proceedings were opened by a sort of tw^een the

match or game of hurl, in which the three times nine hurlers on D^Zann^L^.

the side of the Tuatha DS Danann were not only defeated but ^*r*:?(s'*'
•/ (B.C. 1272.)

(i77> original :

—

5u|a fAf flirinAl ni "boi |Mnn

fO]\ A|\iri A|A cui* in ei|Mnn
1:o]^5A1b SA^AjA jAti cLe^t 6Ain

Ya mbeic TnA|\ px)C|\AnnAib.
Utic|'AC CuAcVi "oe "OAriAnn "oit

l^Aijne leo inA l-AmAib,

•oibfein i(\o niA-pbA-o eocAi'6

Ia fib fleirn'o nefcb|\etAi§.

BOSTON COLLEGE LIBUAUY
CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.
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LKCT. xr. themselves slain by the Firbolg party. A messenger was then

sent by king Eochaidh to the camp of the Tuatha De Danann,
(such was the chivalrous custom, it seems, of those days), to ar-

range how the contest should be carried on, and whether it

should be every day or only every second day. And it was
agreed, on the demand of the Tuatha De Danann, that it should

be fought always with equal numbers; an arrangement very
disagreeable, says the writer, to the Firbolg king, because he had
largely the advantage in the numbers of his army. The battle

then commenced, and the description of it is that of a number
of successive feats of gallantry, now on one side, now on the

other, conceived much in the manner in which such a contest

would have appeared to the author of the Iliad. Physicians,

also, on both sides, are said to have had healing baths, made
with medicinal herbs and plants, into which the survivors of

each day were put, so as to be healed and strengthened for

next morning's engagement.
Aiinsionsto The description of the various single combats by which such

struction of a Struggle was naturally distinguished offers occasional hints not

tIiS of the* only of the use but of the construction of the weapons. Thus,

^aghTui
passagc whicli relates the combat between the champion

readh.
' Aidleo and the Firbolg warrior Nertchu, it is stated that :

" their

firmly-clutched shields were torn from their fists, their swords

broken at their hilts, and their spears wrenched from their

rivets",—an expression which at once distinguishes that kind of

spear in which the blade was received into the handle, as we
shall afterwards see.

Tiie Mandh. Again, wlicn the advance of the two kings, and the array of

the select bands led by each, is described, the line of Firbolg war-

riors is said to have appeared :
" sparkling, brilliant, and flaming,

with their swords, spears, blades, and trowel-spears", (mandis, a

different weapon from any yet mentioned) flashing in the sun

;

while that of the Tuatha De Danann is also called a flaming

line, "under their red-bordered, speckled, and firm shields".

And in the shock of battle both are said to have fought with

sharp spears, till the thick spear-handles were twisted out of

their hands, and the swords broken upon what are described as

" the polished surfaces of the curved shields". So, also, men-
tion is made of the havoc caused by their " curved blades" ; and

the reverberating " strokes" of the craisech are spoken of as

tearing and splitting the shields of the warriors. So, also, the

weary combatants stopping to take breath are described as

springing up again to the upper edges of their shields, to at-

tempt " blows of decapitation" upon the exposed necks of each

other; and they are described as " raising their powerful arms
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on high, to shower down crushing blows of the sword upon each lect. xi.

other's hehnets, so as to break or cleave them". And the blow
by which king Nuadha lost that right arm which is said to

have been afterwards replaced by an artificial one of silver,

was the blow of the sword of the champion Sreng^ which is

stated to have not only severed the arm at the shoulder, but to

have carried with it to the ground a third part of the monarch's

shield. And when Sreng is then pressed on by Aengahha of

Iruaidh^ and a crowd of the Tuatlia De Danann^ in assistance

of their king, the exact nature of the Craisech is well indicated craisech.

in the description of his thrusts, which are said to have been
more powerful because of the *' sharp breadth of his spear, and
the thickness of its handle".

The subsequent combat, again, between king Eochaidh Mac
'^^^'J?^''^^

Ere and Breas, the great champion of the TuaiJia De Danann, Fiariann.

(in which Breas is eventually killed), is commenced by the

clashing together of the shields of the two warriors. And the

use of the " curved blade" is indicated in the passage imme-
diately following, where the four brothers of Breas, springing

forward to his rescue, are met by the four sons of Slainge. Both
parties begin by striking fiercely at each other's shields, but it

is observed (and it is this I wish to lay some stress on) that not

only did their bodies suffer from the blows of the swords, but
in the ardour of their fight " the hair of the champions was cut

off behind" by their " curved blades".

The event of the battle at last (according to the tale) was
unfavourable to the Firbolgs, who, before resolving to abandon
the island altogether, made one final attempt to recover their

ground, by challenging their opponents to risk the issue of

the war on a fight between three hundred men on each side.

But the Tuatha De Danann, themselves exhausted, proposed

in return that there should be no more fighting, but that the

Firbolgs should be accorded one province of Erinn at their

own option, the remainder being reserved to their hardly vic-

torious rivals, and that both parties should in future live in

peace with one another. And this offer the Firbolgs gladly

accepted, choosing for themselves the pro-vince of Connacht, in

which both parties then were
;
(and so Duald Mac Firbis men-

tions, in his great Book of Genealogies, finished in 1650, that

some of their descendants were still known in Connacht, even
down to that day).

If there be any credence due to our ancient histories and
Historic Tales,^'''^^ I think it will be admitted that the account

^^'^^ See as to the authority of the " Historic Tales", Lectures on the MS.
Materials, etc., pp. 239-241.
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LECT. XI of the famous battle of Magli Tuireadh, to whicli I have so

copiously referred, is fully sufficient to prove that even our

earliest population possessed no small knowledge of metals.

Differences It is to be observed that in this ancient account of the battle

aSiToTthe^ of Magli Tuireadh the arms of the Firbolgs are distinctly de-

z)TJfnann'' scribed as "broad", "heavy", "sharp", and "pointless"; and
sin^ Firbolgs. that they are said to have consisted of a Craisech^ a Fiarlann,

a Claidheamli and a Long-Iarainn; while the arms of the

Tuatha De Danann are distinguished as " pointed", and are

said to have consisted of a Sleigh, a Goth-Mhanais, and a Claidh-

eamli. It would be impossible satisfactorily to describe these

different weapons in mere words, so as to distinguish properly

their various shapes and features ; and it has occurred to me that

it would be very desirable to make my hearers acquainted with
their appearance by a more direct representation. This I am
happy to be able to do, through the kindness of the curator of

the museum of the Royal Irish Academy, who has permitted

me to make use of some most accurate drawings, of the full size,

of such of the weapons to which I have alluded as I have been
able, so far as my judgment goes, to identify among the arms
preserved in the museum of the Academy.^'

The arms of The first is the Firbolg Craisech. It was, according to its

The cro?-^^* description in the ancient account of the battle, a broad and
sech. thick weapon, sharp-edged, and rounded at the top ; and

(judging by the specimen) it was made of fine bronze, and
finished with much skill. It must have been received into the

end of the pole or handle, and fastened by those five rivets

(preserved in the specimen) j^'®"^ which passed through the wood
socket and blade, and were flattened down at both sides of the

handle. The handle must have been thick and heavy at the

point of receiving the blade, for such it is described in the

account of the battle, where these weapons are invariably

.

[('79) As to the Catalogue by Sir W. R. Wilde, published by the Royal Irish

Academy, see Introduction, ante. Professor O'Curry disagreed with most
of the guesses of Sir W. Wilde as to the uses and as to the date of the imple-

ments and ornaments of early ages referred to in that publication. The
engravings in it are, however, accurate ]

[(180) -phe specimen referred to by Professor O'Curry is not engraved in the

Academy Catalogue. Figures 1, 2, 3, (see Introduction), however, which are

erroneously supposed by Sir W. Wilde to represent the blades of battle-axes (see

Catalogue, p. 489), though smaller in size, will furnish almost equally good
examples of this weapon. The blade of fig. 1 (fig. 356, No. 256, Cat. R.I.A.)
is 3| inches long (the whole bronze is 5^ inches), and 3;|^ inclies wide. Fig. 2

(fig. 357, No. 269), which is drawn one-fourth of the original in size, is 9

inches long, and 3| broad. Another Craisech is that figured in Sir W. Wilde's

catalogue as a sword (No. 232, Fig. 327), which is 12^ inches long, 2| inches

broad at the bottom, and inches within an inch of the end.—See Fig. 3.]
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called " Craiseclia crannremra Catha'\ that is, " thick-handled lect. x f.

battle Craisechs".

The shaft was probably flattened thin, and mounted with a

thick plate or ferule of bronze, on which the rivets were
flattened at both sides; else the wood would have been in

danger of splitting. Indeed an instance of this actually occurs

in the combat between Aidleo, the son of^ Uai, of the Tuatha D6
Danann^ and Nertchu, the grandson of Semeon^ of the Firbolgs,

where the writer says :
" Their shields were wrested from their

firm grasp, their swords were broken at the hilts, and their

spears were wrenched from their rivets"^'®' ^ And although such Femies or

rings or ferules as I have been speaking of are not mentioned sp"fr-^"'

in this tract, there is frequent mention made of them in other JJ^YJg-

ancient tracts, into which they are introduced under the names
of fethdnd^ or flat rings, both for ornament and use, as shall be
shown at another place.

It does not appear distinctly from the authority from which Mounting of

I have been quoting that the spears of the ^JTuathcL De Dciykiuyi points^'*'

were mounted in a way different from those of the Firbolgs ; on ^iTatha^m

the contrary, the only difference spoken of between them, in
^""^""^^"'J

any way, is that the former were " sharp-pointed", whilst the
^

latter were " rounded at the top". Still, however, the shape

must have been, and, in fact, was different; because all the

spears with sockets ever discovered, (and there are great num-
bers of both kinds in our various collections,) are pointed;

while the Craisechs and the Fiarlanna which were received

into the handle are rounded at the top. There is, indeed,

another class, (of which very early specimens are to be found in

the Museum of the Academy), which embraces the supposed
characteristics of both

;
being sharply pointed after the Tuaiha

De Danann fashion, and having been received into the handle,

after that of the Firbolgs .^'^^^ It could not, however, have
belonged to them, according to the distinction laid down in this

tract, unless, indeed, it be an exceptional weapon, for which we
have, as already mentioned, some authority in old writings ;—and
among others, in what is stated in 0'Maelchonaires poem, that

Rinnal^ the grandfather of the Firbolg king Eochaidh Mac Ere,
liad in his own time introduced sharp-pointed spears among his

people. It is certain from the tract, however, that such a form
was, at least, not generally adopted or preserved among them.

Be this as it may, there is a weapon among the oldest in the

(181) original :—Tlo -pixenjAic a -pcec a n-glAeuAib com'o'LiicA, cIaiic
A cloi-otne in UTOfmA-oAib a ti-tiix-ooiA-n, -po -pniic a ftegA -oa -peinAiiiiAib.

(182) jhe specimen Fig. 4. (fig. 340, No. 156, Acad. Caial.) is a bronze sjiear-

head, 10 inches long, and half an inch wide at the middle of the blade.

VOL. I. 16
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Academy, certainly as old as any that we are acquainted with,

bearing the recorded characteristics of both nations, and yet not
positively referable to either in particular, as far as I can decide

;

but . the blade and mounting are more of the Firbolg type.

Tbo Finr- In tlic Acadcmy collection we have next a specimen of the

jPirJoS^**^*^ Firbolg Fiarlann, or " curved blade", which, like the craisech,

was received into the end of the pole or handle, and fastened

by rivets/^®^^ It is clear from the curvature in the line of this

beautiful double-edged blade, that it was not intended to be
cast from the hand like the craisech^ (which was cast as well

as used in striking), or like the ordinary spear, or sleigh; but
that it was used only for striking and thrusting at close quarters.

We are told in tlie Tale of the battle of Magh Tuireadh that

king Nuadha had his arm cut off from the shoulder by a blow
of the sword of Sreng, the Firbolg champion ; and certainly

there is no weapon among those assigned to either party which
would appear so capable of performing such a deed as this

Jiarlann^ or " curved blade".

The Fiarlanna^ or "curved blades^', are twice mentioned in the

battle of Magh Tuireadh, in the fight of the fourth day ; where
it is first said that they were cooled or tempered in the boiling

blood of the noble warriors ;—and again, in the combat between
the four brothers of the Daghda, the great chief of the Tuatha
De Danann, and the four sons of Slainge of the Firbolg party

;

where it is stated that the combat was firmly maintained by
them with their swords, and that their hair was cut off behind

by the sharp edges of the Fiarlanna. In this combat there is

no allusion to craisechs or spears, but only to swords and jhar-

lanna; which may perhaps be considered to show that the

latter weapon was used in close fight only, or chiefly.

The Fiarlarm, or " curved blade", from its great width in the

shank, would require, one should think, a very thick clumsy

handle, and so it surely would if the handle were merely of

wood ; but very fortunately we are in a position to show, by an

existing example of the highest interest as well as antiquity,

that the superior skill and taste of the manufacturer fitted this

curious blade to a handle the most perfect for use, and the most

graceful of form. My talented friend, Mr. George V. du Noyer,

having visited Rouen in the summer of last year, (1857), dis-

covered in the museum of antiquities of that city several ancient

weapons, of which he made the beautiful coloured drawings

Fiir. 5, (fig 329, No. 240 Acad. Catal.) is 16 inches long, Of inches

broad at the bottom, and '1^ inches at the middle of the blade. Fig. 6, (fig.

330, No. 271, vrhich is drawn on a larger scale) was, when perfect, about 15

inches long, and is 3| inches broad at bottom, and 1^ across the middle.
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presented by liim to the museum of the Royal Irish Academy, lect. xi.

It requires not, I think, a word from me to show that our own
fiarlann^ or "curved blade", with its three and sometimes five

short rivets, was mounted in a metal handle exactly like the

beautiful specimens^'®*^ there figured of the colg, or straight

blade ; and it is not unimportant to remember that the country in

which these colgs have been found closely adjoins that of the

Belgoe^ who are said to be the same race as our own Firbolgs.

In examining the collection of Sword-Blades in the Academy, Different

if we strictly apply to this weapon the test which applies to allcufnV^

the craisech and fiarlann^—that is, that the rounded top is bSel
the mark of all Firholg weapons, as distinguished from the

1
pointed weapons of the Tuatha De Danaun,—we can scarcely

I

think that any precise specimen of the Firholg sword has come
to our time. Among them will be found some two or three

types of ancient swords of the flagger-leaf shape; that is,

widening gradually from near the hilt to about two-thirds

of their length, and then narrowing gradually but more
suddenly, until they terminate in a decidedly sharp point.

Among them, however, will be found some which, although

not decidedly rounded at the top, yet can scarcely be be-

lieved to have ever terminated in a fine sharp point. And
although there are doubtless some with sharp points among
them, still they are not of the flagger-leaf shape, nor have
they, on close examination, much in common with that shape

at all. Their solidity is great, and they are marked from
hilt to top by two well defined raised lines, running along the

shoulders of the blade, breaking the bevel of the edge, and mark-
ing themselves with precision the line from which the edge is

to start.^'^^^ In a second form of sharp-pointed sword it will

be perceived^'^''^ that solidity is given by a single sharp bevelled

line, or ridge, running through the centre from hilt to top, and
agreeing with the general character of what we shall have occa-

sion hereafter to designate as the spear of the Tuatha De Da-
naan. Now if this slightly round-topped sword to which I

have alluded cannot be brought within the range of the Firbolg

peculiarity of round-topped weapons, one of two things must
of necessity be supposed : either on the one hand that this pecu-

('84) j-gee Fig. 7.]

I

(185) '^^Q construction alluded to is represented in all but the rounded top in
- P figs. 8, 9, 10. These figures are drawn one-sixth the size of the originals.

Fig. 8, (fig. 316, No. 45, Cat. R.I.A.), is 18^ inches long by 1 inch broad
at the broadest part. Fig. 9, (fig. 318, No. 5, Cat. E.I.A.), is 23^ inches
long (including the hilt, 4| inclies), and 1|- broad at the centre. Fig. 10, (fig.

321, No. 40, Cat. R.I.A.), is 29| inches long (including hilt, 2^ mches) ; aud 1
j(

broad.

See Fig. 11, (fig. 317, Cat. R.I.A ).
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The iron-
mounted
Club (or

Mace) of the
Firbolgx

;

{Long la-
rainn.)

No Arrows,
Slings,

Stones, or
Axes, men-
tioned in

connection
with the
First Battle
of Mag/i Tui-
readh.

.
llarity did not extend to the sword; or, if it did, that no sword
of that type has come down to our time, as none such is to be

found in the collection of the Royal Irish Academy, nor is

known (to me at least) to exist anywhere else.

The next of the Firbolg weapons would be the iron-mounted

Club or Mace, which it is stated was carried by the warrior

Sreng along with his two craisechs and his Sword, in his first

interview with Breas, the champion of the Tuatha De Dananrij

but which is not further spoken of in the battle. Of the pre-

cise character of this club, however, we are at present unable to

give any account, as no such weapon is now known to exist

;

but it was probably similar to that recorded to have been used

by the Assyrian contingent in the great army of Xerxes, who
are described as having been armed with brass helmets, spears,

daggers, and " large clubs pointed with iron". What a club

pointed with iron may have been I cannot clearly understand,

unless it is meant that the head of the club was mounted with a

spiked ring or head, like the mediaeval Mace ; and if that were
the case, and that bronze be substituted for iron, we have still

existing a few specimens, three only, at the Academy of

that description of club-mounting, which will give a good idea

of what a formidable weapon this club or mace was, and what
its power must have been in breaking shields and helmets, if not

arms and skulls at the same time.

The form of this bronze weapon, however, is opposed to what
I believe to be the Firbolg construction ; because its head was
not received into the handle, but it receives the handle itself into

its cylindrical socket. It is therefore difficult to discover by any
rule derived from the peculiarities recorded in the old tracts to

what party or colony it belonged ; but there can be little doubt
from the specimens known to us that it was invented and used

for the purpose of shattering helmets and shields, and that it

belonged to a period of great antiquity, and to a people well

versed in the manufacture of bronze.

It is remarkable that in this account of the battle of the first

or southern 3fag7i Tuireadh^ there is no mention whatever of

Bows, Arrows, Slings, Stones, or Battle-Axes, thougb the

Academy's collection contains many specimens of Axes the

construction of which agrees with the recorded peculiarities

of both parties; one kind having been received wedge-like

into the nandle,^'®^Hhe other receiving the handle into an oval

(187) [Pig 12, (fig. 361, No. 297, Cat. R.I.A.), is of bronze—the figure one-

half the real size.]
(188^ [Kig. 13, (tig. 247, No. 27, Cat. R.IA.), is 12^ inches long; 8^ inches
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socket/'^^^ and both apparently of equal antiquity. It is to be lect. xi.

noted, however, as a very remarkable distinction, that while we
have axes of very large size and great weight, and of various

diminishing sizes, of the Firbolg or wedge-back form, we have
not one large or heavy axe of the Tuatha De Danann or socket-

kind, nor has any such been found anywhere else that I am
aware of.

Having so far disposed of the arms of the Firbolgs, as des- J^^e
Arm^s

cribed in this first battle of Magh Tuireadh, we shall now turn De Danann.

our attention to the arms of the Tuatha De Danann.
About thirty years after the battle of the southern Magh Tuir- Descriptions

eadh^ the Second called the Northern battle of Magh Tuireadh^ the xaie of

or more commonly the Battle of Magh Tuireadh na b-Fomhor- Northern

ac/i, was fought between the victorious Tuatha -^^^^^^^
^J^J^J y,„y.

and the Fomorians or Sea Rovers. And as their arms are better eadh nn

described in the ancient account of this second battle than in ^S"''*'"^'

the first, and as they do not appear to have undergone any mo-
dification in the intervening time, I shall refer to that account

for a description of some curious particulars relating to them.

It is stated, as I have already observed, in all our ancient

authorities, that the Tuatha De Danann were the first to intro-

duce pointed weapons into Erinn ; and as these pointed weapons
must have consisted, as they are stated to have done, of spears

and swords, of various sizes and forms, we have no difficulty in

distinguishing them generally from the round-topped weapons
of the Firbolgs. In the description in the first battle of the

interview between Breas^ the champion of the Tuatha DS
Danann^ and Sreng, the Firbolg, Brcas is said to have gone
armed with two great spears and a sword ; but there is nothing
in this allusion to the spears to convey any idea of their particu-

lar form or characteristics. The general ancient statement, how- The ^pear of

ever,^of these spears being pointed, and the fact that no pointed mDanaln,.

great spear has been found without a socket into which the handle

was received, may of itself, I think, be received as some proof
that the spears with sockets preserved in the museum of the

Academy were really those ascribed to the Tuatha De Danann.
We are not, however, dependent on mere inference or deduc-
tion, as we have in the Tale of the Battle of the second Magh

tlie natural size), is 7^ inches long, 3| thick. Fig. 15, (fig. 249, No. G08),

8^ inches long, ^ an inch thick. Fig. 16, (fig. 250, No. 135), 7 inches long;
3 inches broad. Fig. 17, (fig. 251, No. 145), 7 inches long; 3^ inches broad.
Fig. 18, (fig. 258, No. 175), is 4^ inches long. Fig 19, (fig. 262, No. 632),
is 6| inches long, and 4^ wide in the blade. Fig. 20, (tig. 273, No. 353), is

three times the size represented in the figure.]
(189) j-pig. 21, (fig. 276, No. 444), is 4 inches long. Fig. 22, (fig. 277, No.

466), is 4^ inches long. Fig. 23, (iig. 282, No. 468), is 4J inches long ]
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LECT. XI. Tuireadh such an allusion to the Spear of the Tuatha De
Danann, as leaves no doubt whatever that our deductions from
the first battle are correct.

N^adT'air-
^^^^^ victory of the Tuatha DS Danann over the Firholgs

gid-iamh". in the first battle, in which Nuadha their king lost his arm, (and

was, consequently, according to our ancient law, disqualified to

hold the reins of government), they set up in his place the

champion Breas, who was, as it happened, of the Tuatha D6
Danann by his mother, though a Fomorian or Sea Rover by
his father's side. When Breas found himself invested with the

supreme power, he began to encourage the visits and incursions

of the rovers, until by degrees they succeeded in gaining the

ascendancy over the Tuatha Danann^ laying heavy tributes

on them. The Tuatha De Danann, however, though compelled

to bend their necks to these wrongs and ignominies for some
time, did not bend their minds to them, but continued for three

years to hold secret councils among their most influential and
wise men ; until at last their plans being matured and suddenly

put in execution, they succeeded in banishing their oppressive

king Bi^eas from the throne, and recalled thereto their former

monarch Nuadha, who had by this time recovered from his

wound, and had even, we are told, had a silver arm made for

him by the master artists and surgeons of his people.

^r*I-atart?fl
^^^^ Tuatha De Danann, according to their history, had

cersoftiie among them three remarkable artizans, namely, Goibniu the

Danann^^ Smith ; Crsidne the Cerd, or worker in gold, silver, and bronze

;

and Luchtine the carpenter; and during the three years that

they held their secret councils, they secretly employed their

smith in making spears and swords for the insurrection which
they intended to make against their oppressors, and the war-

fare which was sure to follow, should they succeed in driving

them out.
The forge of Accordinor to a copy of an ancient tract, prose and verse, in

my possession, the lorge oi (jroiomu the bmith was, durmg these

years, situated in the depths ofthe forest of Glenn Treithim, some-

where near the well-known and since so celebrated hill of Mul-
lach Maisten (MuUagh Mast), in the present county of Kildare, in

Leinster. The name and situation of this primitive Irish forge

Avere well known at the time of compiling the tract. It was then

called Cerdcha Ghaibhinn (or the forge of Goibniu) in Glenn
Treithim^ where the place of the furnace and" the debris of the ore

and coals then etiU remained. As this glenn lay eastwards from

Mullach Maisten, and in the direction of the river Zyi/(?(Liflrey),

there scarcely can be a doubt but that it was situated in the north-

ern part of the present county of Wicklow. And the reason for
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this place having been selected for the situation of the forge is ? f.ot. xi

quite obvious, when we recollect that Wicklow was at all times

known to abound in copper ore, of which metal all those

ancient spears and swords are made ; and also that the northern

parts of the present county of Wicklow, joining and running

into the county of Dublin, must of old have contained superior

facilities for smelting, since we find that several generations after

this period the same district, namely, that of the forests on the

east side of the Liffey, is recorded to have been selected by the

Milesian monarch Tighernmas for the smelting of gold and the

manufacturing of vessels and trinkets therefrom.

Unimportant, in some respects, as this tradition of the Forge
of Goihniu and its peculiar situation may appear to some,

the fact of its existence there being handed down and believed

from very remote times throws more light on the history of the

manufacture of these military weapons in ancient Erinn than

anything that has been hitherto advanced on the subject. It is

true that although the late lamented John Mitchel Kemble,
accomplished scholar and antiquarian as he was, acknowledged
that the early manufacture of spears and axes could not be
denied to this country, because the ancient moulds for both

were found in it, still he appeared to entertain doubts whether

swords were also made here ; but I trust that an extract which
I shall subsequently have to refer to will be sufficient to show
that Mr. Kemble's doubts on this subject were not well-founded.



LECTURE XII

[Delivered 4th Juno, 18i8.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare; (continued). Of the manufacture and repair

of arms by the Tuatlia D€ Danann. No mention made of any weapon
except Swords and Spears, with a single exception only, in the 'J ale of the

Cath Muiyhe Tuireadh. Of the Sling- Stone of Lugh, and the death of
" Balor of the Evil Eye". Sling-Stones of composition manufactiu-e Of
the Tathlum. Of the Caer-CHs; (a missive ball). Of the Caer-Com-
raic : (a composition ball of several colours). Use of Armour at the Battle

of Mayh Tuireadh. Of the inscribed Sword of Tethra. References to

champed weapons. The weapons of the Firbolgs and Tuatha D€ Danann.
Weapons of the Milesians. Of the " broad green" Spear of the Gauls, in-

troduced by Lahhraidli Loingsech, (b.c 307.) The "Galileans", at the

Tain Bo Chuaitgn^. Of the arms used in the time of Eochaidh Feidldech,

(B.C. 123.) The Battle of A(h Comair
;
—description of the arms used there,

and among others of the " Champion's Hand-Stone", (the Lia Lamha
Laich.) The stone weapon unmeaningly called a " Celt". Unfounded
classification of M. Worsaae and other Northern Antiquaries ; their theory

of the " Stone, the Bronze, and the Iron Periods". Sir 11. Griffiths and Mr.
J. M. Kemble, as to the arms found at Keelogue Ford. Of the FUnt
" Arrow-Heads" (so called), found in Ireland. Bows and Arrows not al-

luded to in any of our ancient Historic Tracts.

In considering tlie arms of the Tuatha DS Danann^ I proceed

with the ancient account of the Second Battle of Magh
Tuireadh.

The anticipations of the Tuatha DS Danann were realized

;

the Fomorians collected all their forces, and landed on the north-

eastern coast, from which they marched into the northern

Magh Tuireadh^ (in the present county of Sligo,) where the

battle was, after some time, fought. The Tuatha DS Danann
had just at this juncture, we are told, received a great addition

to their strength in the person of a young warrior of their

people, named Lug^ ox Lugaidh; a distinguished hero who had
long been travelling in remote countries, and had returned

highly accompHshed in the arts and sciences of the age, both

military and civil ; and to this young chief they unanimously
gave the command and preparation for the battle.

Manufacture Luo. accordinf^ly, amono^ many other professional assistants,

of Anns by Called, to liis prcscncc, the lale tells us, the three artincers

^1/6 Danann. wliosc namcs I liavc already mentioned, namely, Goibniu^^^^

the Smith; Creidne^ the Cerd^ or Gold- and Silver-Smith ; and

(190) [This is the form of the name in Cormac's Glossary; gen. Goibnenn in

the St. Gall incantations, according to Zeuss (926). The more modern form of

the genitive, according to Prof. O'Curry's MS., is Gaib/minn or Ghaibhinn.']
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LuchtinSj the Carpenter; and addressing the smith first, he lect. xu .

asked him (according to the curious old tract from which I ex- Manufacture

tract) what aid he could give them in the battle. Then the aS by

smith answered:
^ ^ mol'^ntn.

" Though the men of Erinn should continue the battle

for seven years, for every spear that falls off its handle and for

every sword that breaks 1 will give a new weapon in place of

it ; and no erring or missing cast shall be thrown with any spear

that is made by my hands, and no flesh into which it will enter

shall ever taste the sweets of life after ; and this", said he, " is

more than Dubh the Fomorian smith can do".

" And you, Creidne\ said Lug to the Gold- and Silver-

Smith, "what aid will you give us in the battle?" " This",

said Creidne, " Hivets for Spears, and Hilts for Swords, and
Bosses and Rims for Shields, shall be supplied by me to all

our men".
" And you, LiichtinS'\ said Lug to the carpenter, " what

aid will you give us in the battle?" " This", said Luchtiue, " a

full sufficiency of Shields and of Spear-handles shall be supplied

by me to them".— (etc.)

When the time of battle came, the Fomorians wondered at

what they saw of the arms of the TuafJia Danann in the

course of the conflict, as the tale relates

:

They saw their own arms, that is, their spears and their

swords, injured and useless after the fight; but it was not so

with the Tuatha De Danann^ for if their arms were rendered

useless to-day, they were in perfect order for battle the next

day, because Goibniu the Smith was in the forge, making-

swords, and javelins, and spears; and he made these arms by
three turns, or spells, and they were perfectly finished by the

third turn. And Luchtine the carpenter made the spear-handles

by three chippings, and the third chipping was a finish".

" When the smith had finished a spear-head", says the tract,

(describing as usual in exaggerated poetical language the mode
of operation, which in substance was that in all probability

really pursued by the artificers), "he threw it from his tongs

towards the door-post, in which it stuck by the point ; and then

Luchtine the carpenter had the handle ready, and threw it so

accurately that it entered tlie socket of the spear, and became
so exactly fixed, that it required no further setting".

Creidni the Cerd^ again, according to the same authority,

(using the same extravagant style of language), made the

rivets by "three turns";—"and the third turn was a finish;

and then he pitched them from his tongs into the holes in

the socket of the spear, so as, without further boring, to pass
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LECT. XII. through, it and the handle, fastening them so firmly as to re-

Manufacture quire no further attention".—(etc.)

of AnXby Then the Foraorians, continues this history, feeling the

i>4Da!lann. elFccts of the Unfailing weapons of their opponents, sent one of

their people to discover the order and arrangement of the camp
of the Tuatha DS Danann. This man's name was Ruadan^ and
he was the son of Breas of the Fomorians, but his mother was
Bright daughter of Daghda, the great chief and champion of

the Tuatha JDe Danann; and on the strength of this relation-

ship he gained free access to their camp. Having examined
its arrangements, accordingly, Ruadan returned to the Fomo-
rians, and informed them of the performances of the Smith,

the Carpenter, and the Cerd; and they sent him back again with

instructions to kill the Smith if possible. Returning again to

the camp, therefore, Buadan, we are told, asked for a spear-

head from the Smith, and its rivets from the Cerd, and its

handle from the Carpenter, and they were given to him. But
a fourth artificer is here also mentioned ; for we are next told

that there w^as in the camp a woman whose occupation it w^s to

grind the arms on a grinding or whet-stone, and that her name
was Cron, and that she was the mother oi Fianlngh; and it was
she, says our authority, that ground this new spear for Ruadan,
who no sooner received it finished, than he returned to the

smith, and threw the spear at him and wounded him. But the

smith drew forth the spear from his own person, and cast it at

Ruadan with such force, that it passed through his body and
killed him on the spot.

Such is the account given of the arms used by the Tuatha
I)e Danann, at the battle of the second Magh Tuireadh^ and of

the mode and manner of making, fitting, mounting, and grind-

ing them. It is extravagant in the details, (as in those concern-

ing the manufacture and putting together of the weapons) ; but

there can be no difficulty in extracting the plain prose facts

from this poetic account of them. And that it may not be

supposed that this Tale is merely a romantic one, got up in

comparatively modern times, I have the satisfaction to state that

the part of it which describes the three artizans, the Smith, the

Carpenter, and the Cerd, is preserved, word for word, in an

authority no less respectable than the celebrated Glossary com-
piled at the close of the ninth century (nearly one thousand

years ago), by the learned Cormac MacCuUinan, king of Muns-
ster and archbishop of Cashel, who extracts it evidently from

the old story, and this story must even at that early period have

been very ancient, else Cormac would not have quoted it as an

authority as he docs. 1 may add, that it is with full credence,
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too, apparently, of its historic truth, that he alludes to the Tale, i ect. xn.

for he refers to a circumstance which he says occurred in the

smith's fajnily, whilst he was engaged during the battle in the

making of the spears as described.

It is remarkable that there is no reference whatever in this
^^j.'Jf^"*'^'^

tale, any more than in the preceding account of the battle ofthe sworus,

southern Magh Tuireadh^ to the Tuatha Be Danann having any f^fS hi-

other arms but swords and spears : nor any reference to arrows, *

\. ^ Sling-btone

darts, axes, clubs, stones, or simgs,—exceptmg, mdeed, that the in the Cath

Sling and a Sling-Stone are once mentioned in it. This sling rSd/f.^

and stone, however, belonged to, and were used by, the champion
Liigh, who ordered and conducted the battle on the side of the

Tuatha De Danann^ but who may, perhaps, be supposed to have
learned the use of the weapon during his long travels abroad.

This allusion to the use of the Sling is as follows. In the The siing-

heat of the battle, a Fomorian warrior and chief named Baldr, LugnXm
was dealing fearful destruction among the Tuatha De Danann^

J^^^^J'^ ?}^^

not more by the sword and spear, than by a certain natural (or ^^^^^^'^^

rather very unnatural) gift which he possessed. This was no
^

other, says the tract, than an Evil Eye, which he generally

kept covered, but to the effect of which he gave free range in

this battle. (And here may be observed an example of the

manner in which supernatural powers were, in these historic

tracts, just as in Homer, frequently attributed to the more de-

structive heroes whose feats are described, as if to account for

their intolerable superiority.) Among those who were struck

down by the power of this evil eye, according to the story, were
Nuada " of the silver-hand" himself, the king of the Tuatha
De Danann^ and the lady Macha^ daughter of Emmas; after

whose deaths it appears Baldr closed the magical eye again.

Thereupon the champion of the Tuatha De Danann, Lugh.
perceiving what had happened, dauntlessly went up, we are

told in the tale, to the fierce warrior, whose fatal eye was at

this moment closed, and denouncing his cruelty threatened him
with instant death. Then Baldr, hearing such taunts and
threats, proceeded to raise the lid of the evil eye ; but no sooner

did Lugh see the movement of the lid, than he darted a Sling-

Stone, says the ancient writer of the tale, at the eye, which
accurately attaining its mark, drove it through his skull; and
the terrible Bal6r fell dead among his people.

In this passage it is not said, however, that it was from a

sling the stone was cast, but only that it was a " sling-stone", a
" lic'tailme'; and whether or not Lugh alone of all the warriors

engaged in this battle was acquainted with the use of the sling,

we have no satisfactory means of determining, unless we admit
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LECT. XII. tJie value of the negative evidence in the fact that no farther

allusion to it is to be found in this ancient tract. It is proper

to observe, however, that in the Book of Leinster we are told

that it was with a stone from his sling, " tabaiir\ that Lugh
killed Baldr, (who was, we are also told in this version of the

story, LugJis own grandfather).
Sling-stones There is a short but very curious ancient poem still in ex-

istence, which gives an extravagant romantic account of the
faciuie.

origin and composition of this very sHng-stone by which Baldrs
"evil eye" was destroyed; from which it appears that it was
an artificial composition, a " tat1ilum\ or conglomeration. The
following is a literal translation of the passage

:

" A Tathlum, heavy, fiery, firm.

Which the Tuatha De Danann had with them.

It was that broke the fierce Balors eye.

Of old, in the battle of the great armies.
" The blood of toads and furious bears.

And the blood of the noble lion.

The blood of vipers, and of OsmuinrC^ trunks;

—

It was of these the Tathlum was composed.
" The sand of the swift Armorian Sea

;

And the sand of the teeming Red Sea;

—

All these, being first purified, were used

In the composition of the Tathlum.
*' Briun the son of Bethar^ no mean warrior.

Who on the ocean's eastern border reigned;—
It was he that fused, and smoothly formed.

It was he that fashioned the Tathlum.
** To the hero Lugaidh was given

This concrete ball,—no soft missile ;

—

In Magh Tuireadh of shrieking wails.

From his hand he threw the Tathlum''.

Of this very curious poem I have a transcript which I made
from the only copy I have ever seen, one preserved in an an-

cient vellum manuscript formerly in the possession of Mr. W.
Monck Mason, but lately sold at a public auction in London.

The Tath- But this is not the only instance of a Tathlum to be found
lum.

^^j, a^jj^jjgjji; writings ; for it occurs, though under a different

name, in an article on the origin of the name of Dubh-linn^

(now Dublin), in the ancient topographical tract called the

Dinnseanchas, preserved in several of our oldest manuscripts.

This article gives an account of the death of the lady Bubhy
from whom the river LifFey derived the name Dubh-linn;—
(the word literally means the Black Pool, if we were to trans-

late the name of the lady Dubh);—and the following is the
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verse from it in which such a ball as that of which I have been lect. xii.

speaking is mentioned :

—

Mairgen the pure and happy, perceived her,

He was the high-favoured servant of Ochinn;

He cast a Caer-Clis at her path,

By which he killed the daughter of king RoduhhS^^^^

This caer-clis was a missive ball, though every ball or or- Jhc cae^-^

dinary missive was not called a caer. A cagr was always a ball sive n&U).

formed of many ingredients, and sometimes of many colours

;

and when it happened to be of a mosaic character, as ha^dng

many distinct lines or ribs, or ingredients or colours, it was

then called a caer-comraic, or ball of convergent ribs or lines.

The stanza quoted above is taken from the Book of Leinster,

and the line which runs there, " He cast a caer-clis on her

path", is written in the same article in the Book of Lecain

thus: " He cast a stone from his sling on her path" ; thus estab-

lishing without any doubt that the tatJilum and caer-clis were

artificial Sling missives.

From this digression let us return again to the battle-field of

the second Magh Tuireadh^ in the account of which there are

still some particulars respecting arms and armour, which we
cannot afford to pass over.

It is stated distinctly in the Tale that there was not a chief or use of Ar-

a man of valour in the whole army of the Fomorians, who was Ba7t[eof*^^

not furnished with a " lorica'' on his body, a helmet on his head,

a manais (or broad-spear) in his right hand, a *' heavy sharp

sword" at his girdle, and a " firm shield" at his shoulder. And
in describing the battle at its greatest heat, the writer again

enumerates the weapons which were used by both parties, in

the following words

:

*' Fearful, indeed, was the thunder which rolled over the battle-

field ; the shouts of the warriors, the breaking of the shields, the

flashing and clashing of the swords, of the straight tooth-hilted

swords,—[that is, hiked with hilts formed of the tooth of the

sea-horse],—the music and harmony of the 'belly-darts', and
the sighing and winging of the spears and the lances".^'

And again, a curious circumstance regarding the construction

of the hilted swords is referred to, where the tract records that

(191) original :—Tlof ]\Ac'h4ii5 triAi^jjin ^Umi 5t^inx),

gitlA, CO n-AtA-o pei|\ OcViin-o,

focViei^-o cliAe]\ c\^y A|a conAi^A,

x>^A^(\ b|Mf ingen -pig no-ouib.
('9') original:—Amnuf x)in, Ati c-Ai^neAcli lAuboi aito -pecVinon An cACAe ,1.

5A1|\ riA "LAecViiAAi-oi, ocuf b|\epnib riA tciac; 'Loin'0]AecVi ocuj' ^eA-ojAi^M
nAc'Loix)em ocuy riA cAbc n-'oe-o

;
cai]aciu ocuf ciMn-oegA-p tiA fAigiTD-botc ;

ocMf fiAn ocvi|" eidju'O riA ^i^ogAit), ocuy riA njAbtucb.
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LECT. XII.

The in-

scribed
Sword of
Telhra.

References
to charmed
Weapons.

in the flight of the Fomorians from the battle-field, Tethra^

their king, lost his sword. This passage is as follows

:

*' It was in this battle that Ogma the champion obtained

Ornai, the sword of Tethra, king of the Fomorians. Ogma
opened the sword ai>d cleaned it. Then the sword related all

the deeds that had been performed by it ; for it was the custom
of swords at this time, when opened, to recount the deeds that

had been performed with them. And it is therefore that swords
are entitled to the tribute of cleaning them whenever they are

opened. It is on this account, too, that charms are preserved

in swords, from that time down. Now, the reason why demons
were accustomed to speak from weapons at that time, was, be-

cause arms were worshipped by people in those times, and arms
were among the protections (or sanctuaries) of those times".^'^^^

There are many references to charmed swords and spears to

be met with in our ancient writings, as will appear in the course

of these lectures ; but I have never met any account of a sword
that " spoke", except this; and the legend is, perhaps, imique,

unless we take it in the sense that the names of the battles or

deeds in which the sword had been employed had been in-

scribed on it, perhaps in Ogham, or some sort of secret writing

or symbols. I have, indeed, met with a curious instance of the

hilt of a sword being opened in much later though still ancient

times, when an inscription was found on the shank which de-

cided the ownership. The particulars of this curious fact I shall

have to relate on another occasion.

I have been thus tedious in recounting the names and num-
ber of the weapons which are stated to have been used in this

ancient battle, in order that no one should have room to say

that anything has been left out which would in any way clash

with the opinions which have been for the first time expressed

in the course of this lecture, on the variety and distinctive char-

acters of the offensive weapons mentioned in these two ancient

tracts on the two battles of Magh Tuireadh. And it is a re-

markable circumstance, and one that ought to stamp with some
authority the traditional history of these battles thus preserved,

that the fewness of the weapons mentioned in them, the ar-

rangements of the fight described, and the simplicity of the

(1'') original :—1f An CAcpn 'oin, ytiAiiv OgrnAi c|venf-e|\ 0]AnAi, ctAi-oem

CecVipA IM VomoiiAe. Co |:o]^'Laic OgtiiA in clAi-oem ocu]' jUxnAif e. 1y
An-D in-oii* in clAi-oetn nAcVi(A) n-oefnA-o "oe, A]a (bA) he^ "oo cloi-omb in

CAn pn -oo co]^p'Lc1C1'p, -oo A'obA'oi|' nA jniniA -oo ^mceA -oib. Coni-o

oe pn obe^AiT) cboToine c'lf a njlAncAi ia|v nA co-i'UicA-o. 1f -oe, -ono,

^OYvcomecA]\ b]\echcA Vii cboi-oine 6 fin ArtiAc. tf AijAe pn no 'LAb]AA'oif

•oenin<s •o'Ai\mAib if An Aimpfpn, a|\ no ATDUA-o-oif Ai|\m 6 'OAinib if in \\e

fin ;
ocuf bA-oo coniAifcib nA liAimpfe nA nAi]Mn.
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description of itj should bear a character so widely dilFering lect. xh.

from the more glowing, and sometimes I may add much less

probable, descriptions of the warfare of subsequent ages.

It will be remembered that the weapons used in the battle Distinction

of the first, or southern Magh Tuireadh, fought between the weapo^s^lJf

Firbolgs and the Tuatlia De Danann, were, on the part of ^^^^^^^'^^

the former, first, the craisech, or broad-blade spear, with and the Ar-

an oval, not a pointed end, not unlike that of a duck's bill

;

second, the fiarlann^ or curved blade; third, the sword; fourth,

the iron or bronze mounted club ; and (probably) a fifth in

what may be called the liybrid spear or lance, which embraced
the peculiar characteristics of the spears of both parties,

—

namely, in having a flat blade received by a shank into the han-

dle Hke the Firbolg weapons, and sharp sides, but no deep socket

and swollen centre to receive the handle and receive the blade,

like the Tuatha De Danann spear. These were the well-

defined arms of the Firbolgs ; while those of the .Tuatha

Danann were, first, the sharp-pointed narrow spear or sleigh^

for casting,—which had sockets hollowed in the blades, running

generally almost to the very point, and forming on the upper
surface either a gracefully diminishing rounded ridge, or more
generally a low spine, broad at the bottom, and rising to a sharp

external edge;^'^*^ second, the manais or broad trowel-shaped

spearhead for thrusting, having a socket similar to the Sleigh f^^^

and third, the claidheamh or sword, generally flagger-shaped

and pointed, and invariably double-edged. And in the battle

of the second or northern Magh Tuireadh we find a distinct ac-

count of the manufacture on the spot of the Sword and the

Spear, as the only weapons ofthe Tuatha De Danann. Whether
their spear varied in size we cannot say, nor does the descrip-

tion of the arms of the Fomorians add a single weapon to those,

but that the writer makes use of some synonymes. It is remark-

(19*) [See Fig. 24, (No. 6, fig. 362, E.I.A. Catal.,) is 13^ inches long.

Fig. 25, (No. 26, fig. 364, R.I.A. Catal.,) is 15 inches long. Fig. 26, (No.

18, fig. 374) is no less than 26f inches long. Fig. 27, (No. 252, fig. 373),

11^ inches. Fig. 28, (No. 34, fig. 374), is 11^ inches long. Fig. 29, (No. 215,
fig. 379), is 53 inches long. The illustrations Figs. 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, (figs. 369,

370, 384, 385, 386, R.I.A. Cat.), by their shape seem to belong to the class

of Manais, or broad thrusting spear, next described ; but their eylet holes, em-
ployed to fasten the spur chord used in drawing back the spear when thrown,
seem to show that they were casting spears like the Sleigh. Fig. 35, (No.

59, fig. 369), is 4| inches by If. I'ig. 36, (No. 239, fig 370), is ^ inches
long. Fig. 37, (No. 191, fig. 384), 1\ inches. Fig. 38, (No. 192, fig. 385),
is 5 inches long, by 1|. Fig. 39, (No. 234, fig. 3S6), is 7^ inches long.

[Fig. 40, (No. 125, fig. 368, R.I.A. Cat.), is 5| inches long, by 2
inches across the widest part of the blade. It is a rude specimen, but presents
the characteristic type of the shape above described. The broad spears
alluded to in the last note may also, perhaps, be classed under this category.]
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LKCT. XII. able, too, that neither the craisech, the fiarlann^ nor the fersad
(club) of the Firbolgs is at all spoken of in this second battle, from
which it might perhaps be inferred that the arms of the Firbolgs

had disappeared with their power in the country, and that from
that time down the Tuatha l)e Danann type, (which appears

to be identical with that of the Fomorians), with some variety

in the spear as to size and style of manufacture, continued as

the universal model in use in all the country,

thrmie^- There is no account preserved of the arms which the subse-
sians. quent Milesians brought with them at their coming ; and no

distinction can, therefore, be drawn between them and those of

their immediate predecessors, if any such existed. And as we
have no detailed description of the various battles which their

descendants fought among themselves for many centuries after,

we are shut out from all means of comparison. There is, how-
ever, in our ancient writings some slight reference to what,

perhaps, may be considered the introduction of a new, or at

least a modified type, into Erinn, many years after the Milesian

conquest, so late as three hundred years before the birth of

iii/'^bS^" Christ. This was the "Broad Spear" brought from Gaul by
green" Spear Lahlivaidh Loingsecli^ whose adventures, it may be remembered,

hy Labhraidh formcd tlic subjcct of ouc of the historic tales of which I gave

feT aoT^ a detailed account on a former occasion,^'^^^ and in which this

oTiIhelty ) i^cference is found.

I shall not here recapitulate the story of Prince Labhraidh'

a

flight into France on the murder of his father and grandfather

by his grand-uncle Cobthach Cael, nor of his subsequent return

to Erinn when he grew up to manhood at the head of an army
of Gauls given him by the friendly king of that country. The
battle of Dinn High, in which Labhraidh and his Gauls slew

king Cobthach and recovered his kingdom, is placed by
O'Flaherty at a.m. 3682, or, according to his chronology, B.C.

307 ; and the death of Labhraidh (who reigned under the title

of Labraidh Loingsech), a.m. 3696, or B.C. 293. O'Flaherty s

account of this king introducss the new weapon brought by
him from France, but does not describe it correctly. An in-

vestigation of the authorities will, however, I think, make this

curious subject clear enough.

O'Flaherty, accounting for the name of the province of

Leinstcr, (I^aighean)^ says that "it has obtained that appella-

tion from the word lancea, a javelin; and the broad-pomted

weapons which these foreigners imported hither, were till then

unknown to our countrymen"/'^^^ Now, if O'Flaherty were

0^^) See Lectures on the MS. Materials, etc., p. 251.

Ogygia; vol. ii.
; p 138; (Ilely's Translation.)
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right in describing the spears or javelins of those Gallic war-
riors who came into Ireland with Labraidh Loingsech as " broad- of the Gaui-

pointed" weapons, the opinion which I have put forward in green"^"***

my last lecture, that this was the peculiar character of the ^Sby^'^^'
weapons ofthe Firbolgs, would be incorrect. And the authority Labhraidh

of O'Flaherty is in general a high one upon such subjects. I (b^ST so?,

'

must, however, be allowed to say (and I think I can very satis- oTiaherty.)

factorily prove it), that O'Flaherty, in his translation of Irish

phrases, and in his rendering of passages from ancient Irish

history, is very often inaccurate. And I think a little examina-
tion will prove the present to be one instance among those of

his mistakes of this kind.

It may be remembered that in a former lecture,^^^®^ I quoted
from the Book of Leinster a poem which I endeavoured to

show had been written by FerceirtnS, sua. Ulster poet, who
flourished at the beginning of the Chiistian Era, and which
poem contains the presumed origin of the provincial names of

Ulster, Munster, and Leinster. The following is the stanza of

this important poem which gives the origin of Leinster :

—

*' It was Labhraidh Loingsech of ample force,

That slew Cohthach at Dinnrigh
;

With a spear-armed host from beyond the broad sea,

—

It is from these [spearsJ that Laighen (Leinster) was
named".(^^'>

And another stanza, quoted in the ancient tract on the etymo-
logy of proper names, and which is also quoted by the Rev.
Dr. Keting, runs thus:

—

*' Two hundred and twenty hundreds of Gauls

With broad-spears hither came

;

From these spears, without reproach,

It was that Leinster received its name".*^''°°^

Dr. Keting quotes these stanzas ; and very strangely precedes

the latter stanza by the following observations

:

" It was by him (Labhraidh) that broad-green laighins were

first made in Erinn. Laighins are the same as sleaghs [spears],

which had broad-green heads [or blades] of iron ; and it was
from these laighins the GaiHan province, which is now called

See ante, Lect. I., p. 8.

(199) original :—lAb-pAi-o ioing-pec, lo-jx a titi,

Ho oycc CobcAc 1 n'Oiri-o -pij,
Co -pl-tJAj lAignec X)A|\ titro \Ay>,

"Gib -po Vi-Ainmnigce t-Aijin,

(800) original:

—

"Oa cec a^v pcic cec n-^AlL

"Oo tiA lAignib pn, cen Alt,

Co lAirniiD becriA beo AtiAbb

;

•Qib -po Vi-AininnijceA bAijin.

[See p. 9 ante, where the translation of this stanza is somewhat different ; that

here given appears to accord better with the original text.]

VOL. I. 17
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LECT. XII. the Laighin province, was named"*^^°^^—[that is the present pro-
of the Gaul- vinco of Lcinster.]

green" Dr. Kcting appears to have departed a little from his accus-

duced by*'^^' tomod accuracy here, in stating that Ldbhraidh Loingsech him-

illngsich
^^^^ invent or make the " green broad spears",

(B.C. 307,
' when he had the above two stanzas before him, which distinctly

oiSah'erty.) State, as do all the ancient prose authorities, that the Gaulish

troops brought those particular spears into Erinn at their coming
over. Keting, moreover, adds a very important reading, if it

were but true
;
namely, that those broad-green spears were made

of " iron". For this assertion, however, there is not the slightest

foundation, as in no authority in which the bringing over of

these spears is mentioned, is there the remotest reference to the

metal of which they were made ; but from their being invariably

called LaignS Leathan-glasa, literally *' Broad-green Spears",

there can be no doubt whatever that the first writers of the

story had green Bronze spears in their view, and not spears of

Iron, which never could have been called glasa, or " green". I

need scarcely add that O'Flaherty's assertion, that these laighins

were " broad-pointed" weapons, had no better foundation than

his own mere idea of applying the term " broad" to the point,

and not to the general shape of the whole weapon, which is all

that is described in the old stanzas from which both he and
Keting derived their information.

I have already quoted a verse from an ancient poem to show
that the Sleagh, or Spear, of the Tuatha De Danann was called

also a laighin^ so that the term laighin does not make any
distinction between their spears and those of the Gauls. The
distinction is that the latter are, as I have said, invariably re-

presented as being " broad" and " green". I may add here that

m all my readings I find that both the sleigh and the laighin^

whatever their particular form, were weapons to be cast from

the hand, as well as to be used in thrusting into the opponent;

whilst the manais and the craisech of the later times, (which,

however, are very seldom mentioned as of later times), were
mainly used for thrusting or stabbing only.

It would be carrying scepticism to an unreasonable length to

deny that those foreigners who came into Erinn in the follow-

ing of Labhraidh Loingsech did, in fact, bring with them a de-

scription of spear which in some particulars differed from the

weapon of the same kind with which the natives had been from

(201) original:—" leif -oo ivonA-o tAijne leACAri-jl-AfA cti|' An
ei]Mnr>. IriAnn, iimo|v]\o tAijne Aju-p -pleAgA a]\ a m-hSxAX cinn LeACAti

glA^A iA|VAiiin
; Aguf A'p 6 riA LAi^m'b -pti 5Ai|\mceA|v "LAigni "oo cuigeA'o

$AiliAn A TVAit)ceA|v cuigeAX) tAigeAn Amu".
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remote times acquainted. Nothing else could have induced our lect. xn.

ancient writers to notice and put on record such an apparently

insignificant incident, if it had not, even during the course of

ages, continued to be believed as a fact, and as one, moreover,

connected with the distinctive name of the people, and the ter-

ritory into which they were first introduced.

There is, in my opinion, even still stronger evidence of the

authenticity of this ancient story, in the existence, even to this

day, of a few specimens of these " broad green" Gaulish spears.

I need only refer to the splendid specimen of a broad bronze

spear-head, of the most ancient workmanship, in the Academy
Museum, one of the most remarkable specimens in the whole
collection, and then appeal to the eye as to whether this

broad spear, with very rounded hips and rapidly tapering point,

does not agree fully with the description of the Gaulish spear,

the true laighin lethan-glas.

It is probable that there were much larger specimens of these Probable

spears in use in ancient times, though not known to us now ; the Gauirsu

and it is also probable that there was some variety in the shape, ^i^®^^^-

and that the manais, or trowel-hip, may have cliaracterized

some of them at the root with a straighter outline from that to

the point. And this also is explainable.

The foreigners who attended Labhraidh Loingsech back to

his own country were not all of the same nation, but were, we
know, composed of three different sections or parties, under
three different names : Domnans, Gailleans, and Laighms. Of
these three parties the Gailleans appear to have been the bravest

and most warlike
; and, in fact, they continued to flourish and

distinguish themselves in the military affairs of Ireland from
the time of Labhraidh Loingsech down to the period of the

Tain Bo Cuailgne, when Ailill, the husband of Medbh, queen
of Connacht, (himself a Leinsterman), invited a body of three

thousand of them to take part in that famous cattle spoil.

It will be remembered, (for I have given an account of the The Gaii-

Tdin Bo Cuailgne on a former occasion), that preparatory to jS^V^^
setting out on this great expedition, the men of Connacht,
Munster, and Leinster, assembled at Rath Cniachain,—(the

royal palace of Connacht, which was situated near the present

town of Carrick- on-Shannon in the county of Roscommon).
From Cruachau they proceeded in the direction of Athlone, in

order to cross the Shannon into Meath ; and at the end of the

first day's march, according to the history, they halted at a place

called Cuil Silinni (now the name of a parish and church in the

This splendid spear-head—Fig 41, (No. 249, fig. 365, R.I.A.)—is 13^
inches long, and 3| inches broad at the broadest part.

17 B
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LECT. XII. barony and county of Roscommon). Here they encamped for

The Gail- the night ; and it is in reference to this halt that the tale con-

Tdin Bo tains the following curious allusion to the Gaulish contingent,
chuaMgni.

description of whose activity, dexterity, and energy, may
remind us of that of the French troops, under somewhat
similar circumstances, on a late remarkable occasion.

When Queen Medhh saw the superior alertness of the Gal-

leans in providing for the comforts of the night's encampment,
she felt jealous of it for her Connacht people, because the Gal-

leans were her husband's countrjrmen ; and she resolved to check
them and even send them back again, lest they should claim

more of the credit of the expedition, should it prove favourable,

than her own people. The story runs thus

:

" Queen Medbh did not permit that her chariot should be put

up or her horses unyoked, until she had gone through the

whole camp. Then Medblis chariot was put up and her horses

unyoked ; and she went and sat by the side of her husband,

Ailill the son of Magach: and Ailill asked her if she had dis-

covered among the troops those who were pleased or displeased,

or unwilling to go on the expedition.

It is idle for any one to go upon it', said Medbh ^
* but the

one party only, that is the three thousand Gailleans. ' What
good have they done that they are thus praised ?' said Ailill.

' They are deserving of praise', said Medbh. * At the time that

all others had commenced to make good their encampment,
these had finished their huts and theu' tents : at the time that

all others had finished their huts and their tents, these had
finished the preparation of their food and^ drink ; at the time

that all others had finished the preparation of food and drink,

these had finished the eating of their meal ; at the time that all

others had finished the eating of their meal, these were soundly

asleep ; and in the same way that their slaves and their servants

have excelled the slaves and the servants of the men of Erinn,

so also will their brave champions and their brave warriors

excel the other brave champions and the brave warriors of

the other men of Erinn on this expedition" '.^^°^^

(203) original :—Hi A]\'Lacai]a meT>b AivActitvricA a'ca|\idac, no -pcopceA a
eic CO ]\A Ia-o co]^ •01 ifin •outiA'o. ^TTO]'Ain pA •oicaitvic eicVi ITIei'obe, ocuf
|\A cujAriAc A CAl^pAC, ocuf -oerpt) a]\ b^Sim -AititLA tnic ITIajac: ocu]'

cotifoccA Ailiil -pcelA '01 mei-OD a]a co |:effex> met)b cia l.Aif triA-o tAinx)

no nemlAin'o, no "Le-pc in piuAjA'o.

"hefpAc -oo neoc a cjMAbt acc •oon-o oen piA'L'LAc, A|\ me-ob, e'tow no
cpicAt: cec nA n^Aitbeon. Cia mAic -po jniAC in CAn mobcA^A -pec cac, a]\

Aibib. p^'^ib T)bti5 nioVcA "pup]AO, An me-ob. C]\ac1i |\o gAb cac tJunA-o

ocup l,on5po]\c "oo •oenAm, ^vo I'CAicn -ooibpum bocA, ocuf bebpcAbAin -oo

•oenAm
;
c]\Ac pvo^cAicb fa cac bocA ACAf oebfCAbAin, cAnnAic -ooibfitim

«]\5nAni bi-o ocxi-p bennA
;
cpvAC CApvnAic -oo CA(i UjAjnAm bi-o aca^ bennA,
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Notwithstanding Queen MedhKs jealousy of the brave Gail- lkct. xit.

leans, she eventually consented, though with reluctance, to

allow them to share in the expedition ; and all our accounts of

them testify to the efficiency with which they filled every post

of valour and danger which fell to their lot during that tedious

war. Such, however, was the envy and jealousy, if not the

fears, which their valour and fame had raised against them in

the country, that the Druids of Erinn, whether at the in-

stigation of Queen Medbh or not I cannot say, pronounced
withering satires and incantations against them, (according

to the story) ; so that their whole race became extinct in the

land, excepting a few, and these few of the " Gallians", as

well as the whole of their fellow foreign tribes, the Laighinns

and the Domnanns, were afterwards totally extirpated by the

monarch Tuathal Teachtmar, on his accession to the throne of

Erinn, a.d. 79.

This is, however, a digression for which I must ask indul-

gence, while I resume the thread of my account of the various

arms known to our early history.

After the reign of Labhraidh Loingsech (which terminated, as Arms used in

we have already said, about three hundred years before the Incar- ^sochaidh^

nation), we have no account of any particular addition to the na- {^^''^23)'

tional weapons of warfare, down to the time of the monarch Eoch-
aidh Feidhlech, whose reign ended 5069, according to the annals

of the Four Masters, or B.C. 123, according to their chronology.

This monarch was the father of the celebrated Medbh, queen
of Connacht, of whom we have been just speaking ; and besides

her and other daughters he had three sons, who were bom at

one birth, and were in consequence called JVa Tri Finn Emhna^
** the three Fair Twins" (or Triplets). These young princes

were nursed and educated at the royal palace of Emania in Ul-

ster ; and as the great House of the Royal Branch was then in

full glory, it is to be presumed that it was there that they re-

ceived their military education among the many valiant cham-
pions who then graced it.

The ambition of these brothers grew with their manhood ; B«ttie of Ath

and they resolved to request their father, who was then old, to

abdicate the sovereignty of Erinn and the palace of Tara in

their favour. The old king on hearing this request indignantly

refused to grant it
;
whereupon the princes sent him a challenge

|\oi*CAic -ooibpuTn p]\<Mn'o ACA-p cotnAilc; c^vac ]\o-pcAic "oo 6ac pivAiiro ACAf
coTnAitc, bACAiAfom riA cocIa-o Anx>fAi'oe. -jreib |\a •oetijecAp a nx)Ae]\

ACAf mojAi-o "oe "ooeiAAib ACAf mojA-OAib -peiv nVi-e^enn, •oebi^'pc a
n'oe^lAic Acuf a n'oejoic "oo iDeg lAicAib ACAf -oe -oegocAib fe^A nh-eiAenn
in chtitArAt:o]Mn cfbuA^A'D.
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i.FCT. xTi. of battle ; and collecting a large body of followers in Ulster,

Battle of they marched at their head round by the north of the island to
oniatr.

Ballyshanuou, into Connacht, and did not stop until they reached

the palace of Cruachaii, in that country. The old king mean-
while was not idle ; he collected about him his chief champions
and all his forces, and marching at their head from Tara west-

wards, he encamped at the hill o£ Druim Criadh, (now Drum-
cree, in the parish of Kilcumny, barony of Delvin, and county

of Westmeath). His rebelHous sons immediately crossed the

Shannon, and marched directly to Dridm Criaclh, where they

took up a position in the immediate neighbourhood of the king,

at Ath Comair, [the " Ford of the Confluence"], on a river that

passes by the hill into Loch Dairbrech. The following short

quotation from the old tract makes mention of the arms which
were used on both sides, when the two parties met in this battle

:

Descriptions " Then the brave battalions on both sides fought with the

useSf'^'^'"^ swelling faces of their bright shields, and with the points of

their broad green laighins; and they threw thick close showers

of their battle missiles at each other, until they came within

easy distance of flying their wide-socketed craisechs, and their

spear-like sharp manaises^ and they rushed upon each other

with their long, narrow, flame-flashing swords".

—

The Craisech at this time, I should observe, is mentioned as

haAT-ng a socket.

And again:
" And it was in such manner that the battalions hurled at

each other their red, most venomous, weapons
;
namely, their

whirring swift-flying darts, and their sharp-pointed poison-

dripping javelins, and their smooth well-rivetted easily cast

sleaghs [or spears"]

So far it will be observed that the missive weapons in gene-

ral, at both sides, consisted of darts, javelins, short spears, and
full spears, or craisechs.

Of the Arms The particular achievements of each of the three rebellious

fightTng^of°^ sons of the king

—

Breas, Nar^ and Lothar—are fully detailed
Loi/>ar in ^j-^jg tract I but as none of them merits particular attention
the Battle of , , , n t i n i i

Ath comair; here but those oi the yoims^est son, 1 shall only quote here as
and of the

J <- J ±

" Cha-npion's
Stone". (204) original (fol. 18) : 1f Annpn -oo com]\AicfeA'D riA caca c^o-oa cec-

CA]\*OA, "DO cutAib HA pciAc -pciAiiTOA, -pjeAitbAljACA, ocuy "DO |\ennAib riA

lAigen CecAn-jbA'p
;
ocuf rucfac VtvAfa c^AeriA c]AenA cnij, "ol-uice -da riAip-

i§cib cAcViA ^op A c6il,e, no 50 |aaii5aca|\ fo fo-cu]^ a cpAi^peAc c]\ofAiix-pnje,

ocu^ A|^ A mAriAipb tn6]AA niui^AtiecA, Tni'oi]A-5e]AA
; ocui" |\o innj^Aij cac a

deibe T)ib be cboi'ortiib cAe-f-Aeb^AAdA, coitiniobb--|:Aeb|\ACA.
(205) original (fol. 19) : 1]" AmtAit) pn C]aa, |vo oiciihmt)A]a ha caca y^o]\ a deibe

A ti-Ai|Mn cAibe ]MU\-OA, |\o neminecA .1. ai j^vMj-oe pAiigAibe, fio|\UiACA, ocvy
A pojA'DA bioi\i\Ad:A b|AAOin noitnne^A, ocuf a fbe^A, femriefA, I'o'oibiAAicte.
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much of the text as relates to his share and that of his party in lect. xi i.

the battle : Ba! tie of .-i in

" And there came not a man of LotJiars party without a

broad-green laighin [spear], or without a burnished shield, or

without a Champion's Hand-Stone in the hollow cavities of

their bent shields. * * *

** As to Lothar himself, he went forward to the brink of the

ford, to where he perceived his father; and he saw his father in

the middle of the ford, with Conall Cearnach on his right, and
Cet^ son of Magachf on his left, guarding him. And as each of

his men brought a champion's stone, Lothar himself came with
his likewise ; and Lotlio.r then raised his arm quickly, and he
put the strength of his body to his wrist, and the strength of his

wrist to his hand, and the strength of his hand to the champion's

stone, and he hurled a straight unavoidable throw of it towards

his father, where he stood in the rear of the battle ; and he sent

the thick stone with a rotatory motion to the middle of the

ford, and it sailed directly towards the high king. And when
Cet, son of Ifagach, and Conall Cearnach^ son of Amergin, saw
this, they simultaneously raised their two great shields against it.

" Notwithstanding this, however, the powerful champion-stone

passed between the two, onwards, until it struck the high king
fully on the breast, so that it struck him down prostrate across

the middle of the ford, with his broad kingly shield and his

array of valour and bravery laid low in the dark waters of Ath
Comair, throwing up black frothy blood into the stream.

" The King of Erinn soon started up, however, and he put
his foot on the stone where he saw that it fell, and buried it, so

that there remains but a third part of it over ground ; and he
kept his foot on it as long as the battle continued ; and it lives

still in the ford, and the print of his foot is in it, and will live in

itforever".^^*^'^

(206-) original (fol. 23) : Ocu-p ni cAinic peA-|\ tDO nitiinnci|\ 'Locai|\ jAti lAi^iti

ieACAnjlAf, ocuy gAti fceic coinnieAc, octif gAn tig Iattia "Laoic a ccuAf-
cott-Aib riA cc]Miim--pciAc. * * * *

"OaIa Iocai^a, timcpiAO, -oo cuAixi-fen 50 Vitiyv An aca, aic a b-pACAit) a
ACAi'p

;
ocviy "oo connAi|\c-fen a acai|v a cce^ACAn aca, octi-p ConAlt CeA|\-

tiAcli A|\ A 'oei'p, ACAj' Cec mAc mAgAcli i:o]\ a cti A^A rnicoimex). OcAf
AmAil cue CAc -peA]\ A ctoc leip cue LocAp niA-p An ce-onA. OcAf |\o

co^Aib tocAiA lA^-pn An iAtii 50 -oeA^, -oegcA-pAiT), ocu-p cue neA|Ac a coina
A|\ A "pije, ACAf neA^c a yvige a]\ a "ooiAn, ocu'p neA^c a -ouiiAnn fO]\p An
fe-omA, ocup "oo -pAX) U|\ca]\ -oiiAeAc "oo -oingbAlA, "o'lnnpAije a aca]a "oi, aic

A -jAAib A|v cub An cACA : ocuf -oo |\inne i\oca pveinroiub'pAicce "oon |veAniA|\

tlA A|\ popA'O bA|A An ACA, OCUf "OO lAO gAb 50 "peobcA "o'lnn-pAlje An A1|\"0-

1x15. O TDO connAiyve Cec mAC "niAgAcVi ocA-p ConAbb CeAjAnAc niAC Amnp-
5in An ni pn, iao co^bA'OA^A An -oa pceic bAnmoyvA An Aon-UAi]A inA Tia^aix).

C^'6 cpvA Acc -00 cuAix) An biA |roi|\cibbe p'ex)mA i-oipv in "da pceic "P*^?? 5^
CAnbA CA]\ beACAn ucca ocup U|Ab]AUinne X)0, n ai|\-o]M5, mnup gujA bcAg y-Aen,

pocAiApnA po|\ bAix-iTieA-bon An acaVi6; 50 nA i^ciac p^iojA, fvo leACAn, ocup
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T EOT. XII.

Of the * Lia
Lamha
Ldich\ or
••Champion's
Hand-Stone"

The Stone
•weapon un-
meaningly
called a

Celt".

I may add to this extract that the three young princes were

defeated, and fled with the remnant of their shattered forces

back again over the Shannon, into Connacht, hotly pursued by
their father's forces, who overtook and killed them and then re-

turned in triumph to the old king.

Having spoken of this battle more at length in two former

lectures, I should not have referred to it again but for the pur-

pose of introducing the important archaeological fact of a new
weapon of offence which appears for the first time in the Bat-

tle of Ath Comair, save that it is mentioned in one other his-

torical tract which has reference to a period but forty years be-

fore this, and of which you shall immediately hear. This curious

weapon of offence is the " Lia Lamha Laich^\ or " Champion's
Hand-Stone".

It will be observed that this formidable weapon is not spoken

of as having been carried by every man in the battle, nor even

by the men in general of either side, but only by every man
who belonged to the party ofwhich Lothar, the youngest of the

three brothers, was commander, and by Lothar himself. And
as the army of the rebellious brothers probably consisted of ir-

regulars, taken up chiefly from the people of Ulster, it is, per-

haps, not too much to suppose that those men who were all

armed with " Champions' Hand-Stones" were either some par-

ticular tribe, or else the natives of some particular district, in

which the use and manufacture of these stone weapons was more
generally if not peculiarly practised at the time.

It cannot be supposed for a moment that the '* Lia Lamha
LaicK\ or Champion's Hand-Stone, was any shapeless lump of

a stone which offered itself for the occasion. We have it from
this ancient tale that Lothar and his men came with these stones

stowed" away in the hollows of their sliields ; and certainly this

fact of itself implies distinctly enough that the stone must have
been of a shape and size the most convenient for carriage, and
probably that which was found to be the best balanced for

throwing from the hand, and the best calculated for stunning,

for cutting, or for penetrating the object at which it was cast.

Now, it is satisfactory to find all these requisites singularly

developed in what is unmeaningly called the stone " Celt" of

Ireland, the simple stone weapon which is so often turned up

6ui|\eA]"CA]A iiAn-ciibA]A oub-folA c<.\]a a bet if 111 Linn.

Oc^X 1^° ^^T^''5 t^^5 ei]\enn fUAj' Annpn, oc^y An c-ionA-o inA fACAi-d An
t\aOt X)0 t:Ai]\ii"in x)o cue a toy fuijApe, ACAf iao A-onAic if An ac 1, co nAC
fuit Acc Aen ciMAn 6f CAtmAin -oi

;
oca]* |\o ciii]\ a cof ftJi|\ne An gem b'l Ag

cu|\ in cACA, ocuf niAi]\i-6 if An n-AC, ociif fticc A cfoigce innce, ocuf
mA1^^f16 CO cij An b]\Ac".
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from tKe bottoms of our rivers, and from the depths of our soil, lect. xii.

a weapon of which the Museum of the Royal Irish Academy The stone

. • 1 Hi* /'207\ weapon un-
contams a large coliectionA ; meaningly

This stone weapon being of an oblong form, more or less u^^eit*

flattened on two of its four sides, narrowed at one end, and

sharpened at both ends, it required no more provision for con-

veniently carrying it than to nail a strap of leather by both

its ends to the concavity of the shield, under which to thrust the

stone by its narrow end ; and there it safely and without incon-

venience remained, on the march and even in the heat of bat-

tle, until the time for using it had arrived, when a single in-

stant released it from its mooring, and sent it in its " rotary"

course on its deadly mission.

The second effective requirement of the Champion's Hand-
stone was a proper balance, and tliis our stone " celt" possesses

in the highest degree
;

for, as every one knows, in hurling any-

thing of a conical form from the hand, its power and velocity

are greater by holding it by its smaller end than by the larger

;

and the blow of such a stone, so thrown, is much greater than that

of one of which both ends are of the same thickness.

The third requirement was the edge at both ends ; so that

when either of them struck, the weapon was sure to leave its

mark, and should it strike the face or head, was sure to enter,

and with such force as easily to pass, as we are sometimes told

it did, clearly through the skull from front to back.

That this particular half-flat half-round stone weapon may have
been used in cases of necessity as an axe or chisel, in the ab-

sence of a better tool, is indeed more than probable ; but I

cannot at all agree with those who assert, (and I must add with-

out the least authority), that for this purpose it was received

into a slit handle, fastened with cement and cord, and that the

more it was used the firmer it became fixed in its handle;

whereas, the shortest trial would prove that the more such an
axe was used the looser it would become, by the wood receding

from the pressure of the blows. No, this " Champions' Hand-
Stone", if used at all as an axe, must have been held naked
in the hand.

There is, however, another description of stone " celt" (as

modern theorists call them), much more flat and disproportioned

at the ends, and this may have been used, or intended, chiefly

as an axe, either to be set in a stick or held in the hand ; but
even if this be so, let me observe that nothing has been yet

(207) See Fig. 42; (No. 481, fig. 37, Catal. R.I.A.); this is of felstone, 5|
inches long, and about 2 broad. Fig. 43; (No. 13, fig. 54, R.I A.); felstone,

13^ inches long, by 3| broad.
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LECT. XII.

Unfounded
classification

of M. Wor-
saae, and
other
Northern
Antiquaries ;

their tlieory

of " the
Stone, tlic

Bronze, and
the Iron
perioda".

M. Worsaae.

written to prove, or even to sliow any probability, that either of

these kinds of stone implement was the rude creation of un-

civilized man, in this or the neighbouring countries of Britain,

or Scotland, or in Denmark.
I am led into these observations from circumstances that have

occurred within a comparatively recent period, when opinions

have been put forward, on assumed authority, to the effect that

man in his uncivilized state had first recourse to weapons and
tools of stone for offensive and domestic purposes, not having
yet learned the art of the fusion and manufacture of metals, with
which, however, he subsequently became gradually acquainted.

On this assumption, the Society of Northern Antiquaries of

Copenhagen were, I believe, the first who undertook the sys-

tematic classification of their great museum of national anti-

quities into three periods or classes, namely, " the Stone", the
*' Bronze", and the " Iron periods", assuming that each of these

classes marked a distinct period and people in the history of

their country.

The first work in which I saw this theory propounded was a

book written by an able northern antiquarian, Mr. J. J. A.
Worsaae, in the year 1844, on the Primeval Antiquities of

Denmark ; and the following short extract from Thorn's English

translation, (published in London in 1849), will be sufficient to

show the whole drift of the original author, and of the learned

society of which he is, I believe, a distinguished member.
" As soon as it was first pointed out", says Mr. Worsaae,

" that the w^hole of these antiquities could by no means be re-

ferred to one and the same period, people began to see more
clearly the difference between them. We are now enabled to

pronounce with certainty that our antiquities belonging to the

times of paganism" [which in Denmark, observe, came down to

the tenth century], "may be referred to three chief classes,

referable to three distinct periods. The first class includes all

antiquarian objects formed of stone, respecting which we must
assume that they appertain to the stone period, as it is called,

that is, to a period when the use of metals was in a great measure

unknown. The second class comprises the oldest metallic

objects; these, however, were not as yet composed of iron, but

of a peculiar mixture of metals,— copper' and a small portion of

tin melted together,—to which the name of ' bronze' has been

given ; from which circumstance the period in which this sub-

stance was commonly used has been named the bronze period.

Finally, all objects appertaining to the period when iron was

generally known and employed, are included in the third class,

and belong to the iron period".
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Such are the fundamental dogmas laid down by the northern lt:ct. xii.

antiquaries
;
dogmas laid down, I must say, without any refer- m. worsaae.

ence whatever to historic or traditionary authority.

Mr. Worsaae, however, is of opinion that the transition from
the stone to the bronze period in Denmark, developed itself

gradually, or step by step ; but that the transition was so marked,
that the bronze period must have commenced with the irrup-

tion of a new race of people, possessing a higher degree of culti-

vation than the early inhabitants. Mr. Worsaae then goes on
to say (p. 24)

:

" As bronze tools and weapons spread over the land, the

ancient inferior implements of stone and bone were, as a natural

consequence, superseded. This change, however, was by no
means so rapid as to enable us to maintain with certainty that

from the beginning of the bronze period no stone implements
were used in Denmark. The universal diffusion ofmetals could

only take place by degrees, since in Denmark itself neither

copper nor tin occurs, so that these metals being introduced

from other countries, were of necessity expensive, the poorer

classes continued for a long series of years to make use of stone

as material; but it appears also that the richer, at all events

in the earlier periods, in addition to their bronze implements,

still used others of stone, particulaily such as would have re-

quired a large quantity of metal for their formation. In tombs,

therefore, which decidedly belong to the bronze period, we
occasionally meet with wedges and axes, but most frequently

hammers, all of stone, which must have been used at a much
later period. A great number of these are very carefully bored
through with round metal cylinders. But although implements
of stone and bronze were at a certain period used together, yet
it is an established fact [ !] that a period first prevailed during

which stone alone was used for implements and weapons ; and
that subsequently a time arrived when the axe ofbronze appears

to have been the all-prevailing custom".

These very plausible archaeological dogmas of the Northern
Antiquaries were received with seeming satisfaction and perfect

faith by, I believe, the far greater part of the antiquarians of

Europe, but perhaps less generally in Dublin than anywhere
else. The Northern Antiquaries were, however, greatly sus-

tained in their opinions, if not primarily set in motion, by a
communication made to the Royal Irish Academy on the 9tli

of January, 1843, by Mr. (now Sir Richard) Grifiiths, chair-

man of the commissioners for improving the navigation of the

Shannon, on the occasion of presenting to the Academy a large

and important collection of weapons and other implements in
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LECT. XII. gtone, bronze, and iron, turned up when excavating the bed of

the river, at the ancient ford of Keelogue.

Griffltha
After somc observations on the situation of the Keelogue

ford, as the chief pass from the counties of Clare and Galway
into the county of Tipperary and the King's County, and the

employment by the commissioners of contractors to carry out

their plans, Sir Richard Griffiths proceeds

.

" Towards deepening this ford the contractors dammed off a

portion of the river one hundred feet in width, and seven hun-

dred feet in length, and have commenced an excavation of

nearly six feet in depth ; the material to be excavated consisted

at the top of two feet of gravel, loose stone, and sand, and at

the bottom, of four feet of a mass composed of clay and rolled

limestone, which, in some parts was found to be so soHd and

compact, that it became necessary to blast it with gunpowder,

in preference to excavating, according to the ordinary system,

through detrital matter.
******

* * "I have already mentioned that the upper part of

the excavation consisted of two feet of loose stones, gravel, and

sand, and the lower part of four feet of a very compact mass,

composed of indurated clay and rolled limestone. In excavating

in the loose material of which the upper two feet was com-

posed, the labourers found in the shallowest part of the ford a

considerable number of ancient arms, consisting of bronze

swords, spears, etc., in excellent preservation, wliich are simi-

lar to those wliich have been frequently discovered in other

parts of Ireland ; and towards the lower part of the upper two
feet thejr discovered a great number of stone hatchets, also

similar in many respects to those which have so frequently

been met with in different parts of this country. In regard

to the stone hatchets, I would merely observe, that the greater

number, which are black, are composed of the silicious rock

called Lydean stone, which occurs in thin beds, interstratified

with the dark gray impure limestone called Calp, which is abun-

dant in the neighbourhood of Keelogue and Banagher ; but the

others, some of which present a blueish gray, and some a yel-

lowish colour, are composed of a sub-crystalline and apparently

igneous porphyritic rock, none of wliich occurs in the neigh-

bourhood, or possibly in the south of Ireland. Hence it is

probable that the latter, which are much more perfectly exe-

cuted than the black, or those composed of Lydean stone, were
brought from a distance, and probably from a foreign country.

*' The important and interesting subject for consideration in

the antiquities before us is, that they are evidently the relics of

very different and probably distant periods. Owing to the
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rapidity of the current at Keelogue ford, it is extraordinary it^ct. xii.

that any comparatively recent deposit should have been sir k.

formed, and at all events the annual increase must have

been inconsiderable; hence, though not more than one foot

of silty matter may be found between the stone weapons of

a very remote age, and the swords and spears of another

period still remote from us, yet under the circumstances de-

scribed, centuries may have intervened between the periods of

mortal strife which must have taken place in the river pro-

bably between the Leinstermen and Connaught men of old, dis-

puting the passage of the river at two distinct, and, no doubt,

very distant, periods".C°^)

This description of the discovery of the Keelogue antiquities

would be much more interesting and valuable if Sir Richard

Griffiths had given us his ideas as to the probable length of

time which the condition of the ford would allow to expire

for the formation of the one foot of loose stone and gravel

which appears to have intervened between the metal and
the stone weapons found in it. It would also be satisfactory

if Sir Richard Griffiths, as well as other writers, could have

set some probable limits to what they call " a very remote

age", and " a period still remote from us". This, however,

neither he nor any one else that I am aware of has attempted

to do, so that we are left by them without any resting point

in the history of man's existence from the beginning of the

world down to almost our own times. There is a general

belief (in Ireland at least) that with the introduction of

Christianity into Ireland in the fifth century, the use of bronze

as the material of military weapons and mechanical imple-

ments gave way to the more enduring and efficient materials

of iron and steel. And assuming this probability as a guide,

and supposing that the bronze weapons discovered in the

Keelogue ford had been dropped there in the third century,

and the stone weapons six hundred years before that, I should

then be glad to know whether these two periods—both of

them remote enough in our views—would in any way ap-

proximate to Sir Richard Griffiths' notion of a very remote

age", and of " a period still remote from us".

Vaguely, however, as Sir Richard Griffiths, Mr. Worsaae,

and some other writers of a somewhat earher period, have
touched upon the times to which the stone and the bronze

weapons might be referred, a gentleman not inferior at least to

any of them, as a scholar, a philosopher, and an antiquarian, has

within a recent period offered so strong and decided an opinion

(208^ Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy^ vol.ii., p. 313.
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LEcT. XII. on the length of time which must have intervened between the

deposits of the stone and the metal weapons in the Keelogue

. ford,—though still proposing no positive probable period for

either,—that it is impossible to consider the effect of his obser-

vations without some degree of impatience, as well as regret.

This opinion was expressed by the late lamented and truly

Kembi?'
learned John Mitchell Kemble, in an address on " the utility of

antiquarian collections, as throwing light on the pre-historic

annals of the European nations", deHvered by him before the

Royal Irish Academy, February 9th, 1857. The following is

the passage in Mr. Kemble's Address in which he embodies the

opinion to which I have alluded

:

" There is no doubt, gentlemen, that in the earUest ages of

culture, weapons and implements are fopmed of the rudest ma-
terials accessible to man ; that he is acquainted with wood, and
horn, and stone, before lie obtains a sufficient mastery over the

metals to convert them to the purposes he desires
;
and, accord-

ingly, we do find implements or weapons both of horn and
stone, to the exclusion of the metals, at periods wliich the

lessons of geology compel us to place at an almost infinite dis-

tance from our own. I would remind you of the operations of

the commissioners for the improvement of the navigation of the

Shannon. The men of science connected with that great un-

dertaking will assure you that the lowest stratum bearing marks
of human life contained implements of stone and horn so far

below the first appsarance of implements of metal as to imply
an almost incalculable lapse of centuries between the two de-

posits".

These are certainly high-sounding words and strong asser-

tions, and assertions which, if true, it would be very difficult to

bring within the range of man's received creation
;
but, fortu-

nately, they cannot be correct, since, according to the report

of the Shannon commissioners themselves, the stone weapons
found in the Keelogue ford were but a foot of " loose stones,

gravel, and sand", below the bronze weapons ; and surely no
one will believe that " an incalculable lapse of centuries" was
required to produce this foot in depth of a deposit of *' loose

stones, gravel, and sand" in the mighty waters of the Shannon !

Itappears,however, that Mr. Kemble actedoninaccurate and ex-
aggerated information on this occasion ; and as it was an assertion

that was never believed by myself, I took occasion at the meeting

of the Royal Irish Academy held on the 8th of February, 1858,

to put the question to the president, the Reverend Dr. Todd, as

to the authority on which Mr. Kemble's statement was made.

To this question Dr. Todd answered that Mr. Kemble's obser-
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vations were incorrect, and had in fact arisen from a mere mis- ^ct. xii.

take ; and Dr. Wilde in addition said that he had lately waited

on Sir Richard Griffiths and others of the Shannon commis-
sioners, to ascertain if there had been any error in their com-
munication to the Academy as to the facts of the case ; that is,

whether there was really but one foot of loose stuff between
the bronze and the stone implements ; and they all stated posi-

tively that there was not ; and more, that there was no evidence

whatever to show that they were not found mixed up together.

I may remark, however, that this was the first time that

Sir Richard Griffiths' and Mr. Kemble's error was pubHcly an-

nounced in the Academy.
And now I, for my part, question much whether even any ap- The arms

preciable period of time must, of necessity, have elapsed between KeJlog^e

the deposits of the stone and the metal implements found at

Keelogue. If we consider the shape and weight of a cylin-

drical stone from four to six or seven inches long, and weighing
from two to four pounds ; and the shape as well as the weight
of a spear from twelve to sixteen inches long, and weighing,

independently of its long handle, two pounds ; and the shape

and weight of a sword twenty or twenty-six inches long, and
weighing three pounds ; and if we consider the extent of super-

ficial surface wliich each of those implements covers, and the

resistance to their sinking which that extent ofsurface presents,

—

particularly in a bed of " loose stones, gravel, and sand", con-

stantly undergoing disturbance from the cuiTent of water which
flows over it;—if, I say, we consider all these circumstances,

our wonder will not be that the shorter thicker more compact
and heavier stones have gone down to a far greater depth than
the lighter less compact and more lengthy implements of

metal and timber, but that they have not gone to a much
greater depth, which they certainly would if the same layer of
" loose stones, gravel, and sand" had been deeper.'^'''^^ Whatever
inferences or evidences, therefore, might reasonably be drawn
from the fact of finding implements of stone and horn at lower
depths than bronze or iron ones, in situations not liable to the

disturbing influences of unequal resistance or natural or acci-

dental pressure, no such deductions can, I think, be fairly drawn
from the two deposits found in the Keelogue ford. And here
I may add, that no implements of horn, such as Mr. Kemble
speaks of, have been ever found in Ireland, as far as I am
aware of

To the same remote and indefinite antiquity as that given to of the flint

the stone Celts", as these antiquarians insist on calHng them, lields-^fouud

See, as to this question, Introduction.
Ireland.
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LECT xii. are also referred the barbed flint " Arrow-Heads" so often met
with above and below the surface of tbe land in Ireland ; im-
plements which have, however, I may observe, been found in

greater quantities in the north than in any of the other parts of

the country.

Why or how these generally beautifully and elaborately

formed implements could be charged to man's incipient state of

cultivation, I confess myself at a loss to understand. They
appear to have been formed on the model of what we have
described as the Trowel shaped Spear of the Tuatlia Ue Da-
nann; the barb of the " arrow" commencing where the hip of

the spear commences, sometimes forming a deep horse-shoe in

the broad end of the arrow", and leaving no tongue or shank
to be received into the shaft ;(^'''^ in other instances a short shank
between the barbs and in a third class neither barb nor
shank, such as I have mentioned, but a continuation of the

part behind the hips,^^'^^ more or less extended and pointed, by
which, if ever mounted, it was held in the slit end of the shaft.

It is to be noticed that the barbs are seldom, if ever, brought
to a sharp point, and that in most cases, instead of splaying

outwards, like the generaHty of arrows of the more modem
times of the use of the bow and arrow, they are rounded in-

wards, so that if the tapering outlines were continued they
would meet in an obtuse point at a short distance from the

hips.

Bows and It is remarkable that in none of our more ancient historical

alluded to in or romautic tracts, is there any allusion whaterer to Bows and

Se?t°^'^ Arrows; and what is more remarkable, indeed I might say
Historic what is more important, there is no model found for it among

the other stone and metal weapons which have come down
from the ancient times, either in Erinn or any of the neigh-

bouring countries. No barbed implement in ordinary stone or

bronze has been yet discovered ; nor has there been ever found

in Erinn, as far as we know, a flint arrow-head in company
with any one or more bronze spears, darts, or swords.

.

It is quite clear that if the barbed arrow had been known to

the Firholgs and the Tuatha De Danann at the battle of Magh
Tuireadh, they would have used it ; and we would midoubtedly

[See Figs. 44, 45, and 46; (Figs. 10, 12, 13, Nos. 514, 552, 584, Cat.

RI.A.), same size as originals ]
^2U) [See Figs. 47, 48, 49, 50, and 51 ;

(Figs. 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, Nos. 611,

658, 657, 716, 724, Cat. R.I.A.), same size as originals.]
('-"2) [See Figs. 52 and 53; (Figs. 22, 27, Nos. 771, 054, Cat. RI.A.), same

size as originals. The last is of large size, but all the smaller heads are just as

likely to have belonged to the small casting-spears which we know were
used (as in the combat between Cuchulainn and Ferdiaidh in the Tain Bo
Chuaiigm), as to " arrows", of which we have no record.]
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have specimens of it among the immense number of their other i^bct. xtt.

bronze weapons which have certainly come down to our times

;

and not only that, but its efficiency and convenience, I should

say, would be so obvious to their successors in all after ages,

that (from its peculiar liability to be lost when once shot) in

place of its total non-existence in metal, thousands of bronze

arrow-heads would long ere this have been picked up in all

parts of Ireland.

Resting on these reasons, then,—reasons drawn from a history

not yet overthrown, nor likely to be,—I have come to the con-

clusion that the barbed " arrow"-head is not, in Ireland at least,

a weapon to be referred to man's uncultivated state, but a new
weapon either devised or brought into Ireland within her un-

doubted historic period, and manufactured, whether here, or

wherever else, by a people who bad been well acquainted with
the best types of the metallic spears.

Finding flint and bronze spears and " arrows" in the same spot,

or in the same grave, in Denmark or in Britain, cannot shake
the opinions that I have put forward ; since it is, I believe, well

known that the general use of brass or bronze came down to a

much later period in those countries, especially the first, than

in Ireland. I have yet, however, something more to say here,

both as to the Champion's Hand-Stone, and the first probable

introduction of the barbed " arrow"-head into this country.

VOL. I. 18



LECTURE XIII.

[Oulivsred 8th June, 1858.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare
;
(continued). Of the arms used at the Battle

of Aenach Tuaigh€, B.C. 160; temp. Congal Cluiringneck, (Monarch, B.C.

161). Of the use of "Round Stones" in battle. Story of Congal Cldiring-

nech. Use of the " Champion's Hand-Stone" by Fergus Mac liuigh. Of the

use of stone missiles in general. Use of the " Champion's Hand-Stone" at the
Siege of Drom DamhgJiair^, (a.d. 270.) Use of it by Find Mac Cumhaill.

Description of the form of his Hand- Stone. Story of Prince Eochaidh, son
of Enna Cennselach (circa a.d. 400) ; and of the death of Niall " of the Nine
Hostages" by an Arrow, a.d. 405. Of the Sling, and Sling- Stone, in ancient
Erinn. The Caer Chlis, or Sling-Stone, at the Second Battle of Magh Tuir-

eadh. Of the story of Duibh-linn. Death of queen A/et/fiA, by a Sling-Stone.

Shape of the Sling-Stone. Use of Sling-balls of Iron, and Bronze. Use of

the Sling by CucWamn. Of the Taball. Ot the Crann-Tahhaill. Of the
Deil-Clis. Of the Tailm.

The next reference to stone weapons belongs to a period

shortly anterior to the battle of Aili Comair^ described in

the last lecture, and should have taken precedence of that

battle, but that the coincidence of the broad Gaulish spears, of

which we had been previously speaking, and the Lia Lamha
Ldich or Champion's Hand-Stone happening to be mentioned
together in that tract, induced me, at the expense of a trifling

anachronism, to let that transaction take precedence.

o{ Congal The mouarch Eochaidh Feidlech, the principal personage

nechTiiio mentioned in the battle o£ Ath Comair^ assumed the monarchy
narchB c. ^ ^ accordiug to the Annals of the Four Masters; while

Congal Clairingnech^ of whom I am now to speak, had become
monarch B.C. 161, or forty-one years before Eochaidh.

This Congal Cldiringnech was the son o£ RudhraighS, a former

monarch ; but three kings in succession had intervened between
the reigns of the father and the son. Of these three the last

was Lughaidh LuaighnS, who, when he came to the throne,

gave the provincial kingship of Ulster to the prince Fergus Mac
LeitS^ to the prejudice of Congal Cldiringnech^ the son of the

former monarch, and hereditary king of Ulster. Congal in re-

venge for this affront and wrong headed a large body ofpersonal

follov/er& consisting of displeased or disaffected men from diffe-

rent parts of the country, and on his way home from Tara, after

an adverse decision had been given against his claim, having met
the eon of the monarch, Lugliaidh EuaighnS, he slew him, to-
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gether with the chief part of his attendants ; and then, after lect. xm.

ravaging and devastating his native province, looking for a se-

cure defensive position, he marched with his followers to a

place called Aenach Tuaighe, at the mouth of the river Bann.
Here he took up as strong a post as circumstances would allow

him, and awaited the issue. He had not long to wait ; he was
speedily overtaken, and challenged to battle by Fergus Mac
Leite. A battle accordingly took place ; and though Congal was
victorious, he deemed it prudent to leave the country, and to

wait for a more favourable time to assert his right to the sove-

reignty of his native province.

The following short passage from the ancient historical accoimt -^rms used^^

of the Battle of Aenach Tuaighe gives us the names of the wea- of Aenach

pons which the combatants used on the occasion : S^a ^6o.')

*' And then both parties of them advanced upon each other

with long blue darts, and with sharp, bloody spears, and with

round [or globular] stones ; after which they had recourse to

their thrusting and striking weapons, until slaughtered hosts

had fallen there".^^^^^

In this passage we have nothing new as regards weapons ex-

cept the reference to " globular stones" ; save that the long " blue"

darts may argue an iron and not a bronze material in that wea-
pon. On tliis last matter I have but one remark to offer

;
namely,

that the word gorm, which I translate " blue", means a colour

certain shades of which so nearly approach the green called

glas, that the word might possibly be applied to a weapon of

that tint. It is possible, however, that the use of iron had
either been discovered or introduced into Erinn at this time,

as we certainly find frequent reference to it shortly after the

same period, in the Tale of the Tain Bo Chuailgne; though not

to the exclusion of bronze, as we shall see bye-and-bye.

The reference to the general use of round stones in this bat- of the use of

tie is curious indeed ; but the round stone must not be taken stones" in

to be the same as the Lia Lamha Laich or " Champion's Hand-
Stone"; for the latter weapon was apparently always reserved

for some particular occasion, or opportunity of a more important

character, in some difficult contest of skill; while the round
stones are here represented as having been cast promiscuously

with the darts and spears, on the advance of both parties to the

close combat in which their " long heavy spears", and their
" broad green spears" for thrusting, and their swords for cleaving,

were called into requisition.

(2'^) original:— If Annpn fo innfAig cac a ceite -oib -oo foij-oib poc-
50|\tnA, ACAf "oo jAib fAeb-pAcA, imileACA, ocuf •oo cbACAib c|Miinne; ocAf
DO ctiA'OA|\ 1A|\ pn A]\ riA n-A^ATnAib lOTngonA, ocuf lombuAilce, co r>'oot\6

|\AT)A1\ ClUj-AtV tIA fltlAj.
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LECT. XIII. It is remarkable that in no details of any battle before or

after this Battle of Aenach TuaigM is there any refcreaicc to
" showers" of stones such as we have here, down to the battle

fought near Limerick by the celebrated Ceallachan Caisil,

against the Danes, so late as about the year 920, in which it

is stated (Book of Lismore) that " their youths, their champions,

and their proud, haughty veterans, came to the front of the

battle to cast their stones and their small arrows (or darts)

and their smooth spears, on each side, at one another"/^'*^

story of To rctum to Congal Gldiringnech : After the Battle Aenach
CildSng- Tuaig/ie, he passed, with a band of followers, into Scandinavia,

and took military service from the king of that country; but

here, as always in the adventures of the brave, a curious bit of

romance is introduced into the narrative. The king of Scandi-

navia, or Lochlainn, had a beautiful daughter, who of course

fell in love with the exiled Ultonian prince ; but as he had no
gifts or dowry to bestow on her, according to the custom of

her own country, he declined her hand until he should obtam
by his valour some precious object, such as she should point

out to him. So she requested of him to obtain for her the three

beautiful birds which perched on the shoulders and neck of the

amazon Saighead^ the daughter of Carrtuim Cor^ the chief guar-

dian of the castle of the amazon Muirn Molhthach. Congal
and his party accordingly set out by sea to reach this famous
castle, which was situated on the eastern shore of a land called

in the story " the cold country", (probably Iceland,) which in

time they reached.

When they approached the fortress and landed upon the strand,

Saighead came out to meet them ; but as she came near them,

her three beautiful birds began to sing so enchantingly, with

such plaintive and soothing tones, that Congal and all his peo-

ple, who heard it, fell insensibly into a deep sleep, excepting

Fergus Mac Roigh alone. And the following passage from the

old tale tells how Fergus escaped the potent spell

:

'^^cham^^^
" short, slccp fell on them all except Fergus alone. And

pion's Hand- what savcd him from sleep was this : he plucked the gold

Ipergus^Mac brooch wHch was in his cloak out of it, and he began to pierce
Rotgh, j^-g ^QQi^ j-^ig fingers, and his palms with it ; and looking about,

and seeing all the people asleep, it became certain to him that

what their Druid foretold of their expedition was about to be
fulfilled

;
whereupon, he put his hand into the hollow boss of his

(214) original : -oo ^iacca'oa|\ a n-015, ACAf a n-e]\iM'o, ACAf a n-AOf An^reij,

i:o|\UAttAcVi A nvi]Aco-pAc riA Viii'jAi'Le, -00 CAitetii a ctoc aca^ a CAeli-foigec

ACA|" A coi|\]vpte5 OA 5AC Leiu.—(B. of Lismore, fol. 149 a.)
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shield, and drew forth from it a Leacdn Laoich Milidh, [that is, r.Ecr. xm.

a ' Champion-Warrior's semi- flat Stone'], which he threw with

brave and manly force ; and it struck the hag on the front of her

skull, through which it entered, and carried with it its own mea-
sure of her black face and brain out through the back of her

head, so that the hag fell dead in the middle of the strand" /^'^^

Here then is a description of the " Champion's Hand-Stone",

so particular that no one can mistake its form. It was leacdn,

that is a " half" or modified " flat stone"; for leac means a per-

fectly flat stone, so that leacdn must mean a stone partaking

somewhat of the flat form, but not entirely flat; and, than this,

no more accurate description need be desired of those stone im-

plements in our museums which it has been the unmeaning-

fashion to call " celts".

It will have been observed too, that like the prince Lothar
and his men at the Battle of Ath Comair, described in the last

lecture, Fergus had his leacdn hid away in the hollow of his

shield, in reserve for some important feat of valour and victory

;

and that, therefore, it could not have been an ordinary stone

picked up for the occasion
;
nor, on the other hand, one of those

*' round" stones which were used generally by both parties, at

the battle of Aenach Tuaiglie.

So far I have been speaking of military and oflensive weapons ^^]f
^^^e ot

.-l^ missiles ofm the cnronoiogical order m wnicn they happen to be mentioned, stone m an-

in such ancient Irish documents as have come under my notice

;

but as the subject of scientific stone missiles has been introduced,

it is one that would suffer by dispersion ; and I shall, therefore,

add here the few other references to them which I have been
able to collect, in chronological succession as regards themselves,

though I shall have to return again in order to take up the re-

maining metal weapons in their proper chronological order.

My reason for dwelling so much and so particularly on these

stone weapons is, to show by all the evidences within my reach,

that the Lia Ldmha Ldich, or Champion's Hand-Stone, or by
whatever other name it was designated by different writers, was
not an ordinary chance stone which a man may pick up any-

(215) original ;— Cit) c|\a, acc X)o twz a cco'oIa'd tute o]\iaa, acc '{:eA)\5U'p

A AenA]\; ACii-p A'peA'o cue -ooftitn ^Ati co'dLa'o eTDOti, ctig An -oeAtg 6i|\ "oo

"bAOi inA b|\Ac Af, Acuf x>o ^aI!) A5 ^tiiti A c-poige-o Acuf A trie^, Actif A-oeAtv-

nAn'O'oe. Ocu-p -oo -pec cAifxif ocu-p "oo contiAiyvc An pttiAig uite inA co-oIa'O,

bA-oe-min lAif 50 ciucpA-o -pAifome An '0|\t)A'D "ooib, ocu-p cue a lAni a cob-
1\A'6 A -peeicli, oeu-p cue beACAn Iaoic mibi-o A-p, ocu-p cue u|\ca]a 'pe-[\'OA

pe-pAiriAib -oe 50 cajaIa a ccub a cpvuAit) cinn -oon cAiibij, 50 -pue a coibeip
•o'lnnemn a ouibe'OAin c]\e nA ceAnn -pA]A peACCAi-p, gu-jx cuic An dAibleAc
A]\ bA|\ nA C|\AjA.
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LECT. XIII. where, but a stone of a particular shape, and to be used not for

chance or random shots but for a precise aim, and for some im-

portant object.

The next reference to this Champion's Hand-Stone which I

find is one that contains some legendary details of druidic in-

terest, and touching which the story though invested with too

much of the marvellous to be credible as history is still quite

legitimate and in point as regards the evidence which it is my
present object to draw from it.

Of the
^ It will be remembered that in two former lectures I addressed

Hand^stone" mysclf to the subjcct of Druids and Druidism in ancient Erinn.

TtDroS^^^ One of these lectures^' ''^ was chiefly devoted to the wonderful

(Iv^iiof^^'
feats of the Druid Mogh Ruith^ at the siege of Drom Damh-
ghaire, in Munster ; and the reference to the Lia Lamha to which
I am now about to call your attention occurs in the ancient ac-

count of this siege.

The battle was fought between Cormac Mac Airt (who
reigned as monarch of Erinn from a.d. 227 to 266), and Fiacha
Muillethan^ king of Munster, who had refused the unjust

demands of the chief king for a double tribute on the pretence

that Munster included two kingdoms in one. The hill of

Drom Damhghaire is that now called Knocklong, situated in

the south-east corner of the county of Limerick ; and it was on
this hill that Cormac pitched his camp, from which circumstance

indeed its present name is derived.

Powerful as Cormacs army was, he had, it would seem, still

more confidence in the magical power of his druids, of whom a

good many of the most celebrated attended him ; and according

to the singular tract from which I quote, the exercise of their

power soon made the Munstermen feel that they in their turn

must have recourse to superhuman agency to counteract in-

fluences so baleful, since all their natural efforts hud failed to

do so. It was on this account that, according to the story, they

sent an urgent message with offers of large and substantial gifts

to the old Druid Jfoqh Ruith, (who then resided in Oile7i

DairbrS^ now the well-known island of Valencia, on the coast

of Kerry), begging of him to come to their assistance. The
druid complied ; and he had no sooner arrived at the scene of

action than he made the monarch's druids feel themselves in the

presence of a superior power.

King Cormac himself, we are told, soon perceived the weak-

ness of his druids, and reproached them sharply for it; upon
which Colptha^ one of the chiefest among them, arms himself,

f^'"^ Lect. X.
;
ante, p 212.
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and goes forth to tlie ford whicK lay between the two armies, t-ect. xm.

for the purpose of giving single combat. Mogh Ruith, who of the

was blind, is told this, whereupon he calls up his pupil and Hand-stone"

companion, Ceannmhor, and orders him to go to meet the druid ^orom^^^

Colptha, at the ford, and give him combat.
^^^^-m^^^'

Then 3Iogh JRidth says to Ceannmhor :

^'^^'^

Let me have my poison-stone and my Lia LdimM^ and my
* victory over an hundred', and my ' destruction upon my foes'.

And the stone was given to him ; and he began to praise it ; and
putting poisonous charms into it, he pronounced the following

address to it

:

*' I beseech my Lec LdimhS^ [Hand-Stone]

—

That it be not a flying shadow

;

Be it a brand to rout the foes.

Before the brave host of Claire, [Munster].

My fiery hard stone,

—

Be it a red water-snake ;

—

Woe to him around whom it coils,

Betwixt the swelling waves.
*' Be it a sea eel, like a seal,

—

As long as seven ox-homs

;

Be it a vulture among vultures.

Which shall separate body from soul.

Be it an adder of nine coils.

Around the body of gigantic Colptha,—
From the ground into his head.

The smooth spear-headed reptile.

" The spear-armed, royal, stout wheel
Shall be as a gaUing, strong, thorny briar

;

Woe is he around whom it shall come.
My fiery, stout, powerful dragon.

*' Nobles and authors shall relate

The woe of those whom it shall reach

;

The high valour of Colptha and of Lurga
It shall dash against the rocks.

The prostrate one which it prostrates,

In bonds shall it bind

;

The bonds which it binds on, •

Are like the honey-suckle round the tree.

*' Their ravages shall be checked

;

Their deeds shall be made to fail
;

Their bodies shall be food for wolves

;

At the great ford of slaughter.

So that children might bear away,

Without combat and without conflict,
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LEOT. xin . Their trophies and their heads,

Of the If such were what they sought. [I beseech/^

HanSmle" It will, I think, be pretty clear to everyone that the subject

of Drom^^^ of this extraordinary poetic address was no ordinary stone, nor
Datnhyhaire. one that had not on previous occasions given proof that the

deeds which it was invoked to perform on this occasion were
not to be sought from it in vain. And so it happened: for

when the druid CeannmJior^ Mogh HuitJis favourite pupil and
companion, comes to the ford of combat to meet Colptha^ Cor-
mac's chief druid, hand to hand,—and when the fight is at its

height between them, and Ceannmhor is getting the worse of

it,—he suddenly pulls out the stone, and casts it into the stream
where they fought; and, according to this strange story, no
sooner did the enchanted stone touch the water than it was
changed into a monstrous snaky eel, which, coiHng round the

legs and body of the Druid Colptha, brought him prostrate to

the ground, and there detained him fast until Ceannmlior cut

off his head, and returned himself in triimiph to his old tutor

and friends.

On the following day, according to this tale, Ceannmhor was
again challenged to the combat by Lurga^ another of king Cor-

macs chief druids ; and they repaired to the same ford as on
the previous day, as the story says

:

" Ceannmhair went towards the ford with his flattened stone

in his hand ; and he began to praise it, and to implore, and to

foretell the slaughter which it would perform ; and he invoked
his gods, and the chief druid ofthe world, namely, Mogh Ruith;

and he said:

(217) original :
—"Oom ^xoicVieT) mo cLoc nenVie, ocv^y mo 1ia "lAitrie, ocuf

ino cotriiAnn cec, octi-p mo 'oicViujAt) a^a mo nAim-om. Acu-p cucAt) -06,

oct)^ -po b6i 1CA moiA'6, octif cu|\ b^AeAdc^ neime innci, ocuf -oo ^vo^i-o

in 'pecoi|\ec ro :

^iiim mo iic lAime, ^'^TS ^ cicfA cimceAti
riA-pAb cAi-obp cAi-oi, mo "o^aaic cAi|ApceAc ceAtin.

bi-o b^peo b|Mf^eAT' bAi|M CAnfAic tiAif if Ati5CAi|\

-pe CAC CIAO-OA CbA1]M. »^<5^T5 CO A ptlfCAf,
tllo cioc ceinnceAC ceAiin a^-o^aiItdo cobpcA if "oo tu^^5<^

blT) riACAip "OeA^Ag "OobAIjA lAipX) eA]A fO Ait.

mAi]A5 guf A bpVLp'6 a fO|\uim 1n cjXAfcjAAt) nof cpA-pcjAAnn

iceyv connuib ciAOAtt. if irAfOAt) nof -|.-AfDAnii

bix) mtii]\eAfCAin5, mtilAc, if HArcA-o nof nAfCAtin
vox> fecc congnA 'po'OAim, mA|\ Dif feic im c]\Ann.

Di-o bA-ob Toe|\ bA-obAib Coifcp-oeAp a bfojAil,

fceAyvAf cofp -pe liAnmAin. meACfAi-oeAiv a motiAp,

"bi-o iiACAi|\ noi piA-oiiiA beic a cuifp ^a coriAib

Um COpp ChoipA AitmA1]A, A|\ AU obAIjA A1|\.

o cAbAm CO A ceAiin Combeix-OAif ieo beAriAib

All boic fleAiriAin bi|\ceAnn. cin c^aoic if cin x)eAbAi-6

1n i\oc iMiibtieAC iMjceAnn a cofCA]\ x^e a ceAnriAib

bit) V]\if A5Afb imccixnn, cetiiAt) ca-O bu-C aiL [Ailim.
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" A flat stone, a flat stone

;

A stone tliat will kill as before

;

A narrow stone, a thick tliin stone

;

A clioice weapon for success.

A stone that will cut, a stone that will cut,

Over well secured shields

;

A stone that will spring over waves,

Without stooping or curving.
" As thou hast overpowered in the contest,

By hardy valour, Colptha;

Go forth strongly in fierce action,

Until by thee shall Lurga fall.

*' A valuable stone, a precious stone,

A guardian stone, a thunderbolt stone,

A powerful stone, an accurate stone.

An expedition stone, a victorious stone.

" jEthors stone, Daniel's stone,

A hard stone, a battle stone

;

Mogh [Ruithjs stone, Simon's stone.

An immense stone, a swift stone.

*' A stone to reheve the fears of Munstermen,
A stone ready to fly mthout command,
A stone of power, a stone of death,

A noisy stone, a silent stone.

" A stone that will fill the ford

Into sweeping-torrent dimensions,

A stone that will distribute the full flood

Over fields and over banks.
" A stone that will quickly overpower.

This horse-boy that seeks me

;

A stone that Avill defeat the foes,

A stone that will scatter them is my stone". ^^'^^

(218) original :—5a1da'P CeAnniTiAiiA -po^v Ainuf An aua, acxmc a Via cloi6e
'riA Iaitti, Actif jAbA-p 1CA tnolA'o AC-Uf 1CA Vi-eA'OAjAgiii'oe, Actif ic -pAicpne
in Ait\ "oo -oenA-o, Acuf ceic 1 rnuinpn a 'oee octi-p piMtii -oiMiAt) in -ooiriAin,

eot)on, tHo^ tltnu, ocx\y no iaato :

tiA cioice, tiA ctoice,

LECT. XIII.

Of the
"Champion's
Hand Stone"
at the Siege
of Drom
DamhghaiH.

ctoc ceAnA gun bebA,
blA CAeb, biA dug, CAnA,
A^tn cojA |vof melA.

iiA pbt/'peAY', biA pbb-peAf,
CA^ 'pceAubA 5VI nAbbA-o

;

biA bing^reAf cAj\ conn A
^An c]\otnA 5An CAtnAt).

1T!A|\ "DO CjAAeCAIf in A-jXgAin

C|\1A fU^X-OgAlb CIMIAIX), CobptA,
ei^i5 50 cAbcAip c-iMAbo|\'j\i:Ai'6

gmni
CO nt)]\od;AiiA -oic bufgA.

blA bo^A, blA b65TilA|\,

blA COmA, blA btlAjA,

blA b'JMjA, blA beACCA,
blA -peACUA, blA buA-OA.

biA ec6i|\, biA "OliAineob,

blA CaIaT), blA CACA
;

biA mliogA, biA sViimom,
blA *01in6|\, blA -OACA.

biA foi|\^eA-p bAij muinmeAc,
blA blOmCA 5An AfbAC,
biA cumgin, biA cui]\inim,

blA cntlCAC, blA CAI^AC.
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LECT. xni. This singular poem, as well as that which precedes it, not-

of the withstanding its exaggerated style, must be received as clearly

iianSone" describing the Lia Lamha Ldich, or Champion's Hand-stone,

of /iroTO
"'^ Even though there were no closer description than this : that

Damhghairi. it was, by the Arch-Druid's incantations, to be changed into a

poisonous eel or water-snake, on touching the water, this alone

implies plainly enough that its shape must have been oblong

;

but the first verse of the druid Ceannmhair's address leaves no
doubt whatever on the matter.

*' A flat stone, a flat stone

;

A stone that will kill as before

;

A narrow stone, a thick thin stone,

A choice weapon for success".

Surely no attempt with plain words could more accurately

describe the stone of which the drawing is an exact model, than

these words of this ancient and most wonder-loving poet, who-
ever he may have been.

It is needless to say that the stone so highly praised and so

fervently invoked performed in the story all that was expected

from it; it not only crushed the northern druid Lurg to death,

but in its shape of a monstrous eel, with a long flowing fiery

mane, it flung itself upon the dry land, and pursued CairbrS

jLiffeachair^hing Cormac's son, who had been present at the

combat, in the direction of his camp, and would have annihilated

him also, if Ceannmhair had not again addressed it in soothing

words, by which its fury was calmed ; and then he led it back

to its old bhnd owner, who immediately restored it to its original

form of a Champion's Hand-Stone !

The fifth stanza of this last poem requires some explanation

if we could give it,—which we unfortunately cannot, except in

a single instance : It runs thus ;

—

" Ethor's stone, Daniel's stone,

A hard stone, a battle stone,

Mogh \Ruit1{\^ stone, Simon's stone,

An immense stone, a swift stone.

We know very well, of course, who Mogk Ruithy our own
great druid was ; and we also know that the " Simon" mentioned

was Simon Magus, under whom Mogh had, it was said, finished

his druidic education ; but we do not know who Etiior and
Daniel were, save that they too must have been some well

known ancient Eastern professors of the magic art, from whom

Via Vir>|rAf ha Ti-ac;a, Via c]AAecfa^ 50 cApAi-o
111 A|\t) "oeiVb -puACAig ; iti eAcViVAc |Aomc|\iAVV|'A;

Via ^Air>n^eAf in Vaii cf]Miid Via f]vAen]:Af Af rtAitiToib,

t;A]A b^SkUCA CA]A b)\uA6A. ViA niAit)feAf, mo ViAfA.
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our Irish druid appears to have taken lessons. And one reason i^ect. xm.

for my referring to their names a second time is, in the hope
that some of the learned better acquainted than myself with

classical mythology, with mediasval history, and with eastern

lore, may happen to know something about these personages,

and kindly communicate it to me.

The next " Champion's Hand-Stone" that I have any note of, oftte

is one with which the name of our long celebrated fellow- pio^s^Hand-

countryman. Find Mac Cumhaill is connected. The history of
^pind M^c

this stone is preserved in the ancient topographical tract called cumhaui

JDinnseanchas, in an article on the origin of the name Ath Liag
Find

J
or the Ford of Finn's Liag, or " flat stone"

;
(now the

ford of Ballyleague, at Lanesborough, on the Shannon above
Athlone). The story is given in prose and verse, as follows

:

^^Aih-liag Find, why is it so called ? Answer : A battle which
was fought there between Find Mao Cumhaill and Fland the

son o£ Eochaidh Ahrad-Ruaidh; and it was at this precise time

that Sideng, the daughter of Mongan of the fairy hills, came
with a flat stone (lie) and a chain of gold to Find, who gave
them into the hand of GuairS Gidl, [a familiar name for Oisin,

the celebrated son of Find']. Find having used up all his

weapons in the battle, snatched the stone [from Oisin], and with

it killed three other sons of Fochaidh Abrad-Ruaidh, namely,

Bran, Seanach, and Senan. And the stone fell into the ford

;

and no one shall find it until it is found by Be-thuinde, [the

nymph of the waves], the daughter of Calad son of Concinn,

who will bring it to land on a Sunday morning ; and there will

be but seven years from that to the morning of the day of

judgment; and hence the ford is called Ath Liag Find'\

[This is the prose account ; and the verse scarcely differs from
it, except in one important fact—the form of the stone

:]

" Ath-liag Fifid, what stone is it named from?
Ascertain for us, O ye historians

;

What was it that darkened his [^Find's] memory,
At the time that he forgot his stone there ?

*' A victorious battle of high renown
Here was won by Mac Cumhaill,

Over a hero of the northern country,

The son ofFochaidh Ahrad-Ruaidh.
" At this very time came Seigeng [Sideng] the fair.

Daughter of noble Mongan of the fairy hills,

And gave a stone, with a chain of gold.

To the son of Cumhall son of Tlirenmor
[ Trenmhor.']

" Find now placed his missive stone.

In the battle, on the back of GuairS Guill,

BOSTON COLLEGE LI BitAit

CHESTNUT HILL, MASS.
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LECT. XIII.

Of the
"Cham-
pion's Iland-
Stone" of
Find Mac
Cumhaill.

Until all his weapons at length had failed,

Between the rising day and the close of evening.
" A shout then reached them from the north,

It was Fland, the son Eochaidh Abrad-Ruaidh ;

His face distorted with mighty rage,

The valiant chief of the furious combat.
*' Find forthwith put forth his hand

For the stone of three angles and of three sides,

And that which was placed upon the back
Of Guaire Gull he bravely threw.

*' By this he felled into the ford

Four Conalls, and four Colmans,

Four SuibJines, two Mac Brics,

Four Dubhthachs, two Diarmaids.
" Find his stone cast into the ford.

Now that his heroic rage had risen

;

And Bran, and Senach, and Seanan,

By that cast together were slain.

*' The stone was lost, amid the waters,

—

That stone by which Find's honour was saved,

—

And from thence thither no one has found it,

Though truly it was a precious jewel.
" But it will be found by a gifted maiden,

Whose name will be Bethuinde,

Who shall thrust her fair right foot.

Through its connecting link of red gold.

" Up to land will she then bring

This stone by its attached hook

;

And she will leave it on the strand.

On a Sunday in the latter days.

" Seven years from that auspicious day,

Until the day of judgment comes ;

—

And such is the deed from which arose

The ancient name of this famous ford".^^'*^

(219) original :—Actio^g IP11TO cAnA|^ iao ViAinmm^e'o. tli ViAnn-pAin :

CacIi "00 "pA-oAt) iciyv pViin'o itiac CtunAiit Acti-p ptAiTo triAC ecViAcn ^bpAt)-
pttAit), corn'o Annpn "oo ^veAcVic Si-oeng in^en nionjAin X^^'^'o co tig co
plAbiAAX) oi|\ "OO piTO triAC CumAil'L CO cA|\'o -pn a lAim 3iiAiy\e ^uitt. Co
CAii\nic Ai]Mn Tpliin-o -oo cliAicViim, cotn'o iA]AAr>i, cAijAtig [caiaIaic a tiic]

CO COyVCjAA-OA^A 'Oe CjM miC ecVlAcVl OkblAA-O-IAUATO .1. bjAAn octif SeAriAcVi OCUf
SeriAn, ocm\ co]\cViai|a in biAg if An acVi, ACtif ni f'AX)Aib [-po^AiAAjAib] nech
conAf becViuibl/i [becuin'oe] mgen ChAtAit) mic Concint), coniT) Vii -ooin-

bei|A An Ai|vo niA-oAin 'ooninAig, octifpecliciAiAAni co b^AAcVi ; iin-oe AcVi biAg :

AcViUAg pm'o CA biAtJiA CA 1niAi|veAc cViACA cein ngbe,
pn-oAiX) •omn'o a [nA] fencA'OA -oo niAC CumAibb AbnAine
ciA^A cumne ^po X)\x\ -OAbb [cia yo^ mibij; "oon teicli acuait)

X)iA Annine no "oon -OAbL], niAC ediAcVi -Ab]AA'0|\UAi'o.

CAn vo|\fACAib A tig Anx>.
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In more than one point of view tliis is a most curious and

valuable legend. It cleariy and distinctly shows us, not only

that stones such as our stone " celts*', (as modem " antiquarians"

call them), were used in battle within historical times; but also

that such stones, formed perhaps after a particular fashion, were

deemed worthy presents from fair ladies to brave champions.

The stone in this legend appears not only to have had three

angles or edges, and three sides, but to have been perforated at

the smaller end, and suspended by a chain and hook of gold

;

but whether this implies that the stone was not to be thrown
from the hand, but swung round and stiTick with by the chain,

we have nothing now to show, as far as I am aware of.

One instance more of the use of the Champion's Hand-Stone
is all that I shall cite at present ; and it is the latest to which
I have found any particular historical reference.

The celebrated Niall " of the Nine Hostages"' was monarch
of Erinn from a.d. 379 to 405. Among the hostages Avhom
he carried with him to Teamah\ from the provincial kings, and
kept prisoners as security for their fealty, was Eochaidli^ the son

o{ Enna CiniiselacJi, King of Leinster. Discontented with his

captivity Eochaidh after some time succeeded in making his

escape, and took his way southwards, in the direction of his own

"biVAri ocu-p SenAc nA [i-p] SeA-

LECT. XIII.

Description
of the form
of the Stone
in the Story
of Finn.

Story of
Prince
Eochaidh
son of Enna
Cennselach.
(circa a.d.

400.)

"Oo ttn-o Seigen^ -pet lA-p-pn

injen HlongAin -pAijA proAij,

CO cue lie CO -plJAbjAAt) n6i]\

•DO mAC CuniAitl, meic uii-pen

"OO nA-o V^'o ^ l-ic lumt)
fin criAcVt -poiA tntiin ^uai^m

gltnn-o [511lit],

CO cAi-pnic Ai'ptni'o in ctoi^
[Aiix-omeD A -ptoij],

o c'ht\Ac)i epvji CO hiA-pnoin.

^Ai^M]^ if in [Apn -Dun], leAcVi

ACUAit) [Af in tech ACUA-O],

trlAnt) mAC ecVi Acli A'bfA'Ofuait)

fO flAfC A ciAUcli comAlt ^5^^
c]\en [c|\ein] coincliin-o nA Viif-

5Aite [litifiAi^e].

Sinit) V^nx) A "lAm ia^x fin

oon 115 cfeuitt cfe eocViAif

CO cue in cenn bAi fof bAil
[mum]

5uAifi "Suit'l fof eblonjAiiA

[foffoebbon^Aif.]
A-OfocVifvX-OAf pn fAn acVi

ce1cV.f1 ConAiil,, "OA CliotniAin,

ceicfi Suibni, "oa ITIac "bfic,

ceicf1 "OubcViAiji -OA "OiAfinuix>.

UAffbAig A biA fAn acVi

on UAif cViAinic AnnfecVi cacVi

[Alonn Iac],

nAn
Af X>e pn •00 lAOcllfATJAf

.

X)o focViAif in tiA pn linn
•oiA nTjeAfniAt) enecli pAt pn-o
lAfAtn noeVio nvX-OAib [nAjAib

.1. npA^Aib] necVi

conAclie [conAT)] in fet) fom-
AineAcVi.

pogeb m^en comAlb njle
oiAnATD comAinm TDecVium-oe,

fOcVieAf-O ACAf [AC01fJ "LlAfAI-O

ell 01f
cfe HA "hufolomAf n'oeAfjoif

.

Como cAiffing [cAiffjen-oJ fUAf
iAf pn

in biA pn con A tsfobAim [-ofo-
lAib]

coniTD fAfCAib If in ffof a]

CfAIT)

01A oomnAiT) ipn ciu^nAif

.

SeAcVic mbbiA-onA ua-o fAfA-o
njbe,

CO cie IaicIii in meffAice
coni-o Vie pn piitn -oiaca
"oin-ofenclnif in nAcTiAfA ["oej

aca]. [Ac.

—[MS. H. 3. 3. T.C.D. 53, and
Lecain, 251, a, b.]
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LECT. XIII. country. Hungry and exhausted during his journey, however,
story of he could think of no better step than that of calling at the

house of Laidcend, son of Barced, who was one of the monarch

^Gennsei^h^ NialVs, chicf pocts, in order to obtain some food ; but it was re-

400)^ fused him, and he was obliged to pursue his way. He did not

forget the inhospitality ; and returning from the south soon

afterwards with a party of followers, he burned the poet's house,

and in the attack upon it killed his only son.

The poet after this continued for a whole year to write satires

against the men of Leinster, and to urge the monarch to avenge
his personal wrongs as those of the whole order to which he
belonged, which was by law privileged against personal " viola-

tion". Niall at last complied with his entreaties, and marching
with a large force into Leinster encamped at Tulach OFelmedha^
(now Tullow, in the county of Carlow), laying waste the coun-

try all round, until the men of Leinster were compelled to de-

liver their young prince Eochaidh once more into his hands.

The poet now prepared for vengeance ; and at his instigation

the young prince, we are told, had a chain put round his neck,

the end of which was passed through a perforated " upright

flag-stone", and made fast by an iron bar at the back. The
prince had not been long in this condition when a party of nine

men went out from the camp to kill him ; but when he per-

ceived their design, he gave, says the historian, a sudden twist

and tug at the chain, which broke it ; and seizing the iron bar

with which it had been fastened to the stone, he plied it so

bravely that his nine assailants fled before him to Tullow. The
Lagenians, who were encamped near, seeing him once more at

liberty, pressed on along with him into King NialVs camp,
which they suddenly entered, spreading confusion and slaughter

on all sides ; and the Chief King himselfwas forced to fly north-

wards and to quit the province with all his speed.

Niall^ however, soon afterwards went to the south again, and
overrunning the whole province did not stop until he encamped
on the shore of the bay of Wexford, on the brink of the river

Slaney. The poet Laidcend, who accompanied him on this ex-

pedition, then begged of him to spare the country and the peo-

ple ; but he besought him to order the young prince, Eochaidh,

to come into the poet's presence, at the opposite side of the

river Slaney. The prince consented, and immediately the poet

had him deprived of his arms, and then began to reproach and
abuse him bitterly. Whilst thus engaged, however, the noble

youth, we are told, suddenly drew from his girdle a " liic curad^\

or Champion's flat Stone, which he threw at him ; and the stone

struck him in the forehead, and killed him on the spot.
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It was on this occasion that the Poet Ua Torta^ who had been lfxt. xm.

Laidcend's pupil, commemorated the sad fate of his tutor in the

following stanza :

—

*' A champion's hand-stone by a fool was cast,

Over the saltwater eastwards

;

It was Eochaidh son ofEnda that threw it,

At Laidcend the son ofBarcedP^^^

After this unfortunate deed, (for a Poet was always privi-

leged against all violence, whatever the provocation), Eochaidh
fled into Scotland, and sought and received protection, conceal-

ment, and hospitality from Loarn^ the king of that country.

King Niall returned home; and some time after this it was
y^^JJ^^*^

that collecting a large force of the men of Erinn and of Scotland " of the Nine

he proceeded at their head on his last expedition, into France, by a^n arroV,

with the intention of taking " the hostages of Italy"; and he
stopped, says the history, only when he reached the banks of

%the Loire, " near the foot of the Alps", where he encamped.
Now the young prince Eochaidh marched with this expedi-

tion in the train of the king of Scotland, but in disguise ; and
while Niall one day sat conspicuously on an eminence, on the

bank of the river, taking counsel with his officers, he passed to

the opposite side unobserved, and shot the king dead with an
arrow (saiget), from his fidhac^ (or bow) ; after which he fled,

and succeeded in reaching his own country of Leinster in safety.

This short article is valuable for two reasons ; the first that it

shews that even down to shortly before the year 405, in which
year Niall was killed, the Lia Ldmha, or Champion's Hand-
stone, remained in use in Erinn ; and secondly, because it con-

tains the earliest reference to the Bow and Arrow that I have
ever met with in Irish writings. It is quite possible, however,
that later reference to the use of the Champion's Hand-Stone,
and earlier to the Bow and Arrow, than those that I have no-

ticed here, may be to be found in old Irish books still extant

;

I can only say that they have not come under my observation.

To these few notices of the oflensive use of the Champion's of the sung

Hand-Stone, I shall now add a few briefnotices of the Sling and stone^infn-

Sling-Stone in ancient times. I have to remark, however, that

in no instance have I ever met with any account of the general

use of the Sling, in battle ; it seems that, like the champion's
hand-stone, they were always used on certain special occasions,

original, (MS. T.C.D. ; H. 2. 16, fol. 784 ;—B. of BaUyraote, fol. 77. b.)

:

liA lAitrie, -oivtiu i:oc|\ei", eocliAit) triAC On-oA -poftA
-oo^^v i'ah "paI |'Ae|\cliA, ^o^x lAi'ocen'O triAc "bAiivce-OA.
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LECT. xm. where no other weapon would reach the object sought to be as-

sailed.

con?Battie
reference to the SHng-Stone, but in this case with-

oiMagh out tho Sliug itsclf, is in the second battle o{ Magh Tuireadh^
* where, as has been shown in a former lecture, the Tuatlia Dh

Danann champion, Lug^ struck the Fomorian champion, Balor
** of the stout blows", in his " evil eye", and drove it into his

skull. It is not, as I have already said, stated in the tract on
the battle of Magh Tuireadh that the stone was cast from a

Sling; it is only said that he threw a " liic tailme"^ or " Sling-

Stone", at him ; and it could hardly be otherwise, as they were
talking face to face at the time.

This, it will be recollected, was not an ordinary stone, but
the famous tathlum, or Composition-Ball, of which some account

is given in the ancient poem quoted in a former lecture. It is,

however, stated in the version preserved in the Book of Lein-

ster, that in this case it was with a stone " out of his sling" he
struck him.

^uibhiinn-
'^^^ next reference to a Sling and SHng- Stone, or Ball, as

(instance of already mentioned, is found in the Dinnseanclias^ in the article

thesung- ou the Origin of the name Duibh-linn^ or Black-pool, (of which
stone). name of Dublin is but a corruption) ; a spot which was pro-

bably that part of the River LilFey which in later times was
known by the name of poll, or " the hole", or pool ; and the

name of which is now preserved to some extent in Poll beg, or

Poolbeg Street, that is. Little Hole, or Little Pool Street, on the

lower quays of the city of Dublin; and in the name of the

lighthouse on the south side of the river. The legend, which
is a wild one, refers to circumstances and persons of whom all

other accounts are now lost, probably for ever, and runs as fol-

lows, in prose and verse :

—

Duibh'linn, why so named? It is not unpleasant to tell.

Dubh, the daughter of Rodubh, son of Cos, son of Glas-gamhna,

was the wife of Enna, son of iVos, of the hill of Forchartinn

[near Dublin]. Enna had another wife unknown to Dublin whose
name was Aete, daughter of Ochand, son of Cnucha. When
the lady Dubh, who was a druldess and poetess, discovered the

infidelity of her husband, she became jealous; and she one day

took a walk along the sea-side, till she came opposite Ochand's

house. Here she pronounced a druidical charm on the tide,

which swelled up so as to overwhelm the house and drown the

rival lady Aete, the water having risen above her. Now Ochand
had a servant whose name was Margeti, who perceiving the

baneful effects of the incantation, turned on the druidess and

shot a Caer Clis [or " Composition-ball",] equal to any tath-
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Zwm, from his tahall [or sling] , towards her (from the opposite lect. xm.

side of the river), which struck her, and she fell into the pool; story of

and hence the name of Duibhlinn, and also of Ath Liag (instancTof

MairgenS [or the Ford of Margen's Sling-Stone], because it was J^eSHn^-
there Margen threw his cast, of which the poet sang :— stone.)

°

** The daughter of Roduhh, son of brave (7as,

Son of gentle Cas, son of Glas-gamlma;
The wife of Enna, son ofcomely Nos^

Who ruled in the Hill of Forcharthan.
*' She was a druidess and a generous poetess,

—

The daughter of Roduhli of noble mien,

—

She was a prophetess to foretell all occurrences.

Till she was drowned through one fatal shot.

" Enna had also to his fair blooming wife

Aete the daughter of Ochand,
Who was the son of friendly Cnucha,

A fact that brought misery to RodubJis daughter.

"Jealousy seized on the daughter oi'Rodubh^—
It was not a very cheerful visitor,

—

Whereupon she spoke a sea incantation

Because she loved not her favoured rival.

" She was perceived by honest cheerful Margen^
The highly trusted servant of Ochand^

Who threw a missive ball in her path.

Which struck the kingly daughter of Roduhh.
" Then died, though by no enemy slain.

Her noble and illustrious father

;

The fair towering tree died before night.

After the death of his (Roduhh's) daughter".

We have here, too, another Athliag, or " stone-ford", deriving

its name from a circumstance, such as Athliag Finn; but the

obliteration of ancient local names by the spread of Dublin as a

city has given some new name to that part of the Liflfey which
must have been known as Ath Liag MairgenS. It seems pro-

bable that it was somewhere about Wood Quay.
In this very ancient legend we have another important

instance of the use of a peculiarly shaped stone to be cast from
the Sling, as well as from the hand, in ancient times; and
although it is said here to have been a caer clis, or Conglo-
merate missive, " equal to" or like the tathlum of the Battle of

Magh Tuireadh, still we may safely take it to have been a stone

artificially fashioned for the sling and reserved for some extra-

ordinary occasion, while the first stone that came to hand may
have been used on ordinary occasions.

We have another curious instance of the use of the Sling and
VOL. I. 19
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LECT. XIII. Ball in the ancient account of the death ofthe celebrated Medhh,
Death of or Mcave, queen of Connacht, so often mentioned in former
Meave,

i a
{Medbh) lectures.

conSacht,
'^^^^ Medhli had been first married to the celebrated Concohar

^y^a Sling. Mac Nessa, king of Ulster ; but she seemed more calculated to

govern many men than to be governed by one man, and she soon

abandoned Concobar and returned to her father, the monarch
Eochaidh Feidhlech, to Taraj who shortly after set her up as the

independent queen of the province of Connacht. A fierce and
implacable jealousy and hatred, carried out in an unceasing

border warfare, continued to rage for many years between
Medbh and her former husband; until at length Concobar^ in

the course of one of his expeditions against the kingdom of his

quondam wife, received his death-wound (as will be remem-
bered) from the " ball made out of the hardened brain of Mes-

gedhra'\ the King of Leinster, which was cast at him by
the Connacht Champion Ceat Mac Magach; a transaction of

which I gave a full account in a former lecture.^^^'^

Now, at the time that king Concobar found himselfabandoned

by Medbh^ he repaired to her father, to Tara, and sought and
obtained the hand of another daughter of his, whose name was
Eithne,—(a name which means, literally, the sweet kernel of a

nut). By this princess Concobar had a son who came into the

world after his mother's death
;
for, having fallen into the river

anciently called Glaise Bearramain^ (in Westmeath), Eithne

died of the efiects of the accident, though taken up before

life was extinct ; and having been near her confinement at the

time, her side was cut open, and the infant, which proved to be

a son brought forth aUve, who received the name of Furbaidhe;
—Furbadli being the ancient Gaedhelic name of what medical

science now calls the Caesarian operation. (I may observe here

that the river w4iich before was called GlaisS Bearramain has

been called Eithne ever since that princess lost her life in it

;

and that it is now the well-known river Inny, ^^^^^ in the county

of Westmeath.)
Young Furbaidhe grew up in time to be a man and a

warrior; and when long afterwards his father lost his life in

consequence of the wound inflicted on him through the mahg-
nant contrivance of Queen 3Iedbh, he was resolved to be re-

venged of her, though the imdertaking was difficult to be

performed, seeing that she was always well guarded. Cir-

cumstances, however, favored his design, for Medbh's consort.

See Lectures on the 3IS. Materials, etc., p. 275.
(222) slight corruDtion of the correct pronunciation of the Irish name,

Eithne.']
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Ailill, was slain near bis own palace of Cruachan by the ceie- lect. xnr.

brated Ulster bero Cotiall Cearnach; and Medbh being then Death of

old, withdrew from public life to Inis Clothrann, (an island of (AUdth)

Lough Ree, in the Shannon above Athlone, between the pre- connScht

sent counties of Roscommon and Westmeath, but nearer to the
g^^Jg^'^"^-

latter). Here the aged queen was accustomed to wash every

. morning in a certain spring on the east side of the island ; and
Furhaidhe having discovered this circumstance, came stealthily,

unperceived; and measured with a thread the exact distance

from the spring to the opposite bank of the river, on the

Westmeath side. With the measure of this distance Furhaidhe
returned home to Ulster, where he set up two poles at the dis-

tance of the length of the thread asunder, and with the thread

or Hne extended between them. On the top of one of the

small poles he placed a ball, and taking his stand at the other,

with his crann-tahhaill^ or Sling, in his hand, he commenced
shooting at the ball, his aim following the direction of the

thread. He continued this practice until he became so expert

and accurate that he never would miss striking the ball on the

far pole; and now being thoroughly certain of the unerring

accuracy of his aim, he set out from Ulster, and arriving on the

bank of the Shannon opposite to his enemy's favourite washing-

place, he took his stand there by night, and waited for her

coming at early morn. The aged and unsuspecting queen,

true to her custom, repaired early to the spring, and com-
menced her ablutions. Furhaidhe^ time had now come: he
placed a well-balanced stone in his crann-tabhaill, and took

dehberate aim; the stone flew unerringly, struck queen
Medbh in the forehead, and killed her on the spot.

It does not appear from this tale of what particular form the
^/ fJ^^

^f.'^P,^

stone or ball was which Furhaidhe used on this important oc- stone.

casion. It will be collected, however, from the accounts of the

Tathlum and the Caer Clis already described, and from a few"

other references to the Sling, which shall follow below, that the

most approved shape was the globular, though in time of no-

cessity any shaped stone may have been used.

It will be seen also that iron or bronze balls were sometimes of the use

used in the sling ; and such balls must have been too precious mi!s iron

to be wasted on any but objects worthy the attainment of a 'bronze,

champion.

In all our ancient writings there is found no man whose name rse of the

is so much connected with the use of the sling as the celebrated cwhuiainn.

Ultonian champion Cuchulainn; there scarcely occurs a refe-

rence to him anywhere that his practice and accuracy of aim at

the sling are not spoken of, but more particularly in the nar-

19 B
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LTCCT. XIII. rative of the celebrated Tain Bo CkuailgnS, of which so much
Use onhe has been said in the course of these lectures.

cuchuiainn. On the vcry day on which Cuchulainn, who was still in his

teens, received the arms of championship at Emania, from Con-
cohar Mac Nessa, king of Ulster, he, in accordance with

ancient custom, directed his chariot to a border of the province,

to consecrate his arms by bathing them in the blood of an
enemy. The border to which he directed his course, we are

told, was that of East Meath, or Bregia ; and at a point at which
it meets the province of Ulster, on the right bank of the little

river Mattock, where it falls into the Boyne, (a little below the

chief entrance to Neterville house, on the road between
Drogheda and Slane, in the county of Meath). Here stood an
ancient fort, (the ruins ofwhich are still I may observe, in ample
preservation). This fort was the residence of Nechtan Sceine, his

three sons, and his wife. Cuchuiainn came up to the gate, where
he was met by Foill, the eldest of Nechtan Sceine's three sons*

But when the boy-champion's charioteer saw this mature war-

rior coming towards his young master, he apprised him of the

disparity between them, and the hopeless issue of a successful

combat with him. To this discourse Cuchuiainn answered:
" ' It is not to me it is proper to speak thus, O Ibar\ said the

boy. ' I shall put my hand to the deil clis [sling-rod,] that

is, to the iron ball, and it shall strike him on the front of his

shield and on the front of his forehead ; and it will carry the

measure of the ball of his brain out through the back of his

head, so that it shall become a flaming red mass outside, and
that the light of the sky shall be visible through his head'.

" Foill, the son of Nechtan, then came forward ; and he
{Cuchuiainn) put his hand to his deil clis, [or sling-rod], and
threw a choice throw of the ball at him ; and it struck him on
the front of his shield, and on the front of his face; and it

carried the measure of the ball of his brain out through the

backofhishead".^'^'^

Again it is stated that, on Cuchulainn^^ return to Emania
after slaying the three sons of Nechtan Seeing, his horses flew

so fast that the missive which he threw from his tailm, or Sling,

(223) original :—Tli iMiTn]^A i^^ coiyv "ouicp -pAin -oo iaa-o, a ibAif, A-p in itiac

bee. "Oo beyvfAtno Iaiiti -poix-oeii cliff -oo .1. fonn-ubuib n-iAfr>AiT)e, ocuf
ceciriA ibbAirt) a fceic ocAf ibbAiiro a ecAin ocAf be|\Ait) cotncfom in

vibAibb -oiA imicbinn cfiA cubATDAij co ii-oingne fecnef "oepg -oe f|\i a ceiro

A neccAif combAc beifi befbAife Ae6i]A CfiA riA cent).

CAmc mmiAcVi -poibb mAc TleccAin. CucfAm a bAitn fon -oeib cbif "oo.

Ocuf foceifo ]\ouc n-tifcAi|v 'oon-o ubAbb 11 ax* co cAftA ibbAint) a fceic,

ocuf ibbAin-o A 6cAin ocuf beifit) comcfoni in n-ubAibb-OA inndiint) cfi a
cubA'OAig CO nx)efnA fee efoef -oe ffi a cent) in eccAif combA beif tef-

b<Mfe Aeoif UfiA nA cent).
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before him, was caught by him before it fell to the ground. All lect. xm.

these incidents, however, are stated to have taken place previous use of the

to the Tain Bo Chuailgne; but the following references to his Cuchulainn.

sling achievements are taken from that curious old tale.

** Cuchulainn declared then at Methin Port [the name of a ford

on the border ofMeath and Louth] , that when he would first see

AiliU or Medbh, [the king and queen of Connacht], he would
cast stones at them from his taball, [sling]. And this he did too

;

for he cast a stone from his tailm and killed the Togmhall [squir-

rel] that sat on Medhlis shoulder on the south side of the ford
;

whence that place is cdM^di Meithe Togh; and he killed the bird

which perched on A iliUb shoulder, on the north side of the ford

;

whence that place is called Aleithe an Eoin^'S^'^*^

And again: " Cuchulainn killed thirty warriors of them with

the tailm, [sling] ".^'^'^^

And again: " In this place Cuchulainn killed an hundred men
of them each night of the three nights that they encamped there,

by plying his taball against them".^^^^^

In another place, queen Medbh sends her beautiful daughter

Finn-abhair, accompanied by one of her simpletons (a class of

people whose infirmity rendered them inviolable), to Cuchu-

lainn, with terms of peace ; but the simpleton was dressed like

king Ailill, the maiden's father, and intended to pass himself

as such on Cuchulainn; the latter, however, detected him, and
threw a liic tailme, or sling-stone, which he had in his hand,

at him, and which struck him in the head, and knocked his

brains out".^''')

And again, in the combat between Cuchulainn and the Con-
nacht warrior Caur, it is said

:

" Caur had been throwing missives at the face of his {Cuchu-

lainn s) shield, until a third part of the day had passed ; and he

was not able to send a single blow or thrust home to him, such

was his {Cuchulainn' scientific dexterity. * * * Cuchulainn

then glanced at him, and shot the missive ball which he had in

his hands at him, over the boss and border of his shield, and it

passed through the skull of the giant clear out/^^®^

(224) original :—t)A5Ai'p CuctitAin'o "hi meic-vti po)\c iA]\pn, in Acciget)
Ailill. no ineT)b, -po cicyveD cioic a CAbAili -po-p);!). "00 jni-pom on
•onA, e-oon "oo leici cloic a\ a cAittn, cono|Ac in copnAt'L boi |ro|v gtiA-
tAinT) mei-obe -pyMf in An-oeyf, i^ "oe a-a meic cog. octi-p |\o o-pc in n-en
boi -po^v gUAlAinn AibibbA At AncuAix)

; if -oe aca meice in n-eoin.
(225) original:—TDiMp-D CtictibAinn cimca-o bAec-oib cup in cAilm.
(226) original:

—
'"OopietAc CucwbAinn ifui-oiti o|\5Ain cet) pe|\ caca Ai-oce

oiib,nAC|M Ai-oce m-bACA'p Ann, jAbAif cAbAibb -ooib.
(227) original :—Specif biic cebmA boi inA bAim fai]A, con fefCAint) inA

cen-o CO cue Ainncint) Af.
(228) original :--noboi -onA CAup oc Ait\minibeifc gAifci-o Vii ctiAmAim a
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LEOT. XIII. This certainly was not a cast from a sling; but it is clear

that it was a sling-ball, or Caer Clis, cast from the hand; the

. distance between the combatants being too short to admit of

the convenient use of the Deil Clis, or Sling Rod.
It would be tedious and unprofitable to follow out to the

end these short quotations from the 7am Bo Chuailgn^, and
other tracts, relative to the use of the Sling, under its different

names of Tahall, Crann-Tahhaill, Deil-Clis^ and Tailm.

Of the The word Tahall^ a sling, would appear to be cognate with

the Greek word " Ballo", from which " BalHsta", the name of a

onhe warlike engine to throw or shoot stones, is derived The Crann-

Tabhaiii. Tabhaill, or Staff-Sling, on the other hand, suggests the Roman
" Fustabulum", an engine which was formed simply by running

a thong or strap of skin or leather through near the lower and
somewhat flattened end of a staff of from two and an half to

three feet in length ; in using which by placing a stone between
the staff and the strap, at the point of intersection, drawing the

tapering end of this strap of leather tightly up to the head ofthe

staff, and swinging and letting it go, like the ordinary string sling,

you have a kind of sling or casting engine of much more power
and certainty of aim than the string shng. This instrument was
called Crann-Tahhaill, because of the Crann or Staff; and the

annexed word being Tabaill (ending in the nominative case

with the slender vowel the sign of a plural nominative, and
not the singular Tahall^ without the final z,) clearly proves that

the instrument contained a plurality ofparts.
Of the Deil- The Deil Clis is also a compound word, formed from Deil,

a Rod, w^and, or slender staff, and Cleas, any artificial missive

weapon, but in this instance a round ball of stone, iron, lead,

bronze, etc. Wherever the use of this instrument, the Deil

Clis is spoken of, it is always found that the missive shot from

it was a ball, and not a common stone, as generally, if not al-

ways, in the Tahall or Crann- Tahliaill.

Of the The third kind of sling is called Tailm; and this word is de-

rived by Cormac's glossary from tell and fuaim, which he
explains as the clashing of the thongs and their clangour" ;

^^^^^

and however far-fetched this derivation may appear to be, it

leaves no doubt as to the nature of the slinging instrument so

often mentioned in our old writings mider the name of Tailm.

pceic coiv^Mce ciMAn itro Iai ^riMffeotn, ocri-pm conceffAi-o b6im ha fo^AjAb

fAiix "La -oeciAA riA cle^. * * * * "OAnecAi Cu6titAinn fedA f]AAici m
n-ubutl-ctef ca]\|aat6 inA lAim ; cottui-o ici|\ cob]AAX) ocuf bi\ointi m
I'ceic, cobbuit) c]MA tiA ^;enn iiro Acig pA|A.

(229) original:—Uobeini ha n-iAbb ocuf An-iu\im.



LECTURE XIV.

[Delivered llth June, 1858.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare
;
(continued). Eecapitulation of names of Wea-

pons anciently in use in Eriun. Descriptions of Arms and of Costume in

the Tale of the Tdin Bo Chuailgne. Story of the Tain. Description of the
Herald, Mac Roth. Description of the Champion, Fergus Mac Rdiyh. Of
the Cletine, or Little Spear, of Cuchulainn. Description of the " Armed
Chariot" of Cuchulainn ; and of the Charioteer, Laegh. Description of the
several combats, with various different weapons, between Cuchulainn and
Ferdiaidh, Of the " Gae-Bulga^\ of Cuchulainn.

During the last three lectures we were occupied with the names,

fashions, and materials in general, of the different weapons of

offence and warfare of which our most ancient writings make
any mention. The number and variety of such weapons is com-
paratively limited ; and it may be better to recapitulate them
here before we enter upon another period of our history, in

which the same weapons, indeed, with one exception, are still

found in use, but with some addition to their number and variety.

The weapons mentioned as having been in use in the battle Recapituia-

of the first or southern Magh Tuireadh^ were ; the Craisech^ or weapons

pointless Spear ; the Fiarlanna, or curved pointless Blade ; the ^"2).^°*^^

Swords, and the Clubs, of the Firbolgs; and the Manais^ or

Broad thrusting Spear ; the Slegh, or Pointed Spear (for cast-

ing) ; and the Sword, ofthe Tuatlia De Danann.
In the battle of the second or northern Magh Tuireadh, we

find, in common, among the Tuatlia De Danann and their in

vaders, the Fomorians : the Slegh, or Pointed long Spear ; the

Fogha, or Short Spear; the Saighead-Bolg [Saiget Bolc]y or

belly-Dart ; the Claidheamh, or Sword ; and the Lie TailmS, or

Shng-Stone, or, according to the second version, the Tat/ilum,

or Composition Sling-Ball.

To these primitive weapons we find added, in the time of

Lahhraidh Loingsech, the Laiglien Leathan-ghlais, or " Broad-

green thrusting-Spear", of the Gauls ; and to these, again, in the

time of the monsirch Eochaidh Feidhlech, and the battle of Atk
Comair^wexe added the LiaLamha Laich, or Champion's Hand-
Stone, which we have traced down to 3fogh Ruith the druid,

and Find Mac Cumhaill, in the third century, and to Fochaidh,
the son of Enna Ceinmelach, king of Leinster, in the fifth.

It is remarkable that there is no mention made of the Cham-
pion's Hand-Stone in the battles of the Tain Bo ChuailgnS^ nor
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LBCT. XIV. in the battle of Ros-na-Righ^ which were fought in the inter-

mediate period, or about the time ofthe Incarnation.

ofArm^and Thcsc battlcs, howcvcr, particularly the battles of the 7am Bo
Costume in ChuuUgne^ supply us with much more minute details of the .

Chuaiujn&\ drcss, wcapous, and other particulars of the warriors who took
part in them, than anything which has gone before them ; the

ancient account of the battle of the first Magh Tuireadh which
has come down to us being written in a much more matter o'*

fact and less exuberant age than that of the Tain Bo ChuailgjiS,

which, in its present form, is ascribed to the close of the sixth

century.

IS^o^^^
As this 7am Bo, or Cow-spoil, of Cuailgne, has been so

chuaiigni. oftcu mentioned already, and partially described in former lec-

tures, it will be sufficient here to recall to mind that it is the

history of an hostile expedition made by Ailill and Medhh, (or

Meave), the king and queen of Connacht, at the head of the

forces of Connacht, Munster, and Leinster, into the southern

part of the province of Ulster, (namely, into Cuailgne, the dis-

trict lying between Drogheda and Dundalk), for the purpose of

carrying away by force a famous bull called the Donn Chuailgne,

or the Brown-Bull of Cuailgne; that at the time this expedition

was undertaken all the men of Ulster above a certain age were,

according to the story, lying in a state of torpor or debility, under
a spell which a certain woman whom they had wronged had
worked on them, and which attacked them periodically, and
for a certain time ; and that thus, at the time of the hostile in-

cursion into their country, there was no one to check the course

of the invaders but the young hero Cuchulainn, who was not

affected by the spell, in consequence of his youth at the time.

Cuchulainn was the son of the chief of that territory of CuailgnS,

into which the invaders first passed.

Immediately on the appearance of the invading host, Cuchu-

lainn confronted them, and claiming the observance of the strict

laws of ancient Gacdhilic Chivalry, demanded single combat,

insisting that the invaders should not intrude farther into his

territory until the victory of their champion and his own defeat

should justify their progress. And we learn from the story

that in fact according to this arrangement, the advance of the

invaders was regulated by a succession of single combats, in

which several of the most celebrated warriors of the king and

queen of Connacht met their death at the hands of Cuchulainn.

But although the invaders undertook to regulate their ad-

vance into the province of Ulster by the results of these com-

bats, still they continued to advance farther north after every

one of them, until at last they took up a very threatening posi-
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tion on the brink of the little river on which stands the present i^ect. xiv.

town of Ardee (Ath-Firdiaidli)^ in the county of Louth.

Before arriving so far, however, queen Medbh proposed

favourable terms to Cuchulainn^ not indeed in p^ood faith, but

with the view of gaining the object of her expedition by means
more expeditious and less expensive of the lives of her best

warriors.

These terms were conveyed to the young hero by Mac Roth,

the queen's chief herald ; and I may here quote the whole pas-

sage of the story in which this officer is introduced, so interest-

ing is it not only in reference to the military customs of the

time, but also for the sake of the description it contains of the

arms, dress, and accoutrements of an ancient herald.

Wlien 3Iac Roth approaches Cuchulainn's quarters, he is

perceived by the vigilant charioteer of the latter, so celebrated

in our legendary history, Laegh Mac Riangahhra :

"
' Here comes a single champion towards us, O Cuchu- Description

lainn\ said Laegh, 'What sort of a champion is he?' said Herald, j/ac

Cuchulainn. ' A brown-haired, broad-faced, beautifal youth

;

a splendid brown cloak on him; a bright bronze spear-like

brooch fastening his cloak. A full and well-fitting shirt to his

skin. Two firm shoes between his two feet and the ground.

A hand-staff of white hazel in one hand of his ; a single-edged

sword with a sea-horse-tooth hilt, in his other hand'. ' Good,
my lad', said Cuchulainn, ' these are the tokens of an her-

ald"'.^23o)

Mac Roth's mission to Cuchulainn proved fruitless, as the

latter would not accept the conditions offered him ; and queen
Medbh then called up Fergus Mac Roigh, an Ulster prince,

and one of the greatest champions of the time, who had been
for some years in exile at her court, to go from her with
conditions of peace to Cuchulainn, who had been formerly the

pupil of this very Fergus in the great military school of

Emania. Fergus consented to undertake this mission ; and in

the following short account of his personal appearance, as he
appeared to Cuchulainns charioteer, Laegh Mac Riangahhra,
we have a vivid picture of a prince and warrior of the highest

class in these remote ages. The language is that of poetical

exaggeration ; but it is only the exaggeration of expression.

At the time that Fergus approached them, Cuchulainn and

(230) Qngjual:—Oen lAec cucAint), CucuIahi'd, -poiv lAej. CinnAf LAe6?
A|\ CviciiuMrro. SiIIa •oon-o, '0]\eciecViAn, aUxiito ;

^ ,\acc •oont) "oepfjAig-
cec immi

;
b]\uc-5Ae utriAi-oe iiia b|Mic. CA|\b'Leni cpeb^xAix) itma cneff.

"OA be|vn bi\oicc eci|\ a "oa coif|' if CAbAtii. tllACA'o-loiAg inncuibb if in

•OA]\A bAim ; cbdi-oeb lccvAeb|\Ac, co n-ebcAib "oer, iptro t<Mm AriAibt
oo. Aile, A 51IUM, A|\ CucubAinx), coniA]\cA eclAije pn.
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LECT. XIV. his charioteer were amusing themselves at casting a wooden
spear ; when the charioteer suddenly exclaimed

:

S^the
'^^^"'^ *'

' A single champion approaches us, O Cuchulainn\ said

Champion Lttcgh. * What description of champion?' said CucTiulainn.

^JSh.
^'^'^

' As large as a mountain on the plain appears to me the chariot

in which the warrior is seated [said Laegli]. As large as the

top of a noble tree which stands on the lawn of a noble castle,

appears to me the branching, flowing, fair yellow, light-golden,

manly fleece of hair on his head. [He wears] a crimson cloak

with a deep fringe of golden thread on him; and an inlaid

golden brooch in that cloak. [He bears] a broad-green manais
[or heavy spear], blazing red, in his hand. [He carries] a shel-

tering, well-studded shield, with a boss of red gold, over him.

A sword as long as the oar of a canoe, in a serrated scabbard,

lies across the two thighs of the huge haughty man that sits

within that chariot' ".^'^'^

The mission of Fergus was unsuccessful, and the single

combats went on day after day, always to the advantage of

Cuchulainn. Queen Medhh and her people were sorely annoyed
at loss of so many of their bravest warriors ; and it appearing to

them that there was something supernatural in Cmhulaimis
Spear, the weapon with which he generally slew his opponents,

(and which was called cletin^), they held a council to devise

some stratagem besides the uncertain one of combat by which
he could be deprived of it. The determination which they

came to was, to send Redg the court satirist and poet of king

Ailill and queen 3fedbh, to ask Cuchulainn to make him a

present of the spear, for it was not usual in those times to refuse

any request which a man of that profession made

:

" And after this Bedg, AililVs satirist, went by advice to ask

for the cletine^ that is, Cuchulainn'?, spear. ' Give me thy

spear', said the satirist :
' Not so, indeed', said Cuchulainn^ ' but

1 shall give thee other gifts'. ' I shall not accept them', said

the satirist. [Cuchidainn'] then rebuked the satirist, when he

would not receive from him what he had oflercd him. And
the satirist said that he would disparage his honour since he

would not give him the cletin^. Cuchulainn then threw the

cletinS at him, and transfixed him through the skull across.

(23') oen lAed cuctntro, a cViucu lAin'o, a|v lAej. CinriAf tAecVi, a|\ Cucu-
tAinn. mecici|v bm 6en tiA p]Mm-'pbAb if r>i6 bif ron tnop mACc\i|\e in

CA|\pAc pt ^ron-o ocIaij. mecici]\ tun oen nA p]Mm-DiLi bif fop -|:aicc1ii

IDlMm-'ovini, in fobc c|^A1bAc, -ouAiAc, pn'obu'oi, f6i\-6|\'OA, ire]\fCAitci y^\^\.

immo cen-o. V"An co]ac]aa co]A|\c'Ha|\ac 6|a fnAicbi ininii
;
"oetg n-ofvoA,

n-eco|^cA, pn b]\uc. niAnAiy lecAn-jtA]" A)\ •oejxg-lAfpA'o 'nA t«Mih.

SciAc dobixATJAd, ton-oilaIac, co cob]\AiT) oi|\ •oeing, ua^'a. CtATOcb yACA
ficbAi, CO n-oc|\OkfAlb i^eiA^x-OA, fO]A -Dib fbiA^XAio |^«it)i5Ci x)on'o ocVaij
nioi^\, bo|A^\^"Ait) f-Aib i^nn ca]a^dac a]\ nie-66n.
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* That is an overpowering gift', said the satirist
;
[and he dropped lect xiv.

dead.] It is from this circumstance that the ford of Ath- Tolarn-

Sed has its name. There is also a Httle ford to the east of it,

into which the bronze of the cletine fell; the name of this ford

is [thence known as] the Uman-Sruth^oT the Bronze Stream". ^^^^^

This short quotation is valuable as showing that the Cletine,

Cuchulainris favourite light spear, was made of bronze ; indica- Little spear

ting clearly that though perhaps iron may have been introduced lainn^^^

in the manufacture of military weapons in Erinn at this time,

still bronze continued also to be used. Positive evidences of

this fact, such as this, are scarce in our ancient writings ; doubt-

less because things that were common at the time, just as in our

own times, were not deemed worthy of special record.

After several successful combats, Cuchulainn at length, (so

the tale goes on to tell us), began to fail in strength and vigour,

from, constant exertion ; and it appears that at last he fell sud-

denly into a deep sleep, which lasted for three days. During
this time a party of one hundred and fifty of the noble youths
of Ulster who had heard of his distress came to his relief, and
kept the enemy in play during his sleep ; but they were all

slain at last, one after another.

When Cuchulainn awoke and saw the slaughter of his friends. Description

his rage knew no bounds. So he ordered his charioteer, Laegh " Araed
the son of Eiangabhra, to yoke for him his " armed Chariot",

^^cluiaiim
that he might rush through and around the host of his enemies, and of tiie

and deal death and destruction on all sides. The descriptions

of this charioteer, the chariot, the horses, and the champion
himself, in this passage, are rather long ; but the passage con-

tains so much of importance to the subject of this lecture that

I cannot omit any part of it. Here also, as generally throughout
this ancient tale, the picture is highly painted, and the details

full of poetic exaggeration ; but there can be little doubt but
that the groundwork is correct in all its essential features.

*' Then", says the tale, " arose the charioteer, and put on his

wild charioteering dress. Of this wild charioteering dress which
he put on was his graceful frock of skins ;—which was light and
airy

;
spotted and striped ; made of deer skins

;
close-fitting, so

as not to interfere with the free action of his arms outside.

(232) original :—1f iAif\Atn Itut) fleDj; cAitice AilittA a cottiaii\'Li cucai -do
iuin^i-o in ciecine .1. 5AI Coticti'LAin'o. Cue •OAtnfA -do o|\ in CAmce.
Acc, om, o]\ CuctilAinn, acc "oo be]\ -peocA "oaic. IIat) gebfA on, a|\ in
cAinue. SegnA -pom -onA in cAince, UAiyv nA i^Aec UAt) a ua|\51'o -do. Octi^
A-pbenc in cAince no beiAA-o a enec niAni be^AT) in cbecine. -poceiivo
CuctiiAinn iA]\uin in ciecine -oo cobtui-o c|vm nA cen-o -|:o|\ cA^vpnA. 1f
cobAm [.1. -p^u cAbniAn] in pec po, 6b in cAince. 1f -oe c\ca At UobAin Sec.
AcA-onA AC p|M-|YAnAipv AijMnin A]A|AApA|\An iiinA "oon dlecimu

;
lnimAnp|\uc

Ainm int) aca pAin.— (leAbApv nA n-ui-oiAe, fob 34, b,b.)
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of the
" Armed
Chariot" of
Cuchulainn
and the
Charioteer,

LECT. XIV. " He put on, outside this frock, his raven-black cloak, which
Description Simon Magus had made for the king of the Romans, who gave it

to Concohar Mac JVessa, [king of Ulster,] who gave it to Cuchu-
lainn; and Cuchulainn gave it to his charioteer. The charioteer

then put on his crested, dazzling, quadrangular helmet
;
shining

in various colours ; inscribed with various devices ; with its cur-

tain falling over his shoulders behind. Much did this helmet
add to his grace, and not at all to his incumbrance.

" With his hand he set [then] upon his forehead the red-

yellow band, like a blade of red gold which had been purified

over the edge of an anvil. This he put on in token of his

Charioteership, to distinguish him from his master.
" He took [then] the spurring-goads of his horses, and his

long whip, in his right hand ; he took the restraining instru-

ments of his horses, that is, the reins, in his left hand, to regu-

late his charioteering.

" Then did he throw their ' loricas of beautiful iron' over

his steeds, which covered them from their faces to their tails

;

studded with little blades, little spikes, little lances, and hard-

pointed spears ; and every motion of that chariot brought some
sharp point next anyone whom it approached ; so that every

angle and every face, and every point, and every head, of that

same chariot, was a sure path of cutting and lacerating.

" Then did he cast a spell of invisibility over the steeds and
over his companion, [or master], so that no one in the camp
could see them, whilst they could distinctly see everyone.

" It was no wonder that he should cast such a spell over

them, since he possessed the three perfections of a charioteer,

on that day
;
namely, to leap over the rails of the chariot, to

drive unerringly, and to poise his whip correctly.

" It was then the champion and warrior, and perfection of

martial heroes above all the men of earth, namely Cuchulainn^

the son of Soaltann, equipped himself in his array of battle and
fighting and combat. Of that battle an-ay which he put on

may be counted seven and twenty shirts,^^^^ cored and smoothed,

and closely braced on with strings and lines, and rollers [refedaib^

bodkins or pins?], so that his fury may not exceed his reason,

whenever his manly rage should boil up. He put on over

these his battle-girdle of hard-tanned leather, cut from the backs

of seven full-grown ox-hides, which encircled him from his hips

to his arm-pits, and which he wore for the purpose of repelling

(2831 [This passage of the Tale requires investigation. Unfortunately, the

translator's notes, in explanation of tlie existing ^orni of the Tale, were not

completed up to the time of his death; and this among other passages must
therefore appear without comment.]
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javelins [^ai], points [rend'], and [sharp-pointed] irons [iaernn], lect. xiv.

spears [s%] , and darts [saiget] ; so that they always rebounded Description

from him in the same way as if it had been from a stone, or a » Armed

rock, or a bone, chey had rebounded. SSainn.
" He then put on his apron of striped satin [srehnaide srdil],

with its border of mottled white gold, over the softer part of his

lower body ; he then put on his apron of brown leather, cut from

the backs of four full-grown well-tanned ox-hides, over his battle-

girdle of ox-hides, and his apron of striped satin.

" Then did the royal champion take his arms of battle, and
fight, and combat.

*' Of these battle-arms which he took, were his eight little

Swords, [claidbiiii], along with his bright- shining, tooth-hilted

Sword [colgdetj. He took his eight Httle Spears, [sleigini], along

with his flesh-piercing Spear, and his Belly Spear, [saiget bole]

He took his eight little Darts, [gothnada]
,
along with his Ivory

Dart, [goth-ndet]. He took his eight short Spears, [cleitini],

along with his Sling-rod.

" He took his eight Missive Shields, [sciatha cUs], along with
his great, curved, black-red shield ; in the hollow of which a

full-grown hog would fit
;
[and which was] bound all round

with a scalloped keen-edged rim, so sharp as to cut a hair

against a stream, so that whenever the champion used it as a

weapon, it was equally that he cut with his shield, and with his

spear, and with his sword.

And he then put on his helmet of battle, and of combat, and
of fighting, on his head, from every recess and from every angle

of which issued the shout, as it were, of an hundred warriors

;

because it was alike that women of the valley [de hananaig], and
hobgobhns [bacanaig'j, and wild people of the glen [geinti

glindi] , and demons of the air [demna aedir] , shouted in front

of it, and in rear of it, and over it, and around it, wherever
he went, at the spuiting of the blood of warriors and heroes

upon it.

" He then threw his mantle of invisibility over him, manu-
factured from the precious fleeces of the land of the immortals,

which had been brought to him by Manannan Mac Lir, [the

great navigator of the Tuatha DS t)ana7in], from the King of

Sorcha'\—[now Portugal].

Cuchulainn being thus equipped, (we are told), mounted his

chariot, and drove around the hosts of his enemies in a furious

succession of narrowing circles
;
driving them closer and closer

together
;
assaiUng them with his deadly weapons at all points

;

and brushing close to them and through them, with his armed
chariot, tearing, maiming, and killing them in all directions.
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T.Rcr. XIV
. and escaping himself in the sudden confusion and disorder into

descriptions which he threw them.
Tain Bo Whcu the invading host had recovered from their surprise,

(wntirfS). after the sudden panic into which Cuchulainn^ manoeuvre
had thrown them, queen Medhh lost no time in inducing by
her entreaties and gifts several of her bravest champions, in

succession, to fight Avith Cuchulainn; each of whom in his

turn received his death, at the hands of the wonderful Ul-
tonian youth At last, and after considerable solicitation,

and the promise of large gifts and immunities, together -with

her fair daughter Finn-ahhair, in marriage, she prevailed on
Ferdiaidh Mac Damain, to engage in single combat with
Cuchulainn.

This Ferdiaidh was one of the Damnonian branch of the old

Firholg race of the sea-board of Connacht; (from which branch
the well-known Bay of Erris, in the present county of Mayo,
was anciently called Irrus Domnaiji, or Errus of the Dam-
nonians). He and Cuchulainn were old acquaintances, having
both been pupils at the same time in the celebrated military

college of the lady Scathach, (a famous school of arms in

those ages on the north-east coast of Scotland). The mutual
friendship contracted by the champions at this foreign academy
continued warm and unbroken after their return to their native

country; and nothing could surprise Cuchulainn more than

when he discovered that his attached friend and school-fellow

had been induced by tlie blandishments of the wily queen of

Connacht to undertake to engage in battle with him under
such unequal circumstances. He knew, too, that, with the ex-

ception of the "^ae hulgd!\ or "belly-dart", alone, his opponent

was as accomplished as himself in the use of all military weapons
and feats of championship, as well as in all the advantages of

manly vigour, strength, and courage.

Ferdiaidh at length came to the ford at which the combat
was to be fought, where Cuchulainn came to talk to him and
remonstrate with him on the unfairness of the combat which
he had undertaken ; and after a good deal of conversation over

old reminiscences, (conversation which in the story is carried

on chiefly in rhyme), Cuchulainn ends the conference, in the

following words, which are given in prose and verse

:

" ' Well, Ferdiaidh\ said Cuchulainn, ' it is for these reasons

thou oughtst not to come to fight and combat with me ; because

when we were with Scathach, and with Aife, it was together we
always went into every battle and battle-field, to every com-
bat and every fight, through every forest, and every desert,

through every dark, and through every lonely place'
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And having so said, lie repeated the following words in verse :
lect. xiv.

" We were hearty friends

;

We were companions in the woods

;

We were fellows of the same bed,

Where we slept the balmy sleep,

" After mortal battles abroad,

After many foreign expeditions.

Together we went, and accomplished

Every forest lesson along with ScathacJi\

Cuchulainn having concluded this short address, Ferdiaidh
J'/JJ^Jp*^^

asks him with what weapons they should commence the battle bats between

on that day. Cuchulainn answers, that as it was Ferdiaidh anfj^iJ!""

that first sought the ford, it was for him to choose the weapons '^»o»<^^-

for that day. Ferdiaidh then asks him if he remembered the

missive weapons of valour [airigtib gaisced'] which they prac-

tised when with Scathach 9 and Cuchulainn answers, that he
did. *' If thou dost", said Ferdiaidh^ " let us try them". So
they then had recourse to their " missive weapons of valour".

The description of this protracted combat preserves for us

an account as minute of the weapons and mode of warfare ofthe

time, as Homer's of those of the Greeks before Ilium.
" They took up", (proceeds the tale), " two equally-balanced

shields for defence against missiles, and their eight ochar-chlis

or Missive-Shields, and their eight cletine^ or Little Spears;

and their eight colg-dets, or Ivory-hilted Small Swords; and
their eight gotha-ndets, or Ivory-shafted Spears ; and they cast

them at and from each other, so that they resembled a swarm
of bees on a summer's day ; and they threw no cast that did

not strike. Each of them continued to cast those missiles at

the other from the dawn of early morning to the full middle
of the day, until all their various missiles were destroyed

against the faces [tilib] and bosses of the missive shields ; and
although the throwing was of the best description » the defence

was so superior that neither drew the other's blood during that

time.

" * Let us desist from these weapons now, Cuchulainn\ said

Ferdiaidh^ ' because it is clear that it is not by them that our

combat shall be decided'. * Let us stop if thou thinkest the

time has come', said Cuchulainn. They then threw their mis-

siles away from them into the hands of their Charioteers".

The tale proceeds:
" ' What weapons shall we turn to now, O Cuchulainn?^

said Ferdiaidh: ' Thou hast thy choice of weapons until night',

said Cuchulainn, ' since it was thou that first came to the

ford'. * Let us now', said Ferdiaidh, ' turn to our straight,
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LECT. XIV. elegant, smootli, hard sleighs (Light Spears) , with their per-

Description^ fectly-hard strings of flax in them'. * Let us indeed', said

bats between Cuckulamn. They then took two hard, firm shields upon them

;

^tperi^^ and they then turned to their straight, eleirant, smooth, hard
diaidfi. spears, with perfectly-hard lines or strings of flax in them.

Each of them began to cast the spears at the other, from the

full middle of the day till the close of the evening ; and though
the warding off was of the best, still the throwing was so

superior, that each of them bled, reddened, and wounded the

other, in that time. ' Let us desist from this, now O Cuc7iulainn\

said Ferdiaidh. ' Let us desist', said Cuchulainn. They stopped

then, and threw their arms away from them into the hands of

their charioteers.
*' Each of them then went towards the other, and each put his

arm around the other's neck, and embraced him three times.

Their horses were in the same enclosure that night ; and their

charioteers sat at the same fire ; and their charioteers prepared

beds of green rushes for them, and supplied them with the

pillows of wounded men. Then there came professors of heal-

ing and curing, to heal and cure them; and they applied

healing and salving herbs and plants to their sores and their

cuts and their many wounds. Every herb and every salve that

was applied to the sores, cuts, and many wounds of Cuchulainn^

he sent share of the same over the ford westward to Ferdiaidh,

in order that the men of Erinn should not have to say, if Fer-

diaidh fell by him, that it was the consequence of an'inequality

of healing.
*' They rested so for that night, and early on the next morn-

ing they repaired again to the ford of combat.
" ' What arms shall we turn to on this day, O Ferdiaidh f said

Cuchulainn : ' To thee belongs the choice till night', said Fer-
diaidh, * because I had my choice of weapons in the days that

have passed'. * Let us then', said Cuchulainn, ' turn to our man-
aisibh muirnecha, [or great heavy spears, (dat. pi. of inanais)"]

this day ; because the thrusting on this day is more convenient for

us than the casting (or shooting) of yesterday : let our steeds be
caught and our chariots yoked, until we fight from ofi" our horses,

on this day'. ' Let us indeed then', said Ferdiaidh. They then

took upon them two broad, exceedingly firm shields, and turned
to their great heavy spears, on that day. Each ofthem began to

pierce, to perforate, and to lacerate the other, from the dawn of

early morning to the close of the evening. If it had been cus-

tomary for flying birds to pass through human bodies, they
might have passed through their bodies on that day, and carried

off lumps of gore and flesh from their cuts and wounds into the
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surrounding clouds and air/^^*^ And when the closing hour of lkct. xiv .

evening came, their horses were tired, and their charioteers were Description

fatigued, and the champions themselves were exhausted. bats\1etween

• " ' Let us cease now O Ferdiaidh\ said CucJiulainn, ' be- S ^ir?'"

cause our steeds are tired, our charioteers are fatigued, and i^iHaidh.

they are wearied, why should not we be wearied too ?' And
he then spoke this verse

:

" * We are not bound to persevere

With Fomorian obduracy

;

Let the cause be put in abeyance,

Now that the din of combat is over'.

* Let us cease indeed, now', said Ferdiaidh, ' if the time

has come'.
" They ceased then : they cast their weapons away from them

into the hands of their charioteers : each of them came towards

the other, put his arms around his neck, ^and embraced him
three times. Their steeds were put into the same enclosure

that night, and their charioteers sat at the same fire. Their

charioteers prepared a litter-bed of green rushes for them, and
raised the pillows of wounded men for them. Professors of

healing and curing came to examine, and attend, and watch
by them for that night

;
however, they found nothing to be of

efficacy to allay the pain and danger of their sores, their cuts,

and their many wounds, but the application of charms, and
spells, and incantations, to check their blood, and their pain,

and the agonies of their wounds. Every charm, and every

spell, and every incantation that was applied to the sores and
wounds of Cuchulainn, he sent an equal share of them across

the ford, to the west, to Ferdiaidh.
" They arose early the next morning, and repaired to the ford

of combat. Cucliulainn perceived a great change of counte-

nance and great gloominess upon Ferdiaidh^ this day. ' Thou
art in a bad state, to-day, O Ferdiaidh\ said Cucliulainn.

* Thy hair has become dark, thine eye has become dull, and
thine own form, and thy countenance, and shape, have de-

parted from thee'. ' It is not dread or terror of thee that makes
me so this day indeed', said Ferdiaidli., ' because there is not

in Erinn this day a champion whom I am not able to subdue'.

And Cuchulainn then began to groan and to lament ; and he
spoke these words (in verse) ; and Ferdiaidh answered

:

C. " ' O Ferdiaidh, if it be thou indeed,

(234) [This is another extreme instance of style—one of those upon which the
translator had intended to offer some remarks in a special note, which was un-
fortunately not prepared before his death. The reader may be referred to the
Historic Tale of the Battle of Magh Rath, published by the Irish Archaeol.
Soc. in 1842.]

VOL I. 20
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LECT. XIV .

Description
of the Cora-
bats between
Cnchulainn
and Fer-
diaidh.

F.

Certain I am that thou art a poor-souled being
To have come at a woman's will

To fight with thy fellow-pupil'.

F ' O Cnchulainn^ 't is a wise deciee,

—

Thou true warrior, thou true champion,

—

That a man is forced to come
To the sod whereon his death shall be'.

C. " ' Finn-ahliair^ the daughter of queen 3fedhh,

Whose superior beauty all must allow,

To thee was given, not for thy love,

But in order to prove thy mighty strength*.

' * My strength a while ago was proved,

O Cuchulainn, by a fair gauge

;

One so brave I have not heard of,

Nor until this day have I ever found'.

* * Thou hast caused all that has happened,
sonof Z^ama?2, son o£ Ddire,

To have come by the counsel of a woman
To measure swords with thy fellow-pupil'.

F. " * Should I have returned without combat with thee,

Though we were fellow- pupils, O comely Cw,

Bad should be my fame and my renown.
With Ailill and with Medhli of Cruachan\

C. '*
' No person has conveyed food to his mouth, [i.e. has

ever lived]

And no more [i.e. nor] has there been bom
Of king or queen, without exception,

[Any] one for whom I would [be induced to] injure

thee'.

F. " * O Cuchulainn of many deeds.

It is not thou but Medhh that has betrayed me

;

1 shall obtain victory and renown.
But it is not on thee the fault shall lie'.

C. " ' My heart within me is a mass of gore.

My life has nearly from me fled

;

I deem it no addition to my other deeds

To fight with thee, O FerdiaidK.
** After this dialogue Ferdiaidh spoke and said: 'Much as

thou hast been complaining of me', said Ferdiaidh, ' what wea-

pons shall we turn to this day ?' ' Thou hast 1 hy choice of wea-
pons till night', said Cuchulainn, * because it was I that had my
choice on yesterday'. ' Let us then', said Ferdiaidh, ' turn to our

heavy, mighty, blow-dealing swords, this day, as it is certain

that the cleaving to-day will bring us nearer to the termination

ofthe battle than the thrusting on yesterday'. Let us', said Cuchu-
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lainn. They took upon them two great long shields this day. lect. xiv.

They turned to their great, mighty
,
blow-dealing swords. They description

began to cleave and cut down, to strike and to slash, until every bats between

piece of flesh which each of them cut from the shoulders and a^^'ir-""
hips, and thighs of the other, was as large as the head of a <iiaidh.

month-old infant. They continued, each, to cleave the other

in this manner, from the dawn of morning till the close of

evening.^^"^
*'

' Let us cease now, O Cucliulainn\ said Ferdiaidh: * Let us

cease, indeed, if the time has come', said Gucliulainn. They
stopped: they threw their arms away from them into the

hands of their charioteers. Though their meeting (in the

morning) was that of two pleasant, happy, joyous, high-spirited

persons, their separation at that night was the separation of two
displeased, sorrowful, dispirited persons. Their steeds were
not in the same field that night : their charioteers were not at

the same fire.

" They spent that night as before ; and in the morning
Ferdiaidh was up early and came alone to the ford of combat,

because he knew that this was the day which should decide the

combat and the fight ; and he knew that either of them should

fall on that day, there, or that both of them should fall. It

was then he put on his suit of battle, and combat, and fighting,

before Guclndainn came to meet him
;
and, as part of that array

of battle and fighting, he put on his apron of striped satin,

with its border of fretted gold, next to his white skin. He
put on his apron of brown leather, well sewn, over that outside.

He then took a great, huge flag-stone, as large as a millstone,

and secured it over this outside. He put his firm, deep apron

of refined iron [Kterally, double-melted], over the great flat

stone as large as a mill-stone, outside, in fear and in terror of

the gae bulga, (or belly-dart) on that day. He put his crested

helmet of battle, and combat, and fight, upon his head ; in which
were set four carbuncle gems, in its four sides; and it was
garnished with bronze and crystal, and brilliant stones of the

oriental world. He grasped his fretted, firm-pointed spear in

his right hand. He slung his battle-sword by its bent hooks
to his left side, with its hilt of pale gold and jointings of red

gold. He threw his great shield with its beautiful pinnacles,

over the declivity of his back; on which were fifty pointed

bosses on each boss of which a full-grown hog might be spitted,

besides its great centre-boss of red gold. Ferdiaidh on this

(235) [The reader y be referred to an interesting example of tlie exaggerated
heroic style in descriptions of combats such as this, in that of the combat of
Roland and Olivier, in "Le Mariage de Roland",—in La Lcfjeyule des Siecles,

par Victor Hugo.]

20 B
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i,ECT. XIV day exhibited various noble and wonderful feats of scientific

Pescription gladiatorial dexterity, which he never learned from any person,

bats between from tutorcss or from tutor, neither from [the lady-professor]

S^Fe'r-"" Scathach^ nor from Uathach, nor from AifS, but performed
diaidh. [invented] by himselfon that day, in preparation for CucJiulainn.

*' CucJiulainn in due time reached him at the ford, and saw
the weapons and feats which Ferdiaidh put forth.' ' You see

all this, my man Laegh\ said Cuchulaitm^ ' and provide me at

once with such other weapons as these ; and besides this, if it

be I that shall be yielding this day, you are to irritate and re-

proach me, and speak evil of me, so that thereby my vigour

and my anger may be increased ; and should I be the van-

quisher, you are to cheer me and praise me, and speak well of

me, so that my courage may be the greater'. ' It shall be done,

O Cuchulainn\ said Laegh.
{CuchulainvUs battle-array having been described already, it

is omitted in the text as well as here).

" Then CucJiulainn put on his array of battle, and combat,

and fight; and he performed many noble, wonderful, gladia-

torial feats, on that day, which he had never learned from any
one, not from ScatJiacJiy nor from UatJiacJi, nor from Aife.

FerdlaidJi saw these feats ; and he knew that they would be all

brought to bear against himself in their tui'n.

" ' What feat shall we decide upon, O FerdiaidJi, said CucJiu-

lainn. ' To thee belongs the choice of weapons till night' said

FerdiaidJi. ' Let us come to the game of the Ford, then', said

CucJiulainn. ' Let us, indeed', said FerdiaidJi. Although Fer-

diaidJi said this, he was sorely grieved to go there, because he
knew it was at that game CucJiulainn had destroyed every

champion and every warrior who fought him, that is, at the

Game of the Ford.
" Each of them then began to shoot at the other with these

weapons, from the dawn of early morning to the full mid-day

;

and when mid-day came, the anger of the champions became
more furious ; and each of them approached the other. It was
then CucJiulainn sprang from the brink of the ford, and alighted

on the boss of FerdiaidJi^ shield, seeking to strike him on the

head over the border of the shield
;
upon wliich FerdiaidJi gave

the shield a blow of his left elbow, and cast CucJiulainn off

from him as if he were a bird, back to the brink of the ford.

CucJiulainn again sprang from the brink ofthe ford, and ahghted
on the boss of FerdiaidJi s shield, for the purpose of striking

him on the head. FerdiaidJi gave the shield a stroke of his lefi

knee, and cast CucJiulainn from him, like a little infant, back
to the brink of the ford. LaegJi^ {CucJiulainn'2, charioteer)
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perceived all this. * Alas !' said Laegh^ ' the man who opposes lect. xw .

you chastises you as a loving woman would her son ; he spins Description

you as a bubble spins on the water ; he giinds you as a mill bit^bemTen

grinds dried malt ; he pierces you as a lance pierces an oak ; he ^^f^J'r-'"'

entwines you as the woodbine entwines a tree ; he pounces on dtaidh.

you as a hawk pounces on a titmouse ; so that you have no re-

lation, or claim, or right, to bravery or to valour, henceforth,

to the end of the world, you httle deformed wretch', said Laegh.
" CucJndaitin, then, the third time, with the swiftness of the

wind, with the fleetness of the swallow, with the spring of the

dragon, leaped upon the buoyancy of the air, and alighted on the

boss of Fer'diaidJis shield, to endeavour to strike his head over

the edge of the shield
;
upon which the champion shook the

shield, and threw Ctichulainn off into the middle of the ford.

It was then, indeed, that Cmhulainn's fury first arose; he

became inflated and swollen like a blown bladder, so that he

became a terrible, awful, many-coloured, wonderful rainbow

;

so that the great, brave champion stood the height of a

Fomorian (i.e. a man of the sea,) over the head of Ferdiaidh, in

proper height. Such was the closeness of the fight between
them, that their heads met above, and their legs below, and
their arms in the middle, over the borders and bosses of their

shields. Such was the closeness of the fight between them that

their shields were spht and cloven, from their borders to their

centres. Such was the intensity of the fight between them
that their spears were turned, and bent, and strained from their

points to their heels: such was the intensity of the fight

between them, that they forced the river out of its bed and out

of its power, so that the middle of the ford might afford a bed
which a king or a queen might sleep in.

*' It was at the feat of sharp swords they fought all this time

;

and at last Ferdiaidh found an unguarded moment upon Cu-

chulainn, and he made a blow of his tooth-liilted sword, and
buried it in his body, so that liis blood flowed into his girdle,

so that the ford was brown from the hero's blood. Cuchulainn

did not return this feat, because Ferdiaidh continued a suc-

cession of wonderful, heavy, quick blows on him ; until at last

Cuchulainn called to his charioteer, Laegh Mac Riangahhra^

for the gae hulga or ' belly-dart'.

*' This was the character of that dart : it was upon a stream The '-jae

it should be set, and it was from between his toes he should clcTuiainn.

cast it. It made but the wound of one dart in entering the

body; but it presented thirty inverted points against coming
back ; so that it could not be drawn from a person's body with-

out opening it. And so when Ferdiaidh heard the ' belly-dart'
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LFXT. XIV. called for, he suddenly dashed his shield down to protect the

Tiie " pae lowcr part of his body
;
upon which Cucliulainn struck him

c'udmiafnn. from the palm of his hand, with a spiky, short, dart, over the

border of the shield and through the breast of his vest, so that

it was visible out at his back after piercing his heart in his

body ! Ferdiaidh threw the shield suddenly up to protect

the upper part of his body, though it was a relief too late. In
the meantime the Charioteer had set the '* belly-dart" to the

stream; and Cuclmlainn caught it between his toes, and he
darted it at Ferdiaidh with such unerring aim and force, that

it passed through the deep, firm, iron apron, broke the great,

hard flag, which was as large as a mill-stone, in three parts,

and passed through the lower part of his body into his belly,

so that every part of him was filled with its inverted points.

' Enough !' said Ferdiaidh^ and he fell dead in the ford. And
Cuchulainn sprang to him, and took him up in his arms, and
carried him to the north side of the river, so that it should be

himself, and not queen Medbh and her people that should

obtain his trophies".

—

And so, Cuchulainn^ after lamenting in many pathetic verses

the untimely fall of his early friend and fellow-pupil, orders his

charioteer to strip him of his armour to obtain the celebrated

gold brooch which queen Medbh presented to him ; and then to

cut open his body and recover the fatal Belly-Dart for him ; all

of which the dexterous charioteer soon performed. And thus

ended the celebrated combat of Cuchulainn and Fei'diaidh^ so

extravagantly told in this ancient tale of the lYiin Bo Chuailgne^

but the fact of which is preserved in the name of the ford at

which it Avas fought, which from that day to the present has

been called Ath Firdiaidh or Ferdiaidh's Ford, now Ardee, in

the present county of Louth.
The combat with Ferdiaidh was not the only occasion on

wliich Cuchulainn had availed himself of the fatal agency of

the Gae Bulga, or Belly-Dart, of wliich he alone is mentioned
in our old writings as being master. Concerning this weapon,
if we only knew of it from the exaggerated description of the

manner in which it tore its way through Ferdiaidh's very ques-

tionable armour, its existence at all might be very well doubted,

as simply an exaggeration introduced for eff'ect in this particu-

lar Tale of the 7am Bo ChuailgnS; but in another ancient tale

we have, in my behef, very fair authority to show that Cuchu-
lainn had unwittingly killed his own son Conlaech with this very

weapon, in an ordinary combat on the shore near Dundalk,
and in precisely the same way that Ferdiaidh is described to

have been killed with it.
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Like tlie Tathliim, or wonderful Sling-Ball, with which the lect. xiv .

champion Balor was killed in the battle of the northern Magh The " c^ae

Tuiredh, the Gae Bulga^ or Belly-Dart, has been assigned an cuchui^Ln.

eastern and fabulous origin, by some ancient Irish poet whose
name and precise time are not known to me. This poem con-

sists of ten stanzas, and the only copy of it that I have ever

met is one made about the year 1714 by Jolin Mac Solly, of the

county of Meath, a tolerably fair scribe.

The poem, the language of which is certainly older than the

tenth century, and which has suffered but little by transcriptions,

appears to have been written in answer to a question, and runs

as follows :

—

" How was. the Gae-Bulga discovered?

Tell us without being ignorant,

—

Or by whom was it brought hither.

From the eastern parts of the world ?

*' Inform those who are ignorant

That this weapon originally came hither

From Bolg Mac Buain, in the east,

To Cuchulainn, in Muirtlieimhne,
*' Two monsters that were upon the sea,

Which fought a fierce, angry battle

;

Their names, I well remember, were
The Curruid and the Coinchenn.

" Curruid fell in the furious fight

By the noble, fierce Coinchenn;

Upon the boisterous, proud. Red Sea,

On the ridge of the cool and deep abyss.

Bolg Mac Buain, a champion famed.

Discovered the skull of Curruid upon the strand,

Whither it fled from the sea abroad.

Closely pursued by the Coinchenn.
" Bolg Mac Buain, the renowned.

Many were the hosts whom he defeated

;

By liim was made the wild spear.

From the bones of the kingly monster.
" Mac Buain gave the Gae Bolg

To Mac lubar, the brave subduer

;

Mac luhar next consigned the gift

To Lena his own fellow-pupil

:

" Lena gave to Dermeil
The spear of hard sharp-pointed head

;

And Dermeil gave it, without grudge,

Unto his tutoress, unto Scathach:
" Scathach gave it to [her daughter] Aifi,
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She never did a more foolish act

;

And by her was made the fatal spear

By which her only son was slain.

" Cuchulainn brought the Gai Bolg
Into Erinn, with all its barbs

;

By it he slew Conlaech of the battle-shields,

And Ferdiaidh afterwards, without mistake".

Such, then, is the account of the origin and subsequent his-

tory of the famous gai or gae hidga, as preserved in this unique

poem ; but from the third line ofthe last stanza but one, it would
appear that the gae hulga brought by Cuchulainn into Erinn,

was not the original spear, but one made on its model by AifS^

the daughter of his tutoress Scathach^ and the mother of his

son Conlaech; and given to him by her on his return to his

own country, after finishing his military education with her

mother.

The extracts given above have been somewhat lengthy ; but

it would have been impossible perhaps to have given a more
intelligible account than they embrace of the use of the several

weapons alluded to ; and these were some of the principal wea-

pons in use in ancient Erinn.

I.ECT. XIV.

The " Gae
Bnlga" of

Cuchulainn.



LECTURE XV.

[Delivered, ISth June, 1858.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare
;
(continued). Examples of Weapons used in the

2am Bo Chuailgn^;—the Iron Spear of Cethern

;

—" Double-bladed" Spears
5—the antiquated arras of Iliach

;

—etc. Shields with sharp rims ;
" Missive

Shields". Story of the death of Soaltainn, father of Cuchulainn. Example
of a Two-Handed Sword. Of the incribed Sword of Cuchulainn. of the
Gai Buaijneach, (or " Venomed Spear"), of Cormac. Of the Shields used
in ancient Erinn. The Shield of Corb Mac Ciarain. Early references to

Shields. Of the use of the Compasses in engraving devices on Shields. Of
the Shield of Aedh Oirghialla. The Sciath. The Shield-strap (Nasc), and
Shield, of Mac Con. List of celebrated Shields, in the Book of Leinster.

If it were tlie special purpose of these lectures to make a com-
plete investigation into the subject of the arms and modes of

warfare among the early Gaedhils, it would be necessary to trans-

late in the first place, the whole of the historic tale of the Tain

Bo Chuailgne. For that remarkable piece is all through full of

descriptions, names, and allusions, throwing light upon the de-

tails of this subject. But my design at present is only to offer

some general account of our ancient weapons and of the use of

them, in connection with the general subject of the manners and
customs of early civilization in Erinn. I do not, therefore,

propose to do more than select from ancient authorities a few
examples of each kind of weapon, and mode of combat, used by
the different races, down to a comparatively late period of our

history
;
taking them in chronological order, but only taking so

many of each as may be necessary to mark such changes of form,

or such additions to the number of a champion's arms, as from
time to time took place. I shall, accordingly, proceed in the

first place to instance a few others of the more remarkable among
the descriptions and allusions in the Tain Bo Chuailgne; but 1

shall not further refer to the incidents described in the tale, con-

fining myself merely to noting the passages in which arms and
warlike accoutrements are directly referred to.

The first of these to which I have got to refer is that in which Examples of

an Iron spear is described, as having been borne by a warrior JSin the

named Cethern. This Cethern was a chieftain of the Rudrician
"^ctuafilni

race, of Ulster; and he is stated to have been one of the first of The iron
"

the Ulster champions who came to the assistance of Cuchulainn, ^cethlrn.

when he lay disabled by his many wounds after his desperate

combat with Ferdiaidh. In his haste to reach the scene of
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LECT. XV conflict, Cetliern seems to have left home without providing him-
selfwith all his weapons. For he is described as having come from
the north armed only with a single weapon and that a Bir'\

i.e. literally, a Spit of Iron: and this is the first instance of the

weapon so called. This word is often applied to a Spear, in the

ancient forms of the Gaedhelic language. The hir was not, how-
ever, as may be supposed, the only weapon of so important a

warrior; and accordingly the tale proceeds to relate that just as

Cetliern was slightly recovered from his first wounds in battle

against the men of Connacht, his wife arrived from the north with

his sword, which had been forgotten by himself in his haste.

" Double- Another species of spear, not hitherto mentioned, now appears

Spears. on the sccnc
;

for, we are told in continuation of the description

of Cetheruy that scarcely had he retired from the conflict with

the enemy, when his father, Finntann, arrived at the scene of

action, from Dun-da-Bheann, (on the river Bann\ attended by
one hundred and fifty men, each armed with a " double-bladed

spear", that is, a spear with a blade at each end of the handle,

so that it wounded alike with either end. They all fell, how-
ever, excepting Finntann himself and his second son Crimthann,

who were saved by king Ailill and queen Medbli.

After the defeat of Finntann again came Menn, the son of Sal-

cholga, from the points of the Boyne, with a company of twelve

men only, each armed like those who went before them, with

a spear having a blade at each end. These twelve were also

killed, but Me7in himself escaped.

Description A curious description next occurs of the worn-out arms of a

quated aims cliampion SO old as to have been superannuated at the time of
ofiiiach. queen MedbJis invasion; but who seems to have been inspired

to new vigour by the danger of the province. It is remarkable

for the details it contains respecting the materials and construc-

tion of the war-chariot, as well as of a cliieftain's arms at this

early date.

This aged warrior was JUach the son of Cas, the son of Bos
Ruadh^ a champion of the clann RudhraidhS, the royal race of

Ulster, whose territory lay on the very northern coast.

When this old warrior heard of the hostile descent made on

his native province by the queen of Connacht, he resolved to

set out at once to the scene of action, and devote even the last

remnant of his life to the honour and security of his people.

His two old steeds, says the story, which had been let loose for

life, were once more caught and yoked to his old shattered

chariot, " which had neither cushions nor skins in it". He
slung over his shoulder " his rough, dark shield of iron, with

its hard rim of silver'; he girded "his rough, gray-hilted,
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heavy-striking sword" to his left side. He placed his two lect. xv.

" shaky-headed, many-gapped sleghs'' (or spears), beside him
in his old chariot. His people supplied the chariot around

him with stones, and rocks, and great flags, and so he went to

the scene of action.

In the battle, the old warrior seems to have recovered the

power of youth. For it was not till after he had broken his

old spear, and exhausted his heap of stones against his enemies,

killing numbers of them, that he retired, barely alive, to the

spot where Doche Mac Magach stood, an old Connacht friend

of his ; and him the wounded old chief requested to cut off his

head, since he could now do no more for his country, and
begged of him to convey his old broken sword to his friend

Laeghaire, another celebrated Ulster warrior, as the last token

of his friendship ; all of which was accordingly done.

According to the story of the Tain Bo Chiiailgne, after

Cucliulainn was disabled queen Medhli passed the bounds of

the province and ravaged all Ulster, burning down even the

extreme northern fortress and royal residence of Dun Sohhairce;

[the place now called Dunseverick, near the Giant's Causeway,
in Antrim]. She succeeded then in possessing herself of the

famous Bull of Cuailgne, the original object of all the war;
and with this trophy of victory, she returned with the army of

Connacht, in the direction of Athlone.

The Ultonians had, however, by this time quite shaken off J^^^criptions

their lethargy, and assembhng all their forces they pursued the rdin bo

queen, whom they succeeded in overtaking at Clartha (now
Clara, near the present town of MuUingar).

It is at this stage of the history that occurs one of the most
curious passages in the whole tract, as to the arms, dresses, and
personal appearance of the princes and warriors of this age.

When Ailill, the husband of queen Medbh, perceives that

they are overtaken by the Ultonians, he sends fortla 3fac JRofh^

his courier or herald, to observe more closely who are coming

;

and at the end of each of iliac BotJis observations, he describes

the appearance of each party and each chief exactly, in order

that Fergus Mac Roigh (the exiled Ulster champion, who was,

as will be remembered, wdth the Connacht army), might
identify each to the king and queen.

All these descriptions of the different chieftains are highly

picturesque, as well as full of antiquarian and liistorical interest.

Much of them, however, relates rather to the dress and ornaments
and the personal bearing of the various individuals described,

than to their arms ; and the consideration of this part belongs
more properly to a future lecture, when I come to treat of the
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LECT. XV. costume and domestic life of those ages. This part of the tract

Descriptions is morcovcr somcwhat lengthy, and could not be satisfactorily

Tdin Bo abridged. I shall, therefore, here, simply extract from it the
Chuaiign6.

gpecific descriptions of the various arms and armour to which
it contains allusions, giving them in literal translation, yet

without any attempt to connect them together, as in the tale.

They will be found to contain clear accounts of many different

shields, swords, and spears ; and of the latter, some of bronze,

and some of iron. And all these descriptions will serve to show
how very various were the forms materials and ornaments

employed at the time, while yet the nature of the different

weapons is exactly similar to that of those with which we are

already familiar.

One of the Ulster chiefs is described by Mac Rotli as bearing

:

—" A white Shield, with devices of red gold, above him ; a

long, gold-hiltcd Sword in one hand, and a Broad-Green Spear

(manais lethan-gJilas), in the other".

Of another he says, that he bears

:

—" A Spear like the candle of a king's house in his hand,

with rings of silver and bands of gold ; wonderful are the feats

which the spear the champion carries in his hand performs. The
rings of silver [seem to] run upon it over the bands of gold at

once from its heel to its socket; and the next time it is the

bands of gold that [seem to] run over the rings of silver, from

the socket to the heel. [He carries a] sharp-rimmed Shield

over him ; and a Sword with an ivory hilt, overlaid with gold

thread, at his left side".

Another bears

:

—*' A bright Shield, with silver devices, over him ; a silver-

hilted Sword, in a flaming Scabbard, at his side ; a Spear like a

column of a king's palace, beside him".

Another has

:

—" A curved Shield, with a sharp rim, and rivets, over liim

;

a flesh-seeking Spear in his hand ; and an ivory-hilted Sword at

his side".

Another again carries

:

—"A well-mounted, broad-edged,blood-dripping gae, (lieavy-

Spear) in his hand".

The next

:

—" A wounding. Shadowy Spear at his shoulder ; and a

black Shield at his shoulder, with a hard rim of white bronze

on it; a Sword with an ivory hilt, overlaid with thread of gold,

hanging over his clothes outside".

Another bears above him

:

—'* A round Shield with a hard silver rim all around it ; a
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deep-edged heavy-Spear {gae) ; and a long light-Spear, {slegh) lect. xv.

in his hand ; and an ivory-hilted Sword at his left side". Descriptions

The next bears
:^ ... .

^^<i^^Bo—" A bright Shield, with devices in red gold, above him ;
c"^""*^?"^

a gold-hilted, long, Sword, at his left side ; a long, green-edged

heavy-Spear, (gae)^ together with a sharp, threatening short-

Spear {fagha)^ with hard strings (suaineamam loga)^ and rivets

of white bronze, in his hand".

(This is the second instance of " strings" being attached to

Spears ; allusion was also made to them, it will be recollected, in

the combat of Cucliulainn and Ferdiaidh.)

Another warrior bears

:

—"A Shield with devices in gold over him; a hard, firm

straight-edged Sword, girt to his side; and a straight-ridged

light-Spear (slegh), flaming red in his hand".

Another wears

:

—" A long, gold-hilted Sword at his left side ; a flesh-seeking

light-Spear (slegh), which dazzled the multitude, in his hand".

The two chieftains next described carry

:

—'*Two bright-hilted Swords, at their girdles ; two flesh-seek-

ing or light-Spears, (slegha), with bright rings of silver, in their

hands".

Another warrior bears arms of iron: [for the ''gray" spear

was, doubtless, of that metal] : he is described as having

:

—" A Sword of seven layers of re-melted iron, at one side of

his back ; a brown Shield over him ; a great, gray Spear, with

thirty rivets through its socket, in his hand".

The next has

:

—" Along Sword at his side ; a great trowel Spear (manais)y

in his right hand ; a gray Shield at his shoulder".

The next:—" A green Shield above him ; and a thin, blue heavy spear

(gae), at his shoulder".

Then comes a champion with

:

—" A blood-red Shield, with rim and bosses, over him ; a

Sword with a silver hilt, at his left side ; an elbowed or light

Spear (slegh), with a golden socket over him".

And another:—'* A Shield with a rim of gold, over him; a Sword with a

hilt of gold, at his left side ; and a flesh-seeking, gold-shaded

[that is, bronze] light-Spear, (slegh) in his hand".

Another again bears

:

—" A bright Shield with fastening-hooks of red gold, and a

rim and boss ofred gold ; a small, gold-hilted Sword at his side

;

and a sharp, light, shadowy Spear above him".
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LECT. XV. Lastly come a group

:

Descriptions —" Armed witli blue, sliining Spears; yellow, stroke-resist-

Tiiin Bo mg Shiclds
;
gold-hiltcd, long Swords, at their sides".

CftuailgnS.

There are a great many other similar descriptive passages in

the tract ; but as already observed I have selected only those

which offered some variety worthy of notice, either in the form,

the material, or the ornamental work of the different weapons.

In these passages the descriptions are not always definite enough
to enable us, to determine with perfect certainty, the metal of

which the various arms were composed ; but sufficient, I think,

appears to warrant us in believing that they were of bronze and
of iron both. The exact time at which the latter metal became
known here, or extensively worked, is a subject worthy of

investigation. I have no doubt however that it was well known
and much used at a period very much earlier than is generally

imagined.
No Axes or ig remarkable that among the various groups of warriors at
shngs in the . , . , m t t • i n
Tdin. either side, no one is described as armed with small weapons,

with battle-axes, or with slings. In fact the sling does not

appear to have ever been a general weapon of warfare in Eiinn.

Shields with Bcforc takiuff leave for the present of the Tdin Bo ChuailqnL
sharp nms, ^ . , ^, ® . i* i i i i

'

or edges.- I wish to direct attention, a nttie more closely, to the mention

shTeids".^ made there of shields with sharp rims or edges, which occurs

in several of the passages just quoted.

In the first place, it will be recollected that, in the first day's

combat between Cuchulainn and Ferdiaidh, there are eight

little " missive shields" enumerated among the missive weapons
with which that day's combat was fought. Now these shields

must have been metallic ones and with sharp edges; but

whether they were thrown horizontally or vertically is not

stated. It is probable, however, that they were thrown both

ways. That shields were thrown vertically is clearly shewn in

the passage, in which it is mentioned that when Cethern Mac
Finntain^ after his cure by the physician FingJiin, returns to

his assaults on the men of Connacht, and meets MainS Andoe,
one of the sons of king Ailill and queen MedbJi, he throws his

shield at him, the rim of which as it fell cut tlirough the

Connacht warrior, wounding his charioteer, and his horse, and
cleaving the chariot itself at the same time.

There is another extraordinary passage relating to a sharp-

edged shield, to which no previous reference has been made

;

that in which the singular death of Cuchulainn'?, father is

recorded. The description is indeed very extravagant, but the
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passage is important, as indicative of the exact nature of this lect. xv.

curious species of shield. story of the

When Cuclmlainn had partially recovered from the eJOTects of so^aucunn,

his combat with Ferdiaidh, his father, Soaltainn, came to visit cliehuia/n^

and console him. The hero, however, would receive no con-

solation, but vengeance on the enemies of his province; and
knowing that the time had nearly come for king Concohar
and the men of Ulster to recover from the enchanted sleep,

{ceasnaidheaii,) he determined to send his father to Emania
to apprise them of the insulting intrusion of an enemy into

their country, and to rouse them to exertion and vengeance.

Soaltainn^ accordingly, took Cuchidainris celebrated gray steed,

Liath Mhacha, and rode directly to Emania ; and when he came
to the palace he shouted these words: " ]\Ien are wounded;
women are captives; cows are driven away; O Ultonians";

—

but he received no answer, because it was the custom of the

Ultonians that they were bound not to speak before their king,

and their king was bound not to speak before his druids.

Soaltainn went then to Leac na n-giall^ (i.e. the Flagstone

of the Hostages), at Emania, and shouted the same words:
"Men are wounded; women are captives; cows are driven

away".

Who has wounded; who has captured; who has driven off

cows?'* said Catlihadh the druid. "Ye have been plundered

by Ailill and MedhN\ said Soailtainn; "your wives, your
children, and your youths, your steeds, your studs, and your
flocks have been carried off. Cuchulainn has been fiorhtinof and
obstructing the great four provinces of Erinn, in the gaps,

defiles, and passages of the cantred ofMuirtheimJme. * * *

But he is no longer able to contend with them ; and if you do
not now avenge your own wrongs, they shall never be avenged".

" It is better to allow the man who offers such combats to a

king to come on to death and destruction" : said Catlihadh the

druid. " All that you say is true", said king ConcJiobar. " It

is true" : said all the Ultonians at the same time.

Soailtainn then rushed out in a fury, because he had not

received the answer he had expected from the Ultonians.

The Liath Mhacha (Cuchulainn^s steed), however, returned

with him again to the side of the palace ; but in Soailtainn's

confusion, his own shield, (says the tale), turned against him,
and cut off his head, which fell into the hollow of the shield.

From all the various allusions quoted, and particularly from
this last strange story, it is clear that some if not all the shields

of the ancient champions had sharp borders, and might have
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LECT. XV. "been often as we have seen they sometimes were used as well

for offence as defence.
Example of a There is another remarkable weapon also noticed in the
Two-handed ^ . ^ .

Sword. same tract to which special attention may be called. It occurs

in a passage in a subsequent part of the tale, after the descrip-

tions of men and arms of which I have been speaking. The
passage in question mentions a Two-Handed Sword

;
or, at least

a sword wielded occasionally with both hands. The particular

sword spoken of belonged to Fergus Mac Boigh, the Ulster

prince who had been exiled into Cormacht by king Conor, and
who now took part in the final battle of ClartJia^ (near Mul-
lingar), against his own countrymen.

The immediate cause of the banishment of Fergus was, the

death of the sons of Uisneach, at the instigation of Concohar,

in violation of Fergus'^ honour, which had been pledged for

their safety ; but besides this there was an older ill feeling

between Fergus and Concobar, because Fergus had been the

rightful heir to the kingdom of Ulster and had actually ruled

it for some time until Concobar supplanted him through the

ingenuity of his mother, whom Fergus had taken to wife.

Some short time before the battle of Clartha^ king Ailill

discovered Fergus asleep in a place and under circumstances

of pain and insult to him ; but not deeming it prudent at the

time to have an open quarrel with him, he ordered his servant

to remove Fergus's great sword from its scabbard, and to

replace it by a wooden one, in order that he might have indis-

putable proof of the wrong which he had done him. After-

wards when the day of battle came, and king Ailill pressed

Fergus to exert himself to the utmost of his power against his

countrymen, Fergus answered that he had unaccountably lost

his sword, that with it he would hurl destruction on the enemy,
but that without it he was quite powerless. Ailill then had
the sword brought to him, and he placed it in the hand of

Fergus; who on receiving it exclaimed, " Thou art welcome,

O Calad-Bolg, sword of Leite /"—[calad bolg Hterally means,
" the hard-bulging".]

Leite, whose sword it appears to have been, was himself a

famous warrior of Ulster ; and his son, Fergus Mac LeitS, who
was slain about this time, was equally celebrated with his father.

It is stated here that LeiU obtained this celebrated sword from

some one of the " fairy mansions" of Erinn, and that when it

was raised for a stroke it expanded to the dimensions of a rain-

bow in the firmament.

In the heat of the battle, Fergus came up to Concobar and
planted three mighty blows on his shield; which shield was
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called the Ochairiy that is, the Groaner, because it emitted a lkot. xv .

loud groan whenever Concohar was in danger; and all the Example of a

shields of Ulster groaned in answer to it. But although Fergus sworJ.*"*^'^'^

planted the three mighty blows on Concohar s shield, yet so

bravely did Concohar carry that shield, that the ear of the

shield was not even driven so near to his ear as to touch it.

" Who is this", said Fergus^ *' that dares to hold a shield

against me this day, when the four provinces of Erinn meet in

the great battle ofthe Tain Bo Chuailgne f
To this question Concohar answered :

" A man younger and
more accomplished than thou art, and of better father and
mother ; a man who banished thee from thy country and from
thy lands and thy inheritance ; a man who sent thee to the

haunts of the deer, the hare, and the fox; a man who has

not left thee the extent of one step of thy territory or thy lands

;

a man who has driven thee to accept unmanly subsidy from a

woman, (that is, from the queen of Connacht) ; a man who in-

sulted thee by kilHng the three sons of Uisneach while under thy

protection at one time ; a man who will defeat thee this day, in

presence of the men of Erinn: Concohar, the son of Fachtna
FatJiachy son of Boss Ruadh, son of Ruadhraidhe, high king of

Ulster, son of the high king of Erinn. And whoever insults

thee, now", added Concohar, " thou art not entitled to any
fine [eric], for the injury to thy person, or violation of thy

honour, because it is in a woman's service that thou art".

" Now, when Fergus heard these insulting words", (says the

tale), " he put his ' two hands' to the Calad Bolg, and in sweep-
ing round, the edge came in contact with three small hillocks

which were immediately at his back ; and such was the force of

the action, that he cut the three tops off them, and^hurled them
to a distance into the adjoining swamp, where they remain to

this day, as well as the three decapitated trunks, which have ever

since been called na tri maela Mide, or ' the three bald hills of

Meath'".

Before passing away from Cuchulainn, the hero of the Tain of the

Bo Chuailgne, it may be worth while to give a short extract swSrliT)?

relating to his sword, from a legend preserved in the Book of (^v,cMdamn.

Ballymote, into which it was transcribed at the time of its com-
pilation, in the year 1391, from the more ancient Leahhar na
h-UaChonghhala, or book of Navan. It is the same which I

referred to in a former lecture when alluding to the inscriptions

placed within the hilts of ancient swords, by which they were
said to tell of their performances, and the names of the cham-
pions to whom they belonged. The legend is referred to the

time and court of king Cormac Mac Airt, who died A. d. 266
;

VOL. I. 21
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Cnchtdai7in.

LECT. XV. (that is, about as many years after the death of Cuchulainn)
;

iis^Hbed
more interesting from the account of Ciichulairuis

Sword of sword which it contains, than it is in connection with some
curious customs of Cormac'a time, which are alluded to in it.

The story runs thus

:

" Cormac'' [as chief king] " had the hostages of all Erinn in

his custody. One of these was Socht the son o£FithaV'
;
[whose

genealogy is thus minutely given in the tract: " Socht the son
of Fitho'l, son o£ Aengus, son of Glangein, son of Seich^ son of

Sochtf son o£ Fac/it7ia, son o£ Seanchadh^ son ofAilill Ceasdach,

son of RudJiraighe, as the book of UaChongbJiail says.]

" Socht had a beautiful sword, with a hilt of gold, pointed

with silver, with a golden suspension (or belt), and an orna-

mented scabbard ; it had a sharp point which shone in the

night like a candle. If its point were bent back to its hilt it

would become straight again like a dart. It would cut a hair

on the water ; it would chop off a hair on one's head without

approaching the skin ; it would cleave a man in two, and the

one half of him would not miss the other for some time".

(In this poetically exaggerated description, it will be ob-

served that a vivid account is given of the temper and sharpness

of the sword-blade ; and this is important.)
" He {Socht) said that this was ' the Cruaidin Caidid-cheann\

(or *'hard, hard-headed"), Cuchulainn's sword; and his family

looked upon that sword as an heir-loom of their race, handed
down from their fathers before them. Now there was a cele-

brated court-steward at Tara at this time, whose name was Duibh-
reann, the son of Uirgreann. This steward requested of Socht

to sell the sword to him ; and he told him that he should have
the same meals as himself every night, and that every one of

his attendants should have four men's food [every day] in com-
pliment to the sword, and its full value, at his own estimation,

besides that. * Not so' ; said Socht; ' I am not competent to sell

my father's property as long as he is ahve'.

" Things remained so for some time, Duihhreann always

talking of the sword: at last he invited Socht, on one occa-

sion, to partake of some pleasant drink with him ; and Duihh-

reann instructed the cup-bearer to ply him well with wine and

mead until he became drunk. This was done, accordingly,

so that Socht did not know where he was, and so fell asleep.

The steward then took the sword from him, and went to the

king's Cerd [or worker in precious metals], Connu [was his

name]. * Could you', said he, ' open the hilt of this sword?'
* I could', said the Cerd, So the Cerd then took the sword

asunder, and inscribed the name Duihhreann in the shank of
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it, and fixed the sword again in the same way that it had been i^ect. xv.

before. or the

*' Things continued so for some time longer; and the steward s^wS^d of

was still asking the sword, but he could not get it from Socht.
<^'«<^"'«»"'»

The steward then claimed the sword, and went through the

legal form of enforcing his claim ; and he asserted that it was
his own, and that it was from him that it had been taken.

Socht declared that the original sword was his by right, as well

as its trappings and ornamentation ; and he had a Cerd [or

artificer] to prove this. He then repaired to his father Fiihal,

[who was the wisest and most celebrated of king Cormac's

judges], to ask his opinion on the case, and to beg of him to

come along with him to defend his right to the sword.
" ' I shall not', said Fithal; ' you must yourself sustain your

causes, and it is not I that shall ever arbitrate for you, because

you prosecute and are prosecutor in too many causes. Speak
the truth without falsehood ; falsehood shall not be answered

by falsehood ; but I will go if you fail to prove the ownership

of the sword, and it will be the easier for me to cross the pro-

ceedings' ".

The cause was opened before the monarch in due course, and
Socht was allowed to prove that the sword was his ; and he
made oath that the sword was an heir-loom in his family, and
that it was his own. Then the steward said

:

" * Good, O King Cormac; the oath which Socht has sworn is

a falsehood'. ' Wlio is to prove for you ?' said Cormac^ * that

it is a falsehood ?' ' This', said he ; 'if the sword is mine my
name is written lq it, and it is concealed in the hilt of the

sword'. Socht was then called up by Cormac^ who told him
what had been said. ' The case is suspended', said Cormac^
* imtil this is ascertained ; and let the Cerd be called before us'.

The Cerd came, and ripped open the hilt ; and the steward's

name was found written in it.

*' Socht (then spoke, and) said :
' Ye have heard, O men of

Erinn, and [king] Cormac along with you, that this man
acknowledges that the sword is his. I give up [said he to the

steward] its possession along mth its Habilities from me to you'.
* I acknowledge, indeed', said the steward, ' its ownership with

its liabiHties'.

*' Socht then said: ' This is the sword that was found in the

(headless) trunk of my grandfather; and I know not who it

was that committed that deed, even to this day : and do thou,

O Cormac^ deliver judgment in that case'. ' That is a liability

greater [than the value of the sword]', said Cormac. There
were then seven cumals adjudged by Cormac for that crime,

21 B
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LE€T. XV. [on the steward], and to return the sword back again'. ' I

Of the acknowledge', said the steward, * the history of the sword'

;

Sword of and he then related the whole story of his fraud in order ; and
Cuchuiainn. Cevd [or artificer] also told the same story in relation to the

sword. Upon this Cormac ordered seven cumals [or twenty-

one cows] from the steward, and seven more from the Gerd
[or artificer] ; and he said :

' It is a profitable injunction that

Ner^ bound (on all; namely), to deliver a just and impartial

judgment' ".

(The NerS alluded to was himself a judge, and the worthy
son of the celebrated judge, Morann, *' of the Golden Collar".)

"'True', said Cormac, then; 'this is Cuchulainns sword;
and it was with this sword that my grandfather, Conii of the

hundred battles, was killed by the hand of Tibraidhe Tirecli;

of which it was said

:

" With an army of valiant companies.

If the men of Connacht have come,
Alas ! to have seen Conris blood

Upon the sides of Cuchulainn's sword".
" Cormac, then, and Fithal [his judge] gave judgment upon

the sword ; and it was Cormac that prepared it ; and Cormac
himself was adjudged the sword, as eric [or fine] for the death

by it of his grandfather Conri\

Of this sword it was said, that it could not be withstood in

battle, nor the man in whose hand it was carried; and it

was one of " the three precious jewels in Erinn", which Cormac
possessed, namely, his Cup, and his Branch, and this Sword.

This history of Cuchnlainn's sword offers a remarkable ex-

ample of the care with wliich certain celebrated weapons were
preserved, and the respect with which they were regarded

among the Gaedhils ; and that down to a period but little before

Saint Patrick's time. But this is by no means a soHtary in-

stance of the kind, as will be seen from tlic following account

of another possession of the same king.

TheOae Bcsidcs CucJiulainn's famous sword, the Cruaidin Caidid-

or^venomed cheanUf OT Cataid-cheann, king Cormac possessed another more

Cormac'^
aucicnt and not less celebrated weapon, known in ancient

writings by various names, but more particularly by the name
of the Gae Buaifneach, or " the Venomcd Spear". The origin

of this spear is very remote, being indeed involved in the his-

tory of the Tuailia De Danann.
In the course of these lectures we have had occasion, more

than once, to mention the name of Lvcf, or Lugaidh, Mac
Eitldenriy the famous chief and king of the Tuatha De Danann,
who killed his gi'andfather, Balor " of the evil eye", with a cast
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from his sling of a ball of tlie kind called tatlilum^ at the battle lect. xv.

of the second or northern Magh Tuireadh. The name of Lu- TheOae

gaidh's father was Cian ; and this Cian was murdered by the ov^venomU

three sons of Bicrenn, who were of the same race as himself ^^^^^
otlmac^f

For this murder Lugaidh imposed an eric or fine of compro-

mise on the three young warriors : and the fine which he imposed

on them was, to procure for him certain things from foreign

countries, which he was satisfied would cost them their lives to

get ; and amongst these was the famous Spear of Assal^ or " Pir-

ris'\ as others call him, the king of Persia. The youths, how-
ever, returned to Eri7in with Lugaidlis demands, after many
years' travel and dreadful suffering, but so enfeebled that

they died after landing on this east coast of Leinster, before

they could reach Tara. The sufferings and tragical fate of

these yoimg warriors, I may remark, form one of the ancient

tales known as the " Three Sorrows of Story-telling"; the other

two being, the story of the tragical fate of the children of Uis •

nech^ and that of the Children of LirP^^^

The objects of Lugaidlis demands, however, were safe;

and among them was the famous spear, which at the time was
called Ibar A lainn Fidh-bhaidhea, (or, " the Yew, the finest of

timber"),—perhaps from the shaft being formed out of the yew
tree,—though I believe that the ancient spear-handles were
generally made of ash.

No farther account of the spear is found from Lugaidh down
to Celtchair Mac Uithir, a famous chief and champion of

Ulster in the time of Concohar Mac Nessa^ whose residence

was at Dun Celtchair, (now Downpatrick, in the county of

Down). In Celtchair''^ time the spear was called Lidn Chelt-

chair, that is, Celtchair's Spear; and it is described (in terms

of unusual extravagance) both in the Tale of the Tain Bo
Chuailgne, and in that ofthe Bruighean Da Derga.

From a poem on the manner of the deaths of the chief heroes

of the Royal Branch, written by Cinnaeth O'Hariigain, who died

in the year 975, it is stated that Cumscraigh Menn, the son of

king Concohar Mac Nessa, was killed with the Liiin Cheltchair,

by Ceat Mac Magach, a famous Connaqht champion ; from which
circumstance we may infer that the spear had at this time passed,

probably in the vicissitudes ofwarfare, from Ulster intoConnacht.

After this we hear nothing more of the Luiii Cheltchair, until

we find it in the possession of King Cormac, about the year

(236) Book of Lecain, fol. 28. a.

(237) [ I'lie Three Tales have been published in full in the Atlantis, vols,

iii. iv. (Dublin, 18G2-3), in the original, with Translation and notes by Pro-
fessor O'Curry.]
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LECT. XV. 260, but then under the name of the Crimall, that is, the
The Gae *' Blood-spotted". But in connexion with the history of king

or'"Wnomed Covmac, it is reported to have borne a very prominent part in-

Cormac
^^od ; no less than causing the abdication of one of the ablest

and wisest monarchs recorded to have filled the throne of Erinn.

The following are the circumstances, as preserved in ancient

history.

In the time of King Cormac 31ac AM"^^^^^ there flourished a

remarkable champion, of the people called the Desies of Meath,
(or Bregia), whose name was Aengus, the son of Art Corb.

This champion took upon himself the office of Aire Echta,^^^^^

the holder of which, under the Brehon laws, was recognized as

one who righted the wrongs of his own tribe against all wrong-
doers from without, and maintained the cause of the weak and
the poor against all wrongs and oppressions within. Now it

happened that on a certain occasion in the performance of his

office Aengus had to proceed into Connacht to inflict punish-

ment for some wrong done by the people of that province to

his own; and on his return he discovered that his brother's

daughter had in his absence been forcibly carried ofl* and abused
by Cellachf one of King Co^^mac's younger sons. On hearing of
this outrage he made directly for Tara ; but the door-keepers

refused him admission until he had put off" his arms, as, by an
ancient regulation, no armed champion was allowed to enter

the palace. Aengus complied with the rule, and entered; but
in passing through the hall he perceived the king's favourite

spear, the Crimall, resting on its rack. He immediately took
down the spear, and passed on into the council chamber, where
he saw the king in his chair of state, and his guilty son Cellach

sitting behind him.

The moment the enraged champion saw the offender he sent

the spear by a single thrust through his heart. Now, " there

were three chains attached to the spear", (continues the story),
*' and three hooks to each chain ; and on Aengus pulling back
the spear, one of these hooks caught Cormacs eye, and tore it

asunder, while at the same time the heel-blade of the spear

struck Cormac's high steward on the forehead, and passed out

through his skull behind". The champion fled at once from
the palace towards his own house, closely pursued by the king's

attendants, no less than nine of whom he is said to have killed

with the spear himself, escaping finally from the remainder.

From this circumstance, we are told, the Crimall received the

name of Gai Buaifneach, or " Venomed Spear"; and Aengus

(238) gee pp, 58, 212, etc. ^239) See ante, p. 37.
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Kas been ever since known in Irish history as Aengus Gai lf.ct. xv.

Buaifneach^ or '* Aengus of the Venomed Spear". But after

this record the celebrated weapon disappears, so far as I know,
from history.

The last mentioned anecdote of the Crimall is especially

preserved by our historical writers, because it is connected with

the retirement from the throne of so celebrated a king. The
loss of his eye by the accident just described occasioned one of

those "personal blemishes" which, according to the national

law, were held to be inconsistent with the possession of the

chief sovereignty ; and Cormac accordingly resigned the throne,

to devote the remainder of his life to the cultivation of the

philosophy of the period, in the honourable retirement of a com-
paratively humble residence at Acaill, close to the royal seat

of Tara.^'*°>

I have now referred, I believe, to the greater part of the of the

specific information preserved in the early manuscripts relative in ancient

to the Sword and the Spear. It remains to speak ofthe structure

of the Shield, which almost equalled in variety that of the

weapons of offence of which we have been speaking. And I

cannot better introduce the subject than by a curious extract

from the " Yellow Book of Lecain'^ (a manuscript of about
the year 1390, preserved in Trinity College, Dubhn, H. 2. 16),

which defines the meaning of the ancient name of this portion

of a warrior's arms.
*' Lumman was a name for every shield; that is, Leoman (a

lion) ; because there is no shield without the picture of a lion

inscribed on it, in order that its hatefulness and its terror might
be the greater ; because the lion is a furious, combative, fighting

animal ;—and it was through charms and incantations that this

was done".

The tract from which I quote then proceeds to give an ofthe

account of a particular Shield,—that, namely, of Corh Mac ^corb%iL

Ciarain, who flourished in the reign of king Art, the father of (^'i^^rain,

that Cormac, the cause of whose abdication has just been
described."^^*^^ This shield had belonged in succession to seven
monarchs of Erinn ; and it was believed to be a shield against

which no force could prevail.

There was, says my authority, at this time, a certain

(240) [Cormac^s wound is mentioned in the Ann. IV. Masters, at a.d. 265.
His abdication in consequence of it is not stated by these Aiinalists, who
record his death, at Cleitach, the following year, 2G6.]

(241) ^j^rt reigned (according to the Annals of the IV. Masters), from a.d.
166 to 195. His father Conn, "of the Hundred Battles", reigned from 123 to
167.]
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LKCT. XV. (Leinster) warrior, who was both a poet and a prophet ; Fer-

berna, the son of Regaman^ was his name. And this Ferherna
composed a poem for Corby the owner of the shield, and pre-

sented it to him
;
begging of him at the same time to give him

the shield. Corb accordingly, unable to refuse the request of

a poet, gave him the shield ; and his joy and gratitude were
boundless. Now, it was just at this time that a battle was on
the eve of being fought between the monarch Art^ son of Conn^
and some marauders from the Hebrides ; and the warrior-poet

availed himselfof so favourable an opportunity to try his newly-

acquired shield. He accordingly repaired to the scene of

action, (which was at the Hill of Cuarna, near the place now
called Garristown, in Meatli), and took an active part in the

figlit ; but despite the protection of his gifted shield, he was
unfortunate enough to have received no less than one hundred
and fifty wounds in the battle. He then returned homewards

;

but he was so exhausted by the time he reached Tech Straffain

(the place now called StrafFan, in the county of Kildare), that

he died there of his wounds ;
—" his sharp spear in his hand, his

shield slung at his neck, and his sword with its scabbard of

brass at his side ; and so it was that he died",—says the ancient

authority. He had ordered his servant to dig his grave,—'* and
to bury him with his spear stretched at the one side, his sword
at the other, and his shield over him" ;—and the place of liis grave

was ever after called Lumman^ from the shield. Unfortunately

I cannot identify the spot under any existing name,

ferences'to
'^^^^ fil'st reference to the making and repairing of shields in

Shields. aucicut Eriuu, is found in the account ofthe first Battle of Magh
Tuireadh, where the Firbolgs required from the TuaiJia De Da-
nann time "to make and repair their arms and Shields", be-

fore coming to the fight. In this instance, however, there is

no reference to the material of the shield ; but we may, I think,

presume that it was framed of wood, and that it was covered

with leather, or hides, and plates of metal.

We find it stated in the Annals of the Four Masters (a.m.

3817) that the monarch Enna Airgtlieach^ of the IMilesian race,

fell in battle this year ; and that it was by him that Silver

Shields were made, at Airget-Ros, (in the present county of

Kilkenny), which he bestowed on the men of Erinn, together

with horses and chariots. "Whether we insist on the truth of

this statement, or not, it may be fairly inferred from it that the

Gacdhils had among them very ancient traditions that metal

shields, or shields covered or adorned with discs, at least, or

plates of the precious as well as of other metals, had been
known and used in the country from a remote period. And
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this tradition is well-sustained by a curious account of a shield lect. xv.

made for Cuchulainn.

The story of this shield is so short that I may give it verba-

tim. It is wild enough, as usual ; but it will be found to con-

tain some curious and valuable details as to the process of

manufacture followed by the metal workers of the earliest

times.

" There was a law made by the Ultonian knights that they

should have Silver Shields made for them, and that the carved

device of each should be different from those of all the others.

*' Cuchulainn was at this time pursuing his mihtary educa-

tion at the school of Buanann and Scathach; and on his re-

turn home he found the shields in process of being made.
Cuchulainn repaired to the manufacturer, whose name was
Mac Enge. ' Make a sliield for me', said he, ' and let me not find

upon any other shield of the shields of the Ultonians the same
carved devices that shall be on it'. 'I cannot undertake that',

said Mac Enge, ' because I have exhausted my art on the shields

of the Ultonians'.
" ' I swear by my arms (of valour)', said Cuchulainn^ ' that I

shall kill you if you do not make my shield according to my
order'. ' I am under (king) Co7icohar's protection before you',

said 3fac Enge. ' I shall violate Concobar's protection, then', ^
said he, ' and shall kill you besides' ; and Cuchulainn then repaired

to his home.
Mac Enge was greatly distressed at what happened ; and as

he was musing over it he saw a man advancing towards him.
' You are distressed', said he to Mac Enge. ' I have cause to

be so', said the shieldmaker ;
' namely, that I am to be killed

unless 1 make Cuchulainn'^ shield'.

" The man said to him :
' Clear out the floor of your work-

shop, and spread ashes upon its floor, until the ashes are a

man's foot in depth'. It was done according to his directions.

" As Mac Enge was standing, after this, he saw the same man
coming over the outer wall to him, with a fork in his hand, and
two prongs projecting from it ; and he planted one of the prongs

in the ashes, and with the other described the devices that were
to be engraven on Cuchulainn's shield. Luaithrindi, [or ' ashes-

engraver',] was the name of this prong; as Dubditha said:

* Were I Mac Enge, it is so I would engrave'. And Dubhan
[the Black] was the name of the Shield".

This is a fanciful legend enough; but still it could hardly use of the

have been altogether an idle invention; and it seems likely engraving

enough that the object of the writer was simply to connect with *

the name of the great champion Cuchidainn the origin of some
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LKCT. XV. remarkable new design in the engraving of shields, and at the

same time to mark the (supposed) first application in ancient

Erinn of the compasses, or two-pronged fork, to secure accuracy

in the engraving or casting of ornaments in metal of this kind.

This legend is found in an old vellum manuscript in the Li-

brary of Trinity College, Dublin (H. 3.17); but the writer has

left us in the dark as to whether the shield was actually cast in

the mould formed by the patterned ashes, or whether the pattern

traced in the ashes was transferred to or copied on a hammered
metal or wooden shield. The former, however, is more con-

sistent with the circumstances, and if so, it would afford a curious

instance of the antiquity of the founder's art in this country.

Of the Shield The ucxt reference to the Shield to wliich I have to direct

son of Duach attention, is important as regards the material employed in

oirghiau^^^ making it. That shields were not always wholly of metal, we
have perfectly authentic authority, from Dalian Forgaill's

celebrated poem on the shield of Aedh. son o£ Duach Dubh, king

of Oirghiall (or Oriell). This poem was written about a.d. 600

;

and it states that the shield had been made from the timber of

a particular tree, namely, of the Eo Rossa^ or Yew-tree of Ross^

[near Leithghlinn, in the present county of Carlow].
This " Yew of Ross'' was one of the great ancient trees, men-

tioned in our history, blown down by storms about this time,

after having stood, as it was believed, from the time of the

monarch Conaing Beg-eaglach, a period of about fourteen hun-
dred years.

It can be gathered from Dalian ForgailVs poem that the

Shield of the king of Oirghiall had been made in a house under-

ground, by a druid named Eochaidh^ who is said to have en-

dowed it with dmidical protective properties, which gave it a

value and importance that did not attach to ordinary shields.

The&ta^A. The Shield, like the Spear, had various names among the

ancient Gaedhils ; but Sciath was the most common ; and it is a

fact not without some interest, that this very name, probably

because the particular kind of shield represented by it had be-

come the most general form of the ancient GaedheHc shield,

is still preserved universally in almost every farmer's or peasant's

house in Ireland, in connexion with a common household im-

plement, which is framed like the kind of sliield no doubt for-

merly used by the common soldiers at least. I allude to a no less

peaceful an article than the sciath, or " scuttle", as it is some-

times Anglicised, in Munster, in which I dare say many of us

have often seen potatoes carried to the stream to be washed;
an article probably very little if at all different from the ancient

sciath used for defensive purposes. The common potato-i'cia^A
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is a simple construction of stout wicker-work, of an oblong form, lect. xv.

about three feet long and nearly two feet wide
;
having a depth The sdath.

in the centre of about six inches ; the oblong not squared or of

equal width at both ends, but tapering gradually to its termi-

nation, to a rounded and somewhat broad end at the top, and
more gradually to a much sharper angle at the lower end

This Sciath is made by first bending a good strong osier

hoop to the form just described. To this hoop, at both ends,

are lashed, with osier withes, in longitudinal Hnes, a sufficient

number of strong rods to form ribs, bulging out to the required

depth, and interwoven across from the sides Avith strong twigs,

so as to form a light, compact, firm piece of wicker-work ; which
if covered, as the ancient shield was, ^vith one or more layers of

raw ox-hide, would offer no inconsiderable resistance to the

assaults of the heaviest sword or spear.

It will now be readily understood that when a shield is de-

scribed as being capacious enough to stow away " a young pig",

we need not wonder at it, nor consider it as any very extrava-

gant exaggeration ; for I can testify that I myself, as I am sure

thousands besides me, have seen children from one to two years

old rocked to sleep in one of those modern potato- scza^As,

which are probably indeed coarser in make, but are certainly

not larger nor probably at aU different in shape from the ancient

shields.

It appears from various ancient Gaedhelic readings, that the

Sciath or shield was in some way strapped to the arm ; as we
find, for instance, in the account of the combat between the

young warrior Conlaech^ the son of Cuchulainn, and the great

champion Conall Cearnach, that when the former subdued the

latter, instead of kilhng him he led him captive, *' with his

hands tied*', says the story, " with the sciathrach, [i.e. straps],

of his Shield".

There is a very extraordinary but very short reference in the The shield

Brehon Laws to the Nose or "strap" of a Shield, and to the shS.^o?

Shield itself, of J/ac Con, a prince of Munster, who fought the

battle of Magh Macridmhe, [near Athenree, in the county of

Galway], against Art, the monarch of Erinn, in wliich the latter

was slain, in the year ofom' Lord 191 ;' [or 195,—Ann. IV. Mag.]
This curious note runs as follows

:

" Mac Con was a famous champion ; he was a champion, a

king, and the son of a king, and he was also a poet. His shield

was always fastened to Mac Carl's leg ; and the iiasc [band] of
it was gold ; and there were seven chains of red bronze attached

to it, [that is, to the band] ; and there was a champion at the
end of each chain, whose support and obedience were com-
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LECT. XV. manded by him when going to battle. When each of them
entered on his combat, this band and the seven chains out of it

were used to prevent any one of them taking the place of the

other, though the one should be more powerful than the other

;

because [in such a case] they were immediately drawn back.

And this nasc [band] could not be taken in pledge".

The last observation refers to a general law, (to which this

nasc^ as an exception, was, it seems, not subject), touching the

seizure of arms for debt. The law of seizure for debt, was
peculiar as regarded weapons of warfare, as well as the Knives
used on festive occasions. When Knives were seized, they
were left two days in the hands of the owners to give them the

opportunity of paying or settling the debt ;—when Spears were
seized, they were left three days ;—Swords were left five days ;

—

and " Emblazoned Shields" ten days.

List of ceie- I Cannot better conclude this part of my subject than by
siiieids, in referring to a very curious extract from the Book of Leinster,

ileinste?
which rccords the names of the more celebrated Shields kept

at the royal palace of Emania, in the time of king Concobar
Mac Nessa. It is remarkable also as containing an illustration

of one phase at least in the social life of the fierce chivalry of

the Royal Branch, of which I shall have again to speak on a

future occasion. And it is historically important, besides ; be-

cause this entry forms the chief authority respecting the

arrangements of the Courts or Halls of the Champions, which
gave name to the most celebrated order of warriors alluded to

in our ancient history.

" King Concobar had three houses, namely, the Craebh
Ruaidh; and the Teite Brec; and the Craebh JDerg: [that is,

the "Royal Branch", or court; and the " Speckled Branch"

;

and the "Red Branch"]. In the Red Court were kept the skulls

[of the enemies], and their spoils and trophies. In the Royal
Court sat the kings ; that is, it was Ruadh, [or Royal,] because of

the kings. In the Speckled Court were kept the Spears, and
the Shields, and the Swords; that is, it was speckled from

the hilts of golden-hilted swords, and from the glistening of

the green spears, with their rings or collars, and their bands

of gold and silver ; and the scales and borders of the shields,

composed of gold and of silver; and from the lustre of the ves-

sels and [drinking] horns, and the flagons.

" The reason why they always put their arms away from

them into one house, was: at everything harsh they heard [in

their dining hall] if not avenged on the spot, each man of

them arose against the other, so that each ofthem would be as-
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saulting the other with his shield and his head, throughout the lect. xv.

house ; and hence their arms were taken from them all, into List of ceie-

the TeitS Brec. [These were the shields which were hung sSeids, in

up] there : king Concohar's Ochain, i.e. Concobar's shield, with
Leinsten

its four rims of gold around it ; and Ciichulainn's Fahdn^ [the

famous Duhhan already described] ; and Conall CearnacK'a

Lamh'tapaid; and [the lady] Flidas's Ochnech ; and Furbaidh's
* Red Bordered' ; and Causcrad's Coscrach; and Amargiris Ech-
tach; and Conderes Ir; and Nuadat's " Candle"; and Fergus's

Leochain; and DubhthacJis Uaihach; and Errge's Lettach; and
Mend's Brattach; and Noise's Luithecli; and Laeghaires Ni-
thach; and Cormac's Croda; and [the poet] Seancad's Sciath-

Arglan; and Celtcar's Comla CatJia ['gate of Battle'].
*' Great indeed would be the enumeration of the shields that

were there besides these".^^*^^

(242) original :—U|vi C151 1a Conc1iobA|\, e'ooti in Cli]Aoeb Ruai-o, ocuf in

Ueice "b^Aecc, ocurin cVi^Aoib "OeiAj. Iffin C'h);\oeb-'oei|\5 no bicif in CVien-

nAt, octJ-p nA -ptiit)b. l-pfin cViiAoeb-iMiAit), imo-pyvo, no bicif nAyv^vig, e-oon bA
ptiA-o "oo no fijAib. 1pn Ueice-biAicc, rtnA, no bicif nA ^Ae ocuf nA -pceic

octif nActAiTDib; e^on bA b|\ecc "oo irnt)0]AncoyvAib nA cbAToeb no|\-"otii-f\n,

octi|' "DO cAinnbig nA njbAf-^Ae, conA muncib ocuf conA -picViib oi-p ocuy
A]\5Aic, ocu]' "oo lAnnAib ocuf imcimcellAib nA -pciAc "oi 6|\ octii- A^vgAC

;

ocu-p -oo incm-oivini 'onA nA nepc|\A ocu-p n a co-t\n ocuy nA m-bAiglen-o.

If A1)\1 no befdf A nAfniA nA-oib in oen cec : Cec ni ^a^j |\o cbtiincif

mAiii -poifcif x)i5Ait fAi]\ -pecViecoif, AC|\Aij;ex) cec -pef -oia bAfbitt combi-o
cAc "oib oc cuAfCAin A cinTD ocuf A fceic fof A ceitiu feunon in cAije,

combe-pcif A nAftnA tiA-oib uibe ipn Ceice mbpvecc. In-o OcVioin Clion-

cTiobAi-p An-o, e-oon fciAc ConcliobAi-p
;
ceicfennbe 6if impe ;

ocuf t^AbAn
ConctiiAinn

; ocuf l.AtricA'pAi'O ConAili CefnAig
;
ocupin'o OcVinec -pbi-OAif

;

ociip mt) Ofoefj -p^-pbAi-oe
; ocuf m-o ChofcivAcli CAtipc|\Ai*o; octif mtD

eccAc AtnAf^m ;
ocu-p in"o Chon'oefe

;
ocup'in CAin-oeb 11tiA"OAc; ociif

^Y^x> teocAin -pefjUfA; octif mt) Uauac "OubcAig; ocup in-o beccAc efpgi

;

ocuf in "bfAccAc mm-o ; octif mt) btucec Tloifen
;
ociif in"o tliuAc boegAi-pe

;

ocuf in cVipvo'OA Clio-pniAic; ocup in SciAc-A-psbAn SencA-oA; octif in

CTiombA-CViACA CebccAif

.

moo ctii]Afn, "onA, An|Aoboi "oo rciACAib Ant* obcenA.—[B. of Leinster;
(H. 2. 16

;
T.C.D.) ; fol. 69. b. b.]



LECTURE XVI.

CDelivcred 22nd June, 185S.]

(V.) Weapons of Warfare; continued. Continued use of the same Wea-
pons down to the ix. century. Of the Burial of Eoghan Bel, with his " Red
Spear". Story of St. Ciaran and Prince Diarmait. A Spear of Honour, one
of the emblems of royalty ;—account of the cursing of Tara, by St. Ruadan.
Story referring to the Sword of Crimhthann, and the Shield of Enna, as cele-

brated weapons. Allusions to Iron and Bronze weapons, in averse of Dubk-
thach. Chief Poet of King Laegkair^, (temp. S. Patrick.) Of the Battle of
Dunholg

;
(a.d. 594) ;—instance of a combat on horseback by Sran Dubk.

Weapons used at the Battle of Magk Rath ; (a.d. 634). The " Short Spears"

( Gearr) of Congal, and of Conall. Account of the Military array of King
Raghallach, (circa a.d. 640) ; from an ancient poem. No change in weapons
to the time of the Danish invasions, (a.d. 820). Weapons used at the
Battle of Clontarf

;
(a.d. 1014). Account of the Battle, in the " Cogadh

Gall r€ Gaoidhealib"

;

—" loricas" of the Danes;—descriptions of arms, etc.,

from this History. Use of the Lochlann, or foreign Battle-Axe. " Straight-

backed Swords", of the Dalcassians. Use ofTwo Swords, (one in each hand),
by Murckadk, at the Battle of Clontarf. Account of the Death of Brian

;

and of the stand of Donnchadh against the Ossorians, at Baile-atha-Aoi.

We have been occupied so far with such references as can be
gathered from history as to the mihtarj weapons of ancient

Erinn, from the earHest days of Firbolgs down to a period ap-

proaching that of the introduction of Christianity into the coun-

try, with which some more intimate acquaintance with the

manners and customs of continental nations may be supposed

to have been introduced. Little, if any, alteration, however,

appears to have taken place in consequence of the increased

communication with other parts of Europe, either in the system

of warfare or in the military weapons of the ancient Gaedhils,

such as we have found them in the various descriptions and
allusions I have collected. The Sword, the Spear, the Javelin,

and the Shield appear to have continued still to be the favourite,

if not the only, weapons of olFence, from the time of the arrival

of Saint Patrick, in the year 432, to the Danish invasion, about

the year 820, when we first note the use of Battle-Axes, and
Bows and Arrows. It would therefore be but mere repetition

of what has aheady been said, to follow the history of military

weapons by quoting any further instances in detail from the time

of Cormac Mac Airt, in the third century, to that of the Danish

Invasion in the ninth. I shall only take a few instances from

the history of our own domestic warfare between the introduction

Christianity and the invasion of the Danes, to show that no
change appears to have taken place between these periods.
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In the Annals of the Four ]\Iasters, at a.d. 537, we find it lect. xvi.

recorded that Eoglian Bel, king of Connacht, was mortally instances

wounded in a battle near the present town of Sligo, by Fergus tSTJId Ise^Si

and DomiiaU, the kings of Ulster, who had made a plundering
^eapras

expedition into his country. King Eoghan survived the battle "Jown to ix.

a few days ; but when he found that his end was drawing near,

he ordered a grave to be dug for him in the side of the mount
on which his own palace stood, and that he should be buried in

it " with his Red Spear in his hand and his face to the north" of the

against his Ulster enemies. The mount on which the gi'ave was ^^ghlnBei,

opened, in which Eoglian was buried according to his own direc- ^Rea^*
tion, overlooked the road by which the Ulstermen were accus- spear".

tomed to pass into liis territory ; and it would seem that the grave

must have been left open, as the Ulstermen became so terrified

at it that they are stated to have made an incursion into the

district afterwards, when, raising the body, they took it away
past Sligo to the north, and buried it there with its face down,
on the banks of Loch Gile.

This example proves that the Spear was still, in 537, a cen-

tury after the time of Saint Patrick, the favourite among the

Christian Gaedhils.

In the Annals of the Four Masters, at the year 528, it is
^fJJ^^^^

stated that Tuathal Jlaelgarhh assumed the monarchy of Erinn Prince

in this year, to the prejudice of the young prince Diarmait^ the

son of Fergus Cerrhheoil^ whom he drove out of Meath, over

the Shannon, into Connacht. It happened that it was just at

this time that Saint Ciaran came out, from the island in the

Shannon in which he had founded his first church, to the main-
land of Westmeath, for the purpose of estabhshing himself on
a broader foundation; and just as he was about to set up the

first pole on the site on which the famous ruins of Clonmac-
noise yet stand, he was joined by the young prince Diarmait
and his few attendants, who had landed from their boats, cu-

rious to see where Saint Ciaran and liis followers would stop.

Saint Ciaran, recognizing the prince, imated liim to lend his

assistance to the setting up of the pole. This prince Diarmait
did ; and thereupon Saint Ciaran gave him his blessing ; and
said in addition, that the time for mounting the throne of his

ancestors was at hand.

Hardly was the prophecy pronounced, when Diarmaifs step-

brother, Maelmordha Mac A rgatan, ha^dng heard the saint's

words, and placing implicit confidence in his promise, set ofif

with all speed to where he knew the monarch Tuathal was at

the time holding an assembly,—at a place called Grellach

Eilti, in the same district. When TuathaVs people saw an
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A Spear of

Honour one
of the em-
blems of

royalty.

Of the
cursing of

Tara by St.

Ruadan.

armed horseman coming at full speed towards them, they be-

lieved him to be a couiier coming with news of importance
to the king, and they accordingly opened a way for him. On
reaching the place where the king was, however, Maelmordha
threw himself from his horse, rushed up straight to the king,

and plunged his Spear into his breast, killing him on the spot.

This daring deed cost Maelmordha his life, as he was pierced

we are told with " hundreds of spears" at once, by the atten-

dants of the murdered monarch. Diarinait, however, imme-
diately assumed the monarchy of Erinn without opposition,

and thus the saint's blessing was fulfilled.

In the history of the reign of this king a very curious circum-

stance indeed is recorded, concerning a Spear of Honour, which
seems to have been taken as the ensign of royalty. As the al-

lusion occurs in connection with the quarrel which led to the

important historical fact of the desertion of the royal palace of

Tara in consequence of Saint Muadan^s curse, I may as well

state the substance of the account in full.

Strictly administering the laws, as they then stood in Erinn,

king Diannait kept up a constant visitation by his great stewards,

and Fianns, or standing army, throughout the country, to en-

force them. Now, it happened that on one occasion these

officers passed into the province of Connacht, preceded by one
of the king's heralds,—whose business it was to announce their

approach at any noble residence at which they intended to

claim the free quarterage due to their official dignity, while

engaged in the examination of the state of the district and
the administration of the laws, by the king's command. For
the mode of proceeding of the royal agents was this : whenever
they came to the house of a provincial king or chief, in which
they intended to take up their temporary abode, the herald,

who carried (we are told) as his insignia of office and authority

the monarch's favourite Spear, always approached the door of

the residence, holding that famous weapon " horizontally"

across his hands ; and wherever the door was not wide enough
to admit the spear in that position, the herald used to mark the

walls at either side to be taken down until the required breadth

was obtained ; a curious relic of the peculiar sumptuary laws or

usages of more ancient times.

The king's stewards and his heralds having gone into Con-
nacht on their tour of inspection, they came to the castle ofAedh
GuairS, king of Ui Main6; (a large district situated partly in the

present counties of Galway and Roscommon, and of which the

ancient sept of the O'Kellys were chiefs). Here they found that

the Royal Spear would not enter " horizontally", and the walls
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were obliged to be broken down in consequence. But Aedh^ the lect. xvi.

lord of the place, becoming enraged at this, in his anger attacked

and slew the king's herald, who carried the spear.

When his anger had cooled so far as to see what he had done,

knowing the stern disposition of the monarch, Aedh GuaireB.ed

precipitately from his house across the Shannon, taking refuge

in Lower Ormond with his cousin, the bishop Senach. The
bishop however did not deem himself sufficient protection in

such a case ; and he accordingly conveyed the fugitive without

delay to the more powerful and sacred sanctuary of the cele-

brated Saint Ruadan of Lothra^ [now Lorra], in that district.

Saint Ruadan himself felt some uneasiness as to his power of

appeasing the king in so serious an affair ; and he again con-

veyed the prince secretly to some friends in Wales, but the

king's influence followed him even into that country ; and his

friends there were forced to send him back to Saint Ruadan.
Diarmait having received information of the return oiAedhj

went directly from Tara, with a party of his people, to Lothra,

and demanded of Saint Ruadan to deliver him into his hands.

This the saint refused to do ; whereupon the king took him by
force, in violation of the well-established privilege of his saintly

sanctuary. Saint Ruadan therefore, accompanied by Saint Bren-
dan of Birr, followed the king to Tara; \>\xi Diarmait v^oxAdi not

listen to them. And then the two saints went round the hill of

Tara, ringing their bells, and cursing it, and prophesying that no
king of Erinn should ever again reside there. And this was ful-

filled ; for Diannait having been soon after murdered in Dal
AraidhS, in Ulster, (in consequence, it was believed, of his in-

sult to Saint Ruadan), the succeeding kings of Erinn chose to

reside in other places; and Tara in fact was abandoned, and
was never afterwards occupied as a place of residence.

The immediate value of this historic story to the object of

these lectures is of course only to show how important a place

the spear continued to hold down to the close of the sixth cen-

tury, among the military weapons of the country ; so important

as even to represent symbolically, as in this case, the authority

of the monarch.
The next citation I have to make is one cliiefly connected, story refer-

indeed, with the history of the manufacture and use of ordinary sword o/^

household articles ; but it contains a curious reference to a cele- ailj'th?"""'

brated Shield and Sword of more ancient times, apparently pre- I'^^J^'^oJ

served and regarded with the highest honour at the compara- celebrate

lively late period to which the history refers.
weapons.

In the year 568, Aedh Mac AinmirS assumed the monarchy of

Erinn. Now, it happened that shortly after his accession to the

VOL. I. 22
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LKCT. XVI.

Story refer-

ring to the
Sword of

Crimhthann,
and the
Shield of

Enna, as
celebrated
weapons.

throne, Cunmseach, the youngest of his four sons, obtained his

consent to make a princely circuit of visitations to the provincial

and chief courts of the kingdom, in accordance with ancient

custom. The pleasure of prince Cumascach, however, was by
no means that his visits should carry any satisfaction to the

residences at which he proposed to make them ; but on the con-

trary, he was resolved that his presence should be as intolerable

and as insulting to his entertainers as he could make it.

The first court that he visited was that of Bran DubJi^ king

of Leinster, at Bealach Conglais, [the place now called Bal-

tinglass, in the county of Wicklow] . His character had, how-
ever, preceded him. When therefore king Bran heard that

so unwelcome a guest was on his way to him, with a numerous
and oppressive retinue, he dressed himself in the garb of one of

his own domestics, and desired that the prince should be
seemingly well received; at the same time that they should

tell him that he, Bran, was away in Britain, raising his tribute

from that people. The prince and his company arrived in

due time at Bran Dublin court, and where they found a se-

parate spacious hall, fitted up for their reception, and an ap-

propriate repast prepared for them.

While this was going on, there came to Bran Dubh a. friend

bearing some useful presents, anticipatory, as it would appear,

of the events which were to ensue. This friend was no other

than Saint Maedhog of Cluain-Mor, [in the county of Carlow]

;

and the homely presents which he brought to Bran were, a

flesh fork and a boiler ; but besides these he brought him also

a Shield and a Sword ; all which the saint showed to the king,

whilst he recited the following short poem

:

" Here are presents meet for a king,

O Son of JEochaidh, never-cheerless,

—

A fork with carving prongs

;

A shield ; a sword ; and a boiler.

'* The fork, for the purposes of the cooked flesh,

Is a gift becoming a high king

;

The boiler, for the boiling of the raw,

—

For such our Lord Himself ordained.
*' The Shield, for the front of battle

Against wicked tyrants

;

The Sword, to rout the battalions.

Thou mayest have, O son Eochaidh.
** Connlaid, Saint Brigid's artificer,—it is not forgotten,

—

It was he that made this flesh-fork

;

Gressach (the smith) made this boiler,

For the son of Niall^ for king LaeghairS.
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The Sword of Crimhthann, the Shield of Enna^
From me thou shalt receive

;

The Flesh-fork of Fair Mac-in-Egis

;

And the Boiler of DubhtJiach of Dublin.

LaeghairS of the mantles gave it [this boiler]

To DubhtJiach the chief poet of Erinn

;

Dubhthach of overspreading fame gave it

To Fiach, the son of his sister.

Fiach gave it to Dunlaing of his own race

;

Dunlaing gave it to Ailill;

Ailill gave it to me afterwards

;

I give it to thee, O Bran Duhh !

Good are the gifts which thou receivest,

—

A Flesh-fork ; and a strong boiler

;

The Sword of Crimhthann who was never vanquished

;

The Shield of Enna, which is all red with blood".

LECT. XVI.

Story refer-

ring to the
Sword of
Crimhthann,
and tlie

Shield of

Enna, a3
celebrated
weapons.

" My flesh-fork of three uplifting prongs,

I have brought hither to Bran of the fierce battles

;

My straight, red, carved boiler,

I have given to the noble \^ctorious Bran^\ [etc.].

This curious little poem is to be found in the Book of Lein=

ster, (a manuscript, it will be remembered, compiled before the

year 1150); much of the interesting matter it contains is not
pertinent to our present piu-pose, though I shall have to make
use of it hereafter ; it records however this curious fact of the

transmission from generation to generation of the instruments of

warfare of distinguished men. It is still more curious that in

this instance it should be so saintly a man as Saint Uaedhog—
[pron. Mogue; not of Ferns, but of Clonmore]—that figures as

the preserver of such arms. This Saint 3Iaedhog, however, was
himself of the royal race of Leinster.

The shield of Eiina was that of Enna Cinnselach, the cele-

brated king of Leinster, whose son Eochaidh slew the great

monarch Niall *' of the Nine Hostages", in France, a.d. 405.

Crimhthann, whose shield is alluded to, was the other son

and successor o£Enna. Crimhthann was king of Leinster at the

coming of Saint Patrick, at whose hands he received baptism at

Math Bhiligh, [in the present county of Carlow]. He continued
to be the enemy of the monarch Laeghaire, (who was son o£Niall
" ofthe Nine Hostages",) and of his successor Ailill Molt, against

whom he fought at the battle of Ocha, near Tara, a.d. 478, where
that monarch was killed.

The poet Dubhthach, mentioned in Saint MaedJiog^s poem,
had been chiefpoet to the monarch Laeghaire, and was the first

person who received the Christian faith from Saint Patrick, on
22 B
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LEcr. XVI. }iis £rgt visit to Tara. I possess a copy of an ancient poem in
Allusions to praise of Crimhtliann son of Enna Cinnselach. describing his
Iron ftiid

Bronze battlcs, the autKorship of which is ascribed to this Dubhthach,

ve*iS * which I believe to be genuine, and in which the following

uie^chief^
curious vcrsc occurs, in reference to this battle Ocha :

i^oetof King " It was my mantle that was on Cnmhthanrif

ftSp"s.^' In the Battle of Oche;
Patrick.)

jyiy ^^.^^ loi ica, my sliicld of bronze,

—

My children and my friends"/^^^^

It will be perceived that the allusions to an " iron lorica" and
a " bronze shield" are as important in reference to the history

of arms at the beginning of our Christian era, as they are in tes-

timony of the co-existence of iron and bronze at that, and as I

have no doubt an earlier period,
the Battle g^t to return to Bran Dubh, the king of Leinster, and Co-

(A.D. 594.)
' mascach, the son of Aedh Mac Ainmirey monarch of Erinn;
When Saint Maedhog departed from king Bran, leaving him
the presents enumerated above, the latter took an opportunity,

in disguise, of closing fast the door of the house in which the

monarch's insolent son and his friends were making themselves

comfortable ; and placing a guard around it, he ignited piles of

wood against it on the outside, so that it was soon enveloped in

fire. The young prince, however, availed himself of the gene-

rosity of his poet, who exchanged clothes with him, and under
the universal privilege of inviolability accorded to that garb he
was allowed to escape from the flames, but only to be killed by
the steward of the neighbouring church of Cill Rannarach, in

which he sought sanctuary.

News of the untimely death of his son soon reached the mon-
arch Aedh, at his palace o^Ailech, [near Derry] ; who without de-

lay raised a powerful force, marched into Leinster, and encamped
in the immediate vicinity of Bran Duhlis residence. The ge-

neral incidents of this encampment and of the battle that ensued,

in which the monarch was slain, are outside our present purpose

;

and it is sufficient to state that the account makes frequent

mention of swords, spears, and shields, as well as of " banners"

flying from the tops of spears placed at the doors of all the tents

of the camp,—this last a very curious entry,

combaton^
* There is, however, one incident of a kind unlike most of

iiorseback by which wc find mention in our ancient writinors, I mean an in-

stance oi combat on horseback.

When Bran Dubh in the first instance saw the disposition of

the monarch and his forces, " he mounted his single horse", we

(•*3)orig. :—Iff^ tno cViimcliAcVi -pobo im cVi^MmcliAnn,— 1 cacV) OcVie,

ino l,ui]\ecli lA^Ainn, tno fciAcli umA,—tno cVinej', mo caixac.
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LECT. m.are told, rode up to their line alone, and challenged the best of

them to single combat. The challenge was taken up by Blath-

ach, the chief marshal of the monarch of Erinn, who came out

mounted on the monarch's favourite steed"'. This Blathach was
one of the most expert champions of his day, and is praised

for that he never threw an erring cast of his spear
;
but, not-

withstanding, he was no match for the famous Bran Duhh, who
soon overthrew him and cut off his head, with wliich, as well as

the monarch's favourite steed, he returned in triumph to his

own people.

The year in which this occurred, and in which the monarch
Aedh was slain in the battle Dunholg [near Baltinglass], was
the year 594.

We now come down a generation or two later, to the battle

of Magh Rath; and we find the same weapons still in use.

The battle oi Magh Bath, [a place believed to be that now ^'W'eapons

called Moira, in the coimty of Down], was fought a.d. 634, by the Hartie

Domhnall the monarch of Erinn, against Congal Claetij a rebel- fl^'^si)"*'

lious prince of Ulster, who passed into Scotland and Britain, and
returned with a large number of auxiliaries and mercenaries, to

make war on the monarch. An ancient Gaedhelic tract exists

containing a minute and fiorid account of this battle and its

causes. This piece was published in fidl with an English trans-

lation, by the Irish Archaeological Society in the year 1842.

To that pubhcation I may once for all refer, without going into

an imnecessary account of what will be found in it.

In the controversy between the monarch Domhnall and the

prince Congal, the latter reminds the former of the time in

which they were both in banishment in Scotland, for disloyalty

to the Irish monarch SuibhnS Menn; and how Congal was the

means of restoring liim, not only to his country but to it^ sove-

reignty also:

" Thou didst afterwards return to Erinn, (said Congal). and I

returned along with thee, for I was in exile along with thee.

We put into port at Traigh Rudhraidhe, [now the bay of Dun-
drum, coimty Down], and there we held a short consultation.

And what thou didst say, was, that whoever thou wouldst get

to go and betray the king of Erinn, thou wouldst be boimd to

restore his territory to him, whenever thou shouldst become
king over Erinn. I went on that enterprise, O king, for a

promise that my patrimony should be wholly restored to me
whenever thou shouldst become monai'ch of Erinn ; and I de-

layed not imul I reached Ailech Neid. \_Aileach, near Derry]
where the king held his residence at the time. Tlie king came out

upon the green, surrounded by a great concoui-se of the men of
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LECP. XVI.

The "Short
Spear"
(Oearr) of
Congal.

The " Short
Spear" of
Conall, the
son of

Baedan.

Account of

the military
array of King
Raghallach

;

(circa a.d.

640) ; from an
ancient
poem.

Erinn; and he was playing chess amidst the hosts. And I

came into the assembly, passing, without the permission of any
one, through the crowds ; and I made a thrust of my [short]

Spear, (the Gearr Chonaill) which I held in my hand, at the

breast of the king, and the stone which was at his back respon-

ded to the thrust, and his heart's blood was on the point of the
spear, so that he fell dead of it"/244)

This is a very clear reference to a short Spear, as the name
" Gearr'^ Chonaill^ that is, "the short spear" of Conall, implies;

but though we learn from this that the weapon was short, and
that the king was struck with it directly from the hand, still we
have no means of determining its precise form.

There is, in another passage of the same tale,^^*^^ another refer-

ence ; but it makes no nearer approach to an exact description of

the '
' short spear". When the monarch Domhnall had collected

his forces to Magh Rath^ he exhorted his northern friends and
relatives to prove their valour in his behalf, in words that seemed
to express his doubts of their fidehtyand bravery ; and the story

says that

:

" To whomsoever this speech of the monarch appeared

superfluous, a haughty , fierce-faced northman from the northern

part of the protecting battalion of
( Tir) Chonaill^ became en-

raged at the verbal exhortation and lordly instructions of the

monarch, the grandson of Ainmire; his name was Conall the

son of Baedan^ who was the son of NinnS^ from Tulacli Dathi
and the higli-chfFed shore of Tory, in the north; for he did

not like to be exhorted at all, and he did not like to be ex-

cited ; so he poised his 'black-darting spear', and sent a cast

of it spitefully and suddenly at the grandson of Ainmire^ (the

king). But tlu'ee select, lordly chieftains frotn the middle of

the defensive battalion of ( Ti>) Chonaill, ii2ime\y MainS, Enna^
and A irnelach^ (observing his design) sprang before the king,

and between him and the cast, and raised their three great

hard shields before the king and between him and the cast

;

but, however, the short spear of Conall passed through the three

shields, one after another, and through the red-backed shield of

the king himself, until it passed into the ground between the

feet of the monarch of Erinn".

It is drily recorded in the Annals of the Four Masters, at the

year 645, that Raghallach the son of Uathach, king ofConnacht,

was killed on a Simday, by Maelhrighd6 the son of Mothlachan.

The circumstances of the murder are not there recorded, but are

(244) 2^/,, Banquet ofDun na n-gedh, and the Battle of Magh Rath ; edited

by John O'DonoA'cin, for the Irish"Archaeological Society. DubUn, 1842 fp. 35.)
Vi*t>) lb ,p. 153.
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elsewhere preserved. The king being out hunting, pierced a lect. xvi.

large buck with his spear, and then followed him into a bog Account of

where some men were engaged in cutting turf. These men Sray ofSg
had finished the buck before the king came up ; and on his de-

f^u^ca"aId^
*

manding what he deemed to be his lawful game, they set upon
l^^^^^^^^^

himself and killed him also with their ignoble spades. King poem,

HaghallacJis family poet, Fintan^ wrote a poem on his royal

master's ignominious death, in which he recounts the chief ex-

ploits of his life and reign ; and as this singular poem gives an
undoubtedly correct illustration of military array, in the middle
of the seventh century, I venture to give here a few verses of it,

from a fine copy in my own possession.

According to this poem Muirenn was the name of RaghaU
lacJi's wife ; and he had three sons, Fergus, Cellach, and Cathal;

the latter ofwhom, at the time of his father's death, was a divinity

student at Clonard; a situation which, however, did not deter

him from taking signal vengeance on the murderers of his

father. After enumerating several battles gained by king
Raghallacli, Fintan proceeds to describe an event which took

place during his reign, on an occasion when NindS, prince and
lord of Tir-Clionaill, made a predatory incursion into Connacht,

at the time that the king and queen and their sons, with the

assembled nobles ofthe province, were holding the ancient games
ofLugJmasad ov Lammas, (on the 1st ofAugust), on the sporting

green of the palace of Cruachan.
'* jRaghallach, on Lammas-Day,

Cellach, and Fergus the choleric.

And Muirenn Mael, with her necklaces,

Were preparing for the Games of Cruachan.
When came Ninde the vindictive,

The son of the plundering Duach son of Conall,

With Fraechan, son of Sanasan;
And they burned all before them to Ceis Corann.

We perceived the conflagrations

;

They moved not in quiet progress ;

—

The land was filled with burnings

From SliahJi Gamh to Sith Seaghsa, [*' the Curlews"].

Ragliallach said unto us,

It is the Clanna Neill that perpetrate this treachery;

Ifwe do not haste to the rescue,

They will slip away from us over Ath Seannaigh; [Bally-

Shannon].

We mustered from the horses of the Fair

Ten hundred bridle-steeds in rank

;

The sons of warriors and of noble farmers
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Of the race of Brian Mac Echach.
' Ten hundred well trained sons of chiefs,

With Cellach; many were their achievements;

This was the number of his household,

Who accompanied him on his expeditions :

—

* There were of the household troops with Raghallach

Ten hundred champions, with their shields

;

The front of battle they always held

;

Theirs was the first Spear in the conflict.

' Smoothly did they prepare their light-Spears [slegJi]

Because their captains were severe

;

High was the anger of their men

;

Their heavy-Spears [craisecJi] were not shaky-headed.

The order of our march was,

With a shield (sdarga) on the shoulder of each Gaedliil

;

Our Spears in our own hands.

And no servant \jgiUa~\ to carry any man's arms.

RaghallacJis kingly shield

In his white hand inciting us

;

His two heavy-spears [^Craisechs] of equal length,

In his hand, to rescue the prey.

Into the Corrsliahh [" Curlews"] we went,

Passing by Cm, the first day of autumn,

—

Into Corann straight after them.
In three bands, not very great.

' To us their numbers seemed immense.
The clanns of Conall and o{ Eoglian;

But Raghallach said unto us,

* Give them the battle bravely
!'

' To the call of their trumpets they mustered

Seven battalions,—who does not know it ?

With captives, pledges, and plunders.

The van of their host reached Sligech^ [Sligo.]

' Cellach advanced to check them
Until the full tide had filled in

;

Ten hundred heads of the Conallians,
' Was their loss ere they reached ^a5-(^arm, [Balasadare.]

The defeat of the flood we gave
To NinnS and his shouting hosts

;

We changed the name of the cold cataract

;

From thenceforth it is called Martra.

The preys were turned back.

From the Clanna Neill by the strength of hosts

;

There was scarcely of them, on that night,

A cow that was not in its own huailedh.
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" Numerous were we on that night : lect. xvi.

Joyful was our assembly

;

Were it not for the numbers of the biers,

Beautiful would have been our return.

" Though our losses were numerous,

We did not miss them in our pride

;

On the steeds of the men of Tir Eoghain
We performed the games of Cruachan^\

It is remarkable that this poet speaks only of shields, Sleglis,

(or light Spears), and Craisechs (or heavy Spears), without any
mention whatever of swords, axes, or of smaller weapons.
Enough, however, appears to show that in Raghallach's, time

the very arms were still in use which his ancestors had used
two thousand years before him, and so they continued down to

the Danish wars.

It would be easy to continue a list of examples of the mili- No cTianc^e in

tary weapons of this middle age, from the time of JRaghallach, the time of

in the middle of the seventh centmy, (that is, a.d. 645,) down to Invasion ud.
the invasion of the country by the northern robbers commonly ^^-'-^•)

called the Danes, which happened about a.d. 820 ;
but, as ab-

solutely no change appears to have taken place in either the

mode of warfare or the implements of war in the country in

this interval, it is unnecessary to cite passages in mere repetition

of what has been already quoted.

Nor can we say with certainty what were the arms of the account

Danes themselves at this time, as their own antiquarians are weapons of

doubtful whether that rude people were acquamted with the bemie'tMon-

use of iron even at that late period. But however this may be
true of their country in general, still there can be little doubt
but that professional warriors who came here after many hostile

visits to the more southern countries of Europe could not have
failed to make themselves acquainted with the fashion and ma-
terials of the weapons of those countries, and that at their

coming here, they came armed, if not wholly, at least to a great

extent with arms and armour of steel or iron. Be this, however,

as it may, we have no accoimt, as far as I know, of what the

precise character of their weapons was, down to the battle of

Clontarf, which was fought in the year 1014.

Of the arms, and of the use of armour described in the ac- of ti.e.

counts of the various contests between the Gaedhils and the rt^the"na"ttie

Danish invaders, perhaps the examples supplied by the history
^^J^'ioVlJ'

of the battle of Clontarf will serve to give a complete account,

without risking too frequent repetition by following the vaiious

descriptions of these contests in chronological order, through
so many centuries. And even at Clontarf the mode of fighting
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LECT. XVI. is but little changed from that ofthe primitive ages of the Fir-

bolgs and Tuatha De Danann.
Account of Of the weapons used at this battle, there is indeed little, after
the Battle in • t-» i • ^\^ '^ -t n •

the History ail, to be Said. Both parties, (jraedhii and foreigners, are re-

SaJfrf''^"'^'' presented as having been armed alike. The best account of
GaoidMam.

tJ^eir respective weapons, as well as of the details of this de-

cisive battle itself, is preserved in the tract now so well known
as Cogadh Gall re Gaoidhealib^—that is " the Wars of the

Foreigners with the Gaedhil" ; a history popularly known by the

name of" the Danish Wars";—and perhaps the best use I can

make of it here is, to abstract the whole description pretty freely,

especially as this is the last battle to which I shall, at present,

claim attention here.

In the year 1002, Brian Boromha, who had some years be-

fore succeeded his father as hereditary king of Munster, finding,

or pretending to find, that the monarch of all Erinn, 3Iael-

seachlainn [or Malachy] the Second, though personally a just and
brave man, had from supineness or some other cause ceased to

inspire with the necessary respect for the central supreme power
the foreigners of the Danish settlement at DubHn, and certain

turbulent native chiefs who were but too ready to combine
with them, compelled him to resign the supreme authority to

himself Maelseachlainn accordingly submitted to the authority

of the abler and more powerful Brian, and retired to administer

his own hereditary kingdom of Meath, without further meddling
with the sovereignty of the whole island.

In the early part of the year 1014, the dethroned monarch,
acting as king of Meath alone, complained to Brian that the

foreigners of Dublin and some of their Leinster allies had en-

tered and ravaged his kingdom ; and he acknowledged his in-

ability, with the limited powers at his command, to make head
against them and protect his property and his people, without
the assistance of the chief monarch. Brian did not hesitate a

moment, upon receiving tidings of the distress of the king of

Meath, but raising a large force, marched at once to Dublin,
where he encamped [at Kilmainham], about the 17th of March
(Saint Patrick's Festival), in the year 1014.

When the foreigners heard of his preparations, they sent

heralds in all directions to invite and collect auxiHaries for

them, to give him battle; and amongst others they invited

hither the earls Brodar and Amlaff, the sons of the king ot

Lochland, and the leaders and retainers of all the piratical

bands of the west of Europe, whom they endeavoured to as-

semble in overpowering numbers, to strike, if possible, a final

blow, and to reduce all Erinn beneath their yoke.
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*' In tlie following of these two piinces" (says the curious tract lkct. xvi.

from wliich I quote) came also two thousand cruel, hard- steei loricas

heaited, branded Danes, the mercenary instruments of piracy,

plunder, and murder in the hands of any one who chose to pur-

chase their infamous service. Now, there was not a single branded

Dane of these two thousand without a polished, strong, highly-

carved, shining " lorica" of re-melted iron, or cold rustless

brass, to cover their sides and their bodies from their heads to

the soles of their feet.

" They invited to them also Sigraid Mac Lotar^ earl of Ork-
ney and the neighbouring islands, with the whole muster of the

fierce, barbarous, maniac, imrestrainable hordes ofthe islands of

Orkney, Skye, Lewis, Cat, and Man; and two barons from

Cornwall. They invited to them, too, Carlus and Ebric^ the

two sons of the king of France ; and Plait, the brave champion
of Lochland. All these foreigners crowded from their res-

pective places to Dublin, where there was an immense host of

men collected before them, amounting to three great and power-

ful battalions, to which were added the entire muster of the men
of Leinster, under the traitor king Maelmordha, the son ofMur-
chadJi, and father-in-law of Br^iaii".

On the other side, Brian found himself at the head of the

men of north and south Munster, a large body of the men of

Connacht, and the men of Meath ; but these latter were not, as

he believed, faithful ; and their subsequent desertion of his cause

in the hour of danger justified his belief

The following passages will sound strange to the modern ear.

The extravagant use of descriptive adjectives will seem contrary

to good sense as well as good taste. The style is, however,

that ofthe fashion of the period ; and faulty as it may now seem,

it is for the present purpose not to be carelessly condemned,
since the very adjectives used will be found to supply the place

of long and detailed description :

—

" The battle having become inevitable, there stood on the
J^f*^J^P**^JJf

one side the active, vigorous, valorous, fierce, restless, imre- from the

strainable, [etc.] host of the audacious, hard-hearted, inhospi- t?ry ouh?^"

table Danes, and of the blue-green infidel Galls (foreigners),

without mercy or reverence, without recognition or sanctuary

to God or man.
*' They had with them, to maintain battle and combat, long,

keen, bloody, reddened, barbed, sharp, bitter, wounding, fear-

ful, galling, dangerous, heroic, poisonous. Darts; which had
been tempered and browned in the blood of dragons and toads,

and water-adders and others, and various venomous serpents

besides; to be thrown and cast at champions of battle and
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LECT. XVI. combat. They had besides bulging, conspicuous, barbarous

Arrows, and smooth, neatly-finished, yellow Bows, and fearful,

broad-green laigliins [heavy Spears], sharp, rough, and dark,

in the valiant, bold, cruel hands of these branded [robbers].

They had also beautifully-ornamented, smooth, dazzling Hel-

mets ; and polished, strong, supple, firm, engraved, heavy, firm,

secure ' Lorlcas' of re-melted iron, or of cool, rustless brass, to

protect their bodies, and sides, and heads from the sharp, dan-

gerous arms and weapons of battle. They had also brave,

heroic, heavy, force-striking, stout, powerful, strong Swords;
beautiful Shields ; and dazzling, bright, strong Axes".

The Dalcassians (that is, the followers of Brian) and their

auxiliaries, were armed with " beautiful, well-rivetted, poison-

ous (i.e. piercing) Spears (slegh), mounted on beautiful handles

of white hazel; and great, sharp-pointed Lances (Mr), with
beautiful silken strings, so that they were like a shower of

bright whistling nails, when cast at chiefs of valour and combat.

They wore their long, shining, elegant, graceful, white, well-

fitting shirts, with splendid, many-coloured frocks. They had
heroic, bright, many-coloured Shields, with Bosses of ' red

bronze', and beautiful Chains of ' white bronze'. They had
on their heads crested, gold-emblazoned Helmets, set with

pure crystal gems and precious stones. They had heavy,

shining, powerful, stunning, sharp, dazzling, broad, ready,

Lochlann Axes, in the hands of chiefs and leaders, heroes

and brave champions, with which to strike down and cleave

armour and helmets. And they had hard, straight, beautiful,

ornamented, smooth, polished, bright-bladed, sharp, blue-green,

flaming Swords; in the white right hands of chiefs, and kings,

and champions, to cut and hack, to wound and slaughter, the

sides, bodies, and heads of their enemies".

^lorhiann^
At first siglit it would seem, from this description of the arms

or foreign of both the parties in this celebrated battle, that the Gaedhils
jjattie-Axe. ^q^q armcd with Locldann or foreign battle-axes like those of

the foreigners themselves. This, however, appears not to be so,

for this reason, that in the details of the battle, though there are

references to battle-axes in the hands of the foreigners, there is

no reference whatever to their use by the Gaedhils. This will

be clearly seen in some passages taken from the description of

the separate battle which took place between the two thousand

mail-clad Danish veterans and the Dalcassians alone.

The description of the day proceeds to tell how the order of

battle was now arranged ; and how the Danish commanders and

their traitorous Leinster auxiliaries gave the front of the battle

to those foreign captains already mentioned. [The description
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of the Danish array follows.] The tract then goes on to state lect. xvi.

that Brian now drew up his men face to face with his terrible use of the

foes ; and the front of the battle, (in accordance with a well- forefgii

known ancient right), was assigned to " the lively, fierce, brave, ^attie-Axe.

irresistible Dalcassian clanns", Brian^s own friends and relatives.

The leadership of these celebrated clanns was assigned to " the

Hector of Erinn"
;
namely MurcJiadh, Brian''s eldest son and

heir, then in his sixty-third year, the most distinguished cham-
pion among all the Gaedhil of his time, if we may believe the

annals of the country, for, according to these, there was no man
of his time capable of holding a Shield against him in battle.

Mu7'chadh was attended by his own son Torlogli^ the best

youth of fifteen years then in Erinn ; and Conaing^ the son of

Donncuan; and Niall O'Cuinn, Lord of Inchiquin, [an ancestor

of the present earl of Dunraven] ; and Eochaidh^ the son of

Dunadach; and Cudiuligh the son of Cennedigh [Kennedy]

;

and these last three champions were Brian's own rear-guard in

all his battles ; and along with these stood Domlmall the son of

Biarmait, king of Corca Baiscen^ supported by the noblest and
best men of the Dalcassian race. [The description of the re-

mainder of the Irish array follows.]

When the arrangements of the battle had been finished at

both sides, a rather singular circumstance occurred. On the

previous evening a dispute happened between Plait the son of

the king of Lochland^ the chief hero of the foreigners, and
Domhnall Mac Eimhin, the Mor Maer or Great Steward of

Scotland, who had come over specially to give his aid to Brian.

The dispute ended in an engagement of combat in the morning.

And as both sides were ready for the attack. Plait sprang out

from the ranks of his own people, and shouted " Where is

Domhnall? where is Domhnall " Here", said Domhnall.
So they advanced towards each other, and each attacked the

other with equal fury until both fell and expired together, and
when taken up next day, they were found each " holding the

other by the hair of the head, and the sword of either plunged
through the heart of the other".

On seeing the two warriors lying dead between them, the

front ranks of the foreigners and of the men of Munster rushed

over their dead bodies at each other; and the historian, after

attempting to compare the shock of meeting of the two forces

with the wars of the elements or the terrors of the last Judg-
ment, says:

*' To all these might I compare the fulminating, fierce, bar-

barous, distinct blows on the beautiful, deep bordered, brown-
radiating, starry Shields of the Clann Luigdech, [that is, the
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LECT. XVI. Dalcassians] under the stout, shining Axes (or hatchets) of the

Danes and pirates, in shattering and crushing them; and on
the other hand, the gleaming, bright descent of the hard,

straight-backed Swords of the Dalcassians, reverberating hardly
and powerfully on the supple, bright, carved, stout, strong, se-

cure * Loricas' of the Danish foreigners, shattering their bones
and their skulls along with them".

baSd^*^*"
Dalcassians had been armed with the Axe at all, thia

Dakassfans^^
would have been the very place where we might expect to find it

so stated ; but here they seem to be actually distinguished from
the Danes by the use of the " straight-backed sword" alone.

swords^Se
'^^^ wcapou uscd by the hero Murchadh, the eldest son of

in each Brian, was the Sword ; or rather indeed he used two swords at

^urkadh. the Same time, one in each hand,—for we are told that " he
grasped two Swords, one in each hand, and rushing through the

hostile ranks like a wild and infuriated * Ox', or like an
enraged Lion which had been robbed of his whelps, he made
a breach as if by an hundred men, through the valiant and
compact line" ;—and even " his enemies after him" (that is the

Leinster and Danish writers), the historian tells us, bear evi-

dence, that " fifty men fell at his right and fifty on his left, in

that fearful rush ; and that he did not deal a second blow to any
one; and that neither shield, nor coat of mail, nor helmet
afforded protection against any one of his blows, but that

through them he wounded the bodies and clove the skulls of

his enemies".

And an extraordinary instance of performance with two
Swords is mentioned in a subsequent passage, in which is

described with some extravagance of language a wonderful

feat of strength in Murchadlis combat with SUric, the Danish

earl of Orkney, a champion clothed in complete armour. For
the Dalcassian prince is related to have rushed upon his formi-

dable enemy " with a sword in each hand"; and he is stated to

have cut off the head and the legs of the Dane at the same

moment, with the two swords.

In the account of Murchadli's final combat, with " Ebric,

the son of the king of Lochland\ he is also described as fight-

ing with the sword alone; but he wore a dagger, or short

sword, in addition, for in the last struggle it was with this

weapon that his antagonist, who succeeded in snatching it from

his belt, despatched the hero.

Account of The account of the death of king Brian himself likewise

King firtan. mcntious the Sword as his only weapon. It runs as follows

:

About the time of the final defeat and dispersion of the

Danes, an attendant reported to Brian, who watched the
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battle from a little distance, his great age having induced him lkct. xvi.

to leave it to his son to command in the field), " that he saw
three naked men running towards them". But Brian said,

" they are not naked men, but they are a part of the mail-

coated battalion" ;—and this was, indeed, true, for the party

consisted of the great Danish champion earl Brodar and two
other warriors. Brian immediately started to his feet, and
" drew his sword". But Brodar passed without noticing him.

However, one of his two companions, who had been formerly

in Brian's pay, called out in the Danish language, " king,

king !" " No, no", said Brodar^ " priest, priest". " Not at

all", said the same man, " it is the chief king himself that we
have here". And then Brodar turned about, " with a bright

double-edged (or double-headed) battle-axe in his hand" ; and
" when Brian saw this, he dealt him a blow of his sword, by
which he cut off the warrior's left leg at the knee, and the

right at the ankle". The Dane at falling, however, inflicted

on Brian a tremendous blow with his axe which clove his

skull in two. This was the last event of the great Battle.

I shall conclude this part of my subject with one more ex-

ample taken from the history of this period, and as it offers

more than one trait of military manners in the heroic age of

Brian, I may be excused for relating the whole passage.

After the melancholy death of Brian, and of Murchadh his

eldest son, with the flower of their forces, at Clontarf, Donn- against the

chadh, Brian's second surviving son, collected the shattered SSa-^*
remains of the Dalcassian clanns, "not leaving behind him a^<"'-

single man who had any signs of life in him" : and with these

he proceeded on his way home, without any molestation from

Dane or Leinsterman, until he reached the place now called

Athy, [BaiU-atha-Aoi, i.e., the town of the Ford 0/ ^^], on the

river Bearba, [now called Barrow, in the co. Kildare]. Here,

however, he received a message from Donnchadh Mac Gilla Pa-
draicc, king of Ossory, who, with all his people was posted on

a hill in the neighbourhood, calling on him to give up hostages

of submission to him as a condition of permitting him to pass

by that way towards his own country, or else prepare to give

him battle.

To this insolent demand Donnchadh the son of Brian an-

swered, that, if he were trusting to only one servant in the world

to support his cause, he would not refuse a challenge of battle

from Mac Gilla Padraicc and the men of Ossory. Then he or-

dered a third of his sound or partially sound men to take charge

and guard of the disabled victims of Clontarf, and the other

two-thirds to give battle to Mac Gilla Padraicc. But " when
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I.ECT. XVI. the wounded men heard this, they started up so suddenly that

Of the stand their wounds and cuts which had been closed and bandaged

"galnsrthe'^'' burst opon". Howover " they stuffed them with the moss of

B^aiifSa-^ the field", grasped their spears and their swords, and in this

Aoi. ghastly array took their place with their friends. They requested

of Brian's son to send men into the neighbouring wood, to cut

down and bring out strong stakes to be fixed in the ground;

and said they: " Let us be tied to them, with our arms in our

hands ; and let our sons and our friends be placed beside us ; that

is, two sound men, one at each side of each wounded man of us

;

so that our action may be the more cordial and ardent together

;

for surely, said they, the sound man will not leave his post

until the wounded tied man of us leaves his post".

This was done, accordingly ; and when the men of Ossory

saw the order into which the Dalcassians had put themselves,

disgust and terror seized on them :
" and what they said was

:

It is not an attempt to retreat ; it is not fear or terror the Dal-

cassians seem disposed to exhibit, they said, but they have
formed themselves into a close, compact battalion; and for that

reason, said they, we will not give them battle, because they

are prepared alike for life or for death".—And so notwithstand-

ing all the remonstrances of Mac Gilla Padraicc, nothing coidd

persuade the men of Ossory to attack the desperate battalion

;

and the remnant of the Dalcassian clanns were allowed to make
the best of their weary way back to their native province. It is

recorded of these, however, that no less than one hundred and
fifty of the wounded heroes died of the effects of their sudden
burst of anger and ardour on this occasion.



LECTURE XVII.

[Delivered 25th June, 1858.]

(VI.) Military Education. Keting's account of the Fianna Eirtann.
O'Flaherty's allusion to a Military School under Cormac Mac Airt. Ancient
System of Fosterage explained. Education of boys and girls in ancient
Erinn. First Historical allusion to a Military Teacher, in the account of

the Battle of Aloin Trogaidhe, (b.c. 1000). Of Trogaidhe. Of Cimbaetky

(a.m. 4480); the head of the champions of the "Royal Branch". In-
stances of the system of Fosterage, under Eochaidh Beg. The Champions
of the " Royal Branch". Of the " Gamannrians" ; and the Clanna Deagh-
aidh. Accounts of Cuchulainn, in the Tale of the Tain Bo Chuailgm. Of
the Early Education of Cuchulainn; (his boyish feats). Early training of

young warriors at this time. Of the later Education in arms of Cuchulainn^

(in Albay—Scotland). List of the "Feats of Championship", learned by
Cuchulainn, in the School of Scathach.

In tlie last six Lectures I have endeavoured to state the sub-

stance of what is recorded as to the fashion, the material, and
the manner of use, of the various offensive and defensive Wea-
pons of Warfare in ancient Erinn, from the period of our

earhest historical references down to the battle of Clontarf,

fought in the year 1014. Such an inquiry should properly be
considered, however, only as preliminary to the discussion of

the system of Military Education of the ancient Gaedhils,

as far as it can be gathered from the same sources. And here

I have to express my regret that there is less of direct informa-

tion on this subject to be found amongst the wreck of ancient

national records which have come down to us, than could be
wished; and that much of what has been confidently taken for

granted by a certain class of " historians", who prefer the plea-

sure of eloquent expatiation on our ancient military glory to

the trouble of investigating what history really assures to us,

belongs to the domain not of fact, but ofmere assumption. So
far as I can testify to the contents of the very large body of
Irish MSS. which I have closely examined, including all the

old MSS. in the Royal Irish Acadejjiy, in Trinity College,

Dublin, and in the British Museum, as well as most of those

in the Burgundian Library at Brussels, and to some extent those

at Oxford, and so far as I know of the contents ofthose at Rome
and Edinburgh, I am sorry to say that they do not contain, I

believe, any reference to the existence at any time of any regu-
lar general school or college of Military Education in ancient
Erinn. Some authorities there are, however, on the subject.

VOL. I. 23
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LECT. xYii. The Rev. Dr. Geoifrey Ketiiig, in his valuable historical

Keting sac- abstract of ancient Gaedhelic History,—a work compiled about

Vilnna
' thc year 1630, from various ancient books then existing, but

Eireann.
^ost,—givcs US, and doubtlcss on ancient authority, a very

precise sketch (and one in itself in all probability true) of

the military education, mental and physical, of the famous
Militia of the Third Century, commonly called the Fianna
Eireann^ who obtained such lasting fame under the command
of the celebrated Finn Mac Cumhaill, a warrior who was not,

it will be remembered, a mere soldier either, but skilled in what
may be called thc accomplishments of the educated classes of

his time,—a Druid, a Poet, and a Scholar.^"^^

o'Fiaiierty-8 Again, the learned Roderick O'Flaherty, in that passage of

Aii'marV"* Ogygia^ (Part iii
)

already quoted, in which he speaks

corma^S Cormttc Mac Airt, (who flourished in the middle ofthe Third
^irt. Century,) alludes to a school of the Art of War as one of the

Three great Schools instituted by that enlightened monarch.

It is very unfortunate, and among other things for the pur-

pose of our present inquiry, that the important poem referred

to by O'Flaherty in this passage is not to be found in any of

the MS. collections available to us ; it is only known to exist

among those locked up in England in the custody of Lord
Ashburnham, by whom Irish scholars are not permitted to ex-

amine treasures which properly belong to our own people, but

the legal ownership of which is at present unhappily vested in

a stranger unsympathising alike with our pursuits as Irishmen

and with those of the literary world at large. In this poem
there is probably much calculated to throw light on the subject

of education in ancient Erinn, though OTlaherty had no oc-

casion to refer more closely to it in reference to the object of

his work.

In the absence, therefore, of this poem of O'Duvegan's, and

of the original authorities used by Keting, we are thrown back

upon the only sources ofinformation on the subject here within

our reach, namely, the references met with from time to time in

so many MSS. to private or individual military instruction;

references which frequently occur in the old books, and which
after all probably repregent accurately enough the general sys-

tem of education in which the peculiarly favom'cd schools

alluded to by O'Flaherty and Keting formed but remarkable

exceptions in the history of ancient Erinn.

See Lectures on the MS. ifateriah, etc.
; p. 300, etc.. And see Keating's

Historij of Ireland, (translated by Jolin O'Mahony) ; New York, 1857
; pp. 343,

347, et seq.
'2*7) See ante, p. 68.
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We may premise at the outset, that a system of fosterage, lect. xvn.

governed by accurately defined laws, prevailed universally in Ancient

Erinn from the remotest period of her history ; a system, in- St'nice

deed, which in many of its features continued to prevail even ^^v^^^^'^

down so late as to the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

And we have ample proofs that this fosterage was not a mere
indiscriminate custom among all classes of the people, nor in

any case one merely confined to the bare physical nurture and
rearing of the child which in early infancy was committed to •

the care of a nurse and her husband ; but that the fosterhood

was generally that of a whole family or tribe ; and that in very

many cases it became a bond of friendship and alliance between
two or more tribes and even provinces. In those cases the fos-

terers were not of the common class, poor people glad to per-

form their nursing for mere pay, and whose care extended to

the physical rearing only. On the contrary, it is even a ques-

tion, and one not easily settled, whether the term nursing in

the modern acceptation of the word, should be applied at all to

the old Gaedhelic fosterage, and whether the term pupilage

would not be more appropriate. As the present, however, is

not the time to go into this very curious subject, I must con-

tent myselfwith stating as a matter of fact that the old Gaedhelic

fosterage extended to the training and education not only of

children up to the age of fourteen, but sometimes of youths up
to that of seventeen years.

The daughters of peasants were taught by their fosterers to Education of

grind, to sift, and to knead, as well as the needle-work suited gSs in&n-

to their way of life ; whilst the sons were taught the rearing of ^"""^

all sorts of young cattle, besides the kiln-drying of corn, and
the preparation of malt, etc.

The daughters of the better and higher classes were instruc-

ted in sewing, cutting, and embroidering cloth ; whilst the song

were taught the game of chess, the art of swimming and
riding, and the use of the Sword and Spear.

In fact, the Gaedhelic foster-parents in some sense filled the

place among the ancients of what would now be called masters

of boarding schools, and they did often actually keep large estab-

lishments for the accommodation " of many pupils ;—though
sometimes also they were simply private tutors residing in the

family or within the domain (Jf the parents of their pupils. All
this will be found in the Brehon Laws in full detail, when that

great collection sees the light.

To return to our immediate subject.

The earliest, indeed I might say the only, reference to a regu- /
hx Professor of the Military Art that I have met with, occurs as

23 b
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LECT. XVII. far back as the reign of the monarcli Siorna Saeghlach, a king
First his- who was killed at the battle of A illinn [now Knockaulin in the

^onTo a""' county of Kildarc,] a.m. 41G9 ; that is, according to the chronology

TrSr, of the Annals of the Four Masters, about B.C. 1,000. One of the

great battles recorded to have been fought and gained by this

Siorna^ was the battle of Moin Trogaidhe in the district after-

wards called Ciannadit in East Meath, which took place under
in the ac- thcsc circumstanccs. Siorna was a great warrior ; and among
Battil of*

^ other distinguished feats of arms, it was he that drove the an-

TrogaidhL cicut Rudriciaus from the sovereignty ofTara ; and it was he that

reduced Munster to obedience to the king of Tara. The king
of Munster, however, (Lugair, the son of Liigaidh^ a prince of

of the Ebcrean line), did not remain long obedient to him, but

secretly invited the Fomorians to come in and join him in an

effort to recover his independence. These marauders came in

great force, headed by Ceadarn [or Ceasarii] their king ; and
having been joined by Lugair and his Munstermen, the battle

of 3fdin Trogaidhe was fought between them and the monarch,
in which the latter was victorious, but in which the two leaders

were killed, as well as great numbers on both sides. (The an-

cient authorities state, however, that it was by a sudden plague

which descended on them when the battle was at its height, that

the two adverse leaders and the greater part of the slain fell.)

a\mit&Ty^^'
Who Trogaidhe was, from whom the bog, (m(jin), at which

teacher be- this battle was fought received its name, we do not know;
fore B.C. 1000

-^^^^ from the following two stanzas from a short ancient poem
commemorative of the battle, which is preserved in the Book
of Leinster, we gather that he was the great Teacher of the

Military Art in Erinn, in his time:
" The battle of Moiti Trogaidhe in the east,

In which the Fomorians were cut down

;

He who fought it, at the swelling hill.

Was Lugair the son of Lugaidh Lamh-fhind.
" He from whom Moin Trogaidhe is named.

Was Trogaidhe^ the Tutor oftheyoung Warriors ofErinn,

And even of the Fomorians too.

Before the fight of this great battle".("8^

S!m*4480)'^'
TrogaidhS we come down to Cimbaeih, who was

theiieadof monarch of Erinn a.m. 4484, and who appears to have been an

pion? of the accomplished warrior. He reigiled as the husband of the only

Branch"
Sovereign queen that ever owned legitimate sway over all

(j48)Qj.jg .

—

cacVi nioiiA U-pojAi-oe CA1]\ X)e aca m6in UixojAi-oe cen-o,

1 co]AC|\ACA]A i:oino|\Ai5
;

UiAo^Ai-oe, Aicce 6c nViC^en-o,

x>o ^AAu con cuIaij; ciito, ociif ^otno|\Ac caII c^a,
tii50i]\ tiiAc tti5'OA6 Iaiii- cen unbuAtAt) y^^\\x> caca.

inx).
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Erinn, the famous Macha Mong-7niadh, who succeeded to the lkct. xvh.

monarchy in right of her father, and maintained her exclusive
right by force of arms against the three sons of Dithorha^ and
others, who claimed an alternate septennial right, and of whom
Cimbaeth was one. 3fac7ia, however, when she succeeded to

the throne, married Cimbaeth, and gave him the chief command
of her army; and Cimbaeth appears to have been previously
the head, if not the founder, of the champions of the Royal
Branch of Emania.

This may be inferred from an ancient poem preserved in

the Book of Leinster, of which the following is the first stanza

:

" Cimbaeth, the Chief of the Young Warriors of Emania,
Possession took of the lordly lands of Tara,

—

The husband of Macha full of pride.

The director of the battalions of the Royal Branch"/^^®^

It is stated, on the authority, also, of the Book of Leinster,

that this Cimbaeth was the tutor of the celebrated monarch and
warrior, UgainS M6r, who afterwards carried the fame of his

arms so far as into Italy itself Ugaine Mor was the direct

ancestor of all the great Eremonian families of Ulster, Leinster,

and Connacht.

From Cimbaeth and Ugaine Mor, we pass now to the cen-

tury immediately preceding the Incarnation, at which time

the Royal Branch and its champions appear to have attained

their highest degree of celebrity.

A fair instance of the fosterage system of the Gaedhils at instance of

this time, is preserved in the Leabhar na h- Uidhre in the case risfirag™
°

of Eochaidh Beg the son of Cairbre, king of the ancient terri- "^ah^seg!^'

tory of Cliach, (a district situate about Cnoc Aine, in the

present county of Limerick). This Eochaidh had at one time

forty foster-sons, or pupils, under his care> the sons of the chiefs

and nobles of Munster ; and when he had received an invitation

from Ailill and Medhh, the king and Queen of Connacht, to

visit them at Cruachan, he is said to have gone there attended

by his forty pupils each mounted on a richly- caparisoned £teed.

It was at this time, as I have said, that the champions of the The cham-

Royal Branch had attained their highest degree of celebrity. -Roy^/*^^

Among these champions the most celebrated were : Conchobar branch".

Mac Nessa, king of Ulster ; Ciichulaiun Mac Soaltainn

;

Fergus Mac Roigli; Fergus Mac Leite; Celtchair Mac UitJiir;

Eogan Mac Durthacht; Dubhthach " Dael Uladh'^ ; Conall Cear-

('9) original :—CimbAeuli, cleice tioc nOmriA,

ceile niACA meic uAlle,
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LECT. XVII. nach (Mac Amergin); three sons of Z7is7?«cA, namely, iVaow^,

AnnlS, and Arddn; and LaeghairS Buadhach Mac Connaid.
The "Gam- Tlieic weie besidcs these champions of the Royal Branch, of
and the liimania, two other great bands ot champions in Ji<rinn at this

ihaj'haidh. time, namely, the " Gamannrians" of Connacht, a tribe of the

Firbolg race, of whom Ferdiaidh Mac Damain was the chief at

this time ; and the Clanna Deaghaidh of Middle Munster, who
were of Ulster origin, and the chief of whom was the celebrated

champion Curoi Mac Dairi. Little, however, has come down
to us of the particular history of the Gamannrians and Clanna
Deaghaidh; whilst the champions of the Royal Branch have
filled a large space in our bardic and romantic liistory.

Accounts of It does not appear, as far as we know, that there was any

in t'ne tale of special collcgc for MiHtaiy Education at Emania; but there is

ciuS^"/^ evidence to show that the use of arms and military training

formed no unimportant part of the general course of education

which tlie noble youths of the province certainly received

there. The chief references to this education are foimd in the

somewhat romantic life of Cuchulainn^ as preserved in the tale

of the Tain Bo Chuailgne and other ancient tracts ; and it is

therefore through him that we must attempt to arrive at any-

thing like distinct notions on the subject. In order to do this,

therefore, we must have recourse again to the tale of the 7am
Bo Chuailgne.

When the forces of Connacht in their first march had
advanced as far as the neighbourhood of Slane in Meath, on
their way into Ulster, we are told that they were often sur-

prised to find their advanced guards and guides unaccomitably

cut off, their headless trunks being sometimes fastened to their

horses, and these turned back to the main army, where they

caused no httlc consternation. The king and queen ofConnacht
being at a great loss to know who they were that caused such

destruction of their men, sent for Fergus Mac Boigh, the famous

Ulster chieftain who had been for years in exile at their court

under the displeasure of Conchohar the king of Ulster. Fergus

having been questioned as to who he thought might have
killed the advanced guards and scouts of the army, told them
that he could not guess unless it was his own pupil, " the little

boy Cuchulainn'; but the king and queen of Connacht laughed

at the notion that a youth of Cuchulainns age, (for he was then

but in his seventeenth year), could have performed such deeds,

or could be dreaded as capable of offering any serious obstruc-

tion to the march of so formidable an army as that which

they commanded. To this Fergus had no answer to make,

but that from what he had known of the mere boyhood of
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CucJiidainny they might expect extraordinary deeds from him lkct. xvn.

in his now more mature years ; and he then gives the following

sketch of the feats of the boy among his fellow-pupils and
playmates at their sports and exercises at Emania. The
passage is somewhat long, but it contains so much that is

pertinent to the subject of our inquiry here, that I shall not

hesitate to quote it in full.

" This boy, said Fergus, was nursed in the house of liis father Early edaca-

and mother in the plain of MuirtheimnS, where he soon heard Cuchxdainn.

the history of the youths of Emania. This was the way in {^tl^^*^^

which the king Concliohar spent his time, ever since he has taken

upon him the government of the province. He di^ddes the

day into three parts. The first thii'd part he spends in super-

intending the noble youths of the province at the games of

military exercise and ball hurling. The second tliird he spends

in playing Brandahli, (that is Draughts, or some similar game),

and Fidchell, (that is, Chess ;) and the last third in eating, and
drinking, until sleep seizes on the company, professors of music

and amusements entertaining them at the same time. And
though we are a long time in exile through him", said Fergus,
*' I pledge my word that there is not in all Erinn nor in Alba
a man like unto CoticJiobar".

*' And, as we have said, the boy Cuchulainn had heard the

story of the youths and princes of Emania ; for there were at all

times an hundred and fifty youths at exercise there ; and he said

to his mother, who was sister to king Conchohar, that he wished
also to go and practise his exercises in the play-ground of

Emania. ' It is too early for you to do this, my little son', said

liis mother ;
' not until some one of the champions of Ulster con-

ducts you thither, or some one of Concliohar ^ companions shall

be security for your protection and safety from the youths'.

* I think that too long, mother,' said the little boy ;
' and I shall

not wait ; but tell me where Emania lies'. ' The place in

which it lies is far from you,' said his mother ;' and the mountain
Sliahh Fuaid is between you and Emania". ' I will guess at

where it is', said he".

" The boy set out then, taking with him his ' instrunients of

pleasure'. He took his ' Shield of Laths' ; and his ' Red-Bronze
Hm'l' ; and his ' Silver Ball' ; and his ' throwing Dart' ; and his

(mock) ' Wooden Spear', with the bui'ned top ; and he shortened

the way by means of them. He would give his ball a stroke

of his hurl, and drive it to a great distance before liim ; he
would throw his hmd at it, and give it a second stroke that

would diive it no shorter distance than the first. He would
cast his dart and hurl liis wooden spear, and run himself after
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LECT. XVII. them. He would take up his hurl, and Ms ball, and his dart

;

Karly educa- the end of liis woodcn spear would not have touched the

^cShtdainn
g^^uud bcfore he had caught it by the top while still flying.

(Hi«^boyish In this mannor he went on until he reached the platform, [that
^^^^^

is, the lawn ranged with seats,] of Emania, where the young
princes were at their sports.

—

*' The boy ran at once into the play-ground among them,

and he snatched up the ball between his legs from them, and
he did not let it pass his knees up nor his ankles down ; and
he kept it and closed it between his two legs, and not one of

them could reach it with a prod, a blow, a stroke, or a thi-ust;

and in that manner he carried it over the brink of the goal

from them. They all looked at him together ; and he was a

surprise and a wonder to them. * Good, O youths', said FaUa-
main the son of king Conclwhar^ ' attack yonder boy all of you,

and let him get his death at our hands ; for it is an insult to

you that any youth should presume to come among you
without having first claimed your protection ; and now attack

him all of you together, though we know that he is the son of

one of the champions of Ulster, for he has omitted, in coming
into our play-ground, to put himself under our protection'.

They all attacked him then. They threw their three times

fifty hurlies at his head ; but he raised his single pleasure-hurl,

and warded off the three times fifty hurlies. They then flung

their three times fifty balls at the boy ; but he raised his fists,

his wrists, and his palms, and he warded ofi* the three times

fifty balls. They then threw at him their three times fifty

mock spears of wood burned at the end ; but the boy raised his

little lath-shield, and he warded ofi* the three times fifty

wooden spears. Then did he rush furiously upon them, and
dashed fifty of them against the ground ; five of them", con-

tinued Fergus^ " rushed between me and Conchohar, over the

chess-board at which we were playing on the ground, and made
towards the palace ; and the little boy followed them closely

;

but in springing over our table the king caught him by both

wrists and addressed him thus.

—

" * Holla, my little boy', (said the king), ' I perceive that you
are dealing harshly with the youths'. ' I have great cause for that',

said the little boy ;
' I have not received from the youths the

honour due to a stranger, though I have come from afar'. ' How
is this, and who are you?' said Conchohar. ' I am Httle SetaJita,

the son of Soaltann and of Dectere, your own sister ; and it is

not at your hands I should expect to be thus aggrieved', said

the little boy. ' Wliat, my little son', said Conchobar, 'are you
not aware of the privilege of the youths, that it is an insult to
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them that a stranger youth should enter among them until he lect. xvn.

had first j)ut himselfunder their protection.' ' 1 was not aware Eariy^ educa-

ofthat', said the little boy ;
' had 1 known it, 1 should have been Cuchulainn.

more cautious', ' Good, now, O youths', said Conchobar, ' take fSts.)°^^^^

upon yourselves the protection of this little boy, forthwith'.

* We are content to do so indeed', said they. So the boy put

himself under the protection of the youths, and Conchobar re-

leased his hands

—

*' No sooner was this done however, than the little boy rushed

on them again, and dashed fifty young princes of them in suc-

cession to the ground under him, with such force that their

fathers thought that they were dead ; it was not so, however,

but they were stunned with surprise and terror. ' Holla', said

ConcJiobar, ' what do you mean towards them further ?' ' I have

sworn by my gods whom I adore', said the little boy, ' that until

they have all come under my protection and under my defence,

in the same way that I have gone under theirs, I shall not take

my hands off them until I have laid them all prostrate on the

groimd'. ' Good, my little boy', said ConcJiobar, ' take thou on
thee the protection of the princes'. ' I do so', said the Httle boy.

The young princes then put themselves imder his protection

and defence".
*' A little boy who performed these deeds at the age of five

years", said Fergus, " who prostrated the sons of the warriors

and champions of Ulster, at the door of their own palace, it is

no wonder that he should perform the deeds which appear so

surprising to you, now, when he is in the seventeenth year of

his age".

Alter Fergus had finished this relation of the first display of

the strength and dexterity of CucJiulavm, (who was, it is to be
remembered, at the next stage of his career, the pupil in arms
of Fergus himself), another of the Ulster exiles takes up the

second part ofthe wonderful *' Httle boy's" history, and relates it

also to the king and queen of Connacht. This portion also ofthe

tale I must give at the same length, because it embraces a

great variety of allusions to the g}annastic practices which
formed an essential part of the training of a yomig champion,
in the days of king ConcJiobar and- the " Royal Branch". It

is also interesting as describing the feat which gained for the

young Setanta the since so famous name of " Cuchulainn^\

The narrator in the present instance was Cormac Conloingeas,

one of king Conchobar s own sons

:

" ' The same little boy', said he, ' performed another great deed
in the year that followed'. ' What deed was that?' said Ailill

[king of Connacht]. ' It was this', said Cormac. ' There was m
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LECT. XVII. Ulster a certain artificer in metals [a cerd^ i.e. an armourer], whose
Early educa- name was Culaud. This Culand on one occasion prepared a feast

c^huiainn. fci king C<)nchobar, and went to Emania to invite him to it ; and

feats
)°^'*^ he asked the king to come to his house with a small company,

because it was not a territory or land that he had for his support,

but "the profits of hammers, his anvil, his hands, and his

tongs" : and ConcJwbar said that he would go with only a small

company. So Culand returned to his house to prepare meat
and drink for the king s party".

*' Conchobar remained at Emania until his assembly broke

up at the approach of the close of the day. The king then put

on his light travelling suit, and went out to the play-ground to

take his leave of the young princes, where he saw what sur-

prised him very much
;
namely, three times fifty boys at the

one end of the green, and only one boy at the other end ; and
the one boy gaining every game and goal at the hurling from
the three times fifty boys. When it was the game of the hole

they played, and when it was their turn to throw and his to

defend, he would catch their three times fifty balls outside the

hole, and would not let one of them pass him into it. Wlien
it was their turn to defend, and his to throw, he would send

the tliree times fifty balls into the hole without missing one,

in spite of them. When it was the feat of pulling off each

other's clothes, he would snatch away their three times fifty

cloaks off them; and they would not be able to remove so

much as his broocli from his cloak. When the time for wrest-

ling came, he would bring down the three times fifty boys to the

ground ; but from among them all there could not be found a

sufficient number to lay hold of him. Then king Conchobar
said on seeing the boys: Ah youths, said he, happy is the

land from which has come the boy whom you see,—if he had
only been as well instructed in the feats of championhood as he
is in those of boyhood". *' It is not proper to speak so", said

Fergus y
" for, according to the manner in which the little boy

has performed his actions, [it is clear] he must [already] know
the feats of championhood".

Cormac Conloingeas goes on to tell how, after this conversation

king Conchobar asked the boy to accompany him to the feast

to which he was then going ; but the boy refused to go until

he and his comrades had finished their sports and exercises;

but promising that when these were over for the day, he would
then follow the royal party. When evening came, each of" the

youths retired to the house of his father and mother, or to that

of his nurse and tutor ; and their meeting broke up. The boy,

Setantaj then set out in the track of the royal cortege, and found
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little difficulty in making his way to tKe smith's house. When lect. xvn.

arrived there, however, he found his approach to the door Early educa-

prevented by a huge, ferocious watch-dog, whose inhospitable Cuchulainn.

growl at seeing him rang through the Armourer's establishment,
featl)*^^*^^

as well as throughout all the neighbourhood. On hearing this,

the Armourer asked king Conchobar if he had appointed with

any one to follow him. The king said he had not ; but imme-
diately recollectmg the boy's promise to do so, he shouted to his

friends to go out and save him, as he was certain that the dog
had torn him to pieces. When they went out, however, they

found the great dog lying dead on the platform, and the boy
standing over him in triumph. Fergus at once snatched him up
on his shoulder and carried him into Conchobar's presence, who
received him with joy. The Armourer too bade him welcome,
but said that the honour of his company was too dearly pur-

chased by the loss of his noble dog, which not only guarded
his own house and flocks, but those also of the whole district

around him. Make yourself easy on that head, my friend,

said the boy, for if there be a pup of the breed of your dog in

all Erinn, I will procure him for you ; and I shall myself take

on me the duties of your former dog, until the young one
comes to the age of efiiciency. Upon which Cathbad, the

celebrated Druid, who always attended the king on his excur-

sions, proposed to the " little boy" to relinquish his name of

Setanta, and called upon him to adopt in future that of

Cu'Chulaind, "the Hound of Culand", the Armourer; and he
declared that under that name his fame would live for ever in

the mouths of the men of Erinn and Alba. And so it was
that he obtained that name which, in veriflcation of the Druid's

prophecy, has been preserved with honour and distinction in

the records of the men of Erinn and Alba even to this day.

Cormac Conloingeas having finished his part of the relation

before the king and queen of Connacht, the theme of Cuchu-
lainn's exploits was taken up in continuation by FiacJi Mac
Fir-Aba, another of the Ultonian exiles at the Connacht court,

as follows:

" ' The boy performed a third series of exploits in the year
which followed', said Fiaclia Mac Fir-Aba. ' What deed did

he perform?' said king Ailill. ' Cathbad the Druid was lectur-

ing his pupils on the north-east side of Emania, where he had
a hundred youths industriously learning Druidism from him

;

that was the number that Cathbad always instructed. One of
his students asked him what that day would be propitious for ?

Cathbad answered : The young warrior who shall receive the

arms of championhood on this day, the fame of his name and
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LECT. XVII. deeds shall live in Erinn go hratK\ [i.e. for ever]. Now Cuchu-
Ear^iy educa- lainn (who was on the south side of the palace) overheard this

;

Cuchulainn. and he immediately repaired to king Conchohar, to where he

feats.r^^'*^ was taking repose in his sleeping house. * All good attend

thee, O king of Champions', said the boy. * That is the salu-

tation of a person who is about to ask something', said Con-
chohar. ' And what is it you want, my little son?' said he.

* To take arms', said the boy. * Who instructed you in this,

my boy ?' said Concliobar. ' Cathhad the druid', said the boy.
' I shall not disappoint you then', said Concliobar.—

" Concliobar then presented him with two Spears, a Sword,
and a Shield. The boy poised and balanced the arms until

he shivered them to atoms. Concliobar gave him two other

Spears, and a Shield and Sword ; and he poised and balanced

and shook them also, until they were shivered to pieces like

the others. In fine, the fifteen suits of arms which king Con-

chobar had always in reserve for the youths,—for whichever

of them embraced knighthood, it Avas Concliobar that presented

him with the accoutrements of battle, in virtue of which the

candidate received ' the gift of superior valour',—those fifteen

suits of arms, I say, in succession, the boy shivered to pieces.

* These are not good arms my master, Conchobar\ said the boy

;

* they are not worthy of my acceptance'. Then Concliobar pre-

sented him with his own two Spears, his Sword, and his Shield.

He poised and balanced and shook them, and he bent them until

their points touched their heads, and none of them were broken,

but they withstood his test. * These are good arms indeed', said

the boy, * they suit me exactly' ; and he thanked the king for the

arms, and said :
' Happy the people and the race of whom he

whose arms these are is king'. ' Good, my boy', said Concliobar^

* go into your chariot now, for that is the first thing you are to do'.

" He went then into a chariot ; and the first chariot he went
into he jolted and shook until he shivered it to pieces ; and each

of the fifteen chariots which Concliobar always had ready for

the acceptance of the youths at Emania, was shattered to pieces

by him in the same way. ' These are not good chariots, my
master, Conchobar\ said the boy; 'there is not one of them
sufficient for my purpose'. * Where is Ibar the son of Rian-

gabhra f said Concliobar. * Here, indeed', said Ibar. ' Take
my own two steeds for this boy, and yoke them to my chariot',

said Concliobar. So the Charioteer brought the horses and

yoked them to the Chariot; and the boy went into it, and

jolted and shook it with all his strength, but it withstood all

his efforts to break it. ' This', said he, ' is a good Chariot, and

exactly suits me'. ' Very well then, boy', said the charioteer,
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' let the horses go to their grazing now'. * It is too soon, yet, i-ect. xvii.

Ihar\ said the boy ; ' drive around Emania this day, as this is Early ^eaaca-

my first day of taking arms, that it may be the " gift of valour" cuchuiainn.

to me'. So they drove three times round Emania.— f?atso°^''''
*'

' Let the horses go to, their grazing, now', said lhar. * It is

too soon yet', said the boy :
' go forward until the young princes

salute me on this my first day of taking arms'. They went for-

ward accordingly to where the young princes were. ' Is it arms

he has taken ?' said each to the other. * It is, indeed', said he
himself ' May you have victory, and trophy, and " first wound-
ing" with them', said they ;

' but we think it is too soon you
have taken them, because it will separate you from us at our ex-

ercises', said they. ' I shall not separate from you at all', said he

;

* but it was for luck I took arms on this day'.

—

" Cuchuiainn then asked his Charioteer where the great

road which passed by Emania led to ; and he answered that it

led to Ath na Foraire, (i.e. the Ford of Watching), at Sliahh

Fuaid; (a well-known mountain lying at the south of ancient

Emania, in the present county of Armagh). ' Why is this

ford called the Ford ofWatching?' said Cuchuiainn. ' Because',

said Ibar, ' there is an Ultonian champion constantly watching
and guarding there, in order that no warriors nor foreigners

should come unperceived into Ulster, without being challenged

by him to battle ; and that champion must answer any such
challenge on the part of the whole province ; and if any " pro-

fessional parties" (i.e. poets, etc.), were to leave the province in

displeasure at the manner in which they had been rewarded
there, it would be his duty to conciliate them, by the bestowal on
them of such gifts and presents as may be suflicient to preserve

the honour of the province ; and also if any professional parties

passed into the province, it is this champion that acts as their

safeguard until they reach the presence of king Conchohar;
so that their poems and their songs should be the first sung
at Emania, after their arrival there'. " Do you know who is at

that ford to-day?' said Cuchuiainn, *I do, indeed; it is the

valiant and victorious Conall Cearnach^ the Royal Champion of

Erinn', said lhar, * Well, then', said Cuchuiainn^ * you drive on
until we reach that ford'.

—

" They drove on accordingly till they came to the brink of
the ford, where Conall was. ' Is it arms he has taken?' said

Conall. * It is, indeed', said Ibar. * May they be arms of vic-

tory, and triumph, and first-wounding to you', said Conall; ' but
we think it is too soon that you have taken them, because you
are not arrived at the age of valour yet'. ' What do you do
here, my master, Conall f said Cuchuiainn. ' I keep watch
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LECT. XVII. and guard for the province here, my little son', said Conall.

Early educa- * Go jou then to Emania for the present, my master GonaU\

cuehuiainn. Said the boy, * and leave me here to keep watch and ward for

Stir^''*^ the province'. * Not so, my little son', said Conall, * you are not

yet strong enough to fight with a brave champion'. ' I will

go on to the south then, to the Ford of Loch Echtrann, to try

if I can dip my hands in the blood of a foe to-day', said Cuehu-

iainn. ' Then I will go to protect you, that you go not alone

to the border of the province', said Conall. ' You shall not', said

Cuehuiainn. * But I shall', said Conall; ' else the Ultonians

would censure me for allowing you to go alone to the border

of the province'.

—

" Then ConalVs horses were yoked to his chariot; and he
went forth to protect the boy. But when Conall came up
abreast with him, knowing well that if any opportunity of per-

forming a creditable action should occur, Conall would give

him no share, Cuehuiainn stooped, and picked from the ground
a stone the full of his hand, and threw it with all his force at

the yoke (cuing) of ConaWs chariot, so that he broke it in

two; and the chariot fell down, and Conall was hurled out of

it with such force as to dislocate his shoulder. ' Who has done
this, my son ?' said Conall. ' It was I that threw it, to know
if my throw was straight, or how I could shoot, or whether I

am *' the makings" of a brave champion at all', said Cuehuiainn.
* There is venom on your throw, and venom on yourself, said

Conall, enraged ;
' and if I were sure that you would leave your

head with your enemies on this occasion, I would not move a

step to save you !' ' That is what I have sought from you', said

the boy, ' because I know that you Ultonians are bound under
obligations not to proceed in a chariot with insecure trappings' ".

Aft^' this adventure Conall Cearnach makes the best of

his way northwards [back to Emania] to repair his chariot, and
to obtain aid for himself ; while Cuehuiainn presses on to the

south, and does not halt until he has crossed the bounds of the

province of Ulster, into ]\Ieath, at the place in which the little

river Mattock falls into the Boyne, about three miles above
Droglieda. Here the boy champion draws up at the gate of

the formidable Dun, or court, of the lady of Neehtan Scene,

where he sounded a challenge, and was soon answered by her

three sons in succession. Each of them, however, meets his

death in fair combat at the hands of the hero ; and after this he
returns in triumph to Emania, where he exhibits the heads of

three of the most formidable enemies of his native province, as

the fruits of the first day of his championhood.
Such, then, was Cuehulainn's early military training. From
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other passages in the Tain Bo Chuailgne, as well as from equally li^ct. xyh.

ancient and independent tracts, we know that JFergus Mac
Rdigli himself had been the special military tutor of the hero.

This is clearly asserted in an ancient tale called the Seirgligi

CoincJndainn, the " Sick Bed of Ciichulainn'), preserved in the

Leabhar-na-h-UidhreS^^^^ In this tract Cuchulainn speaks dis-

tinctly of Fergus as his tutor, and of Conall Cearnach as there-

fore his " fellow-pupil"
;
though the latter must have been so

much older than himself, his education having been probably

completed before Cuchulainn was bom.
From these references to what is recorded of Ciichulainn's

f^l^l^^^^^^
early life, we may fairly collect what constituted the military wfr?ioreat^

education of a champion of the " Royal Branch", or, I sup-

pose, of any other order, in the storied days of Erinn's military

glory, that period which is spoken of in ancient Irish manu-
scripts as the Aimsir na cCuradh^ that is, "The Time of the

Champions". It appears clearly enough that the sons of the

chiefs and nobles received from their infancy an elaborate train-

ing in athletic exercises, as well as in the use of the spear and
shield ; but it does not appear from any original authority that

1 know of, that there was any such institution as a special mili-

tary School, with regular Professors and a regular system, as

in the Schools of Literature and Law. The allusion in the

Tain Bo Chuailgne to the retirement of the youths at Emania
from their play ground at the close of day, each to the house of

his parents, or to that of his nurse, and his tutor, indicates

pretty clearly indeed that the tuition of the future candidates

for admission to the order of Champions was individual ; and
there can be indeed but little doubt that each distinguished

Champion in his time was the effective teacher of his profes-

sion to one or more pupils, either as a matter of friendship or

emolument. In this way Cuchulainn himself, in his time, was
mihtary tutor Lugaidh Riahh-Derg^ ("the Son of the Thi'ee

Fair Twins", as he was called), who was subsequently Monai'ch

of Erinn, and probably of others of less note of whom no par-

ticular record has come down to us.

Passing on then from tliis point for the present, we have Later edne«-

still to draw from the history of Cuchulainn^ as it is preserved of cuSiJ^'

in the various ancient tracts devoted to the life of that hero, ^2iba-'^

something more interesting still in the account of that pait of Scotland)

his education for which he is eaid to have travelled into Alba,
or Scotland, a course which seems to have been frequently

(250) [This very ancient Tale has been published in full, with Translation
and Notes, by Professor O'Curry, in the Atlantis, (Dublin, 1858, 1859),—
vol. i. p. 362, and vol. ii. p. 9*.]'
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LECT. XVII. taken by young warriors of peculiar promise. The occasion

Later educa- on whicli he was iuduccd to take this means of perfecting his

of'c«?/m-"'* accomplishments as a champion, is stated as follows.

—

!3Sa,—" seems that at length when he amved at man's estate, feel-

scotiand.) ing that his exploits and fame as a knight had fully kept pace

with his years, Cuchulainn bethought him of taking a wife suit-

able to his rank ; and after no inconsiderable search for a lady

to his taste, he at last found her in Etner, the second daughter

of Forgall Monach, a " chief Brugliaid]i\ or " noble farmer",

who held extensive lands along the north-eastern coast of the

present county of Dublin, and who kept one of the " six great

Courts of Hospitality in Erinn", at Lusca [the place now called

Lusk]. His visit to Lusca was for the moment fruitless, since

JEmer could not be persuaded to accept his hand without the

consent of her father ; and that personage, it would appear, had
no high regard for the position of a professional Champion.
Cuchulainn accordingly returned to Emania, without formally

demanding the alliance, but without abandoning his intention

to take another opportunity of prevailing with the lady. It

was not long before Forgall Monach, the father of Emer, re-

ceived information of the suspicious visit of the great Champion
of Ulster to his daughter ; and not doubting but that a good
understanding had been established between them, he resolved

to take immediate measures to put a stop to any chance of a

renewal of their intercourse. With this view, then, he " changed
his countenance and his dress to the countenance and dress of

a foreigner", (so we are informed) ; and having done the same
for two of his most trusted adherents, the three repaired to

Emania, where they represented themselves as ambassadors

"from the king of the Galls'" [i.e. foreigners], who had come
with presents from their royal master to king Conchobar. The
story tells us that they were hospitably received; and that

there was a review of the knights of the Royal Branch held

before them, at which all the feats and evolutions of the most
approved military education of the country were performed.

This was the opportunity sought by Forgall Monach. Speak-
ing in the guise of a foreign ambassador, he was lavish of his

praises of the noble performance of the knights, and particularly

of Cuchulainn, whom he pronounced to excel in all branches

of the art which could be acquired at home ; but he strongly

recommended him to pass into Scotland and place himself for

some time under the tuition of the Champion Domhnall; after

which he should, he said, cross that country as far as the great

Military College of the celebrated lady Scathach, upon which
he enlarged ; and he concluded by saying that, after perfecting
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his studies with these famous teachers, he would certainly be t^ect. xvii

the most accomplished champion in Europe. Cuchulainn lis- Later educa-

tened, we are told, with natural satisfaction to these disinterested of^cJc/iu-"^''

recommendations, and he immediately began his preparations ^2iba-^
for a journey into Scotland; though it appears that before his Scotland.)

departure he contrived to secure a private interview with the

beautiful Emer, in which they are said to have exchanged the

vows of constancy usual on such occasions.

Cuchulainn^ however, did pass into Scotland ; and we learn

that in due time he proceeded at once to the residence of the

champion DornJmall, (though where exactly that was, I am
unable to say) ; and he seems to have spent some time in taking

lessons from him; but he soon set out again to the more dis-

tinguished establishment of the lady Scathach. The description

of the young hero's journey thither partakes largely of the

wild and wonderful; but all dangers and difficulties having

been at last escaped and every obstruction overcome he suc-

ceeded in arriving safely at the court in which the pupils of

Scathach resided. The ancient tale then goes on.
'* He asked them then where Scathach was. ' In yonder

island', said they. 'By what path do people reach it?' said

he. ' Over the Bridge of the Pupils', said they ;
' but no one

can pass that until he is perfect in his championship', said they.

(For this, " continues this very wild tale," was the way in

which that bridge was fashioned : it had two low heads, or ends,

and it was high in the middle ; and when a person stood on one
end of it, the other end would rise up and he would be cast off to

the bottom".) It is stated in other copies, that there was a party

of Champions from Erinn at this court when Cuchulainn came
there, learning additional feats of arms from Scathach

;
among

whom were Ferdiaidh Mac Damain from Connacht, [he who
^vas slain by Cuchulainn afterwards in the Tain Bo Chuailgne];

also Naoise Mac Uisnech from Ulster, [the unfortunate husband
of the beautiful Deirdre and the hero of the celebrated tale ;]^^^'^

Loch Mor Mac Morfehis from Munster; Fiamain Mac Forai
from Ulster; and a great number beside. Cuchulainn made
three efforts to pass the bridge, but he did not succeed ; and
the pupils began to reproach him. " Then", continues the story,
*' he became vexed, and he leaped on the end of the bridge, and
springing a champion's salmon-sault, he ahghted on its centre,

not giving the bridge time to raise its other head before he
(251) [The first of the " Three Most Sorro^vful Tales" of Erinn is that of the

" Exile of the Children of Uisnech'' and the death of Deirdr€. The oldest ver-
sion of this celebrated Tale was published (with Translation and Notes) by
Professor O'Curry, in the Atlantis (Dublin, 1862), vol. iii. p. 377;—the t\To

other tales in Atlantis, vol. iv. p. 113.]

VOL. I, 24
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LKCT. XVII. reached it, and with another spring from that he alighted on

tio?in arms'
ground in the island. There he saw the court before him,

of cuchu. and made directly for it ; and in his anger he broke the gate

Aiba-^ that stood in the way, and passed through it. This was told to
Scotland.) ^hc lady Scathach. ' Tme', said she, ' this is a man that has

finished his Championship in some other place',—and she sent

her daughter Uaihach to know who the youth was. So Uathach
went out to meet him ; but when she came to see him dis-

tinctly, (says the old tale, with great simplicity) she could not
utter a word, so much did the beauty and symmetry of the

man astonish her. And she returned to her mother ; and having
recovered her speech on the way, she described in terms of the

highest praise the appearance of the man she had seen. ' You
have fallen in love with this man', said her mother ;—

' It is so

indeed'; said Uathacli\

We are then told how Cuchulainn was kindly received by the

mother, and joyfully by the daughter; whose attentions to him
were however for some time thrown away, as he had not yet

thought of breaking his pledge to Emer. But after he had
rested three days, the ancient narrator records that he had a con-

versation with the young amazon, Uathach; when she said, that

if it was to perfect his Championship he had come, he would do
well to go to her mother Scathach where she was giving private

lessons to her two sons, Guar and Ceat; that having reached

the spot " he should spring a ' Champion's salmon-sault' up
into the great thick yew-tree, in which she was lying ; and that

he should then place the point of his sword between her breasts

until she had promised him his three requests, which should be

:

to teach him all, without reservation ; to marry herself
( Uathach)

to him ; and to tell him his future destiny, for she was a pro-

phetess". And Cuchulainn, who appears to have readily agreed to

every portion of these suggestions, accordingly at once repaired

to where Scathach was, " placed his two feet on the edges of the

exercise basket, [whatever that was], sprang into the tree, and

bared his sword and placed its point to her heart: ' A terrible

death', said he. ' You shall have any three requests such as

they come with your breath without consideration', said she".

So he accepts her terms and binds her to performance ; and

Scathach fairly performs her promises
;

for, she gives him her

daughter to wife ; teaches him all her secrets in the military

art; and when at last Cuchulainn leaves her to return home, she

tells him all the events of his future life.^'"'

(S61) The Tale above quoted proceeds to narrate another passage of Cuchw
lainn'a lite in Alba, or Scotland, which, though too diflfuse to be introduced

into the text, m&j be abridged here by way of note. It offers some strange allu-
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The tract tlien proceeds to enumerate an interesting list of lkct. xvii.

the names of the various feats (cleasa) of championship which it List of the

^ is recorded that Cucliulainn learned perfectly frOm ScClthach : " Feats of

"sions to other military exercises, mixed with the wildest fancies of extravagant SJiD^ie'araed
story teUing :—

^ ^ by Cuchu-

Dm'ing Cuchtihinn's sojourn wiih Scathach, a quarrel sprang up between in th«

her and a neighbouring nation which was governed by another famous amazon
"^g^^JI^^

like herself whose name was Aife. Both the ladies assembled their forces
*

respectively to decide their differences by battle. CuchuJainn accompanied the
two sons of Scathach,— Cuar and Ceat.—to the battle, to meet the three
bravest champions of the lady Aije% whose names were also Cuar and Ceat^

and Craifne, the three sons of Ilsuanach. But when Cuchulainn came face to

face with these three champions, he fought and slew them single-handed, with-
out waiting for the general battle which was to take place on the next day.
The next day came, and the forces of both sides stood face to face; and the

lady Ai/e'p\it forward three other brave knights, Cire, and Bire, and Bailcn^^

th& Xhr&e sox\s oi Eisse Enchinn. These three knights challenged Scathach'a

two sons to combat;—and here occurs one of the strangest scenes of combat
which imaginative romance has ever suggested. The challenge was accepted

;

and the three challengers " sprang on the Ted Chlis", (which, it seems, was
something like a tight-rope for dancers), on which these strange knights per-

formed their feats uf arms and their combats. Cuchulainn, however, who was
to have gone with Scathach's sons, sprang alone upon the rope and attacked
the three knights, whom he slew in succession. Then the lady Aife, on seeing

the death of her best champions, challenged the lady Scathach herself to single

combat; but Cuchulainn took up the challenge. Before proceeding to engage
ihc- sorceress, however, Cuchulainn asked Scathach what she thought was most
prized by her great opponent and Scathach answered, that it was her
chariot and her two steeds. Then they sprang upon the rope, Cuchulainn
and Aife, and they fought a fierce combat upon it, in which the sorceress

shivered her spear and her sword. " Holla !" said Cuchulainn, ^'Aife's charioteer

and her two chariot horses have fallen into the glen and are killed !" So Aif(^

looked about her
;
whereupon Cuchulainn snatched her up suddenly on his shoul-

der, and descending to the ground with her, laid her prostrate at his feet,

and placed the point of his sword at her breast. And J. ?/e shouted out : "Life
for life, O Cuchulainn /" said she. " Let me have my three requests", said he.
" You shall have them, such as you ask in one breath", said she. " My three

requests, then, are", said he, " that you submit to Scatnach; that you revolt

not against her ; and that you take myself into your cherished friendship".

"All is granted", said she;— and so the strange combat ended.

Cuchulainn having thus established peace between the warlike ladies, pro-

ceeded to return in triumph to his new conquest; but having to pass over the

same rope again, he now found it occupied by a fierce half-blind hag". She re-

quested of him to make room for her and allow her to pass. He answered that

he had not any other path on which to move except down the great cliff which
was under him. She begged of him, however, to clear the way for her ; and
he accordingly dropped himself down from the rope, "holding by it with his

forefinger and thumb only". The hag passed over him then, and endeavoured
with htr foot to remove his thumb from the rope, that he might drop down
the cliff. But he perceived her motion and intention ; and he " gave a cham-
pion's salmon-sault" up again, and with his sword cut off the hag's head. Now
this hag was, it appears, the mother of the three sons of Eisse' Enchinn whom
he had already slain on the rope; and she had met him designedly on the rope,
" knowing that under his vows of Championship he would make way for her

on it" ; and in the hope that by such means she would cause his death in revenge
for that of her sous.

Cuchulainn then returned with Scathach and her forces to her own coimtry,

where in accordance with her promise she instructed him in the full perfection

of the science of arms, as far as it was known to her.

24 B
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LECT. XVII. " Uhhall-clileas, (the ball feat); Faebhar-chleas, (the small,

List of the sharp-edged shield feat)
;
Torand-chleas, (the " thunder feat"),

^F^eats^of which was performed with the chariot around the enemy;

^^^^f^^^j^^^ Faen-chleas, (the "prostrate feat", one which I cannot explain

^ainniiithe
^^^^ name, uulcss it meaus that from lying flat on the

School of ground, perhaps in ambush, the champion sprang suddenly to
scathach.

j^-^ fgg^ Cle2s-clete7iech, (dart-feat); and the Ted-chleas, (rope-

feat ; which probably was that feat of the rope in which Cu-
chulainn overthrew the lady Aife, and killed her three cham-
pions and the old hag their mother, [see note below ,^^^^]

; or it

was another feat which is mentioned in the Brchon Laws as one
of three perfections of the education of a knight, and which will

be presently described;) the Cleas-Cait, (" cat feat"; of which I

know nothing); the Coriech n-Errid^ (champion's salmon-

sault, or -leap) ; the Imardior n-delend, (the proper carrying of

the charioteer's switch) ; the Leim-dar-n-eimh, (the leap over a

fence (?) ; the Filliud erred nair^ (the " whirl of a valiant cham-
pion") ; the Gae-holga^ (the feat of casting the belly-dart, already

described); the Bai-braisse, (literally, "sudden death" (?); the

Hoth-chleas, (" wheel feat" ; a gymnastic performance resembling

the casting of the sledge^^^^^ at the present day ;) the Othar-chleas

(" invahdating feat",—as well as I can understand the term) ; the

Cleasfor analaibh, (literally, the "feat of his breathings"); the

Bruid-gin^, (" gnashing of the mouth", as well as I can under-

stand it); the Sian-Cauradh, (the champion's war-whoop);
the Beim co famus, (cutting of his opponent's hair off with his

sword); the Taith-bHm^ ("vertical stroke", which fixed his an-

tagonist to the ground) ; the Fodh-beim^ (" sod-blow", by which
he cut the sod from under the feet of his antagonist, by a stroke

of his sword; this was done in contempt); the Dreim fri fogli-

uistf (climbing against a rock, so as to stand straight at its top)
;

the Fonaidhm niadh for rinnibh Slegh, " coiHng of a champion
around the blades of upright Spears") ; and the Carbad-Searr-

dha, (the feat of the armed, or scythed, chariot, in battle).

The tale from which these latter notes of CuchulainrCs

achievements are taken, is the ancient tale known as that of

the " Courtship of Emer^ and the Education of Cuchulainri\

( TocJimarc nEimire^ ocas Foglaim Coi7ichulaind)S^^*^ At the be-

ginning of this Tale it is stated, that the feats (cleasd) of

Championship which distinguished the knights of Emania at

home, were limited to three, namely, the Cleas-Cletinech, or feat

(253) [-gQ described, apparently, in the ancient Tale of the Fledh Bricrindy

Q * Biicritid's Fe&st"); concerning which see Zyec/urc* on M« MS. Materials of
Ancient Irish Histori/, p. 346, etc.]
^") See Lecture* on the MS. Materials, (etc); p. 278.
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with darts; the Ubhall-Chleas, or feat with balls; and the lect. xni.

Faehhar-Chleas^ or feat with edged weapons, (such as knives, List of the

swords, or sharp-edged Shields). And we have it on the same "Feats of

authority, that all these feats were practised by the champions
JiJ}p™^^"ed

Conall Cearno.ch^ Fergud Mac Roigh, Laeghaire Buadhach, ^yCuchu-

Celtchair 2fac UitJiir, Duhhthach Dael-tenga^ and Cuchulainn s^'cho^oi^f

°

Mac Soaltainn, as well as the rest of the knights. Yet although ^^^^""^^

these special feats are set down as part of the necessary edu-

cation of a finished knight or champion, it can, I think, be
clearly shewn that some of them at least were merely orna-

mental accomplishments by way of evidence of skill and
dexterity, and not at all regarded as feats of arms intended for

use in actual combat.



LECTURE XVIII.

CDeliTcred 4tU "'ulj, 1868.]

(VI.) Military Education ; continued. Instarices of distinguished cham-
pions acting as the miUtary tutors of young champions. The system of

fosterage, which continued, more or less, down to a.d. 1600, represented

the ancient custom of military education. No reliable authority for a cen-

tral military organization until the time of Conn "of the Hundred Battles";

probability however of the existence of such an organization. Origin of

the name Fianna. Mention made in the " Book of Navan" of the organiza-

tion of a military force by Cormac Mac Airt. Mention made of a large

barrack at Tara in poems of Cinaedh O'llartayan and Cuan O'Loihc/iain.

Dr. Keting's account of the Fianna Eireunn. List of Feinnian oflBcers given
in the Yellow Book of Lecam. Account of the battle of Cnamhros in which
the Fianna under Finn Mac Cumhaill were engaged. Destruction of the
Ha7ina at the battle of Gabhra, a.d., 284. Instances of the employment of

a regular army in Erinn after the time of the battle of Gabhra.

It has been already observed that from all that can be discovered

in the existing relics of our old historical literature, we must come
to the conclusion that the Gaedhil had not among them any in-

stitutions which could strictly be called Military Colleges, as the

term is understood in modern times. That there were numerous
schools for literary and military instruction together, conducted

by individual professors, there can, I think, be no doubt what-

ever ; but we have no satisfactory information as regards the num-
ber of pupils or how these schools were efficiently worked at any
one time.

Srs'^of
^^^^^ recorded that the celebrated monarch of Erinn,

celebrated Ugalm Mov^ who flourished about three hundred years before
Champions.

^|^^ Christian era, was educated by the famous champion Cim-
baeth, king of Emania. So Cuchulainn, and Conall Cearnach^ the

famous knights of Emania, were educated by Fergus Mac Roigh
of the same place; Lugaidh Riahliderg (afterwards monarch
of Erinn) by Cuchulainn; Conall Claringnech, a famous prince

and Champion of Ulster, by Finntann Mac Rudhraidhe, about

the same period, that is, about the commencement of our era

;

Conn " of the Hundred Battles", monarch of Erinn, by Conall

Cruachua, king of Connacht, (who was of the Firbolg race),

about the middle of the second century
;
Laigsech Ceannmdr^

son of the champion Conall Cearnach, (the ancestor of the O'Mo-
radh's or O'Mores of LaigJiis, or Leix, in Leinster,) by Eochaidh
Finn, brother to the monarch Conn^ also in the second century

;
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Eoghan M6r^ king of jMunster, tlie great opponent of the mon- xrm..

arch Conn, by Nuadha Dearg^ a celebrated Munster chieftain

;

Connac, the son of Art, son of Conn,—who was monarch of

Erinn in the third century,—by Lughna Firtri, a chieftain of

Connacht; Fiacha Muillethan, the son of Eoghan Mor, son of

Oilioll Oluim, by his maternal grandfather, Dill the Druid, and
under the superior direction of the celebrated Druid Mogh Ruith;

Connla, the son ofFadg, son of Craji, son of Oilioll Oluim, king
of Mimster, by the monarch Cormac, the son of Art; Conall

Echluaith, (the ancestor of the great Dalcassian families of Tho-
mond,) by Crimhthann Mor, monarch of Erinn in the fourth

century. So Niall " of the Nine Hostages", monarch of Erinn,

and Core Mac Luighech, king of Munster, were educated to-

gether by the poet Torna Eigeas, (of the district of O'Torna in

Kerry), also in the fourth century. And lastly Conall Gulban^
the son of Niall " of the ^^ine Hostages", was educated at Beinn
Gulban, in Connacht, by a sub-tutor named Muiredhach Meann,
under a superior tutor named Fiaclira.

These few instances are sufficient to show ^-hat the general Military

^ , . ^ ^ . .
o Education in

system oi the country wasm regard to the education m arms ; the Erinn, a sys-

principal champions, whether kings or inferior chieftains, pre- teSg^

siding over the military education of the more promising youths

and young champions of each period. However, there can be
but little doubt that at Tara, as well as at each of the provincial

courts, there were (as by law it was certainly prescribed there

should be) more regular estabhshments of a pubKc kind, and
upon a more extended system

;
though it is true that no parti-

cular detailed account of these schools has escaped the wreck of

ages, as far as I am informed on the subject, excepting what has

been quoted from the Brehon Laws, namely, that the sons ofthe

kings and chiefs, under the Law ofFosterage and Tutorage, were
taught riding, swimming, chess, draughts, or backgammon, with

the use of the sword, spear, and all other weapons oflensive and
defensive. And as these fosterage laws, preserved—though ir-

regularly—by the natives, and adopted by the Anglo-Normans
continued in full force in one fonn or another do'wn even to

about the year 1600, the custom niay be very fairly accepted as

a living representation of an ancient universal system. It is in

consequence of this ancient and universal custom of military

education by way of Fosterage, that we find in genealogies and
histories such names as Domhnall Connaclitacli O'Brien, so called

because he was fostered and educated in Connacht with the

O'Conors ; Donnchadh Cairhrech O'Brien, so called, because he
had been fostered with the MacCarthy of Carbery in the county
of Cork Brian Luighnech O'Conor, so called because he had
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^v"^- been fostered with (I believe) the O'Haras of Leyney ; Donn-
chadh Miiimhnech^ ojid Donnchadh Cenniselach O'Kelly, o{ Hy-
3faine, because they were respectively fostered and educated in

Munster and in Hy-Kinsella in Leinster; and so with many
others.

Notwithstanding the numerous references in our ancient books
tothechivalry and militaryfame of individual champions, we have
no reliable authority for the existence ofany central military or-

ganization under the monarch of Tara, for the general purposes

ofthe nation and the defence of the country at large, down to the

time o£Conn " ofthe Hundred Battles", who reigned as supreme
monarch from the year of Our Lord 123, to the year 157, in

which he was slain. Still there is good reason to believe that a

national military organization did actually exist before Conn's

time ; since we find it stated in the ancient historical tale, known
as the battle of Cimclia^ that before Conn had come to the mo-
narchy (after tlie intervention between his reign and that of

his father, the monarch Feidlimidh, of the reign of Catliaeir Mdr^
who ruled for three years), he appears to have been the com-
mander of the celebrated national militia, or standing army,
popularly known as the Fianna Eireann, of whom Cumhall,

the father of the celebrated Finn MacCumliaill^ and Finn him-

self, were afterwards in succession the most distinguished com-
manders.

Origin of Xhc name Fianna is explained in an ancient glossary preserved
" Fianna". m a volume of Brehon Laws.^^"^

*' Fianna^ a Venatione, id est, It was from the Hunting which
they practised they were so named. Or, Fianna, that is, finea-

dha, [families,] because it was in tribes they were formed. Or
Fianna, that is, Feinneadha [champions], because they were the

Champions of the monarch of Erinn"/^^^^

This is a very curious and indeed important explanation, or

rather, attempt at the derivation of the name. It presents no
doubt or difficulty as to the existence of the force ; but the

commentator is at a loss only to know which of three causes it

was that gave occasion to the name. And the value of this

difficulty is, to induce him inadvertently to preserve to us in the

smallest possible space, allusions to the clear and distinct idea en-

tertained in his time of the peculiar formation, habits, and use

of the Feinnean force.

^2") In the library of Trin. Coll. Dublin : MS. classed H. 3. 18.
(256) original :—pAnnA, a vetiAcioiie, .1. o'nci^eitr -oo gmcii' Ay be)Ari

pAntiA V]Mti lie -piAniiA .1. ymeA'OA, a|\ iy inA pniD ocu]' iriA riAicmib no
Dicif pAc. 11o pAiitiA .1. peinneA'DA lAig ei|Aenn iac.
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First, he thinks the name Fianna may have been derived from xvin.

Fiadacli^ that is, Venatio, or Hunting
;
clearly implying that

these warriors were habitually addicted to the chase ; and that

this would be a reasonable derivation will appear as we go on.

Secondly, the commentator thinks that the name Fianna might
be derived from Fineadha, that is, Families, or Clanns ; because

it was of such they were composed,—as for instance, the Clanna
Baiscne, who were Fi7in MacCumJiaiJTs own clann, and made
up the chief part of the Leinster contingent ; the Clanna Morna,
who were Goll Mao Morna's, clann, and supplied the chief part

of the Connacht contingent ; the Clanna Deaghaidh and others,

under the command of Glas-donn^ of Beara (Berehaven), who
were the iNIunster contingent; and so on. Thirdly, the com-
mentator thinks that the name may have been derived from the

word Feinnid, a Champion; because they were " the champions
of the monarch of Erinn" ; and this last derivation is indeed the

most probable and rational.

The Rev. Dr. Keting, in his well-known abstract ofthe history

of Erinn, quotes from some ancient book, (most probably the

Leahhar-na-h-Ua ChongbJiala, or Book ofNavan), a curious tract

on the formation, education, disciphne, and laws of the Fianna
Eireann, ofwhich I have never had the good fortune to meet
with another copy ; and that it was from the Book of Navan
that Keting did take it, is to some extent borne out by the fact

of finding the following note, on this very subject, quoted in the Mention of

Book of Ballymote, from the Book ofNavan, in a sketch of the JJe
Fianna^

high personal quahties and the magnificence of the monarch of NaTan \"

Cormac Mac Airt and his reign.

" The monarch of Erinn, (i.e. Cormac) appointed an army
over the men of Erinn ; and over it he appointed three times fifty

royal Feinian officers, for the purpose of enforcing his laws, and
maintaining his sovereign rule, and preserving his game ; and
he gave the command of the whole, and the High-stewardship

of Erinn to Finn Ua Baiscne, [that is, Finn Mac CuinhaiU]'"S'^''''-

It appears from a poem written by Cinaedh O'Hartagan (who Great Bar-

died 975) on the crlories and maofnificence of Tara in Cormac I^J^
-nr A ' 1 ' ^ 1 '1 rr-i

described by
Mac Air I s time, that there existed at iara at this time a spa- cmaedh

cious barracks in which were lodged no less than seven thousand
^

five hundred men/'^°®^ The following are the stanzas of this most
curious poem, which refer to the great barrack at Tara.

(257) original :—Ro 0|V'oai5 'oin, jMg ei]Aenn Co|\mAc), a Am^'-Ai^

A COitlA, OCUf A fniACCA, OCU]' A pAX)A1§ ; X>0 |\AC A centiAcu uiLe, OCllf
AiA-omAepAToecc eyventi x)'pn-o ua DAi-pcne.—[B. of Ballymote, fol. 145, a.]

(258) poem is published in Dr. Yatnst^ Antiquities of Tara. page 164, and
printed in the eighteenth volume ofthe Transactions ofthe Royal Irish Academy.
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" Its great house of thousands of soldiers,

—

To generations it was not obscure

;

A beautiful, brilliant fortress of brave men ;

—

Seven hundred feet was its length.

" It was not filled with the foolish and ignorant.

Nor over-crowded with the wisely and arrogant

;

It was no small thing to be cut up

:

Six times five cubits was its height.
*' The king had his place there, the king of Erinn,

Around whom the fairest wine was distributed

:

It was a fortress, a castle, a wonder;

—

There were three times fifty compartments in it.

" Three times fifty Champions with swords,

(No silly defence for a fortress,)

That was the number, among the wonders,

Which occupied each compartment".^-^^^

This poem, it is to be remembered, was written by the great

bardic historian Cinaedh O'Hartagan (who died in 975), while

the remains of Tara were still distinct and intact, and whilst the

written history of that famous hill was still clear and abundant,

and its traditions vividly cherished.

Mentioned In Cuan O'LotlicJiains poem, written also on the wonders and

o'Zo!?cfaS remains of ancient Tara, we find the following stanza relating

Tar™
°" great barrack or army house

:

" I speak farther of the fortress of the champions

;

(Which was also called the fortress of foolish women)

;

The House of the Champions was not a weak one.

With its fourteen opening doors"

Cuan O'Lothchain, the author of this poem, and of whom
mention has been often made in the course of these Lectures,

died in the year 1024.(26'>

(>*») orig. :

—

A zech mo\^ 11111.11311 Amurp,

—

con ti'oiiiib,iiin bo •oolu|'|';

CACAifv gUxn jieipvb glAin-

c|M cec Li'ecc cecj c|\Ai5e'o

A comuf.
Hi]* CAi-prticliebbbAip bu^bAe,

tlACUIIISAgAirp 5A]A5A1 ;

ni]A bo bej ]^[\i clie]AbA :

ye C01C CUbAC A VlA^ATJAe.

At)bA pj, uAf tlinm,

yo]\f n-oAibce pn 6o pnni

:

DA •omn, bA x)tiii, bA
•0111511 a:—

c]M CAecAT* im-oAe inne.
t)i CAecA tAec CO lAin'oib,

iii]\ bo b|\occ bAec A|\

hywpn,
bA ne tucc, bimb '0111511A

cecA tiiiU'OAig "oi 'puit)ib.

(180-) ong. -1iTi]\Ait)ini ydy bong ha bAecVi ; cec riA bAec tii)A bA bAj,

if^^y AiiAbAp hA]\c bAn mbAec ; co ce1C|^e "ooi^xpb "oej.

The whole of this poem also is published in Dr. Petrie's Antiquities of Tara,
page 121.

See ante, Lecture V., p. 105.
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The Rev. Dr. Keting, after a glance at various exaggerated ^crm.

tales and fables concerning Finn Mac Cumhaill and the Fianna, Dr. Keting-s

which were in popular favour in his own time, goes on to speak the Fianna

on the subject, as follows. £ireann.

" Notwithstanding these fables, it is certain that truthful,

reliable histories have been written of them ; and it is certain

that they were not taller or larger in their persons than the men
in general who lived in their time ; and that they were nothing

more than the Buanadhs, or permanent soldiers of the kings of

Erinn, to defend and preserve the country for them, in the same
way that all kings at this day have officers and soldiers to defend

their own countries.

—

" The way in which the Fianna were disposed was this.

—

*' They were freely quartered on the men of Erinn, from No-
vember to May ; and they were employed in enforcing right and
preventing wrong, under the kings and lords of Erinn ; and
further to guard and defend the harbours of the country against

the oppressive intrusion of foreigners.

—

*' From May to November they employed themselves in

fowling and hunting, and in discharging such duties as the

monarch of Erinn assigned them ; such as to check thieves, to

enforce the payment of taxes, to check outlaws, and all other

evils which may affect the country. For all this they had a

fixed stipend, such as all the kings ofEurope at the present give

to those who are captains and officers under them.

—

*' The Fianna^ however, were obliged to subsist from May to

November on the fruits of the chase, both in regard to their food

and their pay, in accordance with the rule of the monarchs of

Erinn, who assigned them the flesh of the animals for their food,

and their skins for their pay.

—

*' They were accustomed to make but one meal in the day
and night, and this at evening time ; and this was their custom.

The chase which they ran down in the morning they sent by
their attendants at midday to an appointed hill, contiguous to a

wood and moorland : there they lighted great fires, mto which
they put a great quantity of sandstones. They next dug two
trenches in the yellow clay of the .moor; and, having set part

of the venison upon spits to be roasted before the fire, they bound
up the remainder in sugans or sedge-ropes, or bundles of sedge,

which they placed to be cooked in the larger of the two trenches

previously cut. There they set round them the stones which
had been heated in the fire, and kept heaping them on the bun-
dles of meat until they had made them broil freely, and the meat
had become thoroughly cooked. And these fires were so great
that their black, burned sites remain to be seen in various parts
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^
Qf Erinn to this day ; and it is these that are called by farmers

aSount of
' FkjLlaclita Fiauti^ (the cooking-places of the Fianna).—

the Fianna
*

' As to the Fianna^ when they were assembled at the hill atwhich
Etreann.

^j^^ £^^^ cvcry man ofthem stripped himself to the skin, and
tied his shirt around his waist ; and they then gathered around
the second pit which we have mentioned above, bathing their

heads and washing their limbs, to remove the sweat from them.

They then began to supple their thews and sinews (by gentle

exercise), imtil they had in this manner put off from them their

fatigue, after which they ate their meal. That being over, they

commenced constructing their Fianhliotha^ (i.e. Hunting-tents),
and preparing their beds, and putting themselves in order for

sleep. Of the following three materials then did each man con-

struct his bed, namely, of the brushwood of the forest, of moss,

and of fresh rushes. The brushwood was laid next the ground

;

over it was laid the moss ; and lastly the fresh rushes were spread

over all. It is these three materials that are designated in our

ancient books as the Tri Cuilceda na Feinne (i.e. the Tliree

Beddings of the Fiannay\
I may observe here, in corroboration of the learned and trust-

worthy authority of Keting, that the Fiann-bhotha^ or hunting-

booths of the Fianna^ and even of Finn MacCumhaill himself,

are spoken of in Cormac's Glossary, a compilation of the close of

the ninth century, as well as in several other ancient books, of

equal authenticity.

Keting enters into farther proofs of the authenticity of the

rational history of the Fianna Eireann^ or Militia of Erinn, and
defends them and their celebrated commander from the fabulous

account published of them by the Scottish historian Hector
Boetius.

" It is improperly", says Keting, " that Hector Boetius, in

his History of Scotland, calls Finn MacCumhaill 2i 'Giant';

and he speaks falsely when he says that he was fifteen cubits in

height ; because it is quite manifest from our ancient historical

books, that he was not larger than the men in general ofhis time

;

and it is also manifest that there were several men of the Fianns

yet taller, stouter, and stronger than he was. The reason that he
was made chiefofthe Champions of Erinn was, because his father

and grandfather had been such before him, and also because he
excelled in knowledge, learning, wisdom, acuteness, and valour,

all the warriors of his time; and it was on this account that he
was appointed Royal Commander of the Fianna^ and not from
the size and stature of his person above other men.

—

" The ordinary strength of the force which Finn commanded,
and which was generally quartered freely throughout the country,
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was Three Caths or Battalions, each consisting of three thou- f^^^ni.

sand men. This was when peace reigned between all the men Dr. Keting's

ofErinn and the Ard-Righ or monarch. But when dissensions the^Fianna

arose between any large section of the men of Erinn and the

monarch, or when it was necessary to send an army into Scotland

to sustain the Dalriadian colony of the Gaedhil against foreign

foes, then Finn commanded Seven Caths or Battahons ; so that

he had troops sufficient to relieve the Dahiads in Scotland, and
to protect Erinn from foreign tyranny, at the same time.

—

" Many were the chief captains or leaders that were in com-
mand under Finn, such as a Cath-2Jhiledh, over a Cath or Bat-

talion, the same as the colonel of a regiment now ; a Ceann-

feadhua-Cead, the same as a Captain of an hundi'ed now; a

Taoiseach'Caogaid, or Leader of Fifty, the same as a Heutenant

now ; and a Taoiseach-Tri-nonbair, or Leader of Twenty-seven,
the same as a corporal now ; and a Taoiseach Nonhair, or leader

of nine, the same as the Decurion with the Romans. For, when
an hundred men were thrown into ten platoons or ranks, there

was an officer to each rank of them ; and it was he that was
called the Leader of Nine.

—

" There were fom- conditions which every man who was re-

ceived into the Fianns was obliged to fulfil—
" The first condition was, that he should not accept any for-

tune with a wife, but to select her for her moral conduct and her

accomplishments.

—

" The second was, that he should not insult any woman.—

•

" The third was, that he should not refuse any person for

trinkets or food.

—

" The fourth was, that he should not turn his back on (that

is, fly from) nine champions".

Here follow the additional conditions which Finn Mac
Cumliaill attached to the military degrees, and which every man
was obliged to accept before he was received into the Fianna,

" The first condition was, that no person was admitted into

them at the great meetings of Uisneach, nor at the fair of Tailltin,

or at the feast of Tara, until his father and his mother, his tribe

and his relatives, gave security that they would never avenge
his death on another person ; in order that he should not expect
any one to avenge him but himself; and no matter what evils he
might commit, that his friends were not to be sued for them.

—

" The second condition was, that no man should be taken
into the Fianna, until he was an accomplished poet, and had
read the Twelve Books of Poetry.^262)__

f^"> [Ft7eac/eac/j/,—Philosophy.
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^v"^- " The third condition was, that no man was received into the

Dr. Ketinff's Ftanna, until a wide pit had been dug for him, in which he was

theFianna Stand up to his kuccs, with his shield in one hand, and a
Eireann, hazel Stake the length of a champion's arm, in the other ; nine

warriors armed with nine sleghs (or spears) came to within the

distance of nine ridges (of ground) of him ; and these used to

throw their nine spears all at once at him ; and should he be

wounded, despite the shield and the hazel staff, he was not re-

ceived into the order of the Fianna.—
*' The fourth condition : No man was received into the Fianna

until his hair was first plaited, and till he was then chased

through several forests, with the whole of the Feinnian host in

pursuit of him, with full intent to wound him, the distance be-

tween them being but one tree ; and if they came up with him
they wounded him, [and then he could not be taken into the

Fianna'].—
" The fifth condition: No man was received into the Fianna

if the arms trembled in his hands.

—

" The sixth condition : No man was received into the Fianna^

if a single braid of his hair had been loosened out of its plait by
a branch in the wood (as he ran through it).

—

'* The seventh condition : No man was received into the Fianna
whose foot had broken a single withered branch in his course.

—

" The eighth condition : No man was received into the Fianna
unless he could jump over (the branch of) a tree as high as his

forehead, and stoop under one as low as his knee (without delay

to his speed), through the great agility of his body.

—

" The ninth condition: No man was received into the Fianna
unless he could pluck a thorn out of his heel with his hand,

without hindrance to his speed.

—

" The tenth condition : No man was received into the Fianna
until he had first sworn fidelity and obedience to the king (or

Commander) of the Fianna''—
So far Dr. Keting on the organization and use of this cele-

brated ancient militia, in the time of their last and most distin-

guished leader Finn MacCumhaill. I say last, because Finn
having broken his allegiance to the monarch Cairbre Liffeachair^

the son and successor ofthe wise monarch Cormac Mac Airt, his

Fianna were annihilated soon after at the battle of Gabhra by
Cairbre and his forces.

Although, as I have already stated, I have not been able to

meet with any copy of the tract which Keting quotes, older than

his own version of it, I have met with several ancient authorities

on the actual existen(ie of the Feinnian Militia under Finn Mac
Cumhaill and his predecessors. One of these authorities is, a
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curious list of the names, and sometimes the pedigree and entry xnu.

of the native district, of one hundred and fifty of the subordinate Listofnames

officers or Captains of Nine men, who held command under officelsTn^

Finn himself This list is preserved in the ancient manuscript Book J/^^°'^

known as the *' Yellow Book of Lecan,'' in the library of Trinity -^-ecan-.

College, Dublin, (class H. 2, 16), a manuscript which was com-
piled in the year 1391, from more ancient records, by Gilla Isa

Mor Mac Firbis, of Lecan Mac Firbisigh, (in the county of

Sligo). The original compiler adds that it was Finn Mac Cumh-
^yVhl'

aill and his Fianna that gained the following battles : the battle, Fianna of

of Cuil Cuilleanji, (the situation ofwhich I am not acquainted Cumhaill.

with) ; the battle of Cliach, (on the border of Tipperary and
Limerick) ; the battle of Ciimar- Tri-Nimci^ (near Waterford)

;

the battle of Magh Mis, (in Kerry) ; the battle of Sliabh Mis^

(in the same county) ; the battle of Sidli Femen, now Sliabh-na-

m-ban, (in Tipperary) ; the battle of Feaa, (in the county of

Wexford, I believe); and the battle of Inis Dergloclia, (the

situation of which I do not know).

It is not stated, however, for whom or in what cause these

battles were fought, nor is there mention of any of them in the

Annals of the Four ^Masters ; but these annals are very meagre
about the occurrences of this period. But although these an-

nals are silent on any of the achievements of the Fianna, (ex-

cept in the one instance of the battle of Gahhra, near Tara,

fought A.D. 284, but of which I shall speak bye and bye), still

there is a remarkable and doubtless true account of another

battle in which Finn Mac Cumhaill and his warriors took a

decided part, but one most unfortunate for the stabiHty of his

forces.

The first place in which I find Fi7in and his men engaged was Battle of

at the battle of Cnamhros, fought somewhere in the present fought ny

Queen's County, I think towards its south end, and on the brink c\lmhMii^

of the river Bearblia [BarrowJ. This battle of Cnamliros arose
^"^^^j^

out of the fatal imposition of the tax called the Boromean Tri-

bute, of the origin of which I detailed to you the history on a

former occasion This tribute continued to be paid with re-

luctance, and often levied by force of arms, from the time of

king Tuathal, who reigned from a!d. 76 to 106, down to that

of Cairbre Liffeachair, who was monarch from a.d. 268 to 284.

When Cairbre assumed the reins of government, he imme-
diately, according to ancient custom, demanded the Boromean
Tribute from Breasal Belach, the king of Leinster ; but Breasal

refused to pay it without a battle. Cairbre^ accordingly, pro-

) See Lectures on the MS. Materials, etc., p. 230, etc.
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ceeded to muster the men of the northern half of Erinn, (that

Battle of part known as Leath Chuinn, or Conn's Half) ; and at their head

foiight by he marched into Leinstcr, penetrating as far as the Cnamhros

^umhdrn ahove mentioned, on the bank of the Bearhha.

Fianna
'^^^ king of Leinster, who knew that he was to expect nothing

less than such an invasion, was not idle in the meantime. He
held at once a meeting of the chiefs of the province, to deliberate

on the best course to be pursued in case of the advance of an
army so much superior to his own as that of the monarch of all

Erinn, to make an attack on him at his own door. The deter-

mination at which they arrived was, to invite Finn Mac Cumhaill
and his Fianna to abandon the cause of the monarch to whose
service he was bound, and to join his forces to those of his im-

mediate countrymen, {Finn being himselfa Leinsterman), against

the alleged unjust demands of the chief king. Breasal accord-

ingly set out immediately to wait upon Finn^ whom he found at

his residence, at a place called Rinn Duhhain^ on the east side

of the river Bearhha, some distance below Teach Moling, (now
Saint Mullin's, in the county of Carlow). There he received a

hearty welcome, and at once proceeded to communicate to Finn
his distress and the object of his visit, telling him that no person

was more imperatively called on to endeavour to cast off the

hated impost than Finn himself; and he then addressed him in

the following verses :

" O Find! wilt thou come in friendship?

Wilt thou and the Leinstermen be of one accord ?

If thou wilt come, arise ! give battle

To the powerful hosts of Tara.
" Hast thou heard of the oppressive tribute

Which is carried from us to Conn's Half?

Thirty cows and nine thousand,

—

Of beautiful Cows of one age.
" Hast thou heard how the men of Leinster

In crowds have fallen on the battle-plain ?

Or hast tliou heard that twenty kings

Have fallen for the first evil deed ?^^"^

" Oh! my inmost heart will burst

If I do not avenge my father

;

If I retort not his lofty pride

Upon the fierce, haughty CairbrS Liffeachair.
" Woe is he who attempts the sea without a ship

!

Woe is he wlio descends from a high to a low position I

Woe the house that is divided in two parts !

Woe that a noble race should be contemned !

The first battle of Rath Inil.
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O son of Cumhall of renowned deeds !

Array thyself, and let us bes^one ; Battle of

Cirasp ye your arms with pleasure
; fought by

And aiise, ye Flanna of Findf—0 Findn'''^
^ cum\aui

Film arose at once after this address, the eloquence of which and his

seems to have been irresistible, and accompanied by such of his

Fianna as happened to be then about him, he marched north-

wards, keeping the river Bearhha on his left hand, until they

reached Ros Broc, (the ancient name of the place now called

Saint Mullin's, in Carlow). Here resided three fellow pupils of

Finn, the three sons of Conga, whose names were Moiling the

Swift, Ceallach, and Braen ; and from them he received a hearty

welcome. Having explained to those friends the cause of his

march, and his intention to join the king of Leinster against the

monarch, he was pressed by Moiling the Swift, the eldest of the

three brothers, not to hazard an attempt with his then small

party to face the monarch with the muster of all the northern

half of Erinn at his back. Now the number that Finn had
with him at this time was fifteen hundred men, with an officer

to every thirty of them. Therefore, when Moiling the Swift

saAv \\-\2it Finns high spirit had got the better of his judgment,
he begged of him to remain where he was at least until he had
summoned the remaining part of his Fianna to his presence, who
were dispersed over their native districts through the island,

—

apparently in a way not unlike that in which a modern miHtia,

disbanded during the pleasant times of peace, are scattered

amongst the population of the country until the time comes
for being called out again on the approach of war. Moiling at

the same time addressed Finn in a very curious poem (of

thirty-one stanzas), offering the hospitalities of his house until

his troops had gathered around him from their different locali-

ties. And this account is particularly interesting, because in the

(.265) Qrig. :— -A Viii"o m n'l bxli^? niAm mmyviti a tiAbA]\ a^a-o

in biA ocuj' 1/^15111 "00011- Af CoiiApiAebipViecAi^AUvn-
tAini? S'^T^S'

IDA CIC1, e-iMj! -pe^A cliAcVi, "^IIait^S ciMAilAf cen bums
|\A ID^AIW UllACAlb Uem|\Ac. x)Ayv bejA!

Ill cuaIa'dai]' in cAin ciMiim ' niAijA^ cfiAbbAf a Via]\t5 111

be]AAi\ tiAin itbecli CtiinT)? ii-eL!

c|Mc1iA bo noe mile, "i^'^i^S bAle bif a]\ Xi6>

•oo buAib cAeniA corsi'oine. pAin-o!

In cuAbA-oAipn bA^in "i<^''T^5 "oo bei^A x^X"
x>o ctucim in oen niAjin? ]'Ae]\c'LAin'o!

n'6n cuAbA-OAif ficViic 'JM5 Amic CumAibi Ai-obbegbont)

!

DO cuicim c|\ipn nrvgnim ? S^ib immod-pinicVii^eoin
;

0|A memAi-p mo c]MX)e cAin ^ebi-obA^xnA^MnA co g-pin'o;

a6c niAni "oijIo^AfA m'A- octif eijAgi-o a fiAn •pn-o.

c-Ai-p ; A fint).

VOL. I. 25
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xvni. poem tKe writer names many of these localities, as well as of
Battle of the chiefs and captains of the troops dispei-sed among them,

—

fought by such as Agruan of Magh JEne, (in the west of Donegal); Di-

^umh^m ^^^^^^ JDruim-da-Chonor; Donn Mac Doghar ofMagh Adhair,

^F^nna
prcscnt countj of Clare) ; Caeman at Sliabh Crot, (on the

borders of Limerick and Cork)
;
Aedh, from the banks of the

Boyne ; Duhan from Druim Daoile; Lugard and GeinS, (chiefs

who are not named in connection with any particular place);

Idland, from Leith (in Kerry)
;
Garad, from Askeaton, in the

county of Limerick
;
Breasal^ the grandson of Baiscne, Finn's

own brother, from Leinster ; Crimhthann and Dithrahhnck^ from

the same country; Maelcrund, iiom Crearnhchaill; Maelugra;
Flaithchins the Valiant; and Cuan the Victorious, from other

places, etc. And so Moiling goes on to name the various Fein-

nian chiefs.

Finn followed the advice of Moiling^ and delayed at the resi-

dence of his friend, until all the captains whom he had sum-
moned came up to him with their troops. As soon as all were
assembled, he reviewed his little army, and then set forward to

the place where he had heard the monarch was encamped ; and
this was at Rath Inil, which was also called the Garbhthamhnachj
that is, the " Cruel Grave" of the two daughters of the monarch
Tuathal, who were here buried, at their death, two hundred years

before, but whose bodies (we are told) were soon afterwards ex-

humed by their valiant father and interred by him at Finncharn,

or the " White Heap', (among the Pagan sepulchral mounds in

the vicinity ofNew Grange on the left bank ofthe river Boyne).

Finn and his troops rested for the night at the Garhhthamhnach

;

and early on the following morning they marched to the en-

campment of the king of Leinster, which was in the immediate
neighbourhood. Both leaders then went forward at the head of

their respective forces to Cnamhros^ where those of the monarch
Cairhre Liffeachair were drawn up in order of battle.

A hard and equally-well-contested battle was fought then

between both parties. The monarch's forces, however, found

themselves unable to withstand the vehement valour of the

Leinstermen and their allies, and they were forced to give way
and retreat in all directions, leaving, it is said, nine thousand

men dead on the field of battle, as well as the monarch's three

sons themselves, namely, Eochaidh^^xidi Eochaidh Domleny and

Fiarha SraihtinS.

The time of this battle of Cnamhros is not given by the An-
nalists, and we have little to say farther of Fin7i Mac Cumhaill

and his warriors till the battle of Gahhra^ which was fought in

the year 284.
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After this revolt of Finn Mac Cumhaill against tlie monarch ^"^^i".

Cairhre Liffeachair, he lost all trust for ever in the fidelity and Fianna

loyalty of the Fianjia, and his confidence was transferred to cianna

Aedh Caemh, (Hugh the beautiful"), of the Cianna Morna,
captain of the Connacht Fianna^ a brave hero, to whom the

monarch then gave the chief command, not only of his own
contingent, but also of such new levies or recruits as he might
deem proper to add to their ranks.

It is recorded in the Annals of the Four Masters, at the year

283, that Finn MacCumhaill was killed by Aichleach^ son of

Duihhdreann^ at Ath Brea, on the Boyne.
There was at this time a violent feud existing between the

Monarch Cairhre and Mogh Corb, son of Cormac Cas^ king of

Munster (the ancestor of the Dalcassians of Thomond). This

Cormac Cas had been married to Samair, the daughter of Finn
Mac Cumhaill^ by whom he had three sons, namely, Finne,

Connla, and 3fogh Corb; and when the estrangement took

place between the monarch and Finn, and after the death of

the latter, this Mogh Corb took his uncle Oisiji the poet, who
succeeded his father as commander of the Fianna^ into his confi-

dence and pay, together with his men. The Cianna Mama,
who were now the monarch's favourite standing army, had long

been jealous of the important hold which the Cianna Baoiscne,

that is Finn Mac CumliaiWs clann, had so long held in the

country, and being now in the monarch's favour, they induced
him to improve his enmity against Mogh Corb into a war on
him and his province of Munster. The Munster kin^, how- Destruction

ever, was beforehand with Cairbre; for, collecting rapidly all rianna at

the forces he could muster, and uniting them with the battalion °^

ofthe Fianna under the command of his uncle Oisin, he marched
straight towards the seat of monarchy itself, and threatening

the very household of the chief king, he encamped at Gabhra
AicU (now the hill of Skreen, near Tara.) To this place the

monarch came out against them, and a fierce battle ensued,

in which the Munstermen, inferior in number, suffered sorely.

Among the slain in this battle was Oscar, the famous son of

Oisin, who was killed by the cast of a spear (cast from on horse-

back, it is curious to observe), by the monarch Cairbre. Cairbre

himself at the same time received a wound from Oscar ; and he
was soon after slain on the field of battle by Simeon the son of

Cerb, a warrior of the people of Forth in Leinster. Of the brave
band of the veteran Hawia, who so often fought and won under
the command of Finn Mac Cumhaill, and his father and grand-

father, scarcely one survived the fatal battle of GabhraS'"^^^

^***> Some of the incidents of this battle are related in an ancient poem as-
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Instances of
a regular
array in

Ireland after
the battle of

Oabhra

:

Battle of

Caenraighe
;

Fianna
under king
Diarmait

:

It does not appear, as far as I can discover, that the Fianna
Eireann^ or Irish Militia, were ever afterwards embodied or

maintained under the same conditions as formerly, after the

death of Finn and Oscar and the fatal issue of the battle of

Gahhra.
It would serve the purpose of these lectures but little to enter

into any minute accounts or enumeration of all the other refe-

rences to the existence of a permanent central military force in

Erinn, supported under the direct control of the monarch, and
for national purposes. Many such allusions are to be found

;

and all bear upon the existence of a regular military system,

the nature of which can best be realized in the example already

given of the institution in its best time, that of the Fianna of

Finn and of Mac 31orna. Nor was this system confined to the

support of a central army or national militia ; for there are abun-

dant references to be found to the existence of a similar organi-

zation under the provincial and even minor kings, for the delence

of each province and smaller division of the country.

A few instances of the employment of a regular army by the

kings of Erinn, an army commanded by professional officers, and
organized in a permanent manner, may here however be given,

in proof that the institution by no means disappeared after the

disaffection and destruction of the Fianna.

We have it on record in the Book of Ballymote, in a very

ancient tract, that Niall " of the Nine Hostages", who reigned

as monarch of Erinn from ad. 379 to 405, sent an organized

army into Munster; that this army fought a battle at Caen-

raighe, (now Kenry, in the county of Limerick), where they

defeated the Munstermen, and returned with fifty hostages from

among the nobles of that province ; and that this army was com-
manded by Fiacha, who was the monarch's own brother, as well

as his *' Tuairgnidhe Cathd\ (Leader of his army in battle)

—

an office, apparently, such as that which we should now call

" Commander in Chief", or " Commander of the Forces".

Again we find, in an ancient tract, quoted in a former lec-

ture,'"''^'^ that the monarch Diarmait, son of Fergus Cerrhhedil,

who died a.d. 558, had sent his stewards and his Fianna or

standing army all through the country to collect his tributes.

cribed to Ois?Vi, and preserved in the old Book of Leinster which has been lately

published, with an English translation, by the " Ossianic Society", together

with part only of another poem, much more modern indeed, but still ancient, on
the eanie subject : and I may add that my learned friend the [late] Rev. William
Hamilton Drummond, (the librarian of the Royal Irish Academy) has also

lately published a spirited but very free translation in verse of the whole poem,
in his Ancient Irish Minsfrehi/.

(>«7
) See on/e, p. 336.
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to enforce the laws, and to maintain ancient important social ^x^vm.

customs ; and this, it will be remembered, was the indirect cause

that led to the abandonment of Tara as the royal residence of

the monarchs of Eiinn ever since his reign.

And again, from the poem already quoted,^-^®^ on the death, in Amhuit, or

the year 645, o£ Raghallach, son of Uathach, king of Connacht, ^(^Raghai-^

we find him marching with the whole concourse of people who
.

attended at the ancient public games and sports of his palace of

Cruachan, in pursuit of the Ulstermen who selected that great

day to enter his province for the purpose of plunder. And
among this great concourse, the king's Royal Guard ofa thousand

regular soldiers was not the least important body, as may be

seen from the following stanza of the poem

:

" His royal Mercenaries around Raghallach
;

Ten hundred champions with their shields

;

The front of battle was theirs to maintain

;

Theirs was the first spear in the conflict"/^^^^

One thousand regular professional soldiers, who constantly

attended on the king's command, and had their chief residence

at his court, formed no trifiing force at this remote time.

And lastly, we find in the detailed account of the battle of Amhuts, or

Almhai?!, (now the Hill of Allen in the county of Kildare), ™Yhrbattie

fought in the year 718, between the monarch Fergal Mac Maoile-
^hh/o/"^"'

duin^ and the men of Leinster, that the monarch was killed there, AUen],

with six thousand"^"^ of his Amhuis or " Mercenaries", and a "
*'

great number of the northern chiefs and warriors.

This was one of the last great battles which arose out of that

long and fatal cause of domestic warfare, the Boromean Tribute.

The monarch Fergal^ who then resided at the provincial palace

of Aileach, (near Derry), spent a long time in collecting a sufli-

ciently strong force with which to march into Leinster to demand
the Boromean Tribute, which ifnot paid him voluntarily, he was
determined to raise by force from the king of Leinster, J7wr-

chadh^ son of Braii Muite. He set out on his march at length

;

but having employed bad guides, they led him through the most
rough and difficult roads and passes of the country, until after

much toil and fatigue they found themselves at last in the neigh-
bourhood of Cluain Dolcain, (now Clondalkin in the county of

Dublin), and here they pitched their camp in the immediate
vicinity of the church.

(268) See ante, p. 343.
(269) original : —flij Atriui^ im nA^AlLAc

;

•oec cex) yc6X coha fciACAib;
cofAc CACA cofnAi-oi]";

bA "Leo All ce-o gA 50 ctiACAib.
(«70) iQQ^ according to other accounts.
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^vt"- The northern soldiers behaved, it appears, with much rude-
Amhuis, or ness towards the church, and particularly to a poor leprous re-

atYhe^battie clusc wlio had a Separate hut in its precincts, and to whom the

[Hm of authorities of the church had assigned a milch cow for his special

A u'^ 718
'^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ northerns tore down over his head, wounding

his person with a spear ; and they killed his only cow. Such
sacrilegious conduct on the part of his countrymen, so annoyed
the pious feelings of Cuhretan, son of Aengus, king of the men

Ross (the district around Carrickmacross,in the present county

of Monagh'jn), that he wrote the following three stanzas on the

spot, deprecating the impious act, and anticipating its disastrous

consequences :

—

" Our men are abeady red with gore,

O valiant Fergal, it is true

!

Sorrowful are the People of Mary's Son,

For having torn down his house over the leper's head.
" The leper's cow, the leper's cow.

Was killed after all the oxen:

Woe to the hand that pierced his cloak.

At going into battle against the son of Bran.
'* Should it be that we give battle.

Though brave our opponent, the son of Bran,
Much more do we dread than the battle-field,

The loud lamentation which the leper sends forth".^^'°^

The monarch Fergal then led his men, who are said to have
numbered twenty-one thousand, to the hill of Almhain (in the

county of Kildare), where they were met by Murcliadli, son of

Bran, with a force of only nine thousand, raised hurriedly,

and marched precipitately. A battle immediately ensued,

—

the fiercest, says the historian, that was ever fought in Erinn

—

in which the northerns were defeated, not by mere human
strength, the histoiian says, but by the powerful aid of Saint

Brigid of Kildare, who was actually seen hovering over the

ranks of the Leinstermen.

Fergal, son of Maelduin, himself fell in this battle by the hand

(271) original :

—

Acac a]a cau fop-oeiA^ plAiro,

A'ob|\6iiAij muincii\ lllic TTlinive,

"bo in clAnii, bo in ct<Miii,

oo jq-akCO An-oe^AiT) in •oAim.

TnAii\5 bAiin le]\ cobbAX) a b]\AC,

inA cecc 1 CAc co niAC mbiAAin.
"OA tnbeicli neAcli -00 beiXA-o cac,

TiiA ci\en '0]\einAn -|Ma, niAc tnbiAAin,

An-o-pA teAm oL-oAf itropAe,

in cAe po cAnA-o in dlAiii.
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of J edh, son of Bran, king of South Leinster, and brother to

the chief king of Leinster. With him fell twenty of the chiefs Amhuit, or

and petty kings in attendance on him, besides seven thousand of at the battle

their men. This account states, that among these seven thou- (nm'Jf

sand, were only one hundred and sixty-three of his Amhuis or AUen), a.d.,

Body Guard ; but that this number bore no proportion to the

entire number of his Royal Guard, or permanent army, we have

clear evidence in the following three stanzas, written on this

disastrous battle, at the the time, by the poet, Nuadha O'Lom-
thuile, who says:

" At mid-day, at Almhain,
In defence of the cows of BreajhmhainS,

A red-mouthed beaked vulture raised

A shout of exultation over the head of Fergal.

" Murchadh put off his former debility,

Many a brave man did he cut to the ground

;

He turned his arms against Fergal,

With his immense body o^Flanna at Almhain.
*' There fell there one hundred brave, gifted chiefs,

With one hundred valiant officers

;

Besides nine who ran to madness

;

And seven thousand armed men".

In a fine old detailed account of this famous battle, in my
possession, the number of the monarch's Amhuis, or Guard of

Fianna, killed there is set down as sesca ced, which I would
certainly read as sixty hundred, or six thousand. The Four
Masters, however, and ihe compiler of the Chronicon Scotorum,

make it but a hundred and sixty ; and to their reading of these

words I bow.
From these and many other similar instances, some relating

to the forces of the chief king, some to those of the provincial

kings, we may form a clear opinion that the monarch of Erinn,

as well as the provincial and smaller kings, had always a regular

standing army, of numbers more or less, whether under the

name of Fianna or of Amhuis, on whom he could call on all

sudden emergencies, either to enforce his laws, or to repel his

domestic or foreign foes.

The Danish wars having set in soon after the battle of

A Imhain, there was after this period, indeed, little time given
to the monarch or to the minor kings to organize and maintain
special bodies of regular troops, because, in fact, the whole
country had to take up arms ; and the men of every province
and chieftaincy were liable to be called out at a moment's notice

to oppose the ever active and cruel foreigner. There are, how-
ever, in our old writings, references to bodies of men who are
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called the ^^L/Ucht TighS'\ or Household Troops, of kings and

or'hourehoid
^^^^^^

'
particularly in the account of the battle of Clontarf,

troops. (fought in the year 1014), where the Luclit TigM of Tadhg
^vv O'Kelly, king of UiMainS'in Connacht, and o£Ferghal O'RuairCy

king o\ BreSfney^ did great execution on the foreigners, inde-

pendently of the general Connacht contingent. And even so

late as the year 1593, we find Hugh McGuire, Lord of Fer-

^ vA^ anagh, marching to battle with the people of his own terri-

y tory and a body of Amhuis, or Mercenary Household Troops
drawn from other territories or countries.

The regular organization of these household troops or body
guards of the chieftain is instanced besides in the names of cer-

. A tain places, as, for example, we know that there was anciently

a district in Monaghan, which was called Lucht TighS mhic
Mathgamhna, that is Mac Mahon's Household, because it was
exclusively devoted to the maintenance of that chief's household

troops or standing army.

And in the Brehon Laws this institution is made the subject

of positive rule; for, it is stated there that every king of a

Tricha Ced, or Thirty Hundreds of Land, should support seven

hundred warriors : a law, the necessity of which is intelligible

enough, when we remember that the duty of these regular forces

included all those which are in modern times performed by the

police as well as by the military authorities of a civilized nation.

END OF VOL. I.
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